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Inquiry into the possible causes which could have produced
a great extension of glaciers has been involved in the follow-
ing difficulty. While it cannot be doubted that the climate of
the Glacial period was in some important, respects different

from the present climates the moment any attempt is made to

ascertain what would be the effect, if any one of the deter-
minants of climate were to tin riation, it is

found to be so intricately interwoven with many other condi-
tions and determinants that the ingenuity of the investigator is

generally baffled in his endeavors to assign a just and proper
weight to them all. The intricacy of the problem is very great
and its difficulties are analogous to those which would beset
the investigator who should endeavor to ascertain what would
be the effect of altering the size or adjustment of any one of
the parts of a very complicated machine of which the structure
and operations were very in p rf< i tlj understood. Apart from
this intrinsic difficulty, which is a -m licient excuse to any in-

vestigator who may have failed to reach satisfactory conclu-
sions, there has been on the part of some inquirers a want of
care and an inaccuracy of method which is not so excusable.
Some of them have ventured to offer conclusions as to what
would be the result of modifying one part of the machine with-
out troubling themselves to inquire what coordinate modifica-
Am. Jocr. Scl—Thibd Sebies, Vol. XXVII, No. 157.—Jan., 1884



2 C. E. Dutton—Effect of a warmer Climate upon Glaciers.

instance of this faulty method is furnished by those who argue

that in order to account for more extended glaciers than we
now have we must infer that a more copious snowfall prevailed

in the Glacial period ; that to provide this more copious snow-
fall we must infer that the air was more moist, the evaporation

greater and the temperature of the atmosphere at large higher

than now; in brief, that the climate of the earth was then

warmer than at present
;
probably by reason of a greater rate

of solar radiation. The questions which this hypothesis raises

are much more limited and less complex than those brought
up by other tin ones o a acial climate, though even here the

complexity is considerable. I believe that it can be brought
to the test of a decisive argument founded upon known laws
and relations, and to a conclusion which will not admit of any
dispute. In that conviction the following argument is sub-

mitted :

: can form only, and
,11 is for a long term

of, years greater than the annual dissipation of snow by lique-

faction and evaporation. It is taken for granted that nobody
will question the assumption that a warmer climate will

increase the annual liquefaction and evaporation. It remains
to inquire whether it will also increase the snowfall; and
increase it to an extent which shall more than compensate the

increased dissipation.

(2.) It is sufficiently obvious that the amount of snowfall in

any given locality in one year will depend upon the two fol-

lowing quantities: 1st, the number of days or hours during
which snow is falling; or, more simply, upon the time of pre-

cipitation; 2d, upon the average rate at which it falls. The
product of these two unknown qu ess the total

quantity of snow during any period. They are sufficiently

general to cover all possible conditions which can affect the
amount of snowfall, and the question is thus resolved into the
subsidiary ones: 1st. will a warmer climate cause in any local-

ity any increment in the time of snow precipitation in an av-

erage year; 2d, will il in the average rate?

These will, so far as practicable, be considered separately. It

will be most convenient to examine, first, the rate of precipita-

tion. But before doing so it will be well to advert to two or

three familiar but most essential facts. They are truisms,

indeed, but are necessary for the continuity of the argument.

(3.) Precip when saturated air is cooled;

never otherwise. If the two limiting temperatures between
which cooling takes place are both above zero (centigrade) the
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precipitation is necessarily all rain ; for the precipitate must
take the temperature of the menstruum. If the two limiting

temperatures are both below zero the entire precipitation is

snow. If one limit is above and the other below zero a part of

the precipitation is rain and the other part snow. From this it

follows that whatever moisture air may contain in excess of the

quantity which is necessary to saturate it at zero can fall only as

rain; and the only a\ \h can form snow is a
portion of the moisture which is n r at zero.

(4.) To avoid circumlocution it will be considered, unless dis-

tinctly specified otherwise, that the air is saturated with mois-
ture at all temperatures. The amount of precipitation is an
increasing but complicated function of the amount of fall of
temperature. Without such a fall there can be no precipita-

tion. But equal falls do not give the same amount of precipi-

tation in different parts of the temperature scale. Thus a fall

from 20° to 19° precipitates much more than a fall from 10° to
9°, and this much more than from 0° to -1°. The exact form
of the function representing the relation of precipitation to

equal heat-changes is not known, but it may be given very
approximately at practical temperatures by the ordinary empir-
ical curve of saturation used as a graphic representation. In
reality, the amount of precipitation is the integral product of
two variables, one expressing the amount of heat-change (or

number of degrees fall of temperature), the other expressing
the part of the temperature scale in which the cooling occurs.

(5.) In proceeding to investigate the questions formulated as
above we are met at the outset with a difficulty which must be
at once disposed of. This is the extreme irregularity of precip-
itation not only in different parts of the year but as between
different years. In most places not one day in four is wet
The intervals of dry weather vary from a few hours to months.
The storms are of the most unequal duration and copiousness.
In any two consecutive years there is no correspondence in the
calendar dates on which the storms occur, nor is the yearly or
monthly or seasonal precipitation the same. How then can
there be said to be any such thing as a rate of precipitation, or
any rationally expressible time of snowfall? The answer is,

that a great glacier is the work of centuries of accumulation.
These factors, seemingly so lawless and so heterogeneous from
day to day and from year to year, and so frequently altogether

discontinuous, have, in the course of many centuries, each an
average, and these averages are susceptible of perfectly rational

expression. Suppose we had thrice-daily observations for a
thousand years of all the meteorological condition^ of a locality.

The average of these observations would, in respect to each
factor, give perfectly definite values and relations. Let us
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therefore consider an imagina

average conditions of a thous

-tics as the following: In most localities every day

in the year would show some precipitation, but with one or

more maxima in one or two parts of the year, and a cones-

ponding number of minima. In a few localities it is just pos-

sible that some part of the year might show no precipitation at

the function becoming discontinuous. Each da^

\zyear would have some definite rate of precipitation (quantity

divided by the time). Each day would have its proper sea-

sonal temperature and variations of temperature and all would
follow some expressible law determined by the general and
local conditions operating upon the climate of the locality in

question. It is just these averages which determine the

annual rate of growth or decline of a glacier in any locality, or

whether there shall be any glacier there at all.

(6.) Let us now proceed to consider the effect of a change of

the amount of solar radiation upon rate of precipitation—not

snowfall just now, be it observed, but the entire precipitation

both rani and snow. We shall separate the snowfall after-

wards. This is quite necessary, for the omission to consider

the total effect of a general increase of climatal temperatures

has been the stumbling-block of quite a number of those who
have appealed to it.

The rate of preci/>U'dioi) (i. e. quantity of precipitation per
unit time—which time-unit may be taken very small, say one
hour, or even less,) depends upon three factors: 1st. The quan-
tity of air wliieh undergoes cooling; 2d. Upon the rate of cool-

ing; 3d. Upon the temperature at winch the cooling begins.

These three factors involve, either explicitly or implicit! v, all

known conditions which can possibly affect the rate of precipi-

tation, except physical constants, which, of course, need not be
considered. Thus the amount of cooling, i. e. number of

degrees fall of temperature, is implied in- the second factor;

for this amount is simply the rate multiplied by the time, and
the time is now unity.

(7.) The quantity of air which at any time is yielding moisture
to any locality is that quantity which blows over it as wind.
If the atmosphere were always motionless its hygrometric
changes over the land would he limited to evaporating and
condensing the same water over and over again : and by ab-
sorption into the earth or by running into the sea even this

water would soon go out of reach and precipitation would cease
altogether. The winds are the vehicles which bring moisture,
and as fast aa one body of air is depleted another* body of it

takes its place. The quantity of air, then, which is to yield

moisture is simply proportional to the velocity of the wind.
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There is no doubt that the faster saturated air is supplied to a
locality where it is cooled the faster (ceteris paribus) the rain or
snow will fall. But the ratio of increment of wind velocity to

increment of precipitation is not a simple one. It will be given
farther on. Just here we are merely concerned with the
inquiry, How would this air-supply or wind-velocity be affected

by a warmer climate i Would it be increased? and, if so, in

what ratio? Undoubtedly it would be increased. As regards
the ratio, an answer will be attempted presently. The velocity

of the wind is intimately associated with the second factor, rate

of cooling, and it is first necessary to have the entire range of

facts before us so as to dispose of the matter in its entirety.

(8.) Let us, then, consider the second factor which affects the
rate of precipitation, viz: the rate at which air cools; and let

us afterwards inquire how it would be affected by a change of

climate consequent upon increased solar radiation. There are

four known ways in which the cooling of air occurs: (1) by the
work done in expansion : c2\ by contact with colder surfaces;

(3) by commingling with colder air bodies; (4) by excess of

radiation over absorption of heat.

(9.) A moment's reflection will convince us that the first

three modes of cooling are dependent altogether upon move-
ments of air. In order that air may expand it must move
upward ; so, also, in order that it may be brought into con-
stantly renewed contact with lay continu-
ously intermingle with colder air bodies, it must have move-
ment, and, therefore, velocity. The rates of expansion, contact
and commingling are plainly proportional in a simple ratio to

the velocities of the respective movements which cause them.
Again comes up the subject of the cause, quantity and rates of

these movements and here is the place to inquire how such
movements would be affected by a warmer climate. This sub-

ject can be reached only by going back to the causes.

(10.) In an ultimate analysis the cause of
found in the incessant and unequal disturban

of the atmosphere. The sun's radiant energy falls

unequally at any instant upon different places. It falls line-

qualU at morning, noon and night: meq a!!\ up->i different

zones of the earth. It falls upon surfaces
which are heterogeneous with respect to their coe*

ftbsor] tion; as, for example, land and sea. It pe

Inch has unequal ibsorpt ive <.-: -acity in its differ-

. The result is a disturbance of the t
•

• uni of the atmosphere in mi i rless
\

ices at once and

y. Consequent upon this is a disturbance of the

: the air; and further consequent is the

rush of air to find a new equilibrium. Any disturbance of a
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body from a position of stable equilibrium which it seeks to

reestablish, is a case of the conversion of kinetic into potential

energy. The radiant energy which falls upon the earth is

partially converted into potential which is in turn expended in

producing the movements of the air. Having referred these

movements back to their cause and having put the conditions

of the question into the most general and comprehensive form,

we may now ask again, would the wind-potential be greater if

solar radiation were to increase'* Undoubtedly it would. But
in what ratio % To this latter question, I believe, a sufficiently

approximate answer can be given. The problem is purely a

thermodynamic one.

(11.) The atmosphere, considered with reference to its winds,

may be regarded as a series of thermodynamic engines oper-

ated by an expansible and nearly perfect gas receiving heat and
converting it into work. The amount of energy available for

this work is directly proportional to the difference (in any given

case) between the absolute temperature which the body of air

performing work possesses, and the absolute temperature which
is necessary for its statical equilibrium. We have seen that

the causes which determine these differences of temperature

—

the sphericity of the earth, its rotation and seasons, its hetero-

geneous surface—are in the main fixed in nature and constants
;

while the motive power is the sun's radiant energy. And since

the solar radiation and the temperature-differences of the air

are both heat-quantities, pure and simple, we have, apparently,
no alternative but to conclude that they are proportional to

each other. But the exact form of the ratio is unknown.
Nevertheless, if we assume it to be a simple ratio for any range
of variation in the amount of solar radiation which could be
reasonably postulated in connection with the present discussions,

we shall certainly commit no large error. Still less shall we
err if we assume that the inequalities in the heating of the air

are proportional in a simple ratio to the mean absolute tempera-
ture of the air at the earth's surface, and if that temperature
were raised by increased solar radiation the inequalities which
cause the winds would increase in the same ratio.

(12.) How great an increase in the mean temperature of the
earth's climates would the advocates of a warm glacial climate
be disposed to postulate? Would 20° C. be sufficient i Tak-
ing the mean temperature of the earth's atmosphere at the
surface to be (274 20° to it, we have 310°,

and the ratio of 290 : 310=1*07, or an increment of seven per
cent in the absolute temperature of the atmosphere. Assuming
that the wind potentials are every where increased in Like ratio,

and remembering that the velocity of the wind is proportional

to the square root of the energy expended in producing it, the
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resulting mean velocity of the winds would be ^ 1-07= 1-035,

or about three and one-half pen cent greater than at present.

But suppose the wind potentials increased in a geometrical

ratio with the temperature of air. The result would of course

depend altogether on the form of this ratio. But taking it in

its simplest form (logarithm of the potential simply proportional

to the absolute temperature) the increment in the wind- velocity,

resulting from 20° increase of mean temperature, would be less

than six per cent. Larger geometrical ratios can of course be

arbitrarily postulated, but they would require a very stalwart

defense to entitle them to a hearing.

(13.) Let us now go back and review our first two factors

which determine the rate of precipitation
; (1) air supply, (2)

rate of cooling. We have seen that both are dependent—the

first wholly and the second in great part—on the velocity of

the winds. The first factor, air-supply, is evidently directly

proportional to the velocity with which the winds move. But
we have found reason to believe that this velocity would not be
very much increased, though it would to some extent, by an
increment in the mean temperature of the atmosphere which
most thinkers would probably consider very. large. The same
conclusion attaches to the second factor, rate of cooling, in so

far as it is dependent upon the velocity of the wind. But we
have noted that this second factor depends for its value upon
four subordinate or component factors, commingling, expansion,

contact, and .excess of radiation over absorption of heat. The
first three depend for their value upon the velocity of air move-
ments solely. The fourth component (excess of radiation over
absorption) presents oth(

(H.) In the long ation and absorption of heat by
the atmosphere are equal. For if one or the other predomina-
ted continuously the air would grow continuously warmer or

colder. Practically during any'short period of "time, and in

every locality one or the other does predominate ; but the ratio

of the two perpetually oscillates to and fro about an equality.

Now if air were motionless for a long period of time this oseil-

upon the land though the vibration m'-l t -; II I ontinue. But
in reality fresh air halm with nev\ supplies of moisture is con-
stantly replacing the bodies of air which have been depleted.

Again we find that the movement of air is a vital considera-
tion. But the nature of the dependence of that portion of the

used by excess of radiation upon the velocity of the

rent from that <>! commii gling expansion, etc. In
the latter operations fch in a simple
ratio to the velocity. Not so the efficiency of radiation. The
law in this case is a more complex one and the ratio has less
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value than a simple ratio. Inasmuch as it can be made intel-

ligible only by the use of an algebraic expression, the analysis

of it is given in the appended note.* The general result of

that analysis is that when air moves from a warmer to a colder

place, wbere it is cooled by radiation, the amount of cooling

(by radiation simply) over any given area, does not increase

in the same ratio as the velocity of the wind, but in a ratio

which itst'lf diminishes rapidly as the velocity increases.

(15.) We have thus examined the essential features of the

first two factors which determine the rate of precipitation with

reference to the changes they would probably undergo if the

earth's climates became warmer. These changes we find to be
very small for any increase of warmth which would be postu-

lated. So small are they that hereafter they will be considered

as unimportant.

(16.) The third factor which determines the rate of precipi-

tation depends for its value upon the temperature at which the

cooling of saturated air begins. It is by far the most impor-
tant factor of the three. Its value is directly proportional to

the maximum density of water vapor considered as a function

of temperature, and it is well known that this density increases

with the temperature, in a very rapid ratio. A roughly ap-

proximate idea of it may be derived from the fact that at" such
temperatures as we are most concerned with, this density, or,

what is equivalent, the so-called capacity of air for moisture, is

about doubled for an increase of 10° C. in the temperature of

stantly diminishing. Let then P be the initial value of the potential wl
lir hi-r te k tin -

\
> >- d area and let » be its value after any time t,

its passage over it. Then the change dp in the value of the potential
any time dt (taken so small that may be regarded i

sibly constant), i^ . > -..!>, in, f ,
',-, ' | lt> grating this Eq. b

=log ^=-t,smdp= re-'. N

). If t be taken

wa the general r

any such increment would of cot
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the atmosphere. So obvious are the considerations which arise

from this fact that no further discussion of it is necessary.

(17.) We find then that a warmer climate would probably
have the effect of increasing the rate of precipitation from
causes which may be grouped into three categories. First, the
quantity of air which supplies
little more rapidly to the places when it cools,

rate of cooling which causes precipitation would be a little

faster. Third, since the cooling would occur in a higher range
of temperature, the amount of precipitation per unit volume of
air per unit degree of cooling would be rapidly increased.

The last factor is very much more important than the other
two. Hence the rate of precipitation would be largely in-

creased by an increment in the mean temperature of the earth's

climates. The general conclusion indeed is much too obvious
to be disputed. But it has been deemed essential to go over
the ground upon which it rests and analyze the component
causes because they will come into service in the subsequent

(18.) Having found that the mean rate of precipitation would
be largely increased by a warmer climate, the next step is to

inquire whether the time of precipitation would also be in-

creased by the same cause. Here as before we must recur to

the causes and conditions, which fix for any locality, the num-
ber of rainy days and hours of the average year; but we only
need to advert to them in their most general forms. We may
recall again the statement that precipitation takes place when
saturated air is cooled—never otherwise. It cools when it

moves from a place where the local conditions make it warmer,
to a place where the local conditions make it cooler. Again
we find that the movement of air becomes an inseparable con-
sideration. And in truth, we know by the commonest experi-
ence, that in almost all regions except very arid ones, the

winds from certain directions bring wet weather, while those
from other directions bring dry weather. The logic of it is,

that the former winds come from warmer places laden with
moisture and are cooled, while the latter come from places where
they were colder, and become warm and therefore dry. The
causes then which control Vie directions of the winds are the

determinants of how much of the year shall be foul weather
and how much fair. It may also be suggested that the rela-

tive humidity of the air is another determinant. But upon in-

spection it will appear that this possible factor is partial iv im-

plied in the other, and we must not try to make our factors do
double duty. In part, however, it presents independent consid-

erations which will be adverted to presently.
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(19.) The question then is how would a warmer climate af-

fect the directions of the winds in any locality, and their rela-

tive humidity? There are some winds like the monsoons, the

trades and anti-trades which appear to be governed by general

laws, which (for better or for worse) have been formulated by-

theorists. But it seems quite certain that the trades and anti-

trades would blow as unceasingly, and in the same directions

under a warmer climate as under the present one ; that the

monsoon winds would begin and end at the same times of the

year as they do now ; and that this is true of all winds which

nave the seasonal or monsoon character. And they would
presumably bring the same quota of rainy and dry days—nei-

ther more "nor less. There are also what may be termed irreg-

ular winds of which the cyclone class are examples, but for

the caprices and anomalies of which no law has been found.

In high latitudes the winds are vacillating and their vagaries

are still more obscure. Have we any reason to suppose that

these winds as yet anomalous would yield anv more wet days

if the climate were warmer? I see none, their alternations

might be a little more rapid, and there might be a greater

number of them in the course of the year, but the same reason-

ing would lead to the inference that the average duration of

each oscillation would be diminished in exactly the same ratio

that their number was increased, and so the total time would
be unchanged.

(20.) As regards the humidity of the air it would seem as if

the advocates of a warm glacial climate had confounded abso-

lute humidity with relative. If it could be made to appear
that the relative humidity would be greater under a warmer
climate, the proof of it would have great weight. For no doubt
cooling air often fails to precipitate because its relative humid-
ity is low : and greater relative humidity would obviously cause

a certain number of rainy or snowy days, where now there are

merely cloudy ones. But there appears to be no reason for

supposing it would be any greater. Indeed, is there any greater

relative humidity to-day in tropical regions than in extra trop-

ical, in the air as it leaves the ocean, or in air which has passed
through equivalent changes and travel over the land?

(21.) We do not find then any reason to suppose that either
the directions or relative humidity of the winds has any relation

whatever to the intensity or degree of solar radiation ; but that

so far as known laws can guide us they depend upon conditions
which are exclusively terrestrial and therefore constant for all

values of solar radiation. And as I am unable to conceive any
possible cause of change in the time of precipitation which is

not directly referrable to these two determinants I see no reason

founded on known causes to suppose that a warmer climate
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would affect the time of precipitation in any manner whatever.
Possibly other inquirers may be more ingenious and more for-

tunate. Possibly the unknown operations of the intricate ma-
chinery of the winds might be made to yield another result to

more subtle analysis. And indeed I am tempted to suggest
here a line of thought which if carefully pursued might lead to

some modification of the above provisional conclusion ; though
having had no opportunity to give it proper cons
I am unable to venture any opinion as to what the character of

that result might be. Let us take an instance.

(22.) The western part of North America, from Southern
Alaska as far south as the head of the Gulf of California, shows

i which increase in moistness as the latitude

Leaving out of view the climatal conditions prevailing high up
on the mountains

; the valleys to the east of the great barrier

ranges, Sierra Nevada, Cascades, and Eockies of British Colum-
bia, grow dryer toward the south. The rainfall—the number
of rainy days or time of precipitation decreases with the lati-

tude. "The explanation of it I have suggested in a former pa-

per of this Journal about as follows. In the northern portion!
of the region above specified the adjoining tracts of the Pacific

Ocean are relatively wanner than 'the land; in the southern
portions they are relatively colder. The prevailing winds are
from the west. In the northern parts they are, during the

greater part of the year, cooled as they pass into the interior of

the continent, while in the southern parts they are heated.

Hence at the north the same wind from the same ocean is a
wet wind while in the south it is dry. Now it is quite con-

ceivable (though from want of full consideration I should not
dare to offer it as a probable result) that if solar radiation were
to vary, the temperature-relations as between land and sea

would also be profoundly changed. It is conceivable if the

solar radiation were greater that the land at the north might
heat the Pacific winds instead of cooling them. It is conceiva-
ble that they might cool them instead of heating. Both the

winds and the lands would be warmer, but which of the two
would have received the larger increment of temperature is the

indeterminate question.
(23.) But for the present the only logical course which is

open to us is to confine ourselves to plain and obvious results

of phyaieai laws. It. is idle to arsrue about thintrs which might
he, or about things which in the present state of human knowl-
edge are indeterminate. We have no apparent resource but to

assume that a warmer climate would have no effect whatever
in the way of increasing or diminishing the number of wet
days and hours of an average year, and this is the assumption
here made. The burden of proof is upon those who would
argue otherwise.
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(24.) We may now proceed to separate the snowfall from the

rainfall. In a preceding paragraph attention was invited to the

very obvious fact that moisture cannot be condensed in the form

of snow at temperatures above zero. This fact with equally

obvious ones connected with the changes of seasons are suffi-

cient for whatever separation is required. In fig. 1, let the

axis of Z be the scale of temperatures, and let PP' represent
the temperature of precipitation throughout an average year

—

the higher parts of the curve corresponding to summer and the
lower parts to winter months. Draw pp' below PP' at such
a distance as will adequately represent in all parts of the

;

the temperature to which the air falls in coolii The
curves need not be exactly alike nor nearly so symmetrical as

they are drawn. The forms here given merely express their

general nature. The space between the two curves expresses
the integral amount of cooling which the air undergoes in order
to precipitate. If now the point b on axis Z be selected as the

) temperature, then so much of the space beti

the cij

coolin

, of
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going is applicable be rendered warmer then the position of
zero must be taken at a lower point on Z, as at c, or what
amounts to the same thing the curves must be drawn higher
tip relative to the zero line. Then the integral amount of cool-

ing available for snow will be represented by the space below
cc' and within the two curves. It is evident that according to
this construction the warmer climate would decrease the amount
of cooling available for snow except in the case of one so cold
that the temperature is always below zero—which may be rep-

resented by drawing the zero line above both curves at aa'.

(25.) But the same amount of cooling produces different

amounts of precipitation in different parts of the temperature
scale. While the amount of cooling available for snow has
been diminished the efficiency of what remains has increased.

In fig. 2, let Z, as before, be the axis for temperatures, and let

Ss be the curve of si vmm vapor density of

water considered as a function of temperature. Let the vertical

dimensions of the figures /and g represent equal amounts of
cooling. Then their areas will exemplify the different amounts
of precipitation in different parts of the temperature scale pro-

duced by equal amounts of cooling. To combine the two fac-

tors three axes are necessary.

(26.) In fig. 3, draw the three rectangular coordinate axes,
OX, OY, OZ. Upon the plane YZ draw a convenient portion
of the saturation curve Ss. Conceive the plane figure Sszz' to
be a generatrix moving alone: the axis OX in positions always
parallel to ZY. The line zz' will generate a vertical plane face,

the line zs a horizontal plane face, and the line Ss a curved face
of an indefinite solid. Conceive now two corrugated cutting
edges similar to that of a sheet of corrugated iron and having
the curvature generally expressed in fig. 1, by the curves PP'
and pp' be passed into the indefinite solid, moving

|

YZ, so as to cut out of it the shaded solid as drawn. This
definite solid represents graphically the annual precipitation

regarded as a function of the temperature and seasonal changes.
The axis Z repivso its torn] erature; and let the zero point be
arbitrarily fixed at the origin O. To represent the effect of an
increased general temperature it would not be proper in This

case to locate the zero point lower down on Z, but the solid

must be cut anew from the indefinite solid by passing into it

the corrugated edges higher up. The amount of snowfall is

represented by that portion which lies below the plane XY.
(27.) In this graph

is made to depend upon three functions between two variables.

The two variables are temperature and time. The argument is

that precipitation takes place only when saturated air is cooled.

The quantity of precipitate which cooling air will yield (per
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unit volume of air) is dependent upon the extent or amount of

cooling, i. e., the difference between its initial and final temper-

ature, and upon the temperature at which the cooling begins.

This is expressed by the length and positions of the vertical

lines in the front face of the solid. The curved line PP' repre-

sents the locus of these initial temperatures for every day in

the year, and the line pp' represents similarly the locus of the

final temperatures. I have drawn them about equally apart

for the whole year. As a matter of fact they should be une-

qual, most probably ; for the range of cooling is not ordinarily

uniform in the storms of different parts of the year. But it

will appear farther on that this is of no consequence so far as

the final conclusion is concerned. The reader may imagine the

intervals between PP' and pp' to be arranged in any way he

likes provided it conforms better in his judgment to the facts

in any case. The final conclusion will cover every admissible

modification. Perhaps it will be said that at any given phase

of the year when two consecutive years are compared there will

be no definite initial and final temperatures and the amount of

cooling even on corresponding dates will be very different.

Quite true ; but the illustration contemplates the averages of a

very long term of years—hundreds of years or even thousands
—and these averages will have perfectly definite initial and
final temperatures of cooling, and every day and hour of the

year is thus supposed to have definite conditions suitable to

rainfall—unless indeed we consider a locality where during
some part of the year rain never falls. In that case the curves
become discontinuous, as does the solid also. The z ordinates
then are a simple function of the temperature.

(28.) The y ordinates represent the quantity of: moisture which
unit volume of air precipitates at any temperature. They are

proportional to the maximum vapor density of water which
may be expressed by the product of an arbitrary constant into

a term involving no other variable than temperature. Hence
the y ordinates are functions of temperature. They express
the efficiency of the cooling at different temperatures and there-

fore the differential amount of precipitation which any indefi-

nitely small cooling will produce at any temperature. They
may be combined with the z ordinates so as to yield a single

function expressing the instantaneous rate of precipitation.

The areas of the figures/and g, fig. 2, or any other cross-sec-

tion of the solid by a plane parallel to YZ, will express the
rate of precipitation regarded as a function of temperature.
The x ordinates represent time which is used here as the inde-

pendent variable. The temperature itself, and therefore the y
and 2 ordinates, are harmonic functions of the time, the form of

which is not exactly known.
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(29.) The first effect to be considered is the shortening of
the time of snowfall, so far as this time depends upon the

changes of seasons. It is plain that the increment of tempera-
ture due to i must pervade every portion of

the earth and throughout the entire year. Quite likely the

increments would be unequal in different latitudes and unequal
at different seasons. Still there would be an increase at all

places and at all seasons. The summer would come earlier and
stay longer; that is to say, the time during which it would be
cold enough to snow would begin later in the autumn and end
earlier in the spring.

(30.) The second obvious effect is that, the rate of precipita-

tion, whether for rain or snow, would be increased. For by
the hypothesis the precipitation would be the result of cooling
air at a higher temperature than before and equal amounts of

cooling cause a larger amount of precipitation, the higher the

temperature at which the cooling begins. In some slight de-

degree the supply of air yielding snow would probably be
increased through a small increase in the velocity of the wind,
but this increment is considered as trifling.

Thus the time of snowfall would be diminished, but the
average rate of snowfall would be increased. The amount for

the year is simply the product of the time multiplied by the

average rate of snowfall. Since one of the factors would be
decreased and the other increased by the supposed change, the

question hangs upon the answer to the inquiry—which of the
two factor- ikes in the higher ratio with the

temperature. To this final question the general answer is that

the time of j on the rate

would increase, and the total annual snowfall would be

diminished by a varmer climate. There is an exception or

rather^ a class of exceptions which will presently be adverted

. weather is extended further i

The proof of the proposition is simple and

and begins earlier in the spring the only effect of the warmer
climate is to push the snowfall of October (wholly or in part)

forward into November, and the snowfall of November forward
into December; to push the snowfall of March (wholly or in

part), back into February, and that of February back into Jan-
uary. The snowfall which originally belonged to December
:U1,

1 January, has simplv disappeared. Meantime the former
heat of June cornea now in May and the heat of July goes over
into August.* Two new thermal months have made their
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appearance. hotter than any ever known before, and add

potency to the annual liquefaction. A period of snowfall in

midwinter has disappeared without, compensation ; a period of

melting heat in midsummer has made its appearance as a clear

gain to the total liquefaction. This is the net result of the

warmer climate.

(81.) Let us examine this a little more in detail, taking a

special case by way of illustration. Let us consider the climate

of a region situated in rather high latitudes, say in the neigh-

borhood of 50° to 55°, where the present mean temperature of

precipitation touches zero on the 10th of October. For three

or four weeks before and after that date the storms will some-
times yield rain, sometimes snow—the rain at first being more
and then less and less frequent until nothing but snow falls.

Similarly in the spring (April 15th?) there is a date at which
the mean temperature of precipitation rises up to the zero line

and passes above it with a period on either side in which snow
and rain alternate—the snowfall gradually vanishing. Thus
we have four seasons, one of summer rainfall, one of winter

snowfall, and two seasons (autumnal and vernal), where the

rains and snows are dove-tailed with each other. It is also

necessary to remember that we are now considering an average

year as before described, and we must stop a moment to con-

sider the elements of which that year is made up. Every cal-

endar date has a certain time, rate, temperature, and amount, of

precipitation which is found by averaging the supposed obser-

vations of precipitation occ irring on that date for hundreds of

years. It is immaterial whether we consider any particular

date as having a certain number of wet and another number

weatt

duration alternating with as many short dry intervals.

Suppose now a warmer climate supervenes with a heat incre-

ment sufficient to postpone the time at which the mean tem-
perature of precipitation touches zero until the 15th of Novem-
ber. In that case the 15th of November rake, the precipitation

which now pertains to October 15th, subject to a qualification

which will be mentioned speedily. November 2ot.h takes the

precipitation of October 20th and soon. Thus the winter is

driven forward in time. On the other hand the -

earlier; and, in inverse order, the winter is driven backward.
The former may be called the procession of snowfall, the latter

'" nowfall. In mid-winter the procession and
n meet and crowd out entirely a certain period of time
h snowfall formerly occurred. But the rate of precipi-

luring mid- winter has increased because the temperature
higher at which precipitation takes place. But this
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higher rate is merely the same rate which prevailed formerly at

an earlier date. In the first half of the winter, the original

rates and amounts of precipitation have only been postponed to

later dates without change of value. In the last half of the

winter the original rates and amounts of precipitation have
merely been anticipated on earlier dates without change of
value. The rates and amounts which have been anticipated

and postponed have taken the place of rates and amounts which
have disappeared entirely and without compensation.

(32.) Let us now look at some of the qualifications to the
foregoing conclusion. It is implied in the argument that dur-
ing our average year, the number of wet and dry hours, respec-
tively, would be sensibly the same on each and every date.

As a matter of fact this is not true. Certain seasons are dryer
or wetter than others, i. e. have more or fewer rainy hours per
day or per month. How would our conclusion be affected by
introducing this consideration into the argument? That will

depend somewhat on the nature of the distribution of wet and
dry hours throughout the year. In the first place it maybe
remarked that this distribution is governed and regulated partly
by local causes and partly by fixed astronomical causes or rela-

tions. Presumably the causes would be constant for all values
of solar radiation.' If wet weather is more frequent near the

than in mid-winter, the argument would become a
fortiori. But if wet weather has its maximum in mid-winter,
the argument would be weakened and in an extreme case might
be so affected as to show a greater snowfall with a warmer
climate.

(33.) There is also one general exception which is indepen-
dent of the distribution of wet weather throughout the year,
and in which a warmer climate would produce increased snow-
fall. If g r , rc xx earth, such that the mean
temperature of precipitation all the year round is considerably
below zero, then a warmer climate will—up to a certain limit

—have the effect of increasing the rate of precipitation without
affecting the time, and hence then? will he an increase of snow-
fall. But the moment the temperature of precipitation passes
above zero in any part of the year, then the shortening of the
time of snowfall begins and proceeds at maximum rate of short-

ening for any further increase of temperature, and thereafter
the conversion of snow into rain will subtract more snow than
the increased temperature of precipitation will add.

(34) The possibility of obtaining a greater snowfall by a
warmer climate then is limited to such localities as are now ex-
tremely cold—to localities situated either very near the poles,

or at altitudes far above the present line of perpetual snow. In
all other places a warmer climate would add to the rainfall and
Am. Joub. Sol—Thibd Series, Vol. XXVII, No. 157.—Jax., 1884.
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actually subtract from the snowfall, while increasing at the

same time the annual liquefaction. The advocates of a warm,

glacial climate have committed a most extraordinary oversight

in failing to perceive that the moisture, which they would add

to the atmosphere, can fall as rain only. Not until the air has

discharged as rain all the moisture in excess of the quantity

which saturates it at zero, can it begin to yield snow. This con-

sideration alone ought to have deterred them from such a doc-

trine and its mere statement might seem sufficient to refute the

idea. But it has been deemed proper to investigate the sub-

ject at some length, and to examine each component factor in

its proper relations, in order to make ourselves sure that what
seems "to be a complete answer at the first glance, is still com-
plete, however it may be tested in detail.

Art. II.— On the application of Wright's Apparatus for distilling,

to the filling of barometer tubes ; by Frank Waldo, Computer
O. C. S. O.

[Communicated by permission of the Chief Signal Officer.]

Eeferring to the original diagram by Professor Wright
(page 480 this Journal, vol. xxii, December, 1881) and which
is here reproduced by his permission, it will be seen that

a is a vessel full of impure mercury, b a tube about thirty

inches long ; c an enlargement of b ; d and e tubes inclined in

opposite directions
; / an arm for connecting with a Sprengel

pump
; g a tube a little over thirty inches long ; h a reservoir

with an outlet to the air; h is filled with pure mercury.
The air is now exhausted through /; the mercury rises in b

and g until C is partially filled ; a Bunsen burner is placed under
c and the mercury distills over into g and flows out through h.

If now g is cut off at x a few inches below the junction of e

with the arm / (the part h being no longer used) and a glass
cock be inserted at x, then by means of a short rubber tube
this cock can be connected with the open end of the barometer
tube to be filled, which latter will take the general position of

the whole tube g of Professor Wright's drawing.
The rubber tube must be covered with melted sealing wax.

The impure mercury in a should first be washed in acids and
dried before introduction. At the beginning of operations a is

full of impure mercury, but the rest of the apparatus contains
only air. The Sprengel pump is set in motion and gradually
exhausts the air from b, c, d, e and the barometer tube, until no
air bubbles can be seen in the running mercury of the Sprengel
pump, and until the sharp click is heard when the drops of
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mercury fall. The tube / is then sealed or a stop cock in it

turned, cutting off the Sprengel pump ; the Bunsen burner
under c is lighted, and the mercury will distill over into the
barometer tube, which will thus be filled without allowing the

mercury to come into direct contact with the air.

The barometer tube should be constantly watched in order

to detect any air bubbles that may be carried over ; when seen

they must be cooked out by heating the tube slightly by means
of a Bunsen burner. When the barometer tube has become
filled with the mercury, the cock at x can be closed, the sealing

wax broken and the tiii>e replan-il 1>\ another.

This method is similar to the one employed by Wild at

St. Petersburg, only he uses the Weinhold apparatus.

Hamburg, June, 1883.



Art. III. — A New Device for Measuring Power ; by C. F.

Brackett, Physical Laboratory of the College of New Jersey.

The following account of a method of measuring the energy

expended on or rendered by a dynamo- or a magneto-machine
will be of interest to those who have to do with the production

of electricity in the large way in which it is now employed in

turn through a small arc of :i circle whose center lies in the

geometrical axis of the armature. The support may be effected

by means of knife edges or by means of smooth cylindrical

bearings, attached directly to the machine or to a cradle on
which the machine rests. In the latter case the cradle is made
adjustable so that the bottom or floor can be raised or lowered,

thus permitting machines of different construction, when placed

thereon, to be brought into proper positions as regards axis of

revolution and points of support. When the machine, thus

mounted, is set in rotation, with closed circuit, the mechanical

couple set up between the armature and field magnets tends to

make the latter revolve in the same direction with the arma-

ture. The value of the couple, thus operative, and which we
desire to know, will be known if we know the value of the

couple, equal and opposite in direction, which is required to

hold the machine fixed in its position of equilibrium. A lever

arm is fixed to the machine or cradle in a horizontal position

and provided with a sliding weight of known value, sufficient

to hold the machine fixed in its position of equilibrium when
in the performance of its duty. The couple required can thus
be known in terms of lever arm and weight. We then only
need to know the number of revolutions in a unit of time when
we have all the data needed in order to compute the energy.

If W denote the weight, L the lever arm and n the number
of revolutions in a minute, we shall have : energy =2^W Ln,
as in the case of the well-known Prony brake.

For purposes of accurate scientific inquiry, the field magnets
alone may be mounted and balanced on knife edges, so as to

turn freely like the beam of a common balance. By this plan
all useless work is excluded from' the account. Friction at the
bearings and at the brushes do not in this case have any ten-

dency to make the field magnets revolve.

In the Physical Laboratory of this institution there are several

machines having the construction here pointed out. They
leave nothing to be desired in point of sensitiveness or accuracy

in their indications.

Princeton, Nov. 23, 1883.
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In the number of this Journal for October, 1883, Mr. Croll
publishes a reply to certain criticisms of mine urged seven
years ago against his theory of the cause of glacial epochs.
(Vol. xi, p. 263, May, 1876). The pleasure and interest with
which I have read Mr. Croll's paper induces me to reply to
it, notwithstanding a want of confidence on my part in the
value of anything short of a purely mathematical investigation
of the subject. It will be well to begin by examining the
nature of the question and stating in a broad way what seems
to me unsatisfactory in the foundation of Mr. Croll's method.
What we are concerned with is the inference that at some

former epoch in geological history the mean temperature of the
northern hemisphere was much lower than it is now. Assum-
ing this as the basis of discussion, the question is, what was the
cause of this "glacial epoch?" To speak more accurately;
since we can only take the causes relatively, why was the
northern hemisphere any colder then than it" is now { This
question Mr. Croll endeavors to answer from purely astronom-
ical causes, combined with elementary considerations respecting
the motion of heat and its relation to meteorological phenom-
ena. His conclusion is that a great eccentricity of the earth's
orbit, combined with a position of the perihelion near the
northern solstice, will cause a great annual fall of temperature
in the northern hemisphere, which, in sucii a case, would have
a short perihelion summer and a long aphelion winter.
To this, my reply is. thnt too little is known of the laws of

of heat through the atmosphere to justify
the establishment of any theory of the glacial epoch, and that,

taking the case up exactly as Mr. Croll does, he fails to show
sound reason why the mean temperature should be different at
the supposed periods. At the same time, my verdict would be,

' ' '
' \f Cro <tl <w - alse, but that it was not proven.

I do not deny the possibility that, when the laws of climate
become thoroughly known, it may be found that epochs of great

ire always glacial epochs. All I claim is that
it such should be proven to be the case, it will be I

action of causes different from those adduced by Mr. Croll.
In fact, without going anv further, we have at hand a vera

'

' -:
:''-;:

'

: • . v.. -'
-

Mr Croll at all. Experiments >n n nation, commenced with
^nlong and Petit, tend to show that Newton's theory of the

proportionality between temperature and radiation is not well
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founded, and that, as temperature rises, radiation increases in a

much higher ratio. To speak more exactly, if we take a series

of temperatures in arithmetical progression, the corresponding

rates of radiation of heat will not be in arithmetical progression,

but in a series of which the differences continually increase.

An immediate inference from this general law is that if an
isolated body receive a given amount of radiant energy per

annum, its mean annual temperature will be a maximum when
this radiation is uniform and will be lower the more irregular

the reception of heat.

Now it is well known that the total amount of heat received,

not only by the earth as a whole, but by each hemisphere, is

constant, notwithstanding the change in the earth's eccentricity,

but in virtue of the law just stated, any portion of the earth's

surface on which a large portion of the annual supply of heat
is delivered during a short summer, will have a lower mean
temperature than the hemisphere on which the heat is distribu-

ted more uniformly. But Mr. Croll does not, so far as I have
ever noticed, adduce this law at all. On the contrary, he
assumes Newton's law of radiation proportional to temperature

tinder which the cause would not act in the way suggested.

One great source of in-conclusiveness in Mr. Croll's results

seems to me to be a lack of quantitative precision in his lan-

guage. Though he may use numbers wherever it seems to him
they are applicable, one can hardly fail to notice that the quan-
titative terms he most uses are such as "great," "very great,"

"small," "comparatively small," and these without any state-

ment of the units of comparison relatively to which the expres-
sions are used. Now I deem it not improbable that the differ-

ence between a cold and a hot epoch may be due to the very-

small preponderance of one or the other of' several antagonistic
causes; and, if so, quantitative precision is necessary to lead to

any reliable conclusion.

I shall now enter into some details: Mr. Croll suggests that
I may have forgotten the researches of Pouillet and Herscbel
into the temperature of space. I reply that I regard the con-
clusion that the temperature of space is —289° as having no
sound basis. To speak with greater quantitative exactness, it

has precisely the same value as a photometric estimate of the
intensity of star light, founded on observations of the sky,
made in full day, with an attempt to eliminate the light re-

flected by the sky so as to find what residue comes from the

stars. The fact is, that no observations of radiant heat from
stellar spaces at large can be made below the uppermost limits

of the earth's atmosphere, owing to the intervention in lower
regions of the radiation from the atmosphere itself.

Mr. Croll concludes, using Newton's law of radiation, that

the heat received from the stars is to that received from the
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sun as 222 to 299. I wonder that he did not see in this a

reductio ad absurdum either of the results of Pouillet and
Herschel, or the law of radiation which he assumes. Photo-
metry shows that the combined light from all the stars visible

in the most powerful telescope is not a millionth of that re-

ceived from the sun, and there is no reason for believing that

the ratio of light to heat is incomparably different in the two
cases.

In considering the question of the heat conveyed by aerial

currents Mr. Croll quotes from my former paper so fully and-

fairly that I do not see any necessity to repeat my views at

length. I can only say that while I now see more plainly than
before some reason why a body at the upper region of the

earth's atmosphere should, on the average, be colder than at

the surface, I do not see that we have data for fixing the fall of

temperature at 5° or 100°. If the degree of cold is greater

than that due to expansion, then Mr. Croll is right in main-
taining that the aerial current would not carry to the poles all

the heat with which it left the equator, but even granting this

condition I see no ground for supposing the quantity of heat

conveyed to be insignificant.

I shall now consider some of Mr. Croll's reasons why the

ocean should be warmer than the land. His assumed law that

a body transparent lor heat rays would become warmer under
solar radiation than an opaque body, I passed over in my
former criticism as too much opposed to the fundamental laws
of thermodynamics to need much consideration. He now
adduces, in "support of his thesis, the fact that water is more
transparent to the solar rays than the rays which it would itself

radiate
; and that the upper layers of water would act like the

glass of a green house and thus allow the .vater to stand at a

higher temperature than it would otherwise do. This addition

to the modus operandi seems to me quite sound, and, therefore,

to show one true cause why water might rise to a I

temperature than the ; >le to say whether the

increase would be measurable with an ordinary thermometer.
But I am sorry to find that, notwithstanding his addition of a

sound cause, 'he adheres to views so diametrically opposite to

what I supposed to be th i'nudan > tal lawful i

that I feel compelled to state the case more fully. His first

reason why the ocean should be warmer than the land, is in

the following words :

First,—"The ground stores up heat onlv by the slow process of

t'on.liietion, wlmreas water, by the mobility of its part'u-lcs and

ioicv for hcat-ravs," espcciailv t!i<>-< from the sun, be-

comes heated to a <

heat stored up in the ground b ilm- rompar' .• iwiy small, while

m is great."
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As just remarked Mr. Croll substitutes a sound reason for

this utterly bad one, but still seems inclined to bold on to the

latter. The confusion of ideas which pervades it can best be

shown by making some attempt to put the statements into

quantitative language, using numbers, lengths, etc., instead of

the qualifying words "slow," "considerable," "rapidly," "com-
paratively small" and "great." His statement would then

read something in this shape : The ground stores up heat only

by the process of condi its of only 10 calories

per square meter being absorbed in a day whereas water, by
the mobility of its particles, etc., becomes heated to a depth of

thirty feet at the rate of 1° Fahr. per hour (day or week as the

case might be). Thus only 1000 units of heat are stored up in

a cubic meter of earth, while 5000 units per cubic meter are

stored up in the ocean.

When stated in this form the question how hot the ocean
would get at the end of x days, weeks or years under the sup-

posed law of heating and how the number of units of heat

stored up respectively in the ground and the ocean would fix

their respective temperatures would at once have arisen in Mr.
Croll's own mind, and .showed him the utter failure of his

reasoning; but by using instead of numbers the qualifying

phrases I have quoted he confuses integral quantity of heat,

rate at which heat is radiated in a unit of time, heat stored up,

and temperature, without destroying the apparent soundness of

his argument in the mind of the uncritical reader.

The second reason is in the following words

:

Second.—"The air is probably heated more rapidly by contact
with the ground than with the ocean ; but, on the other hand, it

is heated far more rapidly by radiation from the ocean than from
the land. The aqueous vapor of the air is to a great extent
diathermanous to radiation from the ground, while it absorbs the
rays from water and thus becomes heated."

Here again the fallacy of tlie reasoning will be seen by giv-

ing the respective number of degrees, or any quantitative state-

ment of the rate at which the air was heated by radiation from
the ocean and from the land respectively. The fact I suppose
to be that there is no rapidity of heating in question, but 'that

the question is simply one of stationary temperature to be ulti-

mately reached. I must repeat that I know not the slightest

authority for the statement in the last sentence quoted and can
gain no clear idea from what Mr. Croll says on the subject.

In considering the third reason, which I need not quote, but
which is found in Mr. Croll's reply, I suggested in my former
paper what I supposed to be a r'eductio ad absurdum of Mr.
Croll's method of reasoning by pointing out the apparent conclu-
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sion that two bodies could heat each other up by their mutual
radiation. I supposed he Vould disclaim this conch
try to show that I had misunderstood his premises in drawing
it, but he apparently accepts its possibility as a logical result
of Prevost's well known theory of exchangea
The fourth reason may be summarily disposed of in the

same way as the preceding ones. Let the reader take it up as

presented by the author; let him substitute quantitative state-

ments at pleasure for the words "more freely," "greater,"
" greater difficulty," " more rapidly," " of higher mean tempe-
rature," etc., and let him also bear in mind that it is stationary
temperatures and not quantities of heat with which we are

ultimately concerned and the inconclusive character of the
reasoning will be at once apparent

I shall next pass to the question of the non-melting of snow
during a short perihelion summer, in which, as I stated in my
former review, calculating temperatures by Mr. Croll's formula,
we should have a mean temperature ranging from 100° to
150° Fahr. I had to acknowledge some embarrassment from
Mr. Croll's causes producing their effects through the two dia-

metrically opposite modes of operation, to wit

:

1st. By making the air exceedingly transparent and thus
permitting radiation into space.

2d. By filling the air with fogs and thus preventing the solar

heat from reaching the ground.
His reply to this is that he did not suppose the fogs and the

clear atmosphere to exist at the same place and at the same
time, but that in either case :m inability on the part of the sun's
rays to melt the few inches of snow which could have fallen

during winter would have resulted.
I see no use in arguing this point for the simple reason that

I do not know enough about the relations of temperature to

the aqueous vapor in the atmosphere to admit of my saving
anything of value on the subject. I would merely remark
that I cannot see in Mr. Croll's reasoning the slightest ground
for admitting that the perihelion summer radiation would pro-

duce any other effect than it does now.
I am surprised that Mr. Croll should have been willing to

present reasoning so obviously inconclusive as that in which
be endeavors to show that my objection to the reliableness of

bis dates for glacial epochs, on account of the insufficiency of

the fundamental data for the seen vari t mis of the plane-

tary orbits, falls to the ground. My objection and his state-

ment in reply I can leave to the judgment of the reader who
chooses to refer to them.

I conceive that some general remarks on the nature of the

problem will be of more value than a further analysis of Mr.

Croll's reasoning. It is an observed fact that we now have a
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glacial epoch at a comparatively moderate height in the atmo-

sphere and on the tops of most high ranges of mountains far

removed from the equator. It is evident that if, at any former

epoch, the state of things at the surface of the ground was the

same that it now is at the height of two or three miles in the

atmosphere, there must have been a glacial epoch. To what
cause are we to attribute the cold of the upper regions of the

air? There are two known causes but we cannot assign an

exact quantitative effect to each.

I. The passage of air from the lower to the upper regions is

accompanied by expansion, and the reverse motion by com-
pression, which would naturally result in the upper regions be-

ing colder than the lower : the exact amount of cooling, sup-

posing no disturbing cause to come into play, is readily

computed, and has, I think, been assigned by Professor Sir

William Thompson and others, but I need not now refer to the

II. ^Researches on radiant heat seem to show that the atmo-

sphere absorbs the extreme rays of the spectrum, especially

those of greatest wave length, more powerfully than the rays of

mean wave length. The rays radiated by the earth are of

longer wave length than the great mass of those received by
the sun. The natural result of this selective absorption would
be to make the temperature of the earth higher than if there

were no atmosphere, or if the atmosphere exercised no selec-

tive absorption on heat rays. It seems probable that this selec-

tive absorption is due, very largely if not entirely, to aqueous
vapor in the air. If this be so, an epoch of dry air would be
a glacial one.

A crude test of the efficacy of the first cause might be de-

vised. In order that it may act it is essential that there shall

be a continuous interchange of air between low and high alti-

tudes. Now if there are any high table lands so extended that

in their central portions the air has not during several days an
opportunity to be replenished from lower regions, such air

should be warmer than that at an equal height on isolated

mountains. Probably the conditions for such an observation
do not exist on the earth's surface.

In conclusion I may be allowed to express my regret at not
being able to make a contribution of positive value to the in-

vestigation of this subject. The state of the question is about
this: A well founded theory of terrestrial temperature can be
built only upon an accurate knowledge of the laws of emission

and absorption of radiant energy of different wave lengths,

especially in the atmosphere, and the result will appear as a

numerical calculation, more or less exact, of the temperature

resulting from assigned conditions, and not as the conclusion of

an argument to show one thing or another.
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Art. V.— On Photographing the Solar Corona without an
Eclipse; by William Huggins, D.C.L., LL.D., F.RS.

[In the number of this Journal for last February is a state-

ment, by Dr. Huggins, of his method of photographing the
corona of the sun without an eclipse. The following account
of his more recently devised methods, and of the results ob-

tained, was communicated to the British Association at South-
port, and is furnished by him in proof from the British Journal
of Photography for this Journal.]

I am indebted to Miss Lassell for the loan of a seven-foot

Newtonian telescope made by the late Mr. Lassell. The spec-

i-quarter inches in diameter,

inches of the central portion of the speculum—partly for the
reason that a larger amount of light would be difficult of man-
agement, and partly because this restriction of the aperture
would enable me to adopt the arrangement which is shown in

the diagram.

3
It will be seen at once from an inspection of tip

that in this arrangement the disadvantage of a second reflection
by the small mirror is avoided, as is also the mechanical in-

convenience of tilting the speculum within the tube, as in the
ordinary form of the Herschelian telescope. The speculum b

remains in its place at the end of the tube aa. The small
plane speculum and the arm carrying it were removed. The
open end of the tube is fitted with a mahogany cover. In
this cover at one side is a ciiv i

id a-quarter
jnches in diameter, for the li-ht to enter; below is a similar
nole, over which is fitted a framework to receive the "backs"
containing the photographic plates, and also a frame with
nne ground glass for putting the apparatus into position. Imme-
diately below, towards the speculum, is fixed a shutter with an
opening of adjustable width, and which can be made to pass

across more or less rapidly by the use of india-rubber
different degrees of strength. In front of the opening/is fixed

a tube c, six feet long, fitted with diaphragms, to restrict as far
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as possible the light which enters the telescope to that which
comes from the sun and the sky immediately around him.

The telescope tube aa is also fitted with diaphragms, which
are not shswn in the diagram, to keep from the plate all light

except that coming directly from the speculum. It is obvious

that when the sun's light entering the tube/ falls upon the cen-

tral part of the speculum the image of the sun will be formed
in the middle of the second opening at d, about two inches

from the position it would take if the tube were directed

axially to the sun. The exquisite definition of the photographic

images of the sun shows, as was to be expected, that the small

deviation from the axial direction—two inches in seven feet

—

does not affect sensibly the performance of the mirror. The
whole apparatus is firmly strapped on to the reflector of the
equatorial, and carried with it by the clock motion.

The performance of the apparatus is very satisfactory. The
photographs show the sun's image sharply denned ; even small

spots are seen. When the sky is free from clouds, but pre-

senting a whity appearance from the large amount of scattered

light, the sun's image is well defined upon an uniform back-

ground of illuminated sky, without any great increase of illu-

mination immediately about it. It is only when the sky be-

comes clear and blue in color that coronal appearances present

themselves with more or less distinctness.

In my earlier work with this apparatus I used cells contain-

ing potassic permanganate in solution, which were placed close

to the sensitive surface, and between it and the shutter. I
was much troubled by the rapid decomposition of the potassic

permanganate under the influence of the sun's light. When
apparently clear to the eye, a lens revealed minute particles

which precipitated themselves upon the glass plates of the cell,

ana gave an a
|

which was in the plate ; besides, any diminution of the trans-

parency of the solution by the presence of minute particles

would produce scattered light on the plate.

I then tried a solution of iodine in carbon disulphide, but the
same inconvenience presented itself. Very soon, under the

sun's light, the solution was found by examination with a lens

to show signs of commencing decomposition.

Even when the solution was sensibly clear there was some
disadvantage from the unavoidable imperfection of polish of

the surface of the plates, which reveals itself under the condi-

tions of strong light in which they are placed. If, however,
the violet (pot) glass which I used at first could be obtained
annealed and free from the imperfections usually present in it,

it would serve most usefully as a selective screen.

For these reasons, after some months' work I decided to give
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up the use of absorbing media, and I came to the conclusion

that the advantages they present, which are doubtless consider-

able, are more than balanced by the possible false appearances

which they might give rise to if the solutions were not in a

condition of perfect transparency.

As, for the reasons stated above, it seemed desirable to avoid
placing media of any kind before the sensitive surface, the

selective power upon the light had to be sought in the nature
of the sensitive surface itself. The suggestion of staining the

film presented itself, but after consultation with Captain Abney
I decided to try an emulsion containing silver chloride only.

Captain Abney' kindly prepared some silver chloride emulsion
for me, and the plates were developed with a solution of fer-

rous-citro-oxalate. The silver chloride film, according to Cap-
tain Abney, is strongly sensitive to light from h to H, and
hardly at all beyond H. Since the middle of July these plates

have been used as well as the ordinary silver bromide gelatine

plates. A comparison of the two kinds of plates, when used
under similar conditions, shows a decided advantage for this

work in favor of the silver chloride. All the plates were
backed with a solution of aspbaltum in benzole.

For the purpose of screening the sensitive surface from the
intensely bright image of the sun, small circular discs of thin
brass were turned about ?

'

¥tn of an i ncu iarger m diameter
than the sun's image. The brass disc was held close before the
sensitive surface by a fine metal arm when the sun was taken
in the middle of the field, and attached to the inner edge of a

when the sun's image was placed toward the
side of the* field. A comparison of photographs taken under
similar conditions with and without the disc showed less ad-
vantage in favor of the disc than was anticipated. Indeed, it

may be that with the short exposures given the scattered light

which comes upon the plate, when the sun's image falls directly
on the sensitive surface, may be favorable to the setting up of
the photographic action by the comparatively-feeble coronal

In consequence of the number of diaphragms which it was
found desirable to inti aratus for the purpose
of preventing any li y >un and the skv im-

mediately around him from read, i .. the plate, the extent of
neJd in which the full aperture was in use was small. For this

reason it was found of advantage to place the sun's image near
the margin of the diaphragm, limiting the field, and
t0 combine the photographs taken in four different positions.

The moving shutter being placed very near the sensitive sur-

face, and practically in the focal plane, could not give rise to

ettects of diffraction upon the plate ; besides, the opening in
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the shutter was never less than half-an-inch in width, and often

as much as an inch or even more, according to the sensitive-

ness of the plates used.

The most serious difficulty with which I have had to contend

has been the absence of clear skies. On many days of bright

sunshine the wind has been in a northerly direction, bringing

here the smoke of London, which produces a whity condition

of sky, through which it was obviously hopeless to expect the

coronal light to show itself upon the plates. The few occasions

of a better condition of sky were for the most part of short

duration, and did not allow time for a large number of photo-

graphs to be taken.

During the summer about three dozen photographs have
been obtained, which show photographic action about the sun
of a more or less coronal character.

I placed these plates in the hands of Mr. Wesley, who has

had very great experience in making drawings from the pho-

tographs taken during several solar eclipses, with the request

that he would make a drawing for each day on which sufficient

photographs had been taken, combining the results of the dif-

ferent photographs in one drawing. This was desirable, as,

whenever a sufficient duration of sunshine permitted, photo-

graphs were taken on silver chloride films as well as on silver

romide plates. Some photographs were taken with the sun

Wesley has introduced into his drawings those

coronal features only which are common to all the plates taken
on that day.

The apparatus is attached to the refractor of the equatorial

in such a way that the direction of the length of the plate is in

that of a parallel of declination ; a line, therefore, across the

plate, is in a direction north and south, and from the date of

the photograph the angle of position of the sun's axis can be
found. On Mr. Wesley's drawings the orientation is marked,
as well as the position of the sun's axis.

Four drawings accompany this paper. On one of them
(August 13) are seen defined rays. As these are present in

three photographs—one in which the sun is in the middle of

the field and the shutter in use, a second in which the sun was
nearly in the middle but the shutter remained open, and a

third with the sun near the margin of the field and screened
by a disc—Mr. Wesley has put them in the drawing. In most
of the negatives more structure than is shown in the drawings
is suspected when the plates are carefully examined.

I regretted greatly that on the sixth of May—the day of the

solar eclipse—the sky here was very unfavorable.
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Up to the time of writing this paper I have not seen the

photographs taken during the eclipse. Mr. Wesley wishes me
to say that he has not seen the photographs or any drawings
of the eclipse, and that, therefore, he has been wholly without
bias in making his drawings from my plates. If these draw-
ings are compared with the photographs taken during the
eclipse, it should be borne in mind that the absence of sky-

illumination during the eclipse would allow a larger part of

the fainter and more distant regions of the corona to be photo-

graphed, and that any peculiar conformations or detailed

structure of these outer portions could not be expected to be
seen on my plates. The comparison should be restricted to the
regions of the corona at corresponding distances from the sun's

limb. It is probable that the short-exposure eclipse negatives
will be found to admit of comparison with my plates better

than those exposed for a longer time.

Photographs of the sun have been taken on the days which
follow :

—

Lpril 2 ....1 plate. June 20 ...1 plate.

3 1 " J«iy 10 3 plates.
" 6 2 plates. 15
" 26 5 '< August 3 . . , . 2 "
[ay 23 ....] plate.

....6 plates. " 20
" 31 5 " Sept. 4 ...4

md brought here the London smoke, which greatly i

the sky-illumination relatively to the coronal light which could
reach the plate. On these days the photographic action on the

plates around the sun, though distinctly coronal in character,

possesses less definiteness of form. I entertain the hope that

it may be possible, by a careful comparison of all the plates, to

gain some information, in a general way, of the amount, and
possibly also of the character, of any large changes of form or

of relative brightness which may have taken place in the

corona, or been due to its motionj during the period covered
oy the observations.

[Professor Stokes, who read the paper, also read the following
letter from Mr. Lawrence, one of the observers of the eclipse of

May 6th, at Caroline Island.]

"Dr. Huggins called upon Mr. Woods this morning and
showed us the drawin made of his coronas.

He told us that he particularly did not wish to see our negatives,
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but he would like us to compare his results with ours. We did

so and found that some strongly marked details could be made
out on his drawings, a rift near the north pole being especially

noticeable. This was in a photograph taken on April 3d, in

which details of the northern hemisphere are best shown ; while

the details of our southern hemisphere most resemble the photo-

graph taken on June 6th. In fact our negatives seem to hold

an intermediate position. Afterwards I went with Dr. Hug-
gins and Mr. Woods to Burlington House to see the negatives.

The outline and distribution of light in the inner corona of

April 3d is very similar to that on our plate which had the

shortest exposure, the outer corona is, I think, hidden by at-

mospheric glare. As a result of the comparison, I should say

that Dr. Huggins' coronas are certainly genuine as far as 8'

from the limb."

derived from the

Mean R A Mean Time of Normal
1882.0. Error,

j

Obs. 6 1882.0. places.

March Jfi.r, 271 36 469 ±071 63 37 15 15-6 ±0-41 61 Mar. 19-Apr. 3

April 12.5 281 22 167 ,u-2u To Apr. 4-Apr. 21
Mav 25. r, 55 55 34-2 :,'.> :;.; 4-i May 21-May 28

.«,T,r, is June 1-June 5

July 9.5 ± 0T,., 27 9 45 17-5 July 8-July 17

From the 2d, 3d and 5th of these normal places a prelimin-

ary set of elements was computed according to the methods
given in Gauss' " Theoria Motus," as follows

:

T= June 10-52908 .0=204° 56' 18"-61 ) ,,
log<7= 8-7836381 <tf=208° 59' 38*'17 [*£*!?'
log e=9'9999998 i= 73° 48' 34^88 )

1882U '

Rectangular equatorial Coordinates
x-r [9-9611128] sin (126° 22' 53'-24 + v)

y-r [9-8608368] sin \ 61° 11' 47"-564-t>)

z=r [9'9021136] sin (196° 51' 24"-51+w)

With these elements considering the eccentricity equal to

unity, comparison was made with all six normal places, in

order to make the final corrections to the preliminary orbit by
means of a least square solution.
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The differential coefficients with respect to the six element!

being computed for the six normal places gave twelve equa
tions involving the following unknown quantities,

x— 10000 dT.

M sin y=d log q (Briggian) or y= f*

It was not thought worth while to apply weights systemati-
cally according to the number of observations, but as the last

normal place seemed to have considerably less precision than
the others, the last two equations were given a weight of 0'5012
log 9-70000 as a convenient approximation to a weight of one-

Trie twelve resulting <

the method of least squai
unknown quantities:

x= 4"'477l±l"-468 u=- 2"-2662±0"-877

y— 2"4213± 4-214 v= + 10'952 ±2'495
Z—~ l-4295± 0-875 W—+ 9*035 ±2-739

Substituting these values in the equations of condition gives
for the sum of the squares of the residuals [w]=22"02. In the

solution of the normal equations [hw6]= 22"09.

From these unknown quantities the following c

the preliminary elements are found

dT= +0-000448 ±0-000147 rfe=-0'0000l098±0-00000425
d\ogq=+ 0-000005 l±0-0000089^n'= + 10"-952 ±2"'495

dco'=— 8"'024 ±2"'644 di'=+ 9"'035 ±2"*739.

These corrections give as the most probable values of the
elliptic elements,

T=June 10-52953 G. M. T. ±0-00015
log ?= 8-7836432 ±0"0000089

«=0-999989()2±0-00000425
<y=208° 59' 33*-72

)

n=204°6e'29'-49 VMeai -tic 1882-0

•= 73° 48'41 # -82
)

co'=19d°51' l6'-49±2"-644
)

il'= 210° 29' ]2*-25±-2"-4!»;. IJi-lVrrod to Equator.

*'= 52° 57' 41
ff -04±2*-739

)

Bectangular equatorial coordinates,

x=r [9-9611023] sin (126° 22' 49''33 + v)

y=r f9-8608362l sin (
61° 11' 58'-04 + v)
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These elements correspond to a period of about 400,000

years.

Recomputing the position of the comet for the dates of the

six normal places and comparing gives the following results,

the column headed "«" being the residuals obtained by sub-

stituting in the equations of condition the values found above

May

L-34 +1-01

+ o-:j

The planetary perturbations being small have no
been taken into account, as I intend to make a more c

discussion of the comet when all the observations hs

published.

Field Memorial Observatory, Williamstown, Mass.

This article is based upon my observations as assistant on
the Geological and Natural History survey of Minnesota, from
1879 to the present time, under the direction of Professor N.
H. Winchell, the State geologist. Some portions of it have
been before published in the annual reports, and others are here
presented in advance from manuscripts prepared for the final

reports of this survey.

The Minnesota River, from which this State is named, has its

highest and most remote sources upon the Coteau des Prairies,

about 2000 feet above the sea. Its head-stream, after flowing
eastward twenty miles, turns southerly at Brown's Valley and
enters the northwest end of Big Stone Lake. Here, and in

its whole extent thence to its mouth, the Minnesota River
occupies a very remarkable valley, the origin of which was
first explained in 1868 by General G. K. Warren, who attributed

it to the outflow from an ancient lake that filled the basin of

the Red River and Lake Winnipeg. This valley or channel
begins at the northern part of Lake Traverse and first extends
southwest to the head of this lake, thence southeast to Mankato,

* Read August 16, 1883, at the Minneapolis meeting of the American Associa-
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and next north and northeast to the Mississippi at Fort Stall-

ing, its length being about two hundred and fifty milea Its

width varies from one to four miles, and its depth is from one
hundred to two hundred and twenty-five feet. The country
through which it lies, as far as Carver, about twentv-five miles

above its junction with the Mississippi, is a nearly level expanse
of till, only moderately undulating, with no prominent hills or
notable depressions, excepting this deep channel and those

formed by its tributary streams. Below Carver it intersects a
belt of terminal moraine, composed of hilly till. Its entire

course is through a region of unmodified drift, which has no
exposures of solid rock upon its surface.

Bluffs in slopes from twenty to forty degrees, and rising one
hundred to two hundred feet to the general level of the coun-
try, form the sides of this trough -like valley. They have been
produced by the washing away of their base, leaving the upper
portions to fall down and thus take its steep slopes. The river
in deepening its channel has been constantly changing its

course, so that its current has been turned alternately against
the opposite sides of its valley, at some time undermining
every portion of them. In a few places this process is still

going forward, but mainly the course of the Minnesota Eiver is

in the bottomland. Comparatively little excavation has been
done by the present river. As we approach its source it dwin-
dles to a small stream flowing through long lakes, and we
finally pass to Lake Traverse, which empties northward; yet
along the upper Minnesota and at the divide between this and
the Red River, this valley or channel and its enclosing bluffs

are as remarkable as along the lower part of the Minnesota
River. It is thus clearly shown to have been the channel of
outflow from a lake formerly extending northward from Lake
Traverse along the Red River valley. The existence of this

body of water is believed to have been due to the barrier of

the receding continental ice-sheet, obstructing the natural

course of drainage northward as at present to Hudson Bay;
and it is therefore called Lake Agasstz, in memory of Professor
Louis Agassiz, the first i.romineiit u.lvoe te ot tl

the drift was produced by land-ice. The shore line of this

lake, when it stood at its highest level, marked by a distinct

beach of gravel and sand, upon a surface which on each side of
this beach is chiefly till, has been traced continuously one
hundred and seventy -five miles, from Lake Traverse easterly to

Herman and thence northerly to Maple lake, twenty miles east-

southeast from Crookston. The height of this beach has been

ascertained at the same time, by leveling along this entire

distance.

The Minnesota valley in many places cuts through the sheet
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of drift and reaches the underlying rocks, which have frequent

exposures along its entire course below Big Stone Lake. This

excavation shows that the thickness of the general drift-sheet

upon this part of Minnesota averages about one hundred and

fifty feet. The contour of the old rocks thus brought into

view is much more uneven than that of the drift. In the

hundred miles from Big Stone Lake to Fort Ridgely the strata

are metamorphic gneisses and granites, which often fill the

whole valley, one to two miles wide, rising in a profusion of

knolls and hills, fifty to one hundred feet above the river.

The depth eroded has been limited here by the presence of

these rocks, among which the river flows in a winding course,

crossing them at many places in rapids or falls. From New
Ulm to its mouth the river is at many places bordered by
Cretaceous and Lower Silurian rocks, which are nearly level in

iification. These vary in height from a few feet to fifty or

rely seventy-five or one hundred feet abov
ankato to OttavMankato to Ottawa the river occupies a valley cut in Shakopee

limestone underlain by Jordan sandstone, which form frequent

bluffs upon both sides, fifty to seventy-five feet high. After

excavating the overlying one hundred and twenty-five to one
hundred and fifty feet of till, the river here found a former
valley, eroded by pre-glacial streams. Its bordering walls of

rock, varying from one-fourth of a mile to at least two miles

apart, are in many portions of this distance concealed by drift,

which alone forms one or both sides of the valley. The next
point at which the river is seen to be enclosed by rock-walls, is

in its last two miles, where it flows between bluffs of Trenton
limestone underlain by St. Peter sandstone, one hundred feet

high and about a mile apart. T sial channel,
its farther continuation being occupied by the Mississippi River.

The only erosion effected by the Minnesota River here has been
to clear away a part of the drift with which the valley was
filled. Its depth at some earlier time was much greater than
now, as shown by the salt-well on the bottomland of the Min-
nesota River at Belle Plaine, where two hundred and two feet

thus at least one hundred and sixty-five feet lower than the

mouth of the Minnesota River.

Heights of the bluffs, which form the sides of this valley,

composed of till enclosing layers of gravel and sand in some
places, and frequently having rock at their base, are as follows,

stated in feet above the lakes and river : along Lake Traverse,

100 to 125 ; at Brown's Valley and along Big Stone Lake,
mainly about 125, the highest portions reaching 150 ; at Or-

tonville, 130; at Lac qui Parle and Montevideo, 100; at Gran-
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ite Falls, 150; at Minnesota Falls, 165; thence to Kedwood
Falls, Fort Ridgely and New Ulm, 165 to 180; at Mankato,
200 to 225; at Saint Peter and Ottawa, 220 to 230; at Le
Sueur and Henderson, 210 to 225 ; at Belle Plaine and Jordan,
about 230; and at Shakopee, 210 to 220. The morainie hills

through which this valley extends below Shakopee are 225 to

250 feet in height. The expanse of till "through which this

channel is eroded slopes from 1125 feet above the sea at Big
Stone Lake to 975 at Mankato, in 140 miles; and thence it

descends to 925 at Shakopee, in 50 miles. This channel or
valley of the Minnesota River lies nearly midway between the
belt, on its northeast side, of medial and terminal moraines,
that extends from Lake Minnetonka 150 miles northwest to

the Leaf hills, and the Coteau des Prairies on its southwest
side

; toward each of which, some fifty miles distant from this

river, there is a gentle ascent, sufficient to cause drainage to

follow this central line.

The height of Lake Traverse is 970 feet above the sea; the
lowest point in Brown's Valley between this and Big Stone
Lake is only three feet above Lake Traverse ; Big Stone Lake
is 962 feet above the sea, or eight feet below Lake Traverse

;

and the mouth of the Minnesota Eiver is 690 feet above the
sea, the descent from Big Stone lake to the mouth of the river
being 272 feet.

Lakes Traverse and Big Stone are from one to one and a half

miles wide, mainly occupying the entire area between the bases
of the bluffs, which rise about one hundred and twenty-five
feet above them. Lake Traverse is fifteen miles long ; it is

mostly less than ten feet deep, and its greatest depth probably
does not reach twenty feet Big Stone Lake is twenty-six miles
long, and its greatest depth is reported to be from fifteen to
thirty feet. The portion of the channel between these lakes is

widely known as Brown's Valley. As we stand upon the
bluffs here, looking down on these long and narrow lakes in

their trough-like valley, which extends across the five miles
between them, where the basins of Hudson Bay and the Gulf
of Mexico are now divided, we have nearly the picture which
was presented when the melting ice-sheet "of British America
was pouring its floods along this hollow. Then the entire ex-
tent of the valley was doubtless filled every summer by a
river which covered all the present areas of flood-plain, in many
places occupying as great width as these lakes.

General Warren observed that Lake Traverse is due to a

Partial silting up of the channel since the outflow from the

Red River basin ceased, the Minnesota River at the south hav-
ing brought in sufficient allu in to form a dam ;

while Big
ktone Lake is similarly referred to the sediment brought into
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the valley just below it by the Whetstone River. Fifteen miles

below Big Stone Lake, the Minnesota River flows through a

marshy lake four miles long and about a mile wide. This may
be due to the accumulation of alluvium brought into the valley

by the Pomme de Terre River, which has its mouth about two
miles below. Twenty-five miles from Big Stone Lake, the

river enters Lac qui Parle, which extends eight miles with a
width varying from one-fourth to three-fourths of a mile and a

maximum depth of twelve feet. This lake, as General Warren
suggested, has been formed by a barrier of stratified sand and
silt which the Lac qui Parle River has thrown across the valley.

He also showed that Lake Pepin on the Mississippi is dammed
in the same way by the sediment of the Chippewa River; and
that Lake St. Croix and the last thirty miles of the Minnesota
River are similarly held as level back-water by the recent de-

posits of the Mississippi.

All the tributaries of the Minnesota River have cut deeply
into the drift, because the main valley has given them the

requisite slope. The largest of these extend many miles, and
have their mouths level with the bottomland of the Minnesota
River. The bluffs of all these valleys are also everywhere
seamed and gullied by frequent rills and springs, many of

which flow only after rains. Few of the large inlets have any
great amount of sediment deposited opposite their mouths,
showing that their excavation was mostly done at the same
time with that of the main valley. The short ravines are more
recent in their origin, and the materi; '

t at ille 1 their place 3

commonly spread in fan-shaped, moderately sloping banks be-

low their mouths, which are thus kept at a height from thirty
to forty feet above the present flood plain. The road from Fort
Ridgely to New Ulm runs along the side of the bluff' at the
only height where a nearly level straight course could be ob-
tained, being just above these deposits and below the ravines.

The valleys of the Pomme de Terre and Chippewa Rivers, 75
to 100 feet deep along most of their course, and one-fourth of

a mile to one mile in avenues of drainage
from the melting ice-fields in their northward retreat. Between
these rivers, in the twenty-two miles from Appleton to Monte-
video, the glacial floods at first (lowed in several channels,
which are excavated forty to eighty leet below the general level

of the drift-sheet, and vary fin f of a mile
in width. One of these, starting from the bend of the Pomme
de Terre River, one and a half miles east of Appleton, extends
fifteen miles southeast to the Chi be center of
Tunsburg. This old channel is joined at Milan station by an-
other, which branches off from the Minnesota valley, running
four miles east-southeast; it is also joined at the northwest
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corner of Tunsburg by a very notable channel which <

eastward from the middle of Lac qui Parle. The lattt

nel, and its continuation in the old Pomme de Ten
the Chippewa Eiver, are excavated nearly as deep as the chan-
nel occupied by the Minnesota River. Its west portion holds a

marsh generally known as the "Big Slough." Lac qui Parle
would have to be raised only a few feet to turn it through this

deserted valley. The only other localities where we have
proof that the outflow from Lake Agassiz had more than one
channel are seven and ten miles below Big Stone Lake, where
isolated remnants of the general sheet of till occur south of

Odessa Station and again three miles southeast. Each of these
former islands is about a mile long, and rises seventy-five feet

above the surrounding low land, or nearly as high as the bluffs

enclosing the valley, which here measures four miles across,

having a gi r any other point.

Terraces and high plains of modified drift, found in many
places along the valley of the Minnesota Eiver from New Ulm
to its mouth, show that it was once filled, doubtless at the close
of the last glacial epoch, with strati tied gravel, sand and clay,

to a depth 75 to 150 feet above the present river. The rem-
nants of this deposit include the plateau of modified drift,

about a mile long and an eighth of a mile wide, upon which
the west and highest part of New Ulm is built; a terrace in

section 27, Courtland, opposite the southeast part of New Ulrn,
more than a mile long and about an eighth of a mile wide; a
larger terrace, four miles long and a half mile wide, lying also

m Courtland, four to eight miles southeast from New Ulm,
upon which Courtland depot is situated: a terrace extending
about three miles northwest from near Mmneooa falls, and
varying from a few rods to a third of a mile in width; a ter-

' miles long east and south of Kasota; the "Sand
prairie," about four miles long and averaging a mile wide, west
and north of Saint Peter : Le Sueur prairie'six miles long and
from one to three miles wide, bediming east of Ottawa audi

reaching to Le Sueur; the plain live miles long ami a mil.'

wide, near the middle of which Belle Plaine is built; Spirit
Q1U and "Sand prairie,'' southwest and northwest of Jordan ;

a terrace eight miles long and varying from a few rods to two
miles in width, extending through San Francisc .

and Carver; and Sha I
and aver-

aging one mile wide. terraces and plains
at New Ulm is about I If, met above tlm river; in Courtland,
and near Minnenpa falls. 125 to ioi> toot : at Kasota, Saint

feter and Le Sueur, about 150 feet; at Belle Plaine, about
l**\land at Jordan, Carver ai -• Welh
ori the "Sand prairie" near Saint Peter and on Le Sueur prairie
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go through sand and gravel, sometimes with layers of clay, to

the depth of 75 or 100 feet, finding till below. At Belle

Plaine the sand and gravel are about fifty feet deep, underlain

by till. Shakopee prairie has forty or fifty feet of this modi-

fied drift, lying upon limestone. The principal remnant of

these deposits seen below Shakopee was a terrace about seventy-

five feet high, an eighth to a third of a mile wide and four

miles long, extending through Eagan in Dakota county, its

north end being about two miles south of Fort Snelling. This

valley was first excavated in till which rises in continuous
bluffs on each side 50 to 100 feet above these high plains and
terraces of modified drift. It was afterward filled along this

distance of one hundred miles next to its mouth with fluvial

deposits 75 to 150 feet thick, sloping about two feet per mile,

through which the channel has been cut anew.
With this general view of the valley of the Minnesota river

as it exists today, we aire more particularly

what its history was during the vicissitudes of the ice age and
from the close of that period until now. Its condition at the

beginning of the reign of ice first claims consideration. Dur-
ing what ages was its pre-glacial rock-walled channel formed ?

This is in part answered by deposits of Cretaceous clay found
in water-worn hollows of the Shakopee limestone forming the

walls of this channel at numerous places in Blue Earth, Le
Sueur and Nicollet counties, and by the occurrence in this val-

ley in Courtland and New Ulm and near Fort Bidgely and
Redwood Falls, of Cretaceous sandstone, clay and shale, occa-

sionally containing lignite. It is thus known that before the

Cretaceous age, when Western Minnesota and the region of the

upper Missouri were depressed and covered by the sea, a deep
channel had been cut by some river in the Lower Magnesian
strata of the Minnesota valley. The slopes from each side

toward this channel appear therefore to have been partly like

those of the present day. The direction of drainage may even
have been the same as now, for the northern part of the Mis-
sissippi River and valley has probably existed since the middle
of Paleozoic time.

Scanty exposures of Cretaceous strata are found in many
parts of Minnesota, enclosing sometimes marine shells, some-
times impressions of leaves, and at a few places thin layers of

lignite. The western two-thirds of the State were probably cov-

ered until the glacial period by deposits of this age which have
now been mainly eroded, with much from the underlying Pale-

ozoic rocks, and constitute a part of the drift, irrecognizably

mingled with detritus and bowlders that have been brought
from Laurentian and Huronian areas far to the north and north-

east. Excepting its partial submergence by the sea in the Cre-
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taceous age, Minnesota seems to have stood wholly above the

level of the ocean from the beginning of the Carboniferous pe-

riod till the present day.
Before the ice age the rocks had been long subjected to the

ordinary disintegrating agencies of rain and frost. Granite
and gneiss were thus generally decomposed in place to a con-
siderable depth. The loose material resulting from such decay
was doubtless spread somewhat evenly over the surface, collect-

ing to the greatest depth in valleys. "Except where it had been
transported by streams and consequently formed stratified de-

posits, the only fragments of rock held in this mass would be
from underlying or adjoining rocks.

During the ice age the Cretaceous strata, mostly unconsoli-

iich covered Western Minnesota, the superficial depos-
its and decomposed rock produced by weathering, and the allu-

vial beds of sand and gravel along the river-courses, were mostly
plowed up by the ice and thoroughly kneaded with each other.

Much detritus was also added from erosion of the harder rocks
beneath. Large blocks and bowlders, often already formed by
the process of weathering, were borne away, and the surface of
the bed-rock was worn and striated by bowlders and pebbles,
which were rolled and dragged along under the vast weight of
ice, breaking up and grinding themselves and the underlying
rock into gravel, sand and even the finest clay.

Ledges of decomposed gneiss and granite, found in the Min-
nesota valley at many points from Minnesota Falls to Fort
Bidgely, with their surface changed to a soft earthy or clayey
mass, resembling kaolin, and the Cretaceous beds before men-
tioned, both of which would readily yield to eroding agencies,
show that the moving ice-sheet did not everywhere plow up
all the loose material under it. A considerable depth, how-
ever, has probably been removed ; and these may be scanty
remnants of thick "beds which covered this region generally be-
fore the glacial period. More commonly the ice-sheet removed
all such material, and gathered a part of its drift from the un-
derlying solid rocks; as is shown by their being frequently
rounded, smoothed and marked with parallel furrows and
scratches, called stria*. Similar! v scratched pebbles and bowl-
ders are found in the glacial drift. These were the graving
tools by which the bed-rock was worn an. 1 striated. They were
held firmly by being frozen in the bottom of the ice and were
P«shed forward by its eurre it, < h c thus recorded its direc-

tion. Our observations of glacial stria? in the Minnesota val-

leJ are as follows : one to three miles southeast from the foot

?* Big Stone Lake, S.B. ; near Odessa. S.E. : at Granite Falls,

m several places, S. 45°-50° E. ; at the dam of O. K. mill, Bea-
rer Falls, S. 60° R: one and a half miles west from Fort
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Ridgely, S. 60° E. ; at Redstone, one and a half miles southeast

from New Ulm, S. 25° E. ; at Jordan, noted by Foss, Wells &
Co., in quarrying and on the site of their mill, S.E.

Within the till are frequently found layers of sand or gravel,

which yield the large supplies of water so often struck in dig-

ging wells. Probably many of these veins of modified drift were

formed by small sub-glacial streams and therefore cannot be

regarded as marking divisions of the glacial period, nor even

any important changes in the overlying ice. It appears, how-

ever, by shells, remains of vegetation, and trees, found deeply

buried between glacial deposits in this and adjoining States,

that the ice age was not one unbroken reign of ice, but that

this retreated and re-advanced, or was possibly at some time

nearly all melted upon the northern hemisphere and then accu-

mulated anew. Thus periods of ice alternated with interglacial

epochs, in which animal and vegetable life spread again north-

ward, following close upon the retreat of the ice-fields. By
each new advance of the glacial sheet much of the previous sur-

face would be ploughed up and re-deposited ; hence we find

only few and scanty remnants of fossiliferous beds in the glacial

drift. At the disappearance of the last ice-sheet these drifted

materials, seldom modified by water in their deposition, formed
a mantle 100 to 200 feet thick, which throughout the basin of

the Minnesota River almost universally covered the older

[To be concluded.]

The existence of two forms of the adult male in all the

species of the genus Cambarus was discovered by Louis Agassiz
and Henry James Clark. The differences between the two
forms affect more especially the first pair of abdominal append-
ages, organs concerned in the act of coition, but also extend to

the general form and sculpture of the body. In one form (un-

happily culled by Dr. Hagen the "second form "), the first pair

of abdominal appendages have a structure nearly like that seen
in all young males. The hooks on the third jomt of the third

(in some species of the third and fourth) pair of legs are small,

and in the sculpture of the shell and shape of the claws, this

form approaches the female. In the other form (Hagen's "first

form "), the articulation near the base of the first pair of abdom-
idages is gone and the whole member is much more

highly specialized, the terminal hooks being horny, more
widely separated and in every way more highly developed ; in
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those species with bifid tips to these appendages, the branches
are longer, slenderer, more widely separated and stiffer; the

hooks on the thoracic legs are longer and more perfectly finished

;

the sculpture of the whole body is more pronounced and the
claws are larger and more powerful. No intermediate condi-
tions are found, and there is no relation between these forms
and the size of the individual, the " second form " being large
and the "first form" small, or vice versa. Hence we are for-

bidden to interpret the two forms as stages in ordinary devel-
opment. Dr. Hagen has shown that in individuals of the
" second form " the internal generative organs are smaller than
in the "first form," but having only alcoholic material he was
unable to determine anything concerning the presence or ab-
sence of spermatozoa. He interprets the facts as a case of

dimorphism and surmises that the " second form " males are
sterile individuals.

In the autumn of 1875, I received a lot of living Cambarus
sard, from Kentucky, males of the "first form" and

females, which bred freely in confinement. After pairing, three
of the males moulted and were thrown, while in the soft-shelled
state, into alcohol together with their exuviae. An examina-
tion of these specimens now reveals the fact that the soft-shelled

specimens are all of the "second form," their exuviae of the
" first form !" After attaining the " first form " and after pair-
ing, the same individual has reverted to the "second form."
It is now clear that we are not dealing with a case of true

dimorphism such as is well known among insects and plants,
out it appears probable that the two forms of the crayfish are
alternating periods in the life of the individual, the " first form

"

being assumed during the pairing season, the "second form"
during the intervals between the pairing seasons. It is to be
inferred that before the animal is again capable of reproduc-
tion, another moult will bring it again into the " 6rst form."
The fact that large collections, made at one time and place,

often contain only one or a great preponderance of one, form of
the male, is now "explained.

I have also before me a male specimen of Cambarus propiu-

» Peabody Museum
of Yale College, which was taken in the act of moulting The
old shell is "first form," the soft shell emerging from it is

second form
"

ft is remarkable that two forms of the male have not been
detected in any other genus of crayfishes.

*ntz Mtiller (Fur Darwin) has' pointed out the existence of
two forms of the male in the gem ' which
he considers as truly dimorphic forms. It is possible I

are to be explained in t • *i , w t \ s the two forms of the

male Cambarus
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Such a change as this connected with the reproductive

periods is unparalleled, so far as I know, among the Inverte-

brata, and even among the Vertebrata ; the cases of partial

atrophy of the generative organs or shedding of antlers (as in

the stag) after the rut is over are hardly comparable.

At the time I had the specimens alive my attention had not

been drawn to the questions relating to the two forms of the

males, so that I failed to make anatomical examination, and
the specimens have now lain too long in alcohol to be service-

able for internal dissection. I hope, however, that naturalists

who are more favorably situated will be able to throw more
light on this subject

I will add that the males of extraordinary size which I have
seen, are all of the "first form.'

1

Do these very old individuals
cease to moult? Do they become permanently capable of re-

production ?

Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 12, 1883.

In the November number of this Journal, Mr. W. H. Picker-
ing has criticised the method of reduction used in my paper in

the July number, and has reached a conclusion very different
from my own. I wish to discuss his criticisms briefly.

Mr. Pickering thinks it objectionable to determine the value

of ^p or the change in speed per year, by taking alternate dif-

ferences in s and T, and he has reduced the observations by
taking the differences between consecutive values in the table.

In this way he gets the values in the third column in the table

below.

ds
*

dT
calc ' B.

143 18574 z
0-59

_::

1869-0

135 1872-6
til 0-46

+j*
133

isiro
075 + l-8
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Plotting the values of — and the corresponding values of s,

he then goes on to say, that the points so determined may be

represented by a curve such that the value of — increases

when that of s diminishes. Assuming as I had done, that a
straight line will represent the values, he determines the values
of the constants, and finds that the line intersects the s axis at

a point where s is — 25. This would mean that the horse
would finally trot a mile in less than no time.

When making the first discussion of the subject, the writer

considered the propriety of determining rr=, by means of conse-

cutive differences, and unfortunately rejected the method with-
out even giving it a trial, for the reason, that the dates 1881 "0

and 1878-3 were very imperfectly determined. It was clear

that the additional point gained would deserve very little

weight. It was thought best to smooth the line by combining
these with previous and better determined dates. Properly
used, one of these methods is probably as reliable as the other.
But when Mr. Pickering's method is used, it becomes abso-
lutely necessary to take into account the fact, that the different

values of — are determined with very different degrees of pre-

i has given them all equal weight, and this

is the fatal defect which, it seems to me, entirely vitiates the con-
clusion reached by him. A reference to fig. 1 of my paper in the
July number, will show that for the earner dates, from 1854-0
down to 1872-6 the graphically determined dates differ from
the real dates when the record was actually lowered, by from
one to two years. It will also be seen that the dates 1878-3
and 1881-0 are subject to errors which may be as great as two
years.

After having made a preliminary examination, these dates
might indeed have been u adjusted," so as to make them agree
better with the others, and this without giving a "cooked"
appearance to the reduction ; but they now stand exactly as

they did when first determined and before any other work had

been done. I have plotted the new values of
J^,

with the

values of s, and the line representing the values so as to give
most weight to the best determined values, I find to be repre-

sented by the equation
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This line is nearly coincident with the line marked A A in

the diagram in Mr. Pickering's paper.

From this equation the values of— were calculated as given

in the fourth column of the table above. The fifth column,

headed E, gives the time in years by which the corresponding

time intervals dT must be increased, in order to bring Mr.

Pickering's values of — of the third column, into accordance

with the values calculated from the above equation. In this

case the intervals were supposed to be separately adjusted. If

the later dates were simultaneously adjusted by intervals rang-

ing from a quarter to three-fourths of a year, the values which
Mr. Pickering prefers to use would agree exactly with the

values calculated from the last equation. Now it is perfectly

clear, that these later dates, and particularly the last two, are

subject to just such errors as this. If the date 1881 "0 were

made 1882"8, the value of -==, instead of being 0'75 would be

0-44.

Whatever these values of — may be said to prove, there-

fore, they do not prove that my results as before published
were absurd, and they do not indicate a limiting speed of one

mile in 25 seconds less than no time, but when ^m=0 the

value of 5 from the last equation is 98 seconds.
I desire to express my thanks to Mr. Pickering for his sug-

gestion and his friendly criticism, as he has corrected a tendency
which I had begun to feel, to attach too much importance to

the numerical results reached ; but I maintain that his method,
correctly applied, gives in general, substantially the same
result as my own. It is not necessary to assert that this result

is really correct, if any person feels inclined to doubt it I only
insist that the conclusion that the trotting horse will finally trot

his mile in about the same time that the running horse will

run, is not unwarranted by the facts which we now know.
Most horsemen seem to think that the limiting speed of the

trotting horse will be somewhere near a mile in 120 seconds.
If this were true, the differential equation could hardly be a

linear one. The equation

da
t

might, however, represent the values, L being the limiting
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value of s. But this equation gives on integration an equation
of the form,

VS=L=C-AT.
According to this equation the horse would absolutely reach

the limiting speed in a finite time -r. Practically this may be

true, as is in fact shown by my own equation (4) in the July
number, so that some such equation might really represent the

results sufficiently for all practical purposes. But the relation

is not a rational one, since it cannot be supposed that the horse

i a finite time. After he
lecond, it would take a

mighty effort, and a great interval of time to compass the next
millionth of a second.

Moreover this equation will not hold after the limiting space
shall have been attained, since it is the equation of a parabola,
and the value of s will then begin to increase, which is evi-

dently absurd.

Art. X.—On the Origin of Jointed Structure; by G. K. Gilbert.

In the number of this Journal for July, 1882, the writer

pointed out that existing theories of the origin ofjoint structure
were unsatisfactory. His note appears to have excited interest
and borne fruit. Mr. McGee, in the February number of the
Journal, has made a suggestion on the subject, and Messrs.
Walling and Crosby have elsewhere published theories.

Mr. McGee suggests " that the vertical compression and con-
sequent lateral expansion of beds beneath areas of deposition
may produce incipient slaty cleavage along certain lines per-
haps determined by crystalline structure, and that the vertical

expansion and consequent lateral contraction of the same beds,
when lightened by denudation and subjected to cooling and
desiccation, may develop such lines in the jointage planes."

It can scarcely be questioned that incipient joints are devel-
oped into actual joints and open crevices by contraction due to

cooling and desiccation
; but it seems hardly admissible to com-

pare the initiatory process as conceived by Mr. McGee to slaty

cleavage. In slaty cleavage division planes are normal to the
direction of pressure, while under this hypothesis they are par-
allel to that direction.

Mr. Walling and Mr. Crosby independently propose the the-

ory that jointed structure is produced by earthquakes. Mr.
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Mr. Crosby shows, first, that the earthquake vibration, by
subjecting the imperfectly elastic material through which it

passes to alternate stress and tension, is competent to produce
fractures ; second, that such fractures would be normal to the

direction of wave propagation, and therefore vertical, except in

the immediate vicinity of the earthquake focus, where they
might be oblique ; third, that such fractures, although actually

curved, would have generally so great a radius of curvature as

to be sensibly plane; fourth, that they would be parallel; and
fifth, that the suddenness of the earthquake shock would tend

to produce smooth fractures even in heterogeneous material.

All these points sustain the hypothesis, and their collective

effect is to give it great strength. There are, however, two
features of joint structure with which the theory does not prima

In the first place the angle of intersection of two co-existent

systems of joints is usually high. This is recognized as a diffi-

culty by Mr. Crosby, and he says in explanation, " that, after

the rocks have been broken by one set of joints, the layers or
sheets thus formed possess a strong natural tendency to break
at right angles; and, under such circumstances, oblique vibra-

tions may give rise to rectangular fractures and blocks." If I

rightly understand him, he refers by the expression, " strong

natural tendency," to the comparative ease with which an elon-

gated body of amorphous material may be broken in the direc-

tion of its least diameter, a property evidently dependent on
the fact that fracture through the smallest diameter involves
the overcoming of cohesion through a surface of minimum area.

If this were the true explanation of the high angle assumed by
secondary joints, each of the layers between primary joints

would be affected independently and the planes of cross-joint-

ing would be discontinuous. With continuous planes of cross-

jointing, the total cohesion overcome is not diminished by any
modification of attitude.

A somewhat different explanation has occurred to me as pos-

sible. It is, that after one set of joints has been established

normal to an original direction of earthquake impulse, a second
impulse, somewhat oblique to the first, may have its tensions

relieved by the existing joints, and for this reason fail to pro-

duce a new set. An impulse at right angles to the original

direction would produce tensions not at all relieved by the

existing joints, and would initiate a series dividing the terrane

into rectangular blocks. The defect of this explanation is that
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in diminishing one difficulty it increases another, as will pres-

ently appear.

The second feature of joint structure which occasions diffi-

culty with the earthquake theory is that the angle of intersec-

tion of coexistent systems is sometimes very small. Mr. Jukes,
in Ins Manual, mentions 5° as a measured angle; and, without
being able to cite measurements, the writer believes he has

observed angles as small as that. The considerations set forth

in the preceding paragraph sufficiently explain how this phe-

nomenon constitutes a difficulty.

If these two features can be satisfactorily explained, there

seems no bar to the substitution of the earthquake theory for

those previously entertained.

Art. XL — A Theory of the Earthquakes of the Great Basin,

with a
i

: by G. K. Gilbert.

[From the Salt Lake Tribune of Sept. 20, 1883.]

There are many geologists who are very wise, but even
they do not understand the forces which produce mountains.
And yet it must be admitted, not only that mountains have
been made, but that some mountains are still rising. The
mysterious forces appear to act in different ways in different

places, and it is possible that their nature is not universally the

same. Suffice it to say that in the Great Basin the movements
they cause are vertical. It is as though something beneath
each mountain was slowly, steadily, and irresistibly rising,

carrying the mountain with it.

In yielding to this all-compelling upward thrust, the earth's

crust sometimes bends and stretches, but more often it breaks;
and when it breaks, the fracture occurs in a peculiar place. It

does not run along the medial axis of the mountain, but along
one margin. On one side of the fracture the crust is lifted

and tilted
; on the other side it either sinks or remains undis-

turbed. The uplifted part of the crust is the mountain, and
the storms carve out its canons; the unlifted part remains a

lowland or valley, and receives the debris washed out from the

cafions.

A mountain is not thrown up all at once by a great con-

vulsive effort, but rises little by little. The subl
upthrust is continuous and slow, and would produce a continu-

ous upward movement of the mountain if the mountain's

era the only resisting factor. But there is also a great

jnction to overcome, the friction along the surface of fracture

between the riMn. ,.i ,- nonary parts of the crust; and fric-

Am. Joub. Sci.—Third Series. V< l. XXV li. No. i 57.—Jan., 1884.
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character.

The disagreeable jarring of a railway car while the brake is

set is due to the interruption of motion by friction, the wheels

alternately sliding and stopping. The musical vibration of a

violin string is due to the alternate cohesion and sliding of the

bow upon it, and fails when the friction of the bow is insuffi-

cient. Attach a rope to a heavy box and drag it slowly, by
means of a windlass, across a floor. As the crank is turned,

the tension of the rope gradually increases until it suffices to

overcome the starting friction, as it is called. Once started,

the box moves easily, because sliding friction is less than
starting friction. The rope shortens or sags until its tension is

only sufficient for the sliding friction, and it would continue in

that state but that the box, having acquired momentum, is

carried a little too far. This slacks the rope still more, and the

box stops, to be started only when the tension again equals the

starting friction. In this way the box receives an uneven,
jerky motion.

Something of this sort happens with the mountain. The
upthrust produces a local strain in the crust, involving a certain

amount of compression and distortion, and this strain increases

until it is sufficient to overcome the starting friction along the

fractured surface. Suddenly, and almost ii^tautaneously, there

is an amount of motion sufficient to relieve the strain, and this

is followed by a long period of quiet, during which the strain

is gradually reimposed. The motion at the instant of yielding
is so swift and so abruptly terminated as to constitute a shock,
and this shock vibrates through the crust with diminishing
force in all directions. Movable objects are displaced, and the
soil, which is movable as compared with solid rock, is cracked.
In consequence of earth cracks, subterranean waters find new
channels, leading to the stoppage of some springs and the
starting of others. In fine, all the phenomena of an earth-

quake are produced.

This is not a universal theory of earthquakes—some of them
are doubtless to be accounted for in a different way; but it

aiVonls a sufficient, and I do not doubt that it affords the true,

explanation o! the earthquakes of the Great Basin. In this

region amajorit, i
;'

t ie m< m tain ranges have been upraised
by the aid of a fracture at one side or the other, and in

numerous instances there is evidence that the last increase of

height was somewhat recent.

Let us look a moment at this evidence. The material eroded
from a mountain by the elements is washed out through the

canons and deposited in the adjacent valleys. The coarser

part of it lodges at the mountain base, and is built into a
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the foot-slope goes
with the mountain, and another part goes down (relatively)

with the valley. It is thus divided, and a little cliff marks the
line of division. A man ascending the foot-slope encounters
here an abrupt hill, and finds the original grade resumed
beyond. This little cliff is, in geologic parlance, a "fault-

scarp," and the earth fracture which has permitted the moun-
tain to be uplifted is a "fault." In the course of time the
same slow process of erosion and deposition which originally

formed the foot-slope restores its shape and obliterates the fault-

scarp. When a mountain ceases to grow, its fault-scarp soon
disappears; and conversely, when we find a fault-scarp at the
base of a mountain, we are assured that the uplifting force has
not ceased to act. Fault-scarps have now been found at the
bases of so many ranges of the Great Basin, that it is safe to

say that the subterranean forces are generallv active in this

region, and this is especially true of all the"large mountain
TheWasatc' '

of this city need not go far for ocuk
scarp, thirty or forty feet high, divide
of the Hot Spring, so that some of them stand above and £

,
thirty or forty feet high, divides the powder houses north

onsiderable grading was necessary to lead the
road to the upper magazines. With one exception, all the
lime kilns between the powder houses and the Warm Springs
are built in the face of the fault-scarp, the lime rock being con-
veniently delivered to the kilns from the upper level, and the
lime as conveniently drawn out at the lower level. At the

mouth of Little Cottonwood Canon, a smelter has been built

on the edge of the upper bench for the convenience of dump-
mg its slag over the fault-scarp. At the mouth of Spanish
Fork Canon, the D. & R G. Railroad encounters the scarp, and
the engineers have started an embankment a long way back to

climb it. Similar features may be seen, with rare intervals, all

along the mountain base from'Nephi to Willard.
The fault-scarps of the Wasatch follow the western base.

Those of the Sierra Nevada follow the eastern base; and it

happens that one of them has been formed since the settlement
°f the country. It occurred in L<S7'J, :<nd produced one of the

most notable"earthquakes ever recorded in the United States.

A he height of the scarp varies from five to twenty feet, and it-

length is forty miles. Various tracts of land were sunk a

number of feet below their previous positions, and one tract,

several thousand acres in extent, was nor onlv lowered, but

carried bodily about fifteen feet northward. The ground was

cracked in springs permanently
disappeared. All houses of adobe or stone in the immediate
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vicinity were thrown down, and about thirty persons lost their

lives. In the little town of Lone Pine, numbering some three

hundred inhabitants, twenty-one were killed by falling walls.

There was only one violent shock, and the damage was all

done in a few seconds, but for two months there were occasional

tremors. Theoretically, the main strain of the earth's crust

was relieved at once, but a complete equilibrium was brought
about more slowly.

The surviving inhabitants of Lone Pine observed that the

only houses that remained standing were of wood, and in re-

building they employed that material exclusively. Such a

course was natural, but I conceive that their precaution was
unnecessary. They may, indeed, feel feeble shocks propagated
from earthquakes centering elsewhere, but in their own locality

the accumulated earthquake force is for the present spent, and
many generations will probably pass before it again manifests

itself. The old maxim, "Lightning never strikes the same
spot twice," is unsound in theory and false in fact ; but some-
thing similar might truly be said about earthquakes. The spot

which is the focus of an earthquake (of the type here discussed)

is thereby exempted for a long time. And conversely, any
locality on the fault line of a large mountain range, which has
been exempt from earthquake for a long time, is by so much
nearer to the date of recurrence— and just here is the applica-

tion of what I have written. Continuous as are the fault-

scarps at the base of the Wasatch, there is one place where
they are conspicuously absent, and that place is close to this

city. From the Warm Springs to Emigration Cafion fault-

scarps have not been found, and the rational explanation of
their absence is that a very long time has elapsed since their

last renewal. In this period the earth strain has been slowly
increasing, and some day it will overcome the friction, lift the
mountains a few feet, and re-enact on a more fearful scale the
catastrophe of Owens Valley.

It is useless to ask when 'this disaster wijl occur. Our occu-
pation of the country has been too brief for us to learn how
fast the Wasatch grows ; and, indeed, it is only bv such dis-

asters that we can learn. By the time experience "has taught
us this, Salt Lake City will have been shaken down, and its

surviving citizens will have sorrowfully rebuilt it of wood; to

use a homely figure, the horse will have escaped, and the barn
door, all too late, will have been closed behind him.
When the earthquake comes, the severest shock is likely to

occur along the line of the great fault at the foot of the moun-
tain. This line follows the upper edge of the upper bench
from Big Cottonwood Cation to the rifle targets back of Fort
Douglass, cutting across each creek just where it issues from
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between walls of bed-rock, and passing only a short distance

back of the fort. At a point not far north of the targets, the

fault divides ; one branch continuing northward, across the

spur, toward Farmington ; the other turning westward, running
just back of that hopeless artesian boring, and following the

upper edge of the gravel bench to the vicinity of the Warm
Springs. Should the earthquake follow the former of these

branches, the city will not fare so badly as the fort; should it

follow the latter, orfollow both, city and fort will alike suffer

What are the citizens going to do about it? Probably
nothing. They are not likely to abandon brick and stone and
adobe, and build all new houses of wood. If they did, they
would put themselves at the mercy of fire ; and fire, in the long
run, unquestionably destroys more property than earthquakes.
It is the loss of life that renders earthquakes so terrible. Pos-
sibly some combination of building materials will afford

security against both dangers.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the constitution of IU<aehi><</ P»,n«,-.—The composition
"i bleaching powder has lone; been :i subject of discussion. The

.iiilri of <bu Lussac corresponds to Ca(OCl)„-f CnC'l .

u-hii,. Odlin*.- U'ives the- formula Cl-C:i-OCl and Slid

formula HO-Ca-OCl. O'Shka has investiiiated t < natter anew
in a way which throws much lio-ht upon it! He distinguishes ar

the outset between bleaching powder as a whole and the special

oxidizing compound contained 'in it which lie cads the bleaching
compound. That the molecule of the 'alter contains CIO has
hyen placed beyond >l<n\;\ l»y the researches of Kopfer. The ques-

tion to be solved is whethe'r the elements of water or of calcium
chloride enter in anv \v:iv into the molecule. Stahlschmidt repre-

sents the formation of bleaching powder thus

:
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weight was observed. In order to fix the ratio of molecules, the

total lime was precipitated as oxalate, the total chlorine deter-

mined by boiling with ammonia and precipitation with silver

nitrate, the available chlorine by Bunsen's method, the calcium
hydrate by boiling with ammonia, evaporating to dryness, extract-

ing with alcohol, and weighing the residue, and "the water by
igniting with lead oxide and wemhiim' the evolved water in a cal-

cium chloride tube. Since half the available chlorine is the actual

the available chlorine is the chlorine not combined with oxygen
and the total CaO, less the free CaO, is the CaO combined "with

chlorine, all the needed values are obtained from the above data.

Six examples of the bleaching powder \wv<- analyzed ami the re-

sults show thai it contain- the elements of calcium hypochlorite
and calcium chloride in equal molecular proportions, but that the

amount of calcium hydrate is variable, contrary to the conclusion
of Stahlschmidt. The calcium chloride present in the bleaching
powder was extracted by alcohol, and the total lime, the free lime,

and the total and available chlorine determined in the residue.

The results show that in the bleaching compound the lime is to

the total chlorine as 1:2, to the actual oxidizing chlorine as 1 : 1

and the ad s to the totaj chlorine as 1:2;
all of which con litio is an fu HI ed and fulfilled ouh b\ the form-

ula of Odling. The author therefore concludes: (1) that the ex-

constant quantity." (2) that the formula of the bleaching com-

(•a(OCl,. + I'aCI..;-,/. i'h.n,. .W.. xliii, 4 in. Oct., IH83. <>. f. b.

nde in the air of Lille.—
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2. On the presence of Sulp
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the place, carefully collected, the sulphur products corresponded
to a content of sulphuric acid of <i-022 -Trams per liter or 2-2 grams
per hectoliter.—Ann. Chem. Phys., V, xxix, 427, July, 1883.

3. On the atomic ireiyhf <</ .\,.t'i>,«uiy.—Bongartz has made
a series of determinations of the atomic weight of antimony using
for the purpose a method proposed by Classen which consist* in

oxidizing by means of hydrogen peroxide, the hydrogen sul-

phide set free from antimouous sulphide by hydrogen chloride.
Pure antimony chloride, fractionated six or eight times, was di-

gested with ammonium sulphide in excess in a platinum basin
and the metal precipitated by means of electrolysis with a
Siemens magneto-electric machine. It was obtained' in brilliant

plates from which the last traces of sulphur were removed by
fusion with sodium carbonate and subsequent washing with dilute

hydrogen chloride. The finely divided metal was heated with a

concentrated solution ot potassium sulphide, the solution was
- ui < d u it li hydrog, ->i id, ind precipit lit 1 u rl - il] ru

acid. The washed autonomous sulphide was treated as described

'

:

' "I..
:

'

• -. : -. : ,
;

..;

114, 120*175,

Ges., xvi, 1942, Sept., I 883. G. F. B.

4. On the eo/ t .stit,(tni

!i; i- Mibmitted to examauation the petroleum iron i Boryslaw in

^alieia. using for the p
ing a boiling p,,int fr<

three portions, of wind i the first b, riled below 50°, the second be-
tween 50° and so am 1 the third
the first, isopentaue boi 30°, and normal pentane, boil-

'.ns

l
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Beilstein and Kurbatow in Caucasian petroleum, though probably-

present as shown by the specific gravity, were not isolated. The
fraction of Caucasian petroleum boiling between 95° and 100°

has a specific gravity of 0-748, while the similar Galician fraction

has a specific gravity of 0-7291 and that from American petroleum

one of 0-7102.—Liebig Ann., ccxx, 188, Aug., 1883. g. f. b.

5. On the preparation of 31esitylene.—Vabekne has made a

series of experiments on the preparation of mesitylene based on
the fact that this hydrocarbon results from a condensation of

three molecules of acetone with the elimination of three mole-
cules of water. The process which he prefvrs i-- :is follows: The
acetone (3 molecules or 180 grams) is mixed with 300 grams of

sulphuric acid and allowed to stand for an hour. Then it is dis-

tilled over a naked fire, the heat being made uniform over the

lower surface of the vessel. Toward the end when the mass
swells up, a current of steam is passed into the flask, the lire m
extinguished, and the operation stopped when no more striae of

mesitylene are seen on the condenser tube. The yield is satisfac-

tory, the 180 grams of acetone giving 40 grams of crude product.

It is purified by w) solution in

ether and by distillation from calcium chloride.

—

Bull. Soc. Ch.,

6. On certain derivatives of Benzil.—Burton has studied a

compound obtained by Zinin by acting with hydrogen cyanide
upon an alcoholic solution of benzil. It is an addition product
of the fornmla C uH ]0

O
2
(CHN)

2
and was regarded as the nitrile of

diphenyltartarie arid. "When saponified, if; would obviously yield

an acid. After several attempts, the tinelv pulverized nitrile was
placed in a large excess of glacial acetic acid saturated with HBr
at 0°, and allowed to stand for some weeks with frequent agita-

tion. From the solution, fine brilliant ue m.rlinie crystals sepa-

rated. On adding ammonium carbonate to the mother liquor, a

white precipitate\v as thrown down, which after crystallizatio!

from alcohol, had the formula

C
fl

H
5
C(OH)CO.NH

a

C
6
H

6
C(OH)CO.NH,

fully crystallized <•< mpound just mentioned. This compound fuses

at 185°, evolving HBr. Alkali carbonates convert it into the

amide again. The amid.- has no acid properties and is insolulde

in alkali carbonates and hydrates. The solution in sodium hy-

drate becomes deep red on warming, and on addition of an acid,

deposits red flocks con Her. Berl. Chem. Ges.,

xvi, 2232; Sept., 1883. G. ». b.
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V. Relation between the Sun's spots and the Earth's t> :

—At a meeting of the Physical Society in Berlin, Oct. 19, Dr.
Frolich made a report upon .the measurements of solar heat
undertaken by him. The object of his work was to discover if

the change in frequency of the sun's spots was accompanied by
any change in the temperature of the earth. The instrument
used by Dr. Frolich consist* d of a thermo-electric pile inclosed in

a wide double walled pipe, opening in front in the form of a fun-
nel, in which circulate! .•: constant stream of water at atmospheric
pressure. The exposed front of the pile was closed by a plate ofm- apparatus was capable of revolving in ill 1 i

preferred to Langley's bolomef
since the el* - is subject to consider-
able variation during long periods of time. As a standard of

heat the author employed a hoi -team, one
side of which was blackened with smoke and the other whitened
^'Jt'i < balk. Measurements were taken on perfectly clear days,
with the sun at different altitudes, and were represented by curves,
the abscissa? showing the thickness of the atmosphere/ and the

ordinates the warmth of the sun. The measurements in the neigh-

borhood of Berlin gave, in general, a straight line. One single

measurement made upon the Faulhorn at a height of 9000 feet

gave a perfectly straight line. Measurement- distributed over the

months of June, July, August, September and October, were dif-

the daily photographs of the sun taken bv Dr. I.ohse at the Pots-

dam Observatory, and it was found that the lower degrees of solar

heat corresponded with numerous formations of spots while the

higher gradation- of heat were accompanied bv fewer spots.

Mure observations, however, are necessary in order to prove this

conclusively.—Nature, Nov. 8, 1883, p. 48. J. r.

8. Theory of the Dynamo- Ehftrlr i»*ichi)h<
;

.—Oiwrsirs enters

upon a theoretical discussion of this machine which is much
'"^•ded at the present time. The article is too long and mathe-
matical for a suitable abstract. The question »f the working of

every machine as a magneto-electric engine first and afterwards,
as the streno-th of the current increases, as a dynamo-electric .-n-

d upon. The cond tg and non-

two lower ones constitute the
additional needle is placed al

Jts poles opposite to that of
-I he author states that this c

ement the cunbinati. i

horizontally one above
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sists of a small coil of wire surrounding the poles of the central

magnet and suspended by a bifilar arrangement which conducts

the current to the coil; the arrangement being similar to that

adopted by Sir William Thomson in his syphon recorder. This

apparatuses perieetlv aperiodic and is so sensitive that a few

milligrams oi' iron filings falling upon the pole of a magnet of a

telephoiu— the vibrating plate having been removed—give a sen-

sible deflection.— Comptes Bendus, ^No^

the Heat Pro<hu:e<l in Iron av<J Str>l by Reversals of
Nn_<j,,etization ; by John Trowbridge and Walter N. Hill.—
The object of our" investigation was to determine whether the

heat which is generally attributed to rapid magnetizing and
demagnetizing is really due to this cause, or to induction currents

in the mass of the iron. Our work, however, had in the begin-

ning a more practical object. Since cylinders of iron and steel

are heated when they are made the cores of electro-magnets, and
are submitted to the' effects ot rapidly alternating currents, it was
thought that they might exhibii different degrees of heating, and
therefore that a process of determining the character of iron and
steel might be based upon the phenomena observed, which could

be called an electro-magnetic criterion of certain physical proper-

ties of these metals. It is well known that chemical analyses of

steel and iron throw very little light upon their physical proper-

ties, such as tenacity and elasticity in general. There is no satis-

factory test for the properties of different steels save by a testing

machine, and this is not readily applicable in many cases. If a

method could be devised which depended simply upon electrical

and magnetic phenomena, it would be a valuable aid to the

The amount of sulphur, of phosphorus, and other ingredient!
be-ides iron, is very small in steel, and. it could hardly be expected
that their presence or absence could be detected by the difference

oi heat developed under the influence of alternating currents,

unless this heating is really due to molecular agitation produced
by magnetization and demagnetization. If the" heating' is due to

induction currents in the mass of metal, there should
be very little difference in the amount of heat developed by differ-

ent specimens of st.m
;

resistance would not
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the heat developed by magnetizing and demagnetizing is due to
- :iting. If it is due entirely to induction currents in

tlic metals, the slight changes in electrical resistance produced by
small quantities of sulphur, of phosphorus, and of carbon would
'>*' inappreciable in the masses of iron which we used, and we
should expect to obtain under the same conditions the same rise
in temperature for the different specimens of steel. Our previous
work* on cobalt and nickel must therefore have been affected by

next determined to ascertain if the heating ,.v as confiued to
rface of the metallic con
whether we adopt the 1 ivpotliois

*

s due to

L'od bv induction ciinvn ts. We couhl n«>t 1
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At 1
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* Proceedings of the .
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core of the electro-magnet, leaving the surface of the end of the

cylinder entirely free from filings. If filings are scattered upon
this tree portion of the surface, they waltz to the circumference.

The fringe of iron filings vibrates in unisou with the alternating

currents. In connection with this investigation, it may be inter-

made by Lt.-Co-

Caldwell, U. S. N., and ourselves, on demagnetization. These
experiments were made in 1880, but have not been published.

Perfect demagnetization, or entire absence of magnetism in a

mass capable of magnetism, is a condition of great rarity.

Approximate demagnetization has been brought about with some
difficulty, but delicate tests would show traces of polarity.

We have, however, discovered a method by which complete
izatiou may be rapidly and easily produced. The prin-

ciple involved is the setting up of a state of powerful magnetic
vihration, by which all previous magnetic conditions are obliter-

ated, and on the subsidence of which no polarity remains. This
State of vibration is induced hy an alternating current of .<><jfi<-'f: ni

strength. By this an effect is induced in the magnetized mass
which can only be compared to a vibration or wave. The reversals

of the inducing current cause corresponding reversals of polarity

in the body acted on, and as these reversals are continuous and
very rapid (5,000 to 6,000 a minute, for example), a molecular
vibration probably arises. It is probable that a condition of
strain or set is one of the phenomena of magnetism.
The particles have been made to assume a certain definite or

polar relation <>r position. When, however, a powerful movement
or vibration is caused, it is evident that when this vibration has
become complete,—that is, involving the whole mass,—all pre-
vious conditions of strain or "•permanent set" will be overcome.
It must be remarked that, in order to perfect lv attain this result

in all cases, the exciting force must be sufficient.

When the alternating current ceases, the body acted on is left

perfectly free from polarity. It is, however, in a state of extreme
sensitiveness, and must be allowed to remain at rest for a short
time. If it is placed north and south, it will assume polarity, and
very strongly if struck with a hammer when held in the position

I >ei]i;i<_oieti/.:it ion requires but a short lime in most cases,— from

are several ways of performing the experiment, hut it will be
suHieieiit at this time to refer to a few of them. The most
effective method is to enclose the mass to lie demagnetized in a

c<»il of such a length that the whole body will occupy an approxi-
mately central position. The coil may be a simple 'one, in which
case it must stand east and west, ami before removing the object
the electisic machine must be stopped, and the current allowed to-

die away. Also, when the object is taken out of the coil, it must
be carefully shielded from the earth'* induction ; or r lie coil may
be so constructed that it can be opened or divided at the center
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withoul breaking- circuit, and then the object can be taken out
"without stopping the alternating current. One of the coils we
used was made of No. 12 copper wire, wound as one coil, but in

halves, with an elastic connection. It is well known that, with an
•alternating current, self-induction in the coil materially reduces
the current, and therefore the coil should he one of a compara-
tively small number of turns.

Demagnetization of small masses, not too retentive of magnet-
ism, may be performed by placing them on the end of a bar con-
tained in theVoil, whi< h 'is a part of the alternating circuit. A
bar of low steel, somewhat longer than the coil, was used, and
the small objects placed on its projecting end.

Perfect demagnetization is . g difficulty.

it is rapidly and easily accomplished. Sometimes a
longer time is required, or a more intense action. In numerous
experiments we derived the alternating current from a Wilde
machine which gave about 6,000 reversals per minute. This rate
is probably greater than is required or desirable, except in

extreme cases. About 3,000 or 4,000 reversals would be a better
general rate, although of course the operator should arrange his

apparatus so that "he could get more reversals if necessary.
Failure will result if the speed is too great, as might be expected
d the view hen- taken is correct. Usually it will be more con-
venient to employ, instead of an alternating machine, a battery
with a reverse?- arranged lor varying speeds.
One application to this method is to the demagnetization of

watches. Watches strongly magnetized are completely demag-
netized by one to three minutes' exposure in the coil. Frequently

traces of magnetism cause annoying irregularity of

action of a watch. This method enables us entirely to remove
this difficulty.

Some very curious and interesting results were obtained by
experimenting with magnetite.

.
A specimen of very pure magnetite from North Carolina, show-

ing marked magm tic properth s, u as completely demagnetized by
a somewhat long e

applied as describ

suspended i ,

; ,j when any par; ol the mineral
""as presented, just as a piece' ot soft iron would <\o. The demag-
netized specimen was then placed across the poles of an electro-'

magnet excited b\ a strong current from i Gramme mad I'

''-'
' ' --,., • • ...... ..:' ' '
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and "became polar, but it was a much feebler magnet than the
previous specimen. Demagnetization was afterward performed

more easily than at first.

A still more impure specimen was treated, but with the means
at hand it was noi /» r/rcth/ demagnetized, although so nearly was
this done that only traces of magnetism were noticeable.

The result of our Avork can be stated as follows

:

(1) The heat developed by revel ion is proba-

bly due to induction currents, and not to molecular vibrations;

for considerable changes in the molecular structure of different

specimens of iron and steel fail to show differences in the amount
of heat developed.

(2) The heating of iron cores o electro-magnets, which are sub-
mitted to alternating currents, is confined to the surface until con-
duction equalizes the heat of the cores.

(3) The musical note emitted by the core is the note of the coil,

due to the number of reversals of the machine, and is merely
strengthened by the metallic core of the electro-magnet. This
note should not, therefore, be used as an argument in favor of
molecular vibrations of magnetic particles.

(4) Experiments on ifinn what has long been
known in regard to the effect of vibrations and shocks upon the
magnetic condition of iron and steel. They do not invalidate our
results upon the hear produced - /.ation; for

a very slight change in position of the molecules might affect the
magnetism of a bar, and vet be insufficient to produce the great
heating observed in the armatures of dynamo-elect lie machines.

—

J',;>rrt,i;„<j,s A,,,' ,-'<<;, n Arm?. Arts </,,>'/ Ac/, ,,,-. *, May 29, 1883.
11. On the properties of water and ice ; by Otto Petocbsson.

—The above is the title of a valuable paper by Dr. Pettersson
taken from volume II of the results of the Vega Expedition. It

is devoted to a discussion of the physical properties of water in

the liquid and solid state at the temperatures to which water and
ice are exposed in the Arctic Sea. as between —20° C. and +15° C.

The special subjects investigated were the change of heat and
volume of (1 ) pure water. (2 brackish water, and (3) ocean water
of ordinary saltness, but before detailing the results of his ex-
periments the author states briefly the results reached by others,

and then in detail the instruments employed by him and his

methods of observation. In regard to the experiments with pure
water, a series of tables gives the results of the experiments on
the expansibility of pure water (ice) at the different temperatures
employed. The most important point brought out in them is

this : that the volume of ice, even the purest which can be tested,

decreases with a rise in temperature when near the melting point

and tjlis is the more marked as (he amount of salt contained in

the water increases. In regard to this the author remarks that,

"It is impossible to decide if absolutely pure water would be en-

tirely free from this weakness or not, since we cannot assume that

water, which has boiled for a quarter of an hour or more in a
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glass vessel, is absolutely free from minimal quantities of foreign

substances, as e. g. s For my own part I

am ratber inclined to think that absolutely pure water, if it could
be tested, would show an absolutely fixed melting point . . .

."

In connection with this point the author remarks upon the plas-

ticity of ice, which has been observed near the melting point,

while at lower temperature it is brittle. The author shows that
the irregularity in expansion is connected with the degree of

rigidity of the ice: at a sufficiently low temperature every kind
of ice is hard and brittle, and in 'this state it expand -

ease of temperature; the commencement of the than ing
is entirely dependent upon the amount oi salt. etc.. present, ami
the softening before melting is connected finally with a contrac-
tion in volume: thus ice from 01 r begins to

— 4° C. ; and ice formed by the sudden freezing of ocean water
begins to contract at — 20° C. or below. As 'a consequent- of

this it is added that it must be acknowledged "that the ice

masses of the glaciers are liable to contraction at temperatures
below their melting point."

In the investigation of the chemical changes in the composition
of sea water caused by freezing, the author reaches the conclu-
sion that ice formed from sea-water is not, as has generally been

supposed, essentially pure, owing its saltnoss to mechanical!} en-

closed l.rine; the result lvaehed is the saine as i hat obtained in

a different way I >} 1), Hm-hnnan of the ( 'hallcngm Pr. Petty rs-

s '-'fl salt, as was lormerh h, li. •. rons parts,

one liquid and one solid, u hieh are of different composition. Thus
the formation of sea-ice is chemically a selective process, some of
the elements of salt water are more fit than others to enter into

the solid state by freezing, those which are rejected by the ice

•nderate in the brine, and vice versa ; for example a* re-

gards the relation of CI: SO., the ice is richer in sulphates, the

'•nnein chlorides. Tie- ext raordinan aria! ion both in saltness

and in chemical composition of every individual specimen ot sea

ice and sea-brine depend- upon a secondary process or the m.-ta-

morphosis of the ice, due to tin combined influences of time and

The concluding chapter is devoted to

heat of fresh and salt water: the im-

:«t brought out in it is this, that the latri-.:

oped by the freezing of sea-water is "extraordinarily inferior to

that of pure water."" The author - process,

however, from a thermic point of view, is :

wuh the solidification of the sea-water, b

into ice, solid eryolr - dissolved
* alts

: foi ( i! nut! i sinki,,-.- - tin P mp ' it ir< -
:

"yohydrates will be a

mass, at a sufficiently low temperature is a solid rock of crystal-
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lized matter. At the rise of temperature these substances will

melt one by one, and absorb heat in so doing.

12. Contributions to the Hydrography of the Siberian Sea;
by Otto Fetikii^on.—Thi- i- :i -econd paper by the same
author as that above noticed, it contains a long and valuable

series of observations made in connection with the Vega expedi-

tion, of the temperature of the sea-water at different depths,

specific gravity and the percentage of chlorine, as also that of
salt deduced from the observed specific gravity. These observa-

tions were taken mostly in the Kara Sea, an admirable hydro-
graphic chart of which accompanies the memoir.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Second Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey to

the Secretary of the Interior, for the year 1880-81; by J. W".
Powell, Director. Washington, 1882

; pp. iv and 588, 4to, with
LXI Plates, Figs. 1-32, and a Map, in pocket, showing distribu-

tion of the strata and eruptive rocks in the Western part of the
Plateau Province.---This volume is the first annual report of the
Geological Survey issued under the directorship of Mr. Powell,
who, ut the close of the fiscal year for which it is issued, had held
the position for less than three and a half months. The work
reported upon was begun under the direction of his predecessor,
Mr. Clarence King, and no change was made in his plans and
methods. The volume opens with the Report of the Director,
which is followed by the administrative reports of the heads of

divisions and by abstracts of the several monographs which are
in preparation by the Survey. The monographs are especially
designed for the use of specialists, but the summaries given here
present the facts and conclusions in a manner adapted to the
general reading public. These papers are as follows: The
Physical Geology of the Grand Canon District, by Capt. C. E.

Duiton; Contributions to the History of Lake Bonneville, by
G. K. Gilbert: Abstract >f Report on Geology and Mining
[ndustry of Leadville, Lake County, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons;
A Summary of the Geology of the Comstock Lode and the
Washoe District, by George F. Becker; Production of the
Pi-fcious Metals of the United States, bv Clarence King. The
volume ends with a paper by .Mr. G. K. Gilbert on "A New
Method of Mi-a-urin^ 1 Ici^'ht - !>v Mean> of the Barometer."'

Both of Mr. Gilbert's' papers, and also the one bv Mr. E. unions,

have already been noticed in this .Journal, as have also two of the

ort, viz: those bv Capt. Dulton and Mr. Becker.

The Report of the Director is introductory to the volume. It

epitomizes the various papers included and details the plan of

I a report, in preparation by
Eliot Lord, on the history of the Comstock Lode, and an account

is given of Dr. R. D. Irving's investigation of the copper-bearing
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rocks of Lake Superior. A statement is also made of a few rules

of geologic

he followed

adopted by the Survey, in relation to general geologic
clature, cartography -\ 1

1
1 diagrams. The scheme of ge<

uoiuoih-1m1 m-e, as laid down in Dana's Manual and sub
opted by LeConte in his Elements of Geology, will he

thout material change. In the opinion of the Diree
unwise for the exploring geologist to commit himself in early

stages of investigation to refined and exact correlations, and in

the scheme adopted by the Survey the column of epochs or form-
ations is left to be formulated in the various districts as the facts

demand. A scheme of colors for geologic charts and of conven-
tional characters for diagrams is presented with illustrations, and
the report concludes w'v -nt for the fiscal vear
ending June 30th, 1881.
Among the administrative reports, that of Mr. Arnold Hague

is of some length and eotu-dderabh nteresi. [t i- ccompuuied
ble page geologic map (in colors) of Rubv Hi

orte on the field work
m tins district, which ranks so high as a mining center, that for

geological structure has been investigated, and is to he 'supple-

mented by a stiuly of its mining geology. As the Director says

this reason it is the policy of the Survey to conduct both lines of

Mi II kgw'a fi« Id «
features f his monograph on the district will be as follows:

1st. A description of each mountain block, with a detailed
account of the format ions and their relations to each other.

2d. A detailed description of the great series of Paleozoic s.,di-
'

leet oi' -trata. extending from the base
'i' the Middle Cambrian up into the upper Coal-measure limestone.
3d. An account of some of the i a tical events

that have produced the pies, „ T ..;, -; -

. >
. ;h. cuioitrv.

4th._ A history of Tertiary volcanic activity, during which all

eal types of volcanic rocks except trachyte found their

twelve sheets, on , - will be required t»

represent the Paleozoic svstem .if the district and nine colors will

be needed for the igneous rocks. A spec
; petrographv of tin : ' biding-

jl to accompany it; also a report b\ Mr, Charles 1). Waleott.
ine latter will nnd< ibt< dly be one of the most valuable contnbu-
Am. Joub. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVII, No. 157—Jan., 1884.
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Heretofore this dis

remains, hut the present survey of it has secured a collection of

nearly 5,000 specin

of Paleozoic, fossils over obtained" from i

far West. It is, however, not the number of specimens nor the

number of species represented, which Mr. Walcott has determined

to be 359 (mure than a third of them new), that gives greatest

value to this collection, hut the fact that it is a systematic collec-

tion in one (list rict, extending through one series of L'Ojioo feet

i the base of the Middle
lestone. The Cambrian

nbraces 119 species; the Devonian, 144, and the Car-

boniferous, 83. In the Silurian the fauna is but slightly developed,

the material being derived mainly from the Trenton formation.

Thirteen species which suffice to determine the horizon were

found, hut they are too fragmentary for detailed study.

In an administrative report hy Vr<,<. R. Pumpclly, statistics are

given of the production of coal, copper, iron, lead and zinc. The
collection of these statistics was made in connection with the

Census Bureau, and they embody the information obtained from
' ring estaldishn

The paper by Mr. Clarence King on the Production of the

Precious Metals was also prepared in cooperation with the Tenth
Census, and is preliminaryto a monograph to be published hy the

The present paper is practically the s

the same subject published by the Census Bureau, and which has

already been' noticed in this Journal.

The work is handsomely illustrated, especially in Capt. Dutton's
paper, many of the plates and figures being made from sketches

by Mr. W. H. Holmes, whose hand has lost none of its cunning.

A double column index of twenty pages effectively concludes
this valuable report.

2. Third Annual Report of the IT. 8. Geological Survey to

the Secretary of the Interior, 1881-82. By J. W. Powell,
Director. Washington, 1883. 4to, pp. xvin and 564, with
XXXV Plates and Figs. 1 to 56.—A few advance copies of this

report have been issued without the complete set of illustrations.

The volume opens with the Ueport of the Director, which gives a

resume oi the work accomplished during the vearand presents a

: eporl b by
Messrs. Clarence Kin- Arnold Hague, G. K. Gilbert T. C. Cham-
beriin, S. F. Emmons, G. F. Becker, L. F. Ward, J. Howard Gore

'\| Hague in I is '.port Mates that he, in connection with Mr.
J. P. Ichli. gs 1 .- mil i iken » , iuvestigat n , h< icidi. vol-

:
-

.• — •
,••_'. ;-.\ .:

tion of the 40th Parallel, including not only the rocks reported

upon by Prof. Zirkel in his Microscopical Petrography, but also

a large amount of material not prepared at the time "his report
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ligation has been to cor-

ork where he frequently

<;alls the feldspars in certain rocks, sanidin, when they are really

determinable as belonging to triclinic species. Messrs. Hague
and hidings find i hat, in the area covered by the explorations of

the 40th Parallel Survey, there are, so far as represented by the

collections, n<> normal trachytes, and that the rocks which have
been so classed are andesites. Mr. Ila-ue savs ,1, ,, this result is

the more remarkable. as rhvolite is hv tar the mo>t abundant of

all the acidic volcanic rocks of the Great Basin. The study of

these results leads them to make the broad gi neral statement that

among the products of volcanic action in the Great Basin (at

least so far as the area indicated above is concerned), the occur-
rence of orthoclase rocks is dependent upon the percentage of

silica in the rock. A
of the rocks from the great cones of Mt. Rainier, Mt. Hood, Mt.
Shasia and Lassen',s Peak, and the announcement is made that

they are andesitic volcanoes, not a single trachyte being included
in the collections from the lour volcanoes.

After the administrative report-. t allow us

Birds with Tool ii! bv OM .°.Ma

'

.

K<'''ks\,f

lake Superior, bv Poland I). Irvmo; Sketch of the Geological His-

tory of Lake Lai, „,;,.,;., Israel < . Ku-seil; Abstract of t he KVport

,v..| r li4- Kn'r. ka Dist rict, Nevada, by Arnold Hague;

marine fossil Mo erica, by C. A. White.
Prof Marsh in his paner gives a resume of his inve-t io-ations of

all the known torn,- of 'the oldest birds, which differ from recent
birds, in having well developed teeth. Prof. living's paper, of

102 pages, is an abstract of Vol. V, of the .Monographic SerieSof
Reports of the Survey, which is in an advanced stage of prep;

tion. Mr. Russell's paper is also an abstract of one~of the m<
graphs. The basin o| L.ke La .-mam : Quaternary lak< of
Northwestern Nevada, according to Mr. Russell, exhibits a i

amount of calcareous tufa, of which there are three variet

characterizing three distinct deposits in the basin. They

drltlc. The \\

about 500 feet | of Pyramid Lake and V,:,s



well-defined periods in the history <

first was formed, the Like, then a fresh-water body, as shown by
the fossils, filled the basin to within thirty feet of the highest

water-line now scoring its sides. Later the water was 400 feet

lower and it was highly charged with soda. Then the thinolite

terrace was carved. Later -till the water rose 200 to 250 feet

above this terrace and the heaviest tufa deposit was precipitated.

There were, therefore, two moist periods, when the lake was deep,

separated by a time of dessication and followed by the present
period of aridity.

Mr. Hague, in his abstract on the ideology () f the Eureka Dis-

trict, gives the Eureka section a thickness of 30,000 feet, divided
as follows: Cambrian, 7,700 feet; Silurian, 5,000 feet ; Devonian,
8,000 feet, and Carboniferous 9,300 feet. The mingling of Coal-
Measure and Lower Carboniferous types is more clearly shown in

the Carboniferous rocks of the Eureka Basin than in any other
western locality.

In the paper on the terminal moraine of the second glacial

epoch, Prof. Chamberlin not only abstracts the 7-esults of recent
investigations h\ himself and assist ants, but combines therewith
the observations of others; lie gives a description of a compound
moraine traced continuously from the At lantic coast in New Eng-
land, through New Jersey,' Pennsylvania, Ohio. Indiana, Illinois,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and finally Dakota, where, at the

load meridian, it passes into British America. His contribution
to glacial geology is too important to be thus briefly eh a racter-

Dr. C. A. White'- ,aper on tin line fossil Mollusca of

North America, wi "1 concludes the volume, is one ot the most
interesting in it, especially to those who have followed the con-

troversy as to the age of the Laramie group. The paper is accom-
panied by thirty two plates, one of which is devoted to Devonian
forms, one to Jurassic and Triassic, two to Cretaceous, three to

the Bear B ler to I he Laramie group
proper. These plates illustrate an annotated catalogue which is

a resum6 of the subject by zoological families. A tabular view is

also presented. There is besides, an introduction which states

the object and method of the work, and a general discussion which

marine mollusks are embraced by those of brackish-water, those

of fresh water, and those of laud" habitat. Dr. White points out,

the analogy between the ancient Laramie Sea and the Black Sea,

nearly resembled, lie also states the conclusion that the mollus-

can fauna of f pre* I Hisi , descended
from the faunae of the ancient lakes and seas of the Tertiary and
Laramie periods and the river systems of which they constituted

-;•!;--. Dr. White is the fir-: to emphasize this fact.
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Heretofore the commiiiglinu' of brackish-water and fresh-water
fossil has been explained on the supposition that the beds in

which they were found were estuary deposits. Dr. White says
that there is evidence "that the fresh-water fauna proper of the
Laramie sy-iem not only inhabited the streams which emptied

oi such Mollusca as f^t>!<i. (ioitiolxists. ]l{'ijH(rus. '

Axoinia, ( 'orhttht. etc." The volume is handsomely illustrated

3. Q-eolotjy
>J I.,l.;,il, ,/,. X„rth'i /•'.- 1'om,tns. nuik'tny

11f/jior,f of Progress D3, Vol. I,ofth S,>,;, :I J (j^doqical Suyrei/

<>f P<;n,sylra»h,. 284 pp. Svo. 'lie text and
* thick atlas in svo of over :a. folded sheets. Ilarrisburg, 1883.
—This volume contains the following reports: on the slate-belt
and quarries, by R. N. Saxmkrs ; warer-a^. bv II. M. Chance;
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besides crinoidal remains, a few specimens of Orthis testudinariaj

nearly I m. S.W. of Stockertown, s; -,,s, Chcetetes

lycoperdon ami Orthis t<.st>«_1i>uiri<i ; at Churcbville, along with
the same crinoidal stems, Leptama sericetr, Orthis trstudiimrvi,

O. pectinella ; on the Delaware, south of and close to Howell's
cotton-mill, besides the species of Leptcena and Orthis just men-
tioned, also Strophomena alternate and ('}mt>t,r t,/e,>perdon, the
specimens in some spots crowded. Mr. Prime concludes from
this best of evidence that the limestone formation is in part
Trenton, in part Chazy, and infers doubtingly, on lithological evi-

dence, that the limestone on the north flank of the South .Mount-
ain range is Cat, -if, ,-,,,<* ,- ami since the Trenton limestone— in

many place- holding it- characteristic fossils—lies conformably
beneath the udj-.'miii-- -late- md shales, these slates and shales

must be of Utica and Hudson River age ; and be adds " there is

not a particle of evidence thai any of these limestones belong to
Iluroniaii or older periods." At one locality graphite scales occur,
with traces of brachiopod shells. The limestone has in some
parts intercalated layers of hydromica slate, and others of

quartzyte. These and various other points connected with the

limestone formation are discussed at length in the report. The
facts as to . metamorphic character of the
limestone, and association conformably with hydromica slates, are

precisely in accord with those connected with the great meta-
stone on the west part of the Green Mountain region
vhere the slates are those of the Taconic range.

Professor Lesley reviews the topography of Northampton
J and the associated region to the east, south and southwest;

ak-holes, and the underground drainage connected
therewith, in the limestone region; and slates in brief the geo-
logical constitution of the ridges and valleys. The question as to

unconforma'oi between the Lower Silurian

and the overlying beds—the Oneida Conglomerate—is decided by
him adversely. Professor Lesley continues with a discussion of

the general question whether unconformability—as a result of an
epoch of mount tin-makin- -. <ists in the region of the Hudson
River valley to the north, when' such evidence has been thought
to indicate a disturbance alter the Lower Silurian era. He com-

the supposed upturning to the regions east of the Hudson, with a

narrow strip west of part of it, and the extension of the uncou-
iormabilits „ i reated simply as a proper sub-

ject for investigation. His arguments against the n

bility in the Hudson River valley are based on general considera-

tions, not on facts derived from personal observations in the

region, such as seem necessary to settle a question in stratifica-

tion. The fact that there is a great gap in the series of forma-
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tions above the Lower Silurian, including all of the Oneida,
Medina, Clinton and Niagara formations, except a few yards of
the latter, which all New York geological observers have descrih.-d,

is set aside by arguing the case. Mr. Davis's statement with
regard to the conformability of Lower and Upper Silurian strata

at the eastern base of tie Catskills, that -Tip in the series excepted.
ii cited as in opposition ; while in fact the region is outside (west)
oi the supposed area of upturning. Other arguments are based
on facts derived from localities "far south of the Hudson b'iver

belts" in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, which also are outside
of the area of Green Mountain disturbance, and affect onlv the
question that future uv,-i.-J^ will . ii-.-u— uith new facts—as
to the southwestern extension or limit of the Green Mountain dis-

turbance. The facts in Mr. Davis's excellent papers on Becraft's

Mountain and the Bombm) region, published in this Journal since

Professor Lesley's report appeared, are to the point, and of the
!• d to settle the question. His observations about

Beeraft's Mountain put the <|uesti.-n in just the state in which it

"'tis left, in the writer's hearing, by the NYw York geologists, at
a meeting of the American Association of Geologists and Xat-
i' » s ove, th rt\ tiv( years since; tlie\ ifford sc.nu reason for

'<;{( Btronger for sustaining it.

bull facts are of the positne kind, too positive to be
disturbed by ima-ined or not proven overturns. The facts

favor strongly the view that the close of the Lower Silurian was
an epoch of mountain-making ahm-- the Creen Mountain region.

b7 E. D. Com:. Smithsonian Contributim
*89

- Wasl n,,. with

...1 the bones from tin
tiallv described by Professor Cope in 186S.
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are large Rodents of the genus Amblyrhiza and a small Rumi-
nant, probably of the Bovidae, besides others not determinable

;

and in the same cave were obtained a >craper or chisel made by-

man from the large shell Strohihw <jhhis. Whether the Ambly-
rhiza and tin 1 Kuminant are oi" the same ura, or man and either of

these species, is not ascertained. Professor Cope remarks that

the deposit containing the Amblyrhiza is not in his view "earlier

than the Pliocene." The paper closes with the following infer*

ence. " The island of Anguilla, now embracing but 30 square
miles could not readily have supported a fauna of which these

huge Rodents formed a part." "This, and other tacts mentioned
by Pomel, lend probability to the hypothesis of the latter author,

that the submergence of the ranges connecting many of the

islands of the Antilles has taken place subsequi

a of j

t those seas since the Pli<

Such facts bear also on the question of a coral reef

6. On the Chrysolitie beds or Bunyte of North Carolina ; by
A. A. Julien.- (Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat, Hist., xxii, 141, December,
1882.)—In this important

\

-a per, Professor Julien shows that the

well known dunyte of North Carolina, which occupies "mainly a

zone in the mountain plateau between the Blue Ridge and the

Great Smoky Range 250 km. long and 15-30 km. wide" is dis-

tinctly bedded, and is enclosed in a stratum of black and slaty

horublemle-giici*.-, in a region of gneis-. s and oi h<-r schists. The
rock has a slut\ lamination due to bedding, like that of the horn-

bedded with'thr latter in layers I to li yards thick. Professor
Julien thus proves, as he urges, that the chrysolite rock was
originally of sedimentarv origin like the associated schists. He
also treats of the alterations of the dunvte, under the heads of

Chah-L'donie, Iiornblendic, Talcose, Ophiolitic and Dioritic. All

the hornblende within tin chrvsolit* roek i- ! ih i ted to altera-

tion, like the serpentine, tale, "chalcedony, and this rock is sup-

posed to have originated in sedinient;ir"\ deposits of chrysolite

sand. But the occurrence of the chrysolite stratum in and
among hornblende schists suggests that' the hornblende of these
schists and of the chrysolite was alike in met amorphic origin and

(Letter to .1. I >. Dana, dated Hanover, X. II., Nov. 27th.)— It is

hills" (tin- journal, 'ill, \xvi, p. a5S),Vm speak of them as

having been described by him. 1 am glad to say that he would
have invented a better expression than ••lenticular" hills, if he

had described them. I suppose we may call them " drumlins,"

Scotland.
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8. On the probable occurrence of II r<h ,-it, in Maine; by Wm.
Earl Hidden. (Communicated in a letter dated Newark, New-
Jersey, December 11, 1883.)—To Mr. Nathan H. Perry, of
South Paris, Maine, an earnest and successful collator of Maine
minerals, and the discoverer of many new mineral localities in his

State, I am indebted for a few specimens of a dark, oil-green
mica, having implanted on it clear crystals of a mineral resem-
bling s.»me varieties of apatite. The' preliminary examination
which I have made makes it provable that the mineral is the rare

>pemes IZerderite* The crystals are short, terminated prisms,

lucent, Surfaces smooth and not highly 'polished, but bright.
Lu-rer gre:isv-vhreoiis. Streak white, Colorless to faintly yel-

lowish. Hardness .3. Sp. dray. 3. Crystals orthorhombic'. u'ith
7" A 7=116° (hand goniometer). Among the planes already
observed are /, /-7, O

t
three macrodomes, one brachydome and

three octahedral pyramids. A partial qualitative examination

" i* tnl tn.aKsis !. .„,vs mdli ,> "-;«.- KM.,
of Mines. \\.w Vork ("'it v. and will shortly be pub-

lished, with a full account of the method of occurrence and the
general physical characters of the mineral.

I'h is mineral had been previously called topaz, from its resem-
blance to that species in form and color, and also from the fact of

: Mid at Stoimham, Maine, in the pocket- that yielded
tlK« Hue crystals of topaz noticed in tins Journal bv C. F. Kunz
(III, xxv, p. 161), but the absence of the characteristic basal

s-h'avaue and of the hardness of that mineral led me to make the

cr
:
-tals of the 5

'i-e sent by Mi
dn3ws that the.
he

Mr.' liidden"-
de veloped in th

b 1>. 546, Dam
(oio), i (no;

U 3H). Of the

, fi p example :-J/sJ=116i°}
for h I

-
, "'- ', L-rderite=nV 35'.—E. S. DaxZ]

'•'. Analyse of Brazilian Mint-rain. (Communicated by Or-
vdle A. Derby in a letter dated Rio Janeiro, October 30, 1883).—

* Probably, according to trials by Plattaer and Turner, an anhydrous phosphate

•Haidinger, PhiL Mag., IV, i, 1828. J. D. Dana's System ilin., p. .".46.
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Gorceix gives the following analyses of minerals from Ouro
Preto (formerly Villa Rica), in the province of Minas Geraes,.

Brazil.

Green mica (fuchsite) ; specific gravity 8*1.

Si0 2 Al 2O s,Fe aOs Cr2 3 MgO K 2 Na 2 Volatile matter.

46o 372 0-9 08 7-9 1-3 4-7 = 993

Ilyclrargillite ; specific gravity 2*3.

A1 20, H 2

65-2 34-8 = 100-00

Wavellite ; specific gravity 2*34.

Gorceix calls attention to the large amount of fluorine present in

lis mineral; it was determined by the St. Claire Deville process.

Pyrophyllite; in greenish white acicular crystals ; specific grav-

A similar mineral, found abundantly
the province of Bahia, consists essentially ot pnospnate ot cerium
and other rare earths, but differs from the Jequetinhonha speci-

mens in specific gravity (5-01) and in aspect. Its crystalline

form could not be determined. By error it is stated to be from
the Serra de Quebni ( 'angalha in the province of Sao Paulo.

10. Groddeclite : a >>nr mineral of the Chabazite group.—

A

new zeolite, to be regarded as a variety of gmelinite, has been re-

cently described by Arzruni. It was discovered by him on a
single specimen in the museum of the Clausthal Bergakadamie,
which was obtained in 1867 from the Franz-August vein at

Andreasberg in the Harz. The mineral occurs in small trans-

parent crystals, with vitreous luster, covering calcite crystals.

The ^crystals form combinations of a rhombohedron, a scalenohe-

dron nearly coincident with it. and a hexagonal prism; inhabit
and angles it is hardly to l.e distinguished from gmelinite. The
hardness is between 3 and 4. An analysis by Broockmann upon
0*0559 gr. gave the following results :

Si0 2 Ala 3 Fe,0 3 CaO MgO Na,0 B9

A comparison of the above with the percentage composition of

gmelinite shows that the new species, or more properly new vari-

ety, differs in the substitution of iron sesquioxide for part of the

alumina, and of magnesia for part of the lime. The high per-

centage amount of silica is ascribed to an admixture of quartz,

but the material at hand was too scanty to allow of direct proof

of this point, or indeed of another and more complete analysis ;,
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Director of the Bergakadamie at Clausthal.—Z. Kryst., viii, 848,

11. Mineral Resources of the United States; by Albert
Williams, Jr., Chief of Division of Mining Statistics and Tech-
nology. 813 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1883. (IT. S. Geological
Survey, J. W. Powell, Director).—Mr. Williams has performed a
work of nuicli importai ce in bruming together the extended series

of statistics contained in this volume/ The magnitude of the
results accomplished is especially remarkable in view of the short

time taken for the preparation of the volume. The subject is

treated in two parts : the first contains statements and statistics in

regard to the occurrence and production of the individual mineral
products, as coal, petroleum, also iron, copper, lead, zinc, etc, ; and,

after the metallic products, others as building stones, bricks, clays.

? give
ie subject of coal about one hundred pages are d

milarly of iron, copper, lead, and so on. These lar<

ive been prepared in whole or in part by different c

evote

hose past work has given them especial opportunitie

g a knowledge of the facts, and they contain a vas
finable information in regard to the amount of e;

ined, the cost of production and allied details.

- for ;

the second part of the volume contains station-
form, arranged according to States, giving the scientific and pop-

ular names of the \ . etc., which are now
mined, and in a second table those which are known to occur, but

which are not at present mined, with a general statement of the

localities. These tables do not profess to be complete in their

present form, but they form a nucleus which may be expanded
and revised as additional facts are collected.

12. Lehrbuch ,l,.r M'mtra f, »/,',: ; von I)k. (tust.vv Tsnu-MMAK.
HI Lieferung, pp. 369-589. Vienna. ISS4 (Alfred Holder).—The
two preceding pan> of Professor Tseherniak'* Mineralogy have
'1" h been not ie, 1 in this Journal .111 win, j> OS xxiv, p
-;-2): this third part concludes the work. It contains the descrip-

tion of species, with pn nnnnwliv devoted to a brief-
the

'



III. Astronomy.

1. Observations upon the Comet P>»,x- Brooks made at the. Ob-

$ervatory of Yale College; by O. T. Sherman.—The comet
Pons-Brooks has been followed, nt the Observatory, by the equa-

torial of 8 inches aperture (presented by E. M. Reed, Esq.)

as steadily as eireumstanees permitted. Up to date (Dec. 10th)

thirty-four observations of position have been obtained ;
six

observations yielding the position of the plane of pola

and six the percentage.

When first seen, Sept, 6. the nebulosity was very faint globu-

lar, about 60" in extent, without definite nucleus ; Sept. 25 the

comet had suddenly increased in brightness, presenting an oval
95" by 64" in extent, light almost equally diffused. No sharp

nucleus. The direction of the elongation was about N. 15° W.
Sept, 27-Oct. 3, the nucleus continued to grow brighter while the

nebulosity remained indistinct. Oct. 16, the coma or condensa-
tion around the nucleus became distinct from the outer nebulos-

ity, the direction of elongation being about S. 20° E. Oct. 24-

27, there was a suspected tail about 10' in extent, which had
igain disappeared by the 30th. Nov. 2d it appeared again as a

globular body presenting a -harp nucleus with a coma of about
50" surrounding it and a nebulosity of about 3'. Nov. 17-19
there was again a suspected development of the tail. Nov. 24 it

again presented a form similar to Nov. 2d, but with a fourth dis-

tinction in brightness, the dimensions being (approximately), for

coma 50* ; inner nebulosity 8' ; outer nebulosity 10'. On the days
immediately following, the distinctness of the third outline was
lost and the coma became somewhat radiated. Dec. 3d, the coma
appeared somewhat lens-shaped, extending crosswise of the nebu-

losity about 5' by l'. The nebulosity was oblong, about 12' by 7'.

When examined by a Nicol'a pj wo positions

At the time of least intensity the nucleus and a portion of the

coma appear deprived of the nebulosity. Under a double image
prism the position of equal intensity is 24°-5 removed from the

nearer position of ma < usity.

!

the least ret'rai uibm m-xt, and the band toward the more refrangi-

ble end of the spectrum the shortest.
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There were moments in which for one or
the bands were very clear and bright, an

be much shorter than ordinarily.

vatory, and Astr. Xaehri-ht. ».

3. Observations of the Great Comet of 1882 made at the JJ. 8.

X. Observatory.—This appendix to the volume of Observations
for 1880 is prepared by W. C. Winlock, by whom the larger part

of the observations were made. The comet was observed first on
the 19th of September by daylight, two days after the perihelion

passage. It was last seen on the 4th of April. Eight diagrams
are given of the appearance of the head, seven of them as Been in

the LN/.-jiieh equatorial, showing the disintegration of nucleus. and
ial separation of the several parts. Observati

comet's position, differential measurements of the l

of the nuclei, descriptions of the shape and appearance of the tail,

and also of the curious "outer-envelope" or " veil" that extended
back toward the sun are all given in detail. el a. n.

IY. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Report of the Superintendent of the 11 S. Coast and Geo-
detic Survey for 1882. Washington: Government Printing Of-
fice. 1883. 4 to, 565 pavo - and>>2 plates.—This report has just

been received from the Public Printer and is now ready for dis-

tribution. As usual the first part of the volume is devoted to a

Statement of the progress made l.v the various b ran. dies of the Sur-

vey in all parts of the eountrv and shows that the work is hv'wr

prosecuted with vis>-or and a discriminatiut; re-ard for the require-

ments of the countiy at lar-o, >uid the ne.assities o^^

our extensive coast' line which are as vet uusurveved. 'fids por-

tion closes with detailed statements by the Chiefs of Divisions of

the Coast and Geodetic Survev Office of the work done
dire, tion. F llo vino tin i port j r< pel ol tin Superi itendent, and
the statistical reports from Divisions, are a

relative to the work. As a collection this is the most important
series of papers yet published l.y the Survey.

'in i- situat. 1 in rhi S;i i m to \ 11. v, al it i \ it \ idles west
of the city of Sacramento and parallel to the general duvet ion of

the Coast Range. .V
furnished the I

;
•

:
. . .

.' .,
. .

' :
' -

from the
i

. n.u sion of 3Ir. ( . A Schott

Dd G S irvey. Tl ^,--t.r<i ofrei n

"Committee Meter 11
of 'the I'nited States, one •

;

-*"
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meters used by the French Committee in 1795. In connection

with the construction of the base apparatus the coefficient of ex-

pansion of the Committee meter was elaborately redetermined. A
detailed account of the steps followed in the determination of the

coefficients of expansion and lengths of the various bars used, of

the primary and secondary compensation, and of the resulting

lengths of the 5-meter standards and measuring 'oars, is given in

Appendix No. 7, by C. A. Schott.

Following this is a paper by Professor Geo. Davidson, Assist-

ant Coast and Geodetic Survey, giving an account of the meas-
urement of the Yolo Base, of which work he had charge. He
gives a short history of the base, its selection and survey, ami

method of marking the ends, and then goes into a more detailed

account of the operations immediately connected with the meas-

urement. The working force was twenty-one persons, seven offi-

cers and fourteen men. All the operations of measurement were
conducted under a large canvas screen moving on wheels and
pushed forward by hand. The party, as well as the apparatus,

was thus protected from the direct rays of the sun. Daily com-
parisons were made between the measuring bars and the standard.

On the first measurement heavy "kilometer stones" were put
down at the end of every 200th bar and on the second measure*
ment comparisons were made. Whenever the field redaction!

. difference between the two exceeding four millimeters

the kilometer was again re-measured. This was, however, not

done until the completion of the second measure. Seven kilome-

ters were tin he office reduction showed that

the introduction of certain small quantities of which no note could
be taken in the hurried work of a Held reduction made such cor-

rections to the field diffi r< m < - thai the third measurement would
nowhere have been necessary. The probable error from all sources

combined is 0'0096 meter. Expressed as a vulgar fraction this is

imUoo of the length.

The next paper i- ions, of the manual on
the " Field work of the Triangulation," by R. D. Cutts, Assistant

Coast and Geodetic Survey. This paper was originally printed

in the Coast Survey Report for 1868, and again printed, with ad-

ditions, as a separate publication in 1877. in its present form it

. with the mean tide level at Sandy Hook, N. J., the line

of levels passes Hagerstown, Md., Grafton, W. Va., Mitch. II, li d.,

and has now progressed seventy miles beyond St. Louis. The
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levels were executed by the use of the " geodesic level," a doable
line being run. not simultaneously but forward and back over
short spaces. The small difference between the two and the very

with this instrument. A discussion of the results shows a proba-

ble error of only 47 millimeters for the height of the bench mark
on the bridge at St. Louis, the linear distance from Sandy Hook
being 1784-6 kilometers = 1191-4 statute miles.

The other two papers by Mr. Schott relate to terrestrial mag-
netism. One is a filth, and considerably ,

previously published work on the "Secular Variation of the Mag-
netic Declination in the Tinted States and at some foreign sta-

tions." The constant demand for this paper renders necessary its

frequent republication and it is so well known that nm>
mention of it need not here be made. Following this is a paper
giving magnetic declination for the epoch 1885-0 at more than
2300 stations in and on the confines of the United States and
Alaska. It is accompanied by isogonic charts for the IT. S. and
Alaska. The last chart of this character published by the Survey
appears in the report for 1876 and represents the distribution o'f

terrestrial magnetism in the Tinted States for the epoch of 1875-0.

<}> HaclmVuml ', the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences, ami of which work Professor Ilil-

gard had the direction. One hundred and fort v stations yvere

occupied. Thev represent twenty-six States and territories, from
Vermont to Florida and Wyoming, and also Canada and Xew
l.runswiek. Observations for declination were made at 141, for

the isogonic°charts of 1875-0 and of 1885-0.

m

Five papers devoted to the consideration of hydro-

' by Wm.

steamer Blake, and
^oast of the Unite
Assistant C. and G
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Succeeding these are a paper by Professor Geo. Davidson giv-

ing an account of the total solar eclipse of January 11, 1880, as

observed by him at TVlt. Santa Lucia, California, and a " New Se-

duction of 'Lacaille's Observations of Fundamental Stars in the

Southern Heavens" (between 1T49 and 17ft7), the computations

of which were made by Dr. (.'. R. Powalky, under direction of

the National Academy and at the expense of the Bache Fund.
This paper will find publication in the Baehe Fund Memoirs, but
is here published to give earlier appearance to so important

"

work. Thi; imputation, taking

imperfections of Lacaille's

ble data for the determination of the proper i

This
,

5 paper is followed by a report on a " Conference on Gravity
Determinations, held at Washington, D. C, in May, 1882," in

which Ililgard, Ilerschell, Peiree, Xowcomb, Davidson and Schott

participated. The present state of the science was discussed and
opinions expressed as to the method of conducting gravity observa-

tions and the sense of the conference was formulated in distinct

* L '

Finally, the Report closes with a tribute to the memory of the

late Carlile P. Patterson, LL.D., fourth Superintendent of the

Survey.
'2. Annul* "f J/at/nnaitics, pnrn a»<J opplteil ; edited by

Ormond Stone, Professor of Astronomy, and YYri.i.tAM M.

nd which i- now discontinued by him on account of

impaired health."

The Annals of Mathematics will appear every other month,
commencing with February 1st, in a small quarto form, and each

ist twenty-four pages. It is design

oi communi. on for teach

atbematios. The purpose of the editors w:

oarage the study of mathematics, pure and

by Charles Lon
!i edition. 73S pp. 8vo. Phila

t Henry Watts, B.A., F.I

i that it gives so much space to Physics.
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Art. XIL—Ex-amuiatw), of Mr. AljWd R WaUard, Modifica-
tion of the. 1'luf.sind Tin nt/.fXcufm ( a, / < into! ; I>%

James Croll, LL.D., F.R.S.*

On the publication of 'Island Life,' upwards of three years
ago, the author kindly favored me with a copy. He at the

wrote to me stating that the volume contained some
modifications of my theory of secular ehan-es v( climate, to
which he had been led by a careful consideration of the sub-
ject, and that he would be glad to have an expression of my
opinion in regard to his results. Deeply interested as I, of
course, felt in the matter, I was however compelled, owing to
the state of my health, to leave the volume unread till within
the last few months. This fact will account for the appear-
ance of the following remarks at this somewhat late date.

I have read the cha; ^mal i 'innate with
the greatest amou,- , .ami have to thank

or his vrr\ clear ami able exposition and defence
of the main points of my theory. It appears to me, however,

• M V. ..
, ,

• . ......

ix'.v-sarv parts of the theorv. These may not, it

vebeen in all cases expressed by me, but they are
nevertheless implied in the theory. Other points, again, re-

garded as modifications are simp wther out-
side of the theory, which can in no way affect it. With much

*From advan.
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that Mr. Wallace has advanced in explanation of geological

climate I fully agree, but I am, nevertheless, wholly unable to

perceive that any of his arguments or considerations do in

reality materially affect the theory advocated in 'Climate and
I hope presently to show.

ore proceeding, however, to examine in detail Mr. Wal-
modifications of the theory, it may b<

'two minor points on which I differ I

! the theorv, it may be as well to considi

its on which I diffi

save the necessity of referring to them

Effrriof Winter SoUke in Aphdior,.—At page 126 ('Island
Life") be says :-— - We may therefore say generally, that during
our northern winter, at the tine; of the Glacial epoch, the north-

ern hemisphere was receiving so much less heat from the sun
as to lower its surface-temperature on an average about 35° F.,

while during the height of summer of the same period it would
be receiving so much more heat as would suffice to raise its

mean temperature about (\0° F. above what it is now." In a

foot-note he adds that " the reason of the increase of summer
heat being 60° while the decrease of winter cold is only 35°, is

because our summer is now below and our winter above the

average."

There is surely a confusion of ideas here. It is of course
true that, as our summer at present occurs in aphelion and our
winter in perihelion, the temperature of the former is below
and that of the latter above the average ; but this can afford

no grounds for the result Mr. Wallace attributes to it unless it

be assumed (for which there are no astronomical grounds) that
" our summer is 25° further below the average than our winter is

On the Storage of Cold.—In a section on the Effects of Snow
on Climate, Mr. Wallace points out the different effects pro-

duced by v\ , aid in the form of rain and as a
solid in the form of snow. The rain, however much of it may
fall, runs off rapidly, he states, without producing any perma-
nent effect on temperature. But if snow falls, it lies where it

fell, and becomes compacted into a mass which keeps the earth

below and the air above, at or near the freezing-point When
the snow becomes perpetual, as on the summits of high moun-
tains, permanent cold is the result; and however strong the

sun's rays may be, the temperature of both the air and the

earth cannot possibly rise much above the freezing-point
"This." Ik; says, •' is" illustrated In the olten-.p.ot. -1 |'.i.-t that

at 80° N. lat. Captain Scoresby had the pitch melted on the

one side of his ship by the heat of the sun, while water was
freezing on the other side owing to the coldness of the air."

Doubtless this is perfectly correct ; but on page 502 he states
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that he has pointed out with more precision than has, he be-

lieves, hitherto been done, the different effects on climate of

water in the liquid and solid states. This is a somewhat
doubtful statement; for in chapter iv, • Climate and Time,' in

Phil. Mag., March, 1870, and in other places will, I think, be
found all that this section contains. In fact the influence of

snow and ice as a permanent source of cold is one of the main
factors of my theory. The three great factors are (1) the influ-

ence of snow and ice, (2) the influence of aqueous vapor, and

(3) the influence of ocean-currents. How persistently has it

been urged as an objection to my theory that, during the Glacial

epoch, the great heat of the perihelion summer would more
than counterbalance the effect of the aphelion winter. But I

have maintained that, the summers, notwithstanding the inten-

sity of the sun's rays, instead of being warmer than at present,

would in reality be far colder ; for this reason, that the temper-
ature of a snow-and-ice covered country can never rise much
above the freezing-point. As an example of this I pointed out
that, 'were it not for ice, the summers of North Greenland
would be as warm as those of England (whereas in point of

fact they are colder than our winters) ; and that were India

covered with an ice-sheet, its summers would be colder than
those of England;

"Another point," he says, "of great importance in connex-
ion with this subject is the' fact, that this permanent storing-up
of cold depends entirely on the annual amount of snowfall in

proportion to that of the sun- and air-heat, and not on the

actual cold of winter, or even on the average cold of the year."
This, I have shown (American Journal of Science, Oct., 1883

;

Phil. Mag., Oct., 1883) at considerable length, is one of the

most widespread and fundamental errors within the whole
range of geological climatology. Perpetual snow, instead of

being due "entirely'' to the annual amount of snowfall in pro-

portion to the quantity of heat received by the snow, is in

most eases not even mainly due to this cause. Overlooking
the fact, that in the conservation of snow the temperature of
the snow is one of the main factors, has been a fruitful source
of error.

High Land and Heavy Snowfall in relation to the Glacial

Epoch.—According to Mr. Wallace. •' high hue! and great

moisture" are essential to the initiation of a glacial epoch.

Undoubted. - moisture are the most favor-

able conditions 1W- bringing about a glacial state

but I can hardly agree with him that they are necessary and

'"dispensable.

As to the second of these conditions, great moisture is evi-

dently necessary only in order to produce a great snowfall
;
a
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great snowfall is necessary only in order that the snow may
become permanent; and the permanent snow in turn is neces-

sary only in order to have permanent glaciation. But it has
i frequently have permanent snow
3ven where the direct heat of the

mmits of lofty mountains. Green-
land, for example, has but a very small Btiowfall, and yet the

snow and ice are perpetual. What is necessary is, that the

small amount which falls should not all melt. If this be the

case, the ice will accumulate year by year, and a glacial condi-

tion will ultimately result.

Suppose that the annual precipitation of snow on a continent

is equivalent to only 10 inches of ice, and that at the end of

each summer one inch remains unmelted, then, in this case, the

ice will continue to accumulate year by year until the quantity
annually discharged by the outward motion from the center of

dispersion equals that annually formed. But in the case of a

continent this condition can be attained only when the sheet

at the center becomes of enormous thickness. Whether high
land be necessary to a glacial epoch or not, it is evident that a

heavy snowfall is not an indispensable condition.

As to the second of these conditions, namely, high land, it

must be borne in mind that the question is not, Could the

causes which are now in operation bring about a glacial condi-

tion of things without high land ? but, Could those6 physical

agencies brought into operation during a high state of eccen-

tricity produce a glacial state of things without high land ?

Mr. Wallace's answer is that they could not. But I am not

satisfied with the grounds on which he bases this opinion. A
necessary condition to a glacial epoch is, of course, the exist-

ence of perpetual snow ; for without perpetual snow there

could be no permanent land-ice. The question then is, Could
not those physical agencies brought into operation during a

high state of eccentricity cover lowlands with perpetual snow
without the aid of high lands ? Mr. Wallace replies, " Per-

petual snow nowhere exists on low lands." Supposing this

were true (I have endeavored to show it is not),f still it does
not follow that perpetual snow may not have existed on low-

lands, or that, when the pi esent condition of things changes, it

may not yet exist. It is not difficult to conceive how, under
certain conditions, the snow-line may in some places have been
brought to the sea-level. In arctic, or even in subarctic re-

gions, an excessively heavy snowfall, followed by piercingly

cold winds from the north, during the whole of the summer

* American Journal of Science, October, 1883; Philosophical Magazine, October,
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months, would keep the snow at a low temperature and cer-

tainly prevent it from disappearing. Keep the surface of the
snow at or below the freezing point, and melting will not take
place, no- matter how intense the sun's rays may be. A strong
wind below the freezing- point will cool the surface of the snow
more rapidly than the sun can manage to heat it. Another
cause which would tend to keep the snow at a low tempera-
ture would be that, along with a cold northerly wind, there is

usually a great diminution of aqueous vapor, thus allowing the

surface of the snow to radiate its heat more freely into stellar

space. For were it not for the aqueous vapor in the atmos-
phere, the snow-line, even at the equator, would descend to

the sea-level.*

Perhaps it is owing to the warm southerly winds of the two
midsummer months that Siberia, even with its inconsiderable
snowfall, is not at the present day covered with permanent
snow and ice. Mr. Wallace mentions that " in Siberia, within
and near the Arctic circle, about six feet of snow covers the
country all the winter and spring, and is not sensibly dimin-
ished by the powerful sun so long as northerly winds keep the

air below the freezing-point, and occasional snow storms occur.

But early in June the wind usually changes to southerly, and
under its influence the snow all disappears in a few days."

But what would be the consequence were these northerly

winds to continue during the whole of June and July? It

Would probably be that the snow of autumn would begin to

fall before that of spring had disapppeared. Were this to

result, the country would soon become covered with perma-
nent ice. Matters would be still worse if these southerly
winds, instead of ceasing, were simply to change from June
and July to December and January, for then, in place of pro-

ducing a melting effect, they would greatly add to the snow-

Such a condition of things may never have obtained on the

plains of Siberia ; but I have shown in mv paper on the Ice of

Greenland and the Antarctic regionsf that there are certainly

good grounds for corn-: Grlac I epoch, and

U>,e

'ntk'whi'accumulate on lowlands, which could not have been the

had not the ground been previously covered with perp

^ Thr nvhj Contnnn,,,! /, //, G^hr pmhnhh, „., h»dan
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Wallace maintains that they are high lands. "It is," he says,

"only where there are lofty mountains or elevated plateaus, as

in Greenland, etc., that glaciers accompanied by perpetual

snow cover the country. The north polar area is free from

any accumulation of permanent ice, excepting the high lands

of Greenland and Grinnel Land." And in regard to the Ant-
arctic continent, he says, "The much greater quantity of ice at

the south pole is undoubtedly due to the presence of a large

extent of high land." Were it not for these extensive high

lands and lofty mountains, Greenland and the Antarctic

regions, according to Mr. Wallace's theory, would be free from

v and ice. He, however, nowhere, so far as I

i find, offers any proof for the conclusion that those regions

possess extensive highlands, elevated plateaus, and lofty moun-
tains sufficient to account for these icy mantles. In the paper

just referred to (Phil. Mag., November, 1883), I have discussed

this subject at considerable length, and have arrived at conclu-

sions diametrically the opposite of those advocated by Mr.
Wallace, viz: that Greenland and likely the greater part of

the Antarctic regions consist of land probably not much above
sea-level, and that the mass of ice under which they are buried

must be due to some other cause than elevation of the land.

Mr. Walking }fo,/if!r ll tioa <v the Theory Emnnne,!. — Mr.

Wallace's chief, and, I may sav, onlv real 'modification of mv
theory is tins. T give it in his'own words:

cast- with Xm-ih. ni Kim,],,, during tin- (ilacial epoch, then the
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I have, on the contrary, maintained that the more severe the
glacial condition of the" one hemisphere, the warmer and the
more equable would necessarily be that of the other; for the
very same combination of causes which would tend to cool the
one hemisphere would necessarily tend to warm the other.
The process to a large extent consists of a transference of heat
from one hemisphere to the other. Consequently the one
hemisphere could not be heated without the other being cooled,
or the one cooled without the other being heated. The hotter
the one, the colder the other, and the colder the one, the hotter
the other. It therefore follows that the more severe the glacial

is, the warmer and more equable must be the inter-

arm periods. But, according to Mr. Wallace, there
could be no warm in . either in temperate or
polar regions, except during the commencement and toward
the close of the Glacial epoch.

Before, however, proceeding to examine in detail the steps
by which he arrives at this modification of my theory, it will-

be as well that the reader should have a clear and distinct

knowledge of what that theory really is, and what it professes
to explain. These I shall now' briefly state in the most general
terms, for misapprehension in regard 'to the main features of the
theory He at the root of most of the objections which have been
urged against it.

General Statement of the Theory.— 1st. It is not professed that
the theory will account for the condition of climate during
«U past geological ages. It treats mainly of the cause of
glacial epochs; and one of its essential elements is that these
epochs consist of alternate changes, to a greater or less extent,
of cold and warm periods ; or, in other words, that glacial

epochs must consist of alternate
j

a 1 periods.
I he chief, though not the sole, aim of the theory is to account
for geological climate in so far as such epochs are concerned.
Although it on] 1 be satisi ctorih shown, hn- example, and
this has certainly not vet been done, that during some past

geological age, such as "the Miocene, the Eocene, or the Creta-
«'<>us, the climate was throughout uniformly warm or sub-
tropical, this would not prove that the theory was wrong,
Unle^ it could ar the same time be shown that the necessary
conditions demanded by the theory did then exist. But in-

stead of this supposed condition of climate during Secondary
and Tertiary periods being inconsistent with my theory, the
hU't is, as wo shall see by and by, that this theory affords the

m of such a state oi t n igs vhich has

yet been given. *
2d. The theory is not that a high state of eccentricity will

necessarily produce a glacial epoch. No misapprehension has
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been more widespread or more difficult to remove than this.

From the very commencement I have maintained that no
amount of eccentricity, however great, could produce a glacial

condition of things; that the Glacial epoch was the result, not

of a high state of eccentricity, but of a con;

agencies, brought into operation by means of this high state.*

As an example of this misapprehension, how frequently has

the present condition of the planet Mars been adduced as

evidence against the theory. The eccentricity of Mars' orbit is

at present greater than that of the Earth's even when at its

superior limit; and its southern winter solstice is not far re-

moved from aphelion. It is therefore maintained that, if my
theory of the cause of the Glacial epoch be correct, the southern
hemisphere of Mars ought to be under a glacial condition, and
the northern enjoying a perpetual spring—and this, as is well

known, is not the case. Here it is assumed that, according to

the theory, eccentricity alone ought to produce a glacial epoch,

irrespective of the necessary physical conditions. We know
with certainty that those- physieal conditions which, according
to the theory, were the direct cause of the Glacial epoch on our
globe, cannot possibly exist on the planet Mars.f Just take

one example ; either the properties of water on the planet Mars
or the conditions of its atmosphere must be totally different

from those of our earth ; for were our earth removed to Mars's

distance from the sun, our seas would soon become solid ice

and we could luive neither snow nor rain, ocean-currents, nor

This is doubtles

of this can only be that the physical and meteorological con-

ditions of the planet must be wholly different from those of

the earth.

When we reflect that a very slight change in the properties

of aqueous vapor, or in the condition of our atmosphere,
would effectually prevent the possibility of a glacial epoch
occurring on our earth, notwithstanding a high state of eccen-

tricity, we need not wonder that the planet Mars is not in a

laciation. But the eccentricity of Mars, though high,

is still far from its superior limit, and the planet may yet, for

anything which we know to the contrary, pass through a

Glacial epoch.

3d. Another prevailing misapprehension is the supposition

that the theory does not recognize the necessity for geograph-

ical conditions. In reading " Island Life" one might be apt to

suppose that one of the chief points of difference between Mr.

Wailnce and ivsels s that he*egards geo-rraphica distribution

* For this reason I prefer to t mi, rn theon i I rsioal Tin ry rathei than
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of sea and land as an important factor in a theory of geological
climate, whereas I entirely ignore this condition. Nothing
could be further from the truth than such a supposition. 1
can boldly affirm that the necessity for geographical conditions
is as truly a part of my theory as of Mr. W
thereof-

One of the most important agencies, according to my view,
is the enormous amount of heat conveyed from equatorial to

temperate and polar regions by means of ocean-currents, and
the deflection of this heat, during a high stale of eccentricity.
from the one hemisphere to the" other. But all this depends
on ocean-currents flowing from equatorial to polar regions;
and the existence of these currents in turn depends, to a large
extent, on the contour of the continents and the particular
distribution of sea and land. Take, as one example, the Gulf-
stream, a current which played so important a part in the
phenomena of the Glacial epoch. A very slight change in

lical conditions, such as the opening of communica-
tion between the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific, would have
greatly diminished, if not entirely destroyed, that stream. Or,
as I showed on a former occasion, a change in the form or
contour of the northeast corner of the South American con-
tinent would have deflected the great equatorial current, the
feeder of the Gulf Stream, into the Southern Ocean and awav
from the Carribean Sea. One of the main causes of the ex-
treme condition of tilings in Northwestern Europe, as well as

large withdrawal of tl a q; and
this was to a great extent due, as I stated in ray very first

paper on this subject,* to the position of Cape St. Koque,
which deflected the equatorial current into the Southern Ocean.
-^at a geo_ , {> f land and wafer permitting
of the existence and deflation oi those heat-beanng currents is

one of the main factors in my theory is what must be obvious
to every reader of 'Climate and Time.'
The difference between Mr. Wallace and myself is this:—

J •luimtaiii that with the present distribution of land and
water, without calling in the aid of any other :•.

.

auditions than now obtain, those physic:.'! agencies detailed in

'Climate and Time' a . p r(e tK sufli, ient to account for all

the phenomena of thi I
tercalated

warm periods, durin • which Greenland would probably be free

from ice and the Arctic regions cunning a mild climate :
while

Mr. Wallace, on the other hand, ' «»am*

»ng some change in the ideographical conditions of our globe
;

•; -
--
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at least in so far as the disappearance of the ice in Arctic

To narrow the field of inquiry, and bring more prominently

before the mind the real question at issue, I shall state the

main points on which Mr. Wallace and I appear to agree.

Points of at/rechicut.— l. Mr. Wallace agrees with me that a

high state of eccentricity could never directly produce a glacial

condition of climate : that the Glacial epoch was the result, not

of a high state of eccentricity, but of a combination of physical

agencies brought into operation by means of this high state.

2. He agrees with me also in regard to what these physical

agencies really were; for the agencies to which he refers in his

' Island Life ' are almost identically those which I have ad-

vanced in ' Climate and Time ' and elsewhere.

3. Mr. Wallace agrees with me in regard to the mutual
reactions of the physical agents. He maintains with me that

these physical agencies not only all lead to one result—the

accumulation of snow and ice, but that their efficiency in bring-

ing about this result is strengthened by their interaction. At
pp. 137-139 he gives a variety of examples of these inter-

actions, and says that they "produce a maximum of effect

which, without their aid, would be altogether unattainable."

4. As has already been shown, we agree as to the ne-

cessity of certain geographical conditions for the production

of the Glacial epoch. For although that epoch was mainly
brought about by the physical agencies, yet these agencies

could not have produced the required effect unless the neces-

sary geographical conditions had been supplied, these being-

necessary for their effective operation.

5. Mr. Wallace admits, of course, that the necessary geo-

graphical conditions existed during the Glacial epoch; for,

unless this had been the case, no glacial epoch could have oc-

curred. Therefore all that was required to produce glaciation

was an amount of eccentricity sufficient to set the physical

agencies into operation. Be it observed, it did not require, in

addition to the physical agencies, some changes in the geograph-
ical conditions, or some new conditions ; for the gc

conditions being existent, ail that was then required to bring

about the Glacial epoch was the operation of the physical

agencies. The overlooking of this fact has led to much con-

fusion. For example. 21o,(>00 years ago, with winter in

aphelion, "the problem to be solved,
-

' says Mr. Wallace, "is,

whether the snow that fell in winter would accumulate to such

an extent that it would not be melted in summer, and so go on

increasing vear bv year till it covered the whole of Scotland,

Ireland and Wales, and much of England. Dr. Croll and Dr.
T would. Sir Charles
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Lyell maintained that it would only do so when geographical
conditions were favorable "

(p. 136). Here we have a complete
bension of the relation between Sir Charles Lyell's

views and mine; for 1 would certainlv maintain (and, f pre-
sume, Dr. Geikie also) as emphatically as Sir Charles could do.

"that it would onlv do so when geographical conditions, were
favorable/' For undoubtedly, according to the theorv advo-
cated in 'Climate and Time,

1

no glacial epoch could result

without geographical conditions suitable for the operation of
-: and this is virtually what Sir Charles

3. The Glacial epoch resulted during the last period
of high eccentricity because the geographical conditions suit-

able for the effective operation of the phvsical causes then
existed.

6. It is assumed in 'Climate and Time' that, the general
'

! >n of sea and land, and other geographical conditions,
with the exception of those resulting from oscillations of sea-
level, afterwards to be considered, were the same during the
Glacial epoch as they are at present.* Consequently, in ac-

counting for the Glacial epoch I had only to consider the effects

resulting from those plnncal n-.mc'.. 1 - called into operation by
an increase of eccentricity. To have speculated on hypotheti-
cal conditions different from those which now obtain, and on
the influence which these may have had in bringing about the
Glacial epoch, would have been on my pari perfectly absurd,
as I knew we had no evidence of the existence of any such
conditions. Besides, my aim was to account for that epoch
from known and established tacts and principles without the

uses. I fear that the fact of my
ttle or no allusion to geographical conditions in my
wm may have unfortunately led Mr. Wallace and

others to conclude that I altogether ignore, or, at least, under-
value their importance, which is certainly not the case.

Although Mr. Wallace so frequently alludes to the impor-
tance of geographical conditions, I am not sure if be believes
that during the Glacial epoch those conditions differed mate-
rially from what they are at present, or that glaciation could
have been greatly influenced by any difference which did exist.

7. Mr. Wallace alludes to one or two geographical condi-
tions which, f/tliey had existed during the Glacial epoch, would
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barrier had extended from the British Isles, across the Faroe
Islands and Iceland to Greenland, cutting off from Northern

Europe the warm waters of the Atlantic, including the Gulf-

Stream. " The result," he says, " would almost certainly be

that snow would accumulate on the high mountains of Scandi-

navia till they became glaciated to as great an extent as Green-

It would be easy to multiply cases of this kind where a dis-

tribution of land and water different from the present might
have been more favorable to glaciation than the present ; but

the question is, Did any such difference favoring glaciation

actually exist during the Glacial epoch? I have never been

able t3 find any evidence that it did. Many a change in geo-

graphical conditions has taken place during Tertiary times,

some of which were doubtless favorable to glaciation ; but have
we any evidence that during the Glacial epoch the geographical
conditions were more favorable than they are at present?
Unless this can be shown to be the case, there is no necessity

for referring to a difference in geographical conditions during
that epoch as a cause of glaciation. This being so, it does not

follow, because in my explanation of the cause of the Glacial

epoch I may not, like Sir Charles Lyell and others, have spec-

ulated on the effects which might have resulted had the dis-

tribution of laud and water been different from what it is now,
that I ought on this account to be charged with undervaluing
the importance of geographical conditions.

Mr. Wallace refers to one case of a difference in geographi-
cal conditions which he thinks might ha\eaid<"d tihi.-ia'ion.

Professor Dana has expressed the opinion that, during the

height of the Glacial epoch, Northeastern America was con-

siderably elevated, bringing the wide area of the banks of

Newfoundland far above water. This, Mr. Wallace thinks,

would reduce the southward-flowing Arctic currents, causing
the icebergs to hang about the American shores, chilling the

air so as to produce constant fogs and clouds with almost per-

petual snow-showers, even at midsummer. But Professor Dana
has also shown that durum the Glacial epoch Northeastern
America was depressed as well as elevated. Now the point is:

with the warn, periods of the (ilacial epoch? Mr. Wallace
himself admits that depression, not elevation, of the laud

accompanied the increased cold ; and he quotes Mr. Searles V.
Wood, Jun., approvingly as holding the same opinion (p. 115)*

It was quite natural for Professor Dana to suppose that the ele-

vation to which he refers occurred at the time the country was
buried under ice; for when he wrote he believed the Glacial

epoch was chiefly due to elevation of the land caused by the
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lateral pressure resulting from the shrinking of the earth's crust.

It is now, however, pretty well established that the continental
or elevated periods of the Glacial epoch, when our island was
united to the mainland, were warm periods; for it was then
that this country was invaded by tropical and subtropical
mammals. Had the climate at that time been cold, and the
country even partially covered with snow and ice, these animals
would not have made their appearance. It is therefore prob-
able that the elevation to which Professor Dana refers may
have taken place during some of those warm periods.* But be
this as it may, even were it proved that during the Glacial
epoch geogi were more favorable for the
formation of ice than the present, this would not affect the
general conclusion at which I wish to arrive.

Trusting that these preliminary considerations may tend to

remove the partial confusion in which this somewhat complex
subject has been involved, I shall now proceed to examine Mr.
Wallace's main argument.

[To be continued]

v, by Mr. Dana, is that the more

i of northern lands

[* The opiaion advocated f<jrmerly, and now,
northern lani

during the era c

guished by ]lim as the Glacial period; that

Europe, by a subsidence of the san
l«'no,l. and that this was the

l1 --'" i" N'orth \moriea prohai
tie land to it

ol N'orth Siberia.

- eouelusmns are stated in his var
Geology, and need not be here repeated. The
lacts from Eastern North America as to the Chan

opinion as to the fact of an elev
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.rt. XIIL— Comn
Rod-'/ Mountain division.—V. On Sanidine and Topaz,

the 'Nevadite of Chalk Mountain, Colorado; by WHITMAN

Chalk Mountain is situated where Lake, Eagle and Sum-
mit Counties join, and is also upon the boundary of the maps
of the Mosquito Range and of the Ten-Mile mining district,

which are soon to be published with monographic reports by
the U. S. Geological Survey. The description <'>!' the nevadite,

which forms the mass of the mountain, will therefore be brief,

and all references to manner of occurrence, etc., omitted. It is,

however, thought desirable to describe at once the following

interesting minerals occurring in the rock.

The nevadite, while showing local variations in structure,

may be characterized as a porphyritic rock, showing large

glassy sanidine and many smoky quartz crystals imbedded in

a grayish ground-mass, which appears under the lens to be

evenly granular, and is really so, with the exception of isolated

glass particles revealed by the microscope. Biotite is but

lite is one of the most beautiful

of rocks, owing to its abundant, smoky quartz crystals and to

a very delicate but ! : bited by the

sanidines. This luster, or rather its cause, is the chief subject

of these notes.

The lustrous surface is in the ortho-diagonal zone and in-

clined a few degrees to the ortho-pinacoid, as is evident, in the

Carlsbad twins, usually polysynthetic, the luster reaching its

maximum of brightness simultaneously in alternate plates.

Microscopic investigation shows a most perfect parting parallel

to the surface of luster and with a knife blade flakes can be
split off in this direction even more readily than parallel to the

basal cleavage plane. Thin plates parallel to the base (0) show
a very fine striation at right angles to the line of il and ± to

the directions of extinction. Thin flakes split off parallel to

the lustrous surface show, under the microscope, that the luster

is due to interference of light in passing the films of air be-

tween the extremely thin plates produced by the parting. The
thinnest flakes, composed of :i few plates, are transparent and

exhibit delicate colors of interference, while those composed of

more plates are dull translucent, or opaque, the light having
been completely extinguish d by the re| : i it rl'en ce.

The luster is, then, due to reflected light from the air films near

the surface, and to its interference. By examination with a

good hand lens a delicate play of colors may be seen upon the

lustrous surface of the crystals.
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At one point in the mountain, the nevadit<i, here unusually
coarse-grained, was found to contain many
irregular druses lined by minute but perfect transparent crys-

tals, chiefly of sanidine and quartz. The
quartz crystals are, for the most part, simple
dihexahedrons

;
the sanidines thin tablets

which are almost invariably Carlsbad twins
with prominent development of the clino-

pinacoid. Such crystals examined under
the microscope, as they lie upon the pre-

j

)idal face, afford
of determining ,,-., ,-oxii ately the positk
of the plane parallel to which the partii

referred to takes place. The adjoinir.

cut represents one of these crystals, a ?
normal Carlsbad twin with a third and smaller plate, also

in twin position. The faces shown are: 7(110), i-l (010),

9(001), 1-2(101) and 2-1 (201) as indicated. From all the out-

lines and from basal cleavage or irregular fissures run dark
lines, in uniform direction (or each individual of the twin, and
penetrating varying distances into the crystal. This undoubt-
edly represents'an incipient stage of that'parting, which, in the
large crystals of the rock, occasions the brilliant luster, for

these dark lines do not represent needles of any mineral sub-
stance, but the air films filling the fissures.

This parting may be seen upon all microscopic sanidine crys-

tals of the rock, and even the irregular grains of that mineral
in the ground-mass, when cut in the right direction, show a
very fine delicate striatum which is undoubtedly due to the

same cause. As seen from the figure, the position of the sur
face is that of a positive hemi-orthodome, for the cleavage
plates of large crystals show the plane to be at right angles to

the clino-pinacoid. Assuming the axial ratio

d:7>:c= 0-653: 1:0-552 and /0=04c

as determined by Striiver* for free crystals of sanidine, the face

corresponds closely to y -i (l6'0'2). This would require an
angle of 72° 40' with the basal plane, while that measured in

the crystal figured was 72° 53'. Of course this can not be

regarded under the circumstances as anything more than an

approximate determination.

.

I am indebted to Professor G. vom Rath for the information

V
r, ven (baring ;1 recent visi! in Denver, that a similar but much
hunter luster frequently observed in crystals of adularia, has

been proven by Reusch to be parallel to'a surface in the ortho-

diagonal zone inclined but a few degrees to the pinacoid, and
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probably identical with that above described. Unfortunately,

neither the original nor any references to it are accessible to

me, hence I cannot draw any further parallel between the two

; grains, and in a few druses

only, very perfect crystals of colorless, transparent topaz. Usu-
ally but a single crystal of topaz is present in one of the druses

and that is larger and more perfect in development than any
other. The topaz is attached directly to the walls of the cavity

and often bears small tablets of sanidine upon it. The crystals

which can be recognized as topaz vary from 05mm to 3mm in

length, but it seems quite probable that there are some smaller

ones indistinguishable from quartz.

The determination as topaz rests upon the crystalline form,

which is very distinct, and is that of common topaz. One
crystal measuring 3mm in length and l

mm in thickness was
removed from the rock and its angles measured with a Fuess

reflection goniometer. This crystal presents / (110), t-2 (120)
and 24 (021) as the dominant forms; (001) is a narrow face

and 4.4 (041) 2-1 (201), 2 (221) and 1 (111) are minute but very
distinct. The angles measured are as follows :

124° 16'

i-2 /

,

;

- as a very narrow face in the zone of 2 to 2. This
is the usual habitus lition of i-l and a more
prominent development of 0. This crystal is also imperfectly
terminated at the attached end showing 24 most prominently,
with 44 and 2 also recognizable and there are no signs of

hemirnorphism.
In some druses all crystals are thinly coated by a black in-

crustation which seem.- to be pyrolusite.

So far as I can ascertain, all |>re\ iously known and described
occurrences of topaz are in granite, gneiss or some ether mem-
ber of the series of metamorphic or crystalline schists. In the

present case topaz is found in an eruptive rock, probably of

early Tertiary age, while the appearance of the associated

minerals certainly suggests that they may all be sublimation
products, though it is not capable of direct proof. The sani-

dine crystals from the druses, examined microscopically, con-

tain gas inclusions, while neither fluid nor glass inclusions were
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Art. XIV.— On the occurrence of the Lower Burlington Linn

stone in New Mexico; by Frank Springer.

The Burlington Limestone has been generally recognized a

a well defined group of the Subcarboniferous : but its divisio

into upper and lower beds has not been favorably received b
geologists outside of those who have collected at I

Iowa, for the reason, as alleged, that the existence of two dis

tinct beds in this -roup is a local phenomenon, confined to th

typical locality, and cannot bo demonstrated elsewhere, thong

the group is well developed in many other places in the Mis

sissippi Valley. The separation of the two members of th

group, as well as that of the group itself from others of th

dl'erous. is based chiefly upon the Echinoderms-
the Mollusks being usuallv or greater vertical tango, and man
of the best known species being found thro itrhoui all the fo

mations of the upper and lower Carboniferous. It is only at Bu
lington that extensive systematic cod,." s hav, doc mad

'•
-

:d-.t :i <> ,,, .,.;. .,•• ' :^. : >

few persistent forms, mostlv belonging to smaller typos of cri-

noids, like I rough the Burlington
and Keokuk 'beds v, at'ions as to render it

very difficult, it' not impossible, to recognize spec die distinctions.

It is believed, however, that there are various localities in

Missouri, in which the Lower Burlinsrton is exposed. Prof.

Worthen reports its occurrence at Mill Creek, six

Quincy, 111. One locality is known in the vicinity of Sedalia,

Mo., where both Burlington bods exist, although reduced to a

lew feet in j„ , its d,arac! rist • spoci -.

and these; In a col-

lection of , by Mr. Waehsmuth,
be did not find a single new form.
Some observa i. ns m l< bv the \ t< i

hss-j

Valley Mo (M.„ N,v. Mexico, have brought
10 light a number of ii taring upon this ques-

tion, not onlv confirming the views of the Burlington geolo-

ter of the two beds, but demon-

that the Lower Burlington Limestone has
ical range not hitherto suspected.
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The region adjacent to the town of Lake Valley is charac-

terized topographically by a succession of comparatively low

hills, many of them gently sloping, others sharply defined and

abrupt. The latter character prevails especially to the south-

ward, where the hills assume the proportions of small moun-
tains, and arc formed of igneous rocks, sometimes in connec-

tion with large trachytic dykes, extending for miles in length.

To the north and northwest limestone predominates, and the

strata are upturned toward the west at an angle of about 20°,

but there are a number of: dislocations by which ihe whole

series of strata are brought up to this angle several times,

giving rise to a succession of faults on a north and south line,

of several hundred feet vertical extent. These dislocations

produce the limestone hills, whose general eastern slopes coin-

cide v\ ith the dip of the strata, >v!u!o the u est< rn <K olivines, in

which the edges of the strata are presented, are abrupt, and
sometimes perpendicular. Faults occur in other directions

also, caused by the eruption or intrusion of veins of quartz, or

other siliceous material, bearing mineral ores. Upon the east-

ern slope of one of these limestone hills, the celebrated group
of Sierra mines occurs, from one of which—the Sierra Grande
—over a million dollars in silver was taken within a year.

These mines appear to be large deposits of ore lying irregu-

larly between the limestone strata, where they have perhaps
intruded from some subterranean fissure. The limestone in the

vicinity of the mineral veins and deposits is greatly metamor-
phosed, usually bluish, fine-grained, and highly siliceous. In

many places it is chert. In some localities it is fossiliferous,

yielding good collections, and at one of these the following sec-

tion was made—the measurements being only approximate :

No. 9. Cherty limestone, with irregular flinty masses.
In places of a light gray color and full of crinoidal

remains 30 feet.

No. 8. Heavy-bedded crinoidal limotonc, pink to drab

Jo. 5. Fine-grained, light yellow shaley clays with flinty

.'o. 4. Coarse ferruginous limestone, in irregular beds,

with marly partings, containing corals, crinoid plates

and stems,
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No. 3. Dark brown femiginou> sandstone, heavy-bedded
and hard below, *.haly above, 12 feet.

No. 2. Very light yellowish shaly clays, with irregular

flinty masses, without fossils so Far as observed, 8 feet.

No. I. Unexposed slope, covered by debris, probably
similar to No. 2, 80 feet.

Beds Nos. 7 and 8 are the most important of this section

paleontologically, and from them almost all the fossils collected

were obtained. They are characterized by fragmentary disin-

tegration, especially No. 7, win and as a soft

shale, and its fossils arc calcareous. From this bed were ob-
tained most of the Blastoids, the Agaricocrinus, small Rhodocri-

crinus, Barycrinus. In No. 8, most of the fossils

are wholly or partially silieified, ami the larger species of Pla-
tyrin »/« and .WW-.-/////'* seem rather to predominate. With
these exceptions thecrinoids are found irregularly throughout
the two beds. The color of the rock is not a constant charac-
ter, but is greatly affected by the proximity of mineral veins.

In genera] appearance, and the mode of occurrence of the

- two beds arc rather like the upper part of the Keo-
kik limestone as it occurs at Keokuk. They do not in the
least resemble the Burlington Limestone in lithological charac-
ters, but tested by their fossil remains, they belong unques-
tionably to the Lower Burlington, which is developed here to a
thickness not attained at anv other known locality.

Aside from the echinoderms. the fauna in general resembles
more closely that of the Mountain Limestone of Belgium, than
any other with which I am acquainted. It embraces types
that have been found in the Kinderhook group, and its repre-

sentatives, the Waverly. of Ohio, and the Choteau, of Missouri,
and in all the formations from these to the Upper Coal-meas-
ures. In their specific affinities, however, the fossils are un-

it s, the few exceptions being of
types which have a gri range, and are there-

fore of least weight in determining the equivalency of the
rocks. Nearly ail the forms described from the Burlington

•!"
" represented hero, if not bv identical species, cer-

tainly by similar types. The attempt to identify the brachio-
pods of this locality from descriptions, and by direct compari-
son with authentic collections from the Lower and Upper Car-
boniferous rocks of the Mississippi Valley, lias not been in all

respects followed by - , monstrated

y that there is an 'opportunity for some very inter-

esting and valuable work in the systematic study of the Car-
boniferous mollusks of Western America.

ihe notes here given of the fossils of Lake Vail
regarded as only preliminary : they leave for future publication
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and illustration the results of a detailed study of the

tions from this and other Lower Carboniferous loca

the Rocky Mountains, which I am convinced will yie

important data bearing upon the relations between tl

Productus semiret.icubttw, v.ir. closely allied to the variety of

this species recognized in the Kinderhook, : 1 1 1 < I t<> the form <1e

scribed as P. xctb/iyus, var. KtoLnh\ and its equivalent form in

the Upper Burlington.

P. , closely allied to P. vittatus of the Keokuk, and a repre-

sentative form in the Burlington.

P. , of the type of P. schrlruhK () f the Keokuk.

& Pratten

[inderhook,

? Jlic/teloui, strikingly near to the Belgian form of the

-ImneUH .Vi-i.f>»ri: flsis—the small form of the species de-

rophoria occidentals Miller—closely allied to It. Cooper-

s of the Choteau, and still more to an undescribed form
ininir in the \ pper BunhiuHm at Augusta, Iowa.
'er extemottus Hal . oi tin \\ uderho k of Iowa, apparently

itieal with the form described under this name b\ Dr. White
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Mavtinia , of the type of M. lineata. A similar form from
the Lower Carboniferous of rtah is referred i.v II. & W. to M
setigera.

Cyrtimt
,
probably new; allied to C. acutirostris of the

Lithogrnphir Limestone of Mo.
"Mom. A. 'uic}'<ismtu$,\\n\\. A. parv h-ostri*. M. A

W. These three forms are n .1 ,1 <ri. .ish :i l.|.

forms occuring in the Keokuk, Upper and Lower Burlington,

mrlingtonensls White; Kimkrhook.
T. Ct.th H. & \V._y^w 'similar 'io the'fo'rm from the L. Car-
boniferous of Utah.

I' 1 '"'
'" tion to the hrud iopods, there is an Allorisma like v4.

•v/".v; a Conocinlium, probably new ; Chemniizia ; two
i' r

' <** "I P/«/y ra.s . 77. .-,. Miller;

^ and a Proeliis; a Zapkrentis and two other corals
;

and a large number of Bryozoa.

EcHINODEBMATA.

!'°'t:»it f«'iitiii-e of tin u',,1 ,„s i i tin \ d< termin tin equiv-

the formation. They consist 'of about 45 species of
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Syhbatbocrinid^e.

Symbathocrimis , 2 species undetermined.

Blastoidea.

QranatoGrinus ,
"2 andescribed species.

TroosUxrhius , 1 undescribed species.

Codkhter , 2 andescribed species.

Of the crinoids the most abundant species is Actinocrinus

/,r"h"Sci(I('a[/'>\ which is found in all its varieties of ornamenta-

tion, size and form. This is probably the most characteristic

fossil of the Lower Burlington Limestone, at the typical lo-

cality. It is subject t<> considerable variation in the features

alluded to, yet is a very well marked species. Upon compar-

ing a large number of well preserved specimens from Lake

Vallev, 1 am constrained to believe that A. Datyanus, de-

scribed bv Mr. Miller from this locality (Jour. Gin.' Soc. Nat.

Hist., Dec. 1881), is only A. proboscidialis. Next to this the

forms most frequently founcl are Steganocrinns pt-nfa/pnuis,

PhtlnrriuH.s planus and P. subsplans ns] PI, ;/.<etnr ruins nrwtus

and llhntjon-rnus Wortheni, all peculiar to the Lower Burling-

ton—the first and last of these, however, being among the

rarer species at Burlington. Every one of the species named
belongs to the Lower Burlington (leaving out ,1. Copf-i, which

was described from Lake Valley), and the new species ate ol

single, species has been discovered that

r any other group of the

vith the Burlington Cri-

noids will entertain the least doubt that the rocks which pro-

duce the species above enumerated are of the age of the Lower
Burlington.

The Blastoids, although all of undescribed species, are of the

types which prevail in the lower beds of Burlington.

Among the Crinoids the Ichthyocrinidae are most feebly

represented— but a sii:_ . iL» been found. Next
in variety are the Cyathocrinuhe, of which otdy a few individ-

uals were observed. The Rhodoerinida- are comparatively

-common, while the Platvcritmhe and Actinoenimhc are numer-

ous in individuals as well as species.

The collection is remarkable for the entire absence of Buto-

cnn.us, which is one of the most common forms in the lower

beds at Burlington. All observations as to the eoi

abundance or the absence of certain forms must be taken with

much allowance, for it has been found that here, as at Barling-

ton, species which are very common at one locality, are rare or

wholly wanting at another not far distant; and while the facts

above stated may be taken as fairly accurate indications as to
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the occurrence of the Crinoids at a few good exposures within

etrea, it is not improbable that they may be considera-
bly modified by further researches, should other exposures be
discovered in the same region.

The relations of bed 9, of the Lake Valley section, are not
so clear. It exhibits in some places irregular layers of a light-

colored sem!-<-r. --
i . no limestone, largely composed of the stem

joints and plates of Crinoids, that strongly resembles the Upper
Burlington. But among the few fossils discovered therein. I

was unable to find any characteristic upper bed species, with
the possible exception of two fragments of fish teeth—a Chn>
matodus and a Ptta!orhi/,icii«—which are common forms in the
Upper Burlington, but have not to mv knowledge been as yet
observed in the Lower. Further examinations may reveal a

more chararteristic Upper bed fauna, but at present I am dis-

posed to think this bed represents the cherty passage beds
between the Upper and Lower Burlington.
The strata below No. 7 may be referred, in part at least, to

the Kinderhook group, but I cannot determine the line of sep-

aration, because these strata, as well as those of No. 7, are

mostly obscured by their own debris and the talus of the

heavier beds above.' The nmliusean fauna of the lower part of

No. 7 is in manv respects similar to that of the Choteau Lime-
stone. It may be that these moiiusks uv,v associated with
many species of Lower Burliiurtou Crinoids. and that in this

ish longer, and ;.pp.-: ir hi-her m the 'beds, ^,an at the typical

locality of the Choteau. Bed No. 3 is a

to No. 5 of White's section at Burlington (Bost. Jour. Nat.
Hisr - vol. vii. p. 215), and Xos. 1 and 2 ai trently not un-
1'ke No. 1 of that section. A I , .',/"t

l

>:

' ^ » No. a very stmnirlv resembles V i B. pustulosa,

V>//tr. similaVtohisX «oli>t, ,
was collected

Jrom No. 6. Sufficient material has not yet been obtained
from the beds below No. 7, for a satisiacn »ry determination of

*'<* at Mountain Spring Nevada, and KwellV Spr
zona, which Dr. WUite has referred to the Ivinde.
(-Rep. Wheeler Exped., vol. iv, p. 12). At the ri

some imperfect crinoids were found, and at the lat

was called the li upper horizon," a blastoid of the i

atocrinus. Considei . ; formation we have of
lties, in connection with what has been observ
v a ley, I think it not improbable that further in

will disclose the existence there also of one or bol
of the Burlington group.
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[Concluded from page 42.]

Two principal glacial epochs can be especially distinguished.

each subdivided by times of extensive recession : nd re-advance

of the ice, 'as shown by features of the drift in this State. In

the first Glacial epoch, when the ice attained its greatest area,

all of Minnesota except its southeast corner was deeply covered

by the continental ice-.-djeet, and its border was several hundred
miles south of this district, in Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri and
southern Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, extending somewhat be-

yond the Missouri Kiver, but terminating north of the Ohio
River, except in the vicinity of Cincinnati, where it reached a

short distance across that" river into Kentucky, as recently

proved by Professor Wright. In the later very severely cold

epoch, the ice-fields were of less extent, and terminated in the

central part of the Cuit-d Skittv from 50 to 300 miles within

their earlier limit, covering all the basin of the Minnesota river,

but not enveloping a large tract in the southwest corner of Min-

nesota and leaving uncovered a much larger area than before

in the southeast part of the Slate. The terminal moraines,

which form conspicuous belts of rolling and hilly drift in Wis-
consin. Minnesota, Iowa and Dakota, were accumulated in the

boundaries of the ice of the last glacial epoch. Between these

epochs the ice was melted away within the basins of the Min-

nesota and Red Rivers, and probably from the entire State.

The greater part of the till appears to have been deposited by
the earlier ice-sheet; and during its retreat this till was over-

spread in some places.

by beds of modified drift, or stratified -ravel, sand, and clay,

washed from the material that had been contained in the ice

and now became exposed upon its surface to the multitude of

nils, mulct- and mm-, that were formed h v its melting.

In the principal intcglacial < poch. this drift-sheet was chan

'.-.-,- '•':,:.

glacial draimme so.netin.es went in a ditlmcnt direction from

have occupied neariv the same place with the valleys of the

present time: and there seems to be conclusive pro.

was true of the entire valley of the Minnesota River. A long
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period intervened between the great glacial epochs; the earlier

eated northward; a lake was formed in

the Red River Valley by the receding ice-barrier on the north;

the outflow from this lake, and the drainage o\ th

'• -in itM-lE appears to have excavated the valley of the Minne-
sota River nearlv as it now is: and the i' irtln-r recession of the

ice sheet probably even allowed the drainage of the Red River
basin to lake ns course northward, as now, to Hudson Bay;
this being indicated by fossiliferous beds, containing the shells

n of swamps, and trunks of trees, underlain and
overiain l»v till, witl tin tin area that h ad betn covered by this

ntergW-ial lake and wns ;i fterward occupied by Lake Agassiz
at the close of the la:<t(ih..

Since all this, as, :v. reh ' cold clima re agaiia p revailed, accu-

initiating a vast sin,2t of' Biritish America
and the gr< of M innesota. Beneath thi s glacial sheet

'•'-
: :

•
^

':.:>, tnesot a River was parti \
r refilled with till,

h,lt Jt evidently rem; lined an importat ,1 leaf
of the land surface. Perk aps it had 1 »eeti th e pathway, along
the lower part of its er during this

At the fina Dg Of thi

waters, discharged ii i this ickiv r >ved whatever
obstructing (], ix.sits of dri eeived. am 1 undermined
its bluffs. >duced by flu-

vial erosion, fins'] art'iaT

then imme
1 lowed,, durinV tii'c' IVtrea! , of the ice-sheet,

by the deposit io'n of the i
ft 75 .50 feet deep,

frenuentlv a

the sides of this valL i to X«
distinctly beyond. Had n or the -real valley exi sted nearlv in

its present form throucd, the last Gh.
have become filled w :tht!, [rift, w i must belong
to the era of melting of : .

-' k
.

Modified drift which was probable deposited during the

recession of the ice of the earlier c! u utl epoch, was observed

near New Ulin. forming a thick bed of stratified gravel and

-d in the till. The section showing thisjs otMlie

where it rises to I he ' feet above the river.

but only some 100 feet above its old channel, which lies be-

tween NewTJlm and this bluff The height here reached is

tie general level of the vast prairie of gi

trough which the Minnesota vallev is excavated.
cuts to a depth of about forts feet at tin edge ol th. blutl m<

thence ascends, with d
about twenty-five rods, to the sui •

'

l bf
excavation exhibits two deposits of true till, separated by mod-
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ified drift which is probably an interglacial formation, supplied

at the time of final melting of the earlier ice-sheet and spread

beyond its receding margin upon the unchanneled surface of

the till that had been formed during that earlier part of the ice

age. The upper bed of till, thus apparently representing the

total thickness of the drift deposited here in the last glacial

epoch, is sixteen to eighteen feet thick, and is an entirely un-

stratified yellowish gravelly clay, containing occasional rock

fragments up to six or eight inches in diameter, but showing
only two or three of larger size, these being two to three feet

in diameter. The bottom of this upper till, seen clearly ex-

posed along a distance of about 250 feet, is an almost exactly

level line. Next below is the moditied drift which is supposed
to have had its origin from the melting ice-sheet of the earlier

Glacial epoch. Its thickness is also sixteen to eighteen feet and
consists of yellowish gravel and sand, containing pebbles up to

six or eight inches in diametei. quite ferruginous in the lowest

one to three feet, levelly stratified throughout, but having the

horizontal layers ofl .ted, the dip of this

lamination being to the east or northeast, toward the Minnesota
river, and varying in amount from two or three to fifteen or

twenty degrees. The underlying till was seen along an extent

of 100 feet, the greatest depth cut into it being about eight

feet. Its upper line, separating it from the modi tied drift, is

approximately level, but undulating, with its highest points

two or three feet above the lowest. This til!, like the upper
bed, bears no marks of stratification ; and neither shows anv
interbedding or transition, but both are bounded by definite

lines, at their junction with the intervening gravel and sand.

The lower bed of till is dark bluish, excepting Tor about twenty
feet from the face of the bluff inward, where weathering has

changed it to the same yellow color that characterizes the mod-
ified drift and upper till. In other portions of the Minnesota
valley, its bluffs frequently exhibit modified drift interbedded,

sometimes ess, with the

till, which makes up the principal mass of these bluffs and of

the drift-sheet.

A peculiar stratification observed in several of the deposits

of clay which form part of the terraces of modified drift in the

Minnesota valley in Scott and Carver counties, belonging to

the time of departure of the last ice-sheet, appears to afford a

measure of the rate of deposition. In Mr. "Charles Rodells
excavation for brick-making at Jordan, the clay is beddecl in

distinct horizontal layers from three to eight inches thick, aver-

aging six inches. These layers are dark bluish, often finely

laminated, changing above and below to a nearly black, more

unctuous and finer clay, which forms the partings between
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them. These divisions are clearly seen through the whole
extent of this excavation, which reaches twenty-five feet below
the top of the clay and is four rods long. The height of its

top is estimated to be sixty-rive feet above the river. The
excavation of Nye & Co. at Carver, where the exposure is four
rods long and fifteen feet high, wit i ibout the same elevation
above the Minnesota River as the foregoing, exhibits the

all h, except that here the layers all have a nearly uni-

Bkness of three inches. There is a tendency to split at

the darker partings, which are seen to extend continuously,
never passing one into another, and preserving a very constat*
width of three inches apart, through the whole of the section

exposed. They are from an eighth to three-quarters of an inch
thick, gradually merging above and below into the less dark
clay that makes up \the principal mass of these layers. The
bedding is nearly level, but dips one to two degrees away at

each side. In this depth of fifteen feet there are tii us ab«>at

sixty layers, all closely alike. The alternating conditions which
produced them were evidently repeated sixty times in uninter-

rupted succession. The only explanation of this which seems
possible is that these divisions mark so many years occupied by
the deposition- of this clay. Layers nearly like those in the

clay ;it Carver and Jordan are also seen in other clay-beds in

this valley and in that of the Mississippi in this State. The
principal mass of each layer is regarded as the deposition dur-

ing the warm portion of a year, and the very dark partings as

the sediment during winter when the y teiai melting was less

and the water consequently less turbid.

At Chaska, situated in the Minnesota valley, two miles below
Carver, the clay used for brick-making is modified drift of

al age. It varies from twenty to forty feet in thick-

ness, being underlain by sand and covered by till from two to

six feet thick, holding bowlders of all sizes up to five or six

feet in diameter, many of which ne
|

nn I d -m it. 1. 'I 3

till forms the surface, thirty to thirtv-tive feet above the n\< :

The only fossils found here were fresh-water clam sh

occurred in considerable numbers upon a space four rods in

diameter near the middle of Greg- X Griswold's
lying m the uppm- foot of the claw just beneath the till. I'ms

icesheei

covered this region after the Minnesota valley had b

nearly as it now is.

Another observation which seems to give the »

mony, and to show that the modified drift forming high tei- .-..,;
.

•

; .
.

... .. -.:-
: , ..

• .
^
-

of the ice-sheet, is presented in the notably uneven -

the broad part of the terrace of this valley drift in Carver
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.county between Carver Kiver and Beven's Creek. On this

tract, composed, below the soil, of stratified gravel and sand,

extending about two miles in width and elevated 125 feet above

the river, are frequent depressions from ten to thirty rods in

diameter and fifteen to forty feet in depth below the general

level, often enclosed without outlet, and some of them contain-

ing lakelets and sloughs. Such hollows have not been seen

elsewhere in our exploration of these terraces along the Minne-

sota Valley, which instead have general^ a smoothly level

contour. Their origin must apparently be referred to sedimen-

tation while masses of ice occupied the places of these bowl-

like depressions. Elsewhere the absence of such inequalities

in the surface of the valley drift, as also the very rare occurrence

of bowlders in it, and the fact that no portion of it, excepting

that just mentioned at Chaska. is known to be interglacial by
having become covered with till, together show that the depo-

sition of these beds of modified drift took place outside the

limits of the retreating ice-sheet The valley appears to have

become rapidly rilled with sediments as soon as the ice by
which it had been enveloped was melted away.

Alluvial beds till the Minnesota valley at Belle Plaine, as

shown by the section of the salt-well, to a depth about 150

with the depot, or approximately HO feet above the river and

725 feet above the sea. is reported bv Professor Alexander
Winchell to have passed through the following succession of

deposits before reaching the bed-rock : soil and gravel, 9 feet
;

clay and gravel, 9 feet; sand and gravel, 18 feet; quicksand,

54- feet, having its base 90 feet below the surface ;
coarse sand,

1 foot; clay, 6 feet, in which was found, two feet from its top,

a piece of grapevine with bark: sand. 88 feet, varying from

quicksand to coarse sand, in which at 114 feet, inflowing water,

under pressure from the bottom, filled the pipe twelve feet

with sand, and a second time, at 125 feet, tilled it rive feet :

; water at L44 feet,

which filled the pipe with sand len'feet. and containing another

pi.ve of grapevine at KJS f.vt : next, from 1 SO io 200 feet, blue

clay, 7 feet, and rock fragments, {:) feet, probably both bowl-

der-clay or till: and. lastly, gravel. 2 feet; the whole depth of

alluvium b about 170

feet below the river.

At the railroad bridge which crosses the Minnesota river

close to its mouth, borings were made to a depth of 60 feet

below the river-bed without re -k. In the
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deep well at Mankato, drift was found to extend 65 feet below
the river.

A summary of the glacial history of the Minnesota valley,

as recorded in its physical and geological features here de-

scribed, is nearly as follows. This channel excavated in the
Lower Magnesian or Calciferous formations far below the bot-

tom of the present valley, appears to have been eroded by a

river during the later Paleozoic and earlier Mesozic ages, be-

fore the Cretaceous subsidence which carried much of this

state, with a large area farther west, beneath the sea. In the

first principal epoch of glaciation, when the ice covered its

greatest area, a thick drift-sheet, mostly unmodified, was spread
over all this region, probably covering most of this pre-glacial

valley with an unbroken, modernteh undulating expanse of

till. Daring the ensuing inter-glacial epoch, the drainage of
this area cut a channel, which, because of the natural slopes of
the basin determined by pre-glacial erosion, coincides along
much of its lower part, where it crosses the nearly horizontal

Paleozoic formations, with the old valley eroded in these
strata, before the ice age. The pre-glacial^ and probably also

the interglacial river lay far below the present stream. The
till of the later glacial epoch appears to have only partially

blocked up this river-course along the greater part' of its ex-

tent, and portions which mav have been obstructed were soon

channeled anew, and this vallev from its mouth to New Ulm or

beyond was filh-dwith modified drift, lu the heiaiit of its present

terraces of this formation, during the recession of the last ice-

sheet. After the departure of the ice from the Minnesota
basin, this avenue of drainage continued through a long time
to be the outlet of Lake A- - /. w cnee it received an im-

mense volume of water supplied from the melting ice-fields of

northwestern Minnesota and of a vast region r< 10b nu ar to

the north and northwest over the basin of Lake Winnipeg and

hewan River. As long as streams poured into this

valley directly from the melting ice diet t, it. modified drift.

Withered from the ice in which it had been held, continued to

"'crease in depth; but when the great glacier bad retreated

l-evondthc limits oi the 1 esi > of t , Mi mesota River, the .vater

iere from Lake Agassiz brought no modi
ami was conseq < t' i mos p.m il t > h u gent By this

mighty river the vailev drift so recently deposited was mostly
swept away, and the channel was excavated to a depth lower
than the present river and perhaps quite the bottom of the

gravel and sand in this vallev at [Vile Rlaine, which is 150 feet

below the river there and about 140 feet below low water m
;

caused Lake Agassiz disappeared and that lake was drained
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northeastward to Hudson Bay, the Minnesota valley and that

of the Mississippi below, carrying- only a small fraction of their

former volume of water, have become considerably filled by

the alluvial gravel, sand, clay and silt, which have been brought

in by tributaries, being spread for the most part somewhat

evenly along these valleys by their floods.

The changes produced bv this post-glacial sedimentation

have been pointed out and ably discussed by Gen. G. K. War-
ren, who thus added much to our knowledge of the geological

history of the Minnesota and Mississippi Rivers. Lakes Trav-

erse and Big Stone and Lac qui Parle occupy hollows in the

outlet of Lake Agassiz due to inequalities of these recent de-

posits. At the mouth of the Minnesota River, the Mississippi

has brought more sediment than its branch, which is thus

dammed for a distance of thirty miles, to Little Rapids, with a

depth of 20 to 25 feet at low water. The current of this part

of the Minnesota through the dry season is very sluggish or

imj i rceptible. and its surface often becomes considerably cov-

ered with the green scum of cryptogamons vjctation charac-

teristic of pools and lakes. The channel here 'is from fifteen

to twenty-five rods wide, with no lake-like expansions; but

lakes from one to four or five miles long, and from a quarter

to a half mile wide, lie near the river and parallel with it at

each side, upon the bottomland. Lake Pepin, having a depth

of about sixty feet, according to General Warren, lies in the

continuation of this valley which was deeply channeled by the

outflow from Lake Agassiz. because it has become unequally

filled below the foot of this lake by the deposition of alluvium
from the Chippewa River. Two of the tributaries of the Mis-

•m the east were similar outlets of floods supplied

melting after they had become free from their modi-

fied drift by flowing through a lake. Lake Superior, held by
an ice barrier on the northeast at a level about 500 feet above

its present height, overflowed at the head of the Bois Brule"

River, by Upper St. Croix Lake and the St. Croix River. The
M — sippi valley at the mouth of this river, as in the case of

the Minnesota River, has become more filled by post-glacial de-

posits than its tributary, which is thus held as back-water
twenty miles, to the head of Lake Saint Croix, which is 25 feet

deep. Lake Michigan, till the receding ice-sheet was melted

from its present outlet at the north, similarly discharged south-

ward by the Illinois River, which, like the foregoing, is ob-

structed at its mouth by the alluvium of the Mississippi. At
low water the greater part of its length is dammed, and has a

very slight and often imperceptible current through the two

hundred miles from La Salle by Lake Peoria to its mouth.

Major Long remarked: "This part of the river may with
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much propriety be denominated an extended pool of stagnant
water/' All- these results of recent fluvial action show that

the drainage from the final melting of the ice-sheet excavated
these valleys to depths much lower than they have now, and
make it verv probable that the deposits penetrated by the first

180 feet of the Belle Plaine .salt well are wholly post-glacial.

The exposures of rock over which the Minnesota River flows

at Little Rapids, ten miles below Belle Plaine, do not forbid
this conclusion, for the topography of the valley in that vi-

cinity indicates that a much deeper channel than that now
occupied by the river may have existed there since the ice age,

passing a mile and a half*east and a mile northeast of the Lit-

tle Rapids. This course of the river along which it is believed
to have cut a channel in the easily eroded Jordan sandstone to

a depth equal to that of the fluvial deposits penetrated by the
well at Belle Plaine, extends northeastward diagonally across

section 5, Sand Creek ; then northerly through the west part of
section 33, Louisville ; and thence northwesterly through sec-

tion 29. It thus leaves the present river a mile south of these

-i'ids. and returns again to it about a mile south of Carver,
'd'er passing oast and north ol the island-like sandstone out-

crops of section ;!'_>. Louisville. The recent accumulation of

-'Inn. -ins thai fill this avenue to a height slightly above the
i-ft!e Rapids, has turned the river that way, so 'that it has

-dandoned n.- ioimer course and now (lows over ledges of sand-

Four features of the glacial drift in Minnesota seem to me
v, 'i'.v impressive and even -rand. These are. first, the great

thickness of the drift and its extent over large areas where it

'' Qcealu and deeply covers all the surface of the older bed-
rocks

; second, the" terminal moraines: third. Lake Agassiz :

and, fourth, the outlet from this lake, which has been the theme
of the present paper. Professors J. D. Dana and J. W. Spen-
cer, to the latter of whom we are indebted for valuable work
in the Quaternary geology of the region of Lakes Erie and On-
tario. hav< cxptvss 1 the desire, in which I heartily join,- to

recognize in the nomenclature of American geology the work
of the engineer who in ihe wars ltfOrj to 1869, made a survey
'"' ''•' Mmrii M.t., vaih-v from Bu >(>;!• Lake to its mouthy and
from whose observations and writings, already several times

referred to, this essav has reec contribu-
tions and suggestions. Therefore it seems iitnng to propose
here for the ancient river which flowed in the Ice Ago where
Lakes Traverse and Big Stone and the Minnesota River now
*}'*• this name, the River \\\irr>:H,\\\ honor and in iiv-mormtn ofW G. K. Warren, t ,• author of the first adequate desenp-
t]on of this valley.
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nd Dakota; by

[Published in advance by permission of the Director of the U. S. Geol. Survey.]

In this Journal for March, 1883, page 206, I announced the

presence of true northern glacial drill in the region about the

month of Yellowstone River. While prosecuting geological

work in Northwestern Montana last summer, including a row-

boat journev down the Missouri River, mv observations of that

drift' were extended much far; her westward. These observa-

tions were largely con lined to the immediate valley of the

Missouri River, but a part of them extended to the vicinity of

the Bear Paw Mountains. They extended continuously from

the Great Falls of the Missouri, to Bismarck, Dakota ; and more

or less of the drift materia] was seen at intervals all the way,

a distance of more than a thousand miles. As a rule, the

northern drift material in all that region seems to be small in

amount, as compared with that of the region farther eastward.

In a few places I observed a little drift clay, but usually only

sparsely see .

;

\ pebbles were seen ;
the former

were generally small, but a few were seen that would weigh

This northern drift material is quite distinct in lithological

character, as it is in its origin, from the coarse pebble drift

which is so common in all the valleys of the great Rocky
Mountain region as well as upon a large part of the adjacent

upland surfaces. It is composed of bowlders and pebbles of

granitic and schistose rocks, such, for example, as

the northern drift in Minnesota. Among them also, not unfre-

quently occur masses of fossil iferous rocks, such as also fre-

ur in the drift of the region to the eastward. These

is rocks appear to be of Cambrian, or Silurian age. as

a rtile ; but at a point in the valley of the Missouri river about

100 miles above the mouth of the Yellowstone, I found a

,
-.- ,,

'

. .. ....
.

The most satisfaeton observations wm-e made in (he neigh-

borhood of the southern side

tains. Herein the valley of J

.-". , •

.
.... ..,'•

.

seen there. It is interesting that although this accumulation

of drift is at the southern side of these mountains, it consists

;:•..,;,:*,! •
_:.' .:•*.—..-.,-. ..:,.' ;>.' ' !

izes the northern drift elsewhere. Mingled with it, however,

are numerous fragments of the trachy tic rocks which constitute

the bulk of the mountains.
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hese observations were
jrefore incomplete; but

eating the broad extent of the regie

glacial drift has been distributed.

Aet. XIII

—

Phenomena of the G Periodi

about the mouth, of . in the New
Haven Region; by James D. Dana. (With Plates I and II.)

In the last volume of this Journal the phenomena of the

Glacial era in the New Haven region were described and dis-

In order that the facts connected with the flood-deposit

be clearly understood the map used for illustrating the f

paper is here reproduced (Plate I) with the area of the

larger scale

—

two inches to the mile—of the middle port

the region is presented on Plate II. giving the details

regard to the topography along the valleys and over the

the heights above mean tide, and by contour lines the fes

of the adjoining countrv. The dotted line at the base i

hills is the boundary of" the flood-plain or terrace-fortnatk

The basis of this map is a reduction from the Bache
Survey Chart, referred to on page 343 of the last volume.
contour-lines across the plain have been omitted, and inste;

actual height of the plain above mean-tide level from the I
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the map are above mean tide, which is 3 feet below mean bigS

tide. The map (Plate II) gives the original square of the city,

half a mile each way, as laid out in 1638; the city now extends

over the whole breadth of the map.

Before describing the "Kettle-holes" of the plain and the

valley-like depressions that look like deserted river channels,

' ' fly the fad

the facts are contained, for the

briefly the facts relating to the Lran< ..n ig a enH <

in former papers by the author.

I shall treat first, of the rivers; secondly, of the deposits

made by the flooded rivers; thirdly, of the depressions over the

flood-plain or terrace-formation.

1. The Rivers.

The ordei

'ew Haven i Region
in the three streams which
on their way to the Sound,

1. Quinnipiac River 33 miles 15

. the era of maximum flood the relative rank of the first

rivers was reversed, through a gain in length, on the part

till River, of 15 miles from the Quinnipiac, the upper half,

also the larger part of Farrniugton River. (This Journal,

,
441, 1883). The size of the three streams thus became—

i Quintal ..River 18 m. 65 sq.m.

3 changed by the flood

Mill River, as a con-

sequence of the addition of the Farmin<:ton, drained the

high plateau of southwestern M,-,nMt> md north* stern

Connecticut, one of the Massach tsotts branches commencing
near the Becket Survey Station w .i«- i ha* a i ei-ln above the

sea of 2194 feet, and Survey Sta-

tion, 1698 feet. Hie abbnn aed Quit ,i .iac ' .wed from re-

gions mostly less than 800 feet above th^ sea, « nlv very short

lines on trap ridges extending hiuher. West lliv'er flowed. **

before, from the high town of Betl at v, av raging 500 feet in

elevation, above the sea-level.

But the working force of these streams and their

on the features of the N -w I lav . • -its depended much on

their slopes just north of and wit I
especially

south of the latitude of the Mt. Carmel gap. The level of
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maximum flood in the latitude of the gap, as detenu
the height of the upper terrace, was (1) on the Quinnipiac 70
feet above mean-tide; (2) on Mill River 118 feet, or 48 feet

higher than on the Quinnipiac; and (3) on West River, 300
feet. Nine miles south, in the line of the head of New Haven
Bay, the normal terrace-levels, and therefore flood level, was
about 40 feet above mean tide. Hence for the interval, the

descent was

On \

Thus the Quinnipiac was relatively feeble not only through
ita smaller supply of water, but also in its much less slope over
the northern part of the New Haven region. Even West

|e areas and slope, I am led to conclude that the en-

fective force of these streams, the Quinnipiac, West
R •'' •• h1 M i bfiver, m;n i approximately represented by
the ratio 1:4:25.
The slope of the land was probably loss than now through a

vol. as deduced in a former paper; but any dimi-
nution of slope would increase, not diminish the contrast ; for
2 IVvt less would be a 1 a r^e deduction from 3i feet, but from
8 or 29 very small.
At the present time the tides extend up West River to

WestvilJe, and up Mill River to Whitncvville, in each case 2i
miles

i
north of the latitude of the head "of New Haven Bay.

<~>n the Quinnipiac thev reach 7 miles north of the
or a mile above North Haven ; and ihe four more northern of
the seven miles are over very I s, as shown
on Plate I.

J

2. Deposition by i],p t/tne streams.

The three rivers emerged from their valleys on passing the

the several stn

relative capabil
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a. The Quinnipiac River.—The Quinnipiac made deposits of

sand, with some fine gravel, on its east side, east of il

broad marshes, but almost none on the west side ;
which fact is

evidence that the river transported but little, and that the ma-

terial of the east-side deposits were mostly from tributary sup-

plies. Along the horders of the Quinnipiac meadows there

are clay-beds; but these are bottom or early deposits of ihfi

terrace formation, of quiet water origin, not those of full or

half flood. They appear to rest on the unstratified drift or till

that covers the sandstone, and derived the clav from the till.

South and southeast of East Rock, a high terrace, full a mile

wide, stretches from Mill River eastward to Fair Haven, and

for four-fifths of this distance it -fronts, or is south of, the wide

Quinnipiac meadows. Topographically it is a Quinnipiac ter-

race ; and yet not so in origin, for it is in reality, as shown

bevond, a Mill River terrace.

Thus the Quinnipiac has little to show of its work in the

New Haven plain.

b. West River.—In contrast with the Quinnipiac, West

River, on the west side of the New Haven region, contributed

largely to the plain. Its terrace depositions south of West-

ville are three-fourths of a mile wide on the west side of the

river alone. About Westville, where the stream escaped from

its valley, the deposits are of the cobble-stone kind for a depth

from the top of 30 feet or more, and they are but little less

coarse on the east side of the river, where it received the con-

tributions of Wilmot brook. The coarseness gradually dimin-

ishes southward ; and three miles south, about its mouth, the

deposits consist mainly of sand—a change attributable to loss

of velocity.

c. Mill River.—Will River, the great central streai

its flood waters across the whole region, mingling its deposi-

tions with those of West River on one side, and, on the other,

taking possession as above stated, of the Quinnipiac valley.

The latter result, like the former, was a consequence
slope and volume. The hurrying stream passed the

ville gap at a level full seven feet above that of the Quiri'

nipiac just east of it; and on reaching, a mile below, the end

of the intervening 1'aist Uoek rid^e (at K) it must have made a

violent dash eastward, earrvimj sis it went it- oad of s» ''
alK *

gravel into the Quinnipiac area. The coarse gravel deposits ot

the terrace on the Mil! River s de attest to the violence of the

flow at this point; and a diminution of coarsen.-

corresponds to the loss of velocity as the

Moreover the terrace deposits t, u depth of 25 feet from the

top have the cross-bedded structure that would have been

produced by the flow of Mill River, proving that it had corn-
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plete control in the deposition. The direction of dip in the

-cross-bedding is the reverse of that in the finer and redder beds
of the lower 25 feet, and the transition is an abrupt one.*
Only this earlier portion, made before the waters were above
half flood h current
The torrential character of Mill Eiver in the Whitney-

ville gap is attested to by a number of large pot holes made in

the sandstone of the west bank near the flood-level of the era.

One of these pot-holes (4£ feet wide and 7 deep) may now be
seen by the road side, 140 yards above the dam and nearly 60
feet above tide level ; and two others were opened to view and
cut away in the grading of the road a i'< w years since.

Mill River, therefore, was the chief source of the stratified

drift or terrace deposits of the New Haven region. We have,
consequently, to look to it for an explanation of the more
prominent features of the New Haven plain.
The general southward slope of the terrace-formation from

Mt. Carmel to the Sound has been already given. The facts

are still better before the reader on the maps accompanying
... in figures.

A review of them in this place is therefore not necessary.

3. The depressions of the New Haven plain.

(2.) Depressions in the plain made by drainage from its sur-

(3.) The area of a low terrace, of 20 to 25 feet elevation,

bordering the bay on the north side, and Mill River on the
w
?2\

a" c
?
less widelv on the east -

.
(*•) Two long depressions that look like portions of large

«ver-channels.
(o.) The "Kettle-holes.

»

(!•) The flood-made river-channels—These broad river-ways of
«ie flood era answer to ihe channels of the modern stream be-

tween the terrace-fn.nt. - the hanks s they are called—of its

modern flood-ground, and had, as I have elsewhere explained,

:e them: (1) they were made

in flood-time; (2)

- (excluding some later erosion

I the depth of scour, which depth was dependent
ma] nly on the velocity and the kind of bottom ;

and (3) the

this J*
Ge°L °f New Haven Region, Tr.
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(2.) Depressants front surface druiua'je.—Of the depressions

which look as if refer inage, two are of spe-

cial interest. These are East Greek and West Creek, east and

west of the original New Haven square, as shown on the map

of Plate II. Both streams flowed in part between abrupt

terraces for nearly half a mile from the bay, and the latter of

the creeks admitted the ships of the early colonists for half

that distance;* but under city grading both creeks hi

peared, and the chanm ling obliterated. The

map renders further description of them in this place unneces-

sary. The size of the channel of West Creek between the

terraces, and certain features common to both soon to be stated,

lead to the conclusion that they may have a long history, even

antedating the existence of the plain, and are only in some

later modifications a result of surface-drainage.

(8.) The low-terrace area.—This area, as the larger map shows

—by the heights given on it and a band of shading—extends
from the bay and West Creek valley northeastward over the

lower half of ihe central square of 'New Haven and onward

for a mile up the west side of Mill Eiver, and also over a small

region east of the southern part of this stream. In height the

terrace is 15 to 20 feet below the normal upper terrace. On

glancing over this area on the map (Plate II) and noting it*

relations to Mill River ekannel. it is manifest thai .:

the area of a low Mill River terrace ; and the facts show that

its existence was determined by the velocity of the waters

during the flood ; that it lies where the depth of scour was too

great for the building up of the terrace-deposits to their nor-

mal height, or that of the New Haven plain elsewhere. Part

of the evidence consists in tl irse, largely

cobble-stone, character of the und.-rivieg gravel. The direc-

tion of the band of coarsest gra . Mill River fol-

lowed a nearly straight course from Whitneyville to the head

of the Bay, this being one of the numberless examples of »

straight cut made in rivers by the great flood.

The low terrace is hence one of the phenomena manifesting

the power and inlinenee of Mill River.

(4.) Hie long <JrIH rs.slous restmhlntg /rag, nenl, at former river

channels.—-These channel like depressions are called the Beaver

and P> » Morsh (',-></. Ti ii »••..( •!--•• ' '

rerone,both maps, and their special features on the .„.„.

As there seen, they stretch southward through the middle pai

* The vessels came t
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of the New Haven plain, between Mill Rock on the east and
Pine Rock on the west, and each is about lfths mile long.*

They are sunk 25 to 35 feet below the level of the plain, and
are confined for the most part bv terrace fronts of tb

They have a width mostly of 800 to 1,000 feet, and a botiom
of peat meadows, though' with some encroaehinir areas of sand
deposits; the level of the mar-he- in tin B iver Po id depres-
sion is 27 iv and in th- Pine Marsh. 33 to 35
feet. They are much like the West River channel-way be-

tween its terrace fronts; or, rather, like fragments of it, for

they are marvelously short for the great breadth and depth.
The western depression—that of the Beaver Pond Meadows-
is wholly isolated from any of the rivers of the region bo'th to

the north and south, but has a lateral connection by a valley
with Mill River valley. Each has its stream, one emptying bv
the lateral channel referred to into West River, the ol

mg Mill River by its north end. These streams, although not
two miles long, which is very short for the great i

occupy, are abundant in waters, that of the Beaver Pond de-

pression supplying a mill the vear around. These copious
waters are rnrnwh—wheiHja it is that the
deeper pools do not freeze over with the thermometer at 0° F.

As shown on the map, the more northern .-f the two depres-

Marsh Creek, emnes to its southern ew\ abruptly ia

the plain southwest of Mill Rock; while the other, the Beaver
Pond depression, begins almost as abruptly just west of this

place; the I them is for the most part at its

normal height.
The depth through the peat to hard bottom is another sin-

gular feature. In a recent survey of the Beaver Pond Mead-
ows, by Mr. Syh ... us Bite,, under the direction of the city of

JNew Haven, the depth through the peat to firm gravelly bot-

tom was found, at one place just northeast of the outlet, to be

52 feet, which us 25 f< tn fide. The sound-
ings were made along the water-course, which is not in all parts

the hne of greatest depth. A little outside of it, and nearly
1 t!ilI| l of a mile south of the above-mentioned place, other

soundings of 48 to 52 feet were obtained.
JMo borings have been made through the bottom gravel to

the underlying sandstone, and hence the actual depth of the

trough to solid rock is unknown ; we know only, from the fact

just stated, that it is more than 25 feet below mean tide. From
this it appears to be certain that the Beaver Pond
not simply a depression in the plain or the terrace deposits;
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on the contrary it covers probably an excavation in the subja-

cent sandstone. On the western margin of the depression, rise

the low " Beaver Hills," and these are sandstone hills with a

thin covering of unstratified drift. These hills (see map) have

the trend of other sandstone hills of the region whose outline

was plainly determined by the direction of movement of the

. glacier.

No similar soundings have }^et been made in the Pine Marsh
depression. But the fact that the waters are subterranean, and

its close resemblance to the Beaver Pond depression in all its

features, are favorable to the conclusion that the two are alike

in dej)th of excavation and of one mode of origin.

As to origin, we have the following basis for a conclusion:

1. The resemblance in each to the channel of a great river,

both in width and in steep terrace-fronts.

2. The depth of the trough :—that of the Beaver Meadows
extending much below the sea level, as if channeled out of the

New Haven sandstone region by the glacier.

3. The fact that the Pine Marsh depression or channel-way,
and Mill River valley for three miles next north, have appro*6

imately the same compass course, coincident with the glacier

Bow, making them one channel-way; and that this channel-

way points directly through the open center of the New Haven
region (between Pine and Mill Rocks) nearly toward the head
of the bay (which bay it is to be noted, is the termination of

t!;" Connecticut river valley or trough): while the course of

Mill River Mow the junction with Pine Marsh Creek makes an

angle of 40 degrees with that of the glacier-flow, and passes

a narrow gap, in trap, at Whitneyville.
Objections to the conclusion here indicated are a;

it) the abrupt southern termination of the Pine Marsh depres-

sion, and (2) the isolation of the Beaver Pond depression.
Before c< question of origin, the facts

respecting the "Kettle-holes" need to be surveyed.
4. 2he Positions and Characterises of the Kettle Holes.—The

kettle holes are nearly seventy in number. Of these, (1) twenty

are situated on or near the borders of the Beaver Pond depres-

sion
; (2) thirty, by the Pine Marsh depression; and (3) seven-

teen at Augurville, near the junction of Sluice-way Brook with

Mill River. The map Plate II shows their positions.

All occur in the strut,/!,:/ drift ; that is, the well-bedded mate-

rial of the New Haven plain, or that of the terrace-formation,

gravel-made and sand-made portions irrespectively, away from

all u, >Gratified material, or till. This formation in t

has *s isual horizontal bedding and lion

Whether the horizontal feature usually extends quite to the

edge of the kettle-hole has not been 'ascertained, because of
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the want of exposed sections. In a section of one near Pine
Marsh Creek, made in laying out a new track for a railroad,

an upper layer of the terrace formation, about 6 to 8 feet in

thickness, followed down the steep slope of the depression con-
formably to its surface

; but this single case is not sufficient for

any general conclusion ; it may bave been due to a slide,

though not looking like it.

The kettle-holes are usually isolated ; the coalescence of two
or three in a single oblong or irregularly-shaped depression is

also common. They vary in diameter from 100 feet to more
than 500 feet, and in depth from 15 feet to 50. The sides have
the same slope as the terrace fronts along the river-channels, or

generally 30° to 38°. They are often dry (if shallow), but
generally are marshy at bottom, and not unfrequently contain
a pond of water.
The distribution, sizes, forms, positions, and relations to the

Beaver Pond and Pine Marsh depressions of the kettle-holes
are so clearly exhibited on the accompanying map (Plate II)

that detailed descriptions are not necessary. It is seen that
the most of them range along parallel with these depressions.
On the west side of the Beaver Pond depression the holes are

partly in coalescing groups of two to four ranging parallel with
the depression, or oblong in the same direction. On the east
side are other oblong holes which are transverse in direction
instead of parallel, yet still have an undoubted relation in posi-

tion to the great depression.
The cluster of kettle-holes near Augurville (see map, Plate

Al), at the junction of Sluice-way Brook with Mill Eiver, is

ta position. A map of the region on a larger scale (5
inches to the mile) is here introduced to show better their forms
jnd their position in relation to the two streams. The map is

ti'om the Coast Survey chart and gives its contour lines. The
Kettle-holes vary from small circular shallow bowls to large

irregular depressions having a marsh at bottom which is 45 feet

below the surface and on a level with the water in the river.

As the contour-lines show, they do not connect direct! v with
the Mill Eiver Channel. The contour line of 83 feet occurs
among them as well as on the western border, and that of 63
between them and Mill River.
bluice-way Brook is the modern representative of the stream

™at, m the time of the -lamal tlo «1. came down from the Mt.

Wmel gap (see map. Plate k and had its chief source m the

waters above the ice-dam through the sluice-way at its western
ena, as described in vol u c xxv of this Jo i L383). The
sluice-way waters, afl -1 trap ' the dam,
nowed southward (as has been describ "
°r 60 feet wide, worn by the waters out
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and then—re-enforced by tributaries from high hills to the

northwest—followed the valley of the existing brook for three

miles before reaching Mill Eiver at Augurville. The descent in

this distance is 25 feet a mile, while that of Mill Eiver from

the dam to the same point was only 10 feet a mile. The two

flooded streams came together with velocities corresponding t

these different slopes
; and the coarse gravel deposits at the plac

. Kettle-holes and the long

ethod of

Origin of the

cha n nel- like depress ions.

1. The relations between the kettle-holes and the Bea

Pond and Pine Marsh depressions, above pointed out (as

hibited on the map), make it almost certain that there
^

community in origin for t

2. This community of origin as regards the two great depres-

sions was, with hardly a doubt, unity in origin and method

For they are partially connected by outreaching arms an

kettle-holes. From the southwest angle of the northern or irine

Marsh depressions an arm extends out westward, and at the en
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of the arm there is a large and deep kettle-hole continuing the
line toward the Beaver Pond depression. Further, the latter

depression just southwest stretches out two long arms eastward,
suggesting former junction. A dozen other kettle-holes lie to
the south and southwest of the Pine Marsh depression ; and
other arms extend toward them from the Beaver Pond area.

Although the plain around has the normal height (as the man
shows) the arms and kettle-holes look exceedingly (more so in

the field than on the map) as if a former channel had existed
and had become mostly obliterated by sand and gravel deposits.

3. A former union of Pine Marsh channel with the Beaver
Pond channel almost necessarily implies a continuation of the
channel to the head of the bay ; and such a continuation is

plainly indicated by the ranges of arms and kettle-holes ex-
tending from the southeastern portion of the latter channel
toward and into the East Ore he latmel (see map). The arms

from the depression are in fact kettle-holes partially

coalescing with it; and the kettle-holes make two almost con-
tinuous arm-like channels extending into the creek valley.*
The southern of the two lines is over 1,000 feet long. Again.
farther south, near the south end of the Beaver Pond depres-
sion, still another line about 2,000 feet long, consisting of two
kettle-holes (one 500 feet in diameter with formerly a pond at
1 ;*•-"!«., and a loi - depression, -f make another connection with
rht ' Nast Creek channel. A boring in this channel, f m. from
the bay, descended 40 feet below mean M before reaching rock.

A connection of the Beaver Pond depression with West
Vreek can not be so clearly made out, and yet it has facts in its

favor. East of south from the sooth point of the depression,

separated by a low neck, lies a large (500-foot) maral
ing kettle- hole.* In the same south-by-east direction, 2,000
feet away, commences the West Creek channel, which soon
becomes 700 feet wide with a steep terrace-front on either sale
-f he size of snch a channel-way is out of all proportion to its

mile-long stream; but it is well explained if there were once
a connection with the Beaver Pond channel to the north of it.

4. The conclusion seems to be inevitable in view of all the

facts just stated (inelndinir those before adduced, as to the

depth of the Beaver Pond trough :.nd the cnnlonnity of the

fine Marsh depression and Mill Kiver north of it in course to

the direction of glacier movement) that the two now isolated

depressions are dissevered parts of the dee;
°f the Glacial era; that Kast Creek and West Creek are
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.i •

ough the soft sandstone

at that time, if not made, by the excavating

ice and running water. The phe
now known to have been ;

in which a stream had its Glacial-era channel partly oblit

by the depositions from the waters as the flood from the melt-

,rly blocked

Mill River 'to take its present course. It is probable that a

diminished slope in the land aided the depositions in checking

the stream.

The origin of the great depressions is thus traced to exca-

vating- work in the Glacial era and subsequent depositions of

drift material. Thev are the unfilled portions of the old chan-

nel, and were left unfilled, while deposition was going on so

freely, because of the depth of the excavation, or, for parts of

them, because of the position with reference to the main cur-

rent. The waters of the rising flood made a new exit for each

of them, the Beaver Pond depression having opened a western

outlet to West River, and the Pine-Marsh depression taken

its northern extremity for discharge into Mill River. The dis-

charge of the Beaver Pond waters was of long continuance,

and held on through the era of maximum flood ; for the depos-

its of the terrace adjoining the exit channel are of very coarse

gravel, while elsewhere about the depression they are of fine

gravel or sand.

The mean width of the Pine Marsh and Beaver Pond depres-

sions has been stated to be 1000 feet. But the actual width in

some parts is 2000 to 3000 feet; and as these depressions are

only what was left after the burial, the mean breadth was

probably near the present extreme breadth, or at 1*

mile; and this comports with the supposed size of the stream.

The connecting lines between the Beaver Pond depression and

East Creek are half a mile apart, and they may be the outer

portions of the one broad channel half a mile wide. East and

West Creeks are oniv two-thirds of a mile apart; and these

may have been the sides of the channel at its mouth, for the

channel would not there have been narrower but rather wider

than to the north.

5. The oriqin of the fettle-holes remains for con>

Their situation by the side of the great depressions, sometimes

in lines parallel with them, and their lying also in lines more

or less perfectly connecting the two" depressions with one

another and the more southern with West Creek channel,

proves that they originated at the same time with the depres-
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sions and under similar conditions. But was it by the same
method ?

The kettle-holes cannot be attributed to the removal of
an underlying stratum of clay or of limestone, for we have
no evidence of any clay or limestone underneath. Again, it

is not probable that sands of the underlying beds could have
been carried away by subterranean drainage, for the subterra-
nean waters of the region are those within the terrace forma-
tion itself, in which movement is necessarily very slow, trans-

portation difficult, and the determining thus'oi isolated kettle-

holes hardly a possibility under the most favoring circumstances.
Besides these explanations, two remain for consideration

:

(1) That they are, like the larger depressions, unfilled poi
tionsof the old and deep ex.

(2) That they are the sites of ice-masses which ranted
finally only after the terrace-formation was wholly or nearlv
completed, and which hence left holes where they lay. This
origin of kettle-boles through the agency of ice-masses was
suggested long ago by Professor Edward Hitchcock.*
The theory of left or stranded ice-massea appears to apply to

some cases
; but not so here, for the following reasons:

In the New Haven region, (1) deposition of the terrace-

material and (2) the making of the kettle-holes must have gone
on together, as the stratification around the kettle-holes shows ;

and the latter were formed chiefly along either border, or the
course, of the great central water-wav~ and that part of the
water-way which became divided by obstructing depositions.

Consequently, if ice-masses were concerned, they were stranded
masses from the river, not ice left in place by the retreating
glacier. Further, since these holes are 25 to 50 feet or more
deep, the ice-masses must have been in place in the early p*rt
of the flood and have projected high above the waters during
its whole progress.
Some of the difficulties are thence the following :

(1) In the early part of the flood (when only finer sand
deposits of the terrace formation were in progress), there is no
reason to believe that water enouuh exisied in the stream to

have floated masses 100 to 500 feet or more in diameter and o<»

feet or more thick ; for 50 feet of depth, at least, would have
been required. The above are minimum numbers as no allow-

ance is made for waste by melting.
(2) The waters which flowed by the stranded masses through

the progress of the flood, deposited in their close v

of sand and gravel having the How ami
;
lui _•' srru< t in ,

an t
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in some parts beds of the coarsest gravel ; they were hence

rapid and plunging waters, and the stranded ice-masses where

exposed to them could not have remained long unmelted.

(3) The latter half of the era of the terrace depositions was

that of the closing part of the melting, and therefore not the

era of glacial cold, but one of milder airs, such as predominated
in the Champlain period; and hence the winds would have

helped in the dissipation of the ice.

The other explanation, also—that the holes are places un-

filled by depositions because of their depth and for the other

reasons mentioned—has apparently its difficulties. It is a mat-

ter for surprise chat where so great depositions were in progress

so many holes of the kind should have been left in the plain;

and also that the terrace-formation should have been so gen-

erally built up to full normal height quite to their margins.

Such results lose some of their seeming improbability when
the process of deposition is fully considered ; that

(1) The shallowest part of a water-way, as its reefs or bars,

are most likely to take the depositions because they occasion

by friction lessened vel< mg power ; and hence

the deeper parts do not generally lose in depth by deposits, but

become narrowed by the down-stream extension of the sand-

reefs, and deepened also owing to increase of velocity in the

narrowed passages: \"i) that consequently, in a great flood,

if the amount of transported material is iai-e. almost as much
as the waters under the rate of flow could carry—as was the

fact during the flood from the melting glacier—the reefs, or

the flood-grounds, would be built up rapidly toward flood-level

through the abundant deposits, and become extended at flood-

level height in the direction of the flow, and thus the shal-

lowest parts over these grounds might or would have taken

the larger part of the depositions
; (3) that when an isolated

depression was encounter! d. the .waters would have taken often

some rotary movement, which would have promoted abrasion

and removal, and caused •' -Mioi outride instead of inside.

The writer, while admitting the sources of d-ubt, inclines to

adopt the latter explanation of the New Haven kettle-holes

rather than the f, rmcr ot h reasons alrea«h stated.

(1) At the tune of the supposed stranding, the ice-masses

and Beaver Pond depress

all into one category a

origin.
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The cluster of kettle-holes at the mouth of Sluice-way Brook
may be looked upon as a case similar to those of the great de-

pressions just mentioned. For the large irregularly-outlined

kettle-holes making the center are much like a small example
of a Pine-Marsh depression with kettle-holes bordering it. It

is probable that in the Glacial era the course of Mill Kiver
from Centerville .luvl/uran/ was a straight one right through the
deep kettle-hole area, where the violent waters of Sluice-way
brook struck (see map) ; and that the eastward bow-shaped
bend of the present stream at A.ugurville, was a consequence
of the depositions of drift, which forced the Mill River chan-
nel to a more eastward position.

Conclusion-.

The history of the New Haven region during the Glacial
era probably included the deepening if not the excavation, by
ice and water, of a wide channel passing through the center
of the region from Centerville to the head of the bay—the
Mill River channel. The moving glacier had to rise over the
trap ridges, Mill Rock and Pine Rock, sta i _ on cither side
°f the passage, and may have ploughed all the deeper into the

sandstone region between them.
At the beginning of the Champlain period—dating it from

the beginning of the northern subsidence ot the land (actual or

relative) that characterized it, which was followed by the melt-

ing—the river commenced its increase in waters aud transpor-
tation. But the progressing sub-u fence just referred to tended
to cause diminished velocitv, which, there is reason to believe,

g depth of water hardlv balanced; and hence the

channel, as it widened southward (below the mouth of Pine
Marsh Creek), became obstructed in places bv sand-bars; and
these increased as the flood made progress, and coalesced into

the wide t- that of the New Haven plain.

Mill Ri Ve r in tins , , * . c „Iv .Imt oil horn its central w;u
to the bay by the depositions of the plain, only fragments of

which survive in the Beaver Pond and Pine 'Marsh depres-

A westward set in the water and its depositions would have
resulted from the earth's rotation, and either through this

means or some other the river was Unv^} to take its present

andstone hills of the "Qninni-

-'e. The Beaver Pond and Pine Marsh depressions.

after their - •> be tilled full with waters

from the flood until maximum flood was reached, and they

remained d« d in part by sands.

because of the river-1 leir waters, one into

West River, the other ssions and
the kettle-holes were one in origin and history.
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Note on the Glacialflood of the Connecticut River Valley.

As the explanations given in ray paper on the Connecticut val-

ley terraces* have been stood, I add here a few

words on the subject. Professor ('. II. Hitchcock, in a paper read

before the American Association in lsx-2
(
t'roc. Am. Assoc., p.

32-V, after accepting the distinction adopted ov Mr. Warren
rpliam between u delta-terraces" and wt highest normal terraces,"

and objecting to taking the so-called " delta-terraces" as the nor-

mal highest, as clone for many localities by me, remarks that "if

we are not required to accept the deltas as a measuring rod, we
shall greatly reduce the depth of the stream and thus learn why
the velocity as calculated by Dana was far too great."

No calculations of the velocity corresponding to the reduced

depth are given.

In my paper I state that one prominent purpose before me in my
investigations was to ascertain whether the so-called delta-terraces

were true Connecticut valley terraces or not ; and the conclusion

reached was that the most of them so directly border the Connect-

icut valley and for so long distances (some of them for miles) thai

they could not have been deposited at the delta level unless the

Connecticut river waters were at that level to transport and de-

posit. The tributary and the main stream must have risen in level

together, as in all <">ther Hood-, and I found that the so-called

delta-terraces were, in general, the sand and gravel of the tribu-

tary deposited and arranged in beds by i he <ui-lh>wing Connecti-

cut, The flood-level deposits now made on the sides of a river

where it receives one of its larger tributaries are evidently as

much delta deposits as those made during the progress of the

glacial th.od
; and yet they rise but little, where at all, above the

flood plain of the main stream, and have no claim to so distinctly

Again, if the level of the " highest norma! terraces" of Uphain

are taken as marking flood-level, they indicate an impossible water-

surface for the river, since the height- given vary greatly in a few

only GO feet (the mean pitch he,v being 1 foot a mile) ; the

2{ miles farther south, at North Thetford, the height is U
and farther south, 170 to I so feet for many miles. (The '

terraces" are in part still higher).

Thus, within ;;;; miles. the following vari
'

flood waters are indicated, if we take Mr. U
mal terraces" as showing the watei mark:

* This Journal, xsii, 451. 1881, xxiii, 87, 179, I
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urface of a flooded stream

its, the south-
ern having a'fall northvmrd of more than 30 feet a mile. Mr.
rpham lias an explanation of these differences as to level. based

made the flood and the ten-aces south of it j,<iri ,„i^>i with its

retreat northward, he holding that it was a retreating ire-barrier

ugh melting, and thus keeping the flood up to flood-

! shown) is not adopted or mentioned by Prof. Hitch

1 he courses of How in the glacier— t hat of the general mass and
that of the valley—have been made out by me to be simultaneous
On the theoretical ground that the flow in the direction of the
valley—west-of-south—would have necessarily been most rapid,
-up |„ t

.'mg the slope of the land the same, token tho /- <>fth> rutiey

bottom ice, as to
would be too great

- Sci.—Third Series, ]
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the northwestward, should be foun d in spots somewhere over the

bottom of the valley, beneath th-e valley drift; and southeast-

ward scratches a. well as drift. Bat none such occur. The
bowlders of the upper current, or 1

are min-led with the valley till, oe. •nrring within it, and on top of

it. All evidence opposes the hies

the valley movement supplied the

\"\\VV!V^\\
U

\nu\^\\,
that the bowlders of the upper

^The'^owld^-^'laken fr'oinThe

region icest of the valley in Mass;

the valley, or about ten miles.

Art. XVIII.

—

Supplement to Paper on tin ••Pu.ramn

of the Hornblende of the Crystalline Rucks of the ,\ orth western
,

•States /" by R. D. Irving.

In my paper on the above subject in the July number of

this Journal it was my design to show how widespread is the

alteration of augite to hornblende in the rocks of the region

referred to ; so widespread, indeed, that, as stated therein,

"after an examination of about a thousand thin sections, rep-

resenting the ts, acid eruptives and basic erup-

tives of a region some 400 miles in length by 300 in width,

and of three distinct geological systems, I have found no born-

blende that is not clearly, or very probably, secondary to

augite." It was of course not my design to claim the first

discovery in the rocks of this region of this elsewhere well

known form of alteration. Such a claim would have been

manifestly absurd. As far as concerns all the different

classes of rocks mentioned above except the basic eruptives,

my descriptions and those of my assistant Professor C. R-

Vanhise were indeed the first notice for this region of such a

change, so far as I am aware; but in the basic eruptives of the

region it had previously been repeatedly noticed by several

bs, including myself. Since the matter of

of alteration is not unlikely to assume some considerable im-

portance, and since several' geologists have been of late work-

ing independently on the rocks of this region, it. may tend to

prevent possible future misconceptions if I give a brid bifr

torical account of the microscopic work hitherto done, and the

bearing of the results on this question. This historical account

was omitted from my paper, above referred to, through fear of

making it too lengthy, it being supposed that lithologists would

be sufficiently cognizant of the facts.
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The earliest microscopic work upon the crystalline rocks
of the northwest that I have learned of was that of Mr. C. E.

Wright, of Marquette, Mich. ; indeed his work was among
the earliest done anywhere in the country. He published
in lb78, in the second volume of the Report of the Geo-
logical Survey of Michigan.' descriptions of. 78 sections of
rocks of the Marquette Iron-Bearing Series, including a num-
ber of massive and s ;o most of which the

names of " diorite
1

' and u
diorite-scliist'' are given, though one

is doubtfully referred to diabase.
2 But these descriptions are

very meagre, being barely more than macroscopic ; and, hav-
ing been made at a very early day, when the mi
eharaet rs of the rook-forming minerals were much less well

known than now, they have little present value.
In 1877, A. Streng published a description of a number of

crystalline rocks from Minnesota, among them several angitie

greenstones from the Keweenawan and older formations. The
gabbro from Duluth, Minnesota, he describes as '• hornhlende-
gabbro," it containing hornblende in addition to the augitic

ingredient, though he does not regard the hornblende as sec-

ondary m nature^, which [ think it undoubtedly is.
3

In the same vear Mr. ('. E. Wri-ht published descriptions of

37 rocks from Central Wisconsin. 4 A number of hornblendie
schists are here included, but no mention is made of any

hough several of these same rocks were subsequently
found to carry it as cores to the hornblende individuals.

Next in point of time should be placed the admirable paper
of Dr. Wichmann, which, though not published until early in

1880, left the author's hands as early as 1S76.
&

It is a syste-

matic treatise or. the lithology of the Hurouian of the Mar-
quette and Menominee regions of Michigan and Wisconsin,
and is based upon the examination of some 500 thin sections.

and several times that number of hand specimens, co I. cted hy
Major T. B. Brooks, all of whose collection Dr. Wichmann
saw, though he never examined these rocks in the field, ft is

the only systematic treatise yet published upon the lithologv
of this formation, and is one which will long be a standard,

even though the science has advanced beyond it in some re-

spects. Besides bringing out mane other interesting points.
11 U; maun shows for the first tin l > <>1 t!ie

formation are near \ ing the Hosenbuseh
nomenclature), contrary to the previously received views, and
in some of these he shows that there occurs a uralitic altera-

- Jahrbucli, 1877, p. 113; also K. Pumpellv, Geology of Wisconsin,
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tion to the augite.
8 He also shows that there

forms between the relatively rare diorites and the diabases,
7

though he does not express the opinion that the former are

altered from the latter. He also shows that the microscopic

characters of these greenstones indicate plainly their eruptive

origin,
8
thus confirming the early views held by Foster and

and numerous others, as against the later views of

Kimball, Brooks, et al.

In 1878 appeared Professor Pumpelly's "Metasomatic De-

velopment of the Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior,"* a

masterly account of the augitic greenstones of the Keweenawan
series, and of the metasomatic changes they have undergone.

In this account the nature of the Keweenawan traps and amyg-

daloids was first shown, but no hornblende-bearing varieties

are mentioned.
Besides Wichmann, already mentioned, several other litholo-

gists give descriptions in the third volume of the Geology of

tin, their work having mostly been done between 1876

and 1878. Pumpelly, whose manuscript left him in 1878, de-

scribes a number of sections from the copper series pi

Wisconsin, 10 among them several uralitic gabbros,
11

in which

the hornblen.de constituent has resulted from the change of

diallage to augite. Pumpelly's sections and manuscript 'In-

scriptions were in my hands in 1878, and through tl

became acquainted with this form of alteration. In Part III of

this volume13
I mvself give briefly, the descriptions having

been written in 1878-79, the results of a study of some 200

thin sections from the Laurentian, Huronian and Keweenawan
of Northern Wi-eon^n, among them a eonsidnabl numbei <>f

sections of hornblendic or uralitic gabbros
13

in addition W
those described by Pumpelly. One of the latter besides sev-

eral others are figured on the colored plates.
14

I also describe a

peculiar yreenstone carrying "basaltic" hornblende and argue

that the hornblende in it also is secondary to augite and show

that in all the Keweenawan greenstones carrying hornblende,

and then examined, that mineral is secondary to augite. In

Part III, Appendix B, A. A. Julien gives descr

eleven rocks, among them some hornblendic greenstones fr.>m

the Huronian of the Penokee region, but evidence of the see

ondary origin of the hornblende was not found in his sections,,

though it is evident now that these too are uralitic.

In Parts IV and VIII of the same volume Mr. g »
Wright describes a large number of sections from

nian of the Penokee and Menominee regions, but although He

6 pp. 607, 627. 628. ' p. 624. " P 627.

"Proe. .\u . 3i»9. '"pp. 30-49. " pp. 35, *>•

» pp. 53-238. I3
pp. 170, 171, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183.

14 Plate XVe. fig. 1, and Plate XVc, figs. 4, 5. 6.
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whether through alteration or original differenc
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occasionally notices
15

the occurrence of augite in the green-
stones, he still regards them as mainly diorites, even speaking
of one case from the Menominee region as the only instance
of diabase in the Huronian then known to him.

16 Of the
others vho give descriptions <>f the \!'ii queue and Menominee

this volume Alport, Hawes, Julien, Kutley and Tome-.
bohm, the last named only, so far as I have found, describes
any of the secondary hornblende ; but the exception is an

no, since lie says of the hornblendic rock of Light

mains of augite.
17 The others, however, confirm Wichmann

m saying that diabase is widely represented in the Marquette
and Menominee Huronian, 18

and* Hawes says that to judge from
the sections some of the diabases are eruptive.

19 Brooks also

i of the greenstones of these regions that the hornblendic

other, but

n eomposi-

med." 20

Three months after the publication of the third volume of
the Geology of Wisconsin appeared Mr. M. B. Wadsworth'a
''Notes on the Iron ts of Lake Superior.

"*

In these he gives the general results of the examination of a
1;u"-e number of thin sections. So far as the. Cop per Series is

concerned his only new Hthological work is in connection with
the pebbles of the Keweenawan conglomerates,—which had
before been described macroscopicallv oniv, though correctlv,
by PumpeJly and Marvine— in which he 'shows the frequent
presence of the peculiar •' quartz de corrosion" described by
Fouque and LeVy, he regarding them as old trachytes and
rhvohtes. Of these pebbles certain granitoid kinds, called by
Wadsworth "granitoid trachytes,"' carry hornblende, which is

beyond doubt I think a seeondarv hornblende, though Wads-
worth does not hold this view. Li the notes on the iron district

be gives field descriptions from which he argues that many of
the rocks—including greenstones—described by Brooks and
others as sedimentary, are eruptive, and among numerous
other kinds, he describes brieflj a number of greenstones

Jrom the vi •• Ishpeming, Republic, Hum-
boldt, Champion and Negannee, and shows that they are
ju the main augitic, thus confirming the conclusions reached
by Wichmann in 1876. But he goes further and shows
tn "t many of the hornblendic Huronian greenstones, as pre-

viously shown by Pumpelly and myself for the hornblendic

•Keweenawan mvenstones of Northern Wisco sin, are but
altered or uralitie augitic rocks, and expresses the opinion,

n P<
?
5L

'
6
P- 691

;
"

P- 567. ,8 pp. 533-599. I9 e. g., p. 570.
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which so far as I know he was the first to do, that all of the

hornblendic kinds of this Huronian region were originally

augitic. Speaking of the basic intrusive rocks of the region

collectively, he says: "They would pass, according to the ordi-

nary definitions, macroscopically and microscopically, for di-

orite, quartz diorite, diabase, chlorite-schist, hornblende-schist,

etc., yet we regard them all simply as more or less altered

forms, according to age and conditions, of rocks that were orig-

inally the same in origin, structure, composition and name,

—

basalt.
"" In his view that these ancient greenstones were once

"basalt," Mr. Wadsworth is not wholly peculiar, since the same

ition has been extended by others as well as by him

over all ancient hornblendic eruptive rocks," whilethe "dio-

rites" of many other regions have been shown to be merely

altered augitic rocks.
24

In 1880-81, I was engaged in a microscopic study of the

rocks of the entire extent of the Keweenaw series, the results

of which study are given in a memoir forming vol. v of the

monographic series of the publications of the U. S. Geological

Survey, and in an abstract of this memoir in the Third Annual

Eeport of the Survey, which publications though in type over

a year since, are only just about being issued. A brief pre*

liminary announcement of my results was given in the Second

Annual Report of the Survey. In these publications I con-

clude that all of the hornblende of the eruptives of the Ke-

woenawiin. acid as well as basic, is secondary to augite.

In 1880-81 I studied a suite of specimens from the Flam-

beau valley, Wisconsin,'--
1

and in connection with m
Professor C. R. Vanhise t . crv-t d > > rocks of the Wisconsin

River valley
38

belonging to the Archean. In this study not

ill of the hornblende of the greenstone

examined (including gabbro, diabase, diorite. etc.) was second-

ary to augite, but also all of that of the hornblende gneisses,

hornblende schists, syenites, and hornblende granites. Since

the paper above alluded to was printed we have examined

inanv more sections from the Arc!, ;ean rocks, from Lake Huron

to the Mississippi, and have thus far found nothing to change
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Art. XIX.— On Herderih (>\» .fludnum cak-in,,, phosphate and
fluoride, from Oxford (,,„,,/,,. Main, ; hv WlLLIAM EARL
Hidden and James B. Mackintosh.

In the January number of this Journal, page 73, attention
was railed m the mineral here described. Our specimens were
Obtained in October, 1883, from Mr. Nathan H. Perry, of South
Pans, Me. They were then thought to be topaz, so much did
they resemble that mineral in form and color, and also from the
fact of their being from the same ledge, though not from the
same pockets, that yielded the fine crystals of topaz noticed in

this Journal, III, xxv, p. 161.
Mr. Perry has since informed us that these specimens were

found in October, 1882, on a bleak ledge near Stoneham, in

Oxford countv, Maine, at a point about 14 miles, a little west
of south, from West Bethel station on the Grand Trunk R. R.
Some weeks after they were received, we noticed that the

basal cleavage, characteristic of topaz, was absent, and that the
hardness of the mineral was 5, instead of 8, as in topaz.
The crystals are implanted in small clusters, and separately,

On quartz crystals, and are often partly embedded in them :

|

lM '.v also occur on muscovite : some little albite (var. cleave-
iaiuht<

;
) is often associated with them. The average size of

t!l " crystals is about 3 mru diameter, though one of l
cm and

pother of nearly 2""\ length and thickness was noticed. This
r>^< crystal was the only one which gave a hint of cleavage

l'l^ibly existing in the 'mineral ; a distinct pearly luster was
observed while looking into it on the basal pinacoid.

.

All the crystals, and we have not yet found the mineral mass-
ive, are bright, well formed and rich' in plane-, which, however,
are not usually suited for exact measurement from the presence
or minute prominences over their surfaces. No regular stria-

nona seem to be present on any of the planes. The faces of
one of the octahedrons are invariably dull and waxy-looking
and in this respect differ from the other planes observed.

Apparently the crystals are orthorhombic, with 1M 116°.
A macrodome measured over edge, IA I gave 91° 30', which
jvould require 134° 15' for the angle of this plane on 0, and a
t: """

ilv 'l t »n)e measured over gave 113°. The observed planes

ape 0, /, »-2 (?), three brachydomes, two macrodomes, three

a and two other octahedral planes beveling the

«dges between the regular octahedrons and the brachydomes*

The fundamental angles obtained
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The mineral is colorless to faintly yellowish, and is trans-

parent to sub-transparent. Streak white. Crystals very brittle,

with fracture small conchoidal. As the form, hardness,

streak, color, associations and mode of occurrence were nearly

if not quite the same as those recorded for the rare species

herderite,* it was concluded that tiiese crystals must belong

to that species and accordingly tests' were made to positive!*

identify it. A specific gravity determination on a small

quantity gave the result of 3, and on testing for t

acid it was found to be present in large quantity.

These results, together with previously obtained crystallo-

Lta, seemed to point conclusively to the fact that it

was herderite, or a new mineral species. As no quantitative

analysis of herderite has ever been published and as the qual-

itative analysis accorded to it was uncertain, we commenced
tative analysis of it in order to determine its formula.

The methods pursued in its ana!' sis were as follows : For the

determination of phosphoric acid, 300mg were fused with sodium
carbonate. The fused mass when treated with water and nunc
acid left an insoluble residue which was decomposed by heating

witli sulphuric acid ; the solution of the residue contained only

a trace of phosphoric acid. The two solutions were mixed and

used for the determination. 500mg were treated with silica and

sulphuric acid to eliminate fluorine and, after driving off the

excess of acid, dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid The
residue was fused with sodium carbonate, the silica separated

dorf, Saxony ('also

of apatite. (Dana's
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and the solution added to the main one. The solution was
diluted to 500cc and used to determine the other constituents.

200cc were taken and the lime precipitated as oxalate in an
acetic acid solution. 100cc were taken and precipitated with
ammonia. The precipitate contained all the phosphoric acid

combined with part of the lime and all the other bases present.
In the nitrate the excess of lime was determined as oxalate.
The fluorine was calculated from the excess of lime. The

as determined by subtracting the lime and phos-
phoric acid known to be present from the ammonia precipitate
and proved to be glucina both by its equivalent weight and by
its reactions when afterwards separated.
The results obtained are :

—

CaO ....

GHO(orGl
2
6

3 )
["

i

corresponding to the formula

SOaO, P.O.+ 8GIO, P
9 B

+CaF
a
+GlF,

or as it might be written,

3 (iCaO |G10), P,0, + (iCa4Gl)F,.

The differences between the obtained and the calculated
values are to be expected when the quantities used are con-
sidered. The methods employed also would tend to make the
lime low and the glucina high. There is no doubt, however,
'hat the above formula represents the true composition of the
mineral. When heated on charcoal before the blow
mineral phosphoresces brightly and becomes white and opaque.
When moistened with cobalt 'solution an I

dark externally, but when fractured the interior surfaces show
spartan amethystine color.

thjfi
6 rCSi are ° f great .

inter
.

est
'

sinCe '*
J

|

ln any other form of combination except as a silicate or

Ruminate.

and Plattner, was correct namely ai

fluoride, then this mineral from' Ma

a of herderite, by Turner

alumina lime phosphate

ne is not herderite but a
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ew species. However, the probability is, from the imperfect

ature of the work previously done, that this mineral from

lentical with the herderite of Haidinger (Phil. Mag.,

v, 1, 1828, Dana's Syst. Min., p. 546). Should it prove to be

therwise, we suggest the name of GluciniU as appropriate.

Feeling under obligation to Mr. Perry for furnishing us with

, supply of specimens for the purposes of this article, we take

deasure in here thanking him for his kindness.

New York, January 3, 1884.

In examining a collection of specimens from two borings

made in the coal basin of Arroio dos Ratos, Province of Rio

Grande do Sul, Brazil, the following observations bearing on

the decay of rocks were made.
These borings were made in a search for coal in a basin of a

few square leagues of surface, of horizontal sedimentary strata

resting on crystalline rocks. Near the center of the basin a

coal mine is being worked at a depth of 62 meters from tbe

surface, from which I have seen a large specimen of i

(iron in a moderately hard blue shale. This establishes the

Carboniferous age of the coal ; and although no complete geo-

logical study of the basin has ever been made, the proprietors ot

the mine have evidently assumed that the whole sedimentary se-

ries of the basin is of the same age. As no other formation has

been recognized, and as the borings traversed several thin layjjrs

of a highly bituminous character containing unrecognizable

plant remains and approaching an impure coal, this assumption

is probably correct.

The deeper boring, which had been carried to a depth of 141

meters from the surface, was sunk, for the most part, through a

large series of beds varying from a few inches to several feet

in thickness, of reddish, drab, greenish, black and umber-colored

clays that present every appearance of being decomp>
This series commences at 4 meters from the surface, being over-

laid by clayey soil, and extends to a depth of 120 meters. Be-

low that level the shale is sufficiently hard to be called stone, but

in all other respects ex.- ;--r and lower parts ot

the boring are so similar that [cannot but consider them as

belonging to the same geological series which, in some way,

has suffered decay to the extraordinary depth of 120 meters.

The other boring, 98 meters deep, traverses 20 meters of sa-

ninating below with a gravel bed.
perficial sands and clays, terminating below '
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Then come 60 meters of clays (decomposed shales) very simi-

lar to those above described, and evidently belonging to the

same series, although it is impossible to exactly coordinate the

beds of the two borings. Tins, however, is not surprising, as

such thin and rapidly alternating beds are not likely to preserve
the same order and relative thickness over any considerable
area. At the depth of 80 meters a gneissoid rock is met with
which is quite as much decayed as the overlying shales. This
rock appears to have been a highly micaceous gneiss contain-
ing a few scattered crystals ol''" feldspar which are completely
kaolinized. The mica' is in part completely altered to a bluish

unctuous clay, part is only partially decomposed, presenting ill-

defined flakes with a silvery luster, while occasional scales of
black and unaltered mien can still be distinguished in the rock.

The mas3 effervesces slightly with acids and has apparently
received a portion of lime from the overlying shales which eon-
tain calcareous layers.
So far as can be judged from the small fragments taken from

the boring, this mass is a true gneiss decomposed in situ and
not a bed of arkose intercalated in the shale. The shale bed

• above it, about a meter thick, is homogeneous
and of a dark umber color, without anv upoearance of having
derived its material from the underlying rock. It appears, on
the contrary, to have been deposited on a hard surface of uride-

otIM" sed trm iss whi< h has afteru irds decawd along with the

overlying shales. The boring penetrated 'the gneiss to the
depth of 18 meters, but no hard rock was met with.

Without a more complete knowledge of the geology and
topography of the region it is impossible to assign a reason for

the decay having extended so much deepei at the place of the

borings than at the coal mine only a few miles away, in what is

presumably the same geological series. The occurrence of hard

unaecomposed shale in the bottom of the first boring appears
to connect the rocks of the two borings and of the a
and to render unnecessary the hypothesis of the pre-Carbonifer-
°us decay of the gneiss.



SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistey and Physics.

1. On the perfect Elasticity <>/ .•!«„, ir,dl ,/-<(<jhiitr Solid bodies.

—Spbing has sought to determine experimentally whether the

specific volume of a eh

ished by pressure. With eerlain metals, the densin . litters accord-

ing as the specimen has been produce. 1 by easting 'or rolling; hut

the question arises, is this increase of density by rolling or ham-

mering due to an actual condensation of the metal itself, or to the

ance of gas bubbles formed in the process of casting?

It is noticeable that metals like platinum, gold, silver and copper

which absorb gases readily when melted and give them up only

partially on cooling, arc those which exhibit rhe greatest increase

in density on subjecting them to pressure. For his experiments.

Spring selected several metals and se\ eral chemically pure salts

and subjected them to pressures of about twenty thousand ;

pheres, the specific gri
"

g. The dm *

weeks; and then after i

and after pressing. The duration of the :

'

.' .;:•:_ !-.' ..-.•
i pressure, this time for only a i

of specific gravity was then ma
stance was again subjected
days. A third measurement ot specific gravity
Thus lead, whose density before pressing was 11-350 at l* ,

«*"*

a specific gravity of 1 1-50 1 at I t after' the first pressing, and of

11-492 at 16°, after the second. Antimony was 6-675 at 15/5°

before, and 6-733 at 15° and 6-740 at 16° after pressing, Zinc,

7-142 at 16°, was 7-153 at 16° and 7'15() at 10° after it was pressed

Potassium sulphate, 2-653 at 21°, was 2-651 at 22° and 2*656 at

22°, after the pressure. Potassium alum, 1*758 at 21°, became

1-756 at 16-5° and 1'750 at 16-5°. Potassium chloride, 1*980 at

22°, became 2-071 at 22° and 2-068 at 21 , after pressure. It will

be noticed that after the first pressing, the density of some of

these bodies was slightly increased : but that then it reached its

maximum, and did not change on pressing a second time. With the

exception of the haloid salts, which were fused to remove moisture

and hence were vitreous, the condensation observed cannot he

due to a compression of the substance itself, but is due rather to

a filling in of cavities or cracks. The condensation is collateral,

not fundamental. Moreover this permanence of density is not

due to the incompressibility of the materials, since their volume

the < lasticltj ol bhi

gases. Some time ago the author had shown that bodies capab •

of existing in two allotropie states, one of which was
the other, showed a change of density under pressure, the lighter

form being always converted into the heavier, id

sulphur on pressure becomes the heavier octahedral form, yellow
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anmrplmus mercuric iodide changes to the heavier red .-ry-t all in..-

variety, anmi j.i ous arsenic becomes the heavier crystalline arsenic
Hence Spring enunciates the following law : Pressure can pro-

duce no permanent condensation in solid bodies, unless these
bodies can be converted into an allotropic state specifically
heavier. The applications of this law to allotropism and to the

-oli.ls are discussed in the paper.—Bo: Bed. Chem.
Ges., xvi, 2723, Nov., 1883. a. F. a

2. On ?uf r<>
:
/<;, *,-/< /,;,/,.— Berthelot and Vieille have exam-

i" 1 i thermocheinically a specimen of nitrogen selenide placed in

- by Yemeni I. They determined the heat evolved by
the explosion of this dangerous substance, much in the same way
as with nitrogen sulphide. Two experiments, in each of which
3 grams of material were used, gave the following equation :

NSe(93 grams)=N + Se:42-9 and 42-4 calories, or, as a mean
42*6; or 42*3 calories at constant pressure. Nitrogen selenide
therefore is formed with absorption of heat (—42-3 calories), like

- nitrogen sulphide (—3b!) calories) and nitrogen
dioxide

(
— 21-6 calories): the hear absorbed increasing with the

chemical equivalent, i v law.—"/lull. .w.
OMm II. xl, 420, Nov, 1883.

*

a. F. B.

3. On Hyponitrous acid and fillet r Ibjt >onllrlie
—Herthelot

the discoverer, dissolved in very dilute nitric acid and repreeipi-

at 100° C
1

. the ami, or- dried it in vacuo at the ordinary tempera-
ture and in the dark. Thus prepare*l it contained a t race of water
but no reduced silver. On analysis it -.v.

m that ordinarily accepted, viz : Ag 4
N 4 8

. The acid
«'ouh! then be Il'

4
X

4
O

g
. The authors believe that this formula

sit! tin results obtained by a quantitative study
'"' its reactions and with the existence of the acid salts discovered
by Zorn. The action of heat upon silver hyponitrite was tested
' n tl,|ir way-. : 1st. the salt was placed in an" exhausted tube and
heated to dull mlm--. ived being re-absorbed
by the silver; 2d, the salt was heated in a current of dry C02

I off the nitrous vapors and condensed^ them in a

6 ) 4
=(N 2 0), f(HX0 3 ) 2 + (H ?0),
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Oxidation with iodine, bromine and pota — iuni permanganate wei

resorted to. Iodine seems to have no action upon liypouitroii

acid either free or combined : hut bromine product -
.

Ag4
N 40, + (H tO) 1

+Br14=(HN0 8) 4 + (HBr)
1 , + (AgBr) 4 .

Ther
sulphuric acid he employe

is produced as follows :

Ag4N 4 4 + 3
+H a

O=N
2 + (HN0 3 ) 8 + (Ag20) 2 .

The silver oxide unites with the sulphuric acid. The heat of

formation of silver hyponitrite was determined by oxidizing if

with bromine water. Five calori metrical experiments made be-

tween 12° and 14° gave 29-65 calories. From this the value

— 9-;? calorics is deduced as the heat absorbed by N2 +0 lj4
- + Ag 8 ,

and —16-3 calories for N 2 +0^+Ag 2
0. For th< i

heat evolved in the reaction of dilute hydrochloric acid upon

silver hyponitrite was measured, and from "it the heat of formation

was calculated a- :;-•; caloric. I; i> t'ornu-.l f i
. -in its elements

then with absorption of heat; whence its instability:

—

BwU. 8<M>

Chim. II, xl, 401, November, 1883. g. f. b.

4. On certain nor Cot»j>(>«,uls <•/ Silver. -— lu 1ST'.', <iut_zeit

proposed a reaction for arsenic depending on the fact thatif a

piece of filter paper, moi-tened with a drop of concentrated silver

nitrate solution, be exposed to hydrogen arsenide a lemon-yellow

color is developed. Poi.kck and Tiivmmki, have investigated

this reaction. The silver solution should be concent rated—equal

weights of silver nitrate and water—and then the reaction is given

bv iivdrofren sulphide, phosphide and antimonide as well as ar-

si'tnde. With hydrogen sulphide a yellow to yello

spot appears, surrounded by a black edge, the whole becoming

a time. Moistened with water, the same ch

place. The spot shows a distinctly acid reaction. To isolate

the yellow compound, H
2S was passed iuto a concentrated solu-

tion of silver nitrate until the escaping gas blued a solution of

iodide of zinc and starch. A yellowish-green precipitate W&
produced, which, washed with dilute nitric acid ami
air, became darker in color, and on analysis gave the formula

(Ag aS.AgNO s ). Its formation is given in the equation :

(AgN0 8)8+H8
8=r(Ag

t&AgN08
)+(HN08),.

On gently heating it decomposes thus :

(Ag 2
S.AgN0 3 ) 4

=(N02 ) 4 + Ag4 + (Ag,S) 8 + Ag2S04 .

This compound is obtained also by treating silver sul

|

fuming nitric acid. But if the nitric acid have a sp<

of 1-18, a violet-brown kermes-colored powder is a -

This latter body is also produced by heating in a wal

solution of 40 parts silver nitrate and 35 parts of water and adding
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5 parts of sulphur gradually with constant stirring. This powder
lias the composition ( Ag 2

S. Ag
3
S0 4 ). The compound which

arsenic forms, was obtained as a yellow crystalline mass which
decomposed on .Irving, Analysis of the solution led to the for-

noila Ag.As.i AgX()
3 ) 3 . Hydrogen phosphide gives a precisely

similar body Ag
3
P. (AffN0

3 ) 3 , and so does the antimonide,
Ag

3Sb.(AgN0 3 ) 3 . With reference to the toxical application of
this reaction the authors say that the lemon-yellow spot produced
'') arsenic, with its brown black edge, becoming immediatejy
hlack when moistened with water, is easily distinguished from
the more greenish-yellow spot given by sulphur, which water does
""t affect, and the antimony spot which shows on its brownish
edge a gray-white mirror. The spot produced by phosphorus is

]:ut
-
easily distinguished from that of arsenic. But since phos-

phoric :wk\ is not reduced to hydr- gen phosphide by nascent
h:

:

drog t
- n . it will seldom interfere.* With regard to the delicacy

of the reaction, six thousandth- of a milligram of arsenous oxide
introduced into the evolution flask gave a distinctly recognizable
yellow spot after 15 or 20 minutes and 0-0 1 5 milligram gave the
reaction in 5 minutes, the spot becoming black on moisl

1 >thatof Jlarsh's

. Ges., xvi, 2435, Oct., 1883. G. F. b.

5. Velocity of Sown? in Air. — Mr. J. D. Ki.aiki.ky has
determined the velocity of sound in small tubes with the idea

ing tubes whose diameters are in definite ratios, the

naighl be extended to embrace the case of the velocity
of sound in a tube ol infinite diameter—or in oilier words—in the
free air. Before the author's results are o-iven certain criticisms

"/ if "' "'suits of previous observers are made. Determinations of
the velocity of sound in the open air are effected by the uncertain
element of the humidity of the air and by the want of homo-
geneity of the layers of' air. Kundt's method, which consists in

exciting vibrations inside a tube and observing the nodes and
compara-

tu <' father than for absolute results. LeKoux's method, which
'

. employment of a tube closed by two membranes,
0,u ' "f which is tapped, and the interval between the blow and
ft " I'f-sj.oi s, ,, t t }„ ll(htI [1HI(] 1„ „,,. i s lm is.,,,1 gives uncertain

'•'«>unt of the want of equality in the tension of the
two membranes. Regnaulfs results in hum' pipe- seem to re-pure

"f diminution in the velocity of sound, if extended

a^ are used in musical instruments, than actual ox-

!"; r,lli ''tits „,, these lubes show. Mr. Blaiklev obtains for tubes
ot 11 -T""", i«»-5 '<•„ :v2T< -" and 54-r :,!,! in dianieter. the following

''V
MilK »'" t S

< \ Its ol SOU! d ,-'? O. >m _

H " ^-' finds that waves near their origin are not of norma!

he coniectures that some of the results ohu
**ROux in gun-fire experiments would give closer results if they
Were corrected for this divergence.— Phil. Moy., Dec. 18H3, pp.
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6. Tlie Condensation of Aqueous Vapor as a source of
. [thioxpherie Eh-ctricity.—The evaporation of water and the con-

densation of vapor have each in turn been regarded by many as

the source of the electricity of thunder storms. Late e

of Freeman (Phil. Mao-., v ," xiii, p. 400, 1882) and of Blake (Wie<l.

Ann., xviii, p. 525, 1883) seem to show that no electricity iv-uli-

from the evaporation of pure water. Mr. S. Kalischer ha* liken

up the question whether end. n- ,t imi n| aqueous vapor is a

source of electricity. He used a Kir- hh. :! .piadrant electrometer.

The inst vuiiK ii t ; u i
< ! the leading wires were suitably protected

from local disturbances. The outsides of twelve lario beaker

glasses were covered with tin foil and were filled with ice. They
were then placed upon an iron plate which in turn rested upon a

thick u'la^s plate, and pieces of paraffine were placed beneath the

corners of this glass plate. The beaker> with their support were

placed in a metal box which was connected with the ground.

The cover of the box was a fine meshed metallic net which

allowed the air entrance without friction. The moisture in the

air condensed upon the beakers. One set of quadrants of the

electrometer was connected with the beakers and the other set

with the ground. It was noticed that the deflections of the in-

strument were of the same sign and the same amount, whether

the beakers were filled with ice or not. The deflections were

sometimes greater when the beaker- were empty than when they

were tilled with ice. In order to test whether both kinds of elec-

exaimned but no trace o'f electrification was observed. Finally

the beakers were tilled with a freezing mixture s«> that a layer ot

ice was formed on their outer coverings. No electrical condition

was observed, and the author concludes that by means of our

present apparatus we are not able to show that condensation «*

vapor or the formation of hail is a source of atmospheric elec-

tricity.— 117/ V. Ann,, No. 12a, 1883, pp. 614-620. J- T-

7. Red Sunsets.—-The foreign journals c<

of Dec. 3d, the marked sunsets

d from the light of an aurora. It does not scintillate and

3 appearance of light modified by layers of matter greatly
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ided in high regions of the atmosphere. There are no con-

ced rain band. Apparently there is a band of absorption ex-

ing from D to the less refrangible portion of the solar spec-

u,— Comptes Rendus, Dec. 10, 1883, p. 1384. j. x.

Physical Studies »f /„,,/.> 7h!u>,.—Prof. John LeCoxte
recently published in the Overland Monthly a series of arti-

)f 12 miles. As regards

'plication-hollow," or a

?th of the lake gave the following depths in feet: 900, 1385,
' ^6,1540,1504, 1600, 1640, 1045. This depth ex-

le Swiss Lakes proper—Lake Geneva, for exam-

S I

the th-

i d,.,isitv

s,,r F..IV

^ne water of Lake Tahoe
««cy and beauty of color, i
Am

- Jocr - Sur.—Third Series, \

> feet, and below this remains sensibly I

Jet ; or in other words a constant tempei

all depths below about 820 feet. This is i
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;1ose of August or beginning of September showed that a hori-

ontally adjusted dinner plate of about 94 inches diameter was

isible'at won at a depth ot Ins feet. The maximum depth of

he limit of visihililv as found by Profess,," Fore'l in Lake Geneva

n'wintei' than in huh'.,,'., a> ex"] 'in. I "in part l.\ tin gn U >

=

'

' .. \ < •- - '•
-

The last subject discussed by the author is that of the

variations of level, or "seiches," of deep lakes; lie applies the usual

formula to Lake Tahoe and calculates from it the length of a com-

plete longitudinal, and of a transverse "seiche;" these are found to

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Geology of Wisconsin, Survey of 1 873-1 879 ;
T. 0.

Chamberlin, Chief Geologist; vol. I, xxiv and 726 pp. 8vo,

with maps and figures; and vol. IV, xxiv and 780 pp.. with -
plates of figures of fossils, in 8vo, maps and sections u

and accompanied by an Atlas of maps.—These two volumes com-

plete the series of Wisconsin Reports, volume II having been

in 1877 and volume III in 1880. The series is one of

special interest and value, because of the range of the geologi-

cal formations arid their products, and also the able treatment ot

tbe various subjects that come under discussion.

Of the new volumes, volume I contains a popular review by

Prof Chamberlin of General Geology (:{<>o pa-es), in

figures of fossiis, etc.. and map-, from \\ iscon-in u'eologv, are freely

infrodueed: and aKo other brief reviews of the fa

with the subject of mineral and rocks, l, v K. I). Salisbury :i'"'

K. 1). Irving; lists of fossils, plants, crustacean-.

and vertebrates among animals ; an elaborate paper on the

economic relations of Wisconsin birds, by F. II. K

review of the economic geology of the State by R. D. h-\ n '-

Volume IV isOCCU

geological and topographical report on a north

the State, by Moses Strong, and another on th,

district, by L. C. Wooster ; a Paleontological
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ted by 27 lithographic plate

The opportunities for observation which the Arcluean or
of the region afford give -rent weight to the opinion of
geologists.

The copper and silver of the Keweenaw formation are attr
to the same deep-seated source with the igneous rocks in an.

which they occur, they having existed in some condition
rocks that were melted to produce the lavas or trappean
Prof. Charaberlin holds also that after being brought up 1

molten rock, they were ci, hence by perco

mation
; that surface wear ^a\e metallic ingredients to th<

subsequent co
te

RVh:i.nb

v oart of the walN of the fissure, even down
the depth of the regioi

Bally consolidiusion
; the rocks may hence be part c. „_

crust, nowhere within reach of observation; and the depths,
those where the extreme temperature was over 1,000° P., and
possibly little short of that of fusion, where, consequently, what-
ever material was movable by means of vapor or otherwise, would
move, slowly or with a ru-h. according to the supply, into the

- .iv or vacuum, and so mi-hf accompany the molten

the surface; and if the fusion were a local phenome-
i

1
>• i rust, n suiting from bq u rran< i

.

the locus might be the region^t' fusion itself, in which ease the

two views in part coincide. The theory adopted by the writer

wings the two classes of veins into one category ; for the ores

iuartzo^e and other \ein> in metamorpliic rock- away
,urce but that

; some part of the fissure. The
attending conditio,,, ,-mbr.ic. all the auvnei^ needed for the

gathering of the ore and other material, the alt-ration of the
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among which agents are heat and moisture, the former of almost

indefinite amount, and the latter in large g

toward tlic surface if not abundant below. This " su'

supplv tuwunl the surface'' must have been very copious in the

case of the Lake Superior eruptions.

Prof. Chamberlin discusses the subjecl of the erosion of Paleo-

zoic formation- in \\ b eons'n . \\ it , n <, -tine.- conclusions. Speak-

ing of the valley of the Mississippi, he observes that at La Crosse

it now runs, according To an artesian boring in the gravel, at

least 17" feet above its ancient bed. The basin of Lake Superior

is made a geosynclinal trough (the bottom now 400 feet beloiV

the sea-level), formed in the period of the Keweenaw formation,

though more or less modified subsequently by erosion. Lake
Michigan- -its bottom of mud now :ii)0 feet below the ocean level

(and its original bottom underneath the sediment probably 400

or 500 feet)—is referred to as a pre-<ilaeia! basin, the site of a

vast amount of erosion, but not wholly a result of erosion.

In volume IV, Prof. Chamberlin has (in its -Part IV," 150

pages) a very full account of the ore deposits in son'

the Missouri Report on the same general subject by Adolf

Schmidt. The author, after an account of the observations of

Dr. Percival in 1854-1855, and of J. D. Whitney in 1850. treat*

first of the ores that were original to the beds—the galenite,

sphalerite, pyrite. ninrcasite, chaloopyrite, ealcite. dolomite, barite:

and next of those of secondary origin, as the lead carbonate and

sulphate, zinc silicate and anhydrous and hydrous carbonates:

iron carbonate, hematite and limonite
; copper carbonates; with

pyrolusite and gypsum. The form- and constitution of the ores

are treated of. the distribution of the ore deposits, with map

. were made. He points out

that from Lake Superior to southern Illinois the h oble flexures or

pre- in--- ihr-.u-h ih, lVie,,/,,ic a- well a- in Archa-an time; and

he presents as the common if not general fact that the ore-beds
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ader is referred to the volume.

the 'erVsrahine ^0^0^^

be pub s voiu V <»{' the li graphic- seri,

s.u.,,1
• A ' \x\\

u-tI. nTepoi-tot-t
the U. s. c; 0() i ogical Si ;rv_y , of w :,';<":"

taut results is eo

Prof.

n the hi .is J..M I (page 27).

Wo, .si iiis the
Croix clisiriet.

'.:'

<i

"the <-

in the i.-ieinily ::
i*:

i'\-!lh> ;is c

''"' the northeast,
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south «of Pt-ttston and of the buried valley. The west-south-

west ward or cast-northeastward course is continued east ward

by the Lackawanna River, and along this stream the buried

valley extends for some distance, a boring two miles north <f"

Pittston reaching the bed rock at a depth of 80 feet. This

buried valley of the "old Susquehanna" was found by the out-

crop of rocks not to extend westward beyond Berwick ; the facts

show that the bottom of the old valley near Kingston is 70 feet

lower (referred to the sea-level) than the outcropping rocks floor-

ing the river near Selinsgrove, 10 miles down stream. The facts

naturally lead to enquiry for the continuation of the old water-

way. Professor White's views on the point (referred to on page

27), are not given in the Report. He has sent a statement .>t

them to the writer, and Iroin that we learn that he rejects the

idea of a northward discbarge, which M .<.'- — *ted foi r
'

Alleghany and Beaver Rivers in pre-Glacial times) on account

of thetopogi : that he regards it as most prob-

able that tie pre-Glacial

tim-s .vhenth. ] : ,nd i .the north was at a hi-he, level than now ;

( t subsidem !'--' win;.' tl Glacial, the era of H ds n d pos

tion; and that after this, in the elevation which folio;
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Paleozoic fossils of Pennsylvania would throw much light on the
actual distribution of tin- species su well studied by Professor
Hall i M XewYork; and it is not at all improbable that com-
uiii^liuu should exist oi fossils that are routined in XewYork to
-list met horizons, proving changes from migrations like those
illustrated in modern geographical distribution. It is of the
gwatesl importance therefore that the fossils and the beds be
determined with all possible care in order that the doubts sug-
gested by rules or conclusions regarded as "established" may
he fully removed. Beyond the fart that the observation- make

nudes between the New York and Pennsylvania dis-

tribution, nothing appears in the volume to discredit the detailed
sections given bv Professor White, one of the best and most
careful geological observers on the survey.

3. Das Antlit:. <h r /•/,•,/,. Von Eduabd Sitess, mit Abb
//en. Krste Abtheilung, 310 pp. large 8vo. 1883.

V™'1 (P.
1 «b lVevtao).—The present vol-

lil "- forms the first of three par;- oi which it is announced that
the complete work will consist. The whole subject, after the



Swmtijir Inirllnj,,,:'

garding it as deserving this prominence as being the 1

portant natural catastrophe of which there is any writter

Without following him in his examination of the bibli

other records, and" of more recent phen

that the Flood was an event confined to the lower 1

consisting in an extended and devastating overflow of the Meso-

potamian depression, the essential cause of which was a uivat

:i of the Persian Gulf or south of this, and

thai fltirinir the time of the most violent shocks a cyclone proba-

bly broke in from the Persian Gulf on the south.

A second chapter takes up in detail several regions which have

been liable to earthquake shocks. These are : (1) the northeastern

Alps, in whh not connected with a volcano;

(2) Southern Italy, where volcanoes are present but not situated

general line, although their connection with the shocks can

earthquakes are fiv-

vhere the peculiar

ngement of the volcanoes shows of itself the position of the

great lines of disturbance; (4) West coast of South America, io

which a question •>; especial importance comes up as to the eleva-

tion of the land in connection with earthquakes—a question

which the author decides in the negative.
The third chapter discusses the general topic of ,„-

pr^cedVy^th, I
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;ill further till the connection with the

face in fl

which evidc

lVhu'^HM^o'lHr-

ability of those V ,'Lr and
X,

L<

other i„ New ji vsey.

,
5. General Ge,

h Dr. F. V. Hm
%W J%> 0/
/den, front the,

^ M« area es/Jored an

1880.—This bancIsome geologica sent< I>v*
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(January 7), of the New York Academy of Sciences,
l

F. Kunz exhibited some specimens of emerald collected by Mr. J.

A. D. Stephenson, of Statesville, North Carolina. Mr. Stephen-

son says of them: "These emeralds occur on the properly of Mr.

J. O. Lackey, about one mile southwest of the K. . ra 1 md Uhl-

denite Mining Company's property, Stony Point, North Carolina,

a short distance from the Lyons property (Smeaton's), and are

found in a vein of black decomposed mica associated

crystals, common rutile and hiddenite. I consider the locality a

promising one, although there has been very little work done as

yet." Mr. Kunz stated that the lot receive.! bv him consisted ui

33 crystals, from halt' an inch to two inches in length, in color

varying lrom
had the curio

vertical edge <

section of the State.

Tourmalin e
_

fro u i . 1 >}>, .

property on which Mr. Snieaton

.g that the deposit i- i t m aa;i-

couragement for future work in

the srah no|,ed ro U _ J :. No, nuv :,*,<
, , .

by p, which type, that of an acute peak, is new to' the species.

following angh-s we,v obtaiu.-d'"(with a hand gon

Ileminiorpidc ervstals, consisting of the single plane O at one

extremity, and with -k P and A' at the other end were found.

Gems of pale colors could have l>een nit from manv of the crys-

tals. For fromtiw*
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It is to Mr. Nathan H. Perry, of South Paris, Me., that we are
indebted for discovering and brino-ino to our notice this valuable
-arlity As early as 1868, Mr. G. C. Hatch had found, while

. ;- farm in Auburn, a small bowlder containing tour
"din... but nothing of interest was discovered until, in Julv last,

M;
-

I>l| 'i-\ fund, iind opened up the pockets whose contents are

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Botanical Fragments; by Sir Charlks J. F. Bunburt,

' •-•-•• -
. .

.' '. -
. . .: , A

i<
• published, and therefore known only to

beginning to end so thoroughly readable
''••that it oim-ht not to pass unnoticed. Two or three

of the six articles it contains, or parts of them, have already
appeared, one of them in the Transactions of the Linnoau Society,

hile ago. The others are new, although based upon

1 i-
i th u. , , u s i hv *- -

i Influence ol

'ion of IJoek ouYeo-etation. The second,

leteriMi.-s of South American Ve-etat i..u ; and thi.«

on. Moreover, thj

t

n
authoritie& W«

bad * lie eompani liarvev. then re:

^'g there. The last , -ay, on th, t I araeters of Leaves, revi.



is made more valuable to the botanist, as well as to the

rultivat.-r. !>y \h: Km-.! nan!,'- ivxi-ed and largely new account

of the Tine Grape-Vines of the United States, now brought up to

thirteen species. The latest accession is of a very old species,

Viti.-i juilnaitu of Yah!, described in few words by this author

from a plant which was cultivated in the Jardin des Plantes at

Paris, perhaps a hundred years ago, which was also recognized

the bark separates in large flakes.

: the species, Dr. Engelmann adds a s

tv-thnvin number, in outline, of natu

The Law of Heredity : A St,,,/,, nf the Cause of Van*
nuil the Or,)//,, <f fjrhnj <>,•<!< nh,'„s. By VV. K. BROOKS,
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himself, who appears not to have set great store by his own con-
ception, HOUI.1 |, 1\< h till \ Ml. iJlu.tk- > \USloIl ot'if';!S;l!l MlipiO\t
ment. He would have pounced at once upon the fact (which the
author announces and hopes to act upon), that a leading point in

the new hypothesis—the idea that in reproduction variation is

given by the male element—may be experimentally tested by the
cross-breeding of plants. If it stands that test; there will be
something tangible for the hypothesis to rest upon. Hut it will

not be easy to prove that variation, commonly originating in

reproduction, but sometimes without it. is due to the male
element.

The proof-reading of this volume has been negligent, names of
persons are sometimes wrongly written (Vilmorin is hardly recog-
nizable as Vilmoiv); in a great gathering of facts some question-
able ones find a place; and now and then there is an opinion or a
bit of reasoning that mav l>e assailed. a. g.

4. Reports on the Results <,f f)e< </.,;„,/ under the Supervision
of A. Ag,,.wZ i„ the Gulf of Mexico (1877-8). i» the Cnrihhum
Sea (1878-9), and along the If. 8. Atlantic Coast (1880), by the
Coast Survey Steamer Blake.—Report on the Echini by A.
ArjAssiz. 94 pp. 4to, with 3 12 plates. Memoirs of the Mus.
( '"> pai Zool. at Harvard College, vol. x, No. 1.—Besides the

is and admirable plates of this Report, it contains a
'

' ptei on tlu Ori./in of tin West Indian {Caribbean)
tehini.l F,,,,,,,,, from which the following is taken. The deep-

• tin Caribb. in s, . iud M,>xic m gull is fa. more

"• 'he Pacific -vnrr.i remain until now unchanged; while Atlantic

J>'l
(

'

s |'«''Vf been added that previously found less favorable condi-

ir developmeni ! ban those which now exist. The view,

mixed character of the fauna, also shows
that the time elapsed since the separation ol the oceans, however

!k
lg
^haS not ln''" s«m < dent to effect anv verv radical change in

i fauna of the two sides, of the Isthmus. Physical
! he author observes, are so nearly alike on the two
Me change should be expected from t his source, and

l,J:
' r

.

» I'i;-:'! oceuired appears to be due mainly t« immigration.
*he Kebinid fauna of the West Indies comprises more than

a quarter of all known >p.virs; and out of it, :< genera dale back
to fi'^dniassic; io to the Cretaceous; 1M to the early Tertiary ;

and only 4 to the later Tertiarv. Seven of the gen. ra are repre-

sentatives of the Anan.-hnn.in and Inlulnsterhh' and of the

*'*'»»/,„/;.„/..„;./, ,, ,,,. , ;,.; ,..,.u< period.
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periods about Great Britain has been thought to show that the

Gull Stream was prohublv flowing northward then a- now ami

cut with the conclu

the Gulf and Allan ,

deep- sea life from one to the otl

required that the depth betweeD t

To or 100 fathoms, and in that ease there would have been an

Atlantic as well as a Pacilic branch to the so-called Gulf Stream.

5. Gh/ptucrinus r t -<!'jr>nj! n,i,l restrict* </, Gfowoci-iiii/x, Py<-'-

norviuu'-i Hud (Jom^sor'rimis est<tlJix/i>::<! *i»tl t,r<> ,<>.-.

scribed by S. A. Miller. Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat Hist., vi,

Dec, 1883.—The following observations on the vault of Glypto-

csuius tl<, ,,,!,, ,-!,,!„, are fr in this paper, the author of which has

in his collection all the species of the genus excepting two from

the Trenton and Hudson River group. They are from a letter

on (Ik |»aper received from the author.—The vault ia

onvex in the central part and undulating toward each

iiial area. It is composed of very numerous plates.

Those in the central part are the larger ones and ea<

central tubercle or spine. Toward the margin the plates ft*f

smaller and possessed of slight convexity. They unite in the

depressions in the interbrachial areas with the plan-
er lather the interradials graduate through the inter'

the plates of the vault without any line of separation. The plates ,

are smaller as they approach the inner face of the arms over the

swelling undulations of the vault, and gradually d.

and form a continuous granular integument that eovi rs the inner

sides of the ambulacra) furrows. This continuation of the vault

up the inner side of the arms I have observed for more than M
inch above the vault, and have specimens at hand ill

u

-

and entertain no doubt that it extended as far as the arm furrows

themselves. The pinnules do not cover the arm groove, but

become free upon each side of it, leaving an angular roof between

them which represents the extension of the plates of the vault.

Wachsmuth and Springer say (Revision of the Pal a

p. 25): "It is important to note that in those genera
the ambulacral groove is thus covered, no regula

have ever been observed, and, moreover, the construction is sucb

that no addith piunula uld have . ist< 1 v\hi

and, finally, they come to the conclusion that the plates covering

the ambulacral groove were homologous with the pinnulse, or as

they say, " in fact rudimentary pinnulae."

I do not understand how or why pinnules should, in any case,

act as a covering to the ambulacral groove, and I have never
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The mouth (as I regard it) of G. decadactyhi* is situated suh-
centrally. It appears as a subeircular, rounded elevation com-
p«'>ed of plates imbricating toward the renter, while a few of the
surrounding plates have lather long spines inclined toward the
central part of the orifice. This imbricating arrangement of
piates does not occur in any other part of the body, and is quite
llm

'l" (
- and peculiar. The 'vault, I believe, has never before been

described, though [.arts of it have been known for many Years
lt8 are not rare.

^

0. The An!:, a ijuarhrhj Jo»n,,d of Onuthnlo.jy. Vol. 1, No.

<'"l«>. K. RlD6BWAY,W. BrEWSTF.1 «d.\I I 111 M KKKI.A IN '
I « 5

pp. 8vo. Boston, Mass. Published \>\ \i>U-< &. Lanriat for the
:":•'! li.ioe. Continuation of the Bulletin <>i the Xui tall

- :.l Club. Price n:i.hh a vear.—This Journal has the
best of American ornithologists in its editorial corps. It promises.
as its papers show, to be attractive to the popular reader as well
as to the scientific, and should have a huge circulation.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. The proposed Conference of FJ> ch-h-hm* at Philadelphia.—
In order to secure the advantage of holding the proposed fi:ter-

Klectrical Exhibition in Philadelphia in September coin-

ith the meeting of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science and the anticipate*! visit of the British
Association to the eitv, the Franklin Institute has appointed a
>p«'eial committee to confer with scientific men as to the best
niethod to be adopted in <>rd« i to m ik< f! - e< nh r. i ee a success
To defray the expense of such conference, a bill has been pre-
pared asking for a small appropriation from Congress. Scientific

i in the measure are earnestly requested to give it

;

ll
>
the aid in their power. Conn;,

> the Committee, which consists of M. 1>. Snvder,

f;'

,u:i
' < B Wahl, with Wm. P. Tatham,

Resident of the Franklin Institute.
2. Bust of Liebig.—Copies of the celebrated bust of the late

1 r
V»-

^big which the sculptor, Prof. W a-m iller. made in 1872,
' ' ure to be obtained from

price id gypsum is *6 ; in imitation
>ronze, $8 ; including packing.

Bayerstrasse 25

Repertorium der Deutschen Meteorologie. Lei

rT^\ Erfindu»gen und Beobachtungen auf dei
na aes Erdmagnetismus, von den altesten Zeiten b
°] ;

von C. Hellmann. 995 pp. large 8vo. Leipz

grophy to all who are interested

) would be acquainted with i

^twicklnnga^aBSfbearS
oer anatomischen und verel. Ii
concluding) Part, with 2
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General Andrew A. Humphreys.—Brigadier-Ceneral An-

drew Atkinson Humphreys died in Washington, on the 28th of

November hist, i n the se'vent y-t'ourth year of his age. General

Humphreys was graduated at West Point with the rank of Second

Lieutenant on July I. ls.ai. After active service in the war

against the Cherokee Nation in Florida, and in the Seminole war

in 1836, he entered the service of the United States as a civil

engineer, to assist Major Bache on the plans for the Brand v wine

Shoal Light-house and the Crow Shoal Breakwater, Delaware Day.

and he was engaged in this work until July 7, 1838, when he was

reappointed to" the army with the rank of First Lieutenant. Corps

of Topographical Engineers. From 1844 to 1849 he was in charge

of the Coast Survey otheo at Washington. The top,

hylrou-raphic survey of the delta of the Mississippi River was

carried on under his direction in 1849-30, and he had --eneral

charge of this work until IV, I. After a year spent in Kumpe in

examining the means for protecting deltas from inundation, he

was placed in o'eneral charge, under the War Department, of the

office duties at Washington connected with the expf
surveys for railroads from the Mississippi liiver to the Pacific.

and ircugraphical exploration- west of the Mississippi, a position

which he ably filled until the breaking out of the civil war in 1*51-

During the war of 1S61-65, he was in active dutv in the field, ami

was made brevet Brigadii r-Gem i d, on March 1
';, hh',. toi jalliUit

ami meritorious services at Gettysburg, and brevet Major-( ieiieral,

Lnited Stales Armv. on the same da v. for his services at Sailors

Creek. On June 27, 1805, he was placed in command of the Mili-

tary District of Pennsylvania, in the Middle Department, a com-

mand which he held until Dec. 9, when he was assigned to his old

enuineering work, being placed in ehurire of the examination of the

Mississippi levees, a work which occupied him until Aug. 8, 1866,

when he was placed in command of the Corps of Km

and the Washington Monument
anl Report is the great work on
the Mississippi." prepared bv hii

H. L. Abbott. He was the a

.
- of the Civil Wai

LL.D. from Harvard, in 1868.



A PPE N D I X.

The Sauropoda are now generally reeognfo
^ a well m! rked order of the Sub-class J)ii

previous articles of this series, the main chai
families of this order (Allantosauridn and Mor
named by the writer have been given.* A

nted by the genus Diplodocus,
specially of the skull, thr

reptiles.

The Skull.

The skull of Diplodocus is of moderate size. The posterior
regmn is elevated, and narrow. The facial portion is elongate,
and the anterior part expanded transversely. The nasal

- at the apex of the crat u n wl . I i »m this point
sjopes backward to the occiput. In front of this aperture,
^e elongated face slop-- oTadua!lv downward to the end of

muzzle, as represented in Plate III, figure 1.

keen from the side, the skull of lVn >Uvh»:„» shows live open-
m£*\ a small oval aperture in front (<m. a laiye autorhita:
vacuity

(&), the nasal aperture (r), the orbit p/). and the hnvei

opening (e) (Plate IV, figure 1). The first of these
nas not been seen in any other Dinosaurs; the larg
vacuity is characteristic <>f the S,n,mr .,/„ ; an i th- <>t\ > r three

°penings are present in \osauria.

<m Sci.—Third Series, 1



directly over the cerebral

nen of Diplodocus has also

,
however, may be merely i

ype specimen of Diplodocus has also a fontanelle

als. This
'

liarity.

The plane of the occiput is of moderate size, and forms an

obtuse angle with the fron to-parietal surface.

The occipital condyle is hemispherical in form, and seen

from behind is slightly sub-trilobate in outline. It is placed

nearly at right angles with the long axis of the skull. It is

formed almost wholly of the basi -occipital, the exocci

tering but slightly or not at all into its composition. The basi-

occipital processes are large and rugose. The par

cesses are stout, and somewhat expanded at their extremities,

for union with the quadrates.

The parietal bones are small, and mainly composed of the

arched processes which join the squamosals. There is no true

parietal foramen, but in the skull here figured (Plate III)

there is the small unossified tract mentioned above. In one

specimen of Morosaurus, a similar opening has been observed.

but in other 8<turopoda, the parietal bones, even if thin, are

complete. The suture between the parietals and frontal bones

is obliterated, in the present skull, and the union is firm m all

the specimens observed.
The frontal bones in Diplodocus are more expanded trans-

versely than in the other Sauropoda. Thev are thin along the

median portion, but quite thick over the orbits.

The nasal bones are short and wide, and the suture between

them and the frontals is distinct. They form the posterior

boundary of the large nasal opening, and also send forward a

process to meet the ascending branch of the maxillary, thus

forming in part the lateral border of the same aperture.

The nasal opening is very large, subcordate in outline, and

is partially divided in front by slender posterior processes oi

the prernaxillaries. It is situated at the apex of the skull, be-

tween the orbits, and very near the cavity for the olfactory

lobes of the brain.

The prernaxillaries are narrow below, and with

very slender and elongate. Along t

processes form an obtuse ridge, and abov<

,.^ „je nasal opening. Each premaxillary contains iou

functional teeth.

The maxillaries are very largely developed, more so than 1

most other known reptiles. The dentigerous portion is ver^

high, and slopes inward. The ascending process is very loOqj

thin and flattened, inclosing near its base an oval foramen, aa
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leaving a large unossified space posteriorly. Above, it meets
the nasal and prefrontal bones. Along its inner border for
nearly its whole length, it unites with the ascending process of
the premaxillary. Each maxillary contains nine' teeth, all

situated in the anterior part of the bone (Plate III, figure 1).
Along their upper margin, on the inner surface, the maxilla-

nes send off a thickened ridge or process, which meets its fel-

low, thus excluding the premaxillanes from the palate. Above
tins, [or a large part of their length, the ascending processes of

llaries underlap the ascending processes of the pre-
maxillaries, and join each other on the median line.

The orbits are situated posteriorly in the skull, being nearly
over the articulation of the lower jaw. Thev are of medium

circular in outline, their plane lo

tckward. Xo indications of sclerotic plates have
been found either i n Diplodocus or the other genera of Sauropoda.
The supra-temporal fossa is small, oval in outline, and

directed up.
j s „ outwards Hie latera t« . .oral fossa is

elongated, and oblique in position, bounded, both above and
below, by rather slender temporal bars.

I he pre-frontal and lachrymal bones are both small, the
suture connecting them, and also that uniting the latter with
tbe>gal, cannot be del. rrnined with certainty^

11,(1 post-fruutids are tri-radiate bones. The longest and
1 branch is that descending downward and forward

'ion with the jugal : she shortest is the triangular

ect ! ba k< u hand fitting into a groove of the
squamosal; the anterior branch, which 'is thickened and ru-

S
°mu

ms Part of the orbital border above.
Ahe squamosal n«» «««« *-v»~ ,-. nnar k^-rioi

tol process. T
the head of the
The quadrate' is elongated, slender, with its lower end

rward. In- front, it has a thin

- in* rd tnd overlapping the posterior end of

thepterygoid.
1

: "
'i

i:> Ira to jutral is an elongate bone, firmly attached pos-

tenorly to the quadrate h\ its' expanded portion. In front

« the quadrate, it forms for a short distance a slender bar,

which is the lower temporal arcade.

The palate is very high and roof-like, and composed chiefly
ot the pterygoids. "The hasi pterygoid processes are elongate,

ttuch more so than in the other genera of Sauropoda.
J h~ pterygoids have a shallow cavity for the reception ot

these processes, but no distinct impression
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Immediately in front of this cavity, the pterygoids begin to

expand, and soon form a broad, flat plate, which stands

nearly vertical. Its upper border is thin, nearly straight, and

extends far forward. The anterior end is acute, and unites

along its interior border with the vomer. A little in front of

the middle, a proeess extends downward and outward for union

with the transverse bone. In front of this process, uniting

with it and with the transverse bone, is the palatine.

The palatine is a small semi-oval bone fitting into the concave

anterior border of the pterygoid, and sending forward a slen-

der process for union with the small palatine process of the

The vomer is a slender, triangular bone, united in front by

its base to a stout process of the maxillary, which underlaps

the ascending process of the premaxillary. Along its upper

and inner border, it unites with the pterygoid, except at the

end, where for a short distance it joins a slender process from

the palatine. Its lower border is wholly free.

The Brain.

The brail a very small, as in all Dinosaurs

from the Jurassic. It differed from the brain of the other

members of the Sanropoda, and in fact from all other known

reptiles, in its position, which was not parallel with the longer

axis of the skull, as is usually the case, but inclined to it. the

front being much elevated, as in the Ruminant mammals.

Another peculiar feature of the brain of Di'plod". ~ was its

very large pituitary body, enclosed in a capacious fossa below

the main brain case. This character separates iJijdodoru* at

once from the AUantosauridce. which have a wide pituitan

canal connecting the brain cavity with the throat. In the

1/ sa •
,>

\ e tuitan fossa is quite small.

The posterior portion <>! the br; in <\ Ih) >
<

- duuinii

tive. The hemispheres were short and wide (Plate IV, figure

1), and more elevated than, the optic region. The olfactory

lobes were well developed, and separated in front by
osseou's septum. The very close proximity of the external

nasal opening is a new feature in Dinosaurs, and appears to

be peculiar to the Sauropoda.

The Lower Jaws.

The lower jaws of Diphdocus are more slender than in any

of the other Sauropoda. The dentarv especially lacks the

massive character seen in Morosaurus, and is much less robust

than the corresponding bone in Brontosaurus. The
tigerous portion in front is decurved (Plate III, figure 1), am
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its greatest depth is at the s

and subangular bones are w
splenial appear to be small.

The Teeth.

The dentition of Diplodocus is the weakest seen in any of the
tnown Dinosauria, and strongly suggests the probability that
some of the more specialized members of this great group were
edentulous. The teeth are entirely confined to the front of the

-- IU, figure 1), and those in use were inserted in
such shallow sockets that they were readily detached. Speci-

the Yale museum show that entire series of upper or
th eould be separated from the bones supporting them

without losing their relative position. In Plate IV, figure 2, a
number of these detached teeth are shown. This series of
teeth was found with the remains of Stegosaurus, and hence
was at first referred to that genus, as was also the specimen
represented in figure 3 of the same plate.* The teeth of Stego-

now known to be of a different type, somewhat
resembling those of Scelidosaurus.

fhe teeth of Diplodocus are cylindrical in form, and quite
lender. The crowns are more <

^
J»d are covered with thir

<>ng and slender, and the pulp cavity is continued

quite to the crown. In the type specimen of Diplo-
*«". there are four teeth in i

. be largest of
10 series; nine n, each naxilian ; 'and ten in each dentary of

the lower jaws. There are no palatine teeth.

...,
1,u\|aw> contain a single row only of teeth in actual use.

ihese are rapidly replaced, as thev wear out or are lost, by a
series of successional teeth, more numerous than is usual in
these reptiles. Plate IV, figure 3, represents a transverse sec-
tion through the ntaxil n \ . M1 si i ehii d the fourth tooth. The

.1 below it is a series of five im-

th (2 to 6), in various stages of development, prepar-

"- : " "''-'- its
| lace. These successional teeth are lodged in a

!
(c), which extends through the whole dental por-

maxillan. The sueressiT.n is also similar in the

Pranaxillarjr teeth, and in those of the lower jaws.

Ine vertebral column of Diplodocus, so far as al

v be readily distinguished from that of the other

wuropoda by both the centra and chevrons of the caudals.
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The former are elongated, and deeply excavated below, as

shown in Plate IV, figures 4 and 5. the chevrons are espe-

cially characteristic, and to their peculiar form the generic

name Diplodocus refers. They are double, having both anterior

and posterior branches, and the typical forms are represented

in figures 6 and 7 of the same plate.

The Pelvic Gikdle.

The most characteristic bone of the two families <>!' Souropoda

previously described is the ischium. In the AUani
the isehia are massive, and directed downward, with their ex-

panded extremities meeting on the median line. In the M&rfr

sauridi^, the isehia are slender, with the shaft twisted about 90°,

directed backward, and the sides meeting on the median line.

thus approaching this part in the more specialized D
The isehia referred to the genus Diplodocus, representing the

new family here established, are intermediate in form and posi-

tion between those above mentioned. The shaft is not

expanded distally. nor twisted, and was directed downward
and backward, with the ends meeting on the median line.

Size and Habits.

The type specimen of Diplodocus, to which the skull here

figured apparently belongs, indicates an animal intermediate

in size between AUautosauru* and Murosaurus, probably 40 or

50 feet in length, when alive. The teeth show that it was her-

bivorous, and the food was probably succulent vegetation.

The position of the external nares indicates an aquatic life.

The remains of the above specimen were found by S. W.

Williston and M. P. Felch in the upper Jurassic beds, near

Canon City, Colorado. A secon cies is repre-

sented by remains found bv Arthur Lakes near Morrison, Col-

orado. This species, which may be called
has much more slender jaws than the one above described. A

maxillary bone contains eight teeth, and at the pi

suture measures 26mm in thickness. The series of teeth occupy

a space of 70mm . A second specimen of apparently the same

species has since been found in Wyoming.
The geological horizon of all the Siuropoda from the Bocky

Mountain region is in the Atlantosaurus beds of the upper

Jurassic. No Cretaceous forms of this group are known.
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Classification.

The main characters of the order Sauropoda, and of the three
families now known to belong to it, are as follows:

Order SAUROPODA.
Premaxillary bones with teeth. Large antorbital opening.

ties at apex of skull. Post-occipital bones. Anterior
vertebrae opisthocoeli an

;
pre-sacral vertebrae hollow; each sacral

vertebra supports its own t rans\ crse process;. Fore and hind
ily equal; limb bones solid. Feet plantigrade, ungu-

late; five digits in maims and pes; second row of c:

Stern il bone, parial. FuU- [.rojectiny
m front, and united distally by cartilage ; no post-pubis.

< ! -i Family Atlmitosauridm. A pituitary canal. Ischia directed

downward, with expanded extremities meeting on median
line. Sacrum hollow. Anterior caudals with lateral

(2.) Family Diplodochhv. Dentition weak. Brain inclined hack-

line. Can,! ! Mow. Chevrons with

both anterior and posterior branches.

(
3
-) Family MorosauridcB. Small pituitary fossa. Ischia slen-

der, with twisted shaft, directed "backward, and sides

meeting on median line. Anterior caudals solid.

The Sauropoda are the order of Dinosaurs having the nearest

some of the

Jhe Triassic, particularly
"

uirlv in the lame antorbital -.

as well as in other features. The genus Aelosaurus, from the

same formation, is an :hk1 represents a dis-

'•• vvhich may be called Aeiosauria. The i

mods of these groups will be discussed by the writer elsewhere.

Yale College, New Haven, Jan. 21, 1884.

tori's; ;,''^" -'•"' .--,-'"' r LToSilS
n <„>.„,,,
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Art. XXIL—Experimental Determination of Wave-Le>mth* in

the Invisihl Prismatic Spectrum; by S. P. LANGLEY. (With

September, 1881,
measuring with a linear bolometer the heat in the invisible

spectrum of a flint prism, I came upon a hitherto unknown
cold band whose deviation indicated a (probably) very great

wave length.* We have had up to the present time no way of

measuring such wavedengths directly, but are accustomed to

determine them by more or less trustworthy extrapolation
formulae, the best known of which is Cauchy's. Accordingly,
I attempted to calculate the wavedength by Cauchy's formula,
but was conducted to an impossible result, the formula declar-

ing that no such index of refraction as I had measured was

fact beyond dispute, and this drew my attention to the gross-

ness of the errors to which the customary formulas may lead.

Every prism gives a different map of the spectrum, nor when
we find a band or line by the prism, have we any means of
fixing the absolute place, except by a reference to the normal
or wavedength scale, or to one derived from it.

It is desirable to define at the outset, the sense in which the

term "Normal " is here used, as a synonym for " Wavedength "

spectrum.
The amount of energy in any region of the spectrum, such

as that in any color, or between any two specified I

* Since designated as "i2."

Am. Jous. Scl-Third Sekies, Vol. XXVII, No. 159.-Makch, 1884.
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definite quantity, fixed by facts whir', are independent of our

chore, such as"the nature of the radiant body, or the absorp-

tion which the ray has undergone. Beyond this, nature has no

law which must govern us in representing the distribution of

the energy, and all maps and charts of it are conventions.

Did the word "Normal," then, signify "absolute," there

would be no spectrum exclusively entitled to such a name:

but, in this connection, the word is always to be understood in

its radical meaning of an accepted rule or type of construction.

Such a type exists in the wave-length spectrum; and it haa

obtained general acceptance, not only on account of its simplic-

ity and convenience, but of its, at present, unique claim to be

a "natural" one. It is proper! ••natural

scale from its not merely representing a mental picture of the

distribution of the energy, under a very simple law, but of

actually being that which we do produce by our most efficient

optical apparatus, and make visible and measurable at will.

While we remain at liberty, then,, to represent the energy

spectrum in terms of the wave frequency, or of the reciprocal

of the square of the wave-length, or of any other function of it,

and while we may often find occasion to use these

some special purposes, we are (and all the more e>
;

we habitually speak in terms of the wave-length) led by con-

oi' a very practical kind, to take as our normal or

standard scale, that of the wave-length itself.

Since we have this normal spectrum, actually ;

through the concave gratings constructed by Professor Row-

land, it may seem as though we might dispense with the prism.

but this is not as yet possible for the lower part of the spectrum,

where overlapping spectra and feeble heat make the use or

the grating too difficult. If we could use the solar energy

here, not in the form of heat, but of chemical action, as in

photography, a great advance might be made; and there is

reason, I believe, to hope that the labors of Professor Rowland

and Captain Abney will ere long do this for us with precision.

At present, however, we have only heat, and the there

the bolometer: which latter, t.honcrh less sensitive than tne
the bolometer; which latter, though less

camera, can be made, as I shall show, to d

ally within known limits of error, the actual waved.
sponding to given indices of refraction, and hence to afro '

here valid . perirneutal data foi passine from <:

spectrum to the normal one. The reason why this, so desir-

able information, has never been obtained before, is two-toi
•

(1st.) While the measurement in question can best b<

means of a prism and grating conjointly, the heat, w
lower prismatic spectrum is very faint," becomes aim

ishing quantity when it has passed the grating also, where
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heat is on the average less than one-tenth that from the prism.
We must use too, if possible, a narrow aperture to register this
heat; for a broad one might (on account of the compression o\
the infra-red bv the prism), cover the whole field in which its

work >h<mld be to discriminate. (2d.) We must have not only
an instrument more sensitive than the common thermopile, but
u;e must devise some way of fixing, with an approximate pre-
cision, the point at wh
anally invisible.

The apparatus I have devised for this double purpose, has
done its work with a degree of accuracy, which if it may be
called considerable, as compared with what we have been used
to in heat measurements, is yet necessarily inferior to that
obtained by the eye, and less 'than we may" hope for at some
future time, from photography. Nevertheless, it has, I believe,

ri mental data very far outside the visible spectrum,
• winch we may either construct an empirical formula and

supply its proper constants so that it will be trustworthy within
blended limits, or test the exactness of such formula? as
duchy's, Redtenbacher's, etc, which, while professing a theo-

sis, only agree in their results within the limits of the
visible spectrum (from which they have been in fact derived,
and Where they are comparatively un needed). They contra-
aict each other, as will be seen, as soon as they are called on
Jor information in the region outside of it, where they would
be chiefly useful.

.

The present work has been preceded by a new map of the
jn visible prismatic spectrum, where the abscissae were propor-
tional to the deviations in a certain prism. (See this Journal,
?ol. xxvi, plate III.) And the immediate object of this research

to pass from the arbitrarily spaced prismatic scale, belonging
to the particular prism in question, to a map on the normal

T1 absolutely general one. which was indeed also presented in

e same issue, but in advance of the present description of the
means used to obtain it.

1 should perhaps make the cautionary remark, that the gen-
wu conclusions here offered, as to the relation of wave-lengtns

- "i refraction have been drawn from the observa-
ll0»s on a single prism and have not been experimentally ven-

toera This is on account of the extremely slow and
laborious character of the process used (which has involved
some months of labor for this special prism). Though there
seems no reason to doubt the generality of our conclusions, it

^v be hoped that these experiments will be repeated with

I "sins of other material, and by other observers, now that the

Preliminary obstacles have been removed.
in order to map the spectrum on the normal scale, where the
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wave-lengths are equally spaced, from such a map as that

shown in Plate III (this Journal, vol. xxv), in which the con-

sideration of wave-lengths does not enter, it is necessary to

some relation between the wavelengths of rays and

their deviations, or between their wave-lengths and refractive

indices, which are connected with the deviations by the well-

known formula.

where a = the refracting angle of the prism, d= the

and n = the corresponding index of refraction. In the visible

spectrum, the deviation, in any prism, of the Fraunhofer lines

(whose wave-lengths have been very accurately determined)

can be measured by means of an eye-piece with cross wires;

and, from a sufficient number of such measurements, by mak-

ing ordinates proportional to indices of refraction (or devia-

tions) and abscissae proportional to wave-lengths, a curve may

be found whose equation is n— {tp)X or d={<p)X, representing

the required relation to any degree of exactness.

In the invisible spectrum, the difficulties are in

greater, and demand special means, not only on account of this

\. but owing to the absorption by the prism and to

its compressing the rays.

The prism here used was made by Adam Hilger, of London,

and its optical properties are in even wav satisfactory. I* 19

of a white flint, whirl, has [.roved singularly transparent to the

solar waves. Its principal constants have been given

3 Journal, vol. xxv, p. 187.r
Apparatus for Measuring Obscure Wave-lengths.

In 1882, an apparatus was employed in which invisible rays,

after passing through the Milder prism, at a known deviation,

fell on a Rutherfurd reflecting grating (either of 681 lines to

the millimeter, or half that number) from which the

invisible ray fell on the bolometer, at a measured a

the grating. By the use of the known formula {nsl= -

connecting the angle of diffraction with the wave-length, the

wave-length was then found.

Several determinations were thus made of wave-lengths in

the upper part of the infra-red, where the heat is relatively

great; but, though the definition of the Rutherin:

was admirable, it was not large enough to supply sufficient

heat to enable measures in the lower infra-red to be made wi

confidence.



in the Invisible Prismatic /S

In May, 1882, I had the good fortune
fery large concave gratings, then newly

ne of the

by Pro-
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ical and optical arrangements for getting rid of the superposed

spectra, were tried with unsatisfactory results, it became clear

that, for this large and concave grating, it was necessary to let

the ray fall first on it, and then on the prism, thus in;

wave-iength the known and the deviation the unknown quantity.

In the use of this form of grating, the slit is placed in the

circumference of a circle, whose diameter is equal to the radius

of curvature of the grating, and which touches its surface.

The spectra are then formed, without the need of collimator,

observing telescope or any further apparatus, all

the circumference of the circle which contains the slit. The

grating which was employed contains 18,050 lines, 142 to the

millimeter, ruled on the surface of a concave mirror of specu-

lum metal of lm-63 radius of curvature, and exposes

surface of 129cm. By this large surface a spectrum is

sufficiently hot, even in its lower wavedengths, to affect the

bolometer strips after the various reflections and al

which the heat is necessarily subjected in passing through the

apparatus.

Figure 1 illustrates the means finally adopted, and the

course of the rays through the apparatus; although, for the

sake of distinctness, the mcehanieal devices used :

the proper arrangements of the parts are omitted. '\

light, coming from the 300mm flat mirror of the large

pass across tin

ISO"™ apertur

are converged to a focus at S,. At this point is a vertical smj.

adjustable to any desired width by a double screw, -vine:.

moves both jaws at once, so as to keep the center ah

same place. This slit is protected from the great heat by a
%

plate of iron pierced with an aperture only a little

the slit when open to the usual width. Beyond S
~ Directly oppo-.iverge and fall upon the concave grating, (i. LMreetiy upr-

ite the grating is a second slit, Sa , also double acting, and the

pparatus is so arranged that the two slits, S„ S„ and the grat-

ng, G, always lie upon the circumference of a circle whose

diameter is l
m-63 ; and therefore in whatever manner tu*

slits may be placed, the light coming through S, forms a

sharp spectrum upon S,. A very massive arm, ea

grating, the slit S„ and the heawVpectrod.olometer, is pivote^

at the center of the circle, so that the rel I

arts are uncnanged. The slit S, is autom.i

:cally opposite the grating, ami on the normal to its c<

The slit S2
is the slit of the spectro-bolometer, provh

the same attachments as when used for mi -

spectrum (except that it is now fitted

and objective lenses of the same special kind of diathermanoi
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glass as the prism, instead of its own concave mirror.) Its eye-

piece and the bolometer are interchangeable.
By means of the eye-piece and graduated circle, the devia-

tion, and consequently the relractivc index of the ravs passing
through the slit can be determined, if thev are visible. If

they are invisible, their exact wave-length is 'known by a sim-

- determinable bv the bolometer placed at B, pro-

vided they retain sufficient energy to affect the instrument
It will be seen that, tteconbni? to this method, all those invis-

which are n times the definitely known length of

• t'av. are caused to pass together through a slit, and
then through a prism, which sorts out the ray of the first spec-
trum from that of the second ; that of the second from that of
the third; and so on, so that the corresponding index ol retrac-

tion may be determined by observation ; with the eye in the
s

:

'

To illustrate the use of the above described apparatus under
somewhat unfavorable circumstances, let us consider as an
example the observations of June 18, L*S2. which were taken
tar down in the spectrum where the heat is feeble, and the gal-
V:"">metei d. ectio, ,,mm1! ivu., rim; a ividch open slit. The
apparatus h i. and the sunlight

l'
l">"-' u directed bv the sideiostat.' the visible Fraunhofer

Jln « D„ of the third spectrum of the -ratine-, was caused to fall

yon the slitS ol the speciro-bolometer. The. a rdmg to

the theory of the gratin- there passed, through this slit, rays
havmg the wave lengths-

having been removed, and the telescope brought

image of S„, of the same size as the slit itself,

in the focus of the .object lens, and on testing

* lt!l the bolometer, whose face was covered with a sc

Pierced centrally with a 2'"m slit, the heat of this m
Produced a deflection of the <-aivauo.ne:er needle of aboui

^visions. The prism was then replaced on the autom
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holder and set to minimum deviation, and the image of the

slit, containing superposed rays whose combined effect had pro-

duced the deflection just mentioned was separated into three

similar images* (fig. 2) each composed of nearly homogeneous

rajs. Of these three bauds, only the first or most refrangible,

containing the D, line, was visible, and its deviation was found

to be 47° 41', agreeing with the value given by the table. It

was the object of the experiment to find the place of the lower

invisible band, by groping for it; i. e., to determine its devia-

tion by trials with the bolometer at intervals sufficiently close

to avoid the possibility of missing ji altogether. According to

Briot's formula, the deviation should be 45° 21', and in the

preliminary search the circle was accordingly set to this read-

ing. Beginning at this point, and exposing the bolometer at

every five minutes of deviation, it was found that the max-

imum effect was obtained nearer 45° 15'. The at

position having thus been found, the slit S, was narrowed to

2mm , and the following measurements taken, the horizontal line

giving the mean results of a series of thirty exposures of the

bolometer, as it moved through the spectrum.

Table I.—Determination of the refrangibility offeeble heat-rays.

image of the slit, whose position is sonant. From a subsidiary

curve drawn through the points whose coordinates are re-

spectively (x=45° 02', y=4-t>), <r=4.Vo7'. ,/ = o r>\ \x=±5° 10 ,

y = 6-0), etc., it was concluded that the deviation of rays whose

wave-length is 1^767 is 45° 10' ; and each point in this deter-

mination being obtained from the menu of five .

the result is partly free from irregularities caused
in the state of the sky, and minute instrumental
from extraneous causes", which here become of great relative

importance, owing to the feeMe heat measuied.
Subsequent determinations, like the preceding, irave for the
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By means of measurements like the one described above, the
ia of various obscure rajs of known wave-lengths were

determined. The indices of refraction were then computed by

the usual formula n=^^j~^ where a=62° 34' 43". The

results are contained in the following table, where, however.
only the final results of successful days are given, most of the
observations having been lost through changes of the sky during
the course of one determination.*

Table XL—Experimental determination of d or n as a function

of A
(
linger prism).

;

We observe that where measures are taken in the prismatic
spectrum alone, we ran -vnerallv use with advantage a bolo-
meter of as small an apertures one-lifth of a millimeter, but
that here it is advisable to open it to 2

n™ -win- to the relative
expansion of the spectrum and to the very feeble heat.

o
Uwing to from the almost ii

amount of heat in question, numerous subsidiary observations
are requisite forasingh let, nn tio. v hich it therefore takes
J°ng to make, each final value restimr upon between 20 and
fW readings. If it sh ear to the reader that
n the three months of consecutive' labor which were given to
™is part of the work, more than six points mi-ht have been
jeterrmned in the curve, he is asked to remember that what as

ftered, fficuIt has till now been impossible.
Plotting the points giv-m bv the data in table II ai

vc through them. ^ btain the curve of "obser-
vation ' showing n as a function of X in the lower curve of

The, this stage.
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the large o 2 h have been drawn by Mr. J. E.

Keeler, of this observatory, and which seem to me favorable

specimens of the accuracy attainable by this method.

We are now prepared to test tlie accuracy of (he various

formulae, connecting rfrw-iim, /,///, ><;,,, >./ t>ng(h. though it will

be convenient to first prepare a table showing what this rela-

tion is in the visible pur of the spectrum of the prism employed.

In the following table the deviations in the visible spectrum

were measured by the spectrometer, reading to 10" of arc, and

which has been 'already described, in which for this special

purpose, the bolometer was replaced by an achromatic observ-

>pe with a micrometer eye-piece, and the indices of

refraction were computed by the usual formula. "O" in the

ultra-violet was measured bv aid of a Soret fluorescent eye-

piece, and its wave-length is from Cornu. The other wave-

lengths are taken fiom Amrstr.mi. but the unit is here the

micron = T7T
l„ millimeter = U0,000 times the unit of Ang-

strom's scale). "A" is here the symbol for the wave length.

The following indices in the visible spectrum, on which the

computations for testing the formulas are founded, are trust-

worthy to the fourth decimal place here given :

-Observed indices in visible spectrum of Hdger />/

A smooth curve, drawn through points whose positions are

given bv the above table, n
|
resents ritfa accura<

between n and X in the visible part of the spectrum. This

method is however obviously inapplicable to the v<

invisible portion, below the A line, and nccorditmly attempt-

were first made to effect the determination of con
indices and wave-lengths, by extending the curve deriv d l'"

the above observations by means of form u he. Several formula-

have'it will be remembered, been proposed by physicists, ex-
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been possible to test these formulae far from the visible spec-

trum, wrfence their constants have been in fact derived. This
desirable test we are now prepared to apply.
The simplest as well as the most widely used formula is that

of Cauchy, which as it is commonly written

three unknown quantities, requiring for their deter-

mination three simultaneous equations. Selecting the lines A,
I> and H for this purpose, we have from the table just given,

the three equations,

l-57l4=a +—
76009)2

+ (^u09p

l-5798= a I

b
-4-

G

(0-58890)'
* (0-58890)

4

b ___£~a+
(0-39679)

2 +
(0-39679)

4

from which by elimination

a=l-5593 £=0'006775 c=0'0001137

so that for this prism, the formula becomes,

— i -nao O-OOQIld 0-0001137
W-1-0593+—^r— + ^

which we find on trial satisfies the observations in the visible

Part of the spectrum within very narrow limits. When, how-
ever, we attempt to extend the application of the formula to

toe infra-red region, its results are not so satisfactory. Since 6

an<* c are both positive, the least value which n can have in

0Q r prism, according to the formula, is a. or W>593 correspond-
lng to a deviation of 45° 85', whereas the bolometnc
raentsshow that in this pristn the solar spectrum, after absorp-

tion, extends as low as 41 . with everv sign that if it do not

extend yet further, it is not on account of the
;

below this point the heat is absorbed by some mgre-

our atmosphere.
include then that Cauchy'a formula giv

1

. when extended far 'behind the limits wMhin
which the observation- on which it is founded are made. Its

'-
:

- i. •
:

:

.
... " •:

'
''

'
'

:

We a

> is absolutely (

l-polations made

its constants hi
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mined, are wholly untrustworthy, as will appear more fully-

later.

Eedtenbacher proposes the formula

for expressing the same relation. ^Using the same lines as

before for determining the unknown constants, we have for the

Hilger prism

l=o-4m97-o-ooo93nu--
°-oo

y
220

a formula which also satisfies the observations in the visible

spectrum, but fails when extended to the invisible. The

<jurve representing it has a minimum point, corresponding to

n=l-5647 for a value of A found from the equation X*= - or in

the special case of the formula above, where °-
is positive,

^=1-430; so that for every value of n greater than 1*5647,

there are two real values of L This formula therefore is even

fcory than that of Cauchy.
Briot gives a formula which has been asserted by other

investigators* to represent satisfactorily the results of observa-

tion throughout the whole spectrum, namely :

-*= « + '> 'k) G£K>>
From four equations like this, usimj values of n and X cor-

responding to the Fraunhofer lines A, C, F and H, the values

of the constants were determined! as follows:

0=0-41028 6=-0-0013495 c= -0-000003379 k= + 0-0022329

With the aid of these constants, the wave-lengths correspond-

ing to given refractive indices were computed, and a curve

representing the formula was plotted. This curve, as well as

those representing Cauehy's and Redienkicher's lonnula\ '",

shown in Plate V where 'we mav obtain bv simple inspection

the actual errors of all the formula- in question, or we may

take them from the following table, whose results, 1 hope, will

supplyuseful data for those who are interested in theories of

* Mouton, Comptes Rendus. vol. lxxxix. p. 2!'»1 and vol. Ixxxiii. p. 1190.

lengthy numeric:) 1 t M. B. Gofif.
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rABLE IV.—Approximate errors in wave-lengths by Briot\
Cauchy's and Redtenbacher 's formula?, for cold bands ei

infra-red.

(Comparison of theories

o-nio

0-!..{u

Wave-1ength8deHve<lby eXtra-Po,a«on.

B] <H». sass* Fr
°ForS

hy '
8 From Redtenbacher Formula.

l
0-89]

0-011

0SM2

I -son

2106

2-2(10

2-4i.il

2 -.-,2-1

-"In

i)-29.-»

0-4 9-4

o-sr.M

D-Si-20

()-:m;o

i.-ohi

ible.

ic.il.-,

0-012
0-O25

inary.

2-230 1-340

1-200

1-120

Note.—A part of the above values of n where c

by the bolometer, are liable to error in the fourth -

'

a

we
y '

-" is evident that Briot's formula, though not exact, yel gives
results much more trustworthy than the others considered, and
]t was employed in constructing provisional maps of the
normal spectrum from the prismatic, until an appai

pleted for determining the wave-lengths of the invisible

f direct measurement.
/idently conclude from the numbers in table IV

ana from the curve in Plate V which embodies them, that we
]n reality can scarcely assign anv limit to the extent of the

an asymptote parallel to the axis of X as Cauc!
,

'

oar curve (so far as we can follow it) rather tends to

ultimately coincide with a straight line cutting the axis at a

md i it' this axis pass through the point n=l) at a

e from the origin.w »th the danger of extra-polations presented to us in such
examples as have been cited, we shall not attempt to g<
toe result* ^vf «»». ^i,—,.„ ( ;„„., i\,,ti ,«,. ti.^n +r> rp>rnarkresults of our observats that, for

rithin
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lengths, as the deviation diminishes, and that, as far as we can

see at present, there is scarcely any limit to the wave-length

our prism can transmit except that fixed by its absorptive effect

The approximate limit of the solar spectrum of the Hilger

prism is at «= l-5435, which, according to Briot's formula, cor-

responds nearly to S^'^, but which according to our bolometric

observations corresponds to an actual wave-length of 2'"'8. For

this same point, as will be seen by Table IV, the values by

Cauchy's formula are impossible, and those by Eedtenbacher's

formula are imaginary.

These last values rest, it will be remembered, on extra-

polations founded on measures in the visible spectrum.

Wave-lengths of Gold Lines in Infra-red Prismatic Spectrum.

The following values (in table V) from Mouton, Abney
and Draper are the ones I know previous to my own meas-

ures where the wave-lengths of cold lines are given with

most accuracy. Of these it is just to distinguish those by

Abney as possessing a degree of exactness before unknown.

There are some doubts about the band at 1^35 having really

been observed before, but I have included this among those

whose existence was known or suspected before my measures.

The values here given were obtained by me in 1882, and

first published in the Comptes Rendus, of the Institute of

France, for September 11, 1882, in the form of charts, which

were drawn from them. These charts were so much reduced by

the first engraver that though these values are still determinable

from them, it may be convenient to repeat them here in their

original tabular form, with the addition of the probable errors.

Table Y— Observed values of cold bands in infra-red by difer-

1-480 poS8i1

§ S. P. Langley, Comp. Rend., Sept. 1
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Lines known to previous Investigators.

(0-815.) Near the utmost limit of visibility. Appears to coin-
cide with Capt. Abnev's Z. and Draper's a.

(0-85.) Apparent lv agrees with Abney's 8540.
(0'89.) An inconspicuous line. Abnev lias a heavy line near

here. Possibly corresponds to DraperV/1
(0-91.) Inconspicuous

;
possibly a part of Draper's ft.

(0-94.) Very heavy line; marks the extreme limit of Draper's

ms. according ,.,, his own statement, and seems to be
identifiable with the last definite gap in Lamansky's curve.
(Allegheny observations make it probably telluric.)

(1*12.) Still colder than preceding, the gap represented by

V
11 * l! »'' was taken by La man sky for the end of the spectrum.

(Allegheny observations make it probably of telluric origin.)

(1*26.) Inconspicuous line.
(1'35—37.) Very remarkable band. Almost absolutely cold and

black. So broad and diffuse that it is difficult to mark its limits,

- part seems to have a wave-length of 1-36 and 1-37.

(Allegheny observations make it probably of telluric origin.)

Possibly the " f " of Abney's chart. It seems to be the extremest
limit of previous investigations.

Newly-discovered Lines and Cold Bands.

(1*55 and 1*59.) Inconspicuous lines.
(1*81 to 1-87.) Great Cold Band, first discovered on Mount

Vhituey. Probably of telluric origin, it is not the furthest
' 1,u '- '"'t is here called .Q on account of its being the last conspic-
uous break in the energy curve.

(1*98 and 2-04.) Small but definite lines. The last discovered
">' the bolometer. But the observable solar spectrum certainly

extends to a wave-length of over 8-70.

Distribution ofj&nei Spectrum.

The curve n— <pX given in the plate enables us to mark oil a

wave-length scale upon the map of the prismatic spectrum,

without any extra-polation, between our present extreme
points of observation : a deviation of 50° 58' (corresponding to

**<y--844), and a deviation of 44° 25' (corresponding to

'=-' ••-.;, • aml also to construct a map in which the wave-
•- m which

the degrees of deviation, if represented, would be a

spaced. Such a chart of the norma/ sr>ctr»m has, as we have-

already remarked, the advantage of being i

of any pam . of being

Erectly com] arable with ali other maps of the same kind.

If, besides making a map of the normal spectrum, we wish

to oonstraci ag the corresponding distnbu-
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tion of energy, a further consideration of the relations existing

between the two charts is necessary. The law of dispersion of

the prism causes the distribution of energy in its spectrum to

be quite different from what would have been observed with a

diffraction grating.* Disregarding the

^ absorbing action of the apparatus, the

amount of heat between two definite

wave-lengths, as between the A and B
lines, should be the same in both spec-

tra, provided the total quantity of heat

is the game in both. The area between

any two ordinates of the curvef may be

red to represent the amount of

heat in the part of the spectrum included

between them, and the total area of the

curve represents the total amount of

heat. If then we suppose the area of

the normal curve required to be the

same as that of the prismatic one, the

condition to be fulfilled bv the former

curve is, that the area included between

the ordinates at any two wave-lengths,

shall be equal to that included between the same wave-lengths

in the latter, and from this condition we can deduce a con-

struction for effecting the required transformation.^

* J. W. Draper, Phil. Mag., vol. xliv, p. 104, 1872.

.

| See J. Miiller, Pogg. Annalen, vol. i

p. 146; Mouton. wis, p. 298.

Lay off upon a line, A I;

right angles to the first, lay off the sam
number of parts, spaced according to the ]

Journal, vol. xxv). Erect ordinates at the poii

the proper wave-lengths, beginning on both li:

length scale, and upon s

istance and divide it in

of dispersion of the pris

through the mter-

upon CD.'draw the

ismatic scale; c, the

a geometrical considerations,
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Such _ a construction was applied to the prismatic energj
curve of the Hilger prism.
The true normal energy curve with all its inflections, maxima

and minima, is easily drawn after this (dotted) bounding curve
of normal energy,* is plotted, for the parts of the ordinate
of the latter below and above its intersection with the former
in '- il; i mrve, bear the same proportion to each other as in
the prismatic spectrum, and we thus tinallv attain the object of
the preceding labor.

If now it is desirable to map the distribution of the energy
on any other scale, such as that on which the abscissas are pro-

to the times of vibration, this can be done with
facility. Thus, in the supposed instance, we have only to find

j- for each vibration number to get the abscissa?, and (observ-

ing that since y now =L ^1= -\ \ to use the multiplying fac-

tor
^ to obtain the height of the new ordinate in each instance.
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If the length of the new energy curve between the limiting
perpendiculars (which now represent the reciprocals of the
wave-length), is to be the same as in the old, we must intro-

duce a constant multiplier n, writing the equation of the inter-

polating curve y= — , so that the multiplying factor becomes

I have drawn in this way (on a smaller scale than that of the

normal or prismatic curves and following the smooth curve in

the former as my original) four different schemes for the distri-

bution of the energy. Curve A, fig. 5, repi

tion of sol;: i ption by our atmosphere) on the
normal scale. Curve B, fig. 5, represents the same distribution

on the scale of wave-frequency (general equation of interpolating

curve a?=-r-, proposed by Mr. Stoney.) Curve C, fig. 5, repre-

sents the distribution according to a proposal (cc=log X) of

Lord Eayleigh.
Curve D (y=C) is quite different from any of the preceding.

It gives the distribution on a scale I have never seen proposed,
but which I have found useful. In this, the bounding oorve is

parallel to the axis of X. This construction is not

well suited to exhibit the cold bands, but si we consider only the
general distribution of the energy we shall find that curve D is

not merely suggestive as illustrating what has already been re-

marked here as to the conventional character of the methods of

showing this distribution, but that it has more practical uses, for

in this last construction, it is easily seen that the sums of the

energies between any two wave-lengths whatever, are directly

proportional to the distance between their ordinate?, measured
on the axis of X. If then we desire (for instance) to know
what relation the invisible bears to the visible heat, or to

enquire about what point in the spectrum the energy is equally

distributed, these and similar problems are solved through
curve D by simple inspection.

1 have not been able yet to repeat the preceding d

tions upon the lower part of the spectrum as often as I could
wish. They are susceptible of improved accuracy by still

longer experiment, but t think that within the limits of error

indicated they may already be useful. I should add that

throughout this investigation I have received constant and
valuable aid from Mr. J. E. Keeler, not only in the graphical

constructions, but in the experiments and in the computations,
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aid has been mo

Allegheny Observatory, Allegheny, Pa., October,

article l>y Mr. H. Becquerel in the Annales de Chimie for

September, 1883.

The wavedengths assigned by M. Becquerel to the band at the

limit "i his researches nt l/'-M50 to \"-\S() appear to me too great,

,'t corresponds to the diffuse margin of the wide band

the wave-length of whose coldest part is given at l^G to 1^*37

on my chart, published in the Comptes BVndus of the previous

year (Sopt. 11, 1882) and on a larger scale in the American
Journal of Science for March, 1883, and in the Annates de Chimie
for August of this year. I regret that M. Becquerel has not

read the article in the Comptes Rendus. Had lie done so he

would have seen that the wavedengths there given were not con-

jectural, hut directly determined b\ the onh practical method
from the use of a grating. They were the result, in fact, of the

measurements I have just described, and were specially intended

to give information about the unk: <>. n a on ext< nding beyond
the limit of M. Becquerel's researches, such as the great newly
discovered band .(.}, for instance, which stretches from wave-

lengths 1^-80 to 1^90, while M. Becquerel's farthest band as I

have said is at 1^*48 (according to him; but according to my
measures more nearly at 1^38). The present memoir will show

M. Becquerel's paper,

"dished from

Ahney, ilie joint labors t Pro! '

aptain At ..

stheii results from the nature ol tin method ma\ h. expected
• s]m ct lie. re < xact than tlie j-

ii wl I eithei \1. Becquerel oi myself have been engaged, we

nn\ await its appearance lor the "determination of a part, at
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Arc. XXI 1 1 .--/ v.. Q , ary Gravels of Northern Delaware
and Eastern Maryland; by Frederick D. Chester. (With
Map.)

The following paper contains the results of a study of the

clays and gravels of Northern Delaware and East-
ern Maryland, comprising in area the larger portion of New
Castle and all of Cecil county, and extending over a period
of nearly a year and a half. During the continuous work in
the field for the past three months, the i

.;..,; i .oui iarv of

tion or shore line of the Quaternary estuary has been
traced for a distance of forty miles, from the northeastern
border f Delaware across the State into .Maryland, to within a
tew miles of the Susquehanna, where it curves to the south,
running parallel to the rivei 1 of the

All of the area south of this

[
,ne to apai iorderof Cecil county
bas been sv>

; ;md is the territory presented
for consideration. Ti , !m > Del u.wean i C e-apeake Penin-
sula is covered with estuan deposits ol Quaternary age, and

ait season of field' work has been closed, and as the

S1ngle paper, the aath to divide the whole

to treat each <^\rx-

mtel v. and i.^crvc
At the present 'time we si

anJ systema
u «til lately

,

tattered pat

ore discuss what we shall

swr^n/u

cand deb!

the history of

pon both s'ides

much swollen

is. Although

tions,
t

deaofasouthe
Ja.t'tude, one might, from a narrow circle of observation imagi
hlf*self in the region of the moraine pmronde. So great is t
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physical importance of these mo
diately led to the study of the

ware flood history.

Generally speaking, we may say that the whole region is

covered with an upper stratum of yellow brick clay, sand,

loam or loamy gravel, having an average thickness of about

three feet, which is underlaid by a thicker stratum or series of

strata of gravel and sand, varying largely in its characters and

degrees of coarseness, and having a usual thickness of from 3

to 20 feet. The former homogeneous stratum we shall call)

after Professor H. C. Lewis, the Philadelphia Clay, and the

latter less homogeneous deposit, after the same author, the

Red Gravel. Although the Philadelphia Clay and the Red

Gravel are generally distinct deposits, with their well marked

diameters, such is not always the case, for the two often ran

into each ol ! becoming
slowly argillaceous as the surface is reache 1. >r again the junc-

tion between the two being entirely obscured, or at best but an

indistinct wavy line. We therefore regard the two as contem-

poraneous deposits, with little or no break in the

the one requiring quiet and the other troubled coi

Lion. Considering these facts it seems proper that the

" " hia Clay and thedeposits, i. e.,_the Philadelphi
Eed Gravel should be included under one head, which we

shall hereafter call the Delaware Gravels.

IhePhikublnhia r%.-The Philadelphia Clay or loam is

the universal soil of the entire region, and is an unbroken con-

tinuation of the gneissie soil of the hills, distinguished from

the latter only by the presence of highly water wo
pebbles. In litholeyieal characters it varies greatly, but in all

cases the sand particles are rounded so thoroughly that the

md remote origin of the ela\ is at once obvious.
"

!

times becoming a line' v.hte J ;i- s.-i. '

It ts u-

micaceous, and although sometimes entirely free from
upon the whole mon «,i less H ed with it, v u tin i

>'< l >°"

<i— vamno ,j,| , f,„n. five to sex ,'ai l.m

Between Elkton and (M.'l^q.eak-c City! i

represented by one thick layer of gra
bowlders, cemented by the smallest q

This diluvial
i
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20 feet is found to rest directly upon the Cretaceous with an
entire absence of the Eed Gravel. Also between Gravelly
Hill and Charleston the same features are prominent; the

Ma stratum varies from a refractory white clav to a
coarse yellow and white gravel, while the surface is literally
strewn with cobble stones and bowlders, making the country
unusually barren.
Near the neighborhood of Christiana, and from there to New

Castle, the clay rises in high hills along the creek, where it is,

in places, entirely replaced by bowlders and cobble stones, rep-
*? u:tu the Potsdam, Millstone Grit, and Trias.

ihe true brick clay is confined to the low flat lands along
the border of the Archaean hills, where the extensive brick
yards of Wilmington, Newark and Elkton obtain material for
the best variety of brick ; but traveling to the south, especially

ivirkwood and the Canal, or to" the southwestern
•units of the region, the clay changes to a sandy loam or even
:i yellow an<] <,T;iv sand, which is always mixed with its due
proportion of gravel.

Jhe Red Gravel varies still more than the clay in its litho-

cters. i id c .'i<
;^ of coarse red, yellow and gray

sands, mixed with very characteristic white oval quartzose
pebbles varying in size from a bean to a hen's egg.

* rom the similarity between widely separated sections, the
'

' Gravel seems to have a rou i three dis-

' with quite conste I

aces. This
arrangement is no doubt continuous, although there are local

exceptions where only two out of the group of three are repre-
sented. In all cases, however, the order of superposition re-

ajains the same, while tins its own individu-
ality.

>

Beginning with the base of the Philadelphia clay, the

3 the order, with the characters of each stratum.
1- Red sand mixed with characteristic oval quartzose peb-

m 8 to 10 feet. The amount of

fed argillaceous matte. -ravel sometimes be-
lng clean, and again when wet forming a very dis-

«"»a. It is generally free from, v
lragments Q f mica and mica schist, becoming a red micaceous
sand.

2. Alternate layers of pebbles, with coarse red, yellow, gray

?nd bl »ck sand, mlm ' l sno*'

]

ng excellent exanij! _'. particularly ob-

"qae lami
vanes in thicki

id tiow-and-plunge structure. u« »"^U1"

from 3 to 10 feet.

A fine, clean very delicate examples

"""que lamination with llow-aud plunge structure.

The Red Gravel is abundantly exposed along all the roads
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and railroads traversing the region, whenever the talus slopes

can be sufficiently removed to give perpendicular cuttings, yet

it is only in the deeper gravel pits and cuttings of railroads that

the deposit can be sufficiently exposed to give complete results.

It covers the whole region examined, and appears to main-

tain as great a thickness along the southern line of our present

area as to the north., one well near Middletown failing to pene-

trate the red gravel at a depth of 35 feet.

/&AP SHOWING
DISTRIBUTION OF

DELAWAHE GRAVEt#
Northern area ***• A

CM^\W'A

^m*"© ••— --=""-"S^'rWyVA/r-o
$%tt* l*V0'l

Z]^^\J

%, ('°> :
:r

:-^
'«

• - ; .

kf^'r
A

^%kjtf^M f^pyM
'*

"1/
^k^mf£

t
hf^^^ j

tsS$v^it' :^™J I

gplk;^
^\fe;i^;\ V

-\^£
Vv»kk

\

From the identity of this gravel with the deposits described

by Professor H. Carville Lewis* as found along the valley of

the Delaware River both north and south of Philadelphia, it. is

of th-

• the beds

"I'tv-

of the gravel, also,

with the abundant evidences of flow-and-plunge structure,

more particularly shown along the northern line, it is evident

that the same must have been deposited by a swift current, and

* Geology of Philadelphia. Lecture before the Franklin Institute, Jan. 12. 1882.
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yet from the vertical heights at which this gravel is found the

current must have been deep as well as swift. A glance at the

map will show that the northern limit of the Delaware Gravels
runs approximately parallel to the river, where the same
crosses the northern limits of the State. This river during the

latter part or close of the Glacial period was, as we know, a

swollen rushing flood, having a width of about ten miles and
an average depth of over 200 feet. It emptied into the Dela-

ware Estuary near Wilmington, and its current, urged on with

a tremendous head, instead of bending to the south and south-

east, as is indicated by the present flow of the river, must have
continued in its same southwesterly course entirely across the

State into Maryland, ad i <i the Chesapeake,
where it was stopped by the high hills which rise above the

level of the shore line. A belt of gravel thus stretched across

the head of the estuary by the current of the river would be

subsequently spread out by the waves as a broad sheet to the

south.

During the entire time spent in systematic work in the field,

the record of every section has been kept; between them all

there is great similarity, hence it will only be necessary to give
a few of those which show most clearly the ran-e of variation.

The new extension of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad now in

the entire length of the shore line has offered on

aid, especial!} is th« se« lions there are freshly cut.

Section on Baltimore and Ohio B.R., Newark, Bel.

1

.

Yellow brick clay, free from gravel , 3

2. Red Sand, higl.h argillaceous, free from gravel .... 8

3. Bock undecomposed.

Section in Gravel Bit, Newark, Bel. '

.

1. Yellow brick clay, free from gravel 3 -5

2. Red micaceous sand, free from argillaceous matter

White tire elav. Cretacco

One hiile north of N<:n'<ir/,\ o,>

Wbl

yellow clean sand

iokclay
tted sand, coarse, micaceous with oval

3. Alternate layers of grav ,

sand, irregular bedding w
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Two miles northeast of Stanton, Del., on Baltimore and Ohio fi.B.

1. Loam and sandy clay 4

2. Red, yellow and black sand with alternate layers of

pebbles, no argillaceous matter. Very fine exam-
ples of flow-and-plunge structure, and other vari-

eties of irregular bedding 20+

Stanton, Del.

1. Yellow clay, sandy and micaceous 4

2. Red sand )

3. Alternate layers of clean sand with coarse and fine > 14+
gravel, with flow-and-j lung • structure )

Newport, Del. {gravel pit.)

1. Yellowclay 2

2. Coarse red sand and gravel, compact and highly
argillaceous 10

3. Yellow sand, delicate examples of flow-and-plunge

Wilmington, Del. {gravel pit), altitude 264 feet.

1. Yellow clay 3

2. Red sand, compact and argillaceous with pebbles ... 6

3. Alternate layers of yellow and black -and with peb-
bles, Ho ture ... 10+

Christiana, Del. (gravel pit.)

1. Yellowclay 3

2. Coarse clean sand and gravel irregularly bedded 6+

* Delaware City, Del.

1. Yellow clay 2'5

S. Yellow and gray sand with fine oblique tamination . - 2+

Section 1-5 miles south of Kirkwood, Del.

1. Yellow, gravelly clay 3 *°

2. Coarse red and black sand with gravel 4 +

Gravelly Hill, .W., (altitude MS feet).

1. Yellow clay.. .
2-5

2. Red compel g.avei, hid.U u-jflapV.us l2 +

"of 30-40 feet, with nne'sand "below) °

Middlemen, Del,
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The Shore line.—After having finished the tracing out of the
shore line of the Delaware estuary, which is recorded upon the
map, the measurements of the altitudes of the terrace at differ-

ent points along its line were undertaken. All the heights
were taken with a Gay-Lussac barometer, with vernier arrange-
ment for measuring tenths of millimeters, making the usual
allowances for temperature. Each measurement was accompa-
nied by a duplicate, and only confirmatory results accepted.

% this method much more accurate results were obtained than
could be with the use of, the aneroid.

All altitudes were calculatedfrom tide water at Delaware City.

Back of Wilmington 264 | Newark, Del. 100
green Bank, Del 269 Elk Mills, Md. .. 166
Uack of Newport 284 B.vw>ut'- Mill. Md 216

Canton 249 [Cherry Hill, Md. 255
g'lltown, Del 260 ! Back of New Leeds, Md. . 360
ttke s Creek, Del 192 Egg Hill, Md 370
^hrte Clay Creek Church, GrTvellv Hill, Md 388
Del — - 145 I

From these figures it is seen that the shore line is by no
^eans a level one, and to a person acquainted with the region
the reason is obvious. The shore line rests throughout its

whole length upon the slopes of the Arolnean highlands; these

o since the final elevation of the land suffered great

tion, whereby all definite traces of a terrace have

it to be generally true
that wherever the gravels rose to great height, the underlying
«** was ! °, At Newark the
^ore ], ne rises only 80 to 100 feet above tide; here the rocks
^compose rapidly, while betweei wt, along
"he hills, the gravel rises over 200 feet higher, and here the
roc K, a iij!,.

3 extremely durable.
Aiso along the terra,- and Egg Hills, the

ttion along the line, while here

^nthe,,.
ritic trap, is even more durable

bo regard the present

red remnants of w
" evel terrnce due to the varvir- -*"— 1*™
wl^e flanks the shore line rested.

A "at this is true is shown by the finding of cobblestones and

;

en bowlders
i n s,j :i ,, (

,. ices above what

,
3 apparently the line of the terrace, mingled with the angular

th?\!
U
n
°f e ,1e5ss

- In P ];1('^ ' M
-

"" mr " in traveling trom
'ne hills into the region o - l thought I had
reacned the shore line by the piles of cobble stones on every

Tying durability of the hills
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hand, when a few steps beyond would bring me into a region

of angular fragments again, while still further beyond, the un-

broken expanse of gravel would be reached.

But the best evidence bearing upon this point is to be found

near Newark. I have said that there the gravel only rises

about 100 feet above tide, where the rock is a very frii

schist and plagioclase gneiss, both of which are now decaying

with great rapidity. Iron Mill, as will be seen by the map. is

situated about three miles due south, and here I have found a

few of the characteristic quartzose cobble stones within about

30 feet of the summit or at a height of about 225 feet above

tide, instead of 100 as is the case at Newark. These facts

are enough to convince us that the present shore line is not the

original one, which would, in in: ing the topo-

graphy, have to be several miles to the north. Taking the

facts as a whole, however, the depth of the estuary waters, or

depression of the land, must have been at least 350 feet, which

depression would have sufficed, to cover the whole
with water, uniting the Delaware with the Chesapeake. Tbi«

glacial arm of the sea we shall most fittingly call the Delaware

Estuary.

The floor of the Estuary.—-The base of the Delaware gravels,

which is both the plastic clay of the Cretaceous, and the op*

turned edges of the gneiss, has everywhere suffered erosion.

The red clay is generally a wavy irregular line, whii

when not decomposed has been well worn. Clean
diluvial grooves have in several cases been seen rui

the direction of the current, whenever the upper edg

rocks happened to be freshly exposed, w-

have undergone a rough i> Ashing as from the eorrasive action

ansported sand.

—Besides the Delaware gravels, a most character-

._„_j of the region is its bowlders. By this we, more

rly, mean those isolated ones, which cover tl

of the clay, rather than those which form a part of the clay

itself, although they are contemporaneous and have
rock representatives. They are usually quartzose.

the glassy. Ilintv and quart/hie varieties and vary i

several hundred pounds to a ton or more in weight. P»
piles of these have been collected from numerous fields. LW
quartzose varieties, even those of several hundred poling

weight, are all well rounded, evidently by water, an I

glacial scratches. Those made up of coarse cons

more angular, and in some cases have shown obscure e>

dences of
g

ough as a geners I

show no such signs. Their glacial and iceberg origin is how-

ever certain, belonging to those bowlders borne upon the su
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face rather than ground beneath the glacier's base. The
largest ones are scattered over the low ground or Cretaceous

al hundred pounds are

i 250 feet abovelide. Among the rock species
found in bowlder examination, the following are the most
prominent

:

1. Finegrained ivd -ambtmim .-i-rtainlv Potsdam.

u- i- mmiile. I'.»ivii:-ii t<> tin. Slate, huie L'.'.'X'J'X 1 .)

6. Gneiss far to the "south, (one 2'xH')-
1- Compact gray limestone.

-*. Quartzose, (one 3'X2' 9"X2').

The evident fact that these larger bowlders are of iceberg
origin, and their similarity with the smaller ones embedded in

show that this deposit was contempora-
neous with the finafbreakiim up of the glacier. Even the unsci-
entific eye cannot fail to be attracted to the great abundance of

>nes which cover everywhere the surface of the country,
™d made to see the great part which icebergs play as agents
of transportation and deposition.

Bowlders from Iron ami Chestnut Hills.—The author has in
a former paper (this Journal. ,h m. ISSS\ called attention, under
the title of /i„, ',/-, Ihin h, I) w, to two hills king to the
*;uth of Xewark. Thesesolimn elevations have for an indefi-
nite time attracted the atteni on ,f local scientists, who I believe

united in their statements as to the cause of their

,mena duel m tl.iekh strewn over summit and

^ v
'

;

''
^'

'

-
.

:
. •

: .--;.' : :
**?* bowlders oi di an of iceberg origin.

tbavefi
g of the paper above

'here has been exposed an outcrop o! -

•mk eruptive, from strike of the

- mh imies with the P man gm ss, I o*
,n
g the trend of the hi ;0 dike ls

*e are unable to state, but it ovidentlv forms the core or back-

Lt noinh Ieel)cru-s, with tin

nded, and
tneirlai^e bowlder d »ot only to account
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their faces. The height of Iron Hill as stated in the previous

paper, and confirmed by a late measurement is 227 feet, or 275

feet above tide. This hill must have then been totally submerged.

To those who still think that the trap bowlders are of dike ori-

gin, it will be best to present the following arguments:
1. At the northern foot of Iron Hill, there was found an

immense pile of rounded and sub-angular bowlders piled on

top of each other, like stone dumped from a cart. These were

not rolled bowlders, for their size of many tons would preclude

all idea of their being thus piled up. With these were asso-

ciated large quartzose bowlders of undoubted iceberg origin.

2. Bowlders similar to those covering the hills are found to

the northeast, and in fact as far off as Christiana and Stanton.

3. Bowlders are found lying upon the ground above the iron

ore pits, while no signs of a similar rock are found in the cut-

tings either fresh or decomposed.
4. The trap bowlders of supposed dike origin are found

associated with other rocks of which we have : one bowlder of

red orthoclase granite, one bowlder of black micaceous gneiss,

one bowlder of limestone, numerous bowlders of decomposed
ferruginous quartz, and bowlders of a coarse ferruginous sand-

eston which have been found scattered quite widely over the area

to the northeast. These latter rocks were found' in such large

quantities upon the hill that they were utilized as trimmings

for the Presbyterian church of Newark.
With the main facts of the case thus briefly stated, it seems

that there can be left no room for doubt as to the iceberg origin

of the trap bowlders even in such isolated positions.

Marantic Phenomena.—We have already referred to the mo-

rainic character of the whole region of which we have been

treating. These bummocky elevations are cut through by

every road, whereby their internal nature is revealed. Some-

times they rise to a height of fifty feet, but have a general ele-

vation of from ten to twenty. They are absent from no part ot

the region, and with the enclosed bowl-like depressions which

them, the whole country assumes a rolling

This is generally due merely to a swelling of both'the

underlying gravel, but as the clav lias but sli-1

eot,i|.;iied with the height of the i.i-'ntines, and as th-

is usually uniform, the swelling becomes mainly confined to
' iie

underlying gravel. This gravel deposited in the troubled wa-

ters of the glacial and post-glacial estuary, with its strong cur-

rents, eddies, and waves, was therefore deposited unevenly over

the estuary floor. Taking into further consideration the erosion

which the gravel must have suffered during the deposition o
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the clay, with the comparatively slight erosion from surface
washings and weathering, since the region became land, we can
easily account for all the physical features of the surface.

But besides these mere swellings of the surface formations,
there are occasionally found coarse gravel hills, which probably
were shoal deposits. They rest upon the Philadelphia clay,
with their bases ground into it. They are later in age than the
latter deposit, belonging to the time when by the final eleva-
tion of the land, the waters of the estuary became more shal-
low and thus more efficient in piling up such shoal deposits.

Between Newark and Elkton, a gravel hill rises to a height of
50 feet above the railroad. It is made up of coarse, clean,
yellow sand, with pearly white quartzose pebbles. No stratifi-

cation is visible and the gravel extends downward for the
whole 50 feet before the true estuary deposit is reached.
Modern alluvium.—Following the river, from the northern

Jo the southern limits of the region one notices a belt of marsh
land upon the Delaware side, beyond which are the gentle
swellings of the gravel?. This marsh land has been made in
very recent times, and consists of black mud, blue clays and
river sand of great thickness. A boring made upon the Fort
Delaware Island has penetrated through alluvium for a dis-

tance of 100 feet.

This alluvial formation has no particular geological interest,

except that it indicates a greater width, but not necessarily a
greater height of the river than at present.
ttemme.—ln conclusion, the following are, in brief, the main

events of the Delaware flood history as revealed by the ob-
served facts. Toward the close of the Glacial period, the land
ot the peninsula became depressed to a distance of at least 350
eet. Into the Delaware estuarv thus formed the river of the
same name, fed by the i nred its swollen rush-
ing flood. Its current, urged by such a tremendous head,
Pushed its way across the States of Delaware and Maryland, to
*h

f
head of the Chesapeake. Bv means of this current and the

^osequeii!
,
,r

the waves, the red gri

^posited.
6

Later on, the extreme violence of the flood subsided, the
a™ began to rise, and the glacier of the far north to break

% During this qui* iv was (te-

lle the floating icebergs r dropped
"ver the estuarv floor its bowlders. The land continued to rise,

".," the water became shallow, when the shoal gravels were
Piled up by the waves and tides, and the elevation still contin-

ue, the river began more and more to assume its present

^annel, and the waters of the Delaware and Chesapeake were
*nal]y parted.
DeWttr* College, Jan. 1st, 1884.



Irush and Penp'< Id— s,- { ,rd/<'fs> and Rhabdopha

Last spring we described a hydrous phosphate of the cerium

and yttrium earths from Salisbury, Conn., as a new mineral,

givin'o- it the name Scovillit.V* 'Our attention ha? recently

been called to the close resemblance of this mineral with rhab-

dophane, a mineral from Cornwall in England, origii I
v d#

scribed by W. G. Lettsom,f as essentially a phosphate of didy-

mium and other cerium earths and .supposed to be analogous

to monazite in composition. A further investigation of rhab-

dophane by E. Bertrand^: gave the composition as a

mi earths closely relate

"ite. A more recent investigation by W.

,

proves the mineral to be a hydrous phos-

i and we greatly regret his papei
us prior to the announcement of our results. Taken i

nection with the description of the physical characters given by

Lettsom, these analyses leave no doubt as to the essenl

tity of the two minerals, although there are variations in the

relative amount of the constituent isomorphous eartirs. The

American mineral contains no cerium oxide, and has a larger

percentage of yttrium earths.

Our mineral contained 3-59 per cent of carbonic :c

we stated might be considered as due to admixture
nite R.CCO,). 9H,0, or possibly it might be an

carbonate of the composition H,(C<) .:;II<>. In tin '
" [iier

case the remaining scovilhte would have the

R,(P0
4)a
H

a
(>, in the latt. r it woul i I e b\(P0

4),
2H,0. TheEng-

lane is si ov n >\ IT. t i . to I, ree fro i
o'h -

ic

acid, and tlie composition is' R„( PO J
a
+ 2II„0. consequently we

must conclude that the Ameri. a i" :^,v!'

ated with a carbonate of the composition WjOO,),, ^H,0-

Assuming this to be true we have present in the i

have given UT1 per cent oft!

of RQ
(P0

4 ), 211,0. Hwemaj
Sitionof this phosphate, as^umin- the relation o!

to the cerium earths to be 1:4, we have P.O. 28'-±<'.

11-12, (La, Di)
a0. 5:]-28 11,0 7-20= 1U0. This is in close cor-

* This Journal, III, nv, 459, June, 1883. .

jj.

f Comptea Rendus, April 22, 1878. Communicated to the Academy "J

Lecoqde Boisbaudrau.
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respondence with the results found by Hartley and o
which calculated for comparison up to 100, are as folio

mineral it is stated that only four specimens
lese are from old collections made in Corn-
). It is a very interesting circumstance that

phosphate should be found in this country,

o only a few specimens have thus far been

Art. XXV.—The Sun Glows; by Henry A. HaZen.

(Read Feb. 16th, before the Philosophical Society, Washington, D. C.)

J^
E
/6Cent brilliant lighting. up of the skies after sunset

?nu before sunrise have attracted univcrs
in many instances with not a ad. Phys-
jcists have taken the matter in hand and have advanced the
most diverse hypotheses for an explanation. One of these is

2fi iSo
lenSe v

?
lumes of volcanic gas were ejected on Aug

th\ ? '
lnto the atmosphere from the Straits of S

jnat these glows have been due to the diffusion of this gas, an I

- Bnveloped the earth as to keep
1B,«aamn esulted.

her t

the°ry
'
which seerns to ll:lve - ;lineil the tn,)Stad -

fill !? i

°f any
'

is tQat tae volcanic eruption mentioned above
".lea the ai r to a great height with ashes and that the upper

in^
rentS l,ave distfibuted these ashes over the earth, thus eaus-

canopy, reilection from which results in the glow.

. Lockyerin Nature*
«na more recently by Mr. Upton in Science.

10r

fhe
* re of the phenomena.
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is due to reflection from these particles kept at a great height

by electrical repulsion.

It is the purpose of this article to give

:

1st. A general idea of the earliest appearances of the phe-

nomenon. 2d. To describe what may be seen by an ordinary

observer even to-day. 3d. To present the vapor theory and

answer objections. 4th. To show why the " volcanic ashes"

and " cosmic dust" hypotheses are untenable.

Remarkable sunset phenomena are reported as occurring oa

various dates at the following places.

1— ----
xj 1

Florida 29 N

Kiidand . 52 N

27. British Col.iiui i .. Ah . Cal. Conn.. TV,k.. Fla . Ga.. His., Intl., Iowa,

Kans., M, >:,.„.. N. ,1 . N V. N «-

Pa., Va., Wis., Germany, Italy, Spain, France, Sweden, England.

Allowing for cloudiness, on certain days, it will be seen that

before Sept. 8 a belt of the earth's surface 15° on either side of

the equator was suddenly visited bv the phenomenon. At

first sight it might appear that there"was a regular
|

from the Indum Ocean westward, but on that sup,:

would be hardly possible to explain why Venezuela should

have seen the glow sia Ceylon, though some-

what farther north. The phenomenon might have been seen

at Hawaii and even at Ceylon the last of August
been for cloudiness

:

ances might have been well nigh instantaneous over
*

near the equator. The glow was marked at Yuma on Oct. 19,

20 and 21, after which it ceased for a month. It was nrst

seen in the eastern United States on Oct. 80, when I

ance was very brilliant; the same sight presented itself tW

next night, but after that it did not again appear as bngbt,

though carefully looked for, until Nov. 27. On this

spectacle in the southwest was grand and acknowledged by all a»

the finest even to the present time. The fire engines, at Poug -

keepsie, N. Y., and at New Haven, Conn., were summoned to

''quench the burning skies." On the succeeding night the seen

was nearly the same. Since Nov. 28, the phenomenon ^as con-

tinued more or less brilliant, and with a few complete absenc

it has appeared down to the present.
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A very remarkable fact is to be noted in connection with the
display of Nov. 26 and 27, and that is, the sudden brightening
over an immense region extending over half of Europe,
over nearly the whole of the United States and British Co-
lumbia, though it had not been specially noted for about a
month previous.

It may be interesting to note a few of the more detailed
observations that have been made.
,

First. Just before and during the glow at night and after
it in the morning, grayish, horizontally stratified, light clouds or
stnse have appeared above the sun and have extended to right
and left. These are invariably present with the glow, though
the sky may be otherwise cloudless. On a careful examina-
tion, in the evening, these striae will be usually found passing
from a point 20 or 30 degrees to the left of the sun to the right
and left and frequently overhead, reminding one forcibly of
polar bands which are generally seen in eastern United States
(where all these observations have been made) passing from
H.W. to N.E * In the morning in like manner striae are seen

bove the sun and descending to the NE. or N. and
& W- or S. Often the directions of these striee are confused
andmarked by cloud layers somewhat nearer the earth.
What are these strise ? On Feb. 1 at 5 P. M. with the sun

-W high the striae were the plainest yet seen, many of them
Passing overhead in continuous lines to" the NE.
On the right of the sun they were mo.re distinct than on the

t? xr
n(* the radiated structure was verv plain, emanating from

tie N.E. point of the horizon. The next mornin- the sky was
^ear, it was even possible to separate e Lyra into its compo-
nents, the strias were not visible at the first blush of morning,
°ut a careful examination finally revealed them though very
lnt and of limited extent. On February 2d the appearances

were about the same as the previous evening. In the S. a

cloud was seen at a great hight, its wel
streaks dipped to S.E. and W.S.W.. a) paring ; s if at the out-
wrts of a great cloud system _ - from S.,

' actual motion of the clou. I was from west to east,

^he streaks of cirrus v, -t have a sharp out-

* ne and were more or less broken up, while the stria* to the
"gnt were sharply defined and unbroken. At 5.30, the sun

the cirrus streaks overlapped the stria, a .

'ween them and the eye. At 5.85 the g cm bad
« Un in the horizon but was at a verv low altitude, the stnse
DeiQg unchanged, while a slight blush just tinged the cirrus

ing JJj

e

a J?t

m " P •

. Parall?|
a

mCh Word miRbt well be cofnedia English.
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streaks. At 5.38 the former were unchanged, the latter had

become a bright red. At 5.43 a slight rosy appearance was

noted on the striae, the color on the cirrus

At 5.44 the striae were a clear rose color, while the cirrus was

only bright near the sun, all color having disappeared from it

at 50° to the left. At 5.48 the upper striae near the sun were

bright rose while nearer the hor eep red color,

the cirrus were only seen as dark cloud

back-ground. The glow was very brilliant; and
6.40. ' It is plain that the striae are far above the cirrus clouds

and appearances show that 'they are similar in formation.

Whether these striae are the cause of the glow or not is dis-

cussed later on.

Second. During the day with a cloudless sky the sun has ap-

peared as if shining through a dense haze.

Third. On four occasions, January 4, 5, February 2 and 3,

the moon was seen shining through seeming water vapor at a

great height, the appearance being similar to that frequently

noted at other times than the present. There was no halo in

these cases, but a distinct ring uniformly bright about 30° in

diameter.

Fourth. Several times when there was a plain cloud canopy,

though rather light, and through openings in which the blue

sky could be seen, the ordinary sunset phenomenon has been

seen, upon this canopy, with glowing colors, and one-quarter

or one-half hour afterward there has been the wonderful after-

glow lasting till the en'd of twilight.

Fifth. Several times with a clear sky no glow has been seen,

though it was quite prominent two or three evenings before

and after. This intermittent nature of the phenomenon is re-

garded as one of its most important phases.
Sixth. The glow has not been quite as deep red in the morn-

ing as at night. On the morning ( ,i ,!,.; imm L'7. with a cloud-

less sky, a grand sight presented itself in the S.E. and E. At

5.50 a red glow first appeared, at 6.10, an intense red had ex-

tended to a height of 30°, though a rose Hush was seen even

up to 50°, the whole eastern sky was lighted up. The stn»

were confused by cloud layers near the observer
appearance faded away, but was followed at (5.45 bv a stii

brighter glow. It is probable that this second glow
ent from the regular sunrise appearance at 7.13. On February

3, at 6.15 A. M., the sky was very clear and the glow had al-

ready begun. At 6.25 the first glow was at its height, it then

. when there was a very deep

the horizon. At 6.42 the red again developed rapidly, and a

6.47 the sight was fine, the lower deep red tapering to a rose a

25° altitude, and continuing up to 50°. At 6.55 only a fain*
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rose color was left. Thus the morning appearances differ from
those in the evening, in that they show distinctly this double
phenomenon. The two are identical to the observer and the
second can be seen even in a perfectly cloudless day.

Seventh. Faint stars and clusters, notably Prassepe, have been
easily seen even near the horizon. On January 27, in the mor-
ning, while the sky appeared covered by several distinct layers
of cloud directly above the sun, vet it was possible to easily
find Antares shining through the haze till twenty minutes before

Seeking now a probable cause for the glow, it is suggested that

> e conditions are necessary to show the best results.

First. The sky must be clear or nearly so.
Second. There must be an abundance of reflecting, diffracting

or absorbing material, as is shown by the well nigh world-wide
appearances.

Third. There must be some force to carry the material to a

it or sustain it for a long time against the action of

gravity. The lateness of the hour after sunset at which the

appears indicates that the material may be at a
great height, and the fact of the later long continuance of the
phenomenon shows that some force must be acting to keep up
™e particles.

The second condition is abundantly satisfied bv the presence
of watery vapor, ice crystals or frozen water particles under a

rm which is assumed in h rare atmosphere and at a
Jow temperature. It must ,< .diuitted thai tin fact that watery
VaPor is universally and somewhat uniformly distributed over
loe earth's surface, and has always been found in great abund-

reached by aerona
ance

i

important one in this disc~ussion7~ As to the peculiar form of
frozen moisture or frost particles at huh altitudes, the follow-

S exPerience of the write!' nun- be of interest:
Un Dee. 15, 1883, an ascent of Graylock, in Adams, Mass..

en. This peak rises almost abruptly 2,700 feet
'loove a plain which is itself 780 feet above sea level. The

ached at 7.30, and here a severe -ale, estimated

7°-l b T
UeS P6r h°Ur

'

WaS '•x
i

H 'r,,imv '

i -

£out half a degree\h "J"*
3

£
De a grayish cloud overhead, absolutely no ice

^.Particles could be seen or felt. The sensation

nJu-
one

' apparently a dense shadow in broad daj
noth'ng to cast it. That there were minute, invisible, frozen

""re particles, was plain from the beautiful appearance ol

s "<»d shrubs which made it seem as if one had stepped

BlOigj
|
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into an ocean of gigantic coral formations. The frost work was

from *50 to '7o inch thick upon the branches and trunks of

the trees. The frost work after a time formed on the coat of

the observer as if accumulated by degrees. These frost parti-

cles were too minute to be seen directly, but could easily be

recognized either by looking through a great depth or by the

effect of the sun's light upon them.

It is not definitely known what causes the ordinary sunrise

and sunset colorings, but it is certain that they may occur in all

clear skies. The opinion generally held,

they may be explained if we consider them due to reflection

we must assume that reflection and absoiption'would produce

an effect precisely similar to the ordinarv phenomenon. It may

that the ordinary coloring may be caused by reflection,

but it is a little singular that such an explanation has not be-

fore been suggested by meteorological authorities.

Under the third condition suggested above, some form of

electrical action may be mentioned as amplv sufficient to fulfill

the requirements. We have no means of deciding the height

at which frost particles are ordinarily Bust
suggested that some form of vapor 'must be found al and be-

yond the limits of our atmosphere; however this may be, there

frost parti..•! ,„ -; here as to pro-

The evidence from the sunspc
tion. The following table of

is taken from " Science " for

tions have been made by P
Mass. I have added the oh
comparison.

res
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March,

April,

35-8 111
December, 35-3 10-9

This table shows an increase of spottedness in April, IS;

When probabh 11,. naximum of the present 11 years eye

^curredand after t

.

;i m|( . M fa [WAn rC(] s i nCe Jaly.lSfc

?J almost a steady rise. This iim-ru.it i.>n is still more plain

^uicated bv the resid-mls :n tin- third .»rder of means. It, as

generally supposed, an increase of solar spots indicates i

^crease of magnetical and electrical influences, we may co
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elude that the latter have increased within a few months, not

manifested however in their usual manner.
Lastly, the arrangement of the "striae" in the so-called

" polar bands," attributed by Professor Looinis to electrical

action, also supports the view here presented.

The three conditions, above, enable us to explain all the facts

thus far developed. First: They must all be existent for the

best display. If either of the latter two gradually or suddenly

increase or diminish, it would account 'for the inl

action. Second: Granting the presence of "frost particles" in

abundance, the appearances can be easily accounted for, as they

are similar to those we recognize when water or frost particles

are the cause, whether produced by diffraction or other-

wise. Third: The transparent nature of the frost particles

enables us to see faint stars, which certainly an opaque or

semi-opaque envelope would not do. Fourth: The detailed

descriptions of glows January 27th, February 2d and 3d,

show that the striae or grayish, cloud-like, stratified forms are

the true cause of the glows, for if there were other clo

would have been on the evening of February 3d three distinct

appearances : First, on the high cirrus ; Second, on these clouds;

and Third, on the material causing the after-glow, whereas

there were only two (list net appliances. The fact that these

are hardly visible in the morning is remarkable and seems to

show a change brought about possibly by the effect of the sun s

rays impinging, through the day hours, upon the frosi

Fifth : Li a progression in many instances be insisted on, and

some of the observations plainly indicate this, it is easy to _ see

that the meteorological conditions might bring this about in a

movement of the frost particles.

It has been objected that, " The persistence of the phenom-

enon and its great extent show that it is not due to aqueous

vapor." It has been shown, I think, that these very i

favor of this theory. A writer in Europe, after i

specially marked occurrences, and finding that one of them

immediately followed a "high" while the other a "low.

decided that watery vapor had nothing to do with the glow. It

is evident that in order to come to such a conclusion.

ently of either. As a matter of fact most of the more bi

afterglows have been seen in front of a high area, but Id

reasonable to suppose, is not due to an intimate conn

between the two or the necessity of the presence of the
"

to show the glow, but simply to the clearing of the air H

of the "high," which gives a more favorable opportun

observation. It is objected that there is a distinct in
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between the ordina
paratively near the
should expect a cc

uniformly distributed in depth. There is no evidence to sho
that the vapor is uniformly distributed: m fact Professor Yetti
of Berlin, has shown that the clouds have a tendency to arranj

themselves in well denned layers at nearly constant height
"Nature" for December 20th! 1883, gives the following tab

Cumulus... 3800
Cloudlets 7200
Under Cirrus 12800
Upper Cirrus 23000

The suggestion is also made that this indicates a geometrical
progression in the heights, with a ratio of two. If such a ratio
exists we can see that there might be a long interval between
the highest and lower strata.
The most serious objection yet advanced however has been,

that the rain-band spectroscope shows an entire absence of
watery vapor. This < vd by the results of an

on made by F. W. Cory of England, and recently
presented to the London Meteorological Society. He found

riband as high as 70 per cent was followed by a light

rain and one as low as 10 per cent was succeeded by a heavy
snow, also that the spectrum is not affected previous to a snow
tall except negatively, i.e. the rain-band diminished several
days before a snow. He suggests that when vapor is transform d

into snow crystals it does not ca that there
ls no doubt that when rain falls, after a low percentage
ot rain-band, it is due to either melted snow or hail. The
report comes from Magdeburg that in the spectrum of the
glow, uncommonly strong ram-bands were seen. This ap-

pearance was possibly due to a high temperature, prevail-
lng at the time, which would fill the lower air stratum with

water and not frost particles, and hence the spectrum, affected

: nothing as to the nature of

ice far beyond. The results of observe
th e rain-band spectroscope are now called in question by
many promiiuM.r metn»r«."|..gMs. In fact the hum'
nature of the evidence may be easily shown to the satis-

taction of any one possessing an instrument. If the spec-

troscope is first turned to the sky in an
ward to a white wall fifty feet distant, it iwd ' i

- '"/< ~
sl ole to distinguish between the appearance of the I

as shown by the whole atmosphere and b
tnick, and yet we find it insisted upon that the instrument
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must be turned to different points in the sky. However this

may be it would seem that the presence of an abundance of

frost particles would not affect the spectrum as would the same
amount of aqueous vapor above a temperature of 32°.

A most singular hypothesis has been advanced to account

for the material in the sky, namely, that the volcanic action at

Krakatoa on Aug. 26th and 27th ejected, into the atmosphere,

immense masses of ashes which have been distributed by air cur-

rents over the earth's surface. Yivid accounts of trie terrific

nature of this convulsion, whereby a mountain island 2000 feet

in height was perceptibly lowered, have been published by eye

witnesses. The position of the volcano was in lat. 6° 12' S.,

long. 105° 28' E. By comparing this position with the dates

and positions of the first appearance of the after-glows as al-

ready given, it would seem as though there had been a natural

progression, but it has been shown that an instantaneous ap-

for the phenomena as easily. The fol-

s a few of the objections to this theory.

1st. There must have been sufficient material ejected to cover

more than 135,000,000 square miles (the earth's surface 45°

both sides of the equator). The attempt to add to this quan-

tity by instancing isolated and slightly active volcanoes thou-

sands of miles away can be regarded only as an endeavor to

support a weak cause.

2d. There must have been currents of nearly equal force

acting in opposite directions at the same height in the atmo-

i. Meteorology has established

dy current in the upper regions

3d. The upper currents must have had sufficient velocity to

carry the ashes a distance of 12,000 miles in 150 hours or at a

rate of 80 miles per hour toward the west. We know little of

velocities of air-currents at great heights, but thev are probably

slight. The summer velocity on Mt. Washington, 6299 feet

above sea, is less than 30 miles per hour, while on Pikes

Peak, 14,134 feet in height, it is only 20 miles per hour. The

conditions certainly are very diverse at the two stations and it

is possible that the Mt Washington velocities are 15 percent

too high, but, allowing for these, there seems to be a la-
bility of a gradual diminution in wind velocity at increasing

heights above the earth's surface.

4th. That the ashes must have been n

uted first along a belt near the equator, and afterward, without

addition except possibly of a meager character, the currents

must have been sufficiently uniform over the wh
to have borne them north and south to above
This is well nigh incredible. It seems probable that in a lew

sphere, an impossible condition. Meteorology has esta

that if anything there is a steady current in the upper
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radial lines from Krakatoa, ashes could have been carried 1500
or 2,000 miles, and some sporadic cases even greater distances.
Professor Loomis in his Meteorology gives an instance in
which volcanic ashes were carried 1200 miles in a single direc-

v parallel to the equator, but it is more than likely
that these were carried in comparatively narrow streams, and
that almost the entire mass of mutter ejected from a volcano
returns to the earth within a few hundred miles. A good

of the i

by Mr. Whymper, i

iescription of a cloud of ashes poured forth from the crater

ward m another at right angl
distribution is plainly show.

Fifth. That the intern-"
dudes the idea of a dust

l of voleai

nber of '

and after-

but that there was no uniform

by the narrative.

of the phenomenon pre-

®uetk. That ashes are opaque while the appearances indicate

sparency.
The finding of a substance on the windows of a house in

sat wind and rain storm, which presented a

. known. This evidence must
he accepted with caution, however, and it should be shown that
"•could not have come from the neighborhood, and besides it

should all the more be found in other places. Similar substances

at a locality in Spain, but the examiner of them
admits that they may have come from the region about.

The theory that the dust has come from space removes
many of the objections before mentioned, and seems more sat-

isfactory. The well ni-h instantaneous appearance, the last of

August and November, gives color to this hypothesis. The
trances in September and Oct ! r. it .videlv separa-

seeni fatal to it however, and besides it is di

that there were two clouds of dust into which the
earth entered.

If <3 a matter of satisfaction that the phenomenon has

- nine!, attention, and called out so many care-

™f observations. These observations should be recorded,
a"d especially anv unusual development should be noted. A
s^dy of the* cloud conditions as a whole, over the e;

gjvean additional means of carrying on the discussion. The
absence of auroral phenomena and magnetic disturbances at a

:

'" '

: ^ -
. :

•

.
,• i

'

' ~

and P,ke's Peak demands an explanation. On the former peak
a glow was noted December 2d.

VV hile all explanations of the glows are more or less

ot conjecture, yet the field of conjecture is believed to be nar-
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and we may hope ultimately to reach a satisfactory

Note—February 6th.—" Nature" for January IT, 18" I

i of some of these views. From Honolulu

comes a note, that during November the glow somewhat dimiii-

ished, but since November 25, I h sed in marked

degree. A note from mar Warsaw, Russia, gives November 30

a- th- d.\t< «>t m i-i-i ' .htcning. Another observer in Frei-

burg, Baden, re j» rts bi ! i . ,1 _ w .• tin i. , ,miu of January

10th. The morning of January 11th, with a clear sky, the dis-

play was confidently expected, but very surprisingly it did at

app'ear at all, the sun rising after a t wili'ght of pale yellow." In

the evening clouds arose in the west, at first showing the red mar-

ginal coloring of ordinarv sunset-, but later on there

: even the cirri, a very brilliant and lasting

ART. XXVI.—Topaz ami associate Uiwruk at Stoneham.

Me.; by George F. Kuxz.

[Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at

Minneapolis, August, 1883.]

The topaz locality of Stoneham is situated on Harndon Hi''
;

within one quarter of a mile of the Stow line, one and a lum

miles from Deer Hill, and two miles from the New I:

State line and the villas ,,{ North ( hat',, am. Mv attentm

was first drawn to Stoneham, Me, by an exhibition

at the sale of the Mb.Mica Mining Companv, Sept*

where Mr. N. H. Pen lIs on exhibition, and

for sale. Among these I observed a crystal that I recognized

at once as topaz. Mr. Perry, on being informed wh
instituted further search, resulting in the finding of the finest

crystals, ami about sixn kilograms >( Ira-merits ol

other int >r< stinir i linerals. A i>. rs.,i a! vis t to tin

some work there brought the rest to light. To Mr. Penw

much credit is due for his keen perception in finding and Bis

care in preserving the mineral specimens. ,

The minerals to be described in this paper wen
withm a radius ol flftv square feet in a coarse gram
summit of Harndon Hill, which is lot) feet wide by about IW
feet long. Fot a briel m ntion ,f the 1 x-ality, reference may be

made to the Proceedings of the New York Academj
November and December, 1882. and this Journal,

1883.
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Topaz.—This locality is the first in New England that has
iuorl, clear and distinct crystals of topaz, and thus

far it has produced the best crystals found in the United
States. Of these crystals, nearly all the finest were found in

one pocket in cleavelandite (lamellar albite) at its junction
with a vein of margarodite, and one was entirely surrounded
by cleavelandite. The finest crystals vary in size from 10™*
'" ri

•' ' irgest which measures transversely 60mm by 65mm and
5(5

,,,m
. They are transparent in parts, and contain

cavities of fluids, the nature of which has not vet been deter-

mined.^ A few small perfect gems s< Mining Statistics, 1883,

p. 486) have been cut from the fragments of a large crystal
that was broken.
The finest crystals are colorless or faintly tinted with green

°r blue. Some opaque crystals are as much as 300mm across
+k"

irgest part, and weigh from 10 to 20 kilograms each;
are not perfect in form, the faces are rough, and gene-

they were broken before they were taken from the rock.

1UC color in these rough, crystals is more decided than in the
o»er ones and is a light shade of either green, yellow or blue.
I he specific gravity of the transparent material is 3-54, and the

hardness the same as that of the vellow topaz from Oura Preto
(formerly Villa Rica), Brazil.
The following forms have been observed :

pyramids}, ^,1,2; J-2, 2-2.

Many of the crystals exhibit a pearly and at times an opa-

lescent luster when viewed in the direction of the plane 0,

apart from the iridescence produced by fracture and cleavage.

.
A specimen of this topaz was sent to Pr

In a letter to the writer, dated July 27,

they

rally

1883, he

"^v. ('. M. Bradbury, of Petersburg, Va., has ma
himself believes to be a good and accurate analysis, t



nd you the

and inters
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silicon being thus replaced, we have thr< < -fourths 1

results for what they are worth. This may 1

;ing variety of topaz as regards chemical coi

a conclusion needs to be confirmed. Tl

the mineral was found =3-54. . .
."

Triplite.*—This mineral occurs scattered through the rock

in masses that weigh from one gram to one kilogram, staining

the topaz, quartz, cleavelandite and associated minerals. One

mass that may have been a large rough crystal, that was broken

to pieces in the blasting, furnished over' 50 kilograms of the

mineral of a very pure character, in color a light chocolate-

*

brown and clove-brown, and usually with a black coating of

oxide of manganese. The interior is streaked with a lighter

colored variety of this same mineral that is translucent, but at

times transparent in yen snn.l fiagmenis. The quartz at its

junction with it is often stained black as if the mineral had

partly decomposed.
'.—Only one very imperfect crystal of this mineral

Montmorillonite.—Occurs in masses that vary in color from a

very delicate pink to a dark pink closely approximating red,

filling the cavities and interstices in the cleavelandite. When
the hitler is broken, it falls out, and it so far retains the impres-

sions of the spaces it has occupied as to lend one
it has a crystalline form. It also occurs in botryoi

resembling rhodocrosite on crystals of cleavela

mineral is evidently id ribed by Professors

Brush and Dana from the Branchville. Conn., loeality.f

Columbite is scattered all through the cleavelandite, either

on crystals of the latter in cavities, or else between the plates

of this mineral. These crystals vary in length from 1 to 10"",

and are not very perfect. In one curious occurrence a number

of acicular crystals of this mineral are so bunched together as

to have a fibrous appearance, yet each crystal is distinct. One

pocket afforded 20 kilograms of pure mate, tl, ne i«ss

or rather a part of a large crystal weighing 8 '5 kilograms-

appear to have been originally one crystal or one group or

crystals. [One very fine brilliant columbite crystal 6
cm long

was found associated with the herderite.J

Autunite was observed in minute scales on the ch :

Beryl occurs in large crystals all through the rock, and »
times in contact with the larger topaz which it strikingly re-

* Resembling zwieselite of Fuchs. See Dana's System of Mineralogy, 6& eA,
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sembles. One vein in quartz with crystals nearly a meter long
and one-third of a meter across, was traced for nearly forty
feet, without, however, finding any fine crystals.

Zircon occurs in crystals from' l to lo r° ra
in length scattered

through the cleavelandite. The faces are all dull and the crys-
tals are occasionally altered to malacon ; those observed were

Garnet occurs sparingly in poor crystals and is evidently a
manganesian variety or the species ;' it resembles triplite in

color.

Cleavelandite occurs by the ton in fine large masses of plates,
in color snowj'-white, or fading to this color from a dark brown
after a short exposure to the sun. Beautiful crystals line the
cavities or pockets, in wi ich, as elsewhere, so many interesting

are found. The dark brown color is 'evidently a

staining produced by the alteration of the triplite.

Quartz occurs in abundance, usually of a milky color.

Masses weighing over 75 kilograms can be easily broken by
dropping them, causing them to break asunder as ii

some interna] force, at which thev show an apparent cleavage.
The bursting of the fluid cav iti< - with which tin \ are til ed i >ay

assist the breaking. Some few irn tzular ervstals and some small
perfect ones were observed in the cav iries! One smoky quartz
crystal, or rather group of crystals, measured 80mm by 75^.

Apatite, in small doubly terminated ervstals. occurs in the

cavities, often white in the center and blue or green at each
end of the pyramid. In one fine »touj> the ervstals were white
at the center and at the termini re-colored.

The plane is largely developed, also ./, i-2 and 1. A massive

sous creen. the masses weighi-

ng 1 kilogram.
Fluuritf; tills small cavities in the cleavelandite; these masses

were rarely over 10mm across, and the color was a very deep
purple. A number of very minute octahedrons, resembling
Wue topaz, were found.

Biotite in slender crystals occurs in the muscovil
Very thin cleavages are dark brown by transmitted light.

Une crystal was found enclosed in muscovite.
Margamlite occurs here in abundance, of a light yellowish

01l-green color. The form of this mineral is nearly radiated.

occurs in large masses and he:
are from 2 to 6 inches across, also transparent through the

Pnsm, and in masses with a fibrous cleavage, in color brown,

yellow and light green.
Damourite.—A curved mica occurs in large shells 4 inches

across, saucerdike in shape.
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In addition to the topaz and other minerals from Stoneham,

Maine, the finding of two beryls, of exceptional beauty for this

country, may be mentioned ; they were found several miles

apart and some distance from the topaz locality. They were

discovered by chance, within the last two years, by farmers, in

pastures in this township. The first is only one-half of the

original crystal and has been roughly used by some one who

possibly discarded it a.s worthless after breaking it, or may
have broken it in taking it from the rock. It is 120mm long

and 54mm wide, and was evidently at least 1 90mm long and 75mm

wide. The color is a rich sea-green as viewed in the direc-

tion of the longer axis, and sea-blue of a very deep tint through

the side of the crystal. The color and material in the crystal

are the finest that have been found at any American locality,

and if not broken, would be equal to the finest foreign speci-

mens known. If cut, it will still furnish the finest colored

large gem of this mineral found in the United States, (see Uni-

ted States Geological Mining Statistics, p. 487, 1883), weighing

at least 20 carats, and a number of small ones weighing from

The other crystal referred to is doubly terminated, being

41mm long and 15mm in diameter. Over one half of it is trans-

parent with a faint green color; the remainder is milky green

and only translucent. At the junction of the two colors in the

crystal there is the appearance of a flocculent precipitate, look-

ing as if it had almost completely settled, leaving the .

perfectly clear. The observed planes are : largely

i, i-2, 1, 2-2, 3-f. The finding of these two crystals in such a

manner can but lead one to think that rich material must be

stored in the vicinity and would warrant further search.

[Since the above paper was read the locality has been worked

to some extent, and a number of very fine crystals have been

found by several parties; among these are several >

!

piece-, yielding nearly as tine gems as the ones described, and

also some remarkable translucent crystals ; one of these meas-

ures 910mm long and 110mm in diameter and is of a very fair

color. One fragment weighing 6f>0 grams (now in the posses-

sion of Mr. Perry) that ha 1 originalh been entirely transparent

but was cracked by weathering, still has a very

is a part of the crystal described before.

There have been found also some very curious peneti

enclosed beryls. In one case, a crystal about three

and one and one-half inches wide, was
crystal, which, as broken out, fits perfectly in the socket. One

crystal six inches long had another running through the side,

and still another entirely enveloped a smaller one.]
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Art. XXVII.—A Contribution to the Geology of Rhode Island;
by T. Nelson Dale. With a Map—Plate V.

In a former paper on the Geology of Rhode Island* the
writer gave a geological map of the, southeast corner of the
Island of Aquidneck and of the east shore of the eastern passage
of Narraganset Bay from Fogland Point south to Seaconnet
Point and West Island, also detailed sections of Easton's Point,

f of Taggart'a Ferry, Sachuest Neck, and "Para-
dise, together with a general section embracing the main feat-
ures of a belt about two miles wide extendiim' from the proto-
gine bed of West Island to the carbonaceous schists of "The
Utffs" at Newport. The structure of Easton's Point was shown
to be that of a simple anticlinal, consisting below of argilla-
ceous schists, containing here and there iron pyrites and earthy
chlorite, overlaid by a coarse conglomerate of pebbles of finely

ii traces of Lingular,

E Silurian age. It is uncertain whether the bed of
conglomerate at present covers the schist entirely on the line of
">e section; toward the end of the point it has certainly been
entirely eroded. At Taiwan's Ferrv a sharp anticlinal of this

Conglomerate is Hank d on both sid". s !,\ , ;,V mm iceous whists.

«onaI pebble of red jasper, 'is eontornmblv overlaid bv a hiuhlv
metamorphie, very course blarkish nuart/os. sands:

pari a few layers of
-

: -^ - '

. .
.,;

. ,.
. .

lng coal plants, one of which. An an . ia Brgt, Les-
quereux describes as very common in Pennsylvania, " espe-

?*% in the -lower strata above the Millstone Grit." At
' seven ridges, from 40 to 173 feet high, tre

he two western ones, of quartzyte conglomerate, coi

: the two eastern ones. .rm a rup-
™red anticlinal. Five beds of hornblende and ehl
alternating with as many of mica schist, c
"Evening ridges, forming a monoclinal
a,

P- This series was probably thrown up in a lauir. a- suM
-

IV, lessor Shaler, although he supposes m

JJ
exist here than are necessary. The fact that these horn-

blende and mica schists measure as much as 950 feet in rhiek-

" ss ftnd tiiul ti„ ,iv not eov< red virh tin i

g'omerate lends some support to the theory that we have here
to do with what was an island during the deposition of the

* Proceedings Boston Society of Natural History, vol. xxii, p. 179, Jan. 3, 1883.

A*- Jour. Sci.-Thikd Series. Vol. XXVII, No. IW.-Maboh, L884.
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conglomerates, and that subsequent flexure of both the horn-

blende and the abutting conglomerates brought them into their

present relations. In the general section referred to,

and an anticlinal axis were supposed to exist in th<

argillvtes between the line of West Island and Sachuest Neck,

on account of the southeasterly dip of the nearest outcrops of

these rocks farther north at Brown's and Church's Points on

the Little Compton shore, also because of the W.N.W. dip of

the beds at Sachuest Neck. Another synclinal was supposed to

occur just east of Taggart's Ferry, and another west of it.

Then come the ruptured anticlinal, the faulted hornblende,

chlorite and mien schists, and the elevated synclinal of "Para-

dise;" still farther west is the anticlinal of Easton's Point fol-

lowed by a gentle undulation, now eroded, along Easton's

The beds were arranged in the following chronological order:

•01. Granite and protogine ; 1. Hornblende, chlorite and mica

schist series, 950 feet ; 2. Chloritic argillvtes and micaceous

-. both with minute passages of calcite, 500-750 feet;

3. Slaty conglomerate with red jasper (Conglomerate I) and

and impure serpentine, 500 feet;

4. Quartz and clay aggregate, 750 feet ; 5. Argillaceous schists

of Easton's Point, 600 feet; 6. Quartzyte conglomerate with a

few layers of argillyte (Conglomerate II), 750 feet; 7 and &
Carbonaceous schists with some conglomerate, associated with

argillaceous schists, 1000 feet. (These last are followed by or

form part of the Coal-measures proper). Total, 4950-5450

feet. The strata, especially those of Conglomerate II, were

found to be fissured more or less vertically and at right angles

to the axes of the to • system oi

uplifts with axes running W.N. W.-E.S.K, but less pov -rful ip

their effects as would be the case if the strata had been previ-

ously corrugated in the opposite direction or had already be-

come rigid by metamorphism. The cleavage of the

the conglomerate, so often- noticed, is probably due.

pressure which made the adhesion of the cement equal to tbe

cohesion of the pebbles, and. second, to the oi:

which fissured, because it could not tlexe, the beds Professor

Wolcott Gib s has u g< st< 1 » tin \ ritci vo th ' *
to lC

count for this assuring: I, Wave theory: the co

having been acted upon bv a wave motion i -s iltii _ ;l

^

uC '

cession of vertical breaks.' II, Contrarhon theory: the bed

towards the middle by the resulting contrac-

This second paper covers the southwestern part of the ^lan,

or Newport Neck and the tract between Easton's Beach, Ooa-
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dington Cove and the harbor, together with the southern half

; Co] tnicut Island, the west shore of the west passage of

iset Bav from Plum Beach south to within 2i miles
of Point Judith, and the smaller islands and rocks between
those bodies of land; politicals the entire township of Nevv-

parts of Jamestown and North and South Kingstown.
The two papers, together, thus describe a belt across the lands

lor and divide the mouth of Narra-anset Bav. and
atlor.1 an entire section across the southern extremity of the
New England Carboniferous Basin.
Newport Neck has been pretty fully described* and Jack-

sons map covers the entire tract. The highly metamorphie
character of the rocks of the region, as well as their complex
strattgraphical relations, and the i a is under
water must account for the laek of dearness as well as the con-

n souse of the conclusions o{ the ideologists who
have studied it. Thus. Dr. Jackson regarded the granite of
Newport Neck and Conameut as intrusive and as having in

.both places altered the ,, . ltl Cai »- -
. ,— m-s toVili-

ites. The central portion of this neck.
from Brenton's Cove to 4 . le maps as Arcluean,

or of \}\c neck on ihc west and a strip on the east.
as "-Metamdrphic Slate," and the entire southern part of Co-

morphosed a- The part west of a
' ni .inc. 1V> p„, ,„ ,, , ,

( { st trboniferous,
as he doesthe dolomite of Fort Adams, and - The Lime Rocks,"

.,! -The Cliffs." But Professor C. H.

1 protogineof these localities

^i-measures proper, but below those slates he puts the co

gomerateof Cot t . - II . I
'

i md Miantoi om ill Hil

.;' the neck "Pi
rn oMia! Felsit.v." |>

:
, .e,i to classify tl
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In order to rectify these contradictions and, if possible, de-

termine the structural and chronological relations of these beds

the following observations were taken.

Eastoris Beach, the Cliffs, Newport City—At 1 (see map), at

east end Easton's Beach, alfei ating layers of conglomerate

and dark gray argillyte dip 5°-10°-20° E.SE.* The nearest

istward is at Bliss' Cave, 2, where similar rocks dip

t end of beach, alternating argillaceous

and carboni and quartzyte conglomerates

over 100 feet, dipping 45° W. At 4, corner of Gibbs

and Catherine street, 20 feet below the surface, pale

gr<

ferruginous nodules dip roughly
about N. 10° E., nearly with the strike, and as they advance

and recede alternately the series is not easily made out.f The

layers of conglomerate sometimes run out or fork. Many

veins of milky quartz, large and small, traverse the rocks,

sometimes starting abruptly from the junction of the conglom-

erate and slate and tapering upwards through the former, gen-

erally vertically and from E.-W. A little N. of 6 tbe dip is 90

and slickensides occur parallel with strata. At 6 the dip is

60° W. and slickensides arc horizontal. At 5 and 6, among

the shingle, quartzyte pebbles (possibly not from the outcrop-

ping conglomerate) containing Limfulv. with plumbaginous

sheik The outfitting rocks opposite N/irmicmset avenue and

the like-shaped mass south are due to the converse of the

process which formed the chasm " Purgatory," the rock be-

tween two E.-W. fissures being left, while that on either side

has been eroded. At 7, opposite Miss Wolfe's, about 25 feet

of schist overlaid by about the same thickness of conglomerate

dip W. At Mr. Lori lard's Break vater, 8. the easternmost

layers, grits and conglomerate, dio 0o° K.S. K. : then about 2j>

feet of grits and dark -50° W.N.W. crossed

by slickensides, dipping about 75° W.N.W. Thence to Ochre

Point, pale greenish, argilh o is schists

of conglomerate, dip 35°Ht5° E.S.E., measuring perhaps 2W
feet. The outlying line of rocks at Ochre Point indicates tne

direction of the strike and consists of the lowest eoi

of the Ochre Point series, In passing westward the dip sud-

denly changes to 25°-30° S.S. W., the rocks being pale greeni?«,

possibly hyd its wil minute crystals of mag-

h vellou-,ochraccous sch.sts, and traversea

by several quartz veins. At 9, this bed seems to be underlay

by conglomerate and grit, «li, p ng first 25° E.S.E. then 25 -*>

* These points are all given without allowance for variation. . f
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S.S.W. Near 10 the ochraceous schists recur dipping under a
large vein mass of milky quartz at 15°-20° S.S.W. South of
10 about 75 feet of finely laminated, carbonaceous slates dip
35°-40° W.N.W. At 11 these dip 45° W.N.W. and continue
to Sheep Point and 12, 13. Professor C. H. Hitchcock gives
18 species of coal plants from this bed and two seams of an-
thracite, 6 inches and 12 inches thick, now probably concealed.*
At 12, these schists dip 40° W.N.W. and contain ferruginous
nodules several inches thick, minute veins made up of alter-

nating laminae of quartz and anthracite, and gi'

ferruginous spring; at 18 they terminate with a 1

gillyte with
jnnute veins d passages of calcite. This rock
forms the headland. 14, and, at 15, passes into an ;.

serpentine with occasional layers of chloritic talcose schist,

nodules and veins of epidote, passages of chlorite and both
jarge and minute veins - about N.N. W. The
islet and rocks to the east seem to be of the same character,

xnosuiv of tin. bed on a line

with Ochre Point. On the south it continues to 16, where it is

,togi , I <u I spe< iraens -bowing both

ther. This protogine forms the whole point and

according to Professor E. Hitchcock by faulted
vems,f at one locality is traversed bv a vein ( of vellovvish ser-

: 7 i";

. ,in. These ma\ be traced to 18 and 19.

J-'ie contact occurs in tins wise at 17 : Lying immediately upon

e, followed bv layers of quartzyte with quartz peb-
°les and pyrites, measumm altogether about 17 feet, and fol-

lowed by about 13 feet of protogine with large crvst - ot

-ll „,,,!„ |, , <t
* schists.

-v,nh ( >f j; .

sr O11 tcrop is at 20, on the east

' >f Vlrnv's Pond, where clav slates, like thos ss< ited

f
-1 »nd again at 22 near the corner of Spring and Perry sts.

g for a sewer the rocks were recently exposed for the

gemmated

ins of a ferruginous mineral, and dipping al

u
• Similarly speckled schists occur at 1, 2, 22, and were ex-
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posed on Bellevue avenue from Levin to Pelham streets. At

24, near corner of Clark and Mary streets, a 2-foot seam of

coal was struck. At 25, near corner of Farewell and Marlbo-

rough streets some black slates were exposed severa

with Pecopteris arborescens and P. hemitaloides, together with a

new species which Lesquereux named P. Clarkii*; at 26, Fort

Gr< ene. mid the adjoining " Blue Rocks" dark gray ar

schists dip 30° N.W.
Miantnnnmu/i [till. Oxi'iinqlon Cove.—At 27, in a ravine

south of this hill, is an outcrop of niore than 20 feet of light

gray argillaceous schists associated 'with a conglomerate of

lartzyte pebbles dipping 20° N. At 28, west^of the

rtzyte conglomerate and argillyte dip 40°-45° E. to

N.E. The summit of the hill consists of a coarse conglome-

rate, like that of Easton's Point, 10-15 feet thick, overlying a

siliceous, ai S.E. toS.S.E.f These

grits crop out again at 29. Schists, like those of 27, but of

uncen lin dip, are exposed by the railroad cutting at 30. At

31, Coddington Point earth works, dark gray argillyte

15° S.W. At 32, the most easterly outcrop on C
Cove, is a 40 feet high cliff of more or less carbonace*
slates and a ig 15°-20° S.W. At 31

changes to 25°-80° W., a little north to 30°-35° N.W., the bend

in the shore being just opposite to that in the strike. Some of

the schist n that of Levin street, etc. Beyond,

the strata strike N.-S. with a very high westerly dip and *>

continue to 34. At 35, 20°-25° W., and a little south the re-

mains of a thick vertical quartz vein stand on the

ciated with the regular conglomerate but both vein and rocJi

contain much chlorite.

Bishop Bock—On the east side, argillaceous and
ceous schists, altemal
dip 30°-35° K to N.N.W. T lists with ter-

rugim .us nodules on the W. and N. side dip 45°-50° N.

Coaster's Harbor Island and Rock, Gull Rocks.— A
chloritic argillyte witl

to that at Brown's Point in Little Compton, dipping 'lo~-$

'ailed to find any outcrop o
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cove Kf. of 36, gray argillaceous schists, with minute nodules
of some talcose mineral and iVrru<rim>us veinlets, dip 20°-25°
N.E., reappearing on the W. side at 37, with a dip of 25°-30°
N.E. The projection S. of 37 is " quartz and claj aggregate"
like that of Sachuest Neck, with some c irl ona< eoiis slate. At

. dipping a

i north 35°-40° E.S.E. with N.N.W. fissures. The
looseness of this conglomerate has been described by

Prof. Ch. Hitchcock.* The pebbles increase in size northward,
the largest about 8x10 inches; they are rather spherical,
mainly quartzyte but sometimes argillyte. At 38, it contains
pieces of carbonaceous slate and of the speckled slate of 36,
37. Near 39 a piece over 6 inches wide oi

• and quartz, like the small veins near Sheep Point.
Ibis may have been a fragment from a seam of impure coal or,
as seems quite as probable, from its adhesion to the rock, may
have been formed at the time of the deposition of the conglom-
erate. This conglomerate occupies the n in ii dt i of the island,
°n the west side with schist and -rit. at 39. dipping 25°-30°
about S.S.E.; at 40, 30°-35' E.S.E., on the northeast side,

JN.N.W. at high angle, and at 41 and 42, with carbonaceous,
speckled slate, 20°-25° N.N.W.

Goat Island.—A boring reeentlv made within the forr, after
passing through 50 feet of alluvial gravel and clay, entered the

for about
""""

llytes with passages of calcite for about 150 feet.

»g N.N.E.
Rock (mis

.W.

Vie Lime Bocks.—The western one is a light gray, inclining
'0 bluish, dolomite, traveled !»v veinlets of quartz. A micro-
scopic section sh ovsno .in<- mt t structure ehai oteristi. of

limestones. Qn tbe south
l

si(]e are a senes () f joints or layers

Jpw a rough easterly dip. T forms also
the western half of the eastern rock, its <>t icr halt b< ng a yel-

dark
pUrp ] e and rarely n? s]ates> In one spot layers of

with 2-inch laversof dolomite: the dip

,g rock south of these is dolo-
" ut^nt possibly a bowlder.

7 Xeck.—The line from 44 south to the west side of

"alley's Beach forms the eastern boundarv of a bed of proto-

gine. No contacts between it an 1 -iliac. ' ' >

naceous schists on the cast have been to., ad. From 41 wesi to

^ and thence north to near 47, the limit of the pi-

concealed and as the nearest outcrops north are at the Little Lime
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Kock and 22, there is about half a mile square here of uncertain

age. At 47 and 48, the protogine is bordered by a narrow

Strip of highly inclined, siliceous argillyte ; at 51, these rocks

are seen in contact. The protogine becomes a compound of

greenish feld.-po and hyaline quartz, and the oyer

a stratified flint. From 51 to 50" there is a low cliff probably

due to a fissure. From 57 to 58, the two rocks are again in

contact and at 52 and 51 small insulated masses i

anrillvte overlie the protogine. At 46, disl

50° W.N.W. cross, 1 ,', vertical fissures running K.S.E.-W.

N.W. ; and, at 53. this stratification is crossed by a system of

joints dipping E.SE. At 19 arc hime veins of massive, bright

pink feldspar and milky quartz. At 56, on Lily Pond Beach,

the protogine is traversed by veins of flesh-colored, crypto-

er stalline feldspar and quartz. The southernmost
at Gooseberry Island. Lithologicallv, the rock varies from a

compound of quartz and pinkish feldspar, or of these with

chlorite, to one of all these with a greenish feldspar; and in a

few places it is probably a true granite. Its area measures

If X|- of a mile.

To the west of this tract is the "Flinty Slate" about l$xf
of a mile in extent. The contact on the north, south and west

is concealed or obscured hv sea. marsh or beach. At 59, near

the protogine, the dip is 50°-55° W.N.W. ; at 60, 85°-40

W.N.W. ; at 61, about the center, 85-40° N.W. From i>2, en

the south, northward to riM, the dips are: 62° X. 12
3 W. 70°,

65°-70°, 55°, 50-. all N.; a little w.-t of f,:;. :;5 K.S.K.. a little

north of it, 65° E. ; on the south side of Price's Xeck, at tif>,

10°-15° E.N.E. In the northern part the dip is high and un-

certain, but the strike in several places is clearlv N.E.-S.W.

Y>
siheeous atgdlvte; in some places an impure

granular to impalpable ; atone ..meration

of very small pebbles. The color is generally dark .

times with a greenish tinge owing to minute vein-

tine. The point forming the east side of Brenton's Cove is

a massive, dark purple, siliceous argiilvte, with veinlets of pale

bed . feet

>iatedwitb

old locality of pn cious s Tpentine is now concealed.* Both on

the north and south sides of the tract thin seams of
'

ceous argillyte occur. A little west of 63 the rock is very argU-

* A rtOtrmnss hnx marln of tViia SArncntitiA was sn mflffnetic as I
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laceous and schistose ; also at 62, 70 and m. At 62 and 70,
this appears to be exceptional, for on Price's Neck it is again
more siliceous. At 6Q, it encloses fragments of chl
lyre. The adjoining rocks on the west are not dissimilar and

20 N.B., as do the slates a little north, which belong
to the siliceous argillytes. It is difficult to determine the pre-
cise boundary at this point. Perhaps it should be drawn at
67 where greenish gray slates dip 10°-15°-20° E.S.E., and hold
nodules of a decomposed ferruginous quartz.

Ihe rest of the neck is mainly occupied In- bluish green and
irgiilyte. At 71, it is decidedly

'

> -ntic, dipping 35° N. 12° W., containing passages of calcite,
and underlaid by a ferruginous, list,* resem-
bling somewhat that at 17, Bailey's Beach, hut. still more, cer-

- in Church's Cove, Little Compton, at the base of
the chloritie argillytes. Some disturbance has occurred here,
tor these ferruginous rocks protrude through the overlying

nl a thick quartz vein u t >! rite traverses close
b& At 72, these argil! vtes with calcite dip L5° N.E., at 73,
10-25° N.B., at 74," alternating with dark purple ones, 10°

"V • A 1'ttle west the purple and green run in stripes across
the bedding and the layers scorn somewhat talcose. At 75,

£,
rav

,

es Point
' veina of" quartz with chlorite; a little west,

Jj'ack Point, the dip is 10°-15° N.E., at 76, 10°-15° B.S.E.
At 77, green and purple, very tineh la n n ited and lustrous

;.
" - ' li <: K> '2(» i:> N.N.W.: ai 78, the purple ones, 5°-10°

f^-Jfo
bounding in c.aleite. A little north the dip is

i-o"Hr25N-N.W. At Rac-ed Point, -rits and purple slates,
to.~20° N.E., at 80, Nan s Head. h> l'o N.K. with quartz

J«ng$ containing'eh!< it. id feldspar, ,,] slickenside j
mes

^-30°S.S.E. At SI • On the
west side of Castle Hill the amillvtes abound in calcite. At
^ purple and green si S.B. A recent exca-
yation south,,! 82, brou-ht to light green at-illyl
arge nodules, ,f M mi of crystal-

At 83, the dip is 3.V-40 N.X.W., at 84, purple
*™ green slates with calcite, dip 15°-20° E.S.E. From 84 to

::. schists, here and there with

:;:. .-,.. [' < ]•' \- v, ,,., Point of Frees Beach,

, 1; c ! ,ju, t and slate crop

<.K. At s.J, thecldonoccr^ll - hp
N

( "- id at .s; *

t ,
• - M 5 E.S.E. From 87

^west,,
. her of outcrops. At 88 purple

«JateS dip 30 ' 35 E.S.K. ; at Si>, purple and green, the former
:

^endingN.x, ebbles of dark purple
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and red jasper on the beaches about Brenton's Point, probably

originated here. At 90, which is 200 feet from the " Flinty

Slate," the dip is 25°-30° E.S.E. The two protruding rocks in

the northern part of the marsh dip toward the Flinty Slate in

a general E.S.E. direction. At 91, near the artillery stables,

the green slates dip 15°-20° E.S.E., and a lenticular mass of

quartzyte, 15 feet thick by -10 feet long, is partly enclosed by

them. Quartz veins abound hereabout. Returning to the west

shore of the neck : from 85 to 92 there are dark purple schists

passing into dark greenish ones, dipping 20°-25° E.S.E., and at

93, north of the redoubt, overlaid by the bluish green schists

with a similar dip. At 94, opposite the harbor, are exposed at

low tide green and purple slates containing nodules and pebbles

of dolomite and red jasper, alternating with layers of

yellowish, dolomite with veinlets of quartz Tike the dolomite

in the eastern "Lime Rock" and enclosing pieces of slate. A
microscopic section of it shows nothing but the structure char-

acteristic of limestone. These beds strike N.E., and the dip,

not clear now, Prof. C. H. Hitchcock found to be 40° S.E.

Fragments of a bluish gray dolomite, like that of the western

"Lime Rock," lie on the beach at 95, probably originating m
the outcrop mentioned by him but now concealed.*

Rose Island.—The wider southern portion is entirely ^hlo-

ritio argillyte, dipping on the east and south sides 20°-2o

NJ, on the west; 10°-20° N., and a little east of the light-

house, traversed by veins of quartz, chlorite and felde

tical with those at point 80, Ram's Head. At 55, about 10W

feet from the northern end, these rocks are followed by the

of Sachuest ^,~~

the end itself by carbonaceous

argillytes with the same dip.

Gonanicut.—The two parts of this island are united by the

strip of beach forming the head of Mackerel Cove.

The northern part ends south in a \ ti LCt of |
rotogine about

1 X imile in area gen- ii kish and agreenis

feldspar, quartz and chlorite At 101, this is traversed by on

larsre and several small veins of - «'W
:ti of milky quart

S.E. and dipping X.h'. Near LOO. the pink feldsp

large crystals, and at 100 the protogine is seen in con

siliceous argillyte, the two rocks being literally do

each other. This is due to faulting as may be seen :

foot long vein close by, which is faulted ten times,

ous argillyte passes shortly into a serpentine and epidote sen

' 'ng nodules of crystallized epidote and bod
.„ut: ii_ +-u~ „„u:**. „* ik « the end of i{W
nbling generally the

* Op. cit. p. 131; see also Jackson, pp. 2 ,

Hitchcock,
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Cliffs " in Newport. The dip is about easterly. There is a vein
one foot thick of pink feldspar and quartz like those of 56, Lily
Pond Beach. Near 99, this rock passes into a chlorite schist
with a little mica and minute pi md is identi-
cal with that of a portion of LNdge III "Paradise." The
'Dumpling" Islets seem to be of the same character, but the
one S.E. of 100 is protogine. At 99, the chloritic and epidotic
schists terminate. From 98 to 97 the protogine is bounded by
the regular siliceous argil lytes, like those at Newport and Sachu-
est Necks, which extend to 102, within half a mile of Jamestown
Ferry; at the east end of Hamilton .venue, dipping 15°-20°
E.; at 103, more highly inclined and striki i- X.X.W.-S.S.E.
From 97 to 96 the protogine is bounded by a triangular mass
of "quartz and clay aggregate," the last outcrop of which is at
104. At 96, on Mackerel Cove, these two rocks are seen in
contact. The quartz of the protogine is dark colored, like that
of the "aggregate" which lies upon it and which contains a
lew layers of dark gray slate. The dip is high and hardly
determinable, but at 105, dark gray slates dip 10°-15°N.W.,
overlaid beyond, along the shore of the cove, by light colored,

^e'y lami

]

, successively 20°-30°
W.N.W., 30° N.N.W., 15°-20° N.N.W., and frequently striped
across the bedding, ei urinous mutter like
the slates at the southwest corner of Coasters' Harbor Island,
^orth of Mackerel Cove, from lOfi to UK similar lieht rind

dark gray schists and slates recur, dippinu .successively 20°-25°,

»,25° and 30° W.N.W., with thieklv disseminated, minute
nodules of crystalline siderite, in some places striped across the

k- i
ngl and traversed by quartz veins with crystalline calcite

which, from its color in weathering, must contain some carbonate
01 iron. No satisfactory outcrops exist east of the line just foi-

led, but on the east tl 102, beyond the

northern termination of the siliceous argil lytes, the argillaceous

in°
te
ir

f the enst side of Mackerel Cove recur, dipping at 107,

i^W., a little south of the ferry, 25° S.S.E., at the ferry
W£.W., and at Taylor »

s Point) 10°_20° S.W. to S.S.W.
.J-.he southern part of Conanicut consists entirely of the sid-

»ugh in some places
we siderite i 8 wanting. The overlying rocks occur at Beaver
jead. At 109, south of the Mackerel Cove beach, the schists

J
P 10° N.W., at 110, north of that 1,,-ach, 2.) -3"-' N.W • "\

tt KrHSy are <lark C()l01^ as at 108; at 112 they dip 35 -40

;
J
?;
W'. becoming north somewhat ochraceous; and at 113

- dii t0 S.S.h. to 90 . Between L13 and 114
*he;e are no outcrops; but at 114 dark mica schists lip b.

J?-*,
at high angle, and a little be - inS w,tl

?
th e east shore of Dutch Island, much plicated, in folds several
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inches across, and veined with quartz. At 115 these mica

schists are interstratified with conglomerate of flat pebbles of

quartzyte, micaceous and argillaceous schist, dipping 20°-25°

E.S.E. At 116 carbonaceous and argillaceous schists dip 45° E.

S.E. The siderite schists on the west shore of Mackerel Cove,

from 109 south to 120. dip successively, 15° E.S.E., 15° N.N.E.,

10° N.E., 20°-25° N.E., 3<>
3
X.K.. 2fi°-3o J X.X.E., 20° N.N.E.,

25°-30° E. by S.E., 15° E.N.E., 10° N.N.E. ; at 121 in Hull's

Cove, 15° N.N.E. ; from the west side of Hull's Cove to Beaver

successivelv; 10°, 30° X.X.W., 5° S.S.E., 5°-10°

N. N.W., 10°-15'J W.S.W., 10°-15 N.N.W., lfr X.X.W., 5

N.W. or N.N. W., 1.7' X.W., b>
c W.S.W., 30° W.N.W. ;

from

Beaver Tail Light north to Austin's Cove on the west side of

the island : 30°, 35°, 40°^t5°, all W.N.W. ; at 124, 40° W. ;
at

125, 40° N.N.W. ; at 126, 40°-45° N.W. ; and at 127,—N.N.W.
The following observations were made: From 109 to 120 the

schist is often mmuteh plicated, one ^oeeimen showing 7 pli-

cations to the inch, and sometimes fold I ai hiizli angles. At

117 is a sheet of schist, broken off from the adjoining outcrop,

measuring about 5'X-VxO" which is folded twice at right an-

gles. At 119 occur veins of quartz, with chlorite and ferrugin-

ous, crystalline calcite like those between 106 and 108.
!?'hQ

schists and slates are very finely laminated, green
waxy, possibh slii*htl\ talcoid oi hvdro-mieaeeous. The mi-

nute nodules of siderite vary in size" and in distribution. Be-

tween 119 and 120 the schists are dark gray; at 120, striped

light and dark across the bedding. Between 120 and 121 is a

bed or vein 10 feet thick of a much decomposed, micaceous,

siliceous and ferruginous rock. At 122, the dark
recur with cubical pyrite, and continue to Lion's M
one vein of quart/ and calcite. The dark gray s<

both vertically and horizontally into the light colored. At

Lion's Head, are striped schists. At 123 there is a vein 1 to

3 feet thick, running N.W.-S.E. at high angle, of ;.

quartz with cubical pyrite and crystalline calcite. Near Hea-

ver Tail Light, the beds are slightly ochraceous;
side, north of the Light, they are alternately light or dark or

striped
; at 124, a vein like that of 123. At L2<5

nodules of siderite stand out on the weatl
finely veined with quartz. The latest nodules
mm. in diameter. At 127. the summit of a 1.20 f'

outcrop, traceable for about 1200 feet, c
end oi siderite schist which passes northward and horizontally

into a micaceous schist.
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Abt. XXVIII.— On the Crystalline Form of the supposed
Herderite from Stoneliam, Maine ; by Edward S. Dana.

In the preceding number of this Journal (III, xxvii, 135),
Messrs. Hidden and Mackintosh have described a mineral from
btoneham, Maine, which, as they show, is probably identical
with Haidinger's herderite. The first notice of this mineral
was given by Mr. Hidden in the January number (p. 73). Mr.
Hidden has had the kindness to place in my hands the best of
his specimens for crysta ion, and I have also
to thank Mr. George F. Kunz, of New York, for additional

furnished me for the same object. The study of
these specimens has enabled me to make out the form of the
mineral with reasonable accuracy.
The crystals examined were mostlv quite small, varying

from lor 2 to 3mra
in diameter, though there were also a few

larger crystals. A i . tion served to confirm

the form of the Maine mineral

ted closely to that of the herderite from Saxony.
*he position in which the crystals are placed is consequently
made to correspond with that of the herderite as given by
Hrookeand Miller (p. 490) and in Dana's System of Mineralogy
l?th ed., p. 546).* The measurements and 'the optical examina-
tl(>n go to prove that the crystals belong to the orth<
system.

J s

f
.
T

J*
e crystals are prismatically developed in the direction of

the brachydiau-onal axis, as shown in the figures (1, 2, 3), and
they areordinarih terrain t -1 ,t ,otl extn nit es of this axis

* he commoner forms are those of figures 1 and 2, the habit

ocording to the development of the pinacoids h and c.

more complex forms, as that in bVure 3.

nodified
several minute planes not there represented ; these

vhich could l

^ned with certainty.
"he observed planes are fifteen in number, viz:

• ' 1 (010, h): prisms /(HO), i-2 {V20

mi*» 1 (lll,i.X t (332, q), 3 (,'l.il. ;/): .:>
I
WJ. .-. : 3-3 (131, y).

Considerable difficulty was found in obtaining sal

tundamental angles, and a large number of measurements were
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made before these could be settled upon. The reas

is that the planes, though in most eases bright, sel

sharp well-defined reflections. Their surfaces are

irregularly striated, again uneven as if broken, and still

ut.e pyramidal prominences.

obtain two or more equally

bright reflections, and these prominences mark the tendency of

the crystallization to produce "vicinal" planes in the place of

the simple plane whose position they so nearly occupy. Sim-

ilar elevations have been observed on the surfaces of the crys-

tals of many species (see the memoirs of Scharlf*, Sadebeck and

others), and very recently Dr. Max Schuster has made a minute

and careful sfn.lv of them on the crystals of dnnburite from the

Scopi (Min. Mitth., 1883. 397), and has discussed their signifi-

cance in the development of the crystalline form. It is not con-

sidered necessary to go into the subject here, but it i< evident

that, in such eases as the above of multiple reflections, neither

one gives the true position of the plane in question ;
in general

it was found that the mean of the two measurements corre-

sponded to it more closely.

The angles finally selected as the basis of calculation were

those most nearly free from the irregularities named, the surfaces

of the planes being smooth and the reflections tolerably sharp

and well defined. These angles are:

Ma 1-1 over (Oil ~ Oil) =45° 54'

from these angles

06823 or 0-6206:

and the following list gives the most important of the calcu-

lated angles.
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>-l-*, 001 - 011= 22° 57' i"-/ov. i-%, 110a1I0= 63° 39'

-H - 032= 32 25 i-2 - Z-20V. «, 120 - 120= 77 43

-3-S, a 031= 51 47 i-Lil 130-130=56 29

$H -302=45 40 l-lll-l
' 011-011= 45 54*

-1 , -111=38 46 H-H 032-032=64 51

-I, -332= 50 18 3-S-3-S 031-031= 103 35

For comparison with the calculated, angles the following

.._The onlv detailed account of the

lorred to. Figure 4 represents

riven by him, bul i

,,i,alimsmisi..itsonl.n ary

Xgy)
g
It will be'seen that

snot correspond very closely

iat of the Maine i

Planes given for herderite are O (001, c), « (100, a\ ** 010, 6)

JC110), fi (032, 0, W (061, s), 1 (HI, P), 8 831, »> 4 («M>
ov mm,,,r;„., . . it will De beeu
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that all of these planes except the macropinacoid and the pyra-

mid 4 occur on the Maine mineral, while with the latter there

are eight not given for herderite. The axial ratio given for

herderite is

:

The following list will show how far the angles correspond :

These angles are in the four principal zones and serve as well

as a much larger number to show the relation of the two

minerals. It will be seen that the angles in the brachydome

series approximate very closely, as also those of the unit pyra-

mids, while the macrodomes and vertical prisms vary some-

what. In other words the ratio (compare the a

given) of the axes b: c is nearly the same, while those of a:o

and a : b differ slightly. This variation is a real one and not

caused by error in the assumed fundamental angles ; for ex;

ample for herderite the angle of the macrodome is 302 A 302

= 89° 0', while on the Maine phosphate the measured values of

this angle varied in the extreme cases from 88° to 88° 45', the

igles being those given in the tal

What degree of dependence is to be placed on the original

'
? of Haidinger cannot be determined, but it may be men-

~ nrnl. Strr"wtioned in this connection that Groth iMin. Saminl.

p. 259) states that his measurements on an original specimen

confirmed those of ILiidingcr. Neither the vai :
i

nor in angle is, however, sufficient reason for sepa

two minerals, but we must conclude that the results of the

crystallographic study of the Maine phosphate serve to

strengthen the probability of its identity with

mineral. The question, however, cannot be regard*]

until something more definite is knDwn about tb<

composition of the latter mineral. It is much to be

one of the few existing authentic specimens will

means of at least determining whether it <

suspected by Plattner, or beryllium like the mineral iron
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The remaining two are atnyl alcohol, which gives ;.

tone.—JBer. jlrl. rf„ lllm (,,.,.. wi. .:,.i i. .J-,,,., js-4. ... v. v..

2. On the use of Nitrogen hx'l'nk h, Phofoan-.fn/.—Iu experi-

juriitiii'j with miro-en iodide, pn-j >a red oy t lie action of iodine

upon an aqueous solution ol ummonia. (it v.u;i> lias observed that

gas being evolved with eti'ervoeence. The minimum action takes

place in the violet, the maximum in the Uue. in the red-orange the

lution. When placed in pure water, and exposed to

nitrogen iodide decomposes at first tranquilly, then e\-

decoinpoves quietly, no explosion taking place, the ra-

; use of tiiis reaction in photometry. ' But the result

photonietrh ! I'Tiitrogcu'iodi

by the action ot 11.J- l^ix en thu. : |M I 1 , rrX 1
1
,1.-pN : amn

products.—ifa//. *So<\ <_/,:,,>.. II, vii. i
_'. .Ian., 1884. G. r. B.

3. On the 1>, <..:..:
,, //„„ ,,,'„ ,, from Nitric acid,

Divkks has :

'.
f various metJ

hydrogen i
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copper, mercury ami bismuth. The si- metals form nitrite,

and water, ami exert no further action, producing- neither

lia nor liydroxylamine. They decompose the nitric acid
rdroxyl and nitroxyl combining with these radicals to form
e and nitrite, which by secondary reactions become water,
acid and metal nit r.-it< . ate nitrogen

noting

magnesium, aluminum lead iron amd the alkali i metals. These
form am .euerallyhydrox not produce

te with tree nitric acid. On
thc\ rea on their owi trate. Two

molecules of d separating

f six of th<

verted to wa
hydroxyzine; 2d, they combine with hydroxy i.Ul tine to form

drate which decomposes with
metal-Ivy rumonia. The that nitrites

have a indicated by t he name « i mates,- the

metal being directly united to their cdtrogen. Tli •idiea! is the

* in nitrates -NO
a
— , these

oxylcon i pounds. — /. Chem. Soc, xliii, 44:), Dee.,

4. On the Oxidat,ion of Fhospho LfUtUW.—It
by Irving that phosphorous le, prepared

es have repe
monts \\ ith a view 1 verily them. They obtai ned a perfectly

lite deposit in the farther chambers of the tube, an
:' two of these and exposing one to the light whil
is kept in darkness, they observed that the fori

own in a few hours, while the latter remained whi
lining the white mass with a lens, it was seen to b
mite crystals, mid on shaking a portion into the a

>k fire. Another portion of the white deposit t



/COOH.
>r OH-C—COOH. Barth, the following year, produced it from

\COOH.

to three others; contrary to the hypothesis of Kekule. This lat-

•lioxytartronic acid, and lias succeeded, 1st, in pro-

it, by the action of reducing agents, lartronie, inac-

t ,ric acid 'fin insoluM ci i iet« sti
'

>. liuiu" , rboxytar-

Meyer; first bee;

i. It is therefore (deai • that carboxytartronic

the con>titutioi! hitlu-

named. It should not ;,,,' ... died carboxytar-

oxymethin tricarbonic

>cause it does not possess the constitution ex-

lames; and second, beesiuse these names should

icir proper acids. Altin he exact formula

ig to the difficulty of X :i \,,ing the water of

: no doubt exists that this acid stands in simple

the phe
by observing it on

f the spectroscope i
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the D line is taken as 0-589 mikron, the first charac-

- hand in the phosphorescent spectrum lies between
0-942 and 0-861, and the second between the wave-lengths 0-804
and 0-715. A greenish-Mae phosphorescing sulphide of calcium
gives a more vivid spectrum than Iialmain's paint. A plate cov-

lllphi

i-blue preparation, li '«> found that the pho
j

i than t

^--u-ume preparation. It was tound that the pho:
light is stronger during the actio,, of the cxcitii
™l. and the distribution ^ a!s,, diiforeut in the two cases.—
Ann. der. /%*;/,• „,.,/ t /„,„„. 1 — ... No.]', pp. t» t7 -m>. j. t.

7. Earth iJurn-nU- In repl- :
M. Lar-

roque,M. E. E. Blavikk. wh,
'

u electrical

effects upon a line W\ ween Xa, icy and Par!-, >a vs.' in

The potent; dified by

<l "" 1
- " . luit this va at , n .- ii tini . I\ -h- rt md « \\ WW v\n i

is soon re-estnldishod, and the slight chau-es irivnio trace upon
;i striji of pin.tooa-aj.lih oat,.-,' o,, whirl, the space uiveii to one

t'^M'u-ri.M,
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'

line. The curves furnished on a line from Paris to Chalons were

compared with those given by a line from Rue de Grem lie, in

Paris, to the Porte de Flandres, and were found to exhibit the

ixactly the same direction.— Comptes Bendtis, Dec. 31,

1883, pp. 1551-1553. J. t.

8. Heat in iron due to periodi etic force*

—The heat noticed has been attributed by
5 of the magnetic molecule:

called heat of magnetic i'neti on. Other in'vestimators tl

this heat is duo almost laonetic induction in

the mass of iron. E. W IG have take
"aTargesubject and their experi

part of the heat is due
; lead them to believe tha

i. The magnetizing

coil and the carefully coi

.villi double walls tilled with (i.i< i pieces of ice. The

"iron, generally in the sha,.,. res, was
eneh.s. -d in the bulb of y an ether thermom-
eter. The leading print:iple of the method adopted was to heat

the iron by two cyclic !ses. In the fi

varied from
to +k. k was 170 time

+ /.;; in the se cond cycle j

s the ponent of th dearth's

magnetism in Freiburg. Ifth e heat produce. I depended only upon

the electrical resistance of tin3 iron, and if the co
the iron was zero the an thora the dou-

ble cycle should be twa- that cycle.
'

In c

in which they used a thick 1

cases the ratio of the he

r that

sources of error that might arise from the cllauge in cha raetei-of

t! tetuporarv and perm magnetism due to change
tion of the

much heat was due to the application "ol
: Carnot's ]

: temperature. The genera

mo,,.,-tion of the heat ob

icfion.— 1»"
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tter.)—Before coming to Leon we remained six weeks
as studying the language. While there I learned that

s had been found on a sandstone at a quarry in the

and took the first opportunity fm- visiting the quarry,

ry is situated southwest of the School of Arts and about

time on the sandy beach of Lake Manaqua, winch is only a few

rods from the quarry. The bottom of the foot-print was gener-

ally about two-third's of an inch below the even surface of the

stone, and some of the impressions were quite distinct, showing

>nu < if each toe. Most of the tracks were largv

). but some of them were evidently made by a child. I

bvi n
[
iir\ : hat v. hen (lie -ti at iini of sandstone

oward tl v west. 1 « xamim-d the Mrnta ,

tone containing th. tracks, md tin vertn il s .tern (from

are found about twelve feet below the surface. Some of the over-

lying beds contain numerous arrow-heads and other n
are quite unknown among the Spanish-speaking Indians who now

j "is highly volcanic and prob-

.'.

.- , ^ . ' . •. ;,-

''

^. ",'.
..

:

.
'

.
.

id.

Jukes, that in a regh
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plied consequent) comprises ( li cross-stream- ii

though indubitable

sea may so extend its e. u-si- as't.. i |»i n,l *ub\i number
" Mi '' <-n-s-.||Vin,,x. Additional *-\ainplc> an- de>eribed origi-

iscussed at length. w. J. M.
3. K. J. V. Stkexstkui* oh the Glacier and Glacier-ice of

>>lan<I. st pi,, svo with 7 plates and a colored uvo-

- ,,., the \\V>t Greenland re-i^n.

i irdh - „| „, |„ n JaUUhau.) and rl :?()' X
,

- the inland ..f Did,.. Thi tin; mi] •

'

• • • : . .. •
. : ^ '• :

-

frrtluT north ; the !\\i\ ribiui'*.

''j'^iitie. "jibout 'nisk<!

n,

;ill d'

'
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insists should remain upon a morphological basis, without

are of other considerations. And his strength is mainly de-

\ to a natural arrangement of the families (orders of Jussieu)

r more comprehensive orders, cohorts and classes, etc. Of
50 he begins the series of Phanerogams, class Anoiospenme
the Monocotyledones. We should all do that now, if we

to begin anew, and if we keep Gymnospermae as a class, so

give the latter its proper position between the higher Cryp-

ms and the Annk>sperriio U < Dicotvlodones. Of course, also,

irtificial division- of p..,!,

,

r ,!.,}„, '<;<>,»<,}>, t„l„ and Apetalm

ho died on the

»nt, March 10.
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guished Agrostologist, General William Mcmm, who died Jan.
29, at the age of 64; also of the two eminent !5rvolo<_dsts \V.
P. Schimpbr, March 20, set. 72, ami ,;f Ensv^r UamYs:, Xov. 23.
®t. 85

; of N. J. Axdekson of Stockholm, who hail been infirm
for several years, hut survivo.l until Maieh 20; and of Robert
Fortune, who died April 13, a) the age of 68.

In the year 1881, died Ludwig Rabenhorst, the Cryptogam-
L tU the a-v.M' 7.i : Matiiii^ .Ia.-oi; Srin.mi. :v a

.:
'

•

. ^ '-;

>"«'*; Muuaki, Pakem.vm Kn,iKuo, ;™. a brother of Maria
hi in :i,l, ie i, K.-,.t li linn botany, .htlv 30, get. 69;

[|l ^n ( , ,, \\ lM , N u i
(
,.,. ! U ,d ins *t m* 1 th,

fplanN in Fmrope, Jnlv27, an. 77: Paii.
\n-VTMKR Lorentz, who was professor of botanv at (>-doha. in

-. hut who died at Cone.. prion in Pm-nay,
'.'h 6, a-f. 52; and <hio Wri.ina.M S.ixkki: ,»f lias

*ed November 21, at. 70.
hi the vear ts._> \V0 lost J.wepi! Pkoatsm:. Februarv S at the

, • II. K T, * urr:s, who died at IYradeniya.

-ember 11 tvt 71- and here we may also add the



Dr. George Engelmaxx.—Just as these pages were going-

ie press we are grieved to learn that our oldest associate and

id, the most venerable and eminent of our botanists, who bad

ined his 75th birthday on the second of February, died on

eleventh, at his home iii St. bonis, after a short illness. AI-

III. Astronomy and Mathematics.

1. Double Star observations made in 1879 and 1880?
I *:>-/>/'•/, infractor <>f the Dearborn Observatory, Chi<

W. lb ,;v,;.vm.-T'
S

Soe. contains Mr.
stars, and measures of 770 othe
The several catalogues of Burnham's new stars now contain

1013 numbers. In the appendix to this memoir the author gives

the number of pairs of double stars in class 1 (distance 0"-0 to

1";0), and in class II (distance l"-0 to 2"-0), occurring in the

principal original double star catalogues.

Burnham, catalogue of 1

Hence, he
under >" are

below the stl

The Milkv U'uv hav

her of new d

follows

:



><1 Mathematics.

observations of Mr.

alter witl.

<>.' \Va'sh-

lisho.l by

..t 7,",\;;,r.

f

cjini,t,.,-s fl( |i,

"I'-ll tin-. ,- ,,,

[a of construction of the several

Projections, and U followed by thirty-one tables. a a. k.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific [ntelligence.



•produced

•uracy. The acT..mp:r.i\ ,,-_i im-moi'i i^ives a tabic, extending

>ver upwards of forty pages, of magnetic declinations reduced to

ion, chiefly in the I nind States. the pn -.-ding 4th edition of

vhich was published in June, 1881, gives a most valuable and m-

eresting summary of the facts relating to the secular variation of

he magnetic needle in this country, together with the enumera-

ion of the long series of observations upon which the results are

)ased. • A special plate shows the portion of the region in north-

sastern Maine and beyond, where the needle has reached its

vestern elongation and become stationary ; and also of that in

opposition with respect 1

nog to a cres t, the othi

exhibits the more or les

line of the North Atla

of the isogonie system ii . th-'vicin

Sented by i

2. Jbijt.s t'amiid hi/ the JVorthe
Uai-iiaki. Pumpelly, Di
Survey, organized in is*

of the Northwestern Te

ction of the

utal Sumih

.. tly issues

bv the Topographical Department, A. P. ^ "*"?

''-.•, associated with R. W. Goode and Louis

tt,W.T.,J»

•ille Region', W. T. ; Judith BaMti. Montana.

fi/v Mountain., Montana. The maps have been

ed b.- Julius Bien, of New York.

phy under Karl Ritter, and geology t



by studies from 183
In 1839 he was called to the Professorship of
ieal Geography :it Xi'iiohate!, where Agassiz

^wiui-riaml In-twoen she Alps and tl

those of different kinds of rocks wei
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Board of Education as lecturer to "the n

Stale on o-coo-raphv ami the best ways of tea

after his' arrival in the nntrv he delivei

: - ; i-. :. ,. ' !!-.. .'

:.''
;•

;
; ;•;

'

i

Sarth and Man/" The volume -

•w.s and exalt, ,1 to,,,- of <! and heart

tic stftdy of the physical geography of tlie I'nited States,

;ially as regards the features of its mountains and the heights

eir peaks^from northern New England to South Carolina.

principal results up to 1801 are presented in one of the

lies of this Journal for that year, in a paper "on the Physi-

tructure of the Appalachian System." His last work of this

icter was carried on in the Catskill Mountains, during sev-

uimmers between 1802 and 1870, the latter two years after

on account of the pathless forests spreading over many of

i.-m^ul-

iltie>, discovered heights among the peaks
ellent map of the region.

(This Journal, volume xix, 1880.)

Professor Guyot's theological and scientific t raining fitted him

to make a judicious exposition ot the first chapter of Genesis. A
brief statement of his views on the <uhjed has been before the

country in the chapter on Cosiim-onv hi Dana's Manual of Geol-

oov^li-rived orally from him The ch^in" labor of his life wa*
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Art. XXIX. — Recent Kj-plornlious in V>, Wapj.nxjer VnUey

Limestone vf Dutchess G*>nnt>/, Xe/.v York; by Prof. WlLLIAM
B. DWIGHI. V;iss;i C.V)!] _',-. Pon-h ken >si'e. X. Y. With
Plate VII.

No. 4.

—

Descriptions of Calciferous (?) Fossils.

In a previous paper of this series, four years ago,* the writer

made known his ide H as Tren-
ton rocks, in the limestones of the Wappii.ger Valley. This
determination was founded on the presence of the ordinary but
very mutatis jidered characteristic of the Cal-

ciferous in the United States.

One year later announcement was made, in a brief note,f of

his further discoveries, in the same apparently Calciferous stra-

tum, of fossils far more striking and important. These were
stated to be gasteropods and one or two small brae

accompanying orthoceratites lying crowded together, in some
localities, and in much variety of structure and of size, reach-

ing in some cases a length of 9 inches, and in others a width

of U.
The long interval which has followed without the publica-

tion of the details in this scries of papers has been unavoidably
due to the extent of the problems, and of the work, thus sud-

denly and unexpectedly presented. The question of the true

age of the stratum was at once re-opened: new, careful and
extended exploration for all attainable facts was imperatively

* This Journal, January, 1880. f This Journal, January, 1881.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVII. No. 160.—April, 1884.
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demanded. Under this exploration the stratigraphic relations

of the adjacent slates and the two limestone formations, which

at first seemed simple, proved exceedingly complicated; a

large mass of f< ssils in • highly fragmentary and considerably

metamorphosed condition has been collected, from which defi-

nite results in determination could be reached only by the most

delicate and ilation, and the most painstaking

collation of forms. This field work is not yet concluded, for

every excursion, while contributing perhaps to the solution of

previously unknown quantities, has brought forward new

problems."

On account of the richness of this field in facts of paleouto-

iogical and stratigraphical importance, it is now evident that

justice cannot be done to the subject within the limits of these

papers. Tin' general facts, however, of both the stratigraphy

and judeoutolo;_v\ of this limestone belt will be presented here,

leaving the more complete discussion of the subject for a mo-

noirraph which the writer designs to prepare as soon as the

tion can be sufficiently completed. The

Trenton limestone present has already furnished additional

fossils, of ill hereafter be given.

The particular object of the present paper is to begin the

descriptions of Caleileroiis (?) fossils. Before describing them,

however, it will be proper to add a few very brief statement-.

sufficient for the present purpose, as to their occurrence and

the probabilities as to their age.

What I am prepared to say at present in regard to their rel-

ative age may be stated as follows :

I. The rock containing them, both in its lithological charac-

ter and its fossils, is quite distinct from the super-jacent lime-

stone which is beyond question Trenton.
II. Its orl m any similar collec-

tion, taken as a whole, as far as I know, in either the Trenton

or the Black River groups, in the facts that no species are

found among them whose septa are more distant than about

nine to the inch, most of them having septa standing much

more closely; and the additional feature that with the rarest

exceptions the siphons are lateral, if not marginal, with a ten-

dency to be proportionally very large throughout the group.

III. Everywhere cl< with the orthoceratites

are various gasteropoda appearing to be identical with those

accounted 3 of the United States

and of Canada. Notably there are admirable specimens of the

.atelv lu h dc-eribed .
i

by Salter. (Geological Survey of Canada, Decade I, p. W
orthoceratites, there

assigning this limestone to the so-called
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Calciferous group. But the presence of these new fossils, to

say nothing of existing doubts as to the true si

relations of much that lias elsewhere been called Calciferous,

suggests great caution in deciding upon the horizon.

On the other hand, these fossils as a whole, cannot at pres-

ent be safely assigned to any other group with so much justifi-

cation as to the Calciferous. They will be so assigned at this

time, but with the understanding that it is a provisional

A more full discussion of the age of this rock will be

after the fossils have been more fully described,

including the, is above mentioned.
This Calcii d in many places by

the Trenton in much smaller masses, displays its fossils for a

number of mile> above and below Poughkee'p-ie, in the Wap-
pinger Valley. By far the richest locality, however, is at the

., xjhdale
;
especially are the orthocerata the largest,

and the most crowded together in a low ledge on a hill-aide

about 900 feet northwest of the woolen mills.

I am much indebted to the kindly and most valuable assist-

ance of Mr. R. P. Whitfield in the difficult study of the

specimens as well as in the drawing of some of the figures.

Figures 1, la, 4 and 5 were outlined by him from the type

In my descriptions of Rochdale fossils, the richly fossiliferous

ledge exposed for 200 or 300 feet each side of the cross-wall

between the farms of H. Titus and W. Badgely, about 900 feet

northwest of the woolen mill, will be named E>. Another Cal-

ciferous locality, next to the one just mentioned in paleonto-

logioal importance, designated F, consists of a series of out-

•ly above the surface of the ground in W. Badgely's
field extending from the northerly extremity of ledge D,
tween two hills, to the Pleasant Valley turnpike, with whicl

I about on a level throughout. This locality is spec
in small and neat annulated and other orthocerata, while the

ledge D is filled with the larger Cephalopods.

Crustacea.

Quite a number of fragments ol triiobites have be,-

i '. One which is a portion of a thickened margin
of a cephalic shield, is 5em long and 13mm wide. But the frag-

ments which are sufficiently well preserved to admit of specific

i are small, belonging to animals probably 5cm or

under in total length. The cephalic shields of the two species

here described are not sufficiently complete to justify a satis-

factory decision as to the genus. The courses of the facial
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sutures are especially incomplete. While they in many re-

spects strongly resemble Bathyurus, they do not appear in all

points to conform to that type. For the present, however,
they will be provisionally classed under that genus.

Bathyurus taurifrons, n. sp.

Glabella very convex, much elevated, slightly conical, the

sides of its posterior two-thirds being nearly parallel, while its

anterior third is a little narrowed, and then rounded in front.

Its greatest width is two-thirds of its length exclusive of the

occipital ring. There is a slight, yet evident longitudinal line

of angularity along the summit, and there are three pairs of

very faint transverse furrows extending from the sides obliquely

backward for about one-third of the width of the glabella.

Certain trac • tea fourth pair situated more
anteriorly. The three pair first mentioned are so situated that

lines joining the outer ends of each pair would divide the sur-

face nearly into quarters. With the above exceptions the

IS entirely smooth.
The summit of the glabella is about its greatest width (and

its anterior border about half the same), above the level of the

anterior edge of the cephalic shield. In the specimens de-

scribed this summit elevation is 7-5"un
. From the anterior dor-

sal furrow the surface of the cephalic shield descends in a

steep sigmoid curve to its anterior margin which projects in a

horizontal distance bevond the dab.dla about one-third of the

maximum transverse diameter of the latter.

The dorsal furrow extends entirely around the gh

is not very deep. The anterior limb of the cephalic shield is

about one-third wider than the glabella. The fixed cheeks are

narrow; the palpebral lobes (not thoroughly preserved in the

specimens), are small and opposite the center of the glabella.

The occipital furrow is well marked and extends the entire

glabellar width; the occipital ring has a longitudinal axis

about one-sixth that of the glabella, and extends laterally a

little beyond the dorsal furrows. Movable clicks and thoracic

eral margin semicircular. The axial lobe well defined, in front

one-third of entire width of pygidium. tapering co

to the rounded posterior termination which docs not quite at-

tain the junction posteriorly of the lateral lobes: its length is

two-thirds that of the entire pygidium. It is quite convex

transversely, while it also curves rapidly down from front to

rear. Its surface is without furrows and quite smooth, except-

ing a slight angularity along the median line of its summit,
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and two tubercles situated close together at its posterior termi-

nus. The lateral lobes are less convex than the axial, and
marked by three or four faint farrows, some of which may be
traced across the margin by close inspection.

The depressed nnrgiuai band is rather wide, being about
> of the greatest width of the pygidium ; it is but

rower at the extreme posterior portion.

The elevation of the anterior portion of the axial lobe above
the marginal edge of the pygidium, is nearly equal to the

greatest width of that lobe; about 4mm in present specimens.
On account of the disappearance of all thoracic portions in

specimens, the connection of the above described pygidium
with the cephalic shield described, can only be inferred from
their frequent occurrence intermingled in close proximity.
These occurrences seem to justify the decision of the identity

of the species. There is much general resemblance between
b and Bathyurus extans of the Trenton. Yet there

differences, such as the remarkable elevation of the

glabella in the new species, while the pygidia vary in many

Locality—Calciferous, Ledge D, Rochdale.

Bathi/urus/ ci-ot((/i/rims
t

n. tsp.

Glabella low, convex, strongly conical, its sides being some-

width is very little less (about ,-
l

4
-) than its length exclusive of

the occipital ring, and is found at about one-sixth of this length

anteriorly to the occipital furrows. In the anterior third, the

and less. '[ jlea are well

rounded. Surface of glabella is covered with tubercles ;
there

are no glabellar furrows; dorsal furrows extend quite around,
and are very deep : occipital furrow vwll-marked and extend-
ing across the entire breadth of the glabella ; the tuberculated

that of the

i front of it, while its width scarcely equals that of

a. Fixed cheeks of moderate width ; these, and the
'

»bes, depressed convex, the latter carrying a broad

groove at the exterior margin over the eye. The an-
tenor margin of the cephalic shield projects in front of the

ut one-fifth of the length of

the latter, exclusive of the occipital ring. The posterior
limb of the eepha shield extt ids out laterally at nearly

"ght angles to the longitudinal axis.

Movable dated, with a rounded
lateral mars derate. General outline of
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cephalic shield not thoroughly defined in the specimens.

rax and pvgidium unknown.
Locality—Calciferous. Ledge D, Rochdale, N. Y.

ments of half a dozen individuals found.

Cephalopoda.

L't/t't'vuras Vassarina, n. sp.

Figs. 1, la and 8.

Shell stout, large and smooth, varying in the same individual

from lmm to 2mm in thickness; considerably curved in most

specimens; the transverse-section is more or less distorted by

coup ession in the best preserved specimens, but it appears t<;

be broadly elliptical, the transverse axis being a little less than

one-fifth shorter than the dorso-ventra! axis. Taper gradual,

about one part to nine near the chamber of habitation.

Septa from 10 to 15 or more to the inch, deeply concave, the

concavity exceeding by one-half the depth of the interseptal

spaces; tic - a but slightly curved along the

hiieral margins, arching somewhat forward toward the concave

ventral margin, and very strongly forward toward the convex

dorsal margin. The extent of this forward deflection near the

dorsal and siphuncular side, about equals three of the inter-

septa! spaces, while that near the ventral side is sotn

than one interseptal space. In several of the most marked

specimens, the line joi-. . the points of maxi-

mum deflection to the front, on the opposite margins (shown by

the dotted line in fig. 7a), would show a considerable angular

deviation from the dorso-ventral line.

Siphuncle marginal, somewhat flattened, and of moderate

-i/. w ik j i- probabh som vhat triable in dif-

ferent individuals of the species. In the specimen described

in which it is best shown, fig! 8, its greatest diameter (parallel

to the margin) is 4mm and its transverse diameter about ,'- less.

where the shell has a dorso-ventral diameter of 29mm - In the

other specimen (fig. 7) the siphuncle appears to have about the

sun proportion neai ihe chamber of habitation,:

shell is two d neter,. In some specimens at least (as sho^n

in fig. 7a) the siphuncle, which is dorsal, is situated considera-

bly to one side of the dorso-ventral axis. It is *\vj^>

the gentle expansions occurring where it is met by the ven

oblique edges of the septa.
'

The chamber of habitation is capacious. Local it

erous, Rochdale, N. Y., throughout the fossiliferous layers, but

especially at Ledge D.
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This is one of the most prominent and abundant of the ortho-

ceratites in the Wappinger Creek valley; it occurs mostly in

small fragments, sometimes closely crowded together ; the
largest known specimens have an incomplete length of five or
six inches, implying a complete one of eight or nine inchea
Several orthocerata of the latter length have been collected

which are probably referable to this species, but lack of evi-

dence as to the septa and siphuncle leaves the question at

present in doubt. Although the specimens here described, and
many similar ones, appear to belong under "Cyrtoceras," yet

there is reason for doubt on this point. Tins arises from the

presence of quite a number of orthoceratites closely resem-

bling these, as far as can be judged in their imperfect state, but

which are nearly or quite straight. It is possible that this

latter group on "fur; iay disclose a specific

difference in the shape of the cross-seetion, and especially in

the rate of increase in the diameter of the shell which seems
to differ from the taper above described. A local name has

been assigned in honor of the college in whose vicinity these

specimens occur.

l'l/)'to<'er<(.s / Jartyloides, n. sp.

Figs. 9 and 9a.

.Shell small, slender, tapering about £th to the inch : gently

curved : surface not known, except so far as it appears smooth
in vertical section; transverse section (of which only about

three-fourths is evident) apparently elliptical, with the propor-

tions of six to five for the two axes.

Septa about seventeen to the inch, considerably concave, the

concavity equaling the depth of the interseptai spaces ; their

sutures horizontal at the lateral margins and very slightly

curving forward at the dorsal margin; thgv arc not preserved

in the specimen at the ventral margin, but the partial obliquity

in the position of. the septa shown in the longitudinal section

- more arching forward on the

ventral than on the dorsal side.

Siphuncle marginal, very nearly circular, there being a

barely perceptible flattening parallel to the margin: it is on

than >""'.
. meil al that point,

while at the larger end, its diameter is ^To""" or about one-

third the whole diameter of that portion. This species bears

' resemblance to Orthun.-ra.-i aur

Nat. and Geol., vol. iv, Cal. ferous group), yet the Cana-

dian fossil, the type specimen of which, by the kindness of
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Mr. J. F. Wbiteaves, I have been able to examine, differs in

several points, as lack of curvature, less proportional size of

siph uncle, different shape of cross-section, stronger forward

arching of the septa near the siph uncle, and other features.

Locality—Calciferous, Ledge D, Rochdale, N. Y.

Cyrtoceras microscopicum, n. sp.

Fig. 11.

Shell very small and with exceedingly thin, delicate walls.

It is known'only in the exhibition of a longitudinal section of

a single specimen. It is much curved on the inner margin,

and very moderately on the outer one; its taper is ;

very rapid, but as some of this appearance may be due to pos-

sible obliquity of the section, no definite rate can be stated.

Septa extremely delicate and crowded together at the rate of

about 96 to the inch, with a gentle concavity, and meeting the

dorsal and ventral margins at the same level. Neither the

siphuncle nor the cross-section are known. The only speci-

men collected has a length of H\Y :\ .vhiic ii < transverse diam-

eters at the extremities are respectively emm and 3
mm

.

Locality—F, Calciferous, Rochdale, N, Y.

Orthoceras spissiseptitm, n. sp.

Fig. 12.

Shell quite small, slightly curved, thin, and apparentlj

nearly cylindrical. As the only specimen collected presents

merely a plane longitudinal section, more or less

rate of taper cannot be stated more exactly. Sep
and exceedingly close together, at the rate of about 95 to the

inch; their concavity is considerable, niter making
allowance for obliquity of the section : their junctions with the

shell are evidently eo;

other. Transverse section, and siphuncle unknown. The

fragment of the only specimen collected is 10*5mm long, and

about 6mm in transverse diameter.

Locality—Calciferous, Ledge D, Rochdale, N. Y.

Orthoceras Henri, ttav. sp.

Shell small and tapering gently, at an approximate rate o

the inch < these an nutations
are

always formed more or less by undulations of the entire bony

of the shell, which is quite variable in thickness in different

places; but frequently the rimr* are increased b\

of the shell where they occur" Chamber of habitation long

,
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it is apparently contracted anteriorly in several specimens, all

of which are longitudinal sections made by natural weathering.
This apparent contraction may be due to obliquity of the sec-
tions, or to curvature. No specimen has yet been collected
that gives any other view of the fossil than a sectional one.
Septa delicate and frequent, usually from twenty to thirty to
the inch, though some have more; they are gently concave, and
some of the natural sections exhibit" them in positions where
tnev indicate some obliquity of suture.

.

The imperfect transverse section, fig. 14«, exhibits an ellip-

line; a more complete one, since obtained, reveals an
of three to one, much greater than that indicated in

this figure.

Siphuncle lateral, but probably not marginal, circular, with
a diameter of a little less than rich), where
the shell has a diameter of 6-3n"n

. Locality—Calciferous, one
or two specimens at Ledge D, but chiefly at locality F, Roch-

I have thought it proper to give these graceful orthocerata a

me in honor of Mrs. Henrietta Manning of New
*ork City, since her generous contribution toward the ex-
penses of .'

o)
- paleontological research have

ilitated the work and h . a patron of
science.

Oncoceras vasiforme, n. sp.

Figs. 10 and 10a.

The description of this fossil is derived from a single speci-

men which is half imb . and the other half
ls lost by abrasion. There is thus exhibited only a plane
median vertical section, nearly, but not quite, at right angles

1

Wlth the dorso-ventral axis. S sate (4
cm m

length and 9mm maximum width), amount of curvature un-
known, ventricose at the upper parts of the septate portion.

^d the lower part of the chain Dam>w

j

n the lower septate portion :

;l':- e
>
K ~

I length of

teeehen.
ietei is anterior to the

jast septum at a distance of about one-fourth the diameter of

flatter. Anteriorly, it then narrows to the aperture (whose
dlameter is al)(mt olu ,. fim ,,|

1 i)f tlu , muX j mU ni), rather evenly
and gently; one margin it. the vortical section exhibited, is

« convex for about one-half the distance and then a

cnanges into a gentle
constriction on that side near the front.
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From the above mentioned position of maximum ventri-

cosity in the chamber of habitation, the shell diminishes with

a rapid taper posteriorly to the apex. At the distance, how-

ever, of eight or nine septa from the first one, the rate of taper,

which up to that point has been as one to three, diminishes a

little for the remaining apical portion, causing a slight concav-

ity in the outline in that vicinity.

A cut made across this fossil 4mm anterior to its posterior

termination, reveals one (dorsal ?) half of the transverse section,

and shows that the complete section must be a little elliptical

(if not ovate). The siphuncle, which is shown in this section

near the end of the longer axis of this semi-ellipse, is very

am til, v tth a diameter of '65mm where the shell has a diameter

of 6mm ; it is circular and quite close to the shell, though not

actually in contact. The septa are frequent, about twenty-

three to the inch, two or three nearest the chamber of habita-

tion standing much closer together. They are very gently

curved, and seem slight! v oblique in this section. Locality—
Calciferous, ledges in field F, Rochdale, N. Y.

This fossil sufficiently resembles 0. mummiforme Whitfield

(Geol. Wis., vol
fc

iv, p. 232), to have induced for awhile it-

assignment to that species. A critical comparison however has

made this assignment doubtful, and the recent evidence ob-

tained in the cross-cut of the position of the siphon removes

all doubt iluii it is ;i distinct species. It is certainly no nearer

to 0. constrictum Flail, and appears to be new.

NATION OF PLATK VII.— WAlMTXilKli VAi.I.KY

petMii.-n- here illu-rr,,:, .1 are from the Calciferous (?) i

Fig. 1. Glabella and fixe
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mbtful, belonging perhaps t<

misxiumm forward deflection of the
Dorsal view of internal mould (with po
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In the study of the glacial phenomena about Wood's Holl,

Mass., I have gathered many facts concerning the Kettle-Holes

of the region as to depth, size, direction of the longer axis,

their groupings, and other points, which may throw light upon

their origin. No special study of them as regards some of

these points had been made, and, therefore, without previous

convictions as to what conclusion the facts would lead, I deter-

mined during the last summer to give them a careful examina-

tion as far as my work in connection with the United States

Fish Commission at Wood's Holl would allow. Professor War-

ren TJpham, who has made many observations on the terminal

moraine along southern New England and the adjoining islands,

regards the deposits as a part of that terminal moraine, and

hold the same opinion. There is perhaps
markable region on the whole line than the vicinity of Wood's

Holl, both over the point of the main-land, and on the adjoining

eastern islands, Uncatina, Nonamesset, and Naushon, of the

Elizabeth group, which extend south westward between Buz-

zard's Bay on the north and Vineyard Sound and the ocean on

the south. The trend of this srroup of islands is north 60° east.

The hills are masses of earth, sand, gravel and bowlders tum-

bled together in the greatest confusion. In places the surface

is well covered with granite and gneiss bowlders, some of

gigantic size, as will be seen by reference to table No. 2.

The theory that this is a part of the terminal moraine, seems

plausible when the country is viewed from some of the high

hills a mile or two to the east of Wood's Holl. To the south-

west stretches away the long line of islands ; and to the north-

east almost as far as Falmouth, it appears as though
'

had pushed its front down to the s^ea and there unloaded its

vast amount of rock and earth to form this line of abi

To the northeast of Falmouth, these hills recede from
• vol plain between them and the sea. For a number

of miles the railroad runs along the base of these hills, leaving

the level tract of country to the southeast of it; while to the

northwest are the high and rugged bills ol

Upon the tops of some of these hills (of the peninsula of the

main-land) one hundred or more feet above the level of the sea

where cuts for roads have been made, stratified material, con-

sisting: of sand and -ravel is found. This occurs between Buz-

zard's Bay and Vineyard Sound, where the land is not more

than three-fourths of a mile wide. One of these localities 01

stratified material is directly on the north side of a kettle-hoie
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(No. 18 on the map below) upon the steep border, seventy-
three feet above the bottom.
At another place, upon a similar deposit several feet thick,

lies a bowlder weighing several tons. On the island of Nau-
ioaite Tarpaulin Gove, upon the summit of a hill over

200 feet above the sea-level and where the island is not more
feban two-thirds of a mile wide, there is a stratified deposit
which has been partly cut away by the winds and thus its char-
acter made known. It has at top a bed of fine yellow sand

e thick ; beneath this a layer of white or smoky white
sand, then again a black i er, an ! b< neath this a ferruginous
layer two inches thick, all very similar to those of Gay Head
at the west end of Martha's Vineyard. And within a few rods
of this stratified deposit the surface over a considerable area is

completely covered with bowlders, two of which, Nos. 7 and 8
of table No. 2, are of unusual size.

!n my study of this region I kept a record generally of only
the largest kettle-holes- i assing by some of great size because
they are so very numerous. It seemed important to obtain

Measurements of'a representative number, and these sufficiently

: '

.- .... - •
:

'

'

"
'

'

°n the south side of Naushon to Falmouth, a distance

""Jes, were
I aoi than i\ o

holes could be mapped.
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Many of these depressions have water in them forming a

small pond or lake. The depth of the ponds could only be esti-

mated, except for No. 53 of table No. 1, which has considera-

ble size, and is called "Mary's Lake." I learned from the

owner of the land that its depth is eighteen feet. The map
here given, shows with approximate correctness, the distribu-

tion of the kettle-holes, and also the direction of the longer

axes. By a glance at the map it will be seen that the general

trend of the longer axes is nearly that of the terminal moraine.

Some few kettle-holes were found with circular depressions

and these were omitted, but all with the longer diameter trans-

verse to the general trend were measured and recorded.

Over the hilly region to the northeast of Wood's Holl, many

-of the gulleys or ravines run northeast and southwest, about

in line with the trend of the Elizabeth Island : the hills also

have largely this direction. The small bays among the islands

usually have their longest axis trending approximately north-

east and southwest.

Some of these kettle-holes are upon a truly grand scale ;
as

for example No. 61, which contains several smaller within

the large depression, and is like an immense amphitheater with

the hills rising upon every side of it. Its highest border is

one hundred and fifty feet above the bottom and the outlet is

forty feet above the small lake at its center ; and on the south

side, near its border, but upon still higher ground, bowlder No.

6, of table No. 2, stands projected against the southern sky

like a huge sentinel as the observer views it from the bottom

It occurred to me before entering upon this study, that pos-

sibly observations on the direction of the longer axis, the side

upon which the highest border is found, position of the outlet,

a, etft, might throw light on the origin of these kettle-,

holes. But there seems to be no uniformity in any of these

characters except the first and second. Afier'cxai i

facts, I am led to conclude that the arrangement of this axis

supports the theory that the depressions were made by ice. In

many cases it. appears as if a long, narrow block of ice, broken

from the front of the glacier, had lodged against the materia

which was in front of it, and then had become coy.

other materials
; finally on melting it left the long

with a high southern border. A couple of these are found just

at the edge of the village of Wood's Holl, while in many others

the appearance suggests that the ice mass was covered by ma-

terial* from the northwest, and the result was a kettle-hole with

a high steep northwest border. Many of the kettle-holes hav-

ing either a high border on the southeast or northwest, or ap-

proximating these points, seem to sustain this view. In
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study of the geological characters of the eastern part of Con-
necticut, I have found numerous kettle-holes in the middle of

wide level plains, of terrace origin, where it seemed that no
known cause of the present, except stranded ice, could make
them. It was my intention to have given further study to the

kettle-holes of Naushon, in order to ascertain whether the ket-

tle-holes are more numerous on the northern or the southern
slope of the island. I could command time for only one
day a work upon this island, and in it was assisted by Professor
Edwin Linkm, of Washington College, Penn. ; and I did not
carry the investigation far enough to decide with certainty

upon the point. As to those upon Nonamesset, the mainland,
and those 'examined on Naushon, the facts indicate with a good
deal of certainty that they are much more numerous and gen-

rger upon the northern slope than upon the southern.

The observt .1 fuels pert lininii to th • kettle-holes are given in

table No. 1 ; and those as to some large bowlders in table No. 2.

On the MnialdiuL

the Island of Uncath
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On the Island of Nonamesset.

Directionof Length of l.entit -ition of Dipt
kmgaxls border, highest border. wa

N. 25° E. 12 rods. 6 rods. 7 ft. 30 ft. S. 4

N. 20° W. 14 9 10 35 W.

53 N. 25° E.

On the Island of Naushon.

Dimensions of Bowlders.

Center of Nonames i buried very

,vIK;:M and buried very

..very deep.

N,.,r M..r'v's Lake, very deep.

N.-m M:,r'v-s Lake, very deep.

Near No. 61, slightly l.un-1. ^
Near stratified deposit upon ->*

Nea^sSSeposit upon Naushon,



Physical Theory of Secular Changes in Climate

Abt. XKKL—Examination of Mr. Alfred R. Wallace's Modifi-
cation of the I

, nges of Climate;
by James Croll, LL.D., F.R.S.

I. Physics in relation to Mr. Wallaces Modification of the Theory.

The grand modification, that during the height of the glacial

mow and ice would not disap
nought the belion, I have already
given in Mr. Wallace's own words. ' As the reasons which he
assigns for this modification are verv briefly stated by him, I

•- them also in his words.
After describing the state of Northeastern America and the

North Atlantic, to which 1 have al -e;id\ allu led. he says:

^

"But whon such was the state of the North Atlantic (and, how-

tuiniy, jl H , 1,.,

buried in
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these causes we must reckon a diminution of the force of the Gulf-

Stream, or its being diverted from the northwestern coasts of

Europe; and what we have to consider is, whether the alteration

from a long cold winter and short hot summer, to a short mild

winter and "long cool summer would greatly affect the amount of

ice if the ocean -en, <>a t > ,< ' i > w„, ( Tin mrce of these

current* are, it is true, Iiy our hypothesis modified by the increase

or diminution of the ice"in the two hemispheres ait< ruately, ami

they then react upon climate; but ihey cannot h<> | Inis changed

tiU'atter the ice-accumulation has been considerably affected by

other causes."—p. 148.

There are some further reasons assigned, which will be con-

sidered as we proceed.

From what has already been shown, it will be seen that the

causes which led to the" Glacial epoch may be classed under

-net groups:—(1) the astronomical'. (2) rise physical.

and (3) the geographical. This threefold division is distinctly

recognized by Mr. Wa notations, as well as in

all his reasoning on the subject of geological climate.

In the astronomical group the main elements are the two

following :—1st. A high state of Lcing, on the

hemisphere whose winter solstice happens to be in aphelion, a

long and cold winter with a short and hot summer, and on the

other hemisphere, whose winter solstice, of course, at the time

is in perihelion, a short and mild winter with a long and cool

summer. 2d. Precession. transferring these conditions from the

one hemisphere to the other alternately every 10,000 or 12,000

years. The physical elements are, of coarse, the influence of

snow and ice, ocean currents, aqueous vapor, clouds, fogs,

and a host of other things which have already 1

at length ;* while the geographical consist of the part

tribution of land and water, elevations or depressions in the

sea-bottom, contour of the sea-coast, and other geographical

conditions ini'lui ncing the flow of ocean -currents.

It is to the influence o|
p ] j

,„.
t | „_, ,,, ,. .. how \

Glacial epoch is more directly due. The main function of the

astronomical agents is to set and keep the physica
operation, and also to tkinrmi^ the character of their opera-

tions. For example, the position of the winter solstice in rela-

tion to the aphelion or to the perihelion,
eccentricity, determines whether the physical agencies will pro-

duce on a given hemisphere a glacial or a warm condition or

climate; while precessi ticb of the two hemi-

spheres shall be the glaciated .,,, 1 Ai , !( h t u warm. In one

respect we may say that the astronomical causes produce gla-

ciation by means of the physical agencies.

Phil. Mag. Oct., 1883.
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and physical are. They are more properly conditions to the
production of a glacial epoch than causes. They cannot be"
said to act in the prod.Mio:, of gl.-.cintiou. They are rather'
perm o t aid passb ing the active causes to
produce their required effects. Had the Glacial epoch resulted
from elevation of the land, as some geologists suppose, then
this elevation might properly be said to have been the cause of
the Glacial epoch ; but the Glacial epoch was produced by no
such means, nor by any changi in the physical geography of
the globe. A certain geographical condition <>f things was, of
course, requisite in order to the effective operation of the astro-
nomical and physical causes. This condition existed at the
time of the glacial epoch ; and it is only in this s.>n-> that that
epoch can be referred to any thine geographical.

It is true that a cause, as' Sir William Hamilton states, may
be defined as •' all that without which the effect would not hap-
pen

; but this is far too general an expression of cause for

-. fix on rh,- particular antece-
dent or antecedents, through the activity of which the event is

andtheotl, mditions,
I cannot ;

:,;,, way in which geographical
conditions are' spoken of as causes of the Glacial epoch has
tended to confusion.
paring the Glacial epoch there were frequent submergences

and elevations of the land, or rather oscillations of sea-level,
and these, it is true, would produce a change in the relative

extent of sea and land. But whether we suppose it to have
been the sea which rose and fell in relation to the land, or the
land m relation to the sea, it equally follows that the geo-
graphical change resulting therefrom could not possibly have
oeen a cause of the glacial epoch. It is now a well-esl

fact that submergence iation ; the glaciation
may have been that which led to the submergence; but it

could not possibly have been the submergence which led to the

An elevation of the land won
Ciation, butsnbi rgem would not Its tendency
oe in the opposite direction. It is now als< established, that

during the 01 period of elevation, the cli-

mate was warm and equable; for it was then, as has been

remarked, thi : and sub-

tropical animals. Nov* it "is equally plain 'that the elevation

could not have been the cause of the heat. Elevation of the

land might produce cold, but it could not have been a cause of

tne heat. It follows therefore that the geographical change
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resulting from submergence or elevation of the land cannot be

- a cause of the glacial epoch; for its effect on ch-

it : an. I physical igencies. It would prove a hindrance not a

help.

Referring now to Mr. Wallace's argument. When glacial

conditions in the North Atlantic attained their maximum de-

velopment, " Can we suppose," he asks, " that the mere change

r< vers* . - ould hi ng about i\\] , npo t u I ilti i it on—the phys-

ical and geographical causes of glaciation remaining un-

changed?" Here, to begin with, we have an impos-

of things assumed. It is assumed in this question that it is

possible for the winter solstice to pass from aphelion to perihe-

lion, and the physical causes to remain unchanged. It is

assumed as possible that the astronomical conditions might be

reversed without a reversal of the physical.

When the winter solstice is in aphelion it sets in operation

many physical causes, the tendency of which is to produce an

accumulation of snow and ice ; but when the solstice-point

moves round to the perihelion, the tendency of these causes is

reversed, and they then undo what they had previously done

—

melt the snow and ice which thev had jusl produced. Now,

what Mr. Wallace asks is this: When,' owing to the winter

solstice being in aphelion during a high state of eccentricity, a

glacial condition of things is produced, will the fact of the

solstice-point being moved round to perihelion remove the gla-

cial condition, if the physical causes remain >n •• ../-
; '

<

;
/": ' r

mode of operation f My reply is, it certainly would not. Here

it is assumed that the opposition

to the astronomical ; that when the solstice is in peril

action of the physical causes, instead of being reversed, as it

should be according to theory, still continues to produce and

maintai ^s, the same as it did when the

solstice-point was in aphelion
; and be asks, will the astronomical

causes in this struggle manage to overpower the physical and

produce a melting of the ice ? 1 unhesitatingly reply, no;. for

the physical causes are far more powerful than the astr

The astronomical causes, as we have seen, are perfectly unable

to produce a glacial state of things without the aid of the pays- .

ical. How, then, could we expect that they could remove this

glacial state if the physical causes were actually working

against them. . ,

In thus setting the physical causes against the astronomical,

Mr. Wallace is basing his argument for the non-disappearance

of the snow and ice on a state of things which cannot possibly

under the circumstances exist. His question, to have consist
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ency, should be this:—When glacial conditions were at their
height, &c., "can we suppose that the mere change from the
distant sun in winter and the near sun in summer, to the re-

verse, could bring about any important alteration—the geo-

remaining unchanged ?" If the
question is put thus, and it is the only form in which it can be
put to be consistent with the theory which Mr. Wallace him-
self advocates, then my reply is, "that the change from the

in winter and distant sun in summer, aided by the change in
the physical causes which this would necessarily bring about,
would certainly be sufficient to cause the snow and ice to dis-

appear without any change in the geographical condition of
things. The combined influence of the astronomical and phys-
ical causes, when the winter solstice is in perihelion, is perfectly
sufficient to undo all that thev had previously done when the
solstice was in aphelion. When the action" of the causes is

reversed, the effects will be reversed.
Had the Glacial epoch been produced by geographical causes,

then it is probable that the ice would not' have disappeared till

ises were changed. Had the ice, for example, been
simply due to an elevation of the land, as some have argued,
then it would not likely have disappeared till the land became
lowered. But it was the result of qo such cause. It was due,

elevation of the land, but to a number of physical

-, uiought into ope
Ih'sMr. Wallace fully i

graphical state of things. \ .._,

astronomical and physical causes to prod no
and this was ivailv; i ti it ucojTa .Ideal conditions had to do in

t«e matter. Let this be observed, however, that the same geo-

ra the accumulation of
lce when the w'mtt i. favors its disappear-
ance when the solstice is in perihelion. This is obvious, be-
cause the same combii tneies which makes
the hemisphere in aphelion cold, "makes the one in perihelion
Wann. The heath... „| the one k to a lanre ext-
ra the cooling of the other. It is the transference of heat by

, hemispher. in aphelion to the one in

Perihelion which is a main reason why the former -

"" '-'•
" ..•••! !::-..:. .'

.
.

'. •_-
.

• - -

ice of the ice on the in
Wltu the perihelion winter, whether that hemisphere be the

northern or the southern.
I he tendency of the combined influence of all the causes—

-is to cool the one

hemisphere and to warm the ot! ' ice on the



one and remove i t from the other. Consequently the same

total combination <;>f causes which will produce an accumula-

aphelion will prod uce a melting of that ice when the solstice

consider," says Mr . Wallace, - i. whether the alteration from

a long cold winter and short hot summer, to a short mild win-

ice if the ocean-cm

bave an impossibl e state of things assumed. It is 'assumed

that, notwithstanding the change from :m aphelion to a perihe-

lion winter, the ocean-currents would still remain the same.

And it is asked, "vvoiild the astronomical causes in this case

remove the glaciation. I would be disposd to say that they

"The force of these currents," he adds, '-are. it is true, bj

our hypothesis modified by the increase or diminution of the

ice in the two hemispheres alternately (they depend for their

strength and efficiency upon the comparative extent of the

northern and southern ice-sheets), and they then react upoa

climate; but they cannot be thus changed till alter the ice-

accumuhithm has been considerably affected by other causes.

What. then, are the other causes which a licet the ice-accumu-

lation and thus lead to a change in the ocean enrreuts I -'These

. ,ne '<)*orm,pineal or

}>h luteal ehange first occurs." The first thin g required to affect

change. But we have just seen that the chatractor of the phys-

A change from a

long cold winter and short hot summer to ii short mild winter

and long cool summer would reverse the operations of the

physical causes and lead to a melting of the ice. Thecal
fore offer no barrier. What r.lore do we still re-

note at page 150 :—

» difference of tem-

perature of the polar and equatorial areas <•oinbined with the

more of these factors must he altered /„•/;„,- the ocean-currents

towards the North Polecat) be
. .

one which. I ad no effect.

We must therefore look to a change in " the difference of tem-

perature of the polar and equatorial areas" for any increase id
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the currents towards the North Pole. And in order to bring
about this change, "the onlv available; factor," Mr. Wallace
^ -• '"is the antarctic ice; if this were largely increased, the

rd flowing currents might be so increased as to melt
some of the arctic ice. But without some geographical change

tic ice could not materially diminish during its winter

nor increase to anv important extent during the op-

oo available agency
by which to get rid of the ice over a glaciated country, so long
as the geographical cuii'ld'ons remained unchanged and the

According to Mr. Wallace, the only available factor to pro-
duce a difference of temperature between the south-polar area
and the equator, so as to increase the north-flowing currents

!i the arctic iee, would be an increase of the antarc-
l 'c ice; but this he considers impossible without some geo-

fnphiccu change, \. e, the antarctic ice,

be maintains/ lV <»uld neither be increased nor ,

are other e

powerfully as the anta
u,ltaretie

i (
. e C;U1 lle i t |, e ,

... . :': :': :>• ;•-,-.

?o doubt, od

;
iI 'i t»th, elevat. 1 natiire ol that continent. Of co

'::, lit a lowering of th<

^ tec can n^ r d.<a ., u , I., en .t v .amre.1 i: s

[

)s l,>tl
> neal oi , , s'k mses. But from what h is;

fbe anfcrci that it con*

W above bvone cont
sheet of ice. [t,
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If this be the case, the antarctic ice is just in the condition

admitting of its being easily modified by warm currents from

equatorial regions. In fact at the very present day, as Dr.

Neumayer has shown, the slight southward deflections of the

warm- westerly drift-current caused by the projecting land-

masses of Australia, Africa, and South America, cut notches in

the ice-cap. When the southern winter solstice was in perihe-

lion during the glacial epoch, it is probable the greater part of

the ice then disappeared.

In fact this is a result which would be even still more likely

to occur were the views held by Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker and

some others as to the nature of the antarctic ice proved to be

correct. Sir Joseph thinks that much of the Antarctic ice-

sheet, thousands of feet in thickness as it is, was formed by the

The snow fall in the Antarctic regions he believes to be enor-

mous during both summer and winter; and as but a very small

portion of it melts, the accumulated snow is perfectly sufficient

to form such a sheet He does not consider that there is land

enough in the south-polar area to supply the astounding num-

ber and gigantic size of the icebergs that infest the ocean be-

tween lat. 50° and 70°. If this theory of Sir Joseph's be cor-

rect, and that immense masses of the ice be really afloat, we

can easily understand how the whole might, during a southern

interglacial period, be broken up, dispersed, and melted by an

inflow of equatorial water.

I think, however, that the whole of that enormous sheet from

which the icebergs are derived must be resting on the ground,

although it is very likely, as has been shown on a former occa-

sion,* that a very large portion of it may be on the sea-bottom.

The weight of evidence seems to be in favor of the opinion

that there is much to favor the assumption that there are large

areas within the antarctic circle consisting of low flat groups oj

broad and shallow seas which have an

become filled with solid ice. It is quite possible tl

filling these seas may have originated in pack-ice, which u ti-

mately became converted intoVi solid and continuous sheet by

long ages of successive snowfalls. As layer after layer, con-

verted into ice, was being heaped upon it year by year, the

mass would .gradually sink till it rested on the sea-bottom.T
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After this it would assume all the characteristics of continental
ice. In fact we have a condition of things exactly similar in

the North Sea during the height of the glacial epoch (see 'Cli-

mate and Time, 7

p. 449).
If such be the condition of the antarctic ice, we can readily

understand how it might all soon disappear under the influence
which would be brought to bear upon it were the eccentricity
high and the southern winter solstice in perihelion. The warm
and equable conditions of climate which would then prevail, and
the enormous quantity of intertropical water carried into the
Southern Ocean, would soon produce a melting of the ice.

•Layer after layer would disappear off the surface, and as soon
as the weight of the sheet became less than that of the water
which it had displaced, the sheet would float. After this it

would no doubt shortly break up and become dispersed.
Other causes than An 'the Northward-flowing

effect which the present amount
of eccentricity, small as it is, has on the climatic condition of
some parts of the southern hemisphere, we shall readily under-

. during the glacial epoch, the warm water of this

-ward, even indepen-
dently of the influence of the antarctic ice. In order to show
the present effect of eccentricity on climate I cannot do better
than quote Mr. Wallace's own words on the subject. Eeferring
to Us effects on south temperate America, he says :

Beet of winter in aphelion

same latitnd,- ..- tin- l'yrc oees- in the latitude

descend To Ti ie sea-level; whil^'in'the latitu

"'

<>f 'imo-e'hv
lescending to the se

7
:

ihvUiU-v\^^^^^^
*hat*ca d this MaTrot'thlr gs be imputed, if n

^zzQtfc BHO vr fell every day There is no summer m

Ijvs??
ht on land at sea-level."

i the Antarctic regions al

rear by year, then perma
pack" or on the ground

<v. If
18 no pernlanem

; ce formed but on high land.
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there is now a moderate amount of eccentricity and the winter

of the southern hemisphere is in aphelion? The mere geograph-

ical position of the southern extremity of America does not seem

favorable to the production of such a state of ghu-.iatiou.

The land narrows from the tropics southward, and terminates

altogether in about th< hit \\\ le of Edinburgh ; the mountains are

of moderate height ; while during summer the sun is three millions

of miles nearer, and the heat received from it is equivalent to a
,

rise of 20° F! as compared with the same season in the northern

hemisphere."—P. 142.

In a similar glacial condition are the islands of South Geor-

gia, South Sh. tlai Li. m L ;! Knderby Land, Sandwich

Land. There can be little doubt that the present extension of

ice in the antarctic regions is to a considerable extent due

also to the influence of eccentricity.

Let us now glance for a moment at the influence

state of things has at present on northward-flowing currents.

One result is that the southeast trades are stronger than the

northeast, and as a consequence blow over on the northern

hemisphere ten or fifteen degrees beyond the equator. This

has the effect, as has been shown (' Climate and Time,' chap-

ters v and xiii, and other places), of impelling the warm sur-

face-water of the southern intertropical regions over on the

northern hemisphere. It is possible that the greater strength of

the south-east trades may to some extent be due to the prepon-

derance of ocean on the southern hemisphere ; but there can

be little doubt that il is mainly the ellect of eccentricity.

The result of this transference of water from the southern

to the northern hemisphere is that the intertropical waters ot

the northern hemisphere are between three and four degrees

warmer than those of the southern. Another result which

follows, as has also been shown, is that the great equatorial

currents are made to lie at some distance to the north of the

equator; hence when they are impelled against the American

and the Asiatic continents, and become deflected northwards

and southwards, the larger portion of the water goes to the

north, and thus raises the temperature of the nor!

sphere. -Now if all this results as a consequence from the

pn st 'lit small amount of eccentricitv, how much greater mast

have been the effect during the irla.'-i:,l epoch, when the eccen-

trieiiv was more than three times its present value and toe

southern winter also, as now, in aphelion! All those effects

which we have just been considering would then have been

magnified far more than threefold.
n

n0
Oh.tali'* conditions of thx tvo Hemispheres the reverse }0,WV

or 12,000 years ago: Argument from.—Ten or twelve thousana

yeurs ago, when our northern winter solstice was last in apne-
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lion, the climatic conditions were in all probability the reverse
of what they are at present. There appears to be pretty good
geological evidence that such was the case. This, under the
present small amount of eccentricity, shows not only to what
an extent climate is affected by eccentricity, but also (and with
tins vve are at present more 'particularly concerned) that its

• to cool the one hemisphere and warm the other, to

be the snow and ice on the one and melt them on the
other. And this result, to a

'

ess brought
about by its influence on ocean-currents.
There are good reasons for concluding as Prof. J. Geikie

:>wm* that at o verv recent late (during the time of

the Carse-clays) the climate was much colder than it is at pres-

ent. The seas surrounding our Island appear to have had a

ovrer temperature than they have at present : and our iiigh-
!

aciera.t
::<

leys of the Taw the Earn, and tin; Forth. Tnese deposits

... i. •• Now and again,"

<.eik
; th. .'epo its eon^st of tO>

hrick-clavs of uhrial a»e.
v The elav i« usua

st"nes, but occasion \ blocks of six inches or a

as Prof: Geikie:,.,.'„,.,',.

^e clays themst
eates colder dim re:,' <•

fre not like the o : ;

the estuarine h& 1 of t

afe identical in <

eial age with a shells." Tl
femarks appear in a 1 re to be
flour of rock" ed from tli

which then occ and v.-iU<

• "s escape.

During •
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For example, at the mouth of Glen Brora, in Sutherland, there

is a well marked moraine with large blocks resting upon, and

apparently of the same age as, the deposits of the raised beach.*

Mr. Eobert Chambers also observed moraine matter resting

upon the 30-feet beach at the opening of Glen Iorsa, in Arran.

In many of the Highland 3d lochs, -ays Professor J. Geikie,

glaciers appear to have come down to the sea and calved their

icebergs there. This, he thinks, is probably the reason why
the 40-50-feet beach is not often well seen at the heads of such

sea-lochs. The glaciers seem in many cases to have flowed on

for some distance into the sea, and thus prevented the forma-

tion of a beach and cliff-line.

The greater magnitude and torrential character of the rivers

of that period were no doubt due to the melting during sum-

mer of great masses of snow and ice. The presence of the

large Greenland whale, found frequently in the Carse deposits,

would seem to indicate a somewhat colder sea than now sur-

rounds our island. A decrease of temperature of the sea is

what would necessarily occur from a slight diminution in the

volume of the Gulf-stream, arising from the greater deflection

of equatorial water into the southern hemisphere.
Another circumstance deserves notice here, as it seems to

indicate that the climatic conditions of the two hemispheres

were at the period of the Carse clays the reverse of what they

are at present. During that period the sea stood higher io

relation to the land than it does at the present time. To this

circumstance alone no great importance can lie attached; but

i we consider in addition that submergence has.

ariably accompanied glaciation, we may i

probable that the su in question was

northern hemis-

phere and a less amount on the southern, than now. This

probability is further increased by the fact that during the

growth of the ancient Forest, which immediately underlies the

Carse-clays, and indicates a condition of climate even more

warm and equable than the present,f the sea stood not oulv

higher in relation to the land than it did during the time ot

the deposition of the Carse-clays, but some
does at present The buried "Forest doubtless belongs to the

period 10,000 or 12,000 years prior to that of the Car
when the winter solstice was in perihelion; and at this time.

owing to a somewhat greater amount of eccentricity than at
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present, the quantity of ice on the southern hemisphere might
be expected to be greater and that on the northern less than

Thus when the northern winters were last in aphelion there
was a rise of sea-level, resulting doubtless from a preponder-
ance of ice on the northern hemisphere ; but when the buried
Forest flourished 10,000 or 12,000 years prior, the winters were

ilion, and there was a fall of sea-level, due in all likeli-
hood to tiie preponderance of ice on the southern hemisphere.
But this is not all : the strata which underlie the buried Forest
bear witness to another rise of sea-level.
These changes of climatic conditions and oscillations of sea-

level, which took place during the latter part of the Postglacial
period, are just what should have taken place on the supposi-
tion that they were the result of and phys-

ita which we have been considering. Thus, imme-
diately preceding the Present period we have that of the 25-
and 40-feet* raised beaches and the Carse deposits, which
indicate that the climate was then more severe and the sea
somewhat colder and standing ;ii a higher level than at present.
-N "w during tins I.V<-oni [vi I our lorthei < inter solstice
was in aphelion, and the condition of things is exactly what,

.theory, we ought to expect.
Preceding the period of the Carse-ciays comes that of the

buried Forest, when the climate was even more genial and
equable than at the present dav. the Gulf-stream larger and the
sea at a lower level than now. Now during this period the

-lice was in perihelion and the eccentricity somewhat
at present: and here again we have exactly that

condition of things which, according to theory, we ought to

expect. It would be very singular indeed were there no phys-
!< Hon between these conditions and the causes to

V(li ^b I have b. mi attributing them. It would certainly be
1. These

changes have all beer rig, and so

general and widespread in their character," that they cannot

attributed to any known geographical changes.
" we admit, then, that It of those astronom-
!cal and physical agents to whicb I have referred them,

•ve niust also admit re as efficient in pro-
,lucino a wane and equable climate a- in producing a cold
and severe one. We that, with a very
small amount of eccentricity, widely marked differences of ch-
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matic conditions are brought about on the two hemispheres;

that, when the winters are in perihelion, the melting of the

snow and ice and the increase of the Gulf-stream and other

northward-flowing currents are as necessary a result as were

the formation of the snow and ice and the decrease of the Gulf-

stream and those currents when the winters were in

And if this holds true in reference to recent and postglacial

times, when the eccentricity was small, it must, for reasons

which will presently l.c >t.it«-d, hold true in a higher degree in

reference to the glacial epoch, when the eccentricity was more

than three times its present value.

The Mutual Reaction of the Physical Agents in relai

Melting of the Ice.—-When the winter solstice is in aphelion it

sets in operation, according to theory, as has been shown, a

host of physical causes, the tendency of which is to produce an

1 ice; but when the solstice-point

round to perihelion the tendency of these causes is re-

and they then undo what they had previously done—
elt the snow and ice which they had just produced,

ion of the causes being reversed, the effects are reversed,

must be observed that the greater the amount of the

.. -icity, the greater will be the effect resulting from the

combination of these physical agents, whether that effect be

the production of snow and ice on the cold hemisphere, or the

melting of them on the warm—whether it be their production

when the winter solstice of a hemisphere is in aphelion, or

their melting when that solstice is in perihelion.

We have, however, to take into account not merely the

action of the physical agents, but their mutual res

one another. The effect of this mutual reaction ia

ing. Not only do the physical agents, in their act • ns, i

!

i
lead

to one result, viz : an accumulation of snow and ice when the

winters are in aphelion, 1, r their efficiency in bringing about

this result ened by their mutual
on one another. To illustrate this effect I quote the following

from a former article :

' To begin with, we have a high state of eccentricity. This

leads to long and cold winters. The cold leads to snow, and

although heat is given out in the formation of the snow, yet

the final result is that the snow intensifies the cold

the air and leads to still more snow. The cold and snow bring

a third agent into play—fogs, which act still in the 8a

tion. The fogs intercept the sun's rays, this interception of the

rays diminishes the melting-power of the sun. and -

the accumulation. As the snow and ice continue to aocumu-

hand, as the rays i

i of the rays arc cut oil"; and on me ««^
uitinue to be cut off, the rate of accumuia
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tion increases, because the quantity of snow and ice melted
becomes thus annually less and less. In addition, the loss of
the rays cut off by the fogs lowers the temperature of the air
and leads to more snow being formed, while again the snow
thus formed chills the air still more and increases the fogs.

ig the winters of a glacial epoch, the earth would
ing its heat into space.

" Had this loss of heat simply
'he temperature, the lowering of the temperature

tended jo diminish the rate of loss: but the result
is the formation of snow rather than the lowering of the tempe-

tuey <

llate on the one hemisphe
r diminish on the other. This increases the strength of the
e-winds on the cold hemisphere and weakens those on the

warm. The effect of this is to impel the warm water of the
tropics more to the warm hemisphere than to the cold. Sup-
posing the northern hemisphere to be the cold one, then, as the

I ice begin gradually to accumulate, the ocean-currents
ot that hemisphere, more particularly the Gulf-stream, begin to
decrease in volume, while those on the southern or warm hem-
isphere begin van ^assu to increase. This withdrawal of heat
from the northern hemisphere favors the accumulation of snow
and ice, and as the snow 'and ice acent udate the ocean-currents
decrease. On the other hand, as the ocean-currents diminish,
the snow and ice still more accumulate. Thus the two effects,

ja so far as the accumulation of snow and ice is concerned, mu-
tually strengthen each other.'

With all this Mr. Wallace seems fullv to agree; for at pp.
AjJ7-140

(' Island Life') he gives a very clear statement of the
e»ect of these mutual reactions in the production of glaciation,

that were it not for them it is probable the astronom-
lcal and other causes would not in our latitudes have been suffi-

cient to produce glaciation. In short, he concludes that these

reactions " produce a maximum of effect which, without their

jw, would be altogether unattainable." Mr. Wallace thus does

to these mutual reactions in so far as the produc-
tion of glaciation is concerned; but I am convinced that he
must have tee as regards the

removal of the glaciation. He, however, recognizes the fact

warm atmosphere whose winters are in perihelion. "These
agencies," he says, -are at the same time acting in a reverse
way in the southern hemisphere. \ *J of the

Moisture carried by the anti-trades, and increasing the tempera-

a 7 nJ
means of more Powerful southward

nct a 'l this again reacts on the norl
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westerly winds, while still further lowering the temperature by

the southward diversion of the Gulf-stream,

"

Now if, during the glaeiation of the northern hemisphere,

these mutual reactions produce the opposite effect on the south-

ern hemisphere, it is evident that they must produce this same

opposite effect on the northern hemisphere when its winter

solstice is in perihelion. Their effect then would be to increase

the temperature and melt the ice. When the winter solstice is

moving towards the aphelion, the physical agents begin to act

and also to react on one another, and this action and reaction

goes on increasing in intensity till the solstice-point reaches the

aphelion ;
but an exactly sitnihu thing is going on in the other

hemisphere, only the effects are the reverse. While the actions
''

5 leading to an accumulation of ice are increasing

in intensity, we shall suppose, on the northern hemisphere, the

same increase is taking place on the southern hemisphere ; but

the result is a melting, not an accumulation of the ice. The

same process is undoing on the southern hemisphere what it is

doing on the northern. Similarly, of course, when the north-

ern winter solstice begins to move towards the p<

the mutual reactions of these physical causes will be reversed

and will go on with increasing intensity till the perihelion ifl

reached, melting the very ice which they had previously pro-

We have already seen that the greater the extent of the ec-

centricity, the greater is the effect resulting from the

the physical causes, whether this effect be the production of ice

on the cold hemisphere, or its removal from the warm. It is

evident that the same thing must necessarily hold true in re-

gard to the mutual reactions of the physical causes. Conse-

quently if the mutual actions and reactions of the physical

'•; UM>s, brought into operation during a high state of eccentric-

ity, led at the glacial epoch to the great accumulation of ice

when the winters were in aphelion, they must have led to an

equally great melting and dispersal of that ice when precession

brought the winters round to perihelion. The se < ans< - ^" l 1

be as efficient in the removal of the ice as they were in its

production. In so far as the physical and astronon
were concerned, the greater the 'amount of ice for

the cold period- the Lie iter would be the amount melted during

the warm interglacial periods. .

Another reason assigned n-ini the kr d<,es not mdt.— Mr. "

;

!i
'

lac< assigi s the foil.

does not disappear during the interglacial periods when tn

eccentricity is high :
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"When a country is largely covered with ice, we may look
upon it as possessing the accumulated or stored-up cold of a long

preceding winters ; and however much heat is poured
annot Ik- raise. 1 ahoye the li

.

• j-.r rid of—that is, till the ice is all melted.
But the ice itself, when extensive, tends t<. its own preservation,
even under the inlluenee of heat ; for the chilled atmosphere be-
comes filled with fog, and this keeps oft' the sun-heat, and then
snow falls even during summer, and the stored-up cold does not

mg the war. When, however, onlv a small portion
of the surface' is coven d nil n u . , '" o hN I miiIi hitonu-

:>< hot s,m . S his warms the air. and the warm air melts

• ial limit*

: count r\ . alternal ions of climate may occur during a
period of high eccentricity, while nearer the pole, where the whole
country is completely ice-clad, no amelioration may take place."'

the past nineteen years I have been maintaining that,

i country iq covered with ice, it becomes a permanent
of cold ; and however much heat may be received from

h the temperature of the surface can never be raised

the freezing-point while the ice remains; and, again,

m an ice covering tends to its own preservation, because
'

Al
air and increases the snow fall. In short I have

aintained this to have been one of the chief causes

— to the country being so deeply covered with ice.

An fact, had it not been for some such conservative power m
i glacial epoch resulting from the causes which

all along n
which led

been advocating would not have been possible,
yative tendency certainly renders it more difficult for the phys-
ical agencies to get rid of the ice during interglacial periods;
out we evidently have no grounds for assuming that it will
defy their melting-powers.

-1 Shall TIPVt nrmaiAnr "*
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[Continued from page 228.]

Dutch Island.—The mica schist and conglomerate of 115,

Beaver Head, recur here at 128; the conglomerate, measuring

two feet, reappears at 129; the mica schist is garnetiferous,

plicated and folded. These plications characterize the whole

east side of the island. A remarkably fine section of them is

exposed at a small recess between the' upper and lower docks,

130, where, in a cliff fifteen feet high, the schists are folded

two or three times, the last fold being directly over the first,

and the strike N.N.E. At one place a fold has ruptured and

a fault ensued. Portable and most instructive specimens of

ist can here be obtained. One such, measuring

now 5£" X 10" Xf inches, when each bend is measured, gives

8.V'Xl0"Xf inches for its original size.
,
It has three folds

lengthwise, each forming an angle of 60°, but two of the folds

die out toward one end where it has the shape of a flat-bot-

tomed trough. Between 128 and 129, and north of the upper

wharf, the edges of about ten feet of mica schists are exposed

on the beach, dipping 60° N.N. W., their upper portions hav-

ing been there eroded, but in the adjoining bank they are

seen to fold over upon themselves, dipping 25° S.S.W. At

131, south of the lower wharf, ten feet of micaceous conglom-

erate and grit dip 60° B.S.E., above and below which are mica

schists which continue to the light-house, there highly in-

elined or vertical. Near 132, at the north end, the mi

dips 50° N.W. to vertical. Between 132 and 133 the dip is

first southeastward, then verV X.W., the

strike being N.B. to N.N.E. The rocks are garnetiferous mica

>e ist with some small avers of micaceous, garnetiferous grit

and conglomerate. Small pebbles of opalescent quartz occur

in the grits. The pebbles of the conglomerate are

litber quartzyte or mica schist. The mica schist is

very different from that of "Paradise," being much more mica-

ceous and brilliant, always garnetiferous and sometimes mi-

nutely crumpled in one or even in two directions. Among

these layers occur several small layers of dark argillyte con-

taining garnets and radiated crystal of hornblende or chlorite,

- [>asse< into a garnetiferous hornblende or

chlorite schist. Quartz veins, either milky or hyaline, abound

and contain some crystals of feldspar. Between 133 and W
are no outcrops. At 134, two beds of highly carbonaceous

and graphitic schist, separated bv a layer of light colored
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mica schist and conglomerate, dip 45° E.S.E. It is quite pos-
sible that these pass horizontally into the regular graphitic
coal. In proximity to them at 134 is a laver of ear

garnetiferous argillyte. At 135 the mica schist dips 70° E.S.E.
Packard's Rocks, Bonnet Point, Xurrm/inistt Pier.—At 136,

on the mainland. West Passage, alternating .lark' and liirhl mica
.out sr.-.rnets. dip 3f)°-4<>

J
E., the difference between

them lying in the relative proportion of black mica. These
schists extend north to Plum Beach and N.W. to 137 and be-

! recur south at Packard's Rocks with the same dip.
There the light colored In vers arc a highly metamorphosed grit
with some hi i_« M n i

- p bbles Vt 138. one and one-quarter
mile south, these rocks dip 25°-35° E.S.E., then 25°-30°
W.S.W., and are crossed by a granite vein. North of the
"South Ferry" the dip is K.S.I-:., vid a veil ei^ht feet thick
of cream-colored granite crosses E.S.E. -W.N.W. about verti-
cally. The mica schists recur just south of the ferry, and, at

139, are disturbed by a vein mass of cream-colored granite,
25 -50' thick, with large crystals of feldspar and mica and
large masses of uncrystalliz'ed feldspar and quartz. A little

south of 189 the schist contains nodules of feldspar and quartz
and dips 25°-45° E.S.E. It makes up the whole m
;">" Hxtv f..-t hiirh, "the Bonnet," dipping as high as 60°
hut averaging 45° E.S.E.. and crossed" bv veins of trrauite.

Un the other side of
'

f^sta recur and southward 'to Watson's Pier and 110; dip
55-75° E. 10° S. Numerous granite veins, from i" to 3'

thick, occur among and parallel with the strata, and in every-
thing but crystalline arrangement, winch is across the veins,

resemble layers. At 141, on Boston Neck, a light cream-col-
ored granite crops out. Between ill and Pal
jwver, and also at 142, on the .other side, occur- a tine grained.

jight colored granite or gneiss. The next outcrop so
below Narragan-.-i i ever) IVi v .ere t m --^-ai tied, pinkish

protogine and granite, in pin es prol.ubh irueiss of > ;ish

feldspar, 1, and quartz; is traversed by
veins of i on- vit I

I.S.E.-W.N.W. joints. South-
TV:ini it becomes tiner grained and its feldspar lighter colored

until near Quohog Pock it diders eonsidernblv from that of

set Pier. Between 141 and Point .luditli Light, two

:i re no outcrops. Xear a bridge

across the " Narrow River." a continuation of the P
scott, about one and one-half miles S.W. of South Ferry, a

Ded of fine-grained pi leasure about two feet

was met in digging a well Half a mile west oi that
|

:e
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granite or gneiss ledges occur. Jackson, on his map, indicates

plumbago in granite two miles west of Bonnet Point, and the

ran-! of Tower Hill back of the river he has down as grnnire

and gneiss.

46, 53, 17, on

wport iNeck, ana at 143, near iNarraganset Pier, it is evident

that the protogine masses of that neck are not intrusive, and it

is therefore improbable that that of Conanicut is so. As pro-

togine occurs also at West Island, and thus on both sides of

the Carboniferous basin, it seems highly probable that all these

masses of protogine belong to the same metamorphic bed or

series of beds, and that these isolated masses in the center

were thrown up either before or after the di-po-dtion of the Car-

boniferous strata or partially at both times. No eastward dips

have been observed in the eastern half of the main protogine

tract of Newport Neck, but for convenience such have been

assumed. If the dip is uniformly W.N.W., a fault must be

assumed at Alms's Pond between the protogine and the Car-

boniferous beds, or an original unconformity must be supposed

to have been subsequently changed to a conformity in direc-

tion, but not in angle of dip ; for the metamorphism of a bed

overlying carbonaceous, fossiliferous beds into protogine is

oprobable and intrusion has been shown to be out of

the question.

In intimate contact with these isolated masses of protogine

we find, at the Dumplings and Ikulev's lieach, con;

and chloritic schists, some parts of win. ii close! \ resemble the

chlorite schist of "Paradise," which, therefore, on
grounds, would, together with its associated mica schists, seem

to be perhaps synchronous with the former.
The chloritic"argillytes with calcite, forming the western part

of Newport Neck, evidently correspond to the similar rocks of

Brown's and Church's Points in Little Compton, and accord-

ingly underlie the coal measures ; and at Coaster's Harbor and

Kose Islands we find them below the "Qaai
gate." The dotted line on the map, from Castle Hill to Rose

Island, the Gull Rocks, Coaster's Harbor Island, Little Lime

Bock and Brenton's Cove, bounds the probable subn
tension of these rocks near Newport. But the western bound-

ary of this tract almost touches the chloritic and epidotic

schists of the Dumplings, which dip abou
chloritic argillytes oi the northern half of Newport Neck dip

B.S.E. ; therefore, probably, the latter overlie the former.

Again, the chloritic argillytes at 71, west of Price's Neck, are

underlaid by a layer of ferruginous chlorite, which occurs also
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in Church's Cove, Little Compton, at the base of these argil-
lytes and near the protogine; and a ferruginous chlorite of

arance occurs near the top of the proto-
gine at Bailey's Beach ; and it is natural that rock,
in chlorite should be followed by some a little less chloritic.
for all these reasons the normal position of the chloritic argil-
lytes would seem to be above the chloritic and epidotic schists
of 15 and 17 and the chlorite and hornblende schists of
"aradise."

The dolomite at 94 and the Lime Rocks is associated with
P«rple slate, and these slates belong to the ehlorit argil Ivtes.
and so the dolomite. These two outcrops, as stated by Prof.
\a, Hitchcock, seem to be parts of the same bed on
sides of a synclinal axis. This axis mav be traced northward
through Coast r's ITarboi Inland md southward in the western
Part of the '• Fliutv Slate." The -eutle S.E dip at 43 would

senl a minor fold, and the easterly dipping lines at
^e L,me Rocks would be joints.

Ape siliceous argillyte of the middle portion of Newport
fleck corresponds to that at Conanicut and Sacliuest Neck,
^here ir is associated with ' Condome rate I '' and underlies theWt distiuctivelv Carboniferous bed. its relation to the

i> no* MM ], tf j,
,m J u |,,(m , ,1h.u Hi m> ii 1

termed) pr ; v repre-
Se,ir*l at anv one point. Thus at Rose Island the Carbonifer-

|f
lS ror1^ »<M on the . hlotit-c n ol \t - a* Sn-'a i est Neck on

ar-illvtes, ;

>u; in Conameu! diivct.lv upon the pro-
togwe. Or, \<.-.vp,,rt Vvk tin m!^.,,,- l(- ' ue< he upon the

but in Little Compton appaivntlv th.e chloritic argil-

..
vtes 'akp that place. On Newport Neck the siliceous are

iytes, but their relative age is

•

lt ions however, throw some

he question. The Conglomerate I associated with the

^aehuost Xeek contains pieces of red

''"
< purple slates and dolomite of the c i »rit irgill te

series. At bV, the siliceous aririllvte contains fragments of

' llvto. The conlbVnn- Uexures throughout the
''-

' lim ii <U the \ i n.'ol 1. n 1 >us but it is notice-

,asarai:;vtes. and that as the

wrmer nowhere come up again to complete the syneiv, tl

ttay be supposed that they come up under the latter and thm
°ut before r,

•
,

, o| tee prorogue on
the^neck. From the relative si

at Sachuest Neck and 9 of LlttIe
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Compton it seems probable that the former overlie the latter

unless we suppose the protogine to recur under water on the

east side of Sachuest Neck. Serpentine in layers and minute

veins is characteristic of the sil ml Jackson

found that in the northern part of the State chlorite and horn-

blende slate are followed by dolomite or serpentine, i. e. the

chloritic rocks underlie the serpentines. From these data it

seems somewhat probable that the true position of the siliceous

argillytes with serpentine is above the chloritic argillytes with

Harbor and Conanicut Islands. Lying upon them in Mackerel

Cove, and also probably at Coaster's Harbor Island, are the

argillaceous schists witrfsiderite and pyrites, in all probability

belonging to the same horizon as the Eastern's Point argillytes

with pyrites (lower argillytes of first paper) which there under-

lie conglomerate II, and which, on account of their relation to

Sachuest Neck, were represented in the general section as over-

lying the quartz and clay aggregate. At Beaver Head the

great bed of quartzyte conglomerate is wanting and the coal-

measures immediately follow the sideritic argillyte. Indeed, on

the west side of Easton's Point, the conglomerate seems to thin

out and there is some uncertainty as to where, in the vicinity

of Easton's Beach, the boundary between that conglomerate

and the overlving aruilktes. conglomerates and eai

schists should' be drawn. At Coaster's Harbor Island a slightly

metamorphic conglomerate occuis in close proximity to the

sideritic and chloritic argillytes, which Prof. Ch.

estimates at 50' and places above the coal beds. If that is

correct, the coal-measures must thin out at that locality. The

strata of Coddington Cove, Bishop Rock and "Tl
belong to the coal-measures, to which also may be assigned

the carbonaceous beds ot Taugart's Ferrv, the Glen, and of the

shore between High Hill and Brown's Points on the East Pas-

sage. Here also would seem to belong the Dutch Island and

Beaver Head beds which, however, have been sul

greater metamorphism. The conglomerate of Miantonomah

Hill, both Jackson and Ch. Hitchcock reuard as above the coal

beds, although it strondv resembles thai of Karon's Point an.j

differ! from that of Coaster's Harbor Island. I coal

the outcrops of conglomerate above the "Cliffs" series to which

Professor Ch. Hitchcock alludes on the east side i

Pond, and which he coordinates with that of Miai

Hill. What relations exist between the coal-measures of '' I be

Cliffs'' and the epidotic and chloritic schists south of Sheep

Point is uncertain. A fault has been supposed and the slicken-
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sides crossing the strata at Ochre Point and along " the Cliffs
"

point to a disturbance in a N.-S. or N.KE.-S.S.W. line, which,
if continued south, would border on the outlying masses of epi-

dotic schist opposite 15. The recess between Ochre Point and
14 was formed by erosion of the softer beds. But this does

n the presence of the coal-measures between the
epidotic schists at 14 on the S.E. and the protogine at U on
the N.W. Here we must resort to the supposition either of
Archaean Islands and shallows in tin Carboniferous estuaries,

<* of a double system of faults or of folds followed by erosion
of the softer beds.
The mica schists of the Narraganset shore belong to a highly

metamorphic belt which m-lud^ Imu-h Island. A question
arises as to the age of these two beds of* mica schist. Those of
the shore differ chiefly from those of the island by the absence
of garnets and graphitic beds and the presence of veins of
granite. Farther west occurs the bed of graphite associated

• these schists or with an adjoining gneiss coordinate
with that of Narraganset Pier. We have then either a contact

Carboniferous beds, containing graphitic schist, or else, both

A3
belo"£ either to the Archaean or the Carboniferous. A

middle ground has been taken on this question. The prote-
gee of^Conanicut and Newport differs from that of Narra-

ntaining two kinds or colors of feldspar;

ides, the j.i'oto^n
ueing more gen tic, whereas the

opposite case exists' at Newport and Conanicut. From the

relative dip and position of the mica schists of Bonnet Point,
etc., and of the gm-,^, -r.mire .md piot.-j uu south, these mica
schists would seem to overlie the latter, but if we consider
them as u

pre-carboniferous "
a question as to their relations to

we epidotic, chloritic and hornblendic schists, which in other

parts succeed tfa - Thev may provisionally
°e supposed as sy ,u u . ous *

i these or"as underlying them
In accordance with these views r. e a • .. n. pan ving geological

map and section have been prepared. Thev continue west-

*»rd, the map (Plate I, * (Plate III), of

the first paper,* and the following table enumerates and de-

scribes all the beds of the south end of Narraganset Bay in

*The layers of "auartz and rhiv .^.M^ite" in c.niiu-t with proiopne in

"'* '-
.

.

"..-: : '•
"

.-. < -
-' • iVi :'

graphical possibility 1
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their chronological order, as far as determined, beginning with

the oldest :

•01. Granite. (;,„iS s. Protngine.—Coarse and fine granite and

gneiss, of Mack mica, more or less pinkish ehtspar, and quartz,

passing in some places into a protogine of chlorite, pink, or a

pinkish ami a greenish feldspar, and quartz, in others into a

granite ol t-col I mien un-co!

The bed of plumlvgo probably belongs in the gneiss. Veins

of coarse, pink granite, sometimes without mica, and of crypto-

yellou serpentine (West [sland \ irraganset Pier, Newport,

and Conanicut.) 1300'+ .

02. Mica schist, dark and light colored, both with black mica,

the light more quartzose and with quartz pebbles. Veins of

mite of cream-colored feldspar, light mica and quartz.

1450'.

1. Hornblende, chhrite and mica schist—The hornblende

schist of hornblende and triclinic feldspar, sometimes with a

little mica, passing into a chlorite schist of chlorite with a

little calcite and possibly quartz. This alternating several

times with mica schist passing into a siliceous

or an argillaceous schist. Veins of milky quartz with chlorite

and also -.ometime^ with crystals of feidqmr, also veins of

1.5. Epidotic and c/doritie schist.— lu places argillaceous,

serpentine or talcose. with nodules and veinleis of

a little ca of quartz. A few

layers of iWrngii ms ehh rite, and of quartzyte with quartz peb-

bles, in the lower part. Veins of crvptocrystalline pink feld-

spar and quartz, and of rnilkv quartz."
"

-M>0'-600'.

2. Ch/nrUicoryi/!yt^—B\mAiuiwnoril
slate, sometimes grayish and riiicace. us instead of chlontic,

gene]-;dh with minute p :
> S s -jes or nodules of amorphous cal-

<'ite, the 1 tter. vlnm ko_e traversed by veins of cr

calcite. Where verv chhu-itic it contains crystals of

when less so, often cubic! iron pvrites. The green slates in

plnees with parages am j hr ,,
, n;„^ „f wll .tc quart/ the

purple ones with passa-es and nodules of dark purple and red
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3. Siliceous argillyte.—(Flinty slate of the Hitchcocks, Pri-
mordial felsite of Shaler, Conglomerate I of first paper), dark
gray, purple or green, more or less schistose, siliceous or argil-
!»«-•* >ns: in many places an impure serpentine; at Sachuest
iNeck with a slaty conglomerate containing a few pebbles of

'• Seams of precious serpentine and talc, near which
c«"cite, pier tile. Veins of ciyptocrystalline
granite. 500'-2000'.

4. Quartz and day aggregate.—A' highly metamorphic,
; 4ia\ or black a^re^tr. of eery coarse

.

*ye™ of fine, -.arbonnceous si to with C rhoniferous plants.
A

:' on longi »l ,. Wins of milk\ quartz. 750'.
>. Snlerdic an/Mute.—(Lowev argillaceous schist of first

'

'

'

'

:

' " -
- -

;

.

i; '-'\
;

- :

•
-

'

'

.
.

. -

- Vci of rnilkv quart » ith chlorite, frequently
a-* with

I One or two veins of
argillaceous rock with cubical iron pyrites. 600'-2000'.

6. Quarto <>,>,,„„,„>,„,<• -(1st mi 2d conglomerate of Ch.
Jiitchcock, Conglomerate IT of first t .^en consists of large

ot magnetite. Ve :

ins of milky quartz. (•• Paradise," "Purga-
torv,"etc.) 750'.

7, 8, 9. Coalmea
argillaceous schists

.s/ow.—Alternating clark and

us or with minute fer-

juginons nodujes). lartzvte co;-.

(of smaller pebble- rluin ('. tea or slates

w'th large ferrueimaus nodules, numerou, ; ,.„, .;..,..

and beds of plumlheinous anthracite At Dut.
argillaceous schists arc replaced by ^an letiferous, mi<

including a few la vau-s of garnetifeYou<.
•**• Veins of' : ,. randy v e, at Dutch
Island both hyaline and milky, with feldspar. 200

fhese beds give a total thickness of from 9,2<

J
ee t, or, supposing 1 to be synchronous with La.
12,850'. Of these only Nos. 4-9, or 3700'-4100 ', a

°/- Carboniferous age. Professor Shaler assigns I

^mcmlial, but it/is un fossil iferous as are all belo
H^t refers 2 and 3 to the Huronian. Mr. W.
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after studying certain hornblendic and chloritic rocks in Rhode
Island and Massachusetts, and examining the granite near

Tiverton,* is disposed to assign them to the Montalban ; and as

these rocks present some analogies to .01, 1 and 1.5, his

is of weight here, but the metamorphic character of the whole

scries, including the coal- -leisures, should make us cautious in

the application of chemical methods of classification which

might be valid in a region where the Carboniferous beds had

preserved their normal constitution.

An analysis of 200 measurements of the dip at the south end

of the bay yields these results : There are 12 different directions

of the dip : A, W.N.W.-E.S.E.; A'', W.-E.; B, N.N.E.-S.S.W.;

B", N.E.-S.W.: B"', N.-S.; C, N.N.W.-SS.E. Of these, A",

B", B"', varying but 22° one way or the other from A, B, C,

may be attributed to minor causes, leaving three main flexures

45°-90° apart. As none of the twelve dips are confined to the

Pre-carboniferous beds the flexures must all have taken place,

to some extent at least, as late as the close of the Carboniferous

age. The most prevalent ones are A and B, the forn

a strike of N.N.E.-S.S.W. (or N. 38 E.-S. 33 W. true), paral-

lel with the Appalachian range and. therefore, probably dating

to the time of the Appalachian revolution, the latter one ot

W.N.W.-E.S.E. (or N. 57 W.-S. 57 E.) at right angles to that

range. This last was in all probability the cause of the

W.N.W.-E.S.E. fissures winch characterize the whole region,

especially the qnartzvte conglomerate, f Two main synclinal

axes running N.N.E.-S.S.W. are apparent, one between the

Narraganset shore and the southern part of Conanicut, another

between the chloritic argillytes and the protogine on Newport

Neck which may be tr

Island. These flexures traverse t;,e entire series with little re-

gard to their lithological character. As the same bed is often

flexed in several directions it is not easy to determine whether

unconformable depos *

here. What appears

like unconformity is often the result of lateral pressure and

faulting, but, as there is some reason to suppose that the proto-

gine and associated schists in the center of the basin were above

water in Carboniferous times, it seems probable that on their

borders the Carboniferous beds must lie unconformably, but

the highly metamorphic character of the protogine and tne

subsequent flexure of the entire series has obscured the evi-

dences of it. The irregular vertical distribution of the mem-

bers of the Pre-carboniferous points either to flexures

more ancient times, or to changes or differences in the character
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of the sediments within short distances, or erosion of them, or
else to different degrees of raetamorphism of the same bed.
This last has been erroneously supposed to account for the dif-

ference between the chloritic and siliceous argillytes. What-
ever may have been the cause, the fact is that the Carboniferous
" trat:) li< " tru ! itch upon .1- many as six different kinds of
beds at different points. That metamorphism took place in

part before the deposition of the Carboniferous beds is possible
but not to such an extent as to prevent the subsequent flexure
of the whole series;* that it took place unequally at different
places in later Carboniferous times is probable from a compari-
son of the Dutch Island and Newport beds. The entire series
of beds, with the different veins, affords a succession of litho-

logical and mineralogical facts ail to be sug-
gestive to the chemical geologist.

ucal—In attempting to reconstruct the physiog-
raphy of Carboniferous times in this region we may venture
the supposition that the ancient shore, on the east, followed the
hne now indicated bv I bills trending south
from Tiverton towards West Mamf and, on the west, that indi-
cated by the corresponding range of Barber's Height and Tower
Hill, fifteen miles distant in North and South Kingston,
which trends southward toward Point Judith. A little more
than midway from the east shore of this basin, we may suppose,
was an island of protogine, siliceous and chloritic argil! vte (or

of the rocks which these now represent), about four miles in

diameter, covering what is now part of Conanicut, Newport
^eck and harbor. The rest of this end of the basin, with per-

haps an except! >nai J, t at " L\i a li-e.
' «,> alternateh tmir-h

0r estuary, but in its eastern half was at one time either the

theatre of powerful or long continued, local, erosive influences

operating on some pr< -. or else afforded a
channel for stone laden ice floes or powerful currents bringing

detritus from the north. The plowing out of the east, west
and central passages of Narraganset Bay, as well as of Mack-
erel Cove and the si Baston's Point and
the Cliffs," on one side, and Saehuest Neck, on the other and

the lands bat < , ,th s ittle regard to mti ma .r

gnclinal axes, may bo attrii.n.ed. a.- suggested by Professor
fehal er, in part to pre-glacial, but largely to glacial erosion.

Ne^port, R. I., December, 1883.
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Art. XXXIII— On Mesozoic Dicotyledons; by Lester F.

In the following remarks on Mesozoic Dicotyledons, I

confine the term Dicotyledons to that sub-class of the vege-

table kingdom which is embraced under the term Angiosperms

in most modern text-books of botany. This is the usage

of most vcl sts
1 am! the reasons for adopt-

ing it have been frequently stated.
2

The Dicotyledons occupy somewhat the same position in the

history and development of plants that the Mammalia occupy

with respect to animals. They constitute the dominant type

and in their rapid march have now so completely gained the

ascendant as to dwarf all other forms into relative insignificance.

They include nearly all the deciduous forest trees, the shrubby

undergrowth, the leafy herbage and the weeds of all temperate

But this has not always been the case. In fact the reign of

the Dicotyledons, geologically considered, has been very brief.

Although there is evidence "that the earth has been covered

with vegetation since the beginning of the Carboniferous age

HI there is nothing to warrant us in saying that a

single dicotyledonous plant existed prior to the close of the

Jurassic. Indeed, we do not know from the actual discovery

of specimens that this type appeared earlier than the second

recognized group of the Cretaceous—the TJrgonian. Until

quite recently the presence of these plants in formations lower

than the Miocene was so rare that it was with the Tertiary

rather than with the Cretaceous that the existing dominant

vegetation of the globe was assumed to have originated.

Notwithstanding this, some of the earliest, if not the very

earliest, discoveries of these forms were in cretaceous strata.

In the stone-quarries of the Harz mountains near Blanken-

burg, were found, near the beginning of the eighteenth century,

prints of large leaves which the workmen believed to be those

of the grape vine, and which were mentioned by Scheuchzer,

tnn, and Walch, but without any attempt at their

scientific determination.

A brief historical review of the discovery, identification and

publication of dicotyledonous species in Cretaceous strata 01

Europe and America; including the arctic regions, will show the

importance which this subject is assuming among paleontolo-

gists.

* See the Am. r
' .>,•'.

I stsi. pp. :::.9-.i7'<.
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In 1833 Zenker5 took up in earnest the study of the Blank-
enburg leaf-prints and described, figured and named five spe-
cies belonging to two genera. One of these genera he rightly
concluded to have no living representatives, and he therefore
.<•;;::

;
/.-. ,. ,

. ..-•-> -.:
.

.,.•.;-

lected the specimens.
In 1841 Goppert4

figured a number of dicotyledonous leaves
from the Quadersandstein ul' S.il. - ;

. , but did not venture to give
names to them.
The next year Geiuit//' identified three species in the lower

Quader of Saxonv at Niedorschona, the fossil flora of which
place was so well"worked up by Ettingshausen in 1867.

In 1845 Corda" figured some dozen leaves from Trziblitz,

:han, in Bohemia, some of which

attempt to refer these forms to genera and species.

Unger's Synopsis1 appeared the same year, in which sixteen
species of Cretaceous Dicotyledons are recognized down to that
date. Goppert, 8

however, admitted only thirteen species in his

table published in Bronn's Naturgeschichte, which also appeared

Debey* in 1848 enumerates sixteen species as previously
published and adds to these twenty-seven others from the

neighborhood of Aix-la-Ciiapelle. most of which, however, he

ter, and as no figures were made,

<>!e that some of these were not Dicotyledons. He
also gives four Carpotithes which he identifies with dicotyledo-
nous orders.

The same year Goppert" published a supplement to his Flora
°f the Quadersandstein in which a number of Dicotyledons are

In Ettingshausen's Proteaceen der Vorwelt, 1851,
11 four Cretj

883
Beit^ge ZU1" Naturgeschichte der Urwelt, von Jonathan Carl Zenker. Jen

/ Ueber die fossile Flora dor Qu ,
* .> m ...-n a -n in Schlesien, etc., i
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ceous species are enumerated, and Von Otto12 in his Addita-

wienfe, 1852—54, Uo <'- bed Proteacese from the Quader of

Saxony ; while Miquel 13
in 1853 described a few Dicotyledons

from the upper Cretaceous of Limburg.
In 1856 Dunker 14 described and figured in the Palixonto-

>jni{ ht'ca four species from Blankenburg in addition to those of

Zenker, and one cluster of fruit which he believed to belong to

(',> lneria, and to indicate strongU tiuil those; ancient plants

belonged to the Polygonacese, Zenker had divined that they

might be amarantaceous.

One year later Stiehler15 reviewed in the Palceonl

the whole subject of the Cretaceous flora of the Harz mountains,

and added to all previous results the discoveries made by

Hampe, a druggist of Blankenburg, in the marls near that

place. Out of the numerous forms of Credneria he carves a

new genus which he calls Etiingshausenia, and of which he

makes eight species. He admits seven species of '

and figures several others which he calls new species, but with-

ing specific names to them.
Thus far America had contributed nothing to the flora of the

Cretaceous, but in 1858 Heer described in the proceedings of the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia16 eight species of

Dicotyledons which had been collected by Doctor Hayden in

Kansas and Nebraska. These, however, he erroneously be-

lieved to be Miocene.
The next year Mr. Lesquereux17 contributed a paper to this

Journal in which a number of fossil plants from Nanaimo, Van-

couver's Island, and from Bellingham Bay were described as

Miocene. It is now !. is Cretaceous, and his

paper enumerates six species of Dicotyledons from thai

Nothing further appears to have been done until 1863, when

Dr. Newberry 18 reported, in the Boston Journal of Natural His-

tory upon certain fossil plants from Orcas Island, British Colum-

bia, collected by the Northwest Boundary Commission. He
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declared the horizon Cretaceous, and among the plants described
were four Dicotyledons.

In 1866 appeared the somewhat famous Phyllites cretacees du
erof whom determined

the fossil plants which the foi >ed to collect

bird Hill, Nebraska, in the now well known Dakota
Group. The Cretaceous character of these fossils was here
rather grudgingly conceded and has never since been seriously
doubted.

While America had been thus coming forward Europe had
remained in the background for about ten years, or since
Stiehler's monograph of the Harz in 1857. It was not till 1867

' published in the Sitzungsberichte of the
v ienna Academy his valuable paper on the fossil flora of Nieder-
;" 1; ""''> ni Saxony. olace is considerably
lower than that of Blankenburg and belongs at the base of the

Quadersandstein formation of Germany. Nevertheless, the
species nearly all belong to living genera—Quercus, Fagus,
*icus, Laurus, Protea, etc. Twentv-eight species are enumer-
ated. "

6 *

In the same volume Unger21 described and figured four
Dicotyledons, thins far unknown, from the Gosau (upper Seno-
man) of Austria, at St. Wolfgang and Neue Welt. Though
contenting himself to call them all Phyllites, he yet ventured to

assign two of them to the Magnoliacese and two to the Prote-

Returning to America, we find in 1868 the two most impor-
^"t contributions vet made in this eountrv to the

''

flora of the west. These were Dr. Newberry's Notes on the later

extinct floras of Xorth Anvricn, published in the Annals of the
-N, '^v Vork Lvccuin of Natural liisiorv (April),

2,2 and Mr. Les-

quereux's paper in tins Journal- for "July of the same year.

1 hough prepared quite independently of each other, these two
Papers followed

I be s shed the same results.

Uoth authors give lists .1' tin American Cretaceous species

known up to !a Dr. N errv enumerating 20 '
M

2] Dicot, edons. rh< number of species described
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by Dr. Newberry
Lesquereux was 47
sas, included in Mr. Lesquereux's list, the descriptions ot

which did not appear until the following year, 24 do not enter

into the figures above given. It will thus be seen that about

seventy-five species of Dicotyledons had been described from

a Group and other American Cretaceous strata down

Far less could be said for Europe at this date. Hosius, 25
in

1869, was able to enumerate in his Oeognosie Westfalens twenty-

five characteristic species of the Quadersandstein, which had been

described and figured either by Von der Marck26 or by himself.
27

In this year, too, Heer published his Fossil Flora of M
MShren, which belongs to the lower Quadersandstein, or base of

the Cenomanian. Twelve species are described and carefully

figured.

In Hayden's annual reports of the geological survey of the

Territories for 1870 and 187129 Lesquereux continue- I

the list of American species, and in 1872, Heer,
80

in his Fossil

Flora of Quedlinburg makes further a Iditious to thai of- Europe.

We are thus brought down to the year 1874, which is

marked by three very important publications.

Scbimper's Traiti de Paleontologie Vegetale was completed in

that year, in the fourth volume31 of which 109 species of Creta-

ceous Dicotyledons are recognized. Of these 46 are American,

which shows that the author was far behind in the literature of

the subject. He also expresses serious doubts as to the Creta-

ceous age of these plants, although this had been long settled

here beyond a peradventure.

Next should be mentioned Heer's Kreideflora der I

Zone, which appeared in 1874 in volume three of his Flora

Fossilis Artica. In this work he describes one solitary dicoi v-

ledonous species {Populus primceva) in the schists of Koine—
Urgonian—by far the most ancient form thus far met with, and

33 species in the higher strata of Atane, which are now gener-

Transacr;

lien Kreirleformation \

r Geognosie Westfalens), von A. Hosius.
! . . . Pnanzen aus dem Plattenkalk <

Flora von Moletein in Mahren. Zurich, 1869.

* 9 On the fossil plants of the Cretaceo

and Nebraska, Ann. Hep. 1870, p. 370. Fossil Flora I

Ann. Rep. 1871, p. 301.
30 Beitrage zur Kreideflora. II. Zur Kreideflora von Quedlinburg.
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ally believed to correspond with the Cenomanian of Europe.
These researches of Heer appeared too late to be embodied in

Finally, as crowning this fruitful year's labor, appeared Mr.
Lesquereux's important quarto volume r

Schimper's great work,

>wning
nporrant quarto

Flora of the Western Territories,"32 reviewing the results of t

researches in this country, and describing and illustra-
ting 107 species of American Cretaceous Dicotyledons. In Hay-
den's annual report for the same year33 26 species are described
and some figured, but most of these were also more fully
treated in the Cretaceous Flora.

_

During the succeeding six years little activity was manifested
in this field, the attention <>1 paleobotanists beinu i

directed to the floras of later formations, but in ^1880 Hosius
and Yon der Marck published in the PulionV^rap^cC 1

their
Flora der iccstfalisdicn Ki vk/or„,a(ion, an important work

loraof Westphalia. Although
fossil plants had been found throughout almost the entire Cre-

eries as there represent- the Seno-
any Dicotyledons were detected. At two quite

orizons within the Senonian such plants were found,
s< species being credited to the upper and 24 to the lower
Senonian, or 61 species.

Quite an important paper by Dr. Debey appeared in 188139

ng querciform leaves from the
'- :-la-Chapelle. Fifteen species are described and
-Med. all of which are referred to Dryophyllum, a

genua founded long ago by Debey on unpublished material
and to which Saporta refers four of the forms from the traver-
ses of Sezanne. It had been announced40 that Debey had
collected in the vicinity of Aix-la-Chapelle no less than two
hundred species of dicotyledonous plants, and it is to be hoped
that this paper may form a beginning, at least, of the much-
needed work of acquainting vegetable paleontologists with the
nature of this remarkable flora.

.

I he sixth volume of Heer's Flora Fossilis Artica appeared
m 1882. In this the Cretaceous flora of Kome and Atane are
reviewed with fresh materials. While, unable to find any com-

" Contributions to the Fossil Flora of tin W st rn IVrr t i es, Parti. The

""-

1880
e

)

UeS
'
188U

^
ComPte rendu du Congres de botai

67l
°|chimper, Traite de Paleontologie Yegetale, Paris, 1

Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXVII, No. 160.
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panioiis for the solitary Populus of Korne, he adds largely to

the dicotyledonous flora of Atane. From 38 species in 1874

this flora now rises to 95. In the seventh volume of the same

work, which unfortunately must now be the last, a new Creta-

ceous flora is announced, that of Patoot, also in 1

1

which is regarded as extreme upper Cretaceous. Dicotyledons

here abound and no less than 74 species are made known in

Heer's work.
Within the past few months an important paper has been

contributed to the Royal Society of Canada by Principal Daw-

son, 85 in which 30 species, mostly new, from two disl

zons of the Cretaceous of British Columbia are described and

Lastly I am able to add to this enumeration one of the most

important works that has ever been produced on vegetable

paleontology, but which is still unpublished, though now ready

for the press. I refer to Mr. Lesquereux's Cretaceous and Ter-

tiary Floras, which is to form the eighth volu

again exhaustively reviews the entire subject of the Amer-

ican Cretaceous flora, and we find the number of Dicotyl*j

dons thus far yielded by the Dakota Group to have reached

167. In his table of distribution lie attempts to embrace the

flora of the entire Cenomaman formation, to which he doubtless

rightly believes our Dakota Group to belong. The total num-

ber of Dicotyledons thus marshaled is 312. Large as these

figures seem, there is much reason to >el eve that the\ i

[
in both cases considerably below the actual state of science at

the present time; as will be seen by the tabular statement given

If we now turn from this strictly chronological enumeration

to a consideration of tl «ition in which these

plants have been found, as indicating their relative age, we

I i lie results no less interesting than is the history ot

their discovery.

The various countries'of the globe where geology is studied

have adopted divisions for their ireoio^ieal formations corres-

ponding to the character of the rocks in each country. These

divisions cannot be made to harmonize with exactness when »

is sought to compare widely separated regions. The attempt

here made to correlate the sub-divisions of the European, Arctic

and North American Cretaceous can therefore at best only lay

claim to approximate accuracy.

36 Transactions, pp. 15-34, pi. i-viii.
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The Quadersandstein of Germany, in which the greater part
of the European fossil plants have been found, is an extensive
formation, reaching in Saxony and Bohemia from the lower
Cenomanian to the White Chalk, or upper Senonian. Its

middle portion is occupied by the Planer sandstone and Planer
marls, which extend downward into the upper Cenomanian
aDd upward to the base of the Senonian. The somewhat local

character and indefinite boundaries of the Quader formations
have rendered it customary on the Continent, even with Ger-
man geologists, to adopt the system of d'Orbigny as now mod-
ified and to speak of the Cenomanian, Turonian and Senonian
instead of Lower Quader, Planer and Upper Quader, and it is

also now common to applv these terms to formations in other
parts of the world which are supposed to occupy the same stra-

tigraphical positions.
The leading European localities from which Cretaceous

dicotyledons have been collected are: Saxony (Nieder
Moravia (Moletein), Bohemia (Trziblitz, Perutz), Silesia (Op-
Peln, Tiefenfurth), the Harz dia g, Quedlin-
burg), Westphalia (Legden, Sendenhorst), and the vicinity of
Aix-la-Chapelle. The first four of these localities belong to

the lower Quadersandstein, or Cenomanian. that of Nieder-
Bchona lying near its base. The Cretaceous of the Harz

- probably lower Senonian. in Westphalia, Hosius
and Von der Marck find fossil Dicotyledons at two different

horizons, both of which, however, thev place in the Senonian.
The region about Li^h 'i Vhaus llaltem, etc is regarded as

lower Senonian, while Sendenhorst, Haldem, etc., are said to

°e upper Senonian. The iron-sand near Aix-la-Chapelle is

probably still higher and occupies the extreme upper Senonian.
The next greatest source, outs ites, of the

class of fossils under consideration is Greenland. The Kome
beds, as already remarked, are distinctly tixed in the Urgonian,
which is lower Cretac m the STeocomian and
{he Gault, The discovery of a dicotyledonous plant at this

horizon is one of the most interesting facts of paleontolog-
Jcal science. The beds of Atane, where the greater part of the

species were found, although called upper Cretaceous by Heer,
are admitted by him t esil remains so close

a relationship with the American Dakota Group as to render it

Probable that they are of the same age. Patoot, on the other
nand, is set down as extreme upper Cretaceous, and Heer says

that its invertebrate I i ntity with the Fox
Hills of our Western Territories.

-Dicotyledons have come are all regarded by the •

geologists as upper Cretaceous. The inland portions, situated
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on the Pine and Peace rivers, are said by Dr. Dawson to corres-

pond to the Niobrara of the northwestern United States, which

he also correlates with the lower Senonian of Europe. Van-

couver's Island and the localities on the Pacific coast are higher

and are placed in the upper Senonian, though he does not

correlate them with any of the groups of American geologists.

Fossil plants were found on the Bow and Belly river which is

said to agree with the Pierre Group but the dicotyledonous

ren ains appear to have been indistinct and indeterminable.

With the exception of the Dakota Group, which is commonly
regarded as Cenomanian, and m which such a profusion of

dicotyledonous vegetation is embedded, no fossil plants have

thus far been described from the Cretaceous of the western

Territories. Nevertheless, I have myself collected and brought

to Washington the past season some dicotyledonous leaves

from a locality on the upper Missouri river some seven miles

below Coal Banks, whose position is fixed with certainty in

the Fort Pierre Group, No. 4 of Meek and Hayden, which Dr,

C. A. White regards as merely forming the lower portion of the

Fox Hills. The mate though meager and frag-

mentary, is sufficient to render it quite certain that we here

have forms nearly allied to Platanus latiloba of Newberry {Sassa-

bib Lesqx.) and perhaps connecting this with

nobilis Newby., from the Laramie strata that overlie these beds,

as well as forms resembling Quercus salicifolia Newby., and

other Cretaceous genera and species. There is therefore ground

for hoping that when this and other similar localities are thor-

oughly studied a new Cretaceous flora may come to light in

the northwest.

I have in this paper intentionally omitted all consideration

of the great Laramie group although this is regarded b}r many

as Cretaceous. This is because it seems at least to be more

recent than any of the European, Arctic or British American

plant-bearing beds, while its abundant flora consists in large

part of types represented in the Miocene of Europe.
It thus appears that throughout both hemispheres the con-

ditions required for the preservation of vegetable remains in

Cretaceous time have existed in a marked degree during two

epochs only, the Cenomanian and the Senonian, separated from

each other by a period, perhaps equal to either, din.

marine forms of animal

ledons only occur in the Turonian of Europe, as e.g. Magnolia

mensis from Toulon, while the Colorado Group (Fort Ben-

Niobrara) of our Western Territories has thus far proved

destitute of plant life.

If now we take up the several subdivisions of the Cretaceous

rmation in their stratigraphical order, beginning with the
format
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lowest, we shall see that in the Neocomian, or lowest member,
no plant remains of the sub-class we have been studying have
as yet ever been detected.36

In the Urgonian, or next higher group, one species. Populus
primceva Heer, has been collected at Pattorfik in Greenland.
In volume vi of his Flora Fossilis AMh.i. which appeared in

1882, or eight years subsequent to the original description of
this plant, Heer continued to adhere to this species as well as

toitsanoma! position.
The Gault, like the Neocomian, has thus far furnished no

Dicotyledons, though not always destitute of plant remains/37

It is with the Cenomanian that there seems to have burst in

upon the world a great and luxuriant dicotyledonous vegeta-
{'on. It is found alike in Saxony, Bohemia, Silesia, in Green-
land and in the western Tinted State-. Upwards of three hun-
dred and fifty species, representing all three of the divisions of
the sab-class (Apetalce, Polypetafa, Oamopatelce), and consisting
chiefly of living genera have been described.

It was formerly supposed that the beds at Blankenburg occu-
pied a much lower position than that to which I have assigned
them, and such as would place them in the Turonian, at least,

if not in the Cenomanian, and Mr. Lesquereux, in the large and
important work which is about to a, pcatv^ includes the species
of Heer's Quedlinburg Flora in his table of distribution of the

Cenomanian. It is now quite certain, however, that the Creta-
ceous of the Ifarz district i< mu.-h iiiulicr. and authorities seem
to agree in placing it in the lower Senonian. On the other
hand the upper boundaries of the Cenomanian in France and
elsewhere are somewhat imp. rfeetlv . stablished. For this and
other reasons I have felt justified in relegating the few species

that have been classed as Turonian to the Cenomanian. of

two quite distinct horizons for fossil plants seem to occur, se

arated from each other by a considerable interval. In view
this I have attempted to divide this group into two horizo
and am thus able to show the lower and upper Senonian sept

ately j>0m the lower Senonian we have about eighty speci

and from the upper about one hundred and eighty.

Coemana find?

ad. Royale de J

r Floras. Report

Washington, 1883.
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Upper Senonian .

Turonii'm'

Ceriomnnian ) .

Dakota Group ) .

Gault.

As all the plant- with which we are here concerned are found

in the Cretaceous some may be surprised that this paper should

-

i for the title chosen is simply that it may tend sorn<

alarge the view of the true history and age of th

great type of vegetation. When we see that more than tlm
arge the view of the true history

great type of vegetation. When we see that r

hundred and fifty species of fully developed Did
implying the existence of many more, were flourish

their present luxuriance in the middle Cretaceous, and that

existed belonging to a genus that still survives, we cannot if

we would. :

iai the ancestors oi

must have come down through older periods of the Mesozoic.

That we shall ever discover the true progenitors of the

known Dicotyledons it is, of course, impossible to say, but that

they had progenitors science no more hesitates to assume than

any one would hesitate to assume that, a foundling child must

have had parents. Moreover, such is the slow and secular

character of the develop! tent oi livi ,» forms on the globe that

no one would supj ose it possible for so prominent a group or

plants as were the Dicotvledons in the Cenomaoian
attained that condition in auvthimr short of a vast geologic

period. .

It is to be hoped that we are at last ai

iiir- U le,,M „! ,
-, ••

,
Mem of the

on. n ol tie l)u >t\ -I ns 1 h v. mvsell seen at least one

sliiiht. it may be, but verv interesting sign of possible progre

in this direction. Cert;, n M uif defect vo, but vei

specimens collected in the uppei nia
^uf tn

fes- i Wm. M. Foi.tam.. and which he kindh brought w
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Washington for my inspection, certainly possess all the essen-
tial elements of dicotyledonous leaves, although at the same

: recognizable stamp of the cryptogamic
vegetation that cha

age. What is to be the final verdict of science upon these
i<>nns cannot now be told, but it is to be hoped that the
Mesozoic strata, not only in Virginia, but in all parts of
the world may be diligently searched and the materia].- care-
fully studied, with a view to discovering those certaiulv
merely "missing links

9
' of a chain that can but have been

once complete.
It is remarkable that both in its flora and its fauna the life of

ment has been thus abruptly truncated. The sudden
irruption of a perfectly developed mammalian fauna at the

of the Tertiary is not le*s astonishing than the
appearance unannounced of many hundreds of species of highly
organized dicotyledonous plants in the middle Cretaceous.
A he advocates of special creation, and likewise the hunters after

med upon the facts which science
itself so plainly teaches, could ask no str-n^T argument for
either of their posith
^formed, and it seei
so and still hold sue
Poison that contains ._ .

of the facts suffices to preclude a |>erverse use of them.

ART. XXXIV— On the Tourmaline and Associated Minerals of

Auburn, Mane ; by (tEOKGE F. KUNZ.

[Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at

In 1868, the Rev. Luther Hills called attention to a specimen
of tourmaline found by Mr. G. C. Hatch on I

At this time some work was done, but only one crvs-
r >: "'d. which uasni; intoa tine '1 kt. li^ht green gem, the local-
ltv Was abandoned on the ground that the deposit was

tal one. (See The Tourmaline, by Dr. A. C. Hamlin,
Pp. 72, 73). After this considerable sea

: i) 1888, Mr. X. II. Perry, of

found the tourmaline in place. The loealit; is

lo ' Apatite, whi< is ah. it lb r miles north of west of th<

«'ties of Lewiston and Auburn. Maine. The work to date,

January, 1884.] has all been carried on in a space twenty by
eight feet, and to a depth of eight feet. Nearly 1500 crystals
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have heen found, from very small ones 10mm to the largest

one 105mm long. They differ in general appearance from the

other Maine tourmalines, and are as a rule somewhat lighter

in color and of more brilliant polish. They are found color-

less, light pink, light blue, light puce colored, bluish pink,

and light green, and at times nearly all these colors are

found in one crystal. As a rule sections show the charac-

teristic) variety of color, such as blue and pink, green and pink,

colorless and green or pink, or bluish, when viewed through

the length of the crystal. Some of the faintly colored crys-

tals afforded gems that deepened very much in color after

The crystals are generally hemimorphic, terminated with R

. modified pink cap at one end, and at the other with a basal

termination which is often white, and either loose in the cavi-

ties, or else on, and oftentimes penetrating, smoky quartz and

feldspar. The majority of the crystals were more or less

flawed. Faces commonly observed are : O, R- & I i-2.

Lepidolite was found in some abundance, in distiiu*

hexagonal crystals implanted in layers on masses of this min-

eral, or on crystals of quartz and feldspar. Although not

sharply enough defined for good measurements, they are the

finest crystals of this mineral that I have as yet observed from

anv locality. In size they vary from lmm to 8mm in width, and

from lmm to 15mm in length, and large masses of parts of crystals

30ttm to 40mm in width have been observed.
The apatite is finer in color and form than any as yet observed

at any American locality. It occurs light pink, purple, ligw

blue, blue-green and green, and the luster and traos

are so perfect as to resemble at times the tourmaline found

with it. Some were sold as gems by the enthusiastic local

collectors, although the softness renders it unfit for that pur-

pose. Faces observed commonly, are 0, h 1, 1-2, 2-2, A «
The crystals occur singly or in small groups, and vary in size

from lmm to 15mm in length, and from lmm to 20mm in width.

The quartz occurs in crystals which are smoky in color ana

nearly 200mm long. These and nearly all the crystallized

quartz here are capped or coated with a white opaque coating,

and the large quartz crystals are at times penetrated by the

colored tourmalines.

Thealbite, which resembles the cleavelandite, of Ch<

Mass.. occurs here in abundance, in plates piled tog*

forming irregular and triangular spaces. In these spaces ant

on the sides of the crystals are found implanted nearly all the

minerals described.

The other associated minerals are orthoclase, beryl, garne

t

r

cassiterite, gummite, autunite, muscovite, leucopyrite, cookeue,
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biotite, amblygonite, zircon and a mixture of orthoclase and
quartz forming a graphic granite.
To Mr. N. H. Perry much credit is due for his care and zeal

hit tins ioc-iilitv. and I am indebted to him for his

kindness in furnishing all" the information at his command, and
for loaning specimens without obligation to purchase.
August, 1883.

Gorham, Maine ; by

At Gorham, Maine, on the shores of Sebiigo Lake, some ex-
cavating was done for a road about one year ago, and in a

thrown out in blasting, Mr. Hayden, of Raviuoud,
Maine, found the specimens of andalusite now exhibited,
-these crystals, for perfection, color and size, are equal to
those found at any known locality where this mineral does
not occur in gem form. The color is mostly a brownish flesh
£nt and at times the pink hue fades to a faint grayish pink.

• is are opaque but translucent in pieces of from 3mm to
v°* ]u thickness. A broken crystal measured 90** (a), 53mnl {b\
4°mm (c). Several measured over 80min in length, and one frag-

ment of a large crystal measured 55mm on one face, and may
nave measured originally over 70mm on the prism. Some crys-
tals are very small, being lmm in diameter. The specific grav-
ity was as follows : of No. 1. 3-2. of No. 2, 34. The hardness

The crystals consist of a simple orthorhomb

y plane largelv developed ; the other faces ha^
determined as yet, but are possiblv hi and .

ollows : of No. 1, 3-2, of No. 2, 3*4.

°n the side of the prism is from 6 to §% on the plane
about 7-5.

simple orthorhombic prism with the

the other faces have not been fully

_. possibly 14 and 14. They occur
i quartzyte veinln a tnica sel -r of a brown color, scattered

through wh, 3 of pyrrhotite. These
wmch I exhibit and a few fragments are all that have been found
a8 vet in the locality. A hasty visit to the place failed to bring

^ light any more specimens, the rock having been thrown into

the excavation and all traces of the mineral thus obi

More attention paid to this locality would probably repay the

mineralogist with a good reward.
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Art. X.XXYI.— 071 the White Garnet form Wakefield, Ganadc

by George F. Kunz.

[Read before the Amei

At McBride's, Lot 7, Kange 1, Township of Wakefield, 21

miles north of Hull on the right bank of the Gatineau Kiver,

Canada, there have been found some remarkable white garnets.

This occurrence has been known to a number of collectors for

some years, but as yel little information regarding it has been

published. On visiting the locality I found that the garnets

occur in a vein from several inches to over one foot in width in

the crystalline magnesian limestone, and I traced the vein east

and west a distance of over 75 feet. This vein has been fol-

lowed to the depth of more than six feet. The crystals vary

in size from lmm to 80mm in diameter and in color from color-

less to yellow and brown; some of them are transparent

enough to yield small gems. The brown color is very often

the result of the oxidation of the associated pyrrhotite. The

form is that of a dodecahedron, either alone or modified by the

trapezohedron 2-2.

Associated with the garnet are crystals of pyrrhotite and fine

crystals of a white pyroxene, the adhering crystals being held

together sufficiently by the pyroxene to form fine groups of

this mineral when 'the limestone has been removed by acia

Perfect isolated crystals are very uncommon. 1 ><
:

of the specific gravity of the mineral u ive :!;<> <2 and 3'5948;

of the Orford garnet 3v>2 and %;>?>. An analysis of the garnet

by 0. Bullman, Ph.B., yielded the following results:

Silica 38-80

Alumina 22"66

Sesquioxide of iron 1*75

Oxide of manganese '3

Magnesia '68

99-19

The spectroscope gave no potassium lines, soda was not de-

termined. -
rti

An analysis of white garnet from Orford, Canada, by a.

Sterry Hunt (see Geological Survey of Canada, p. 496), gave

Si0 2 A1 S0« CaO MgO FeO,MnO Na aO, K,0 igQ

38-60 22-71 34-83 0-49 1
:60 0-47 1-10=99"80
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Akt. XXXVII—Horizontal Motions of small Floating Bodies
in relation to the Validity of the Postulates of the Theory of
Capillarity ; by John LeOonte.

That my attempt to refer the phenomena of the horizontal
motions of small floating bodies under the action of capillary
forces, " exclusively to the elastic reactions of the tense surface
film, whose form is modified by the proximity of the partly
immersed solid bodies,"* should not have commanded the
assent of many physicists, was to have been expected. The
imperfections and shortcomings of my explanation of this class
of phenomena in relation to the accepted theory of capillarity,

appointed out in the articles of Mr. J. T. Riley and Mr. A. M.
Worth] ngton,f served to fix my attention on the difficulties
and ambiguities which invest one of the most obscure and

tory points in molecular mechanics. The still more
recent dia '. "Theory of Capillarity" bvWd Rayleigh and by Mr. Worthington.* allord glaring illus-

trations o! , m the mathematical
theory of this class of phenomena.
A more careful and somewhat prolonged consideration of

these difficulties has led me to question the validity of one or
more of the t'und.immfal /><></>d„t,s of the ^cncrall v accepted

..I ,-,; I! -
•

, -md to seek for i solution of some
of these perplexities in the erroneous assumptions.

These pa • .] by the late Prof! J. Clerk-
Ahxwell OV-yr. Hritannir,,. ninth edition, Article " Capillary

Action "), may be stated as follows

:

1- "For any given liquid surface, as the surface which sepa-

rates water from air, or oil from water, the surface-tension is

the same at every point of the surface and in evevy direction.

i the curvature of the surface,

it appears from the mathematical theory that there is

a slight increase of tension where the mean curvature of the

surface is a >n where it is convex.
The amount of this increase and diminution is too small to be

measured." Moreover, tense liquid films "act like a

sheet of india-rubber when extended, both in length and

breadth, that is, it must exert surface-tension. The tension of

the sheet of india-rubber, however, depends on the extent to

which it is stretched, and mav be d tier, tit in different direc-

tions
; whereas, the tension of the surface of a liquid remains the

v
*

y
Tbis Journal. Ill, vol. xxiv, pp. 416-425, December, 1882. Also Phil Mag.,

;
-
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same however much the film is extended, and the tension at

any point is the same in all directions."

2. It is generally assumed that Young's law of the con-

stancy of the angle of contact between the surface of any given

liquid and a given solid, obtains under the same conditions of

cleanness and of temperature; and notably in all cases in which
the surface of the solid has been well wetted with the liquid.

These constitute the essential postulates, so far as the mathe-

matical theory relates to the surface-tension of liquid films as

the physical cause of capillary phenomena. And to this aspect

of the subject our attention will be restricted.

The admil : researches of Laplace in rela-

j problem in molecular mechanics, confirmed

essential features, by the more refined ana-

nvestigationii by Gauss, of Poisson, and of Hagen,
seemea to have long satisfied physicists that the mal
theory of capillarity fully accounted for all the observed phe-

nomena. The discrepancies between theory and experiment
brought prominently to notice by the careful experiments of

M. Simon (of Metz),* confirmed as they have been by the

experimental researches of Bede,—do not seem to have dis-

turbed confidence in the essential validity of the fum :

principles of the physical theory. And the still more glaring

inconsistencies of the theory, revealed in the remarkable post-

humous memoir of M. G. Wertheim,f do not seem to have

attracted the attention which they deserve. The results ob-

tained by the last mentioned experimenter, Prof. J. P. Nichol$

regards as invalidating the basis of the mathematical theorv.

and he maintains that the whole subject needs to be re-investi-

gated under a fuller and wider view of the conditions of the

physical problem.

Indeed, it is very evident, that notwithstanding the classical

researches of Laplace, Gauss and Poisson, and the more recent

VJ xwell, the mathematical theory

of capillarity presents difficulties which have not yet been fully

surmounted. In common with mad-- other problems in molec-

ular physics, we here encounter difficulties and uncertainties

originating in the different physical inter) retatioi - of the math-

ematical processes and their results. They involve the consid-

eration of the true signification ol mathematical results which

are known to have been reached by processes which are

nut rigorously exact. Many of the differential equations are

utterly unmanageable and incapable of integration unless cer-

tain assumptions are made. Hence questions arise in relation

* Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., Ill, vol. xxxii, pp. 5-41, 1851.

fAnn.de Chin el le Phys., III. \

:
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to the warrantableness of such assumptions in particular case-.

In short, we plunge into the quick.-amls of partial differential

equations, of discontinuous function.- and of integrals containing

arinesa of which has a significa-
tion in the applications of the functions to physical questions.
In the mathematical theory of capillarity, the integration of

the fundamental differential equations is only capable of being
effected in certain particular cases, so that experimental verifi-

as been confined within very narrow limits. Beyond
these restricted boundaries we are virtually deprived of the

those v o! fi >r worki vj. mutbein tic .' s\ mbols ,'hose

brief logic speaks so convincingly to the human intellect. For,
it must be borne in mind, that in problems of this character, no
deduction from analysis is worthy of confidence which does not
admit of a rational phvsica . terpretation, capable of being
tested by observation or experiment.

Restricting myself to the consideration of the physical cause
of the horizontal motions of small floating bodies when brought
near to one another, it is c\ idc.r th:i: if the surface tension is

the same in all parts of the liquid surface and is not
at all modified by the formation of the adjacent meniscuses—
and further, if the angle of contact of the liquid with the solid

remains constant—the horizontal as well as the vertical com-
ponent of the elastic reaction of the intervening tense film must
be independent of its radius of curvature. Now, the question
!s, are these two conditions or postulates realized in the class

°f phenomena under consideration? Some physicists have
thought it possible that the angle of contact might vary with
the curvature of the film adjacent to the wall of the solid ; but

i\ o! th - angle, at least in the case of liquids

which wet the surfaces of the solids,—seems to be generally

admitted, as verified by numerous experiments, provided the

temperature remains the same.
But the postulate that, at a given temperature, the surface-

tension of a given liquid film is independent of the radius of

curvature, is by no means certain. On the contrary, there are

a number of capillary phenomena, which seem to point to a

much more complete analogy between the reaction of a tense

elastic film of liquid and that of an extended sheet of india-

rubber, than is indicated hv Pr>4. Maxwell in t!

Indeed, they seem to render it almost certain that, like the

extended sheet of india rubber, the tension of the surface film

°f the liquid depends upon the extent to which it is stretched
;

and conseqm be film becomes, from any cause,

sharply curv ly augmented.
In fact, the assumption of the' constancy of the tension of

liquid films at given temperatures, under all conditions of
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extension and curvature, is evidently a mathematical deduc-

tion from Jurin's experimental law in relation to the elevation or

depression of liquids in tubes and between parallel plates.

Now, it is well known, that this law is very far from being

experimentally verified for tubes of moderately large diameters

and for parallel plates at considerable distances apart. In

other terms, the constancy of the tension of liquid films is

approximately verified by such experiments, only when the

radius of curvature is very small.

Now, in the class of phenomena under consideration, the

radii of curvature of the meniscuses are not very small. The
movements of the floating bodies are observed to take place

when they are more than two centimeters distant. The ques-

tion of fact to be decided is, do the tensions of the external and

internal meniscuses change with the alteration of the curvature

of the united intervening meniscus due to the proximity of the

partly immersed floating solids? If experiment answers this

question in the affirmative, then the horizontal components of

the tensile reaction of the exterior and interior meniscuses be-

come unequal, notwithstanding the constancy of the angle of

contact of the liquid film with the two sides of each of the float-

ing solids : hence the bodies are urged in the direction of the

greater horizontal component due to the change of tension.

Before submitting the experimental evidence in relation to

this question, it is proper to indicate more definitely how the

surface-tension of a liquid film is measured. This important

capillary constant, usually designated by T, is defined by Max-
well,* "either as the surface energy per unit of area, or as the

surface-tension per unit of contour, for the numerical values of

these two quantities are equal." Hence in the case of a liquid

surface in contact with the surface of a solid, the whole surface-

tension at the line of contact of the liquid film is equal to TX
length of contour in unit lengths.

Assuming the constancy of the angle of contact and the

constancy of the surface-tension (T), it is easy to deduce Ju-

rin's law for the elevation or depression of liquids in tubes and

between parallel plates; and conversely, to find the numerical

value of T, the assumed constant of surface-tension. Thus let

d = diameter of vertical tube,

and d'= distance between vertical parallel plates.

T= tension |>rr imif -lcn-il li .if contour, for tubes,

an.lT' = teii.sion i.-i unit-length of contour, for parallel

"Encyc. Britannica," Ninth Ed., Article, " Capillary Action."
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w = weight of unit-volume of liquid, for tubes,
and w= weight of unit-volume of liquid, for parallel

h b mean height of meniscus above level, for tubes,
and h!= mean height of meniscus above level, for

parallel plates.

Then for cylindrical tubes, the whole force exerted at the

the surface of the liquid in the interior =ndxT ;
and

al component = tt^xTxcos a. This latter must be in

equilibrium with the weight of the column of liquid elevated
or depressed above or below the hydrostatic level. This weight

-j^Xwx/i. Hence, equating this force with the vertical com-

ponent of the tension, we have -d'XwXh = xdxTx cos a

^ '

dTy~i
—

'
wn *cn gi yes Jurin's law of inverse diameters.

Similarly, for Parallel Plates, we have, h'= i^-^A And,

nig to the postulate, for any given liquid and solid,
we must have T = T'

f
it follows from the above, that when

<*=£*', h'=-
2*

From the foregoing equations, expressions for the values of
I and T' can be readily deduced : Thus, we have,

rr _hxdxw h'xdXw

In the case of water in a clean glass tube which has been
well wetted the angle a is very generally as-

sumed to be zero, that is to say, the interior wall of the tube
is tangential to the marginal surface of the meniscus,—so that

cos o=l. This assumption is in the highest degree improbable ;
for, m the case of all liquids which wet the surface of glass

tubes, experiment shows, that the value of a depends upon
temperature. It appears from the experiments of Brfi

of Wolf on the eleval tide of carbon, oil of

naphtha, and alcohol contained in strong ca
that when mperatures, each of th<

was observed to descend with the increase of temperature,---

the meniscus becoming less and less concave, and at length the

surface of the liquid in the tube becomes horizontal, or a =90 .

In such cases, doubtless, the value of T likewise undergoes a

progressive of temperature. In

view of the above-in I
results, it is curious

to witness the persistency with which the assumption is reitera-
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ted by even the best physicists, that the value of a for water

in a clean glass tube is zero.*

Moreover, even under ordinary conditions of temperature and

pressure, the careful experiments of Quinckef prove, that at

the temperature of 20° (C), the actual angle of contact (a) of

water with clean glass in the presence of air =25° 32'. How-
ever, this factor being constant for any given temperature, its

absolute value does not alter the result so far as the experimental

test is concerned. For any given liquid at a given temperature,

if the postulate, that T or T' is invariable, is true, we should

have —- = = Constant. Now, if h and h\ and

d and <V are measured in centimeters, in the case of water w=l
gram weight ; so that the formulas give the values of T and

T' in grams weight per centimeter of contour. Consequently,

for water in contact with clean glass, we have

T per centimeter of contour = ffiams weight.
1 4cosa s B

T per centimeter of contour = ^*^*1 grams weight.

Now, according to this fundamental postulate of the capillary

* These changes in the values of T and a. due to the influx f
'/«/"'"'"

g( «ii r i ( ] ui in .- ii - 17. i II . n. .h hi i.i ..lli

ater, alcohol, ether, etc.. in contact with .loan glass, at ordinary tempera-

e solid for the liquid (p) diminishes faster than the attraction of the liquid

jf Wolf have verified these deductions in the case of several liquids which

rol. xli. p. 2i;:>. (Tal
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theory, these values should be the same for the same liquid at
the same temperature

; and moreover, these values ought to be
or all variations of h and d, and h' and d' respect-

'•"'•
! ' ' "•-.:- tl M ululate depends upon the \

of Jurin's law, it follows that the product?, kxd and 1,'xd'
respectively ought to be constant for cadi pair of the factors;

Bttd also, that when d=d\ h'xd'=
kXd

.

These deductions of theory can, unfortunately, only be ex-
perimentally tested in the case of water in contact with clean
glass. In order to make the comparison of the results of the-
ory and experiment, I have computed the following table in
which the values of </, /,, ,," and /,' are furnished by the admi-
rable experiments of M. Simon (of Metz).* The value of a

- accordance with Quincke experiments, as =25° 32';

:<-h as this divisor is assumed to be constant, its abso-
luk value is of no consequence in the comparison'.

W.VYV.V. v Tuns WATER BETWEEN PAKALL EL PLATES.

» > d h'xd'

4t inilliine- »"* "& 'tr
***•

\ViZ

0019 0-481 0-0013 23.000 To^l 0-49 O.lO-J

0-440 6-160 0-0171 !hhn! S-iS I-ic

1T.10 12 986
0-0546

1:;;;; S-O490

0-570 55-600 ;';:;::: oSs o-'.i" lil'im 9-91 o'-'S

i' "Z !;,'';';;:
J'-J5S

0-140 73-780 10-33 0-0572

JE ^ .. HI !"ii?t 1

A glance at the numbers contained ir

/; T
Then

of the products, under these condi-

•hT8.,TII.vol.xExiLpp.l2etl9,(1851.)
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tions, instead of being as 1 to 2, as the theory demands, is more

nearly as 1 to ar, as pointed out by Simon.
3. 'The numbers in the columns of T and T show that if the

angle of contact remains the same, the computed values of the

mrface-tensions in the cases of tabes and
\

in Mel plates, are

not constant under variations of d and d' respectively : in fact,

they do not even approach constancy until d and d' become
respectively less than 0*2 of a centimeter. On the contrary,

the values of T and T' respectively augment with the diminu-

tion of d and (('. Thus, a change in the value of d from 1*8 to

1-tfc centimeters increases T in the ratio of 100 to 171; and a

similar chan»e in d' augments the value of T' in the ratio of

62 to 109. Again, a change in the value of d' from 1*0 to 0*5

4. The same columns show, that instead of T being equal

T' (as required by' theory), the former, under the same valu

of d and df

, always exceeds the latter in nearly the ratio of 1

In the light of these experimental results, it would almost

sion " of the intervening meniscus usrd l»v me in mv article »»

the "Apparent. Attractions ami Repulsions of small Floating-

Bodies "f (to which exceptions have been justly taken), is.

after all, the declaration of" a physical reality.'

In applying these results of 'experiment" to the explanation

of the horizontal motions of small Moating bodies, it must be

borne in mind that the phenomena umlcrConsideration begin

to manifest themselves when the bodies meat such distances

from one another, that these alterations (J f surface-tension he-

come comparatively large as their proximity increases. In

other terms, we have seen that the value of the surface-tension

instead of being constant under all conditions, as the theory of

. assumes, is. in reality, an inverse function of the

radius of curvature of the meniscus ; so that the elastic reac-

tion of the tense liquid film acts unequally on the

sides of the floating bodies, and thus becomes the true physical

cause of their motions.

Thus far I have considered the phenomena in q
due exclusively to the change in the surface-tension

the proximity of the floating solids; but it is evident that a

f This Journal, III, vol. x.viv. [.. iii 1 i
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change in the magnitude of the angle of contact, would like-
wise produce similar results. It is, d priori, by no means im-
probable that, at the same temperature tin e n.i\ be some
change in this angle with a change in the radium of curvature
of the meniscus; but inasmuch as such alterations in this angle
could hardly have escaped observation, it seems more probable
that the phenomena are due to the changes of surface-tension
in portions of the film investing the floating masses.

It is highly desirable that similar comparisons of the results
of theory and experiment should be extended to other liquids
than water; in other words, Simon's experiments should be
repeated with other liquids.

It is not my purpose to supplement my previous article by
'

:

'

•

'.. ;;'
; -

•
-

-" ^ -
;

uiation of this class of phenomena :—like
Prof. J. D. Everett, I find it difficult to "conceive of negative
pressure existing in the interior of a liquid." In this paper I
nave endeavored to establish the reality of the inequality of the

iidesof the
floating bodies
This principle <

thfe-
prmciph

rface iilms in pails that ,

SCIENTIFIC
I. Chemists

reduction of Gas
' ,in:iry methods of l.

the resdfw required to reduci
^.proposed an appai
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apparatus. Since the graduation permits a i

with mercury nearly to the 100 murk, and,

i- generally made on moist u'as, adding a lay

depth on each surface. A calculation is the

the space which 100 units of volume ol dry ;r

and^hfleut oi ||" '

,

' ,,' niJ,V-
" " d'otl','' i

V dry and 'rtion v : lOfl

::V:V ; whence V
n
= V -.

U
. By surrounding the bull) with

second fot

the poles of the machine from a Lev

in hydrogen 850 rotations per niinut.

jar, while in air this number of rotal

gas being decomposed into carbon

jar could not be charged,

with petroleum

—

a suh.stanc

result. The researches are

Ges., xvii, 145, Feb., 1884.

3. On the met/uxl i r„ploy,

On the 6th of November, fc

milian Place, Munich, whicl
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Au-'u-t, was ioiinil to he covered with black spots and streaks,
-ant having attempted to disfigure it. At first the

posed to be only mud, and an attempt was

^i - l> M '
' !•!', !.'" '

'

vi w.I •

Clemens Zimmerman*, was entrusted with the matter and em-
!"" '

: '^' examine the question chemicalh md devise a method
tor restoring the statue. On*xamination about 300 of t h

d ^ < Hv II
, „„| „ i„ ,1,. . - >! , 1 J l,weree< >nk 1

face. The granite

-.
: "" s " was proved. A streak attached 'to

:V
-

-' '•-
; • ... ". •

:'
.
" '

soluble in ammonia and darke

P^'liu-ed bv^Jlutioiwofsn've
ate. Laboratory experiments

a special ai

'the stau; u following day. The
hen carried forward miink rrnptedly. and o

niouneeinent.— llr. ll rl. (7mm. Ges., xvii, 230, Feb.

:.: Vc5l;J'5£H:::l'
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bunion passed through two ['-tubes containing pumio
with sulphui icid i d phosphi u oxid< then through a Iiehig

lb and a tube with pumice moistened with potassium

hydrate. then through:! 1 uhe wit h solid pot .isli. and tin ally through

phosphoric oxide. A precisely similar series of

as a tare. The diamonds were weighed in a plati-

num boat after heating to low redness. Two blank experiments

having established the integrity oi ad>ushon>

were undertaken. In the first 0-4705 gram of clear white (.'a no

diamonds, in small crystals, were used, and gave 1-7208 grams
carbon dioxide. Since the ash weighed 0*0007 gram, the carbon

consumed weighed n-4i.; (.iS gram. Considering that of oxygen as

I i.i, this gives 12-017 as the atomic weight of carbon. Since this

weight of carbon should have given 1-7229 of carbon dioxide

there was a loss of 0-0021 gram. In the second combustion 0-8621

gram of diamond was used and 3*1577 grams of carbon dioxide

was obtained. Subtracting the ash o-ooo.,, there remain- for the

weight of carbon, 0-8616 gram. This gives 12-007 for the atomic

weight. Taking 12 for the atomic weight, the carbon burned

should have yielded 34592 of CO, ; a loss of 0'0015 gram. The

ash consisted of minute white Hock-, yellowish in places and show-

ing small black -peck-, some of which were attracted by theniau'-

net. Others were transparent and acted on polarized light. Cer-

tain I'.razil diamonds showed nebulous spots of a dark green color,

which became brown at the temperature of boiling cadmium:
proving that these diamonds were formed at a temperature lower

than this.— />'?///. St,,'. <"//.. IT, xli, 100, Feb., 1884. <>. f. b.

5. 0)1 the hefut.t'lnf of <'<irh<»i )//<>,, <>.i'i</e toirord <lif "/id )/i<ti.<>

!>lmsr h ,w.s.—Th, exp'erim .its of Ukms, n ,n«i K isi:i U ''-

p. liment-. ii-ine. iar-ei \ ! urn - the preca"

rions which further experience suggested. A blank experiment.

in which air alone, carefully purified, was passed over moist phos-

phorus, having shown the production of carbon dioxide, the »P

i liters of air caused

»ave a precipitate. I

i carbon dioxide obtai



lents were not sat isr : ,rj ,
,, n , 1 il„ litl ultv of relating

he oxidation. Repeating the above experiment with carbon
lonoxide, no increased production of flu- dioxide could be de-
nted.—Ber. Bert. ('/„„,. <;,*.. wii, < :. dan.. 1^1. g. f. b.

6. On the Ternpenctm; .>Itt,iht, <//,;/ (h-i/f/en in a state of JEbulli-
on,and on the Soli(liji<><ti'i<<n <>/ Xitr<»j<'» '; by M. S. Wrobleski.
-<>} all the gases formerly regarded a- permanent, hydrogen alone

for the prodi

The condii
place ]><.;,,„ .

effected in i

^ygen or wbetl,
gen which I use
of potassium el

t was contained in the liquid

ed, plunged in the oxygen. I
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After several accidents had occurred during these experiments,

my assistants and myself, in order to obviate the danger, never

worked without masks. But the greatest difficulty to contend

with is the short duration of the ebullition of the oxygen, and

consequently the too short duration of the cold.

I have attempted to measure the temperature which the boiling

oxygen produces. For this purpose I have adopted a method of

trie measurement which, in addition to being highly

sensitive, allows us to record all the sudden changes of temperature

of the medium. The indications of ihe apparatus employed have

been compared with those of a hvdroo,. M -U,milometer between

+ 100° C. and -130° C. The nature of the function connecting

these indications admits of an extrapolation being made. Reserv-

ing the description of my method lor a future communication, I

give here one hundred and < iyhty-si.,- degrees below zero (—186°

C.) as the first approximation' to the temperature which is pro-

duced on the liberation from pressure of li.pielied oxygen.
_

I have submitted nitrogen successfully to the action of this cold

This gas compressed, cooled in boiling oxygen, and then slightly

released from pressure, -oddities and falls like snow in crystal- of

ble size.— Comptes Rendus, Dec. 31, 1883.—Phil. Mag^
Feb., 1884.

7. Diary of a Magnetic Survey of a portion of the Dominion

of Canada </,/,.//,/ /„ t/n- Xort/nn^teni T< rritanes ; executed in

the years 1842-44, by Lii:ut. Lefrov, H.A., now Gkxeral Sie

J. H. Lefroy, C.B., etc., with maps, 192 pp. 8vo. London, 1888.

(Longmans, Green & Co.).—The magnetic observations made by

• Lefroy in the years 1842-44 have been, since their

in Sabine's Contributions to Terrestrial Magneti-m

(Phil. Trans. 1846), the principal authority for the accepted

positions ot the isoo-onic. isoelinic and isodvnamie lines over most

of British America as well as for the position of the north mag-

netic pole. Their author has now performed an important sen ice

to this branch of physical science in presenting thes<

which future observers in the same region i

body of the volume consists of a diary of the series of observath

made in the Northwest at 314 stations, extending west to I

Peace River and north to Fort Good Hope on the Mackenz

In addition, the p observation ; |n;i !i,,

United States ar<

employed, of tin

and of other point -. adds int .rest and va hit to t

large maps give t >ns of the ma
epoch over the ret ,.1 bvLiente -Taut la

which observatioi is by Caj •tain']* W. Haig,
Moore and some r • the,- ha\ ed.

8. Notes on Electricity <md Magnet,;*„>, d.

\ P. Thouipson's Elementarv
Murdoch. 139 pp . 16mo. Nevv York, 18i L (M :
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Lieutenant Murdock gives in this little volume a series of class-
room notes, supplementary to the excellent text book of Profes-
sor Thompson

; they will be of material assistance to the many
teachers who use and appreciate the value of the latter work.

9. The Iteh'tlr, /'
r <,rt:- l>:l > ( >f //,, <t (:a,n Engine, being a

:'l practical discussion of 1 lie dimensions of •

" !,( >t, imengin,
; 1>\ Wii.i.ia.m Di nms Marks So

' .'ai_ I. .!".
i

,,. I>! il.„M[.hi:i, I-i (.!. B. l.ippin-
COtt & Co.).—This volume by Professor Marks is an admirable
one useful alike to the student and to the practical engineer.
!" t,lls '" u '-dition tliivt- additional lectures are given upon the
following subjects: the limitation of the steam engine; the
cheapest point of cut-off; the errors of the Zeuiier valve-diagram.

10. Ueber den Polnhxh,,,,!, ,/, „ I,,,!,,.*;,,,,* and l\<nr raf«c-
•'.« Mttpwh-s mid nhu- die BeMimmana v<at Trih/-

-<>n d >„-.'}, mui.fr^spoision.— Messrs. W. Hallock
IH.UAI-S..-H have recently contributed to the Society at

;
; '''i ->'ii a brief account of some experiments undertaken to

'!'«-' 1-lar <listances of a ma-net. the coefficient of in-

; temperature, and the moment of inertia as given by
>

Published later.

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Pakontol„ffi,'al, simdarita of tha Ea.<t-American Acadian

-as, or of those of the Mississippi valley. The New
id Massachusetts localities dim 1 the' P„r.uh,,dd, .<

type of trilol.ite; b„t, he remarks, this is not necessarily a conse-
quence of difference in time. I km- \o the othu
acies of the .V, « Hrunsu irk fauna is Id. r than that of the
•°wer beds in Wisconsin, for the same type of Conor, jdoditc*
°<;curs inea.-h: and the l?rachi..pods, (h-'thi* Bd/itajsi and Di*-
'''"" A-,d;,..,

( if ;1 ]J r .. M .l,i,,p,,d), are ol newer tvpe than any in

!'' U -c.Misi,, f:ilu ,;,. As to tin- /v/.v///./, he stafvs that . accord-
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dams across valleys and making lakes, and refers to a case at

Nnina Ta in tin Ilim iv:i- r. a l:ii d -lij. ii.|.i-ars to have pro-

duced this result. He f.oints out, also, that they make bowlder

deposits resembling those of glacier origin, and sometimes cause

'....'.
: -

'

: , ,.:)„

by Dr. Coppinger in the Quarterly Journal of the (^.logical

rots of the surface, "a monxim
pmO.n.l." ^ rock., Mom. and trunk. ,.f live-, tilling v dh\* ni'l

3. HandbuchderBotanik, von Professor [>>:. X. J. <\ Mn.r.™,

Muuden. 2 Hiinde (tUS, +s-2 pp.), Svo. Heidelberg 1880.

Pjlanzeuphysiohxjie. Eia llaudbnch des Stofm
Kr'nfte- ,-}, '-• :„ ,/rr 1'ihur, . von Dr. W. lVni'ia:, Professor an

der Pniversitat Tubingen. 2 Bande (oX:J u. 474 pp.), 8vo.

Leipzig, Engelmann, 1881.

Forfen//,.^/- ///,,• W„, t*n
t
>l,,/s; ,ie, von Julius Sachs.

(Professor an der l.'nivcrsitat Wiirzb.i.g), (991 pp.), 8vo. Leip-

zig, Engelmann, 1882.

Traite de Untuning, par Ph. Van Tik.jiikm, Professeiir au

Museum d'Histoire Naturelle (loot; pp.) s V o. Paris, Libraine

Haudhnch der Boh udl. ', hirausgcovin,, vo „ P. ofe-or

KieuVt/.U.-rloV. Krauv/.M Mc u kipp- t)!%iad.'l-ec

8vo. Breslau, Treweir
somewhat tin Cncyclo

Natural History.]

These are tie' pnnci pal i ;orl on theii

tive subjects which h ap] th- la-t few ye

1 Medic kota
ri\ ais t hesc in size and fiiln

but cannot be describ in the p
at

i

I. T
mentioned in pa--inu'. to i ndh •ate that the .id'erah

ity on the continent,

of botany. Midler's ditlicu

both for the general

much mat In matical pi

lI'ml'lnvie'InMlm-a^ iith- ;.;;;;^tn'i Itl-a'sl igbt iv:

copious 111

it would be a useful •ko

of the unnecessary m; mat ics ;ind some o f tin V"™ 1

''
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the least useful text-book unon its

ing \viith the subiect of o

the light

of the th<

management of

tl)C- W!kin"-- .,.
, r! ,'s j

a re 'fair ; m.l a iv -

The ih

plant- and fj,' ( 'ii

great topics of
.
:il)s,.ri»ti

nents, and yet does n

ements, he is guided 1

not always
'

from the un
in the statet
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teresting in the extreme. They are characterized by felicity of

expression and by the exclusion of unnecessary matters, so that

to last the reader's interest is not ]>. nnitted to flag.

Their thoroughly attractive character ensures the early transla-

tion into other languages.
The first series compri-es eleven lectures ii| <h-

and morphological characters of plants in general. All plant

organs are placed in two categories, root and shoot. The former

comprises that part of the plant which on or in a substratum

serves as a hold fast, and in the latter case acts as an organ for

conducting into the plant nutritive matters held in the substra-

tum. The shoot (or the shoot-system) is that part which unfold-

ing outside of the substratum produces plant-substance and

serves for propagation, bearing organs oi reproduction which are

never seen on roots. That both fulfill their characteristic func-

tions depends on their diverse reactions with the natural forces.

To be sure, there are roots which itanj produce shoot-, and shoots

do give rise to roots; but this only shows that in the progressive

development of the vegetable world, with progressiw
of the different organs to special conditions of life, individual

characters disappear and new ones arise. According to this view

no distinction i- made between tic riiizoids of a thallophyte and

the root of a vascular plant. These new morphological cate-

lectures the whole field of general histology and morphology is

most general conditions of plant life, such as temperature, light,

habitat, etc., and the most general phenomena presented by a

sues, togeth. i with som . . i i m< hani s ot i plant

In the third series. Nutrition in the widest sense is dealt with

in twelve lectures which range from absorption of

gases, through assimilation and el d, .ration, to the final release of

the products of respiration. In this series insectivorous plants

are spoken of. The fourth series is the freshest in material and

treatment. It takes up verv full v the whole subject of the gr«>wtli

of the cell, formation of new cells ,„ „...,. N „allv. and the increase

Professor Si
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very largely to work done either by him or in the Wflrabnrg
•-. The notes do not pretend to cover the literature of

the subject.

To many American students of Botany, Professor Van Tieghem
is known as a success! ul inv< dt problems
111 l'ist..h»-y ari.l phv>iology, and for his work in tin* department
ot cryptogenic botany. But he is more widely known in this

'I'f editor at a French translation of >a 'eh s's Text-book.
inembered that many of the very long paragraphs of

g'St of what followed. 'In the volume now nefore us the author

-^'' '

.

;
,

-,...., ^

:

, ;,
. ,

;
,

;

.

ii character is more or less masked. More-
over, a substantial gain has U-eu made for the general reader by
suppressing, as fat

; as possible, references in the text to the
sources of the author's information Hence the story is, so to
speak, continuous. At the beginning of the great divisions,

ferences to the literature are given, and occasionally
they are noted in the text. The work is divided into a general

ial part. The first book of the former is devoted to a
study of the external 1 urn oi tin idult plant and o< tin phenom-

Ws a particular examination of n'.t, stem, ha! and tlouer, the

P*rts, Mc batthiaar-
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Die work closes with a consideration ol i

general work i

geographic

from beginning to end by (

teachers of botany and for advanced stu

ness of statement, and an emphasis of i

be regretted that more prominence hi

Tlie encyclopedic handbook now in c

the editorship of Professor Schenk,
j

collection of morphological, histologics

graphs. Of course, in a work prepared

by II. Midler, \

Plants by Frank,
ology by Detme

the Organs of P

will go for illustration. Spi

4. Tendency in Variation. — In the review in this Journal

of Darwin's Origin of Species, which appeared very shortly

after the publication of that "epoch-making" work, the writer

intimated that there was reason to believe "that va>.

been led along certain beneficial lines, like a stream 'along

definite and ireful lines of irrigation.'- Mr. Darwin devoted

M'gU
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-' the Gen
closing- portion of which is here reproduced.

' I propose, in the last place, bri«-n\- k> examine the bearing ot

the remarkable case of < descent with modification/ which I have
thus detailed, upon the general ' Theory of Descent ' and of the
' Origin of Species.'

fittest' an all-sufficient explanation of the 'origin of species.'
seem to have entirely forgotten that before ' natural selection

'

can operate, there must be a range of varietal forms to select
from; and that the fundamental question is (u> Mr. Darwin him-

m»'
;

al :inv rale in hi. laier u.nM. . -hit aires rise to

the successive changes presented ii tla . v..!.iti«.ii:in hiMon of
the typical Orbitolites, from Camo^ira to S^min^Ahm. from

< to I'.,,. ,:,.>,:<. IVou. lV,„r»r r>fi to Orhkulina, from
' - th,. -iu " f(inil , of o,/oV ,/;/,,. and from the

simple
' to the « complex ' forms of the last-named type. And

as all these earlier forms still fh.urMi under conditions which (so
far as can be ascertained are pivrisclv the same, there is no
- r«"""l to believe that un on. ot then. i'< bette, ii ted to survive
than another. They all'Smbi!.,. their nourishment in the same
n""^: :md ii,.- on«. Tvp. Ii.-i^ inor. pouvr of ..-oin" in search of it

1,1:111 another. That' thev are all deiH-n.lrnt on e^eutiallv the
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division of the

lot be conceived to affect in any

way the physiological condition of the contained animal, but

which foreshadows the complete septal division that marks the

u-siimption of the Poneropline stage. Again, the incipient widen-

ing-out of the body, previously to the formation of the first

complete septum, prepares the way for that great lateral exten-

sion being obviously related, on the one hand, to tin; division <>t

the chamber-segments of the body into chamber!etted sub-seg-

ments, and, on the other, to the extension of the zonal chambers

round the 'nucleus,' so as to complete them into annuli, from

which all subsequent increase >!ia!l take place on the cyclical plan.

"In 0. marghmlis, the first spiral stage is abbreviated by the

drawing-together (as it were) of the ' spiroloculine ' coil into a

single Milioline turn of greater thickness'; but t ho Orbiculine or

second spiral stage i> fuilv r. rained. In O. duplex, the abbreviated

.Milioline center is still retained, but the succeeding Orbiculine

spiral is almost entirely dropped out, ouiekly giving place to the

cyclical plan. And in the typical O. complanata the Milioline

center is immediately surrounded by a complete annulus, M
that nothing remains of the original spire save the one turn

of the circumambient segment. So, in the passage from the

'simple' to the
'

patory step in O. dupl
,

to derive any advantage from the substitution of a double for

marginalis flourishes equally well with its single row ;
but which

forms, so to speak, a stepping-stone to a higher grade.

"Everything in this history, then, shows a well-marked pr<«jr''*-

sire tuml'.nn/ ,d„,i</ <( d.pnh, ln„ t„ir,ird# ,/ ///<//,/// yn'tnl'Zt'.l

type of structure in tht Calcareous fabric ; and this h

corresponding departure from the original homogeneity of the

animal body which forms that fabric. And as being, so far as L

know, altogether unique in these peculiarities, 1 ven:

this study of a humble protoplasmic organism, brougi

an ocean-depth of nearly two miles, to the consideration of those

who believe, with Sir James Paget, that the highest laws of our

[biological] science are expressed in the simplest terms in the

lives of the lowest orders of Creation."



APPENDIX.

A*T XXXVlIL-yv/^W Choral of America,
'{:«'««*;< />;,>„*„,„•*; l,v f'rof,.,s..,- <> C Mviisir. Par
V HI. T/V ,y,.,/,r 2%/oj^/a. (With Platen VIII-XIV.

U Joob. 8ol—Thi«d Sei
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The specimen of Ceratosaurus here first described presents

several characters not hitherto seen in the Dinosauria. One

of these is a large horn on the skull ; another is a new tjpe of

vertebra, as strange as it is unexpected ; and a third is seen in

the pelvis, which has the bones all coossified, as in existing

Birds. Archoeopteryx alone among adult birds has the pelvic

bones separate, and this specimen of V<rut<>Hit <i ni* is the first

Dinosaur found with all the pelvic bones anchylosed. Another

feature of this skeleton, not before seen in the Th ropoda, h

the presence of osseous dermal plates. These extend from the

base of the skull along the neck, over the vertebrae. The plates

appear to be ossified cartilage.

This interesting fossil is quite distinct from any hitherto

described, and, as it represents a new genus and species, may

he called C^'utosn »r»s nasiconii*. it also belongs to anew
family, which may he named the (', ratomnridw.
The skeleton, which is almost perfect, is over seventeen feet

in length In actual measurement. The animal when alive

was abuut half the hulk of the species named hv the writer

The skull of C> nifo.siuiruH nun'wontia is \

portion to the rest of the skeleton. The
]

elevated, and moderately expanded transve
portion is elongate, and tapers gradually to t

'from above, the skull resembles in general
crocodile. The nasal opening ;l w separate, a

placed near the end of the snout, n> shown i

Seen from the side, this skull appears L
the general structure being light and open,
of view, one special feature of the skull is t

trenchant horn-ore. situated on the nasals

foramen (c); i

fourth, the still

aperture, shown
ure 3, A), is the

characteristic oi

Sauropoda, but

of the other Dh
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The piano of the occiput, as bounded laterally by the quad-
ird. Tho quadrates arc strongly iuclined

l».-if-k\\-iii-«l, iLmi, forming a marked contrast to the correspond-
ing, bones in Diphdoeus, and the other Sauropoda. The

'dvle is lu-mUplMTical in -vi.cral form, and is sonie-

ud, making a slight angle with rite long

stout The' par-;,<-,ipii J'^'X^ !JXliL^ 'Z\ t^n-vZ.

The hyoid bones appear' to be fo,

elongate, rod-like- bones, .somewhat c
specimen were found near their ori-i

LJie par:

parietal for

icral bono, a,

. The n .,,!;

oMiterated. l.in that bet
distinct.

The fro,

\[[
!,,,',

•dian Inn > rh

moderate size, and there is no
n suture between the parietal* is

i these bones and the fruiitals is

f]yee fun,: „vlient r^7
M>!f ?<«<.(><,>,«. nf this order, each' premaxillarv
teeth, the sanu- number found in the Sa»r>
plus Creosuxru,, from the American Jurassi
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trenchant. imiiiNiriiiu' clearly the ferocious character of the

animal when ;il i vi'. These teeth hive t! , sink -eucra! form

as those of M<'ja!<>s<nt,'iix, and the dental succession appears to

The orbit is of moderate size, oval in outline, with the apex

by thepred^mtX'm'l "t the '',„.?
ni" '"tin- from" Vorin

'

b>

,

short distance the orhital horder. The post-frontal hounds the

orbit behind, but below, the ju-al completes the outline.

The juo-al hone is jumped, the upper hrauch joinin- the

post-fr«»ntal. the anterior hranch uniting with the lachrymal.

beneath t •
i j , th tSial hone completes the

inserted. To the lower mar-in of the pterygoid is unite.! rW

strong curved tnn.-,,,, lu,,,,, which projects downward
;.„,-, ... J ' „- In Pljite VIII,
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i in the herbivorous Dinosaurs. It

tuated somewhat ohlhpielv in the

1 hei.1- inclined downward. The
tin. skull, and its relative size, is

moderate size. The optic lohes were well !.-v, loped, and
pn»l>«»i-Ti«>ii:Uiv larger than the hemispheres The olfactory
lobes were large, and expanded. The pituitary hodv appears
to Lave been very large.

' ' "" " -
: .

'

•"'
•

,'

<•'»•, pre>sed. and ."hex «viv joined lo^efiur hv eartilaa'e only,
«;< in all Dinosaurs.' There is a large foramen in the jaw.
^mlarforha in the eroeodih .

the upper margin of tin
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The discovery of this new form of vertebra shows that the

terms opisthocoelian and proccelian, in general use to describe

the centra of vertebrae, are inadequate, since they relate to

one end only, the other being supposed to correspond in form.

The terms convexo-concave, concavo-convex, plano-concave,

etc., would be more accurate, and equally euphonious.
In Ceratosaurus, as in all the Th» >roj>nd<i, except Ca&ufW,

the cervical ribs are articulated to the centra, not coossified

with them, as in the S,,ir»r„d,i. The latter order stands almost

alone among Dinosaurs in this respect, as both the Sh'«j<in<nw'm

and the Ornithopoda have free ribs in the cervical region.

The dorsal and lumbal- vertebne are bi-concave, with only

moderate concavities. The sides and lower surface of the cen-

tra are deeply excavated, except at the ends, as shown in Plata

X, figure 5. These vertebne show the diplosphenal articula-

tion seen in Megcdosaurus, and also in Crroxaurus, as shown
in Plate XIV, figure 3.

All the pre-sacral vertebne are very hollow, and this is also

true of the anterior caudals.

There are five well coossified vertebrae in the sacrum in

the present specimen of Ceratomurux nas'wornh. The trans-

verse processes are very short, each supported by two vertebne.

and they do not meet at their distal ends.

rhsmnndx. ;

The caudi

dais, except

a high, thin

quite long, a

is it does in the Xauropnda.

the tirst. supported ver'v |, m
-
'chevrons, indicating

tail, well adapted to swimming. The tail was

nd the distal caudals were very short.

The Fore Limbs.

The fore

Thn>o,>nd„ y

sembled tho

the limb bon

limbs in Allosaurus, and in fact in all known

were very small. The scapula ami eoracoid ro-

se of J/;,/<//w/>v/«. The humerus was short

it si-moid' in form. Tho shaft was hollow, as in all
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The Pelvic Arch.

The pelvic bones in the Theropoda have been more gener-
ally misunderstood than am other portion of the skeleton in
Dinosaurs. The ilia, long considered coracoids, have been
>moe usually reversed in position ; the isehia have been
regarded as pubes ; while the pubes themselves have not been
fonsidereil as part of the pelvic arcli.

1'Wunately. in the present specimen of <'rr<ttn*turtts. the
mm. and pubes are firmly codified, so that their

was in its natural place in the skeleton, and tin

found nearly in the position in which the animal died. The
pelves of Ceratosaunm and of Allosaurits are shown in
Plate XI.
The ilimn in Cr.ratosavriut has the same general form

**m Megalosaurvs. hi most of rite other Th-ro}>a<la, also.

this bone has essential lv the same shape, and this tvpe niav

a^ el ra.-feris i«- ,,1 tin order In Cre<>*<un»<^

below it wider, a^lmwu
in

ir
•he <hw 1 otlu imp

projeei ekward, .

Mie tw- i> are in <

hut the
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The extremely narrow pelvis is one of the most marked

them. If tin- Th< rnr„,I„ we.v \ i\ iparous. which some known
facts seem to indicate, one difficulty, naturally suggested in the

Another interesting point is, the use of the large foot at the

lower end of the puhes, which is the most massive part of the

skeleton. Tl ulv prohahle use is, that it served to support

the hodvin sitting down. That «,mv Triage Dinosaurs sat

down on their isehia is proved eonelusivelv hv the impressions
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The specimens of Theropoda here first described, including
the type specimen of Ceratosa>ir».s /,//w, ,„„/*. are from the
-Vtlantusiurus l>eds „r the I'pper .luras*ic. in Colorado, where
they were found by Mr. M. P. Felch. The associated fossils
my van.nis S,t „ ,->

t
><„l,t. Sf,,/„*,/ ,/,-/,/, and Omithnpoda, together

with Jurassic Mammals *

Classification.

famiiL
" l:n "

Order THEROPODA.
Premaxillary bones with teeth. Anterior nares at end of skull.

i-arge antorbital opening. Vertebra? more or less hollow. Fore
-mall; (ini1> bones hollow. Feet digitigrade : digits

.-iic cdaws. Pul.es projecting downward, with distal

(2.) Family Ceratosauria
plano-concave, rev

slender. Pelvic b
Astragalus with a-

(S.) Family Labrost
Cervical and
slender, with

dor-

Genus, Lab

'<*•) Family Zando*

without ascent

Genera, Zar

• Jour. Scl—Third S
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! bi-concave. Pubesrod-1

j in pes.

Genera, Aniphi&aurus (Megadactylus) , fJBathygnat)
f lepsysam-iix, Pain o3<n/,-/t.% T/» mdontosaurus.

(6.) Family G-lunda. Vertebra- and bones „f skeleton piiou-

vertebra' bi-eonea\ e. <'eivir;,l r ii>s co .ssitied with vertebrae.

Sub-order COMPSOGNATH.

mpsognathidce. Cervical vert

dibits in inaniis and pes. Ischia with long syn

7.) Family Gunpmyjailhidn--. Cervical veitebra-

cave ; remaining vertebra? bi-concave. Three functional

The peculiar nn!er> lhdl,,pudv ami

V
features. In but!, b
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

-Left dentary boii* <,i l.«>,r,
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RE 2.—Pelvis of Allosaurus fragilis, Marsh ; the same view.

PLATE XIII.

Ccdurus fragilis, Marsh; front v

Figure 3.—Caudal

PLATE XIV.

Figure 1.—Left ilium of Creosaurus atrox, Marsh; seen from the left.

a, anterior, or pul>i<- art i<-ul;itioii ; h. posterior, or i- !

Figure 4.—The same ; side view, from the left ; both one-sixth natural

o, anterior articular face; p, posterior articular face; s, neural s

diapophysis : ~. anterior zyu-apophysis ; z', posterior zygapophysis.
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A new type of reptilian life is represented in the Yak

are the two dentary bones of the lower jaws. These bone;
resemble in many respects the corresponding parts of a Turtle

evidently covered with a homy beak in front, but further bad
they contained teeth. The edentulous portion is flat and thin
and nearly horizontal. The two rami meet in nearly the samt
plane, and are united at the svmphvsis bv a close suture. The
form and general ,-h ; r,M> .if rhesV >,>eeimeus are representee
in the cut below.

become thinner, an<

The form
uot be determined from the present specimen.

The remains found with these jaws were mostly Cheloni
ut none were associated with them in such position as

'arrant the conclusion that they pertained to the same anin
I lir-,. t'i ..— iN indicate a new . >n\cv ..f r.-i.tile-, which niuv

ailed the Machinating and the familv. Mar. In„nuthn
'he genus and ^e-,e- nun; '„ r, ..... . I

J/./ h^th ,/* maa

in Wyoming Territory.

Yale College, March 21st, 188.

Am. .1,,,-h. s, i.—Tfinih Skrik?
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Art. XL.— Remarks on Pro/hsm- Swcmnb's " Rejoinder?
by James Croll, LL.D., F.E.S.*

In this Journal for last January, Professor Newcomb has
j'

hl
\

'"'' 'I' honor to reply to mv remarks in the October
>'* I! 'v i<'\\ ol ' <

1

limate a i-i Tim •.' \vhic i an • >ar< <l

J"
tins .lournal. Mav. 187^. With regard to this R-jolmler of

" ls
-

! '"t'grel thai i mu^l ivpeai - IJ-'Vi'ew
V!Z; that,,, ,:i . ,,, ,...,,!t,:
-" ! -

'

:
. - ..-..-

- '
.

;-::—, ,•.
; ^ . .

: :
.

. .
• . ., .

*nis controversy, but mav be allowed briellv to refer to those
Points on which I have been so irstood.^ course I fully concur in Professor Xew'omb's opening
marks as to the desirability of "a purely mathematical inves-

[>l the subject.'' Such an iuv -vestimation, however, is,

question so comple: '

uac or tne cause ol tne Grlaeial •

does on the consideration of so many different elen

in a qi
aitticult as that of the cause of the Glacial epoch, depending

to he our instrument in the
mean time. The question must first assume a clear, definite
and logical form before mathematics can possibly be applied

Prof. Newcomb objects that my language is wanting in quan-
Hative precision—that I use such terms as "great," "very

A«. Jour. So.—Third Series, Vol. XXVII, No. 161.—May, 1884,
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great," "small." "comparatively small," and so forth, without

any statement of the units of comparison relatively to which

these expressions are employed. No one reasoning on the

combined influence of a multitude of physical causes could

well avoid the almost continual use of such terms. Besides,

my critic forgets that in almost every case in which I use these

terms numerical exactness is not attainable : and even if it were,

it would, as a rule, be of little service, seeing that the conclu-

sion generally depends on the simple fact that one quantity is

less or greater than another, not on how ranch less or how iu'ch

greater the one may be than the other. Although my argu-

ments are logical, few writers, I venture to say. have done more

than myself to introduce definite quantitative exactness into

the questions I have discussed.

Prof. Newcomb gives his readers to understand that I assume

Newton's law of cooling to be correct ; and that I apparently

nowhere adduce the more correct law of Dulong and Petit—

viz: that if we take a series of temperatures iii .uitl m< *i
'

^

progression, the corresponding rates of radiation of heat will

not be in arithmetical progression, but in a series of which the

differences c.nti nud . n i-r. ,w. If he will refer to the '-Rea-

der,' Dec. 9, 1865, Phil. Mag., Feb. 1870, 'Nature,' April 1,

1880, and 'Climate and Time' (the book he reviewed), p. 37,

he will there see the question discussed at considerable length.

He will also find reference made to a remarkable circumstance

connected with radiation which perhaps may be new to him.

It is this: the law of Dulong and Petit (that as the temperatuijj

of a body rises the radiation of the body increases in a much
higher ratio) holds true only of the body considered as a mass.

The probability is, as has been shown by Prof. Bait-
that the individual particles composing the body obey Newton s

law in their radiation ; in other words, the radiation of a mate-

fclj proportionate to itsabsolute tern

Further, in estimating the extent to which temperature is

affected by a change in the sun's distance, Newton's I

the extent too great; while the formula of Dulong and Petit,

which is an empirical one, makes it, on the other hand, too

small. This formula has been found to agree pretty closely

with observation wit! its, but it completely

breaks down when
For example, it is found to <rj vc i ten perature for the sun of

only 2130° F., or not much above that of an ordii

It is probable also that it will equally break down when

applied to very low temperatures, such as that, of space.

lam very much pleased to find that Prof: Newc
conclusion from Dulong and L^tit'slaw favorable to

of the cause of the Glacial epoch, which certainly did escape
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has likewise deduced a conclusi
ciation than that of Prof. Newcomb.

Prof. Newcomb says :— " Mr. Croll suggests that I mav have
forgotten the researches of Pouilletand Herschel into the rempe-
:

"'-
; ''" ,, space. I re | [y that L regard the conclusion that the

temperature of space is -239° as having no sound basis." Tins
maybe perfectly true ; but it is hardly;, warrant for affirming

llv there is but one source (the sun) from which the
surface of the earth receives heat, without even referring to the

* of these eminent physicists, who have arrived at a
totally different conclusion. Any one who has read • Climate
and Time' will know that I adopted -239° as the temperature
w space, not because I believed that estimate to be correct, but
because at the time I wrote there was no other to adopt. In

my theory a positive injury. This is obvious ; for the lower
the temperature of space the greater must be the decrease of
temperature resulting from an increase in the sun's distance
Que to eccentricity. M\ .., i m all .long has been that the
temperature of space is little above absolute zero. .

,

As an argument against the conclusion that space can have
tne high temperature assigned to it bv Pouillet and Herschel,

VI

S
r
yS:~~ U

-i>l!or,,;ne ' r
.

v *hmvs that the combined light from
.the stars visible in the most powerful telescope is not a

millionth of that received from the sun, and there is no reason
tor believing that the ratio of light to heat is incomparably dif-
ferent in the two cases." This very argument from the extreme
soilness in the amount of light derived from the stars in com-
parison to that from the sun, intended by him to convince me
01 the absurdity of supposing that space possesses a tempera-
ture as high e very argument advanced by
myself upwards of ler' for De-
cember 9,16 ed in "Climate and
AW at page 39, from which I quote the following:—

.

" We know that absolute zero is at least 493° below the melt-

i iee Thiv i< """ below tint of -pace. Conse-

£««>%, if the
'

heat .u.ri^.VtV.un t'h, m - i, able to maintain a

temperature of -239°. or •J'J-J of absolute temperature, then

l
'

": '

-

'"-/.
'. /

;

'

^

'•'

"• -

mometer 222 ace nmal be far more
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suppositions is probably true. The probability is, I venture to

pn-uriR'. thrtt the temperature of space is not very much above

absolute zero.'''
1

In regard to Professor Newcomb's objections to the reasons

which I have adduced to show that the ocean ought to he

warmer than the land, I am at a loss to understand how he can

have so completely misunderstood me on that point. I

thought I had expressed my views with sufficient clearness,

but now fear I cannot have done so. 1 need not, however,

again go over my argument in detail, but shall simply state

what the views are which I have all along maintained. Tins

will suffice to show that these views are diametrically the oppo-

site of those which my critic has attributed to me.

The temperature of a body can remain stationary only when

the rate at which it is losing"equals that at which it is receiving

heat. If heat be lost more rapidly than it is received the

temperature will fall. The fall of temperature will diminish

the rate of loss till the rate of loss equals the rate of gain.

After this the temperature becomes stationary. If we have

two bodies, A and B, the same in every respect, each receiving

(say from the sun) the same amount of heat in a given time;

and if the only difference between them be that A has a

greater difficulty than B in getting quit of the heat

receiving; then", for the reason just assigned, A will

stand at t higher temperature than B. Let us now suppose

the southern, or water hemisphere, to be A, and the northern.

or land hemisphere, to be B. I have endeavored to show

(' Climate and Time,' and elsewhere) that A, the water hemi-

sphere, ought to have a higher mean temperature than B, the

land hemisphere, because the former has a greater

in getting quit of the heat v, rom the sun

than the latter. The question then arises, how is

water hemisphere has a greater difficulty than the land hemi-

sphere in getting rid of its heat. It is mainly due to that

cause which Professor Newcomb says is quite new to biro, <nz«

a<> us , >,, r ,
t thr air fai »s

t.,,,,!,,*, ,,„, , „*,, ,
\ ,„„ /„„/ J;

isaeunousfactthat

Professor Newcomb, in ins - Rejoinder," entirely overlooks

this cause assigned by me, although I have stated it fully m
my fourth reason. The /,trh„f «>f the heat-vibrations of tbe

aqueous vapor o! the air ,s the sime as that o! the ocean, ana

consequently the aqueous vap.,- "> fr°m ™*
. .. .

.

: :

. .
. ., ......,;,..-:-;;

tion of the heat absorbed by the aqueous vaoor «

thrown back upon the ocean, and in this way the aqueous

vapor acts as a screen, or like the glass of a

venting the ocean from getting quit of its heat so rapiaij *
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the land. The result is that the temperature of equilibrium
of the ocean must be higher than that of the land. In other
words, before the ocean can manage to throw off its heat into
space as rapidly as it is receivii ire must be

that of the land.
The foregoing conclusion follows so obviously from the

known properties of igneous vapor and the principles of ther-

modynamics that I can hardly believe Professor Newcomb will
call it in question. But he will ask how can the transparency

; mobility of its particles, and

Its mean temperature should be higher than that of the land ?

I thought I had made all this clear. The reason becomes ap-
parent when we consider why it is that the surface of the ocean

/ the !.a,d. The „,., ,, ,,, • ,..m sinks to
the freezing-point, while the land is frequently frozen for
months. The cause is obvious enough : at night, when the
surface of the ocean becomes cool, the cold particles sink and
Jheir places are supplied by warm particles from below, and so
Jong as the heat stored up remains, the surface can never be-
come cold. Were it not for the transparency of water for heat-
ravs, it won!,; be im| >taio a sup-
Ply of heat sul'lic eat to maim mi its sm a- e-t. nip. i t ire dun ig

the entire winter: and on the other hand, were the particles
not mobile, this store could be of little service.

.
^ is true that the land is hotter durum the day and alsodur-

ttg the summer than the ocean, but it is found that the more

of the ocean gives a higher mean. This

^
" lebred for heat to t ocean t he o i is foi lit it

--•

tion of tin a heat, In

during coi
heat from
former is greatei

so much of its h
a higher rrteari tei lip

^ I come i

Professor Xewc. ,j !;

^hich hag 'reft-rc i.e.
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stated, what every physicist knows to be perfectly correct, that

the aqueous vapor of the air radiates back a portion of its

heat: ami the ocean, tor reasons which have been already

stated, absorbs this radiation more freely than the land. Kadi

ation from the air therefore tends more readily to heat the

ocean than it does the land. Professor Newcomb says that

this involves the redunio ad <d>s>trdt<ia of two bodies heating

each other by their mutual radiation. This is not the state of

the case at all, for both bodies receive their heat from the sun :

their mutual radiation simply retains them at a higher tempera-

ture than they could otherwise have. Here Professor Newcomb
appears to get into confusion owing to the meaning which he

attributes to the word ''heating.
1

' The views which 1 'nave

advocated in reference to this mutual radiation are as follows:

According to the dynamical theory of heat, all bodies above

absolute zero radiate heat. If we have two bodies, A at 200°

and B at 400°, then, according to Prevost's theory of exchanges,

A as truly radiates heat to B as B does to A. The
of A, of course, can never raise the temperature of B above

400°
; but nevertheless the tendency of the radiation of A, in so

far as it L'ocs, is to raise the temperature of B. This is demon-

strated by the fact thai the temperature of B, in consequence

of the radiation of A, is prevented from sinking so low as it

would otherwise do. All this is so well known to every stu-

dent of thermodynamics, that I can hardly think Professor

Newcomb, on reflection, will dispute its accuracy. And if he

admits this, then he must also admit the soundness
reason, for this is the principle on which it is based. The

aqueous vapor of the air absorbs ; considerable amount of the

heat which is being constantly radiated by the ocean : a por-

tion of this heat thus absorbed is thrown back upon the ocean,

the tendency of which is to keep the surface of the ocean at a

much higher temperature than it would otherwise have. Prof-

Langley has concluded, from observations made at Mount

Whitney, that were it not for the heat thrown back by tM
atmosphere, or "trapped" as it is popularly called, mercury

would remain solid under a vertical sun. ,

In his Review of < Climate and Time,' Professor NewcornD

advocated, as a fatal objection to mv theorv. that th

of heat received from the sun during summer would be suM-

cient to melt in a few days the entire amount of -

,;>'
, ..,„„•
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mast be proportionate to the amount of heat received from the
sun. In proof of the erroneous nature of this assumption, I
refer to the fact that on the lofty summits of the B
and Andes, for example, the quantity of heat received from
the sun would be sufficient to melt at least fifty feet of ice per
annum, and that is no doubt more than ten times the quantity
actually required to be melted

;
yet notwithstanding the snow

remains permanent. The cause of this non-melting I showed
is due to the fact that at these elevations, owing to the dryness
of the air (want of aqueous vapor), the loss of heat from radia-
tion into stellar space is so excessive that the rays of the sun,
intense as they undoubtedly are, are unable to raise the tem-
perature of the snow to the melting-point; consequently, no
' !,;,: '' ,

i- what may be the amount of heat received, the snow
can never melt. It may evaporate, but it cannot melt. I
farther pointed out that, "were the aqueous vapor possessed by
the atmosphere sufficiently diminished, the snow-line would
descend to the sea-level even at the equator, and perpetual
st " nv would rover our globe down to the sea-shore.

I was much pleased to find that Professor Newcomb has not

it 1 these \ - I i ijiit i ihNi 1 ,ii absence of
;u

i
!, '"is vapor, but suggested that they may yet afford an

i of the cause of the Glacial epoch. Every one
f:""i!iar with the suhjeet. however, knows that that epoch was
not due to a dryness of the air, but the reverse.

^RT. XLI.— < nuvatin < t U. >'. Gt / iral Survey,

&><-h
f Mountain Division. VI. On an interesting variety of

Ullingite and other Minerals ; by W. F. HlLLKBRAND.

[Read before the Colorado Scientific Society, April and Dec, 1883.]

Around the base of Teocalli Mountain, on Brush Creek,

winnison County, Colorado, there occurs, in several mines,

rous and nickeliferous variety of iolimgite of such

|"
' d ar appearance as to arrest my attention at a glance.

Close scrutiny so singly confirmed the interest at first

excih-d. that a series of observations was undertaken, of which
tin; results are embodied in the following.

1 he precise locality of occurrence of thespecin

mineral at various places on Brush Creek, and has

ited its occurrence, particularly at the Lnona mine on
the northwest slope tin. It is here found,

according to Mr. Bidgley, associated with native silver, prous-
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tite, argentite. pyrargvrite. ciuilcopyrite, galena, aider

and i A it' . tin last tint m ii j^Miu the ^iiu'ic. Much (if it

is'decomposed, forming secondary oxidized products, most con-

spicuous'among which is erythrite.

The mineral seems to occur in some quantity, and one of the

eight. The strik-

lible only on frac-

j seen, embedded in the siderite and

e forms, one-eighth of an inch, more

nounced radiate structure, the longer

radii protruding from the mass, and giving the whole a beauti-

ful stellate appearance. The star forms occur sometimes singly,

but more frequently joined together in greater or lessjaumber,

without losing in any marked degree the peculiar character of

the individual. In some specimens the appearance approaches

that of a dense homogeneous mass several inches in diameter,

but even in the densest portions the radiate structure is gener-

ally distinctly discernible.

In order to discover, if possible, a clew to the crysta

structure, and also to obtain material for analysis, specimens

were treated with hydrochloric amd without previous crushing,

whereby the siderite and the arseniates of iron, cobalt and

nickel were entirely dissolved. The lollingite remained quite

black on all parts where the gangue had been eaten away, but

surfaces of previous fracture retained their white color. The

stardike forms were then seen to be composed of a consider-

able number of long flattened ellipsoids, interpenetrating at a

common center in every direction. When one of these clusters

was broken through the star form appeared on the surface of

fracture. The aggregates were joined together loosely, now

that the cementing material had been removed, though fre-

quently in large clusters of many hundreds of all -

those visible only with the aid of a microscope, to others an

eighth of an inch or more in diameter. ,

A microscopic studv of the finer part of the material

from its imprisonment in the -ammo, and broken off from the

larger pieces during the treatment with acid and
washing, furnished the solution to the question as to what was

the ervstalloLfraphie form of the flattened

the aegregat.es and the law of the twinning. The fundamental

form is that of hd'iugite, showing onlv the prism and;«»£'£
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perfect in form, and possessed of sufficiently smooth surfaces to
allow of even approximate measurement under the microscope.
Repeated attempts were made to get these in proper p^ni' >n

under the instrument, but in on!
success, owing to their microscopic size. The angle of the

then found to be very nearly 122°, that given for
lolhngite being 122° 26'.

then

marked the larger the crystal)", caused by the alternate r

auction of the prismatic and domatic faces. Approaching
combination edge the reproduced dome face becomes relat

wiger than that of the prisrn, the consequence of whicl

^appearance of a distinct terminal dome, the result beir

represented in ihj. 2. ». - ps da! fori with a slight \

trough the a rism edge. Frequently

if modified bv' i In ,ei \ l."> m\ ;

it no such form has beei

served, the rej ited edge, cause
the same alternation of faces as in the case of rounded cor

Even where the macrodome is well developed it gene
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shows a continuation in some degree of the prismatic striation

parallel to the same combination edge.

The first step toward the complex twin structure is the forma-

tion of a simple twin, or rather trilling, by interpenetration of

three single crystals having the basal section in common, and a

face of the prism as the composition face (fig. 3). A basal sec-

tion shows a six-rayed star, with angles of very nearly 60°, by

measurement, between the axes of the rays. In

the microscopic twins one individual frequently predominates

greatly in size over the other two, these appearing often as

thin leaves, projecting but a short way out of the larger crystal.

These trillings are finally found again interpenetrating, not ac-

cording to any recognizable law, but seemingly in" every direc-

tion, and in 'indefinite numbers, forming thus the complex

aggregates first spoken of. All these stages of change in form

may be observed with great ease under the microscope, the

very smallest crystals alone showin- ci - -t til .graphic faces well

defined. As the crystals, single or twin, increase in size, the

faces gradually grow more and more indistinct, and finally dis-

tirely in consequence of increasing striation.

npts, the basal cleavage men-

> books as characteristic of lollingite could rarely

be produced, and never a cleavage in any other direction, ex-

cept, in the case of the trillings. Here an individual frequently

broke off at the line of union of the three, that is, in a plane

parallel to the brachypinacoid. •

Aside from the forms distinctly recognizable as lollingite

are, however, others belonging, apparently, to two different

minerals. The first of these became visible on dissolving the

gangue, when there came to the surface of the acid and the

water used for washing out the latter a great number of minute

but brilliant metallic particles which resolved themselves under

the loupe, and still better under the microscope, into thin leaves

or blades, of which fig. 4 represents one of the more perfect

examples. Its forms appear to consist of two pinacoids of the

rhombic system, one very broad, the other very narrow, and^a

terminal dome having an angle of almost "exactly 90° by

mieroscopio measurement. The faces are most brill

fleeting Distinct cleavage was not observable. The second

mineral, which is almost always microscopic in size, is repre-

sented in figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8. The prominent form is that of a

lemnh.'ned prism with an angle of very nearly, if not quite,

90°. Repeated measurements m fcirig
between

88° and 92° as the extremes. It is terminated at right angles

by a basal plane, the four corners of which are frequently re-

placed by faces which may be those of a pyramid or two domes,

according as the habit lamatic The cleavage
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is parallel to the base. Single crystals are rare, two or more
being generally seen interpenetrating as in figs. 5 and 6, gen-
erally at an angle of 90°, or united as in figs. 7 and 8. In the
latter figure only the outlines, not the faces of the different
horizontal individuals, arc shown, nor do the numerous vertical

attachments present appear either in this figure or in fig. 7.

>i instances of three prisms, crossing at right angles
like the axes of a rectangular system, were observed, and also

a single instance of the form represented in fig, 9 where each
of the arms showed a domatic face. The most striking feature
of all but the last of these different forms is the invariable
widening at the point of union or intersection, as shown in the
figures.

Even an approximate separation of these two minerals from
each other and from the smallest ibliingite crystals was impos-
sible, hence no conclusion could be reached as to their quanti-
tative composition. Qualitative tests proved them both to be
a''sen itcs of i obalt the squat prismatic i rms < attaining also

ture of these three minerals showed a much higher percentage
of cobalt and nickel than the anabsis of the pure Ibliingite.

Before the blowpipe the Id ie reactions

mentioned in the text-books, the residue, after treatment on
charcoal, being infusible, strongly magnetic, and furthermore,

giving the characteristic reaction 'for cobalt with fluxes. Solu-

Of the analyses iriveii below. I was made upon clusters of

i-ee, so far as could be determined by the

loupe, from attached or penetrating blades or prisms of the

other two minerals described. As a check, a small quantity of

the single crystals u 1 trill in.irs *vas
j

ked out w th the utmost
care under the microscope andsubji cted to partial at alysis (II),

no trace of ! r being visible. The specific

gravity of the material used for the Mi>« ai Ivs s was 7-335 at

14|° C. Correcting for <» ic-half per cent of siliceous gangue of

Ruined specific gravity, 2'65, the true specific gravity of the

mineral becomes 7--400.

"
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The first of these analyses leads closely to the formula Fe
(CoNi)As(S)

2 , while II shows beyond a
1 doubt that both cobalt

and nickel are constituents of the lollingite and not derived

from attached crystals of either of the other minerals. The

presence of cobalt recalls the glaucopyrite of Sandberger,

though the antimony found in that mineral is here wanting.

The peculiar comb-like excrescences described by him, indicat-

ing rhombic twinning by interpenetration, may be analogous

in some degree to the twinned structure of the present mineral.

Some varieties of rhombic CoAs
a , all of which, according to

Leroy W. McCay,* should be united under the name safflorite,

present features remarkably like some of those herein de-

scribed, notably as regards the tendency to form twins of inter-

penetration ; and from the presence of cobalt it might be sus-

pected that this mineral was rather to be considered as safflorite

than lollingite. Its exceedingly high percentage of iron and

high specific gravity, as well as the occurrence of amacrodome
instead of the brachydome mentioned by Sandberger as pecu-

liar to the rhombic CoAs
2
render necessary, however, its classi-

fication with lollingite.

In the collection of the Colorado Scientific Society, are a few

specimens of a mineral from the Comstock mine, near Parrott

City, La Plata County, Colorado, presented by Mr. B. 0. Hills,

pyrite, sphalerite, a telluride of unknown composition, though

probably sylvanite. and native gold. In the specimens exam-

ined it appears in irregular masses of small size, rarely an inch

in length, never equally thick, and generally much smaller,

without cleavage or recognizable crystalline structure, except

for an occasional faint indication of fibrous texture on frac-

tured surface. The fracture is irregular, color gray
but pale yellow on exposed surfaces; hardness about 3'5

;

specific gravity undetermined.
The outer zone of the small bodies spoken of is found on

close examination to be a mixture of two or more minerals,

among which minute grains of pyrite were alone recognizable.

Sufficient material was however obtained for analysis, free

from all impurity, except a little pyrite and T29 per cent or

insoluble gangue. T wing reactions: in

closed tube, sublimate of sulphur
; in open tube, formation ot

sulphur dioxide; on cl ions for lead,

bismuth, silver and copper; soluble in cl

acids, in the former with precipitation of silver chloride. I"e

analysis, after deduction of the gangue, gave these results

:
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Allowing for the iron and a proportionate amount of sulpht
'8 pyrite, the atomic ratio deduced from the above is

:

showing the general formula for the mineral to be 2RS+Bi
wherein R represents Pb and the double atoms Ag, and C
The ratio of Ag

a+Cu a : Pb is 1 : I'll.

Although copper was absent and but 2'65 per cent of sib

present in the mineral origi , dlv described by Genth as cosal
it does not appear advisable in the absence of any data as
the crystallographic form to consider tins a distinct species, 1

to class it, as has been done with bjelkite, under cosalite.

A portion of the ore from the Missouri mine, Hall's Valley,
Park County, Colorado, is composed largely of a sulpho-bis-
tnuthite of copper and silver. It occurs in a quartz gangue asso-

ciated with chaleopyrito and w. - 'he latter

's only visible on close examination, it comprises from one to

two per cent of the whole, as found by special tests.

A considerable quantity was extracted by chemical and me-
Natural means, free from all foreign matter, except a little

attached quartz, and was proven to be wolframite bj

chemical tests and by a determination of the specific gravity.

The mass of the sulpho-bism mghoat the

quartz as a dark bluish irav substance without distinct forms
of crystallization. In numerous cavities appear small slender

crystals, generally bronzed by oxidation and so deeply striated

as sometimes to present the appearance under the loupe of

bunches of needles. Occasionally they seem to be join.d to-

gether laterally, forming thin corrugated pi des. ' <

deep striation no crystal faces can be detected either on the sides

°r the free terminations. The habit is strikingly like that of

bismuthinit . 3tals were, indeed, at first taken.

After several days' labor, enough material was removed from
the cavities for the determination of the metals. It could not,
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however, be freed altogether from quartz and chalcopyrite.

The specific gravity at 17° C. was 5'75. Making correction for

443 per cent of quartz and 6 98 per cent of chalcopyrite of

assumed specific gravities 2-05 and 4*2, this becomes 63l The

analysis appears under I below.

The more compact mat* r !, ex' • i< ii g as far as possible, the

needles, gave, after deducting 59*75 per cent of gangue, the

ider II.

Ill is the analysis of a mineral presented by Mr. William

McCree as coming probably from the Missouri mine. In ap-

pearance it differs in no respect from the compact material

already described, except that no chalcopyrite is distinctly

visible in the small specimens at my disposal and the quartz

grains are less firmly cemented together. It contains, however,

some lead which is entirely wanting in the other specimens

analyzed, although the general formula is the same, hence I am
led to believe that it came from some other portion of the

workings or from an adjacent mine where ore like that from the

Missouri mine is reported to occur. The specific gravity was
3-869 at 15° C, which becomes 6*680 on making correction for

47*57 per cent of gangue of ascertained specific gravity, 2'643.

The most marked blowpipe reactions for I, II and III were

entirely similar, a sublimate of sulphur appearing in the closed

tube, sulphur dioxide escaping in the open tube and the fused

fragment or powder on nth reactions

with great intensity. All were soluble in nitric and chlorhy-

dric acids, in the latter with precipitation of silver chloride.

After subtracting from I, 6*97 per cent ; from II, 1'91 Per

cent, and from III, 0*33 per cent of chalcopyrite with the pro-

portions of sphalerite represented by the zinc, the atomic ratios
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where E repesents Pb and the doable atoms Ag
s
and Cu

a
. In

each case the ratio is nearly 3:4: 15, which leads to the gen-
eral formula 3KS+4Bi

2S,-

It seems probable that the needle-like crystals are a pure
sulpho-bismuthite of copper and that, in the more compact por-
tions, silver replaces a portion of the. copper and in some cases
a further replacement of copper by lead takes place.

This ore from the Missouri mine is auriferous. The material
used for analysis II, gangue and sulphide together, assayed
1*85 ozs. gold to the ton. Mr. Eichard -Pearce, of the Boston
and Colorado Smelting Works assures me that it is frequently
much richer, running as high as 40 ozs. to the ton.

Before conferring a name upon this mineral or even definitely
claiming it is a new species, I purpose investigating more fully

ar ores which are said to occur in other mines in the
neighborhood of the Missouri mine. As this further investi-

gation will, of necessity, be postponed for some time, the re-

sults already arrived at are now put on record.

HuBKEMTE.

In the collection of the Colorado Scientific Society are speci-
mens of hiibnerite from the Royal Albert vein, Unc<
District, Ouray County, Colorado, presented by Mr. E. 0. Hills,

The mineral occurs in long flattened crystals vertically stri-

ated, imbedded in quartz, but none sufficiently well formed
for measurement could be extracted, in fact, definite faces
are rarely visible, though two prisms and the orthopinacoid
have been observed. The luster is subvitreous to resinous
and the color brownish-black to pale yellow in very thin crys-
tals. In transmitted light the color is ruby-red to yellow

inged with green when the thickness is not too great.

Extinction takes place parallel to the vertical axis in a plate

parallel to the orthopinacoid and at an angle of 19° to 20° to the

same axis in a cleavage section parallel to the clinopinacoid,
as observed by DesCloizeaux for wolframite. In the plates

parallel to the orthopinacoid a tendency to cleave at right

angles to the clinopinacoid and also at angles approxii

- ro Hip snmA fn^A wflsnhsprvi
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which agrees very closely with that required by theory for the

formula MnW0
4

.

This mineral is also found in a mine near Phillipsburg, Mon-

tana Territory, according to Mr. Richard Pearce. The speci-

mens in the collection of the Colorado Scientific Society show

toned crystals of imperfect form in quartz. Mr. A. H.

Low, Chemist at the Boston and Colorado Smelting Works,

has analyzed the mineral approximately and found

—

WO, 74-82

MnO ._.; 25-00

FeO 0-06

This article, the thirteenth in the series, embodies such

notices as have come to the knowledge of the writer in regard

to the earthquakes which occurred in North and South

America and the adjacent islands, during the year 1883. The

information has been derived from the current newspapers;

from the Monthly Review of the U. S. Signal Service :
and

from Professor F. E. Nipher, Director of the Missouri Weather

Service; Charles Carpniarl, Superintendent of the Canadian

Meteorological Service; and J. M. Batchelder of Cambridge,

Mass.

Items which are regarded as doubtful are, as heretofore,

printed in smaller type; and in many cases the source of the

information is indicated. Also, to avoid the danger of con-

founding a. m. and p. m. dates, the system of numbering the

hours of the civil day from one to twenty-four has been adopted.

1883.

Jan. 1.—At 2 h 58m and 8h 28m two earthquake shocks at Addi-

son, Me.— *Z S. Weath. Rev.

A shock in other parts of Maine and Nova Scotia about 22 h on

the previous da V was noticed in the last report (this Journal, xxv,

Jan. !>.—At :<
l: a shock from east to west at Huntingdon, Out.—

Jan. 11.- 1 Jet ween I -'and 2 1
' a decided shock was felt along

the Mississippi River, from St. Louis, Mo., to Memphis, Tenn.
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!•( •! from numerous pi

i i antral Illinois. Si,

nri: hut d<

St. Louis anc
r"tem. Taney county,
iock at about 1-J'

1

of* t

given all the way from l
h to 2 h

, with a preference for 1:15 or
!:20. In most of the reports no mention is made of more than
one shock; but at Memphis three were noted, and at Cape Girar-
(ll

'a
'<b -Mo., two; while at Anna, II!.. a >light shock had been

noticed at 14 !

> 25m of the loth. The severity of the movement
was greater than in either of the two earthquakes which in the
s >' tuhev and October previous ;ion. Build-

eked, chandeliers caused to swing, engine bells rung,
etc. The greatest motion was reported from Cairo, 111., and
vicinity, which also is about the middle of the area shaken.

Jan. 11.

—

At 10 h
.'U

m a strong earthquake shock was felt at
I,

!

:

' j T i '

;
J'i-a-iia. Dolores, Pos.a Almonte, La Noria and Iluanil-

shock followed i

At 5 h a slight eai

•cjiarated

rranean causes,

Wolfborough,

*eb. 27.—At aboul
,h°ck of earthquake,
^M- JotiE. Sci.—Third S
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of the

rn Connecticut, southern Rhode Island m
and was so reported by many ne\

hat a brilliant meteor passed over (lie

tion, at the same time, and an investiga-

by Prof. H. A. Newton of Yale Collie,
renders it probable that all the phenomena of vibration and noise

were due to the explosion of this meteor and not to an ea

Feb. 28.—"A strong earthquaxe shock was felt at Monte Christo, province of

oador. The earth trembled for several sec

done. -—X~,nah , X. J.) Daily Advertiser.

Mar. 5.—A shock at Tarbo, State of Cauca (IT. S. of Colombia),

extending to Carthagena on the Atlantic.

Mar. 7.—At 23h 23 ra a slight shock at Andes, Chili.

Mar. 8.—At 15 h 10m a slight shock at Copiapo, Chili.

Mar. 8.—At 18h an earthquake was felt on the Isthmus of

Panama and widely through adjacent portions of the States of

Colombia. At Carthagena and Turbu at the mouth of the

Atrato it was sharp but not dangerous. In the State of Antioquia

it wa- more severe ; and in the towns of Antioquia, Santa Rosa,

Yarumal and others, the cathedrals and other buildings were

injured.

This and _ notices are from Panama letters

in the N. Y. Times.

Mar. 11.—At 10" 57m and ll 1
' 7

m two distinct shocks felt at

Waterloo, St. John-, and < o\\ an-ville, Quebec.

Mar. 11.—At 18" 57- a slight shock with rumbling, was felt in

parts of Harford and Uall.imoro < unities. Maryland; sufuYicntly

strong to rattle dishes and alarm many people* A s< >

was reported to have occurred between midnight and l
h of the 12th.

Mar. 23.—At 21 1
' 25m a slight shock at Huntingdon, Quebec—

<j < i)t <i<l In-,, Meteorol. Serv.

Mar. 27.—At 20 h 35m a slight shock at Iquique, Peru, preceded

by rumbling noise.

—

N. T. Times.

Mar. 30.—At 7
h 48m , 7

h 52m and 8h 15m light shocks were felt

at San Francisco, Cal. and southward. At Watsonville, Santa

Cruz County, nine shocks «>iv tVlt ; at HoHister, -

County, plate glass windows were broken, and brick vma
cracked.

_ April 1.—At l
h a smart shock at Hamilton, Ont— Canadian

outh, at San

April 12.—At 2 h 36™ a shock was felt at Cairo, 111., lasting

thirty seconds, vibration S.S.W. to N.N.E.

- . . -

-
:

;

April 2.—At 8h 50m two light shocks, north to south
:

Francisco, Cal— U. S. Weath. Rev.
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May 1.—10h and May 4.— 14 h 30m, earthquakes are reported to
have occurred in connection with an eruption of the volcano
Ometepe, on the island of the same name, in Lake Nicaragua.
News of the occurrence first reached the New York papers, via
P;uiania. on July 4, in a va^'iie an. I |.rol>abiv exaggerated form.
Although the fact of some eruption there seems to he confirmed
hy later advices, no reliable details are known.

May 4.—At ll h 45m a slight shock at Helena, Montana, from

May 10.—During the night of the luth-llth a shock from
north to south was felt in Victoria, British Columbia.

May 19.—A severe earthquake occurred in Ecuador, creating
alarm in Quito and still more in Latacunga, fifty-five miles south
of Quito, where a number of houses were overthrown. The

' ix villages also suffered verv severely. An officer

stationed in the village of Toacaso reported the first shock
nh 3o- second and more destructive one between 23h and 24h

,

and during that ui-ht */.•/,,/, sh<>«-l>; v

during the succeeding days. An eruption of Cotopaxi
was in progress at the time.

May 21.—"At 1 a. m. a slight earthquake was felt at Mompos,
on the river Ma^dalena, in the State of Bolivar; which was fol-

lowed by a sharper one at 2 .v. m. on the 22d, on

•aiso ivlt at San Salvador and Guayaquil."—K Y.
Herald

May 22.—At 23 h 30m two distinct shocks were felt at Catletts-
burg, Ky .

-May 28.—At 21 h 55m two earthquakes occurred in Valparaiso,
Wi, in rapid succession.

June 3.—At daylight a strong and

seconds at Martinique,

June 19.—A new volcanic outbreak, accompanied by earth tremors, is reported
«> have occurred in the island of Ometepe. in Lake Nicaragua.

June 21 and 23.—Several earthquake shocks were exneriennd
a* Andes, Chili; and at 2 h 55'" of the 23d a -harp shock was felt

at Valparaiso.

July ].—At 3 h a slight shock at Carson City, Nevada.— # 8.

July 6.—At ll h 15m a light shock at Cairo, 111., lasting five
8econds.

Los Angeles, Cab,
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July 14.—At l
h 30m a light shock, lasting eight seconds, at

Cairo, BL, reported also at Wickliffe, Ballard Co., Ky.

July 20.—At 16h 48m a severe shock was felt at Panama,

direction west and east.—JV. Y Times.

-Surgeon Main, at Brownsville, Texas, in a report to

rgeon General of the Marine Hospital >

gust there was an earthquake shock
causing twenty deaths and the destruction of twenty 1

August there was an earthquake shock at Pachuca, Mexico,

Aug. 4.—At 11 h and 12h 50m light shocks, east to west, at

Oakland, Ca\.— ZT. S.Weath. Rev.

Aug. 19.—At 2 h 55 ra three slight shocks at Carson City, Nev.

— V. S. Weath. Rev.

Aug. 27.—Prof. Geo. Davidson of San Francisco, reported to

the U. S. Coast Survey, that at 1

!
' earthquake waves commenced

to he recorded on the ge and continued to be

observed di rht of waves one foot, time between

crests about forty minutes. These waves were at first referred to

the great explosion of Krakatoa in the Straits of Son*
took place on the same day about six or seven hours, actual time,

before the time here stated. While this is possible, is it not

more probable that they were due to some of the seismic phe-

nomena viuu.-lv lvporte'd as luu'ui" occurred in the Aleutian

Islands? (c.f. Oct. 6, this article).

Aug. 28.—At Talcahuano, Chili, earthquake waves were re-

ported, commencing just before noon and continuing the rest or

the day. These were very likely to be referred to the Krakatoa

explosion on Aug. 27th.

Aug. 28.—At 22 h a sharp shock was felt at St. Thomas, West

Indies.— A". Y. Times.

about

e there

were reports or shocks telt in Salvador, Colombia and Ecuador,

but no details are known to the writer.

Aug. 30.—Two shocks at St. Thomas, W. I., almost simultan-

eous ; the first light, the second "severe.—

A

7". Y. Times.

Sept. 1.—At 8h 25m a light shock at Los Angeles, CaL, vibra-

tion north to south, iollowe.l l. v a second shock after lour

seconds.— IT. 8. Weath. Rev.

to SAW and were sufficient ;Mo cause chandeliers to sway *itn

considerable motion."
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Sept. 10.—At 4 h 10m a strong shock at Lima, Peru, duration

Sept. 13.—Panama advices of Oct. 28 say that a strong earth-
[uake and rumbling noises occurred at (/acuta, Santandcr, on
his date, and that on the previous day a movement had been
elt at Santa Kcsa, Manuals and \ledellin.— X. Y. Times.

About midnight two slight shocks were felt at Portland, Oregon.—

Oct. 6.—About 8 h occurred a heavy explosion at Mount St.

on the coast of Alaska, by which the m-

in two and a series of earthquake waves stars

_ seas. It u as followed by a period of volcanic activ-

. for some weeks. For furthei d< i i - i« n del is re-

ferred to an article by Professor Geo. Davidson of the U. S.

Coast Survey, in Science, vol. iii, p. 186.

Chain ofAleutian
1

Uh , -l'" n ,'t
l! /'''"h \

."'

o ma *l
.'

> \X

h; iii.I s t .,
,.'i, i, v \\ , and" Geo.

Davidson, Science, iii. -jtvj.

'
'

Oct. 9-10.—At 'l'3
1

'

;j>» of the 0th two lio-ht shocks, of about

:

vibration was north and south.

Oct. 13-14.—On these dates the tide-<nia-'e ;

the <

# S. Weath. Rev.
' °

Oct. 11.—At 3h 30™ a shock at Contooco

.
Oct. 20.—About I3 h 15- a shaq

island of Bermuda, but no damn
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Oct. 24.—At 16 h 14 ra a severe shock, conl

seconds, occurred at Cape Mendocino. Cal.. direction from S.S.W.

to N.N.E.— XT. S. Weath. Rev.

Oct. 30.—"In the morning" two light shocks at Oakland, Cal.,

from north to south.— XT. S. Weath. Rev.

Nov. 4.—A shock at Cove Creek, Utah.—K Y. Tribune.

Nov. 5.—A strong earthquake " at night " at Point des Monts

on the Gulf of St. Lawrenee.— Canadian Meteorol. Serv.

Nov. 11.—At 18 h 15 ,n a slight shock at Poway, San Diego Co.,

Cal.— XT. S. Weath. Rev.

Nov. 13.— Panama advices of Nov. 11th Bay :
" Sli

i iier other shocks occurred."

Nov. 22.—At ll 11 two shocks at Point des Monts, Gulf of St.

Lawrence.— Canadian Meteorol. Serv.

Dec. 5.—At 9h 20m shocks occurred at Melbourne, Tzard Co.,

and Rovenden Springs, Ark., accompanied by a loud noise.

Dec. 12.—At 23 h 40m a slight shock occurred at Los Angeles,

Cal., and on the 13th another.— XT. S. Weath. Rev.

Dec. 16 ?—At 15 h a slight Bhock at Poway, San Diego Co., Cal.

— ZT. S. Weath. Rev.

Dec. 22.—At 20h an earthquake at Point des Monts, Gulf of St.

Lawrence.— Canadian Meteorol. Serv.

include seventy-eight notices, of which

n
t eartb-

n 1! C-i'-riril""
1

Mar. s, Pau-

:r

]

7 a77 rale and \Js
h

ed
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Art. XLIIL—Thermometer Exposure; by H. A. Hazen.

[Read before the Philosophical Society, Washington, D. C, October 13, 1883.]

Ihe subject of thermometer exposure may be discussed under
Iu

' -" '/ •' di\ isions. The first of these relates to the locality
lu ' ge region where the thermometer shall >e exposed, in
or

VV'
1 timt lt may » ive tlie true air temperature of the locality.

Ihe second relates to tfee immediate environment of the
th <j';^<>me!er ^ hich shall I ilh 1 the same requirement.
under the first of these divisions: heisrht above ground;

proximity, of trees or houses; freed an of ;u - of air; absence
<H local heat effects; character of ground, etc., are all import-
ant. A great diversity of opinion relative to many of these
Points exists, but it may be said that a good height above
ground and no interruption of the wind seem essential. If a

: is to.) near the earth \s surface it will be affected
unduly by dampness and fog which his a temlenev to settle at
alow level, and moreover, unless exposed on the summit of a

J»U, there will be danger of an interruption to the wind, so

the air will become stagnant,
th "> vitiating the result we seek". Vov example, mean monthly
^pi.-ratuivs from a maximum thermometer 4i feet above
pound iii New Haven. Conn., were from four to five degrees

i'c^'r during the summer months, than from a maximum
•>; haxine Iree access of the wind, on a roof 111

,

et above the -round, and about 500 feet from the first

thermometer.

Careful experiments upon an open scaffolding at heights up to

«0 feet have be. . uuvl> and v t
,' lire.-tion ot Professor Wild,

of St. Petersburg Little difference was found in the warmer

lifferent heights. I. general
also the relative humiditv was higher near the ground with a

exceptions, for example, the following table ex-

.'bitsthe mi months' observa-
tions.

Relative humidity at various heights.

It seems impossible to explain these peculiar results which

fo not follow anv law with respect to height; on the whole,

however, the humiditv has a teudencv to increase with ap-

P^ach to the earth's surface.
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In order to show the importance of obtaining

locality for exposing a thermometer, table I is giv

shows temperature and humidity at various places

ington, D. C. (These and many other experiments 1

tried and introduced in this paper since its original

tion to the Philosophical Society).

Date. TOne. I***. Dry. KB ,„-,„•„, ,<„,„.

Nov. 17, 6.45 .. Roof. . Bfr] .1

:::

Roof.

M and 15th st!

R. Island av. and 1.3th >t.

P and 15th st.

Q and 15th st. 29-9

i

-1-1 mile.

Nov. 19, 6.45

['i ?" "nd'lti st 1 B S

7.30

Corcoran and 16th st.

:

s:;
'

8.00

Corcoran and 15th st.
-

. Ml ;!

Nov. 20, 6.30 A"
Panel 16th st.

"
'

Hand 16thst!

Pa. av. and 17 th st.

:;i •:»
;;;;'

s

™ Roof! lil m

On Nove arkable difference of ov

th a corresponding dith11° between the extreme station.

ence of 23 per cent in the relativ

not strictly comparable owing to the difference in tl

the observations, yet as the temperature was ehamrin^ hut

slowly this consideration can have little weight. Experiments

are still under way relative to this matter.

Taking up now the second division of the subject,

the necessity of an uniform and satisfactory shelter or screen

for thermometers has long been recognized. The international
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meteorological council, at the Berne meeting, while not recom-
ay particular form of shelter, yet urged the desira-

bility of more extended experiment. Thermometers suspen-
ded infreeair, in the shade of a dwelling or wall during the
day, will give ;m approximate dailv local temperature though

too low both day and 'night, If, however, it be
desired to critically study the past records, or what is more

different star.. ,n- ii will manifestly be necessary to eliminate
from them all effects of improper exposure.

It may be argued that the most important consideration is

that of uniformity and that constant errors may be neglected,
provided they are the same in all the exposures. If, however,
varying atmospheric conditions diminish or intensify constant
sources of error, it is wise to avoid these as much as possible.
The essentia] point to be regarded is that a shelter shall at
any and all times give an air temperature influenced as little

as possible by harmful causes. .

To accomplish this the following conditions must be realized

» possible. 1st. There should be a perfect access of the air,

whose temperature we wish to ascertain, to the thermometer.
It will be seen that under all circumstances this is necessary
foe even if, as is frequently done, an artificial means of ventila-
tion is employed, yet if the shelter affects in any way the air

temperature or prevents the free circulation of air, it must to a
certain extent vitiate the result obtained from the air propelled
to or stirred about the thermometer.

2d. The shelter should shield, from all reflected heat, from
direct radiation from the sun by day, to the sky by night, and
from radiation from surrounding objects.

3d. Nomois the thermometer,
^be questions to be answered by experiment then, are,

which if any of these conditions may be neglected, and what
^ the best form of she ting the desired result.

The forms of shelters adopted by different countries have
been exceedingly diverse. That of the French, the " Renou

"

stand, consisting of a nearly horizontal platform under which
the thermometers are exposed at 6J feet above sod, very nearly

fulfills the first condition above. The east and west side

Pieces however, employed for screening from the morning and

afternoon sun, would seem to cheek v.-rv light winds on those

sides, and there does not seem to "gams!

soil or sod radial i«»n. A shelter similar in plan to this has been

adopted as i stand M. . V ,- Hns s -

bii ^ i;U -,» :\„.
r ot

'
I, ;• ,ofs, o !.

galvam/.ed

lron, nine inches apart, the ridge of the outer root

above ground, the then 1 in a wire cage one
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foot below the inner roof. On the east and west are louvres to

shield it from the rising and setting sun. In calm weather it

would seem as though this shed would give too much shade.
_

In England, the CHaisher stand has been largely used. This

consists of an upright frame which is rotated with the sun's

motion so as to keep one side, on which the thermometers are

placed at about four feet above sod, continuously in the shade

of the frame. Professor Wild has shown that this stand may

give four or five degrees too high temperature by day from sod

radiation, and at night the same number of degrees too low by

to the sky and from surrounding objects. The

Stevenson shelter is also in great favor in England, and con-

sists of a cubical screen, of double louvres, 18" long and high

and 10" wide. This is placed at a height of 4' above sod.

Professor Mohn, of Christiania, has shown that in the sun this

shelter gives too high values. It is undoubtedly too small and

close to give good results. A shelter similar to the above has

been devised by Rev. F. W. Stow, of England. (Quart. Jour.

Met. Soc, vol. viii, p. 231.) This is somewhat larger than Ste-

venson's and has meta 1 of wooden. It has

the advantage of great ease in construction and of good ven-

In Spain a double metallic shelter has been used. This has

an inside louvre box 14x11x17 inches, between the inside

and outside louvres there is a free air space and connected with

this there is a common vane ventilator. In Russia, Professor

Wild has constructed a novel form of shelter which has attrac-

ted much attention. This consists of a large cubical frame of

wood, having the south side and roof double boarded (the free

air space between these boards is connected throughout), the

east and west sides of single louvres and the north si

open. There is no bottom but upon a cross-piece inside is

placed a metallic screen of four quarter cylinders upon a cen-

tral spindle, with the top and bottom cone-shaped. These

cones have their elements parallel, thus causing more or less

draft. The two opposite, outside quarter cylinders are rotated

upon the spindle so as to expose to view the ther

The latter are at a height of 11 feet above sod. Thi

shelter is open to the objection that it prevents a free access oi

air, the double boarded south side cutting off all south wind is

especially unsatisfactory in this regard. ,

It is of the utmost importance that there should be a stand-

ard of comparison in all experiments, and this we ha

swim- thermometer, called by the French thermomct
which is a common thermometer attached to a string

and rapidly swung through a circumferance who-
the length of the string. After experimenting some time a
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form of dry and wet bulb "fronde" was devised, which has
been in constant use since and has given good satisfaction.

' together, the stem of one two
iger than the other, in such a manner as to bring the

wet bulb about two inches below the dry. This permits of im-
the wet bulb without wetting the dry. A few swings

only are needed in making an observation, it is swung perhaps
forty or fifty times, then read, swung again and read, etc., it

seldom requires more than three attempts except in very cold
weather, 0° and below. This "fronde'

1

is especially com-
experiments upon temperature and hygrometric

- at any place where it is proposed to establish a me-
teorological station.
The theory of this thermometer is that since it is rapidly

.•ontuet .vith a large n ass of air it must give its tern-

perature unless the res - other causes. It has
be. rn object.-:ut. for >, that friction with ithe aii will tend

raise the nd that the c entrifueal '• ee will on
the ! contrary tend to depress the mercu ry colii inn.

expenm r.v and' 1ligh velocitiesi (8 at

hoi
n the same res ults, sh r>willg

causes do ii( >t proc nful effects at anv vt s possible
by

"

i
hand. Tin,

'

M with iiis sh el tor just described, : in
] lie conel udes That

\vh ile at ni" lit 'it - ivos the same amount - too ! ow. I

• an o[>en ques mow 'that

in i he ^ than in the so-called

>dard. I s with
t.T by day, jit is es -

> determine tl. e eil'ee t of the sun or

One of ' the difficult! with i

of '

'fronde" to the
air current, ivM ui 'erai

n

trials at each < >bsen\ ition the

temperature sought. To < letermine
tu- effect of direct sun liea t, trials were made iuthe shadows

be considered
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come by its rapid motion through a large body of air. Obser-

vations on clear nights in September and October have shown

the "fronde" sometimes *2 or '3 degrees higher and some-

times the same amount lower than a thermometer from which

all radiation was cut off. Experiments are still needed in sum-

mer and in diiterent situations to fully settle the question, but

it seems probable that the '• fronde." if shielded from direct,

sun beat during the day. will give at all times the most accu-

The foil tion of some of the previous

experiments in this field, will serve as an introduction to subse-

quent work. Possibly the most complete results hitherto pub-

lished * thos< from obsen t oih t iki n, under the auspices of

the English Boyal Society, upon a large open field at Strath-

field Turgiss. The observation, were taken at 9 a. At., 3 P. M.,

and 9 P.M., from November, '68 to April, 70 inclusive, January,

'70 only being omitted. The stands tested consisted of eight

forms ranging between the open stand like Glaisher's and the

closed like Stevenson's. As a result of these tests it was deci-

ded that the Stevenson was least faulty, though it was not.

claimed that even this was all that could be desired, and espe-

cially as regards hygrometric observations.

Another series of tests has been published in a Quarterly

Eeport for 1880. These consisted in readings at Kew, at 9 A.

M. and p. M., from June '79 till November '81, of thermome-

ters in a Stevenson stand 4' 4" above sod and in a Wild's

shelter near the former but 12' above sod. The published

cut of the photograph of the outside wooden structure of the

latter, however, shows louvre work on the south side and indi-

cates that Professor Wild's idea was not fullv carried out. The

result would have bee '

1 e s ith Bide of

the Wild shelter had been closed. The means showed nearly

identical temperature in the two shelters, the Wild reading 1

lower. The mean of the maximum was ')' higher and o! the

minimum "6° lower in the Wild. The month 'an i
n ,%

humidity ranged from one to two per cent lower in Wilds.

( omj u a it d i idu i d ff i, es between the two tl e 1
ig ><>st

that Wdd's read above the other was 1-9 while the lowest s

rded as proving the accuracy of either, bu

ifest defects in the Stevenson
is satisfactory. Comparisons are also giver
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"between the Stevenson shelter and the Kew thermograph
records which show the latter 49° higher at 9 A. M. and S2°
lower at 9 P. m. Possibly these .Inferences may be doe in part
to a freer exposure of the thermograph to the air.

In entering upon ;i series of experiments it was deemed best
to construct a s.>-ea!Io<i Pattern shelter, whose main points
should be good size and a free access of air to the
This shelter is 4x3x3 feet with single louvre work on all

fides three inches wide and inclined at an ansh of 3D 3
to the

^nzontal. The roof is double and the bottom close. The north
side is a door which can be removed. By the kindness of Mr.
Clark, opportunity was granted for conducting the experiments
upon the roof of one of his buildings in a thickly settled part

,'
! Was hi igtou. This roof is about 60 feet above ground, and

is free to air currents save from the southeast. There were
three shelters employed. A a Stow" about 12 feet above the
roof and two " Patterns " at heights of 12 and 16 feet. At first

the door of the lower " Pattern " was removed and a Wild
metallic screen inserted, after several weeks' comparison this

screen with its thermometers was placed in the upper " Pattern,"
its door having been removed.
The following plans and precautions were taken to determine

l,: " ; i laptnbi! ty oi *
i

-> <\w u r<. and to cheek the thermomo-

ist. The relative air circulation in the interiors has been
obtained by comparison between dry and wet bulb thermome-
ters and the elbc; o! thorough ventilation has been learned by
comparing the wet bulb in the shelter with the "fronde."

2d. The relative amount of reflective heat entering the shel-

ter has been ascertained by using a black bulb thermometer, i. e.

an ordinary thermometer with its bulb coated with lampblack.
3d. The readings of the three thermometers in each shelter

were checked by using similar traveling thermometers which
were placed in "each shelter in succession, and numerous com-
parisons made.

4th. The thermometers used had cylindrical bulbs, with the

exception of two in " Stow," and have been twice carefully com-
pared with a standard, once at temperature 6° below zero. All
readings have been corrected for instrumental error.

5th. All the observations have been made by one person,

and it has been the practice to read forward and back, at nearly

all times, in order to eliminate as much as possible effects of

changes in temperature between the first and last observation.

6th. In it
- has beeu deemed best usually

to make a continuous series ot read!- _- for an hour or more, as

hard I v give what we
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known conditions which are slowly changing, will enable us to

follow effects due to gradually rising or falling temperature,

the increase or decrease of wind velocity, the shifting of the

wind, slowly changing humidity, etc.

The following are a few of the results collected from the

observations since September 1, 1883.

To determine the least size of a shelter necessary to over-

come the effects of heat from the sides, there were arranged

from east to west in the upper "Pattern," nine thermometers at

equal distances. Observations were made in the early morn-

ing and in the afternoon. Under the most favorable conditions

the inside of a shelter farther from the sun will undoubtedly

give a slightly too low temperature in the morning owing to

the fact that it is farther from the sun, but this effect will be

exceedingly slight, and in fact will be entirely overcome if

there is any breeze. Oftentimes with a still air and hot sun on

one side of the shelter, if a slight breeze happened to spring

up on that side the temperature would be brought even lower

than on the opposite side ; in fact so much difficulty was

encountered from such gusts that it was found neces^rv after

a while to fasten a test tube to each thermometer to shield it.

Table II shows the results of these observations.

Considering the difficulty of comparing thermometers hung
side by side in free air, the accordance of these results is very

nee of 1*8

between the east and west sides ; a fall of -55° or nearly \ the

whole amount, in the first 9 inches, and one of 1-2° or f in

the first 18 inches. In the afternoon there is a fall of 1'5°

from west to east, in the first 9 inches it was about \ the whole

fall and in the first 18 inches it was nearly £, i. e. in September
a thermometer at 9 inches from the side of a shelter would

indicate in calm sunny weather a temperature uniformly about
A

high. Experiments are still needed in midsummer,
with larger shelters, with double louvres, with metallic louv

and with traveling thermometers. We may conclude that a

single louvred shelter exposed directly to the sun's rays should

have the clear inside length not less than 36 inches.
v

Table III shows observations in the three shelters " Stow

(A), "Eussian " (B) and "Pattern " (C); there are also added

results from dry and blaek traveling thermometers and from a

thermometer exposed on the oulside of " Pattern."
Column 1 gives the mean time of each set or of five succes-

sive observations, the next five columns give, the dry and wet

thermometers, the relative humidity from these, the black

thermometer and the difference between this and t

(A) ; the next five give the same values for (B) ; the next five

for (C); the next three give the dry and black and their dit-
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ference as determined from traveling thermometers placed suc-
cessively in (B) and (C) ; the last column gives the temperature
from a free thermometer.
Comparing these, we see from columns (7) (10), (12) (15), and

(17) (18) that observations of dry and black in (B) and (C) are
directly comparable. We find the black in (B) more than -5°

lower than in (C), though (C) shows the dry at the same time
more than 1-0° lower than (B). This would seem to indicate
that the free black bulb thermometer cannot aid in determin-
ing the true air temperature in a shelter, and also that, if a free
circulation of air is provided for, the effect of reflected heat
may be neglected. We also find that (C) gives a relative
humidity 2 percent in one group and 21 per cent in the other
lower than (0), while (A) agrees well with C.
Table IV gives a comparison of all observations of dry and

wet thermometers from Sept. 20 to Oct. 11, and from Oct. 31
to Nov. 7 ; between these two sets the "Russian" screen was
put in the upper " Pattern."

Table IV.

Stow. Rng8lan Pattern.

Win*

~im~. 7Zu. h B^ We.. K. H.

Sept -2o. 25 Litrl.t Cln. Tm 7w ~^~
:;•, ,-.7-n i'.r.-G

U,M TL'-!

I., -

K:iir.

'

Oct.

2

l\

i: U
c?<r

;::;;
:

;

,;

;;
:

:

'•0 l._l
;

r.

(

'

„

111
Mean ;;.';;;

.*5

a 40 Calm. Clear. 55 4

20 Calm. Clear. 63-2

20 [High.
I

Clear.
[

50-1

185

ji:
!';! (;"»•? 42-2 48-5 50-1 42 2—.— --

:

M

Jour. Sci.—Third Sei
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In the first series we find "Pattern " giving a mean tempera-

te 4° lower than "Russian" with a mean relative humidity

per cent lower. In the second series we find the " Pattern
"

hich is now twelve feet above roof giving -4° higher tempera-

ire and a relative humidity 3'0 per cent lower. Taking the

we find no difference in the temperature,

gives a relative humidity nearly 2*0 per
mean of the

while the "

The lack of lation in the Russian may be best shown

bv taking observations of the wet bulb when its temperature is

below freezing. *

_
As shown in - Science," June 8th, 1883, it is

under these coi atton is most needed.

Table V exhibits individual readings of drv and wet ther-

mometers. 1st, "fronde;" 2d, "Russian;" and".3d, "Pattern."

and wet "fronde" with

32-s 2P.-4 as :;:m 27-1 vi

228 'Jul fiS 23-o':U-2 -.

23-8; 21-4 68
j

235 24'2|

"

35-4! 27-9 32
|

35-3 30-*| 55

,;, i > -,
i

Dry. Wet.

idiii JJ

35-1
1

29-7 50

38*8 26-7

32-.I 27-1 43
?,•>! 2iVf, 39

230 22-7 96

71

3C-2 31 -8 58

- 43
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The mean results in Table V show nearly identical air tem-
peratures by the three methods, but a relative humidity more
than 16 per cent too high for "Bussian " and over 7 per cent
for "Pattern."
The following conclusions are advanced :

1st, Thermometer shelters when exposed to direct sun heat
should be at least 36" long.

2d, With proper precautions the thermometer " fronde

"

both dry and wet will give the most correct air temperature
and relative humidity.

3d, The interposition of a second louvre seems hardly neces-
"ry

;
it not only prevents the free access of air, but also if

ventilation is used it must affect the air which is propelled to
the thermometer.

,
4th, While the thermometers in a single louvred shelter may

in heavy storms be wet, yet it takes but a moment to wipe the
bulb dry, besides in rainy weather both dry and wet indicate
nearly the sanje temperature.

5tb, For obtaining even approximate relative humidity in
calm weather single louvred shelters are necessary, and for the
best result an induced air current is essential especially in the
winter in northern countries.
At the same time that the .above experiments were being

carried on, another series of observations was made in window
shelters. These have shown, as is well known, that in summer
the 'temperature is slightly too low by day and too high by

1 1 vgrometric observations can be
r-.uit artificial ventilation. As many are not in a

situation to use any but a window shelter the following sug-
gestions are added for places north of 35° Int. N.

1st, There should be a free air space of 6 to 12 inches be-
tween the shelter on the north side of the building and the

2d, The simplest form of screen would be four pieces of
board 10 to 12 inches square, nailed together box fashion,
leaving the bottom and side toward the window open; the

thermometers dry and wet should be placed Eve inches apart
near the center of this screen, with their bulbs projecting be-
low the plane of the lower edge. In the summer months,
when the sun shines on the north side, the window blinds can
very easily be brought at right angUs to the wall of the house
and fastened there, thus shielding from the sun. As to a
more elaborate arrangement it may be said that nothing exten-
sive is needed: probuhlv a shelter made after the "Stow"
Pattern, as just described, thirty inches long, eighteen inches
wide and twenty-four inches : "u would
answer perfe >rth of 35°. A shield with half
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shut blinds can be easily arranged as mentioned above, the

blinds being widened if necessary to cover the shelter with

their shadow. Experiments are still being carried on upon

this matter. The Chief Signal Officer has kindly permitted

the publication of these results preparatory to a more ex-

haustive study.

Art. XLIV.—Hillocks of Angular Gravel and Disturbed Strati-

fication; by T. C. Chamberhn.

i has been awakened in recent years in the pe-

" raced under the

osed in varying

frequency over a large part of the c

foreign

have made descriptive and theoretical contributions to the lite

rature of the subject.* With increased attention there has
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been progress in analytical delineation, classification and no-
menclature. That there is still abundant room for amplifica-
tion in these regards is broadly manifest.
As a minor contribution to the subject it is the object of this

paper to direct attention to a class of hillocks whose character-
istics have some significance.
By way of approach to their taxonomic relations, we may

set aside the entire classes of gravel hills and ridges that are
formed by degradational processes—the chief agency of which is

erosive sculpture—not because they are unimportant, but be-
cuns( ' they arc widely distinct in real character from those to
be here considered, as will appear from their description.
From the •., ll »t,-w-t t 'cc classes we may also eliminate those

which arc formed bv littoral and subaqueous agencies, whether
these arc waves, currents or (loafing ice, since thev are distin-

•mnrncters of their own, and may usually be satis-

factorily discriminated from the class in question. We may
ejard those which are obviously caused by violent

'Jviatih currents in the eddies and angles of river troughs,
when their relationship to the valley drift and topoj

environment clearly indicate their origin. If we also set aside
some less frequent' classes of other possible origins and limit
our attention to those gravel In-apings whose position, constitu-

ent and distribution poim t<> -om the mu-
tual relations of glaciers and irhn-i-il waters, we must still dis-

tinguish between two somewhat broad classes. (1.) The first

*'\ t:d:c the form of linear ridges which lie essen-

hallj parall I to the couj }e oi 'table exam
pies of which are the osars of Sweden and Maine. (2.) The
second class more commonly assume the form of mounds—

in chains or

belts, which is their predominant habit, they lie transverse to

'he lines of glacial movement.
If we con tsses somewhat more widely with

glacial phenomena, the first falls into association (a) with the
; ' ( '<ar axi-radiant drift lulls so prevalent in many •

which the "drums," "drumlins," •'lenticular," or

hdls" of New [I mndi.r. Ua^.H i^etN New Yoi md Wis-

consin are special shapely examples), (h) with the longitudinal

the glaciers, and (c) with superglacial and, to a

extent, sub-glacial drainage.
The second class drop into comparison (a) with terminal and
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recessional moraines, and all forms of peripheral ridging, (b)

with transverse crevasses, and (c) with marginal drainage. By

marginal drainage I mean either that which was intimately as-

sociated with the ice-margin, or was essentially limited in its

action as a genetic agency to the periphery of the glacier. The

waters may have had their ulterior origin back from the mar-

gin, either upon or beneath the ice, and, of course, they flowed

away from it to the sea, but their efficiency in constructing

gravel hills was essentially peripheral.

If correlated with rock topography, it may be observed as a

broad and somewhat loose generalization that the first class

usually conform, with measurable divergences, to the general

rock slopes, while the second are disposed in much negligence

of associated rock contours, and often stand in seeming inde-

pendence if not antagonism to them. If, however, the study of

their relationships be carried into detail, the subjacent topo-

graphy will be found more or less influential in determining

the special disposition of both classes, but it will lead aside

from the present purpose to pursue this phase of the subject.

Those of the second class are the almost constant associates

of the terminal moraines of this continent, and are, like them,

disposed variously, but not altogether indifferently, over sum-

mits, slopes and valleys. It is several years since I called at-

tention to the habitual association of gravelly accui

with the Kettle moraine of Wisconsin, and its correlatives in

the interior States.* These vary in form and structure through

a somewhat wide amplitude, and as structural classes are not

limited to association with well defined marginal moraines,

though themselves ; ' glacial phenomena.

It is only to a sub-class of this order that attention is here di-

rected. They became subjects of special interest in tracing the

margin of the later drift across the plain tracts between the

hilly regions of Wisconsin and those of eastern Ohio, over

which reliefs are relatively feeble, and therefore compel the

more critical attention. Illustrative examples will be chosen

from that region. They are not, however, confined or even

predisposed to plain tracts, but frequent also hilly regions,

perching upon slopes and summits, and nestling in valleys.

Surface aspects.—The surface contours of these !

somewhat various and probably have no si

ations. Yery commonly they are simple isolated mounds, not

conspicuously unsymmetrical, and range from flatter forms

not exceeding ten or twelve feet in height to more sharply

* Geol. of Wise, vol. ii, pages 207 to 211—Le Kettle moraine et 1«

-
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peaked examples reachii^
sionally beyond. These simple tumulous forrr

mon in the plainer tracts. When clustered they usually
assume a rapidly undulatory knob-and-basin contour. Not

tly they are appendages of more massive ridsres of
till or till-covered rock in which case tb

metrical embossments of varying forms.

Internal Constitution.—-They are built up chiefly of gravel
and subordinate^ of sand, clay and bowlders. Special in-

terest attaches to the form and composition of these constitu-
ents and their associations with each other. The gravel is

largely formed of limestone fragments * which, instead of having
been reduced to the rounded form common to gravel, retain

a high degree of angularity. Their surfaces are, however,
worn to a greater or less degVee, but it is of the type produced
by forceful rubbing rather than rolling. There are not infre-

quent examples of undoubted glacial striation. The whole
aspect of the attrition suggests the common form
abrasion which the Bb II present, modified by
slight subsequent rolling. Indeed it is easy to demonstrate
that the gravel is directly derived from H
little modification in the;issortmenr, for numbers of '

show in certain portions of their diverse material true till, in

other portions, till from which most of the clay has been re-

moved
; still other portions consist of the rock-fragments of

the till with a meagre amount of clay in the interatioi

vet other portions consist of the subangular gravel above de-

scribed, quite thoroughly separated from the clay and slightly

* The illustrative examples are here described, not the whole class.
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worn ; and in even yet other portions, the gravel is more
bly worn bat rarely well rounded. The process of assor

is thus exemplified in all its stages, within the narrow limits

of a single hillock. The angularity of the fragments that

constitute this gravel is illustrated by the preceding figures,

natural size, which represent with a fair degree of truthfulness

the character of the originals. The selection, it will be ob-

served, is from the smaller grade of gravel, which presump-

tively suffered more transportation and rolling than the larger

fragments.

These specimens

would be difficult to find a clearer demonstration of the slight

attrition which these gravels have suffered in their assortment

from the parent till. It is to be remarked, however, pru-

dentially that so slight a degree of attrition is not universal to

the material of the hillocks under consideration, though the

above specimens were taken from well assorted and thoroughly

stratified beds and were intended to represent the average

character of a very considerable number of these hills. There

are usually some portions of each mound in which the material

is more rounded and there are other accumulations of a similar

nature in other respects and similarly situated, whose material

is considerably more worn.
The character of the sand and clay comports perfectly with

the derivation above indicated. The sand, instead of the

familiar well worn grains of quartz, consists, in large part, of

particles of limestone with which are mingled minute frag-

ments of shale and some rounded grains of quartz. Numerous
acid tests of these sands made in the field invariably elicited

prompt and active effervescence, which indicates unleaebed

limestone particles. Under the lens, the grains present, in the

main, clean fresh surfaces of characteristic texture.

As an approach to a more accurate determination of their

character, 130 grains, selected indiscriminately from the small-

est particles that could be conveniently 'handled (mainly

less than l""
11

in diameter) were dropped in succession into

dilute hydrochloric acid slightly warmed. These were taken
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from a quantity gathered from the face of an excavation
(one mile north of Midway, Madison Co., Ohio) in such a way
as to represent fairly the average of six feet vertical depth and
twenty feet face, lying between six and twelve feet from the
surface. < >f tin 1 -rains so treated, 95 gave notable effervescence,

and mainly dissolved; 18 light-colored grains gave no action
and were manifestly quartzose ; 17 dark-colored gn

addition a few minute quartz particles, probably nuclear points

particles that adhered unobserved to larger ones when
(liv»i>,>.

Pro te sample 107 grains, selected indiscriminately,

except that a larger grade was chosen (1 to 4mm in size) were
treated in a similar way. Of these 94 gave notable efferves-

cence^ 9 dark colored grains gave slow or feeble action, and
four light colored particles gave no response. This confirmed
what a general inspection seemed increas-

ing size of the grains there was increased proportion of lime-

stone particles, and inspection of the finer gravel stones fully

bears out this law. A magnet drawn through the sand brought
forth a few bristles of magnetite. Examined under a polarizing

the associated dust is seen to be largely quartz, and
the finer grains to be mainly quartz and fragments of granular

limestone and dolomite, to which are added a few splinters of

clean crystalline calcite, an occasional grain of magnetite, and
not infrequent dark or black, nearly or quite opaque grains,

whose character was not determined.
An analysis of the leading ingredients by Professor E. G.

Aid
fVo
Cab
MgC)
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cond sample of finer grain gave :

Insoluble in HC1.

SiO,
A1,0

3
"'2-480

Fe
2 3

•409

MgO undetermined
CaO "

24-396

>luble in HC1.

(:i('<)., undetermined
)

MgCO,
Fe

2O s
75-604 estimated by loss; sub-

A1
2 3

"
\

P.O.
H

aO «
J

ject to correction for

loss or gain.

100-00

These, in the light of the preliminary inspection, may be

interpreted roundly to signify about 70 per cent of magnesian

limestone particles, less than 20 per cent of quartzose sand and

less than 5 per cent of shale particles. In another aspect they

seem to disclose that 70 per cent certainly, and probably 90

per cent, were derived by mechanical action, while probably

not more than 10 per cent arose from decomposition.
A similar analysis of a much more worn sand taken from a

hill about 6 miles southwest of Bellefontaine, Logan County,

Ohio, gave the following results:

Insoluble in HC1. Soluble in HC1.

Fe
2 3 undetermined

This shows a much less, but still large proportion of lime-

stone derivatives and a much greater ingredient of a clayey or

shaley character. ,

The clays, associated with some portions of the gravelly
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mass of these hills, have not been analyzed, but acid tests in
the field indicate the abundant presence of the carbonates.
Two conditions of the clay may be recognized, linked by inter-

mediate gradations. The one, in which it constitutes a matrix
embracing the stony fragments after the manner of bowlder
clay—indeed the m fole from pebbly till—
the other, in which it is only a coating of the angular gravel,
or a partial filling of its interstices, giving the impression that
it is a secondary inter-deposition. These two varieties are con-
nected by intermediate gradations, giving rise to an interesting
series of clayey gravels and gravelly clays.

Stratification.—The gravel in certain portions of these hills is

completely assorted and stratified in horizontal layers. A larger

P r"i"'!'h,, ( : assumes various inclined attitudes, and examples of
curved and discordant stratification appear in the greatest abun-
dance and variety. But it is to be observed that the slope of
the inclined beds is not limited to the moderate inclinations to

which such material is confined when deposited under running
water, but stands al .vn up to verticality.

Moreover the beds are often twisted and contorted, or crushed
into confusion, and oc< is t' • _ thei i ire! v, broken
and disjointed. The partially assorted portions partake most
of these anomalous at! ed into various irregu-

lar shapes and curiously inwrought among the better assorted

Portions. It is in association with these disturbed beds that the

till-like portions are found. Vertical and inclined veins, more
or less irregular, and filled with a very fine silt, occ
Present themselves. The accompanying figures very imper-
fectly represent the general aspect of the interior st

these hillocks. To fully appreciate their real complexity, it is

necessary that the study of the actual section should be earned
into detail

It thus appears that these hills present gradations (I) of ma-
terial from mixed stony clays to finely assorted sand and
gravel: (2) of attrition, from that of the glaciated till fragment*
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to moderately worn sand and gravel, and (3) of stratification,

from contorted and disturbed beds to almost complete horizon-

tality. The interesting fact is that this occurs within the lim-

ited compass of a single hill, it may be a mere hillock, scarcely

exceeding in size an artificial tumulus.

Inferences.—The following inferences are drawn, if not alto-

gether from the brief statements above made, at least from the

wider range of facts observed.

II. Ti.e mat-rial /* </ "..rtrnmtbj bod derivation—considered as

ex-traction, (2) b-vause It is so imperfectly and so variously as-

sorted, and (3) because of the intimate sta-

tions above indicated. Considered as to its ultima
through its parent till, it is at least not of remote origin, in the

main ; for, aside from the lithological and paleontological evi-

dence that is applicable to the coarser material, and by infer-

ence, and to some extent by microscopic inspection, to

and clays, it is manifest that material containing from 40 t<wl)

per cent of limestone was not derived from the i

rocks of the Canadian highlands, nor from these combined, in

the ratio of surface exposure, with the Lake-basin series of

sandstones, limestones and shales, nor even from tl

bined ratably with the formations adjacent to the deposits.
_

If

a uniform shaving were cut from the face of the

strata from the Canadian heights to the locality of the deposits,

it would not give the higher percentage of calcareous and mag-

rial, which nrast inevitably have become mixed

with the drift. The character of the material induhil

cates that, while a minor portion was brought from distant
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sources, the great mass was gathered from the adjacent

III. These kills were formed in the presence of .

disturbing agency. It seems quite impossible to expla
curious relations of the disturbed and undisturbed portions of
the mounds by postulating a single thrust, or even a succession
of disconnected sudden impulses. It seems necessary to assume
the continued presence but int. nniftnit adi »n «»i the disiurbm j

agency. This is strengthened by the following consideration.
I v

. Theirformation required a special localizing ag> ncg. This
is most apparent in the cases of isolated mounds on broad plain

bill, or of embossments on the slopes or crests of ridges.
No existing agency, by any extension of its magnitude, is at all

competent to account for their localization. The formative
agency, or combination of agencies, must have produced, at
once, local assortment and local heaping of the assorted mate-
rial, or, in other words, the assorting waters must have been
confined and concentrated in their derivative action, and like-

wise constrained so as to heap their material into tumuli, whose
location was determined by the constraining agency more than
by any feature of the local topography or other present condi-

"V". I infer, therefore, that these hills could not have been
produced by any form of beach action, whether assisted by ice
or not, because, in addition to what has been previously un-

I>bVd, their external forms, their irregular dispersion, 'their

varying altitudes, defying reduction to hori/ontality, as well as
their otht'i u ise irreconcilable topo^r pi lie situations, are incom-

h such an origin.
VI. Their inherent characteristics, taken in connection with

their association with morainic belts, supp >rts the opinion that
they were formed along the edge of the great ice sheet by
numerous marginal streams. The disturbance of bedding and
the intrusion of the till masses are attributable to the oscilla-

i of the ice, while the partial assortment, feeble

attrition of the gravel and the multiform phases oi stratifica-

tion, w< re accomplished by the issuing streams. The loealiza-

these stream- was of course determined bv the special

of glacial drainage then existent,

nination. The heaping of the grav
aided by the ice which restrained

dy marginal, the heaping being at

small marginal ice canons,f and son

* Hummel, loc. cit. f Upham,
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at the base of moulias, so near the edge of the glacier that

their products did not suffer obliteration by subsequent me-

et ion of the ice. I have been unable to sat

picture the precise process of formation of all forms of the

accumulations under the conditions of any one of these meth-

ods alone, but as all were presumptive attendants of glacial

action, the various forms seem explicable by their several, or

their joint, i

The hypothesis of formation in this manner is in complete

harmony with the local character, the angular forms and the

chemical constitution of the sands and gravels.

If they had been formed by superglacial streams, it seems

necessary to suppose : (1) that a much larger proportion of dis-

tant material would have been present, even if it is maintained

that subglacial material rises promptly to the surface of the

ice, a view which I do not entertain
; (2) there must have been

a more complete assortment of the material, since superglacial

streams are necessarily rapid and have great selective power;

(3) there would probably have been more notable fttl

(4) a greater rarity of small glaciated stones, since these are

very rare, if not altogether wanting, in superficial debris.

Significance of Calcareous Character.—The highly calcareous

composition of this material is worthy of special note and, in-

dependently of other considerations, is very significant of the

mechanical oriuin of the drift. The residuarv material which

covers nou glaciated areas within and about the drift-bearing

territory is essentially non-calcareous even when derived fiom

limestone, as I have satisfied myself by numerous field tests

over a wide area and as is being demonstrated more thoroughly

by special investigations in the hands of my assistant, Mr. B,

D. Salisbury, undertaken with a view to develop more pre-

cisely the in t lie along this line of approach

to the problems of the drift. Calcareous sands of the nature

above described, are, so fur as I can learn, wholly unknown in

non glaciated regions and are a product quite irreconcilable

with the pre-glacial conditions that prevailed in the region

where they are now found.

Nomenclature.—It would be quite within the sanction of

prevalent practice to dub these hillocks frame*, and there make

an end of it. But at the outset of this article the manifest

need of a stricter classification was alluded to. This must

necessarily carry with it, or at least eventuate in, a more pre-

cise use of terms. These terms should be either sin

tural or simply genetic, or else indicative of a given structure

having a given origin. At present the term, kames, is applied

broadly to embrace, on the one hand, mounds, hummocks and

peaked hills, and, on the other, extensive branching gravel
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ridges, the two classes standing to other glacial phenomena in
the contrasted relations I have previously pointed out: to say
nothing of the probable inclusion under 'the term of fluviatile
and littoral accumulations or degradational relics having no
direct relationship to land ice. It is doubtless much too early
to determine a final classification and nomenclature, but I
think it will be a wholesome advance in that direction to re-

kames to mound-like and short-ridged s

to the formativ

vrs the extended linear and branching ridges that lie

parallel to the lines of glacial movement and that belong to
the longitudinal class of glacial features.* We may need to
carry our distinctions much beyond this It is to be hoped
that it will be possible to draw discriminations close enough
ultimately to distinguish between the accumulations of (1)
peripheral, (2) subglacial, (3) superglacial, and (4) ice-canon
streams, and (5) moulin cataracts, and also between the products
formed in connection with in _:!...-:;.; .Mvance*. (2) irlacul halts.

and (3) glacial retreats. It is not improbable also that it may
become important to distinguish between the drainage products
U) of active, and (2) of stagnant glaciers or glacial remnants.
J-t is, for me at least, very difficult to form a clear and satisfac-
tory conception of the formation of osars, one or two hundred
miles in length and forty to one hundred and eighty feet or
more in height, with lateral branches and meandering courses,
hke those of Sweden and Maine, in connection with active

moving glaciers. The time requisite for the accumulation of
so considerable an amount of worn and assorted material was
by no means trivial when reckoned in terms of ordinary glacial

motion. This motion of the ice seems incompatible with the

meandering courses, and the branching forms, if not with the

structure and definition of the ridges. Nor is complete satis-

faction afforded by the view that they were formed progres-
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sively in channels cut back into the retreating edge of the ice

by superglacial streams.*

Not to enlarge upon the subject here, suffice it to say that

there are many features of the great branching osars that

strongly invite the belief that they are the products of the

drainage system of practically stagnant glaciers.f If this view

be sustained—and that will depend, of course, not so much
upon its aptness as an explanatory hypothesis, as upon collat-

eral and independent evidence that the dissolving ice sheet, in

its closing stages, became stationary in the areas involved

—

there will be room for a wide dynamic distinction between

these by-products of ice under minimum motion, and the kames

ed with terminal moraines, which are the offspring of

glaciers at a stage of nearly maximum activity.

To what an extent it may be found serviceable to use dis-

tinctive genetic terms for these several classes, can only be ad-

ben their respective prevalence, and the success with

which they can be tru- feed, shall have been

determined. Meanwhile the general structural disti

tween elongated osars and hummocky kames is needed to avoid

in some measure confusion of types, and to secure convenience
of expression. This r ition of the

terms, kames and osars, is in aecoi i w < o it.h tl « predominant,

but not by any means uniform, foreign use of the terms, which

is indeed not discriminative. Beyond question difficu

in the strict application of the terms, since the elongated ridges

occasionally break up into clustered hillocks, and the transverse

belts are attended by linear ridges, so that, structurally consid-

ered, the two types merge into close association. So also, gene-

ticallv, they are related in the fact that they spring alike from

the mutual relations of glaciers and i ici .1 waters, but it seems

more important to recognize the wide general distinction, than

to employ a terminology so broad as to embrace phenomena

Under this restriction of terms the hillocks under discussion

would be classed as kames, and would constitute one of their

though perhaps not most common, types.



Ihat portion of the Rocky Mountain range which, for the
purpose of this paper, will be considered as the San Juan
Mountains, includes the whole of the elevated region embraced
in the Counties of Hinsdale, San Juan, Ouray, San Miguel,
Dolores, Rio Grande and La Plata.
The drainage east of the Continental Divide constitutes the

source of the main branch of the Rio Grande, while that to
the westward includes the principal tributaries of the San Juan
and the southern tributaries of the Grand and Gunnison. The
volume of water conveyed into the Rio Grande is small com-
pared with that which, flowing westward, furnishes more than
naif the total volume of the Colorado River. In fact the vol-
ume of the Rio Grande from this source only does not exceed
that of either the Dolores or Animas, streams which are simply
tributaries of the Grand and San Juan.
The extent of glacial action in the past seems to have been, in

a great measure, proportional to the magnitude of the existing
river systems, and it is found that not only was there a greater
thickness of ice on the western slope but the area of glaciation
was many times more extensive. Evidence of the former
existence of glaciers in the Rio Grande drainage area is most
decided in the region lying west of Wagon Wheel Gap. For a
distance of rer bottom,
which is seldom 'Jess than half a mile wide, is a continuous
deposit of drift. Above this for some distance the fall of the
nver is considerably increased, and the surface of the eruptive
rock here forming the river bed is, where exposed, usually
smooth and rounded. There are no accumulations of drift, or
lf such ever existed they have since been carried away. Suc-
ceeding this is a swampy bottom about four miles long, ex-
tending nearly up to Lost Trail Station, and terminated at its

remity by a moraine. It is separated from a third
and smaller vailey, lying between Lost Trail and Timber Hill,

by a few well-rounded lulls cut by the river. Timber Hill is

I about seven miles from the semi-circular ridge

'iivnlnm the Atlantic from the Pacific drainage md end »s ng
a section of country that, with the exeep:ion of the higher
Peaks, appears to have been thoroughly glaciated.

Of the lateral ice streams flowing into the Rio Grande Val-
ley, the greatest was pro »ah \ tl t ol ("ear Creek. It origina-

ted in the country lying above Clear Creek Falls, and * Inch is

at the present time" most.lv below an elevation of 10,500 feet.

*A paper read before the Colorado - ' 1, 1883.

Am. Jopr. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXVII, No. 161.-Mat, 1884.



A short distance down the valley from the Falls the ice stream

was divided, one portion entering the Rio Grande Valley at

Antelope Park and the other portion at Antelope Springs, three

miles to the eastward. The latter branch formed the depression

known as Santa Maria Lake, and, during its retreat, the huge

terminal moraine one mile above the springs.

From the Continental Divide at the head of the Eio Grande

to Wagon Wheel Gap the distance is about fifty-two miles.

Below the Gap there is evidence that glaciers flowed in from

the Divide to the southward, but it does not appear that the

main glacier extended east of the Gap. -Judging from the

glaciation on the hills flanking the valley, the main glacial

stream did not exceed five hundred feet in thickness, and its

extraordinary extension eastward must have been due to addi-

tions from lateral sources. In comparison with the country

west of the Divide the glacial features of the Rio Grande \ al-

ley are of secondary interest, and it is to the Pacific slope of

the mountains more particularly that I wish to direct attention.

That'a long continued period of extensive glaciation existed

there is shown by the frequent occurrence of drift along the

western margin of the undulating plateau region, lying near •

the base of the main range, and bv the scratched and fluted

surface of the crystalline schists and such eruptive roc Us as

have resisted disintegrating action in and around the main

range itself. In addition, moraina! deposits are a conspicuous

feature in the flat swampy bottom, known as parks, of frequent

occurrence along the principal streams. It does not appear

that the glaciers were always confined to the existing valleys,

but that, at some remote period, the entire western slope of the

mountains, except probably the higher peaks, was covered

with an unbroken sheet of ice. The extension of this sheet

westward was doubtless aided to a considerable degree by ad-

ditions of glacial material from three more or less isolated

groups of mountains, viz : the Tongue Mesa, Mount Wilson

and La Plata groups.

The western limit of the ice sheet at the period of greatest

extension is not always well marked, yet sufficiently so at

intervals to admit of its being defined with some approach to

accuracy. From the Rio Navajo northward to the Maneos

Valley the ice plowed down through the Fox Hills sandstone

into the Colorado shales, sometimes to the level ol

leaving an irregular line of escarpments and low hills lacing

the Needle and La Plata Mountains. These escarpments are

especially noticeable between the Animas and Maneos no-
where the depth of erosion from this cause alone is

to 500 feet. Similar escarpments occur fronting the Moan

Wilson and Lone Cone groups of mountains. En the Anima.
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ikv x>wlders of quite large size, usually granite, are
distributed over the country five miles west of the town of
Upango and nearly sixty miles from the source of the Animas
-River. No rocks are exposed in the vicinity older than the
Colorado Cretaceous, and the nearest exposure of granite is at
Elbert, eighteen miles up the river.

In the Rio San Miguel region the ice moved westward with
the general course of the San Miguel River, and crossed diago-

ourse of the south branch of that stream. To what
extended I am unable to say, but I have observed

erratic bowlders of eruptive rock mi 'the mesas Hanking the
San Miguel, thirty-five miles from the source of the river.

In the country immediately south of the TJncompahgre
-ttiver, it does not appear that the ice extended west of the
mouth of Dallas Creek. In the region between the TJncom-
pahgre and Cimarron the extension was much greater. For

ilea west of Tongue Mesa the country is covered with
coarse bowlder drift, composed largely of eruptive rocks de-

leTorigaeMesa Mountains. The western limit of

rked by a long ridge of Arch.-ean rucks running
diagonally from the Cimarron southwesterly to the TJncom-
pahgre Valley and known as the Vernal Mesa. Consequently,

greatest extension of drift ia toward the latter, where
•ie bowlders mav be observed twelve miles west of the ex-

J'vrmtv of Tongue Mesa and within a short distance of Mon-
"'milar features are observable in the section of coun-

iwcen the Cimarron and the mouth of Indian Creek
n the Lake Fork of the Gunnison.
As the ice sheet retreated it beeame divided and finally sep-

rated into distitiet glaciers corresponding to the principal val-

r

eys. Of these the Animas -lacier was probablv the largest,

"formed the beautiful and fertile Animas Park in La Plata
county and Baker's Park in San Juan county. It was aug-

•

Mom Mains, and a short distance above Elbert was

time nearl) three miles wide. Between Elbert

the rounded surface^ of the crystalline schists

il scratches 1200 to 1500 feet above the old glacier
bed. Two parallel terminal moraines cross the lower end of
A "imas Park at Animas ('it v. There is a moraine at the
lower, and another at the upper end of Baker's Park.
Next in important e was p . ier, occu-

pying the upper valley of the Lake Fork of the Gunnison. It

sin o! Lake San Cristobal, and. as shown by the

time nearly a mile wide. Lake City is ab > it twenty-four miles
' rom the source of the river and about fifteen miles from the
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nearest point on the Continental Divide. Owing to kaoliniza-

tiort and other causes the rocks bordering the lower portion of

the district have not retained the i

and the only indication of the probable thickness of the Hins-

Aer is the presence of drift material which is abundant

800 feet above the level of Lake San Cristobal.

The Uncompahgre glacier was eighteen miles long, extend-

ing to the foot of Uncompahgre Park and to within a short

distance of the mouth of Dallas Creek. It deposited the huge

moraine, over 150 feet high, which crosses the lower end of the

park. Below the town of Ouray only friable sandstones ami

shales are exposed and glacial strue are absent. Above Ouray

the quartzites and schists are scratched and polished 800 feet or

more above the bed of the Uncompahgre Eiver.

On the LaPlatathe local glacier was about \o miles long, and,

in places, t.l i four lis of ; mile wide, extending more t lai s \

miles below Parrott City. A glacier of about equal dimen-

sions occupied the valley of the Mancos. The drift forming

the substratum of the Mancos Valley is largely mixed with

clay, probably owing to the enormous amount of shale eroded

by the glacier.

On the North Fork of the San Miguel was a glacier eight

miles long, and about 200 feet thick°towards its western ex-

tremity. It extended to the lower end of what is known as

Gold Run, a swamp valley terminating in a moraine
feet high. The glacier of the South Fork of the San Miguel

was about fifteen miles long and debouched into the main val-

ley a short distance below the lower end of Gold Run. It was

augmented by the Lake Fork glacier, the latter f<

depression occupied by Trout Lake. The only indication of

the probable thickness of the South Fork Glacier is the occa-

sional occurrence of fluted surface- on :

exposures below the town of Ophir, which can be observed

400 feet above the smooth granite bed of the old glacier and

on both sides of the river.

On the San Juan, Navajo, Los Pinos, Piedra, Florida and

Dolores, all of which streams I have visited, local glaciers of

greater or less extent once existed : but those I have described

were probably the most important, at least their history is the

best preserved.

During the period of the extension of the ice sheet the Up-

per and Middle Cretaceous rocks were eroded from 200 to 500

feet, in some places more, the amount of erosion being greater

where shales predominated, as for instance, in the section oi

country immediately north of An
That a long period oi

ice sheet and the final retreat of 'the local glacie
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the depth of erosion in the South Fork of the San Miguel. As
before remarked, the course of this stream is diagonal to the
direction of movement of the San Miguel portion of the ice
^•< r

- i<"h v
i im.-.tHv that of t ie n ,'m valley. The

South Fork glacier cut down through not less than 800 feet of
Cretaceous sandstones and shales, forming a canon nearly half
a mile wide bordered at intervals by escarpments of sandstone,
the erosion of this canon must have taken place since the
retreat of the ice sheet and before the retrograde movement of
the local glacier had reached the junction of the South Fork
with the main stream. However, the' South Fork canon does
not represent the average depth of erosion by local glaciers,
but rather the maximum, for in most instances it has not ex-
ceeded half this amount.

Since the retreat of the local glaciers to the upper valleys
the rivers have excavated chasms, or, what are usually termed
' box canons," fifty to one hundred feet deep, according to the
velocity of the current and character of the eroded rock. Evi-
dence of this nature is shown in the Uncompahgre cafion near
Ouray, in the canon of the Animas above Elbert, on the Dolo-
res above Rico, and on the Lake Fork of the Gunnison above

The depth of these chasms gradually decreases
toward the heads of the streams, notwithstanding that the fall

ml around the sources of all the rivers

the San Juan Mountains we find localities where the

lowing but a few feet below the striated rock surface
of the old glacier bed.

It is not unusual to find in these mountains limited accumu-
lations of neve that never entirely disappear. There are two of

head of Henson Creek, near the point where the
Animas Forks waeon road crosses the divide, at an elevation of

H000 feet. They are seldom less than fifty feet thick, from
100 to 300 feet wide and from 400 to 600 feet in length. I

b smaller of the two on the 20th of September of the
present year and found a stream of water, caused by the melt-
lng of a recent fall of snow, running the whole length of its

.way some of the loose snow I

i that the mass was solid ice, into which light was
transmitted some distance. It seems moderately certain that
the Glacial period of this portion of the Rocky Mountains ex-
tendcd nearly up to the present time and that the neve accumu-
lations found on the head of Henson Creek, and elsewhere, are
the remnants of the ice envelope, which, at a remote period,

covered nearly the whole of the habitable portions of Hinsdale,
ejn Juan, Ourav and San Mis i

ge portion
of the Counties of La Plata. Dolores and Rio Grande, extend-
JQg over a territory of u .»iv ti a l..vn» square miles, or about
equal to the area of Arapahoe County.
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Regarding the comparative excess of ice on the Pacific slope

of the mountains, I think some explanation may be found in

the cause producing an excess of water on that slope at the

present time. Inspection of one of the official maps of this

region shows that the Continental Divide form? a long elliptical

curve opening to the eastward, enclosing the country drained

by the Rio Grande, and in general conforming to the contour of

greatest mean elevation. An examination of the eruptive

rocks of different localities indicates that the present curve rep-

resents approximately the trend of the Continental D.vide at

the close of the last period of disturbance, for we find rocks

belonging to the more recent overflows dipping from the Conti-

nental Divide into the Rio Grand allow - that the rocks

occurring between Del Norte and Wagon 'Wheel -Gap are con-

temporaneous with those found near the divide, north, south

and west. As a result, near! four-lilths of th< region circum-

scribed by the contour of 8,000 feet is thrown west of the

divide, and this fact sufficiently explains why there is such a

limited volume of water flowing to the east as compared with

that flowing to the west, which is to be referred to topograph-

ical rather than to meteorological conditions. There can be no

the last period of disturbance antedated tl

of glaciation and that therefore the greater accumulation of

ice on the western slope was due to substantially the same

cause that now determines the greater flow of water in that

Art. XLVL— Gender of Names of Varieties; by Aba Gray.

Among other subordinate questions m Natural -history No-

menclature, it has been asked whether names of varieties, like

those of species, should conform in gender to the genus, or

whether they may not as well conform to the word var&MHk

and so always be feminine.

Linna'us introduced the current practice of number
ties by the letters of the Greek alphabet, a, /9, f,

etc. But to

some varieties, evidently to the more important, he gave names

These names, when adjectives, were always (so far as we know)
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Ripogomi > < \ u ' ,< rhya, Benth.

This is as one writes "forma albiflora" or "Var.

pattern i

s-flowered form or variety. But that this

nes appears 2

once on reference to ordinary cases. __
" S-'^'irb'inn amphihium. a indwisum, DC. Syst.," it is 'not
an undivided variety of the species that is meant, but a
name which stands in the same grammatical relation to Nastur-
''"'"> that amphibium does, and to write N. amphibium, a indi-
vvsa, is obviously wrong. We should say that it in kes no
difference whether the word variety, or its" abbreviation var. is

expressed or understood. When the conditions of the case seem
to call for it, we should write X amphibium, var. a indin'snm,
just as, if it were ever needful, we might write, "Nasturtium,
>!>ee. >in,pf,;bh,, t,r and just as L. C. Richard (a good model), in

Michaux's Flora writes.

not "<'tic!;itiiral tun;;,-: in to reply that "the
"jserti.Mi of the abbreviation var. for variety, which is femi-

oniirttMl. then tli.» rule would be for the variety to follow the

e; -mean ig probablj the generic name, for in

one of the exami 1, s -iu-'n. - T: <.;<'"< $ rpyllnm, $ montanus,"
it does not follow the specific.

From this point of view, viz: that where the nature of the
group (in this case, variety) is expressed the adjective name
should be feminine, but where only understood, it might be
masculine or neuter—we must commend the editors closing re-

mark :—
" Perhaps the simplest and most easily recollected rule, would

be to make the varietal name feminine in all cases, whether
the var. or varietas, were expressed or understood. This at

least would be intelligible, and would conduce to ui

ofpractice."

It would also be logical, and the logic also ... i!d ivpiirt a ]

> to be feminine: for the word understood, species,

Now we do not suppose that M. de Candolle would tolerate

a double se1 ames of varieties. His doctrine

is that the "var." should be li-rar\b-d and the Greek letters
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a

It is not difficult to perceive why it has come to pass that

"English writers generally use the abbreviation var." and that

some continental botanical writers follow the practice. One

reason is, that it enables us .to cite an author's variety by its

name without having to concern ourselves with its Greek num-

ber, whether it is ft
ovyor d, which otherwise we should have to

attend to. Another is, that our sense of good form revolts at

beginning sentences and paragraphs without capitals. In our

books, varieties usually stand in independent paragraphs. Even
in Latin we do not like to begin a paragraph :—

In English we can still less abide it. So we prefix " Var.,"

and either number our varieties with Greek letters or, preferen-

tially, leave them out.

But, we did not suppose that by the employment of the

word " Var." we had interfered with the relation of the name
of the variety to that of its genus. Var. indivisum, in this

case, we should construe the phrase: " Varietas cujus nomen
est inih'cisn-iit. • V;tr. i,,divisum ' stands on the same ground

as 'species amphibium.'" The latter rank we rarely need to

express, because we always prefix the generic name or its

initial. The former may often come in a shape which renders

the designating prefix var. necessary, or at least most convenient.

We may, indeed, quite correctly write, var. albifiora, a white-

flowered variety, var. h>»tjif<,lia, a long-leaved variety: but that

is not according to the Linnean pattern nor to the regular prac-

tice, nor to the strict analogy of the varietal name with the spe-

Moreover, if the gender of the word which designates the

grade of the name is to govern the gender of the name, at least

when expressed, as by var., then all subspecies must be made

feminine. Now, this term subspecies is coming largely into use.

And it has to be expressed in every case, in this wise :

—

If the proposition which we deprecate is adopted th<

would have to be written l» >> ,.>',' '/ and >W l?rac>'<t by an author

who ranked then! as Bubspeeies but heter

by one who took them as varieties and simply nun

by Greek letters. Obviously the proposit ons in the Gardeners

Chronicle had not been thoroughly worked out.
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LVIL—On Secondary enk

Regent observations by Sorby,* Irving,f and others;}: have
shown the occurrence in sands and sandstones, and even in the
most indurated quartzites, of a secondary quartz, so placed upon
each one of the original grains of quartz as to be er\>

tuous with it. This occurrence and the ex
afforded by it of the change of a sandstone to a quartzite, nat-
urally lead the lithologist to query whether similar enlargements
may not occur in the cases of other minerals found a

in rocks of fragments! origin, and thus still further light be
thrown upon the origin of some of the crystalline schists.
Bonney, for instance, in speaking of certain of the crystalline
rocks of Cornwall, Ene the possibility of such
o^'i'nue. - in th. Inflowing wonKg •' These larger feldspar

as their nuclei feldspar grains
which : - ; --'1

- --*=*- -1 « -—J *»--
.. w.^u vvclc original constituents, and may have surviveu iue
dissolution of the liner sedimentary materials in which they
were imbedded. Then in the process of re-constitution, feld-

spar (not perhaps always of the same species) may have been
added to feldspar, quartz to quartz, mica to mica and horn-
blende to hornblende or altered augite."
Of the minerals i v, quartz and the feld-

spars, because of their abundance, are evidently by far the most
important. For some time past, during my mierosco;
I have been on the outlook for evidences of the existence of

enlargements of feldspar fragments. In the slate cor;

of the north shore ol Lake' Huron. I have found what seem to

be enlarged f< dspai grain*, but t »•- evidenee that any of the

materia! s oi secondary origin - lot snilica tly satisfactory, the

lines of separation between the supposed new material and the

nuclei being ill marked. However, I have found what seem
'ertainb, to he additi >n- to grai is ol thai miia ral. in certain of
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from those portions of the sandstones almost in contact with

overlying basic eruptives. This location is evidently a favor-

able one for the development of such enlargements, the heated

alkaline waters which would naturally descend from the over-

lying i:iv;i- supplying appropriate conditions. Then too, quartz

enlargements when most easily found, are shown by lines of

ferrite about the nuclei, and are ordinarily best seen in the less

indunit j
,

rix Hie K< veena wan sandstones are highly

ferruginous, and are of an open texture ; hence, if among them

ive taken new growths, the conditions for their de-

-—-7-i;

The felds Mediately underlying the dia-

base of Eagle Harlxe-. Michigan, is of a uniform medium <_oam.

a magnifying glass showing but little quartz. The feldspar

grains are stained red with iron oxide Hydrochloric acid gives

With the powder a slight effervescence." In thin *

sandstone is seen to be composed largely of grains of differ© *

feldspars, next to which in abundance are rounded complex

fragments derived from a granitic porphyry,* consisting of

*The Copper Bearing Rock- of Uko Superior; ».y It. D. Irving;. Third An-

nual Report l"i life i.v. p. 114.
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cely fitting
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i 1
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seen (fig. 1), exactly as quartz enlargements polarize with the

grains on which they have grown. Further, when plagioclase

is enlarged, as it frequently is, the new i

uniformly with the old, the twinning bands in polar

running 'continuously across cores and the add.d borders (fig.

2). This phenomenon was observed in many different grains

and in different sections.

Again, the complex fragments above mentioned as derived

from a granitic porphyry, and as containing quartz and feld-

spar, often have borders of new material and the added {'op-

tions resemble, and usually polarize with, the feldspais instead

of with the quartz, with which they would naturally coordi-

nate, if with either, were they composed of silica. Frequently
the exteriors of this class of grains are apparently all of feld-

spar, even when a third or more of the edges of the original

-able spaces con-fragments (and in some places for

tinuously) are of quartz (fig. 3). '

of part of a single, ortlloclase ind
areas of quartz. The s<

the feldspar throughout il;s area.

Finally, the complex basic fragments also have their borders

of new material. These basic grains are often very feldspatbic,

the feldspar individuals being, however, small.
' Here an en-

largement instead of being a unit, as it commonly is in the pre-

ceding cases, consists of several or many individuals. The

feldspars at the edge of the nucleus have ordinarily controlled

the new growth, so that the new material polarizes in parts

with the old interior grains. These parts have, however, often

extended upon each side beyond the adja

thus at times overlapped other feldspars—whose conditions
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were less favorable for renewed growth—or other minerals, if

such chanced to be in contact with the division line between
the clastic fragment and its border of new material.

_

The change which has taken place in one grain of orthoclase
1S

i?
f

u°
me interest

- The Srain nas been broken into two parts,
which have spread somewhat, and is now cemented with a new-
material which extinguishes with the original fragments, and
also with the exterior second growth, with which it is continu-

in some cases the new material deposited on a grain, instead

rorn another grain has crystallized independently in

king grams (Ik'. 1). This independent feldspar
(if we are correct in so considering it) is more plentiful about
the basic fragments than about the feldspar grains or those of
the granitic porphyry.
Uncovered thin sections were prepared and the supposed

feldspar enlargements tested—so fas as pi tical le—as to hard-
ness with a needle and as to solubility in hydrochloric acid.

With difficulty some of them were scratched, and they were
not affected by the acid. The results of these tests accord
well with the idea that the borders are !

• Isj ars. and show that
they cannot be a carbonate.
Most of the sections of the Eagle Harbor sandstones also

show quartz enlargements, but in one none were seen.

This same secondary material has been found in other sand-
stones in the Keweenawan series, and in two cases the sand-
stone directly underlies "greenstone." Descriptions of these,

however, will not be given, as thev furnish no additional points
of interest.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the 3retasulphites.—BvAxv\\\:\MY has imwi-ated the
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list, ratio S : K., Sulphide SK
9,+ 102-2 ; sulphite K

2
SO,,-f272-6

sulphate S0
4
K„+342-2.--Ann. Chin,. PAy&, VI, i, 81, Jan. 1884

2. On the Ilypontirites.—DwvM* and Ha<;a have replied to th
criticisms of Bert helot and ( >,uier upon the hvponitrites. Th

hyponitrite prepan <1 l.\ th< m, assign d to it the formula Ag
4
N

4

duced the obsen"

the

K .

r
.„, th«„„tei

unait.n,!



11-5°, requ'n bes at 35° and one minute at 48'8 .

With ;!,• 3u«-»i'--:iiiio colloids the author regards the phenomenon

as simply a polymerization.—Bull, Soc. Ch., II, xli, Feb., 1884.

; .

.

line and its H
t real in i; pyridine with sodium in alcoholic soluti

succeed* a some months ago in preparing piperidi

tative yield. He has also prepared some interest

of this 'base. Picoline fro,,, animal oil, boiling be
1 89; and hence a mixture of o-mefhvl-pyridine with

pyridine, was treated as above, distilled, saturate'

evaporated to dryness. The residue was coin
' nitroso-compound. extracted with ether and (k

HC1. The hydrochlorate, distilled with IIKO
gave a colorless oil boiling at 121-124°, consistii

a-methyl-piperidine C.H
9
(CH

3
)NH isomeric wh

piperidine prepared by Hofmann CM, X( II,,.

also prepared ethyl piperidine from r-eth vl-pvrid

reaction.—Ber. Berl Vhem Ges.
y
xvii, 388, Marcti

united at their lower ends by a fine tube. One of tht-se (A) ter-

minates above in a stopcock and funnel : the other ib) is extended

above by a tube over which a rubber tube is passed to connect

the regulator with the distilling apparatus; the lower end is

closed by a three-way cock, on the side of which is the tine uihe

connecting with A. On the side of the tube B are two opening*

one above the other and about a centimeter apart, each having a

tube two millimeters in diameter, bent at righi angles ;l nd rising

parallel to the tube itself. The lower one of these I

above by a bulb and tube, to which the rubber tube is attached

.< exhaust. The lower tube passes tin-

amTliVbe VeaTc^nHhus Vl e"'^''

. is effected, to be determined. -An». Chim. /'/' .'/*•>
N L

>
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distance, is hunt; i>v moans of a chain, an apparatus like the

( a Kempdhmsen regulator. The -a- passes down a
tM-utr.-iF

t ill... ,>!' >lu*t iron, havinj a slit at tin- lower eiel immersed
1!i

.

nnrcury; it then pas^ through the slit into an outer tube
"t gl.-^s. and so on to the burner. Obviouslv as the temperature
nses tlie lever falls, the iron tube sinks deeper in the niercurv,
shortens the -lit and diminishes the flow of gas. The lateral

tempera-

ibes for the ent ranee a ild exi t of the o-as are
ad sealed with glyeerii i the thirtieth of

< regulated varied only
q>t-r}uifi(t lasting six 1 -Bet. Bed. Che

atlas of

outcrops of the " Man
the overlying Red Asl
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third £
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kness of the anthracite beds, from the mouth of the tunnel

ragh the Mammoth bed, E, to F inclusive (the lower Red Ash

: bed), is 56 feet. The section illustrates (1) the doubling of a

on itself, so doubling its thickness; ('_') the uncertainty of

irminations of the thickness of beds of rock in a region of flex-

} (the two parts of F at F b

being separated by only a thin

outcrop of the thick strata, wholly
between F' and F 2

, and between F s and F*;
the vertical depth of a bed where it is double
part of a steep fold.

he central

v suggests
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un<dtn;<! sandstom it, <!.,(. uhi . s U | faets
occur at many points in the \Vatchun-' Mountains where the rock
;s sandstone, at other points, and especially wherever it is shale.

:^- ^"iml on !m,}, ,] u .
( ,. 1>t crn and western sides of the Watchung

"avinn no doubt as to intrusion. Sau.N

to '

li(1 t lio heat. Pmfi-SMir (V,ok states that tie dip of the Trias-
*ic sand-tone is not everywhere wot ward, as has often !>een said,

of country in the valley of the

rocks, the conclusion is unavoidable

() ti page )f,2,an account is oivenof tl

man obtained 76-12 percent of metall
case yet known of native iron from
inelleport for 1874 (p. 50), mentions
rocks of New Jersey.
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" The legs beneath the thorax show seven joints in two instance

The general arrangement and position of the appendages i

very much as they were represented by Mr. Walcott in his res

ration of Calymene senaria (Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., viii, 186

Mr. Walcott also states that, on a careful examination, nuraen

Hi a.' slender filaments were discovered, both beneath the thorax

and pygidium and also near the posterior end of the latter,

slender jointed appendages not half a millimeter in diameter, and

he appears to regard these as branchial, as he did the spiral and

['laments disc< \ ered in his dissections of specimens

of Calymene.
Mr. Walcott, after an examination of the specimen of Asaphus

platycephalus, described by Billings as having remains of ambula-

tory legs, sustains Mr. Uii'liugs's conclusion. There is a pair of

these appendages to each segment of the thorax. No indi-

cations of abdominal legs are visible.

4. The Glacial lioundary in Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky;
by Professor G. F. Wright. 86 pp. 8vo. V\

1884. Published by the Western Reserve Historical Society.—
Through the labors of Professor Wright the southern limit of the

glacier has been traced westward from Pennsylvania into Illinois

;

and in Pennsylvania, the wank now carried on by Professor Lewis,

was at first the joint work of him and Mr. Lewis. His < elu-

sions as regards Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana, have already been

given in this Journal, (xxvi, U* 820). The paper now published

contains the results of his latest explorations, and i

-

details for the State of Ohh. It is to be noted that the expres-

sion '' terminal moraine, "' is not here used, the fact being, as stated

by him, that the limit, while in general distinct, is not always

marked by true moraine depositions.

5. Report on the Geo!n<r/ ,,„<! Xataral Ms/»n/ of' Ca»<nta

for 1880-81-82. A. K. ('. Siawvx, Director. With
and plat,-. Mr. Selwyn states, in his Summary Report, that he

had examined during the past season several of the mines on the

north shore of Lake Superior. In the Hou miles, h,

seven mines and one stone .piarrv that were worked, and only

one, the Silver Me: Mil.-. iha» » a>* profitably so.

The Reports in the volume are as follows: on the geology of

the southeastern part ,,t ( Quebec, by I)r Sklwyx ; on the Bow
and Belly River region and coal deposits, hv Dr. <i. M. Dawson ;

on the geology of the basin of Moose River and Lake of the

Woods, hv \h: 15km.; on northern and eastern New liruuvA u-k,

and on the Oa>pe peninsula, hv U. W. Ki.i.s ; notes on some of

the mines in the province of Ouebec, bv O W. Wn .avion; and

(diemicai report, hv <,. (
'. IIo.imaxn.

Part I ol voluni, MI on Pal ontology, consists of a paper on

Paleozoic lo-ib by .1. F. \Vhit.:i\< ~. ilh|V;r ,t, d by s plates.

6. Cretaceous and Tertiary Floras of British Co'

the Northxcest Territory.—Dr. J. W. Dawson has a i

this Mibject in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada,



be Middle Cretaceous, ae upper part
Shasta group of California, and that tin- end beds of the Xa
and Comos basins, Vancouver Island, :ire I'pper Creta
equivalent to the Chico and dYjon -roups of California,
bignitic or Laramie group is admitted to be a transition
between the 1

| Loeene. The paper re

Bertrandite
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Strontianite occurs sparingly in caviti

of limestone contained in the Utica shales of St. Helen's Island,

.Montreal. Acmite is shown by Dr. Harrington to be an impor-

tant constituent of the nepheline syenites of .Montreal and lh'lu'il.

10. Materialleu ::>!> Min<-ral<><i'>>: Hitsshnxl, von N. v<>.\ Koks-

charow.—The first eighty pages of the ninth volume of this

great work have recently been published. They are largely de-

voted to a memoir on the species caledonite, hut supplemen-

tary notices are also given of monazite, rutile, pachnolite and

oj-hyl!

Allanite from Topsham, Maine ; by F. C. Robinson.

tice a peculiar, and to me then unknown mineral which a student

had discovered in the granite on what is known as " Sprague's

Hill," Topsham, Me. We have just completed an analysis of

it, and proved it to be allanite. It occurs in the above locality

in considerable abundance and in the form of brownish crystals

partially decomposed,, and looking like rusty nails driven into

Occasionally fair crystals are found. Up to the

occur in the same locality as the allanite hut is associated with

columhite and gahniie. Other minerals of this locality are also

being analyzed hy us and notices of them will he published from

time to time. The analysis f the allanite was made under my
supervision by J. Torrey, Jr.

Si02 A1 3 3 Fe 2 3 CeO LaO DiO CaO H 3 Na 9 K,0*
37-20 10-24 24-46 8-66 9-57 6-84 1-74 1-26=99-97

This analysis gives the approximate ratio for R : R : Sir= 1 : 1 :
3.

Different samples seemed to vary somewhat in eoi

perhaps owing to the difficulty of obtaining pure pieces because

of its being so much decomposed. Thus some gave small

amounts of Mn and less Fe ; some also gave little Mg. H,0
was also slightly variable.

12. On Cuprodesdoizite from Mexico.—On the 29th of No-

vember last, Prof. Paminelshcr-4 read a paper before the Uerlin

Academy on a variety of descloizitefion i San Luis Potosi, Mexico.

to which he gave the name cuprodesdoizite. He describes it as

occurring in blackish reniform masses imperfect 1 v crystalline on

the surface and within showing a fibrous structure. The powder

is brown; the specific gravity is 5-850. An analysis gave the

result stated below (I). It is interesting to note that what was

without doubt the same mineral «-;,> :l , a somewhat earlier date

described by S. L Penlield in this Journal for November. I he

description as given by Penfield agrees in most reap©
of Rammelsberg, only the specific gravity was found to he 6-202.
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Tie analyses are as follows: (1) by Rammelsberg, (2) by

TsOs As2 5 P2 6 PbO CuO ZdO FeO H2 SiO,

) (|) 22-47 0-28 0-17 54-03 813 1262 .... 2'52 .... = 100-22

s was shown by Penfield, the mineral is essentially identical
ith descloizite. Whether the fact that it contains copper replac-

g part of the zinc entitles it to a new name is a point about
bich there may be difference of opinion.

III. Botany and Zoology.

my of Sciences, No. 1.

i) tin (/ajifornia Academy

siii-le paper, by Miss "Rosa Smitl , <-h:i . • riz _ V" «s !.>„<-

'no,*!, a new fish), IWaxk- Sj^tiox. five papers ; Microscope
i , here is a certain reliei

new genus of Ana;,,„',/;,.

ular fruit. It biid i.

Acadlemv's Journal
.

Ioilg
Veatch was ei

bers of the Californ i:i Ac:i
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Mr. Greene describes a dozen Californian species, one of tltem

a re-publication of Dr. Kellogg's Brick* Ilia multifont, and

another, SrargauiHm Califn-ntcnm, "from three to nine feet

high," said to be "perhaps too near S. eari/car/nan, Kngolni."

Our lamented associate was unable to distinguish it from that

species.

Mrs. Curran's contribution is of three species, of which the most

curious is a second specie- of Aca,itl,<,n>ii,th<i (A. laneredata), dif-

fering from the other in a 2-lobed upper lip of the corolla (contrary

to the generic character: only a single specimen collected, which

is unfortunate.

Of the Fungologieal papers, bv Messrs. Cooke and Ilarkness,

Messrs. Phillips and Harkness, Messrs. Plowrighl and Ilarkness,

Messrs. Ellis and Ilarkness, and a larger number of new species

and genera by Dr. Harkness alone, it is not for us to discourse.

Mycology is becoming, as it were, a kingdom of its own. a. g.

2. Darwinism stafd btj Itarn- in himself Charaeteristi'- V' 1*-

sages from the writings of Charles Darwin : selected and ar-

ranged by Nathan Shepard. New York : Appleton & Co.

1884. pp. 350, 12mo.—A thoroughly correct and unbiased idea of

Darwinism is to be obtained only from Darwin's own writings.

But in a book of extracts very much depend- upon how these are

put together. A glance at the present volume gives the impres-

sion that the selection and arrangement have been dour with good

judgment. There is no daubing with untempered mortar, for

there is not a word of note or comment. a. g.

3. Wild Floors of Ann rim, ,,-ith /-'if,, colored plate* from
original drawings by Isaac Spragtje. Text by George L. Good-
ale, M.D., Professor of Botany in Harvard University. Boston

:

Cassino, 1882, imp. 4to—We probably noticed the earlier fas-

ciculi of this volume of changeful fate and early interruption.

But, as it now lies before us, a beautiful volume of 200 pages of

letter-press and titty portraitures, in which the chromo-lithographic

printer ha- really doiu, justice to Mr. Sprague's elegant and faith-

ful paintings, we wish to call attention to it. We believe that

the copies were so promptly taken up that it is entirely out ol

print; and we are uncertain' if the publisher can :

though that, and the enntinuauce of the work, were greatlv to he

wished. While all the plates are of yerv hi-h order (except that

a few are rather meagre), the follow!,,- are among the most ex-

quisite: A,ju;/.V ; t , t'onad, nsi,. C.rardla tiara wit h c,\ U uuifdia,

Liliam I'hihidel
(
d,ienm Iris rersiroh,/ fl>idh,,-kia ct>hcm),ar)S.

Clematis Vin/inia^a, Ar>tha,a A,,//,,,,-,,, 'h'almia olauca, the most

rare Short hi r/ularifnii,,, AV,/,,,,,-,,, a n <n ,,t i ,\ ,1 ia[ and Skunk ca >-

hage. though thatneeds a leaf to he sketched in as a k-

< ...,
- •

• / ^ V :"
^

•

'

', .
:'

^

-• ' \

the letter press, which has avoided poetry and thread

ment, and has managed to combine, in a readahie an i

narrative, mud, good descriptive matter, curious information,
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and a series of lessons in botanical morphology. Finally there is

x of all the technical terms and of the subjects treated,
as well as of the flowers figured. a. g.

4. A Catalogue of the Native and Naturalized Plants >>f the
City of Buffalo „„</ its Ya-iaita; l»v Davh- F. Day. Buffalo,
1883. pp. 215, 8vo.—This is published by the Buffalo Society of
Natural Sciences. ( >f u },;,.}, the compiler ot tiiis catalogue was 'one
of the founders (in the year 180 M. and the venerable Judge
Clinton the leading spirit and first president. "That devoted nat-

ramoved
I be passed so many

years of his useful and honorable life," to his native city of
Albany, the editing of the present catalogue has devolved upon
his associate. It has been a good while in hand, and both in

form and in substance it is a suction. It
" presents the names of all the plants which have been detected
withio a radius of fifty miles of Buffalo," is accompanied by a
map o( the regioi . a sketch ot if- :nd climate,
and other iri'fitwiru: detail-. It 'ha- set a good example by
including, upon the basis of r * '

gamous plants of the region w

Composite, 143. Labiata1 , 39.

Cyperaceae, 105. Uauunculaeea?, 36.

Gramineae, 88. Cruciferae, 30.

Rosacea?, 52. Orchidacene, 34.

Leguminosse, 45. Liliacea?, 31.

Labiatm would not hold this position except for its adv. nth e

and naturalized representatives, which make up one-third of it-

quota. Owing to its situation, it- relation to railroads, and its

cattle yards, 'Buffalo is a trap, for adventive plants from the

west, and one gr.at us. of this eatalogu. is to mark t

5. Die Pfla*

o> pp., mills,-

number

Some of these investigatioi
and untrustworthy charactc
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with great caution. In tiie volume now t

important facts have been carefully brought
venieutly arranged, but with too little critic

although of the greatest use to one in scared

the sul»j< .-ct, the work does not sufficiently ai(

1 authorities,

icult ta

diseased conditions, all variations from

the snecies. He confesses that the sub]

Candidly giving up the difficult task of tryin

;ween pathology

difficultiesI, upon tl ic con;

say they mostl

I as plan
Medicin- and Ve

Effects

'

lack of r<

diseases i nduced 1

little or t. ight;

from an

Diseases
caused by
As migl it bo . xp ected,

chapter on Para-it \, effects produced by
them rather than with their ni..rph..h -v. He steaks of three

general effects produced }»v these parasite's: I a consumption ot

tht h. iiu iii-it t« i and its"so,i.Ml I, ,).l. 2 he-timtion of tissues.

3. Irritation inducing abnormal growth. The Kssa\
is painstaking, which makes it of great utility as a work of

reference, the citations being given with extraordinary accuracy.

6. Mesearches on the Structure of Di«tam<te><>,, from tl"*
1

"Cemenstein" of Jutland, by Messieii is W. Piuxz and K. Van
Enmkngkm, of the Belgian' .Microscopic N».m.-I\. (Ann. N»c.

Belg. de Microscopic. t.\iii). - The author, give the results of

a coating; and the pyrite occur> commonly in the parts oi ui*

diatom (the perforations, cp.-ciailv) where the <-r_

existed, to provoke the chemical reaction necessar\ lor it- !'''<"

cipitation. The author discusses also the origin of the pseudo-
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morphs of pyrite after diatoms that had been described from the
London clay, and explains their formation by first a coating of
pyrite and then a substitution of pyrite for the silica as it is

slowly removed, molecule for molecule. By dissolving awav the
pyrite he found still a delicate sil c, - ts sk, Mo,, r« uaining.

7. Report of the Entomologist, Dr. C. V. Riley, for the year
1<S«3; from tlie Report of the Department of A -ri culture. 80

purpose, besides illustrations ot the insects A \ a Suable chapter
on the destruction of evergreen forests in Northern New
and New York is by Professor A. S. Packard.

8. Results of Dr<:<hfhn, iu«hr A. Aqattk i., tin •'/,'/„/•<!."

Report on the Lt»j>o<ht, by Os.-ak Hakoei:.—The species of
Isopod Crustacea here described and figured by Mr. Harger
come tVoni depths of 500 to 7,000 feet and are in part new to
the American coast, They include species of Cirolana, JEga,
Rocinela and Syscenas.

0. Exjtloration of tin Surface Famui >>f t}», (U,!f Stream ;

by A. A<.w,,/ Vol. Mi., S«. 2 ot th. M< i
sot th, Mus

made out by the researches of d
5 here brought together under the si

Cruise of the Revenue Stec
'. Arctic Ocean, in 18S1.

ington, 1888.—This Repor
3 Birds of Behring Sea an
>nt

; Anthropological Notes,
ical Notes, by John Mr m.

IV. Miscellaneous Sc:

Vatiouul Academy of 8cier,

Pbibcb and J. Ja
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. Wright.Some experimeic oxygen: ftyA. w. wright.

On the depth of the western part of the Atlantic Ocean and (

!

with an exhibition of a relief model ;—On the relative levels of tl

Reduction of barometric observations to sea level; by Eli'.ys Loomis.

TheKrakatoa atmospheric waves, and the question of a conn..

On the volcanic sand which fell at Unalaska, Oct. '-'".
!

- -::.

tions concerning its composition: by J. S. Diller. (By invitation.)

The quantitative estimation of carbon in ordinary phosphorus ;—Redaction c

halogen derivatives of carbon compounds : by Ira Remsen.
On the Fritts selenium cell ;—On a lantern voltmeter : by Geo. F. Barker.

Recent progress in Lbn&Y L. Abbot.

The origin of crystallii

On the occurrence of n

Zoological results of the deep-sea dredging expedition of the IT. S. Fish Com-

mission Steamer Albatross: bv A. E. Verrill.
On the structure and affinil till living genus of sharks of

m-ous period ;—On the North American species of Mastodon: by

E I). Cope.

The characteristics of the lyomerous fishes ;—On the classification of the apodal

fishes : by Theo. Gill and John A. Ryder.
On the ichthyologieal peculiarities of the Bassalian realm : by Theo. Gill.

'linn on composite photographs in rraniolngy : by John S. Billings.

The study of comparative biography: by 0. 8. I'eirck.

Memorial addresses were delivered by General II. L. Abbot on

the late General G. K. Warren ; by Professor C. A. Young on

Professor Stephen Alexander ; by Professor Silliman on Professor

J. Lawrence Smith ; and by Dr. Samuel EL Scudder on Dr. John

L. LeConte.
The following new members were elected: Professor W. K.

Brooks of Baltimore; General C. B. Comstock, IT. S. Army;
Professor Edward S. Dana of New Haven ; Captain C. E. Dutton,

IT. S. Army; Professor Sidney I. Smith of New Haven.
2. Report of the New York State Survey for the year 1883,

James T. Gardiner, Director.—This Report, besides _

tails and maps relating to the topographical work done, presents

some facts in illustration of the subject of tin- r<lations of drain-

,!(/,> t<> rainfall ana1

tl„ removal of forests. From observations at

Rochester Cnivcrsitv since !s:n»',and at Buffalo and liochoter

by the IT. S. Signal Service since IH7«», the rainfall (snow being

included) increased, duriua the period from 1830 to 1880, from

On the contrary, the mean a

Potsdam and Albany, places

parts of the State, taken by
j
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change has taken place ; but at Pierrepont Manor and Oswego
there is an indication of some increase. The last two places with
Buffalo and Rochester, are near Lake Ontario; and Mr. Gardiner
concludes that excepting in the vicinity of Lake Ontario little

change in amount of precipitation has taken place, notwithstand-
ing the large removal o

With regard to the

f forests.

relation b i drainagei and rain-fall

the report states that tf£2&!l -n , f the west branch of the

Croton for four years w ,f the rainfall.

The basin covers about 20 square r wooded, and
i rocks arc IC. h i Ma—achiVetts the same

average for the Cochit , for the inter-

val 1852 to 1875, is 45 per cent and for the Sudbury basin.

which has an area of 7 per cent. In
both of these cases also the rocks a re metamorphic, but the basins

two months, Ma
The total amoun
April—the time
plus the water produced by the melting of snow accumulated
before March 1st. Mr. Gardiner adds the remark that on un-

wooded areas, thai arc similar to the above mentioned regions in

climate and other conditions, any channel capable of carrying off

the spring flow is n..f liable u> be flooded between May and
November.
At the receiving reservoir in New York, between 1864 and

1880, the evaporation amounted to SO per cent of the rain-tall, it

being so great because wholly from a water-surface, and one in no
part protected by forests from wil mn's rays.

3. Mteon t/ie votulitinh vcrasioah,*/ th>: oh',,, Hi,-,-,- f»,»f <

:
f

l- !> ».„.,-. IS.S4- i )V ,p D. I) ANV . -The unusual height of the flood

of February last on the Ohio River, in which the water readied at

level ot 71 feet \ inches al'ove t he guage mark (which
is 2 feet above low water), has .'ions. The
right one is brought out in a paper (appai

review of the facts as to this and other Ohio floods,

in Science of February 22.

The only floods which are known to have passed the Moot
mark at Cincinnati, as stated in this paper, are the following:

1 ' i>ii in, . . , }
,.,. r ? j !H hr>: Dec. mbi r, hr.i. feet 7 n. lies;

February, isx,, tW. feet 4 inches. Speaking of the flood oi JSH:i.

it says: '"The flood was due to two storms, the first troin Feb .!

to 5, in which about .';.', iiudies of liuin fell a! Cincinnati, ami the

second, on Feb. 10, 11, in which the rain-fa

JFhese storms extended to the head waters of the < Mdo •

frozen ground—so that the water >ras Harriet at <>>,<<* u,t<> ?h>

<<
%

>ittr bourses." Further, " the flood oi' Hst rose from a single

eight hours h
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warm weather caused a general thaw over all the region from

which the feeders of the Ohio come." The condition as to frozen

ground, which was true of a large |>ar( of the drainage area is not

in the latter sentence, hut is implied by the connection. The
floods also of 1880, 1881, 1882, 50 to 58 feet in height, occurred

in February; and 19 out of the 27 between 1858 and 1884 were

within the four months, December. January, February and March,

subject are given by the writer in his

Flood of the Connecticut River from the

t is there deduced from

the tables of precipitation "kept at different points in the Connec-

ticut valley, and from the amount of discharge of the river as

carefully measured by (ieiieral T. G. Ellis, of the U. S. Engineer

Corps, at Hartford for the years 1872 to 1877, that in 1874, a

year ot great floods in January and May. the amount discharged,

while in 1-77. a year of minimum di>chur<_o

4) it was 50 per cent ; and the con-

surface without absorption by the

In 1874, when the di-ehar-e of the Connecticut was so guar, the

of cubic feet, and May. i:io.2l:: million.), the precipitation over the

drainage area of the Connecticut for January, taking the average
from observations at Amherst '.', miles north of Hartford, Han-
over 135 miles north of Hartford, and Lunenburg on the river 200

miles north of Hartford and 60 to 7o from the most northern

sources of the Connecticut, was H>2 inches, and for May, 3'S1

inches; yet in April with t nn i pi cipit ti n of 4'4!> inches, the

discharge was only 62,031 millions; and in July, with a mean
precipitation "i 3-74 inches, th. dischar^ was otd v r,5,ol 8 mill-

ions. April is usually a month of frozen ground over th.

discharge of tin

although the me

greatest discliargsi 4.

":::,:
< thh v/'tf;

*Thi ? Journa L m. am 36a
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It is here evident that the frozen condition of the earth's sur-
face has a vast deal to do with the height of the winter floods,
and the extent of the forest region very little.

The conditions affecting the amount of discharge are (1) the
loss by evaporation : (_>) the loss by absorption.
Loss by etwjmi'iitiou becomes greater (1) as the seasons advance

from cold to warm; {-!) as forest regions become <

! earth, or earth and rock :'(:<) as obstructing darns are
making the stream more or less a string of ponds. It

JS least, other conditions equal, when streams are deep in propor-
t|M " l " ri '«'ii' breadth ; and when the velocity is great, the time
used for discharge being thereby diminished/

L<>s$ by absorption becomes greater as the season advance*
from cold to warm, but only after the ground of the drainage
fllv a iia< Income unfrozen : (-J l t he moiv t he area is fotvst-covered :

(3) the mo,o porous, fissured, or cavernous the underlying strata:
as vegetation develops with the advancing spring. It is least
"i'f-ethe r.-U a re mm-a b-. ( „-b t -nt . as in nm-t iv-ions of rnetamor-

>vhe,e i ho cold has produced a frozen surface—rock-
bke—over the drainage area.

4. Public

1880-2 both
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enjoyed by the widow of the deceased during her life-time, and

death preferentially by some descendant of Professor

Mueller's that >h:ill be desirous i >f Undying natural

else by some other needy and worthy student of ti

bo shall have been educated at the public school of Lippstadt."

Gifts to this fund may be forwarded to the treasurer of the Com-

mittee, Herr Stadtkaemmerer Wilhelm Thurmann, at Lippstadt.

7. Rainfall returns.—A circular lias been issued by A. R. Bin-

nie, M. Inst. C. E., F. R. Met. Soc, F.G.S., expressing his de-

sire to receive copies of records of rainfall extending from as

early a date as possible. It states that the observations should

give annual falls only, and be continuous for a single locality for

at least 15 years; that the results should be expressed in millinie-

ters; that the name of the observer and the place of

be attached. Mr. Binnie's address is Town Hall, Bradford, York-

shire. Kit-laud. Contriluitors are promised in return, a copy

of the results of the enquiry. For a copy of the circular this

Journal is indebted to the Signal Ser\ i<-< Ofib-e. Washington.
8. Monument to the great Paleontologist, Barrande.—Ro more

faithful or successful worker in Paleontology has lived than Bar-

rande. Subscriptions to a monument to his memory will be for-

warded by Professor A. Hyatt, Technological Institute, Boston.

Signor Quintino Sella, President of the \l. Accadomia dci

Lyncei, of Rome, and for many vears Minister of Finance in

Italy, died on the 14th of March! 'llis scientific researches were

chiefly in crystallographic mineralogy, in which department his

papers are of the highest excellence.'
'

His able statesmanship <ui

the one hand brought order and system to the finances of United

Italy, and on the other promoted the progress of the nation in

literary and scientific culture and in whatever tended to con-

tribute to the elevation of the people. Signor Manc'mi, in an

address at a memorial session of the Chamber of Deputies,

connects his name with three great achievements in the recent

progress of his nation :
" La restaurazione finanzi

sua patria; la liberazione di Roma papale con la caduta del

pptere temporals ; la tale ed anche matenale
di Roma moderna divetuita lialiana." lie took an active part in

the arrangements with reference to the ^eolo^ical survey of Italy

and its geological map, and wa> President of the I

Geological Congress at Bolo-na, in I s s ] . The Chamber of Depu-
ties has appropriated ^ii, dollars lor a monument to hi- memory.

A letter from Mr. T. McKennv Ilu-hev, i„ Nature of March -'7,

dated Woodwardian Museum, CarnhVid-e. March _'.">, states that

"it is proposed to place a bronze wreath on the tomb' <>t the

i _

and that*' English geologists a re invited to <

with their Italian tellou -workers by sendino- their names with a

small subscription."





thi> order have since keen made known hv the writer. shmviii£

that these strange reptiles eoDstitute a well marked group,

much more specialized than anv hitherto discovered.

Til the present paper, the - k u 1 1 of one >pecics of t>tf t ui,,o'h»<

The skull in the genus Ptercmodon is ver\ large, and much
elongated. The facial portion i, yreatlv produced forwards,

and an enormous sagittal crest extends far hackward, and

mi. the side". '!'!„•
j;^ project Vu-wa'rdSeen frc

of pointed shears. The
front, and entirely dotit
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The nearly complete skull here (

as a typeol th< genua Pteranodoi

Tranverie^unHer'^
Distant iron, occipital condyle to «liV

Length of lower jaw, nhour,*L'3 inches

Greatest .lepth,

l>i'l»th at articulation for quadrate.
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The skull of Pteranodon inyens, described by the writer

from the same geological horizon, is about four feet in length.

The skull of PU,uino<lon differs especially from that of the

other known PUro.auna. in the following particulars: (1) the

absence of tooth: i'2) tho absence of anterior nasal apertures

distinct fron, the antorhital opening ; ,:>,) the presence of the

elongated occipital crest : (4) the whole jaws were apparently

covered with a horny sheath, as in recent birds.

Yale College, New Haven, April 24th, 1884.
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Akt. XLIX.— The Sufficiency of Terrestrial Rotation for the

Deflection of Streams ; by G. K. Gilbert.

[Read to the National Academy of Science, April 15, 1884.]

It was long ago perceived that rivers flowing to the north or
to the south should by the rotation of the earth he thrown sev-

nst their easl or west banks. It is even many years
since it was shown by Ferrel that these tendencies are but

general law, that all streams in the
northern hemisphere are by terrestrial rotation press

their right banks, and all in the southern are press*

their left banks, the degree of pressure being independent of
the direction of flow. Yet the question of the suffi<

the cause for the prodi ble modifications in the
topography of stream valleys is still an open one. A number
of geologists have observed peculiarities of stream valleys
which they referred to the operation of the law, while others,

/myself, have looked in vain for phenomenal evidence
of its efficiency. Nevertheless, it is my present purpose to

maintain the sufficiency of the cause.

So far as I am aware, all those who have attempted to con-
sider analytically the mode in which the lateral tendency
arising from rotation should modify the channel or valley of a
stream have reached the conclusion that no appreciable

t their conclusions

different conclu-
sion is based upon an essentially different analysis of the

r. Joub. Soi.—Thibd Seri -Jcse, 1884.
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involved. In the celebrated discussion in the French
• of Science, it was computed by Be
n N. lat. 45° with a velocity of thi

omputed by Bertrand th*

' unsure uu i

and he regarded this pre;

!> ll; Mil U.l

o smalffoV consideration!

It has been pointed out !,y lieu. Buff th at the deflecting

gravi gives th e streams surface

a slightmclination'townnl the left b;i iby increasing the

depth of water near the ri bank, and eons

\ug the velocity of the cm
of velocity he ascribed a certai 11 VM'OSive° effec t, but regarded it

as less than that assignab i the same water-

surface. He therefore acco rded nt influence to the

nds than to f .tat ion of the esirth. It has been

held by other? that the co )f the deflective force with

gravitation is equivalent simi .lyto a .slight modification—so

far as the stream is concerned--of th

and that, the flood-plain of tl le stream havi ng been adjusted

m of £ nal attraction, no

other geological effects ai oduced. The last was my own
view until I perceived the importance of cert;ain considerations

the stability

not adjusted

to the detri tal load of the

eroded nor receive a deposit, and

i the fact that an ek

it and load .
becomes sub-

n until an adjustment is

es within tl

eads of the curren t being in the

it to the

limed ii 1 the roll!-,e of the chan-

loped. ifugal force is

ty, and is t;h ere fore much

n<U of t than for slow

he outer bank,

e symmetry of

i other words.

le centrifugal force developed by curvature exercises a select-

elocity from the center ot | the outer bank.



thus destroyed. The outer bank is eroded; a deposi
uraulated on the inner bank. Moreover there is no c

K. .Gilbert—The Deflection of Streams.

cms of symmetry in the profile

;stroyed. The outer bank is <

equilibr
of the outer bank increases the sinuositv of the channel instead
of rectifying it.

laterally, and in tin- in i i •. i _. - \ lII >\ It - the hum

As shown by Ferrel, the deflective force due to terrestrial

rotation varies direct! v with the velocity of the stream. It

therefore has a selective influence on the velocities within
the cross-section of the channel ; and it too tends to produce
erosion at one side and deposition at the other. For a given
amount of deflective force its selective power is only half aa

great as that of the centrifugal force developed by curvatare

the velocity while the rot nil d stive force varies only
with the first power. But its selective power is of the same
kind and may he quantitatively compared. For the purpose of
this comparison I will develop an equation :

Then/=£ .... (i)

nd, from Ferrel,

F=2vnsinX - (2)*

Let or=velocity of a rapid-flowing thread of the current,

Represent by Fn F„ fn and /, the corresponding deflectiv

then F P -F.= (*\-/%)x2»sin A - - (3)

and/,-/.=^ .... (4)
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sitj to the right, these

Itant is deducible by

addition. Where the curvature has a leftward conv
influences are opposed, and their resultant is deducible by sub-

traction. [The terminology here and through the remainderof

the paper is adjusted to the northern hemisphere exclusively.]

If we represent by R the joint selective power on curvatures of

right hand convexity and by L the joint selective power on

curvatures of left hand convexity, then we deduce by simple

combinations and transformations of equations (3) and (4).

- m
vf+v.-2pns

vr and vs may be the velocities of any two threads of current

moving at different rates, but for purposes of convenience and

lion we now assume that they are symmetrically re-

lated to the mean velocity v; and introducing this relation in

(5) we obtain

(<•')

This equation expresses the ratio between the selective influ-

ences tending to determine the maximum velocity toward the

right and left banks respectively of a meandering stream.

Since these tendencies result in erosion, the ratio is a function

of the tendency of a stream to erode its right bank as compared
with its tendency to erode the left.

For the purpose of securing :* quantitative result the Missis-

sippi River will be used in illustration. In its lower course

the sharpest bends have a radius of curvature, measured to the

center of the channel, of about 8,000 feet. These curves,

together with all other channel features, are determined by the

water at its flood stage. Ir is then fore
|
roper to consider hi

this connection the mean flood velocity. That was determined

by Humphreys and Abbott to be, at Columbus, Kentucky. S'4

feet per second. The latitude of the locality is 37°. Giving
these values to p, v, X, and substituting for n its numerical

value -000072924. we obtain from (6)

"

R
L 087

The selective tendency toward the right bank is therefore

nearly nine per cent greater than toward "the left.

With the elements of another stream it is probable that a

very different result would be obtained ; but this single exam-

ple suffices to show that while the influence of rotation is small,

as compared to that of curvature, it is still of the same order
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of magnitude, and may reasonably be expected to modify the
results of the more powerful agent. In the present state of
hydraulic science it is impossible to define the quantitative
relation between the tendency of swift threads of current
toward a bank and the consequent erosion : but whatever that
relation may be, I conceive that rotation is competent to pro-

duce appreciable results wherever those due to curvature are

It will be observed that the efficiency of rotation thus advo-
cated is only in connection with, and as an adjunct to, lateral

wear by means of curvature. There are two general cases, in-

cluding a large share of all streams, to which the conclusion
does not apply. (I.) A stream which rapidly corrades the
bottom of its channel does not notably corrade its banks; and
in such case the effect of rotation should not be discoverable.

(2.) A stream engaged in the deposition of detritus, as on a
delta or an alluvia! fan, shifts its channel from side to side by
a process entirely distinct from the one just described. It

builds up its bed until it is h i ier th m the adjacent plain, an I

then transfers it- i-urr-mt l>olil\ ?<> a diti'erent course. Rota-
tion has its share of influence in determining the direction of
this transfer, ami it thereby induce- the stream to build its

alluvial plain higher on the right than on the left; but, the

difference of level having been established, the stream has

thereafter no more tendency to one side than the other. Derlee-

! '• e e ects of rotation are therefore not to be sought in regions

of alluvial deposition.
It may be remarked also that the tendency of a stream

toward one bank or the other by reason of curvature and rota-

tion is often overpowered by an opposite tendency due to

obstructions. The- abera of the eroded

terrane and alluvia! dams deposited atone bank or the other

A general curvature in the course of the valley through
which the stream flo ?s has the -

- < in a less

degree, as does the curvature of a short bead, and this tendency

descending with gentle
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the interior to the Atlantic ocean. It is crossed by a great

number of small streams which have excavated shallow valleys

in the homogeneous modified drift of the plain. Each of these

little vallevs is 'united on the west or right side by a bluff from

ten to twenty feet high, while its gentle slope on the left side

merges imperceptibly with the general plain. The stream in

each case follows closely the bluff at the right There seems

to be no room for reasonable doubt that these peculiar features

fire, ;is believed by Mr. Lewis, the result of terrestrial rotation.

As the streams carve their valleys deeper, they are induced by

rotation to excavate their right banks more than their left,

gradually shifting their \ »sitions to the right and maintaining

RT. L.—Examination of Mr. Alfred R. Wallace's

of the Physical Tfieory of Secular Changes of <

James Croll, LL.D., F.R.S.

[Continued from page 93.]

SXt II.-

Mr. Wallace's chief, and indeed only real modification of my
theory, is to the effect, as 1 have pointed out, that the alternate

phases of precession causing the winter of each hemisphere to

be in aphelion and perihelion each 10,500 years would produce

a complete change of climate only when a country was partiallf

snow-clad. According to his view, when the greater part of

Northwestern Europe was almost wholly buried under snow

and ice, those glacial conditions must have continued, anil per-

haps have even become intensified, when the winter solstice

moved round to perihelion, instead of being replaced, as I have

by an almost perpetual spring. In short, Mr.
-

warm and equable Interglacial Period could not have occurred.

in the preceding part of this paper I have endeavored to

sli,,w that phvsica i pics ! mint such a conclusion.

I shall now pro,,, m{ to eo^ider what the direct testim«.t.\ o\

Paleontology is on the subject; and I believe we

shallfind that the facts of Geologv and Pale-ontology are as much
opposed to the conclusion as are" the prinei] les of Physics.

On this point I may quote the evidence of a geol<

'

:

relating to Glacial :

after devoting upwards of 500 pages of his 'Prehistoric Europe



tothe consideration ami accum
this country and the mtii -nt

glacial periods, gives the followii

Period

they cease to return." The genial climate of»Interglacial a;

Pleistocene Period, and afterwards became less genial at si

cessive stages, the temperate and equable conditions of eai

Postglacial times bein- orobablv the latest manifestation
the Interglacial phase. " (-Prehistoric Europe,' p. 561.)

I shall now quote the same author's description of an Lit
glacial Period as demonstrated by its Uora and fauna. T
reader must, however, observe that by Pleistocene Period, P
fessor Greikie means the so-called Glacial Period with its alt

nations of severe arctic climate and mild and genial conditio!

See p. 544, 'Prehistoric Europe."
"An examination," ho -;,us 'of P!ew->cene organic remai

leads us to conclude that strongly contrasted climatic conditio

alternated during the Period. At one time an extreme

phants and rhinoceroses. Irish <\vcv, horses, oxen and bisoi

then ranged from the borders of the Mediterranean as far nor!

at least as Middle England and Northern Germany. In life

manner, plants which no longer occur together

—

some hem
banished to hilly regions, while others are restricted to loi

grounds, and yet others have retreated to the extreme south c

the Continent or to warmer re-ions l>< voud the limits of Europ
-lived side by side. The Ik'-tree, the Judas-tree, and tl:

Canary laurel flourished in Northern France along with th

sycamore, the hazel, and the willow. And w
Pleistocene deposits of various countries in Europe the sam

remarkable commin-iiim ^f northern ami southern forms—

o

forms that den and are capable of endur
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Pleistocene Europe was, for some time at all events, remarkably

equable and somewhat bumid. The summers may not indeed

have been warmer than they are now ; the winters, however,

wen- certainly much more genial." ('Prehistoric Europe,' p.

540.)

This, be it observed, is a description of a condition of things

which existed during an interglacial period belonging, not to

the close, but to the very climax of the Glacial Epoch. For

immediately preceding and succeeding this Period almost the

whole of S^r "i E n - - ras enveloped in one continuous

sheet of ice. "But if," continues Professor J. Geikie, "the

evidence of such* a climate having formerly obtained be very

weighty, not less convincing are the proofs, supplied by

the Pleistocene deposits, of extreme conditions. Think what

must have been the state of middle and Northern Europe when
Paleolithic man hunted the reindeer in Southern France, and

when the arctic willow and its congeners grew at low levels in

Central Europe. Reflect upon the fact that in the very same

latitude in France, where at one time the Canary laurel and

the fig-tree flourished, the pine, the spruce, and northern and

high-alpine mosses at another time found a congenial
Bear in view, also, that the laud and freshwater mollusks

testify in like manner to the same strongly contrasted climate.

Besides those that tell of more equable and genial conditions

than the present, there are species now restricted to I

Alps and i L t, formerly abounded in middle

Europe, and their shells occur commingled in the same deposits

with the remains of lemmings, marmots, reindeer, and other

northern and mountain-loving animals." (p. 541.)
But more convincing still is another range of facts, some of

which have been adduced by Mr.
""' "

tion on alternations of warm and c

Epoch ('Island Life,' p. 114), he says:
"The evidence that such was the case'' (alternate warm and

cold periods) " is very remarkable. The ' Till,' as we have seen,

could only have been formed when the country was entirely

buried under a large ice-sheet oi - and when

it must therefore have li .
i in th. i arts so covered, almost

entirely destitute ,,f animal and v ^taMe life. Hut in several

places in Scotland line lavers of s;ind and -'ravel, with beds of

peaty matter, have been found resting'on ' till ' and again

Irish elk, the horse, reindeer and mammoth. Here we mVT6

evidence of two distinct periods of intense cold, and an inter-

vening milder period aged for the country
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to become covered with vegetation and stocked with animal
life."

Let us now see to what all this leads. It has been proved
beyond the possibility of a doubt that, at the time the till

was being formed which > » < * the Scottish intei >.Linal o^k
the whole of Scotland, Scandinavia, the bed of the N
and a great part of the north of England was covered with
one continuous sheet of ice upwards of 2000 feet in thickness.
This sheet overwhelmed the Hebrides, the Orkney and Shet-
land islands, extended into Eussia, filled the . basin of the
Baltic, overflowed Denmark and tfolstein, and advanced into
North Germany as far at least as Berlin. It has also been
demonstrated that, at the time the Lower Till was being formed
which underlies these interglacial beds, northwestern Europe
was under a still more severe state of glaciation. The ice-

sheet at this time advanced farther south" into England, and
extended into North Germany as far as Saxony. It is per-
fectly obvious that! s shtvl ist 1 ive destroyed all plant
and animal life in Scotland ;• and before the country could
have become covered wit i

< e^e! ition and stocked with those

: i limals, to which Mr. \V ill ico refers, the ice must
nave disappeared and the climate become mild.

Equally conclusive are the facts adduced by Mr. Wallace in

reference to the interglacial beds of England. "In the east
of England, Mr. Skertchhv hesavs, '• enumerates four distinct

bowlder clays with intervening deposits of -ravels and sands.

Mr. Searles V. Wood. Jr., classes the most recent (Hessle)

with northern types of mollnsca. Elsewhere Mr. Wood says:

up with the remains of some ot those naehvJerms, as well as

the eirlnt V ut <> ic P > t J i ul P i >1 n Liu md was po-

siblyeven warmer than our present climate; and that it was
succeeded rere*to cause ice to
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from that time to the present day. The immense quantity

of vegetable food which this creature requires, implies a mild

and uniform climate with hardly any severe winter ; and no

theory that has yet been suggested renders this possible except

that of alternate cold and warm periods during the Glacial

Epoch itself Thus the very existence of the hippo-

potamus in Yorkshire, as well as in the south of England in

close association with glacial conditions must be held to be a

strong corroborative argument in favor of the reality of an

interglacial warm period."

I trust that Mr. Wallace has not been misled by Mr. Wood's
unfortunate use of the term "Post-glacial" as applied to the

Hessle bowlder-clay. The Hessle bowlder-clay as surely belongs

to the Glacial Period proper as does the true Till of Scotland,

which covers the lowlands and overlies the interglacial beds

of that country. It is the moraine vrofonde of the last mer

de glace which covered the greater part of northwestern Europe.

The Upper Till of Scotland and the Hessle bowlder-clay of

England belong to the same period. This has been clearly

shown by Professor J. Geikie in his 'Great Ice- Age,' chapter

xxx (2d edition), and in 'Prehistoric Europe,' chapter xii, and

elsewhere. The Hessle bowlder clay is, in short, a continua-

tion of the Upper Till of Scotland.

The position of these Hessle beds to which Mr. Wallace

refers, like that of the interglacial beds of Scotland, is between

two bowlder-clays—the Hessle and the Purple bowlder-clays,

both of which indicate a period of extreme glaciation ;
only

the Purple bowlder-clay period was somewhat the more severe

of the two. At both periods the greater part of northwestern

Europe was buried under ice. We know that during the last

great ice-period, which was undoubtedly the period of the

Hessle bowlder-clay, the ice-sheet reached in North Germany
as far as Berlin ; while during the. period of the Purple bowl-

der-clay it advanced to about' Saxony.
The observations of Professor Torrell, Dr. A. Penck, Pro-

fessor Credner, Professor Berendt, Dr. Jentzsch, A. Helland,

F. Wohnschaffe, H. Habenicht, and other geologists have

shown that there are in North Germany three distinr'

clays—an Upper, Middle, and Lower, with two series of inter-

glacial beds. In these interglacial beds have been found

organic remains which evidently indicate a mild and genial

condition of climate. The younger interglacial period (the one

prior to the last great extension' of the ice) in ail

corresponds to the last interglacial period of Scotland, England

and Ireland. Interglacial beds belonging to the 8a

have been found in Switzerland, Italy, Denmark, Nortii

America, and other places, all indicating a mild and equable
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There is another class of facts, almost entirely overlooked,
which prove even more conclusively the warm' character of

ial periods. These tacts will however, he m >re appro-
priately discussed when we come to consider the question ot
warm polar climates.

It would be impossible within the limits of the present
paper to give even the briefest outline of the recent discover-
ies in regard to interglacial periods. But though this were
possible it would be wholly unnecessary, as the facts which
have already been adduced by Mr. Wallace himself are per-

fectly sufficient for our present purpose.
If now it be true, as it undoubtedly is, that the Hessle

bowlder-clay of England belongs to the same age as the Upper
Till of Scotland, and that the last warm interracial period,

when the Cyrena ftummaiis and Uaio liUoralis, the "hippo-

potamus, the Kkphxs a/iti'/uus, ami other animals of a southern
type lived in England, occurred between two glacial periods so

severe as to envelop the greater part of northwestern Europe
in a continuous sheet of ice, then this particular interglacial

period must have intervened during a high state of eccen-
tricity, and not. as Mr. Wall: ' -mum-, at a

j
i

> 1 subsequent
to the Glacial Epoch proper, when the eccentricity had greatly

ed This Is obvious: for if the last great ice-sheet

could have been produced without a high state of eccentricity,

then there seems no reason why the one preceding it should
not also have been produced without high eccentricity. If so,

then all the previous ice-sheets mau in like manner have been
so produced. For the difference 'in magnitude between the

last and penultimate ice-sheets was not so great as to warrant
the supposition of any considerable difference in the amount
of eccentriein at tin two periods when these i e-sheets were

respectively developed. In short, if the last great ice-sheet

can be explained without the supposition of a high state of

eccentricity, then there does r

Epoch.
If we

theory of eccentricity in .com .tin- for the ( Hacial

s adopt the Physical theory <>f the cause of the ( Hacial

Epoch, -sve are compel lee : that the las al [ce-

periods were the indirec t results of ;

and in this case we can hardlv avoid tin lusion th

mild intervening periot 1 was' due to
I

8am r cause. The

Periods is directlv in opposition to Mr. Wall;

during a high state of eccentricity the ice wouh
but be continued. It is in perfect harmony,
that which I advocate: for during high ecce

and equable condition of climate, when the w
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perihelion, is as much a necessary result as a cold and glacial

condition when they occur in aphelion.

The facts of Geology thus to me appear so far to be as much

opposed to Mr. Wallace's modifications as are the principles of

Physics.

'Difficulty in detecting the Climatic Character of the earlier

/ Periods.—It follows according to theory that, other

things being equal, the greater the amount of eccentricity the

more equable and mild will the interglacial periods be. It is

probable therefore that some of the earlier interglu*

were milder and more equable than the last. It may
in the present state of our knowledge to prove this conclusion

by direct geological and paleontological evidence ; but, on

the other ha impossible to disprove it by that

means. The absence of deposits containing organic remains

indicative of a superior mildness of climate having obtained

during early interglacial periods cannot certainly be regarded

etory evidence against the conclusion just referred to.

When we consider the enormous pressure and d<

power of an ice-sheet some 2000 or 3000 feet in

grinding down the face of a country, our surprise is that so

much evidence remains of even the last interglacial period

That so few relics of the flora and fauna of preceding inter-

glacial periods have been preserved is a conclusion which we

might fi priori anticipate. This fact has been clearly pointed

out by Mr. Wallace himself, who says :—- If then'

not two only, but a series of such alternations of climate, we

could not possibly expect to find more than the m
indications of them, because each succeeding ice-sheet would

necessarily grind down or otherwise destroy much of the

superficial deposits left by its predecessors, while the torrents

that must always have accompanied the melting of these huge

masses of ice would wash away even such fragments as might

have escaped the ice itself" (p. 118).
, #When we pass beyond the limits reached by the ice-sheets

of the Glacial Epoch we may expect, of course, b

f many of the plants and nnimals which lived during

the earlier i again, we encounter

•
i ' ther difficulty; for we have in tins case seldom any means

of determining the age to which these remains belong. Unless

in relation to overlying and underlying bowlder-
seems in many cases no way of knowing to what i

period they ought to be assigned; or, in fact, whether tim}

are really interglacial or not. If the remains in question
'

: '

•'••:;.•.,-.- m-mi. :

-"
.

"

: * !.!,:
:.

.. ...: • -,
.

'

:

.- • .--.. '
-

I fully agree with Prof. J. 'Geikie, that many, of those plants
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and animals of a southern type which have been regarded as
Preglacial are in reality of Interglacial age.

Objection as to the number of Interglacial Periods.—It has
been urged as an objection to the Physical theory of the
Glacial Epoch, that according to it there ought to have been
more interglacial periods than we have direct evidence of
having actually occurred. I am doubtful as to the force of
this objection. I do not think that there could have been more
than about five well-marked interglacial periods during the
entire Glacial Epoch : three probably during the former half of
the epoch, and certainly not more than two during the latter
naif. There would b nveen the two maxima
of eccentricity of 100,000 and 200,000 years ago, when the
alternations of climate would be comparatively moderate in
extent. Besides it is not correct to assume, as is generally
done, that the interval between two consecutive
periods is only 21,000 years ; for the mean rate of motion of
the perihelion during the Glacial Epoch was considerably less
than has been assumed. It will be seen from the table of the
-Longitude of the Perihelion, given in 'Climate and Time,'
p. 320, that it has taken the perihelion 231,000 years to make
one complete revolution.

If, therefore we assume, what of course is not certain, that

mean rate of precession during the Glacial Epoch to have been
the same as the present, then the rate of precession to that of
the perihelion's motion would, in this case, be as 9 to 1. The

point will take 25,811 years to make one revolution
;

but as the perihelion moves in the opposite direction, it will

reduce the time taken by the point in passing from perihelion
round to perihelion to 2."!.i'oO years, which will represent the
mean interval between two coi rial periods.

But as the motion .; tin perihelion was very irregular, the

length of the interval between the periods would of course
differ considerably.
When we consider how difficult it must be to detect in teh

drift covering glaciated countries even a relic of early intergla-

cial deposits, and when moreover we remember that it is only
within the pasl few have begun to bestow
any mention on tin subject, t is eertaiuh not surprising that

direct geological evidence of so few interglacial periods has as

jet been discovered. In Englam geoh ts ve, however,
' i-

or five ice-periods. In Germany, quite recently, two intergla-

cial periods and three or more ice-periods have been recognized

by competent observers. In Denmark there are four bowlder-

I v intercalated beds of sand and clay. In se-

verely glaciated Scotland, where traces of former interglacial
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periods can hardly be expected, there have nevertheless been

found in old preglacial buried channels and other sheltered

hollows three, four, and in some places five, bowlder-clays, sep-

arated from one another by immense beds of sand, gravel and

clay. Some of these beds are found to be continuous for long

distance?. It is true that these intercalated beds have yielded

few or no organic remains, but it mav well be that further re-

search will yet result in the discovery of more abundant fossils;

for frequently the beds in question are too thick and too exten-

sive to allow us to infer their subglacial origin. They do not

in such respects resemble the deposits which have been accu-

mulated by aqueous action under ice, but have all the charac-

teristics of deposits which have been kid down in lakes and

lacustrine hollows. As some have al read v yielded organic

remains, a more extended scrutiny will probably lead to the

discovery of similar fossils in those beds which are at present

believed to be unfossiliferous.

Interglac , marked in Temperatt BegwM
than Hiarinl—I quite agree with Mr. Wallace that the intergla-

eial deposits never exhibit any indication of a climate whose

warmth corresponded to the severity of the preceding cold.

This, however, cannot be urged as an objection, for it is a result

bco! iouuu duitt.on Durm.n. J ,„ p, , io,U oUi. me cold

is the characteristic of the winters, which, owing to the presence

- - : '

-..
.

;: . :.
' '>'

during interglacial periods mildness and equability of tempera-

ture rather than heat are the characteristics both of summer and

That the cold of the glacial periods roast have continued

longer than the warmth of the interracial will, I think, be ap-

A-slottg as a country

thickness of 2U« m> or 3000 feet All this enormous quantity ot
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ice would have to be melted off the ground before the warmth
of the interglacial period would commence. So long as a single
inch of ice covered the surface of the country, the cold would

in fall; and oj course if i'.- ,.nl\ when :!

i 1.''
1 annually melted ev.-eed- that being formed from the (ailing

81 wr, that a diminution in the thickness of the sheet would
begin to take place. A real melting of the ice, and consequent
decrease in the thickness of the sheet, would probably not com-
mence till the astronomical and physical agencies in operation
during the glacial period began to act in an opposite direction.
In short, it would be tin favorable conditions oi ti •

period that would effectually remove the ice; and it would be
then, and only then, that the warmth would begin. While,
again, at the close of the period, when the first inch of ice made

. k-o on the surface of the country, the interglacial

condition of climate would come to an end. The time required
to remove the ice does not prevent an interglacial condition of

it only somewhat shortens its duration.

There is another circumstance worthy of notice here. It is

fins; as the mild and equable character of the climate during

d periods resulted to a large extent from the enormous
transference of equatorial heat, and its distribution over temper-
ate and polar regions, the dillcrenee of climatic conditions be-

tween the subtropical and the temperate and polar regions

would be less marked than at present : in other words, the tem-

perature would not differ so much with latitude as it does at

present. This, as we have seen, is a conclusion which is fully

borne out by geological and paleontological facts.

The question as to the probable cause of warm polar climates

will next be considered.
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Although there can be no reason to doubt that Marsupial

animals of the opossum type existed in North America during

Miocene times no remains of them, so far as I am aware, have

hitherto been found. The Princeton expedition of 1882 ob-

tained from the Miocene deposits of Chalk Bluffs, Colorado, a

portion of a very small lower jaw containing four molar teeth,

which on examination proves to have belonged to a small

opossum not generically different from D
but very obviously distinct from that species.

This species mav be called Dklclpln/s /,//</wa. and is defined

as follows. Opossum very small, intermediate in size between

D. murina and D. ehjans of South America. Lower margin

of the jaw nearly Btraight, i ad the ramus beneath the molar

teeth of nearly uniform dopth
; coronoid process very weak,

condyle marked off on a distinct neck; inflected angle of jaw

projecting considerably behind the condyle. Molar teeth con-

structed on the ordinary opossum type, antero-internal cusps

of penultimate molar very small, and beel of last molar con-

sisting of two cusps instead of three, as in D. virginiana.

opossum,

resentatives

America. It would be interesting toniake'an extended com-

parison with some of the latter, but as vet. 1 havi

opportunity to do this. Such opossums probably abounded in

the sub-tropical Miocene forests of our western ten

spite of the fact that they are extremely rare as fossils. This

rarity can readily be understood when we remember their

nd pro'* t& The homogeneous

led matrix of Chalk Bluffs is well adapted to the

re. no matter of sur~



prise that a for larger number of very small mammals
be found there than in the coarser matrix of the Whit
district in Dakota.

Morphologically thi

throws no important 1 _
a contribution to geographical zoology it is of great i

It demonstrates the fact that tin small insectivorous opossums,
cow characteristic of South America, existed in Miocene times
in North America, and is additional evidence that the latter

continent is the source from which the former received the

greater part of its animal population, just as the great Pale-

arctic continent seems to have been the original source of the

modern faunas of the Ethiopian and Oriental regions. Thus,
the tapir, t saries, and in

all probability the monkeys and cats, have been traced to their

origin in North America.- The small opossum just described

gives another characteristic feature of the South American
fauna: and I may add that a small lizard from Chalk Bluffs,

now in the Princeton Museum and as vet undescribed, points

in the same direction.

There is thus every reason to believe that future discoveries

E terms and that it will be seen that the

Tertiary fauna i^\' Xorth America was the starting point for the

recent fauna of South America, just as migrations from Greece

Length of" molar

Height ,-1 f 0-002

Depth of ramus beneath 1st molar 0-0035

Depth of ramus beneath 4th molar 0-004

For the accompanying sketch, as well as for the exceedingly

and difficult work of preparing and mounting tins

minute specimen, I am indebted to Curator F. C. Hill.
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Art. LlI.— On a

free vibrations oj

method of obtaining
' a tuning-fork, and nn tl,

Alfred G. ComptK)N.

The exact deterruination of the rate of v

the siren 1 1as heretofore

errors resulting from imperfections o

difficulty of maimLaining and counting til.

ught to remove tl:

autographic records'of

ence between this rate and that of the

necessity of even clounting the beats, n o'pci

on, and the records

studied at leisure. The following is the .

the autographic records.

A strip of chem ically prepared pap<

wheel, being dravim by clock-work uinder
placed in electric

the rate of one a second, by a chroi lome
cuit of the same batterv with one of t

a row of dots mitde by the closing of tl

of the circuit of a second battery, oner lor each beat of the

fork and the siren.

counted the number of revolutions made by tin.1 siren in nay

number of seconds (from which the number of impulse- pro

duced by the siren results), and the number of beats in the

same time.—which is the diil'erenoe between the nuu»ber_ o!

shocks imparted to the air by the siren and the number im-

parted by the fork. The record being made without, throwing

any work upon the fork, the rate of vibration of the uncon-

strained fork results.

The following description will ^ive an idea of the details ol

the method.
A break-circuit chronometer J and a relay VY

in the circuit of a ban. ry I? <>| one vur \>< n" <<!!. Tin- arma-

ture A is therefore freed from the magnet once a second '»>

the break-circuit mechanism of the chronometer. When tin;

armature is thus freed, a platinum point P closes tb<

another battery B', the current of which then pass

the armature A, the

metallic wheel Ron » rests, and so back to
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the battery. When the circuit of battery B is closed, the re-

the framework of a De la Tour's siren S. Attached to the

frame of the siren is an insulated support carrying a platinum
spring K, which bears against an ebonite drum on the axis of

the siren, and touches at each revolution a strip of metal em-
bedded in the drum, and in electrical communication with the

It follows that, when the armature is in contact with C, which
is about ,',;', of each second, the current of the battery B' flows

through the post D, the armature A, the contact point C and
the siren S to the pen G, and so to the battery. A clock-work

gives motion to a fillet of paper moistened with a solution of

iodide of potassium, drawing it between the pens and the
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roller R. When the siren is revolving, the current of B'

passes through the pen F at each beat of the chronometer, and

through the pen (x at each revolution of the siren, unless, at

the moment of closing the siren-circuit at S, the same circuit is

opened through the absence of the platinum point P from the

contact point C There are thus two rows of dots, side by

side on the paper, which give the number of revolutions of the

siren and the time.

The object sought in making the records at the two pens, F
and G by the current of the same battery is to secure the sup-

pression of one of the siren dots, whenever it coincides exactly

with one of the seconds dots. If this adjustment is perfect,

the interval of time between two missing dots in the siren

record is a whole number of seconds in which an exact whole

number of revolutions of the siren has been made ; otherwise

the number of revolutions made is a whole number plus a

fraction of uncertain value. The method of making this ad-

justment, and the conditions on which its accuracy depends,

will be discussed below.

Between the siren tube and the bellows is placed one of

Cavaille Col's pressure- regulators. With this and a proper

adjustment of the weight on the bellows, it is easy to keep the

pitch of the siren so constant that it shall give with the tone of

a fork any desired number of beats a second, for thirty or

forty seconds, with scarcely any perceptible change of rate.

To cause these beats to record themselves, the following ar-

rangement is used.

The fork N is mounted before the mouth of a Helmholtz

resonator O, which is nearly or exactly in unison with it. To
the small opening of the resonator is fitted a cylindrical drum.

of which the farther end is closed by a membrane to which is

glued a small disk of platinum foil. 'A lever Q, whose fulcrum

is at T, is moved by a fine screw U, so that a platinum point

carried by the lever may be made to nearly or quite touch the

platinum disk. The ,,'nected, by fine wire,

with one pole of the battery B", the current of which flows

through the relay X, the lever <$ and the platinum disk, as

long as the latter to point. Whenever the

membrane recedes from the platinum point, the circuit IV is

broken; the armature V then close-; the circuit, of the battery

W" and a record is made by the pen H on the paper.

nd the fork be singing nearly i

"""

;he two sets

Qbrane, its vibrations l. - -
between the point and the disk being so adjusted that the cir-

cuit B" is broken once at every beat, the beats record them-

selves on the fillet as a row of dashes side by side with the

other two records.
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The contact of a rig-id platinum point being found to inter-

fere too much with the motion of the membrane, the point was
attached to one end of a light spring about 11 ;"»""" long, the
other end of which is soldered to the lever Q. The spring is

made by flattening a piece of copper wire. It lies close to the
lever and has very little play, but. answer.-, its purpose perfectly.

^

It may be thought that the relay X might be dispensed with,
the battery IV' being made to record directly through the pen
H. By the use of the relay, however, the dash made by the
pen H at each heat, can be reduced to any convenie
and besides, the distinct clicks of the relay at the beats, are
much easier to observe than the beats themselves, particu-
larly when these are not more frequent than two or three to
the second. The variations in the rate of these clicks give
clear indications of change- in the rate of the siren, and their

cessation shows when the excursions of the membrane are too

small to cause a record of the beats.

In the management of the apparatus, it is obviously not
necessary that the motion of the fillet of paper should be
uniform. Care has to be taken, however, that it shall not at

any time be retarded veiy much, as the -ire? dots then become
too crowded, and cannot"be counted. Considerable inequality
of the pressure of the pens on the paper will cause the fillet to

run off to one side. This is prevented by placing the three
pens as near together and as near the middle of the fillet.as

possible, equalizing the pressure on them, providing the sides
of the roller with flat,

g
ides for the fillet just

in front of the roller. Of course the roller and all the contact
points must be kept clean.

Care must be taken that the armature A, while very close to

the poles of the magnet, shall not touch them, otherwise the

residual magnetism will retard its release. I find it most con-

venient to place the plane of the mouth of the resonator nearly
parallel to the plane in which the fork vibrates, as the resona-
tor is then not in the way of the bow. The best effect of the
fork in producing h "he membrane occurs,

however, when the opening of the fork is not exactly in front

of that of the resonator, bat at a distance to one side, which
depends on the distance of the siren. The best position is

found by sounding the siren and the fork, and moving the
stand carrying the resonator, till the relay X is heard ticking
in unison with the beats. As linallv placed in the experiments

which gave the best results, the center of the siren was SO" 1 "' in

front of the plane of the mouth of the
the right of the center of the mouth, while
fork was 20" 1 '" in front ol the plane of the mo
the left of it.
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To adjust the contact point of the membrane, the set-screw

is turned forward while the siren is sounding, but the fork

silent, till the click of the relay X reports the circuit closed. If

now the sere illy back, the relay will begin to

rattle or chatter. The best position is that in which the chat-

tering is just about to begin. If the fork be now sounded by

a stroke of the bow, the circuit will be broken, sbo1

the membrane moves inward ton-nnh the vibrating fork, afford-

ing thus an n law that

pressure is diminished in the neighborhood of a

vibrating body. As the tone of the fork dies out, the mem-
brane gradually returns, continuing its vibrations, and while

returning, it will at every beat close the circuit and produce a

dash on the paper. If the fork be too near the mouth of the

resonator, the strokes of the beating relay will not begin till

sometime after the stroke of the bow, when the vibrations of the

fork have nearly died out ; if it is too far away, they will begin

immediately, but will not last long. The dashes will sometimes

be seen to consist of a row of dots, showing that the circuit has

been broken several times, not merely by the maximum in-

ward vibration of the membrane, but by several preceding and

following it. But generally, these dots flow together, and

only appear as a dash. In the accompanying specimen records,

the dashes have a length equal to that nl' "about three siren-rev-

For membranes, 1 have used thin sheet rubber, [taper, gold-

beater's skin, thick vulcanized rubber (about 2mm ), and leather.

The best results have been obtained with white kid such as

is used in the making of organ bellows. The membrane
. been obtained is of this mate-

rial, is 28ID1" m d> imeti i and carries .i itjnun disk ibout 4" i!

square and 0-lmm thick. The connecting wire (No. 28), is car-

ried across the membrane to the edge, where it is securely fas-

tened to the support. If left loose, it produces by its acciden-

tal vibrations, a constant chattering of the recording relay. T°
steady the membrane a little, I have sometimes found it ad-

vantageous to give it a slight
by^nean, .,i a t!.iv :id wound round a small w
The exactness of the coincidence between

indicated by the missiu- siren -

.l.-pcnd-

If we denote the duration of an excui
of the relay W bv u, and the duration ,

S by o, we .hall have if a>£, a-b= tr

tion of the break in the siren-circuit ;it

of the siren contact at S. If the whole s

dent with any portion of the break a, th
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elided; tins elision will happen, therefore, if the hen-inning of
the break precedes or. follows the beginning of the contact by
tlie amount „~h\ and the fact of the elision of a record will

indicate that the second and siren records coincide to within
±(«— b). The possible error therefore in the counting of the
number of siren revolutions in the interval between two coin-
cidences amounts to 2(a— o), and is when a= b. If, however,
the chemical record does not begin till a time tf' after the con-
tact is closed and continues for a time t" after it is broken, then
making t=t'^tf', what may be called the " effective " or "chem-
ical " contact will have the duration bdtzt, and the error may
amount to 2(a—bdbt). The quantity * may be due to either
the delay in the starting or the stopping of the chemical action
after the circuit has been made or broken, or to the dragging
of the color under the point of the pen when the paper is too
wet. The former appears from experiments to be inappreci-
able, the latter becomes large arid uncertain if the paper is too
wet, but is apparently insignificant when care is taken to have
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niir second. In this way, after several adjustments, the dura-

tion of the armature-excursion and that of the siren were made
very nearly equal and each equal to about 0*009 second.

With this adjustment, the "frequency" of the fork as found

by counting the number N of revolutions of the siren and the

number n of beats in a number N' of seconds, would be, if the

siren was higher than the fork and if the number of holes in

the siren was 10, 7~
5 and this determination would be

coincidences is ±(a-b±l) the possible error in the frequency

of the fork < uld be, neglecting t, 2(-^-); so that when a and

The temperature during the experiments varied from 68° to

73° F. and the rate of beating from 1| to 6 beats a second.
Nine selected experiments on October 20, 27 and 30, being

experiments in which the coincidences were the most perfect

and the records the clear* og results:
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The specimen record
The record A is that of the experiments 2 and 3 of the second
series. The dots in the middle row represent the siren revolu-
tion, the heavy dashes on one side of them the beats, and the

(igbt dots on the other side the seconds. It will be observed
that the first two seconds of the record were useless for want
of a coincidence. The first coincidence occurs at the mark j

, a

second one similarly marked occurs three seconds Inter, a third

five seconds after the first, and a fourth at the end of ten

The record B Is a rejected obsen • of October 20.

will be seen that the first second's dot does not quite coinc

with the siren record, though the nearest siren dash is pai

effaced. If this were taken as a coincidence, the result wo
. 1384-M __ , _ :__ , __ , . „ _., ,



record is (>•> •esult would be
4

=341;

: result, particularly as the time,



exact coincidences at the first, fourth, sixth, seventh and ninth
seconds, and the imperfect coincidences at the second, thin I

and fifth. The rate of the fork as determined from it is

2750-22-8 _
fty

The above results are submitted as the first obtained by the
proposed method. I believe that, with certain improvements
in some of the mechanical details igber degree
of accuracy may be attained, and the method be made as exact

additional advantage of per-

Art. LIU.—Notes on the Volcanic
Aknold Hague and Joseph
Geological Survey.

Between the abrupt eastern wall of the Sierra Nevada and
the western base of the Wahsatch Kange lies the broad
expanse of country, over 40<» miles in width, known as the
Great Basin.

It offers sin! i shai d geological

that it forms on the grandest scale one of the most marked
physical features of the Cordillera. As the region in general

presents such -rent uniformity of geological structure, and has

everywhere been subjected to csical condi-

tions it has been called by both King and Powell the geolo-

gical province of the Great Basin.

Across the broadest portion oi this interior basin the

Geological Exploration of the I ted a belt of

country nearly 100 miles wide, and the geologists attached to

the expedition brought in large collections of volcanic rocks

and gathered many data as to their mode of occurrence and
geological relations, the results of which will be found in the

published reports ;uu\ maps ol the exploration. I" volume
vi of these publications Professor Zirkel* presented the results

of his investigation and determination of the crystalline rocks

based upon an examination under the microscope of many
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most important advance made lies in the direction of more

accurate methods Cor detern lining the species of feldspars.

Investigations in recent years have shown that many feld-

spars formerlv regarded as sanidin reallv belong to one or

more species of triclinio forms. This is 'noticeably the case

with the rocks of Hungary and the volcanic islands of the

Mediterranean, like Santonin In consequence many lavas

formerly determined as trachytes are now more properly refer-

of new thin sections have been prepared from the rocks not

heretofore examined in the collection of the Fortieth Parallel

Kxpioration and considerable new material has bee

from the man \ mi ig list) t seattei I tin mahout the Great

Basin. The Washoe and Eureka districts, the two most impor-

tant mining regions in Nevada, localities rich in the variety of

their volcanic extrusions, have been studied with care and the

results greatly increase our knowledge of the volcanic phe-

nomena of the region.

For these reasons the writers of the present article have for

some time been engaged in reviewing the Tertiary and Post-

Tertiary igneous rocks of the Great Basin and hope before

many months to submit their report for publication to the

Director of the United States Geological Survey.
Zirkel classified the volcanic rocks of the region under the

following heads: propylite, andesite, augite-andesite, dacite,

trachyte, rhvolite ., •

i tion adopted by the

of the Fortieth Parallel Exploration, they only

from him in certain specific determinations.
Propylite.—"Recently Mr. George F. Becker* in his work on

the Washoe District made a thorough investigation of the

so-called propylite and as a result denied the independence of

the rock-species. His method of work and conclusions are

given so fully that it is unnecessary to enter upon the subject

here, except to say that we quite agree with him, so far as the

non-existence of prop in the Great

Basin is concerned.
Trachyte.— It will be readilv admitted that in a elassitieation

ol volcanic n.eks based primarily upon the prevailing' I'.-ldspiir

letermmed This is |ust the crroi that Zit «•] was co stauth

committing in the work above quoted, and throughout '" s

report he des.-ni.e~ th. !eidsp ;ir s in eertain rocks as sanidin,
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our observation, that there are none which can he classed as

trachytes,—using the terra, of course, in the strict sense in

which it is now employed by most petrograpbers ami probably
by all who make u<e of the microscope in the determination of

crystalline rocks. A trachyte is that variety of volcanic rock-

in which the predominating feldspar i- orthoc-las.-, but which is

so low in silica as to be free from secretions of quartz if fully

crystallized. This definition agrees with that of both Zirkef*

andRosenbusch, f "a Tertiary or Post-Tertiary quartzlessortho-

Now none of the rocks described as trachytes by Zirkel
from the Great Basin contain any appreciabl, ^anidin. They
are all plagioclase rocks. Of the feldspars in the thin sec-

tions studied by Zirkel, nearly all show more or less striation.

There occur many, however, in which the lamellae do not tra-

verse the entire crystal, reaching only a quarter or one half

the way, and others in which only a single narrow stripe can

be detected. It was formerly considered that any feldspar

which did not show lines of striation was orthoclase, and so

sad this idea intrenched itself in the mind, that those

feldspars whose thin sections showed twinned lamellae only at

one end were thought possibly to be orthoclase containing

lamellae of a triclinic feldspar, as suggested by Zirkel4
The application of optical tests to the feldspars of these so-

called trachytes and questionable rocks of the Great Basin

leaves no doubt as to their true nature. Simple Carlsbad twins

when cut so as to give symmetrica! extinction angles or good
cleavage, prove to be quite basic plagioclase : indeed a scarcity

or even a total absence of polysynthetic lamellae is rather

characteristic of the smaller -
: Isnars. the

striations of the larger ones being usually so well developed as

to be noticed in the hand specimen upon careful search with a

pocket lens.

Chemistry fully confirms these optical determinations. This

is well shown in the analytical work of the late Dr. George W.
Hawes upon the "trachyte" of Mt. Rose, Washoe. Nevada, the

results of whie ; n pi blisl < . in detail in Mr. Becker's S recent

report.

Similiar results have been obtained bv us from the "tra-

chyte" of the Wabsatch Range, fro, aracmnstic rock of

K.i.oU X.n ni; a -i , om ,h. >>>>>, -, i the Paciii, Cca.t.

In these ted bv the Thoulet
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solution of the double iodide of mercury and potassium and

weir- found upon analysis to be andesine or oligoclase. Again.

in examining the feldspars in these so-called :n t. - apphca

lion was made of Dr. Szabo's method ol detennin

in rocks by means of the color imparted to the flame of a

Bunsen burnt tl n t t factory results, the feldspars

giving the reactions for andesine and oligoclase, and confirming

the optical and chemical determinations.

The normal trachytes of Xirkel mainly resolve themselves

into hornblende - mien - andesites; the augite - trachytes into

id most of those that remain

should be classed as dacites, while a few line-grained earthy

; Basin which are frequently

ntioned as affording fine exposures of trachyte is the Snake

raver Canon, but the specimens which we have examined Irom

near Shoshone Falls are clearly plagioclase rocks, although

they possess many of the superficial'' aspects which formerly

were regarded as ehniaeterisiie of trachytes, or orthoelase rocks.

In all probability the great sheets of acidic lava that underlie

the basalts of the Snake Plains are andesitic.

Investigation having demonstrated the non-existence of pro-

pyl ite and trachyte in the Great Basin we classify all the

volcanic rocks of the region under the following types, arrang-

ing them for the purposes of the present paper ae

their basicity rather than according to i heir geological relations:

basalt, pvroxene-andesite, hornblende andesite, h<<

mica-andesite, daeite and rhyolite. Within the limits of the

present article it is only designed to point out some ol

important mineralogica.l and structural features. leaving all

questions of their mode of occurrence, order of succession and

chemical relations till the final report.

Basalt—These rocks mav be divided into two general types:

(a) the porphyritic, consisting of a glassy and m
niierocrystalline groundmass b< rino relative!; !arg< crystals

of olivine, feldspar, and occasional I v annate a structure show-

ing (dose relations to that of many "andesite:. :
(h) th

(granular in the sense used by Kosenbusch. ::") an a_

quite uniform wniins composed of well-developed
and olivine crystals with ill-delined patches of ;n.gite and mag-

ict t.e, and frequently with considerable glass base.

The porphyritic a iet< is tin tvp. most frequent \
observed

in the collection of the Fortieth R.rallel Kxplorati.m and i>

probably by far the most abundant in the Great Basin. It •*

well described by Zirkel in his report. [t is not. however,

always holocrystalline, often carrying considerable glass base.
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''elation o! groundmnss to porph vritic crystals but also in the
*<" "i" individual crystals. No sanidins could l»e detected. In
s" nM ' hasalts tht- larger secretions are confined, to olivine, in

others to small feldspars, with olivine in minute grains, while
'

' stals, and
only in exceptional cases are all three minerals found associate* 1

together as porphyritic secretions.

Other varieties show less and less olivine, and with the

basalts and those with the tvpieal andesitic composition and
structure. The granular variety of basalt occurs far less fre-

M'^'utlv than the porphyritic. but is well shown in the structure

l^'Hs au<\ there is reason to heliev. is w, i lev. !o| >
i 01 the

great table-land of the Snake Plains.

m '. '
. .. i'iu!' L"V7 *

n'l, p!,T

andesiu' '

'i^l'd.' ''wimiimr
there are any extrusions in the Great Uasm which should be

have not beei 1 observed in this reg There
)cks free from olivine

'

t'o'u nd here

by either hypersthei
the head of a u<_dt< '-andesite, Zirkel 1 ias •

desites. Th
having a grot m imass for the most part r

re formed of innumera

Tntil'recei itly hvpersthene has'

2;::,;;t;

"ot'till \[ v .

l

\\

roclc from BuiBfalo Peaks, Colorado, w
andesite gene•rally admitted by lith .do-
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the line of Pacific Coast volcanoes, but that all the pyroxene-

andesites examined by them from along this belt may be

referred to hyperstheneandesite.

Over the wide area of the Great Basin hyperstliene is found

in nearly all varieties of volcanic rocks. Its microscopic char-

acters are very constant and quite similar to those given for

this mineral in the andesites of the volcanoes of California,

Oregon and Washington Territory. It is of a light brown

color in thin sections and with few exceptions strongly pleo

chroic, being green parallel to the c axis and yellowish-

brown at right angles to it. The strong pleochroism, generally

gray or yellow color between crossed nicols and the constant

parallelism of its extinction with the direction of the c axis dis-

tiuguish it from the accompanying augite. The hypersthene

vanes somewhat in the strength of its pleochroism, which, as

shown by analysis, probably corresponds to a variation in its

chemical composition. Its determination rests upon a micro-

scopic study of the thin sections, together with optical investi-

gations upon isolated crystals showing their orthorhombic

ing light parallel to the vertical

axis and presenting interference figures with their biaeetncea

normal to the piuacoidal planes. Chemical analysis upon

carefully selected material abundantly confirms optical tests.

Attempts to separate hypersthene from hornblende and

augite in a fine-grained rock by means of a solution of cad-

mium-boro-tungstate proved only partially successful. The

mixed grains were easily divided into two parts, one containing

all the hornblende and a little pyroxene, and the other made

up of a mixture of hypersthene and augite. By repeated

treatment with a solution of specific gravity •>'-'W, the latter

residue was divided into two parts, one consisting almost

wholly of hypersthene with a small amount of augite, and the

other largely composed of augite but still carrying a trace of

hypersthene. A careful examination under the microscope of

the purest hypersthene product indicated that considerably less

than one-tenth belonged to augite. An analysis by Mr. S. L.

Penfield, of the Sheffield Scientific School, is given in column L
Assuming now that t' between the hypers-

thene and augite is in the proportion of nine to one and

calculating a possible composition for the two mineral-, it w

evident that the orthorhombic mineral carries more lime and

alumina and less magnesia and iron than the hypersthene found

in the pumice .

:' Mount Shasta. In co umu's II and III a
.

re

given a calculated theoretic;,! composition ol the

and augite based upon Mr. Penfield's analysis of the mixture

of the two minerals.

* This Journal. Sept.. 1883.



Wherever the two minerals occur together, the byperetbene
is seen to be of earlier crystallization than the augite. and. at

the same time it undergoes decomposition much more readily.
in this respect resembling olivine. When decomposition seta
in a tibration starts from the surface and cracks in the crys-

tals, and advances parallel to the vertical axis. Fibrous horn-
blende of light green color, or colorless in thin sections with
low angle of extinction, is the ordinary alteration product.
a change which is similar to the formation of uralite from
augite. the minerals resulting from the two processes being
indistinguishable from one another under the microscope
Hypersthene occurs in all the volcanic rocks of the Great Basin

except typical olivine basalts and the most acidic rhyolites. It

forms an essentia! ingredient in many of the hornblende-ande-
sites, occur- sj . tiglv in d uute-and has been detected in some
varieties of rhyolite, presenting almost as wide a range as

augite.

Hvpersthene occurs as an essential ingredient in the rocks
b'om \V shoe described as augite-andesite by Mr. George F.

Becker in his recent work on the Comstock Lode.
Indeed it may be said that there is no pyroxene-:

the collection from this district in which hypersthene does not

equal and in most cases surpass the augite in amount. It pre-

sents all from the fresh to the fcb

decomposed mineral. In many thin sections the augite is

perfectly fresh, accompanied by hypersthene wholly altered.

It is this mingling of both hypersthene and augite in the rock

which explains the otherwise strange occurrence of both fresh

decomposed pyroxene in the same thin section

mentioned by Mr. Becker, who in his examination of the

d to recognize the hypersthene. He fre-

ntly makes use ol J as "A portion of the

es are fresh, the remainder converted into chlorite,''*

' Some of the augites are almost utiatl:t
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oughly characteristic cleavages, extinctions, etc. Others are

partially converted to chlorite, and yet others are wholly

replaced by the uniaxial dichroitic green mineral." In the

light of the present investigation it is now perfectly evident

that the decomposed mineral is mainly referable to hypersthene.

Therelatioi ^ between

olivine and hypersthene in the rocks of the Pacific Coast

volcanoes* holds equally good for the Great Basin, the olivine

increasing and replacing the hypersthene as the rock becomes

more and more basic.

Hm-nblende-andesitc.—This cock forms a well characterized

type of the volcanic rocks of the Great Basin, standing as an

intermediate variety between the acidic and basic lavas, in

general being more acidic than the pyroxene-andesites. Many
of the rocks classed by Zirkel as simply andesites we would

regard as pyroxene-andesite carrying a small amount of horn-

blende scattered through a groundmass of pyroxene and

plagioclase, the hornblendes being too few in number to

characterize the rock. Hypersthene and augite occur as the

accessory minerals in the more basic varieties of hornblende-

andesite, showing transitions into pyroxene-andesite, while, on

.the other hand, mica gradually comes in as the rock becomes

more and more acidic.

Hornblende -,„ ;>,,- in ,t/ndr.-- Under this head may be classed

a large number of andesitic extrusions -ratti'rrd tin .luhoiii

the Great Basin from the Sierras to the Wahsatch in which

mica occurs as a characteristic and essential ingredient.

Indeed a large proportion of the rocks formerly regarded as

trachytes properly fall under this division. In these rocks the

feldspars have a decidedly vitreous appearance, while the

texture of groundmass possesses a rough porous character

presenting what is known as the "trachytic habit," but, as

already shown, the entire absence of orthoclase among the

porphyritic crystals prevents their being considered in any

other light than as andesites. While, as already stated, sanidin

is regarded by most lithologists as the prevailing feldspar

found in trachytes, it should be remembered that von Bicbt-

hofen recognized an " oligoclase-trachvte " in which sanidui

was not even on essentia! ingredient: this rock agreeing with

the hornblende-mica-andesites of the Great Basin.f
Dacite—Following the development of the mica, quartz

secretions begin to appear as the rock passes more and more

into acidic varieties, and with the appearance of quartz, horn-

blende and pyroxene rapidly diminish. This gives a well-

defined rock composed mainly of plagioclase, quartz and mica,

* This Journal, Sept., 1883.

f Natural SjSi ,, 1867, p. 36.



In the € xtent of its extrusions dacite is of less importance than

widespread than has been supposed, as many rocks heretofore
'I'giinl, I as acidic trachyte and rhyolite have upon investiga
tioti proved to be characterized by plagioclase instead of

lecase with many rocks of the
fortieth Parallel Kxploration formerly classed as hyaline,

pumiceous and glassy forms of rhyolite. 'but whose feldspars as
shown by the microscope are unquestionably triclinic

WojuUtr.-— Notwithstanding the absence of trachyte, ortho-
- are by far the most abundant of all the acidic rocks

of the Great B:isin. Rhyolite extrusions occupy very large
areas forming broad plateaus, high mountain peaks and

En most localities between
the Sierras and the Wahsatch, wherever volcanic activity has
played an iporta pai rhvolite in one form or another has
reached the surface. Although plagioclase crystals are well

developed in varying proportions in a large number of rhyo-
lites, orthoclase is in

•

: ;\\\>\ characteristic

feldspar. The rhyolites have been so well discussed and
mapped in the reports of the Fortieth Parallel Exploration

aicroscopi died in such great detail

by Zirkel that very little need be said i within the limits of
this paper except to give their subdivi sion and to point out
some of their relations to other rocks.

All the rhyolites of the Great Basin m ay be classified under
one or the other of the following heads :

Nevadite,

±jipante,

Lithoidal Rhyolite,

Hyaline Rhyolite.
This sub-division agrees with that proposed by von Kieht-

hofen with the e\ •>
i led both the lithoidal

and hyaline varieties under one head. As many of the

lithoidal rocks present ;, characteristic physical habit, as well

as a thoroughly cr - », it seems proper to

separate them from the distinctly glassy forms, although varie-

ties frequently occur which pass by insensible gradations from
one to the other.

Nevadite.—This rock is characterized by an abundance of

porphyritic crystals imbedded in a relatively small amount
of groundmass. It bears a strong superficial resemblance to

von Richthofen says, "by the similarity

of color, which is of light shades of gnu and red, and by some
affinity .; e, however,
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possess a porphyritic and not a granitic structure, the rock vary-

ing from a holocrystalline groundmass to one rich in glass and

from a dense to a porous texture. Von Richthofen's use of

the expression " nevadite or granitic rhyolite," has, it seems

to us, misled lithologists to infer that he referred to the inter-

nal structural habit of nevadite, and that he regarded its struct-

ure as similar to granite. Professor Zirkel slightly modifies

von Richthofen's definition of nevadite* and in his chapter

on rhyolites says, "The scope of this section will be confined

to a description of the proper felsitic or porphyritic rhyolites,

for the almost granitic rhyolites (nevadites) are wanting in the

examined territories.''! From that time the signification of the

term nevadite has gradually changed until it has come to

designate a Tertiary vo the "rein kornig Ot

granular structure of granite.:}: Now such a rock has never, as

yet, been recognized in Nevada and its existence anywhere is

at least highly problematical. Moreover it is evident that von

Richthofen comprehended the glassy nature of the rocks called

by him "nevadite" as he says, speaking of the larger crystals,

that, " they are enclosed in a paste which is probably a partially

macrocrystalline, and partially amorphic aggregation of the

Liparite. — This rock in distinction from nevadite is char-

acterized by a small number of porphyritic cr\ stain imbedded

in a relatively large amount of groundmass but like nevadite

may occur in a holocrystalline condition as well as in a

glassy one. Both nevadite and liparite possess the porphyritic

structure, but both varieties are so characteristic of Nevada,

with such distinct lithological features and rarely if ever occur

together that it seems desirable to retain at least for the Oreal

Basin the classification as first suggested by von Richthofen.g

Between rhyolite and dacite, as might be supposed, there

exist many rocks upon which opinions might justly differ as to

which class they should properly be referred. Such
are, however, no more frequent than the transitions between

basalt and hypersthene-andesite, between hornblende- and

pyroxene-andesite, or any two closely allied species. Indeed,

where the conditions for the developement of sanidin seem

favorable it usually comes in strong force; the change from

itioned by von Richthofe
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Again the distinction between dacite and rhyolite is somewhat
sharply drawn by a large.development of biotite in the daeites,
whereas as soon as the sanidin makes its appearance as the
predominant feldspar mica loses its prominence, and in most
rhyolites of the Basin, although there exist a few marked
exceptions, mica plays a very subordinate part.

It might seem natural to suppose that where the basic rocks
arc largely characterized by anon

I e, the inter-

- by andesine and oligoclase, and the acidic varieties
by orthoclase, that the trachytes would be represented by at
least some minor extrusions" Investigation, however, shows
that the typical trachyte known to occur in other parts of the
world has never been brought in from this region. Over this

wide area with its great variety of volcanic rocks sanidin only
makes its appearance after quartz has come in as an essential

constituent among tie rials. It may be laid.

down as a general law for the Great Basin that, there is among
the volcanic lavas no quartzless variety of orthoclase rocks.

In geologi.
i

|
orta lescriptive of \ i reas we fre-

quently meet with the statement that the rocks are made up of

"andesites and trachytes" or " trachytes and rhyolites." ft

seems to ms that, in future such expressions should be more
earef'tillv considered, it having been shown that at least in the

Great Basin such an association of lavas is unknown.
Our work leads us to believe that trachytes occupy a far

more restricted position among volcanic rocks than has hereto-

fore generally been supposed. The independence of rhyolite

<iiid trachyte from a eeoiogical point of view seems quite

clear, for in regions of widespread volcanic activity it is far

more frequently associated with andesitic than with trachytic

eruptions.

During the summer of 1883, some facts throwing

the relationship existing between these formations along the

St. Croix River, Wisconsin, fell under my obser\

though not new in kind,* thev mav be of interest to those who
are endeavoring to find in the East a correlative of the Wis-

consin Potsdam.
In northwestern Wi

thickness, from the Lai

• stone above, of about one thous:

two horizons in which fossiliferous rei
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abundant, viz: (1) the middle of the formation, and (2) the

middle of the upper third.

At Osceola Mills, about four miles from the southernmost

outcrop of the Copper-bearing or Keweenawan Series, the

second of these two horizons is found at an elevation of about

l<n» feet above the level of St. Croix River, and presents a some-

what peculiar though characteristic fauna. Some of these

layers are exceedingly porous and friable, and yet they contain

casts of Holopea Sweeti and a Bellerophon in great abundance.

Were it not for the Potsdam trilobites and brachiopods in these

same layers, one might well imagine that he was gazing upon a

Trenton sandstone. But, a few feet below these layers all evi-

dence of life ceases and one looks in vain for a fossil down to

the water's edge. While closely examining these lower layers

at Osceola, I was greatly interested in the discovery of several

. pebbles in the sandstone evidently derived from the Kewee-

nawan series at the northward. The sandstone here became

variable in color and hardness, being on the whole darker and

in certain places exceedingly compact, or as Capt. Knapp
expressed it, baked. But no fusion or evidence of heat from

steam-holes was present.

The government force engaged in building dams on the St.

Croix under the supervision of Capt. Knapp had, the previous

winter, dug into a most curious deposit on the Minnesota side of

the river, about four miles north of Osceola and near the out-

lying outcrops of Copper-bearing rock. Under the guidance of

Capt. Knapp, the locality was visited late one afternoon, and

the "most curious deposit" was found to consist of "trap'

conglomerate. The conglomerate composed a ridge which

stretched to the westward from the river bank to the bordering

ledge of sandstone one-fourth of a mile back. The river end of

the ridge is about fifty feet in height and one hundred feet in

its base. The component bowlders, bowlderets and

pebbles of the conglomerate varied in size from those at the

comminuted material at the"top where ihe rock might with pro-

priety be called sandstone. All the bowlders were highly al-

''.c- K app. .11 1 «v.lit tie resemblance between

tliernand tin: hard, resistant mdapnnn t v inchanginiz '"trap

bowlders and lcd-es with which' he was familiar. Hut after

ined with quartz crys
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licit was discovered, all the alterations being evidently the work
of infiltrating waters continued through countless ages.

Conclusions: 1. The material of this conglomerate, all being
more or less rounded, and the shells, being .vilhout exception
fn.gnienial, must have been subjected to violent wave action
along cliffs of Coppcrd.curing rock at this exposed point of the
ancient (not to say Areha>an) island. 2. There was some
evidence to show that this fifty feet in depth of conglomerate
not only graduates into sandstone above, but also on each side.

Hence the ridge may mark the mouth of a primordial mountain
torrent. 8. The age of the deposit seen must be late Potsdam
since it graduates into sandstone of that age.

4. This conglomerate is not exceptional, since the Potsdam is

itic along its shore margin in Wisconsin, and on the
St. Lawrence River in New York (as seen by the writer). This
conglomerate is well shown in the vicinity of Laurentian granite
;i T Chippewa -Falls and Eau Claire. Wisconsin, and near Oak
Point eighteen miles above (>o(| ( nsb a ••_, Mew York. Hence the

Keweenawan or Copper bearing rocks were , subjected to the
same erosive and denuding agency, whatever that may have
been, which broke off and transported to the sea-shore portions
of Laurentian and Huronian ledges, in Wisconsin, only the

lower layers of the Potsdam may, at the present time, be seen in

contact with the Laurentian and Huronian rooks, except around
the islands of .piart/ite and quartz-porphyry in southeastern

Wisconsin. Here the conglomerate is uniformly present and
presents phenomena analogous t«> that just described on the St.

Croix above Osceola. 5. The Keweenawan series is older

than, unconformable with, and has supplied much of the

material \<>r. the Potsdam smdstone.
These conglomerates bordering the Laurentian. Huronian

and Keweenawan areas must hav part of the

bowlders of the drift deposits of the Northern States.

Art. LV.— On the Eij>region >y Elctrical l^-'-f-mrt in Terms

of a Velocity; by FRANCIS E. NlPHER.*

If a spherical shell of radius r be charged with Q units of

electricity, the density of electrification being ,<<• the force <//•'

over anv element <h of its surface will be 2/T/A/s. This force

is directed radially outward, and is due to the action of the

electrification Q on the i

•* element.

Ff the radius , be diminished to /. the enemy of the elec-
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in energy being due to work done on the sphere by some

external source, causing the sphere to collapse. If the element

ds sweeps through a distance dr, the stored energy wiU be

dE=dFdr (1)

where da> is the solid angle subtended by the ele

'-U/P
where one integration is carried over the surface of the
and the other is carried inward between the limits r

Performing the integrations, we have

Q units of electricity, and hence the potential of the sphere (

itself between the limits r and r' is equal to the difference in i

initial and final energy.

If the sphere were connected with the ground by a wire

resistance (R), the radius (r) might be changed in such a ma
ner as to preserve the potential {V) constant. In this case

current of constant intensity would flow through the wire, ai

as V= jL it is clear that r must change at a uniform rate, or

; the duration of the operation. Further,
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rd0° =T-^*"

r')

This is the stored energy during the operation. But the en-
ergy of the electrification at first was $rV\ and at the end is

ir' V\ so that there has nevertheless been a diminution of energy

of E-E' =~(r-r') (5)

It appears that, under conditions of our experiment, the

sphere has less energy at the close of the experiment than at

the beginning by a quantity - (r—r'), while the equal energy

represented by the potential of the electrification on itself was
added. The total energy lost by the shell was, therefore,

B= V\r-r>) (6)

The current in the wire was, by Ohm's law,

_ d_Q _ F
v ~

rlt ~

E

J

hence Q- Q'=Z(t-t),

and hence the energy of the current during the operation was

or by (3), A-7f^T {1)

The expressions (6) and (7) must be equal to each other, and

hence Ev = I, or 11=—,

where v is the constant velocity of each point in the surface

of the shell ; This problem is well known,
and a solution of it

' '

The above solution
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lli'xurc), or u, a change in the personal .-. piation <>t the observe/.

error by which astronomical observations are always more or

less affected, and to show how, in a simple manner, the error

can, in general, be eliminated.

In the theory of astronomical refraction as given by Laplace,

Bessel and others, each investigator assumes that the refraction

always takes place in a vertical plane, and all refraction tables

in use at the present time are constructed on this hypothesis.

which therefore assumes that all layers of atmosphere of the

same dmistty, over any given locality, are parallel to the horizon.

That such an assumption is frequently the cause of errors, by no

means insensible, which can, at most observatories, be removed

by computation, will now be shown.
Let us suppose that two observers at points A and B, on the

same level and separated by the short distance I), observe at the

same instant, equal temperatures, the barometric pressures how-

ever being p x
and p, Now in order that the pressures over the

two stations shall be the same, the observer at B no

through the distance Jh corresponding to a decrease in the p''<s

sure/>
9
equal to p a

-p v A line drawn from A to the elevated

station will then be the line of equal pressure, and the inclina-

tion of this line to the horizon will equal tan -1— which, since

M
this angle will always be small, can be placed equal to „•

As the differences between the refractions computed for

inclined and for horizontal strata will always be very small, an

error in the assumed law of refraction will have little or no

eil'eet on these differences: terms of the second order becoming

sensible only at great zenith distances. The familiar expression

giving nearly the observed mean refractions, and t;

sponding to the retractions that would be produced by a homo-

geneous atmosphere 5*12 miles high, having an index of refrac-

tion to= 1-00028, can for the present purpose be assumed to

represent the observed mean refractions.



horizon, ami lot f he the amde which a vertical plane, perpen-
f l|<'»hu to the Imool interaction oi the inclined and horizontal
planes, makes with the meridian, reckoned from the south
point toward the west through 360°; the angle

<J>
always being

'.» thai quadranl in I greatest.
Now a ray of light from a star lyingin the plane whose azimuth

'? e\ and making with the normal to the horizontal plane the

~ D h -

reover be wholly in zenith uista'

• , ...•
al plane. If W" denotes the ar

mine makes with the meridian,

will, after refraction, lie in a pi

izou by the angle

a
J/

'

sin ( V- W")
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actually lies, while the first expression gives the displacement

in zenith distance.

ilting from the introduction of the

illy be applied to observations made with the

we need but deduce the formulae, and tables

for the corrections to meridian observations. In other words

the corrections to the observed times of meridian transit, and

to the reduced zenith distances. Let Aa and Az denote these

corrections, then we evidently have, since ¥"=

A* M ,- W - - .

Thus far we have assumed the temperature to be consts

as however this is not the case, the above values will be larj

in error unless similar terms allowing for the change in 1

perature are included in the expressions for Aa and Az.

According to Bessel the coefficient of expansion of atr

pheric air is e=0'002 (nearly) for each degree Fahrcnl

Now, if at two stations, on the same level (separated by

distance D), j> x
and p9 are the simultaneous pressures when

COFresponding temperatures are r, and rv the refraction at

second station expressed in terras of the refraction at the

station will be given by the equation*

-GW
lor. the values of r

x
and r

a , for temperatuivs ami pn-ssunv

from the assumed normal values, will be in error by

the same amount, and as we have only to deal with

the differences in the refractions at the two stations, the results

obtained will not, in general, be sensibly in error. The last

equation, if we neglect small quantities, can be put into the

form

:

.-.-K-'.)

his value of a is 57"-75 for 2=0, varving (a! first slowly) to

55"-75 for 2= 80°. By equating the barometric and thermome-
tric terms we find />,-p^-0-059 inch fo-r,). An increase

of 10° in the temperature therefore produces nearly the same
change in the refraction, as does a decrease of 0*59 inch in the

pressure.

* See ChauvenW- -g, ...
, .,; imi P| „ tioa] Astronomy, vol. i. p. 1«5<»-
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Now the term r%
— r, being due to the difference in the density

of the atmosphere at the two stations, the layers of the same
not -n-

t
>ara!!o to the horizon. The equivalent

inclination of the layers of equal pressure, for a uniform tem-

perature, will depend upon the term PJClEl~ Jh, while the

inclination of the layers of equal density, for a uniform pres-
sure, will depend upon the term e(r

1
-T

i
)=Jh /

. These layers
will not necessarily be inclined in the same direction.

The tri-daily weather maps of the IT. S. Signal Service, will

generally furnish all the necessary data for rinding the amount
unl direction of inclination for points in the United States.

Let D denote the length of the shortest line that can be
drawn, on the map (through the point of observation) connect-
ing two isobars, one being on each side of the station, and let

W denote the angle which this line makes with the meridian.
reckoned from the south point toward the west through 360°.

Let the similar data for two isotherms be D' and ¥'; the angles

the quadrants of greater pressure and temperature
speetively

M' . m, . Ah
. m Ah'— sin '/'

, and -- eosF, -rr-r

Hence the compl

15 \D

\ D

ete expressions

sinV + JA'sinBID *- + D ,

* f
l)'

co8
<

for Ja and Jz

(180°+^'))e«

. If D and T)' are .

expressed in the s

maps differ by 010
isotherms, we have'

ame unit. A
inch for the i

iles, Jh
k s the ;

lobars,

and J

.diacn
and by

Ah=— 5-12 JA<=°-~ ™
niendLltitt^unlen

the inclination

t, then if for b

, of the

Jmle

a(^.iny+f 8in(1 8o'+ n)
and use this value in the reduction ol' the observations, t.

corrections to the times of transit, for meridian refraction

n, will be wholly allowed for.
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In order to show the facility with which thes

are applied, as well as to give a general idea of tl

of the corrections, the following tables are given :

m ''/,:-
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To obtain the correction to be applied to the level constant

6, of the instrument, we have but to multiply the values a \

and a~ taken from table I, with the arguments D' and D, by

the sines of the angles 180°+ ¥' and W respectively, and take
:

>raic sum of the products. Similarly the quantities in

table III are to be multiplied by the cos'itu-s of the angles
180°+ ¥' and W respectively. For stars north of the zenith J.
must have the opposite sign from that given by the equation.
An inspection of the weather maps of the Signal Service as

published by the War Department, will show that the distance
between two adjacent isobars or isotherms is frequently less

than thirty miles, and at times not more than one-half of this

distance. As the times of observations will not in general
correspond with the times for which the maps are constructed,
the values of D, W and J)', W\ can when necessary, be interpo-

lated for the middle time of the observations and assumed to

I'emain constant for the series. A glance at the map will at

once indicate whether the corrections will be sensible or not.

At an isolated station, if the hourly thermometric and barometric
changes are noted, the observer can still deduce the corrections,

provided he has any means for finding the veloctiy and direc-

_
The most reliable data would of course be obtained from

simultaneous observations i a. - ical work
is going on), at three or more neai >ns on the

same level and lying within a radius of fifty miles. One of

these stations would be at the observatory itself.

Where the aim of an observatory is to determine absolute

positions, an arrangement of this kind, if not indispensable, is

iii>t.—The formu



and A
2

are constants, let us put —

—

1 =A' ; the above equations then become

from which i and W are easily found. The most favorable values

of A, and A n ,
give A2

- A, = db90°. The angle W should (m

ordet to use the formulae already given for Jot and Az) be taken

in the quadrant of greatest temperature; then in order that / may

alwavs be considered positive we substitute, as before, the value

180°+ W in the equations for Aa and Jz. The argument I) can

be found by means of table I from the expression a*=« -jj.

eting of the Colorado Scientific Society

called attention to an interesting
'

kaulinite found by the writer in the National Belle mine at

Red Mountain, Ouray County, Colorado.
The appearance of the mineral in question is that oi a mass

of small glistening white scales visible to the naked eye. Un-

der the microscope these scales are resolved into n

erto described under the head of kaolinite in the d.

of well-de; anes, to the exclusion, in most in-

stances, of those" in the prismatic zone. The general form is

shown in the annexed diagram, which is a camera lucida draw-

ing of three of the observed crystals.

considerable qua
products, in the huge vuggs, or cham

ind irregularly distributed" through ai

he latter being enclosed in a highly

i origin.
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The suggestion made by Captain Dutton,* that the increase
of precipitation due to a higher sea-level temperature might
conceivably be confined to regions below the isotherm of 0° C,
is one of such extreme simplicity that I can scarcely believe it

to have escaped the physicists and geologists who' have writ
ten on glacintion. Some months since I ventured to contribute

until I had carefully considered the possibility which my col-

league has since brought forward. I arrived at the conclusion
fcHal though conceivable, it was inapplicable to terrestrial con-
ditions; but before giving the reasons for this conclusion I beg
leave to restate the problem as I understand it.

This can be done in two ways, of which the first and most
usual is: Given a definite locality, the mean temperature of
which is now compatible with fch era, will an
increase of temperature at sea-level tend within certain limits to

increase the accumulation of ice upon it? In this form the
question is one of great complexity, for it involves a knowledge
of all the climatic changes which would accompany a change
of sea-level temperature. A portion only of these are known
with any sort of approximation, and the gaps must be filled

with assumptions which everv opponent is at liberty to deny.
The second method of staring the problem is as" follows: If

two periods of different sea-level temperature and correspond-
ingly different permanent snow-lines are compared, which will

show the greater accumulation of ice above its own snow-line
under similar topographical conditions? This question, which
is that to which I attempted to give an answer in my former
paper, appears comparatively simple, for it does not compel any
definite assumption as to the relation between elevation and
temperature.

As I understand Captain Dutton, he would reply to this

latter question that the accumulation in each period would be
the same, the whole excess of moisture of the warmer period
falling as rain below the snow-line. His statement might have
been made somewhat more broadly, for the same argument
shows that upon his suppositions the precipitation above any
isotherm is independent of the temperature at sea-level. If, for

exami le, the characteristic temperature at sea-level in the cooler

period were 10° and in the warmer period 20°, then the entire

excess of moisture evaporated during the warmer period would
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be precipitated below the isothermal line or surface characterized

during the same period by a temperature of 10°. His supposi-

tions are two: that, the atmosphere is saturated (unless, special

exception is made, which is not the case in his concluding

remarks), ami, as the results of a calculation that the difference

in the velocity of the wind in the two period is

Granting for the sake of argument the insignificance of the dif-

ference in the velocity of the wind,* it is certain that, if the

supposed complete saturation of the atmosphere would produce

no essential alteration in the problem, Captain Button's result

is immediate and inevitable ; but as complete saturation repre-

sents an extreme case, it seems desirable to examine its bearing

on the results.

No one of course would think of denying that the mean

saturation of the whole atmosphere is never complete nor even

the mean saturation of the portion of it which is in immediate

contact with the sea. All know, on the contrary, that descend-

ing currents of relatively dry air constantly mingle with the

moist air at the sea-level, more or less reducing its vapor con-

tents. A similar process goes on at every level, and all must.

I think, admit not only that complete saturation of any entire

stratum of the atmosphere has never been observed, out that

such a phenomenon cannot have taken place at least during

later geological epochs. At every level above the surface of

the earth the rise of air bodies, and sometimes other causes.

tend to chill the air below its dew point, while at the same tune

the continual admixture of drier air from higher regions tends

to dilute the vapor and lo keep it in the gaseous form. Precip-

itation therefore must be, as it certainly is, a local phenom-

enon induced by circun stfn ces wl ch favor the chilling of the

air while (absolutely or relatively) retarding the intermixture

of dry air with the moist. Were it not for the constant return

to the surface of desiccated currents, evaporation must evidently

altogether cease. On the other hand so long as precipitation

takes place, air must be more or less completely desiccated and

the process of distillation must continue.
More or less completely saturated air from the surface min-

gled with dry air from above forms a mixture, the dew point

of which is considerably below the temperature of sea-level,

and such a mixture may of course rise (• '

corresponding to its own dew point without precipitation. The
process of admixture however is in general continuous, taking

place at all levels, and it cannot be asserted of anv particular

molecule of vapor that it may not reach the confines of the

atmosphere un precipitated.

It appears to me improbnl „ t | , r t | , „„, , , h | eh , r ,_, u -l el i
wanner <;li
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the conditions otherwise being equal, it will not lie denied by
any one that the lower strata of the wanner atmosphere contain
a greater absolute amount of moisture than the lower strata ol

the cooler atmosphere, but on Captain Dntton's suppositions
this excess is confined entirely to the lower strata. Suppose
this condition of things to exist at a given instant. Then if

the descending dry currents come into play and the tendency
of the warm, moist surface air to rise is taken into consideration.
it appears that a portion of this excess will he carried upward
by convection and be added to the moisture of higher strata as

airgraphs. And though a part of
,;

' * Id tional moisture might and probably would be precipi-

tated at various levels, I cannot avoid the conclusion that, by
the continuous admixture of dry air, a part of the excess would
be carried on indefinitely, or, in other words, that the absolute
humidity at every isothermal surface, ox the relative humidity
of the whole atmosphere, would be greater during the warmer
period than during the colder one. There would indeed be a

very slight, as it seems to me insignificant, counteracting tend-

ency. The humidity of the lower strata of the air could not

be increased by descending currents, because a rise of tempera-
ture and an increased capacity for moisture would attend their

compression in sinking* but rain drops from upper levels fall

through warmer air than that in which they form, and there

must be a minute evaporation during their passage. It seems,

however, hardly possible to maintain that this addition to the

moisture of the atmosphere near the surface is comparable with

the contran tendency which has been enlarged upon.

It appears quite certain therefore, that the absolute humiditv
at what I have called the glacial isotherm (where the tendency
to the accumi m, not far from 0° C.)

or. Adi at is exactly tin same thing, the mean relative h u ndit\

of the air over the glacial zone, during a warmer period, will be

greater than ovet tin corresponding but not identi. i.l glacial

zone during a cooler one. Preci] isotherm

may most naturally be supposed to be simply proportional to

the mean relative humidity. It is indeed < civabl. that

this isotherm would be greater, complete saturation might be

more seldom attained : but 1 know of nothing tending to prove

such a relation. On the other hand, as I showed in my !«»nnei

paper, the empirical inference from observations on the dimin-

ution of temperature with altitude along mountain slopes is,

be the decrease offer .
isotherm, a relation
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this line inde-

...... if the relation

between relative humidity and precipitation is not simple and

direct, it is probable that precipitation at the glacial isotherm

increases more rapidly rather than less rapidly than the relative

humidity.

I must conclude therefore, as I did before, that " the rate of

decrease of temperature and the mean saturation will probably

be greater in the warmer period . . . near the glacial isotherm,

and indeed on the same grounds, for I prepared a passage for

my former paper presenting in a more condensed form

the arguments here offered, but omitted it as being manifest

without special mention.
The argument here presented does not include all the impor-

tant factors involved in the relations of temperature to glacia-

tion, some of the others being sketched in my previous paper.

That here offered, however, may serve to show the essential

part which convection plays in the distribution of precipitation.

San Francisco, Office D .

-
i., 1884.

ART. LTX—A New Dimctin,* fm;n the Pori.f,t <i roup of Western

New York; by EPGEXE N. S. RlNGUEBERG.

Taking advantage of one of the pleasant days of January

to make a short trip, down among the black carbonaceous

shales of the Portage Group, to a fine exposure i

along the lake shore at Sturgeon Point, a projection of land

about twenty miles below Buffalo, principally for the purpose

of obtaining some of the Calamites found there, I was bo for-

tunate as to obtain, besides a quantity of undetermined fish

scales, the fossil here described.

Immense placoderms of the genus Dinicthys have been

known for quite a number of years past from the Huron shales

of Ohio; but none till now have been recognized from its

equivalent in this State.

The specimen found consists of a dorsal shield belonging to

a iJintctJrys which exhibits such distinctive speeitic variations

from the two Ohio species, D. Hertrxri and I). TerrdV N'ewk.

both in size (which is only one-fifth of that of the largest of

this species), and in form, as to require a specific description.

Dinicthys minor (n. sp.)

Dorso-median shield. Surface having a fine grained rugose

appearance. Plate gently arched anteriorly ami
sloped toward the flattened posterior margiu which is but

slightly arched.
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Anterior margin describing an almost perfect semicircle ol

five and one-half inches in diameter, which comprises the

anterior five ninths of the plate, and represents its widest

extension; a slight sinus half way from the crest on either

side. The highest point of the shield is on a ridge situated a

little back from the anterior median margin and extends at

right angles across the upper part, from which elevation the

surface is beveled off toward the outer margin.

Posterior portion rather squarish, -trough sinuate; the two

lateral sinuses sharply cut out nearest the forward part, where

they end with a well defined angle at their junction with the

anterior semicircular portion
;

posteriorly, curving around the

sub-obtuse latero - anterior angles into the lateral posterior

sinuses. Posterior margin with a wide shallow median sinus,

arid two smaller lateral ones.

The latero-posterior angles are placed on a line with the cen-

tral portion of the median sinus, and the shield is one-half inch

narrower here than at the median transverse diameter. A
slight median longitudinal depression along the central portion

of the lateral third.

Under side concave; divided into two lateral fossae by a

strong longitudinal spine or crest projecting anteriorly beyond

the margin of the shield, where it bifurcates. It projects one-

half inch downward from the plate near the anterior border

where it is about one-fourth of an inch thick and from which

it gradually enlarges to three-eighths of an inch at a point

about one-third of the length of the plate from the border,

when it rapidly tapers off.

The projecting portion of the spine widens out and bifur-

cates into two thin perpendicular plates ; which, aft<

somewhat beyond the margin rapidly slope downward and for-

ward, terminating in two sharp points on a plane with the

lower border of the inferior crest, one-half inch apart, with a

projection of five-eighths of an inch beyond the plate.

Length of plate, exclusive of spine, four and one-half indie.-.

Median portion one-eighth of an inch in thickness. The right

lateral sinus in the specimen figured is sli- ith deeper than the

left. It must have been of large size, though but a pigmy

compared with its congeners of the adjacent seas! some of which

wore from two to three feet across their armor-clad backs.
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2. Apatite.

Several years ago the writer, through the kindness of Mr.

Samuel R Carter of Paris, Me., was able to examine a crystal

of apatite of so unusual form as to deserve a special notice.

The examination was completed at that time but the results

are now for the first time published. The crystal was from the

tourmaline locality at Paris, Me., and when received was partly

coated by a film of cookeite which, however, readily scaled

off, leaving the planes beneath uninjured. The crystal was

small, about one-fourth of an inch in length, and had a deep

blue color. The form of the crystal is given in the adjacent

figure ; it is remarkable both for its complexity and also be-

cause the pyramidal termination is essentially formed by a

pyramid of the third order. The occurrence of these heniihe-

dral forms on apatite is common, but they are usually subord-

inate, being onlv modifications of the predominating simple

form. The pyramidal angle in this case (2 1- 1 A 3'H1) is 51° 37'.

The planes here present are :

Of these planes, the two marked by an asterisk are new to the

:.-'!v /. i" i. whi.-h was determined by the fact of its

being in the zone / to 0, and also in the zone between m and

,nm 1 and 32TI). The form 7
( 7 , was determined in part

by the zone /-2. 3-2. etc. (lT'M, 21- 1), and also by tin- measured
angle on *-2=ll° to 12°. The planes q were uniformly rough

rand allowed of only approximate measurements. The ealeu-

c=0-73460S as given



'"OH "I the rare species tvsonite from Colorado, desc
Alien and Comstock ami proved by them to be a fluoride <>f

metala (this Journal, 111, xix, 390, 1880). This
specimen is much the largest which has yet been found, having
a weight of no less than two and a half' pounds. It was very
lioiuoMcneoiis and only on one side showed a partial alteration
to hasiiiiisite; it exhibited very distinctly the characteristic

basal cleavage of the species. At one point the summits of a
ygv crystals were observed, and through the kindness of Mr.
'Tyson the writer has been able to obtain some data to complete
the description of the species. The original crystals showed
only the basal plane and the prisms of the first and second
order (/. and /-2). The crystals now in hand, or rather crystal-

line fragments, showed in addition the planes 1, 2, and 2-2.

It was furthermore observed on them that the mineral has a dis-

tinct cleavage parallel to the unit prism /. The observed
planes for the species are then :

Of these the form
the planes allbrdim
The length of the vertical axis is then

and the more
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the same whether the camphol be right

r/, *,„.., II. xli, 327, April, U
5. On a relation between

at tit, t>oi!in<i-j«>; lt t. <o<<1 it.s

If m = the molecular weight, —

(1
L
"'S = - -' = ~ = N, the relatii

the wall of the solid. Sine.' the value of N is small, the author

multiplies it by 1000. The results, of the measurements are given

for 6i) organic liquids, water being first measured. For tins

l'n|iiid, a" was found to be 15-090 at 8-0°. llexaue gives >> —\-.>\ b

at 135-9°. Ethyl alcohol. „*= frs-i, ,/-.«= 1 -T05 ami N=:^--t:»t

78°, etc. Comparing now to-vb- <- l.odies,

the values of a? and of N are closely similar. Tl

aieohol, ethyl formate and ether, bodies which have dub-rent

hoiling points though the same molecular weights, 73-S4, have

the following values of a3
: 4*416, 4-528, 4-521. ' Ami the isomers

methyl butyrate, propyl aeetate ami ethyl propionate give for N
the values 15-9, 15*6 and 15-6. Moreover,
the isomers of the fatty series those with the highest boiling

points show the greatest capillary elevation, the greater number

'""I- 1
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molecular volume) may be calculated if the other is knov

calculated and observed values of X as given in the
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very close. With regard to the equation of the curve,

concave toward the axis of abseissas, the author finds

y=— . Z"
48292'*-00167628

^ the equation of a logarithmic ci

complete table of the liquids tested, their formulas an
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8. Magnetic effect of Electrical <\,„r<cft <,u.— KowlandV ex-

periment upon the magnciic effect of electrical conviction lias
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the practical applications of electricity, and the excellence of this

treatise cannot fail to be appreciated by all who use it.

12. Heat; by P. G. Tait, M.A., etc. 368 pp. 8vo. London,
lns4 (Macinillan A: Co.). The well-known name of the author is

a sufficient guarautei ><f the hi^h character of this treatise, ami

lucid exposition ot' the prineiples . >i this department of Physics

will not be disappointed. The author states that the work is

intended especially for students who have not a scientific career

this class of students the work is admirably adapted in its clear-

ness and simplicity of style, fullness of word illustration and

laical development, t tli. funda , utal principles. It K Imwever,

whose design is more strictly scientific, for there is a freshness m
suggestive

successive forms in LCeological time.

the direct derivation of the Nautilus fa

from a kind having the shell a simple b

an Ortboceras—the young form in Goi
tilus being of this kind. 'The remainin
simplest form, and those of Cyrtocera
development, but still bear evidence, i

"descendants of the close-coiled N"ant

epta, but they do i

ps, but with less S!
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the importance of the subject as to its derivation fi-< »m chrysolite

and chondrodite. Under the head of " Serpentines in North

America," the author might have cited many more facts than lie

illustrated on a grand scale and with details that are exceedingly

F..,t. ! M.'.'. I!.- .. \e\v W Inr, tlu ch m-< o't

pated in the change and -how all shades of -

magnetite in line crystallizations occur as resi

where a nearly white serpentine often occurs

apparent: . on of the cho:

The Taconic ./action in Vtnloyy; by T. Steisry H
I. Transactions of the Roval Society "i' Canada,

i, section 4, 1883, Montreal.—The deficiencies arid one-si

Mr. Hamlin
Mjueuce of tin
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height of 2000 meters. The author draws attention to the fact

of the transverse directions in the great uplifts of the two moun-

tain-making disturbances.

Mr. Barrois detected coccoliths in the Devonian rocks and con-

cluded that these microscopic convex or plano-convex diska are

of inorganic origin and not organic (p. 46).
_
The Paleontological

6. Catalog,/, <>f th. /•'.,<,;/ Sftnng.n in tin (
,'

',..„/'„,,

,

eal Depart-

ment of tin-, 'liritl'sh Mn S,„u> (Xatarai Wstory). with I >e«r,-ir ti>ns

of new ami !;tti,-f:„oic, xjxries, by Co:<>k«;k J. IIindb, Vh.D.,

F.G.S. 248 pp. 4to, with 38 lithographic plates.—The remark

aide fullness „t the Ibitisl, .Mu-uni in its collection of fossil

general review of the subject and contribute largely in species

and iaet> to tlii- brand oi ,. il- .,, T ,,1 ,ev I |„ _« ... i .-pre-

ar. o! -, \< is sj,., ,., ., u,d i

!

i. t .,] ( d< ireous >J species

are from the Paleoy.oie, 10 from the Triassie. PO from the Jurassic,

245 from the Cretaceous and ;! from the Tertiary. The many
plates are well filled with excellent figures. The text closes

with a full bihlioo-raphv.

7. Origin of the Italian Serpentina ; by B. Lotti (Boll. R.

Com. <;eol. llal. 1^ p 11. 12). -Tin author of thi- paper

serpentines have been produced by the alteration of the eruptive

rocks, diabase and dioryte, or of euphotide. which he is inclined

also to place in this class of rocks.

8. Phosphatic a'tposits in tin Cretaceous of Alabama. — ^
letter to the editors from Professor Eugene' A. Smith, Si ate

Geologist of Alabama, reports the diseoverv of important deposits

of phosphatic nodules an I U'i , -and b. N" it II unhur- in l Vll".v

County, at the base of the Rotten limestone. The gotten lime-

stone is represented only by its lowermost beds. Below it. occur

r .ie :

in diameter from that of"a pea ,,, !m ;,„•!, ,„ „„„•»•, associated

with various f..^ik .,„ ,.„.. ,.
.

P.aeulites.

; (3) one fool to I
>lored sandy

marl, averaging 10 per cent in il (4) whitM'
calcareous and micaceous sands, holding small ovster-shells, with

some phosphate, and. below a level of 20 to HO feet, compact
bluish sands in which there b considerable -rcen sand. The
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letter states the probability thai these phosphatic beds are con-
tinued h< ii I tli. II tt< ii i , to n across tin Stat< - . \uuin
through Kutaw and other places to Farmington in ;

<Ti-eeii sands t'ruiu Kutaw have been found on analysis to contain
8 per cent of phosphoric acid.

!>. All;/ea/eiai ami <-lu-a<l*<-h<> Grohupe von Justus Roth,
Zwoirer Hand, . *

-
1 , \ - um! \

. r ,. Krupti\-
gesteine. pp. 1 to 210, 8vo. Berlin, !>- (Wilhebn Hertz).—
' hi> tirsi part of the second volume of lioth's very valuable work

further, to a descrip! ion of p! itonic and older < n ptive rocks.

10. Third Annual lienor/ of the State Mineralogist of Cali-

fornia, tor the year ending June 1, 1883. Ill pp. Svo. Sacra-

l>orax deposits i Ca • ;.!
>;"•'

brought togethi.a- a huge amo lint of

the topics cone
oHspeeial^pra ) Calif
ested in the i

addition to the d from

by the author
amount of labor

11. Brief No th*,H tfsoau ,

•-•- ,///,

affording thin smooth lamina-. Hardness ;V5 (amor]

Transparent to sul r'rai -! ic» nt \n malysis yielded

= 100

•small amounts ot soda \

which was regarded as
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For this the author writes the formnla U0 2 , RO,lT0 3
or mor

exactly 6UR0
9
U +U 3 (0 6U) a , in which the R includes the tln

rium, cerium and yttrium earths and lead. The author gives a

extended discussion of the constitution of the related nraniui

minerals.— GhoI. For. For/,. Stockholm, vii, 59, 1884.

Allaktitk.—A mineral describe*! by A. S ).".-).
;i a-- ucrurrm,

')rt)i<ij»inacoid; according to II. Sjogren it is near in form t

.,-*:. -;\ -C> ('<,!.» v.-U.,\\ i. ijivci Strougiv pi oehroh (wheiu

the name). An analysis afforded



to us to represent something between the two
led species or tonus, more or less modified by long
Of the two old figures which he refers to it, that
ig. t. 1892, we should say belongs to his C. crispa,

i Rot. Rep. t. 71, to C. cylindrica. As to C.erioate-

\ at all of Anleriean origin . and nv i mid to our
it is :, hybrid of ('. Viti%Il./and C i, {f-t/fifo/i,!.

C. rctv-Klittn are well figuired. the i

ized flowers. C. Pitch, ri ired in one
ered forms ; a 7. Sargent,.. if we are

m, is only as mall, r-tknvered form of the samenot much mistake

C. Texensis Buckley is the name preferred to C. con'tnea of

I'-ngwlniaim, on tin -round that thel'ormei U the earliei published.
We think quite otherwise, though there is room for question.

Ibickiey's uaim \ • } il-li-hrd in 1*03. Ibu Ik had before him
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specific grav • by Professor Latti-

more, of Rochester, N. Y., of 4-72. An analysis of the iron by
Mr. Kinnicutt afforded Iron 89-00, nickel 10-65, cobalt 0*45, cop-

per and phosphorus traces; of the olivine, Silica 40-02, iron

protoxide 14-06, mangaiiest protoxide o-lo, magnesia 45-tiO.

Specific gravity of the" olivine, WW; of the iron, 7*894. Small

grains of bronzite were detected.

Mr. Kinnicntt states that the external resemblance of the

specimen to those of the Atakama iron is striking, ISuchm-r's

analyse of the iron of the latter gave Iron 88*01, nickel 10-25,

The olivine, according to an analvsis by Sclimid. contains only

36-92 per cent of silica; but the aiialysis'ii-^ds revision, since the

*o»„;.l,, haU,t ;„ th, N,ffowtltipani*h
Mlite.l by 1). (r. li.MMoN. -Mi pp. Svo.
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